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The purpose of the research is to give understanding 
what is the company law background concerning the 
use of mezzanine financing, how mezzanine instruments 
are handled from accounting and taxation perspective 
and how they are used in the market today. On top of 
that is reviewed the size of mezzanine market in relevant 
countries. The main focus is in Finland and comparison is 
done to Sweden, Estonia, USA, UK and Germany. The 
differences of legal frameworks and markets in relation 
to the discussed financing form are analysed. The re-
search objective has been to conclude what are some of 
the main differences of company regulation, accounting 
and taxation rules and local market conditions related to 
the topic in question. Additionally, is reviewed how mez-
zanine could be used in bank lending going forward in 
order to support functioning capital markets.

In the review of legal background, the focus has been 
on company law solely. Reference to other legislation is 
made only if it is necessary to understand better the spe-
cific company law regulation in question. The analysis of 
applicable accounting rules has concentrated on the lo-
cal GAAP and IFRS regulation. In the review of taxation 
rules is focused on thin capitalisation rules and deductibi-
lity of interest from the borroweŕ s view. When reviewing 
the local market conditions, the attention has been given 
to the size of the market in terms of amount of venture ca-

pital actors, volumes of venture capital investments, num-
ber of banks and volumes of bank loans. The research is 
based on academic and professional literature in com-
pany law and finance. 

The outcome of the research is that there are signifi-
cant differences in the company law, accounting rules 
and taxation regulation between the observed countries. 
There are also significant differences in mezzanine mar-
kets between the observed countries due to variation of 
actors and their capacity to provide financing. This influ-
ences on the availability of the mezzanine financing in 
general.

Additionally, it can be concluded that mezzanine is a 
potential bank lending form. Mezzanine financing could 
be used especially in situations where customer does not 
have collateral to offer and bank would be prepared to 
grant financing even with traditional debt instruments. 
Mezzanine instruments give also additional possibilities 
for a bank to price the lending to reflect better the risk of 
the financing transactions. However, mezzanine cannot 
be a tool which would allow banks to step to transactions 
or projects which would be riskier than those transactions 
or projects which are financed by banks today with tra-
ditional senior debt loan instruments. It is rather a tool 
which would provide to banks additional alternatives to 
price more accurately the risks they would take anyhow. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Mezzanine - something between equity and senior debt 
 

The founding of a company requires always capital. Also, the daily operations of a company 
need funding. Besides the daily business activities company may also have exceptional funding 
needs due to acquisitions or other kind of exceptional investments. In fact, every company no 
matter at what stage of its development phase needs financing in some form to be able to 
operate.  Corporate financing is activity where the funds needed are provided and received. 
What kind of financing is granted or received has also implications for the company´s capital 
structure. On the other hand, what the balance sheet structure is like influences also on the 
availability of the new financing and its pricing.1  

In case of limited liability companies, the founders need to invest first in equity. After that it 
is often banks who provide additional financing. However, there are also other financing 
sources and needs in the market. The capital and financial markets have developed over the 
years and there are also demand and supply for other financing forms than plain owner´s 
equity and traditional secured senior loans from the banks. The reason for this is that equity 
finance and traditional bank finance leave a gap that needs to be bridged. There is space 
between senior debt with collaterals received from banks and high risk equity input. This room 
can be filled with financing forms that have a risk and return profile between debt and equity.  

Even if there is no more senior debt available but company has still cash flow for additional 
long-term borrowing the financial leverage could possibly be increased further. The kind of 
financing suitable for leverage growth in such a situation is often called mezzanine financing 
referring to the layer between company's senior debt and equity.2  Structurally mezzanine can 
be subordinated to senior debt in terms of payment priority and security but has higher 
priority than equity. Special features of mezzanine financing are flexibility and versatility. 
These special features are also often reflected in the terms of the relevant financing contract. 

The financing alternatives of a company can be divided in different classes based on security 
and seniority. A simplified division of the alternatives from a limited liability company´s point 
of view can be presented in a table (see Figure 1 below).  

 
Figure 1: Financing forms and order of repayment 

 
Financing form Repayment priority 

  
Equity capital  III 
Subordinated loan (mezzanine) II 
Senior debt  I 

 
Mezzanine debt has hybrid nature and is positioned between equity and senior debt in the 
borrower´s balance sheet. Mezzanine can be an alternative funding form in addition to the 

                                            
1 Mäntysaari, P. (2016), p. 179. See also Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), pp. 131-139, where the capital structure is 
discussed from the equity perspective. 
2 Müller-Känel, O. (2009), pp. 13-14. Mezzanine type financing is sometimes called also hybrid financing. 
About the definition of hybrid financing see also Knuutinen, R. (2009), pp. 394-396. 
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traditional main layers. In the table above (Figure 1) the subordinated loan is classified as 
mezzanine financing. All mezzanine financing is however not subordinated financing.  

Financial transactions today may involve many kinds of instruments and mezzanine is one of 
the interesting forms of financing available in the market today. Mezzanine instruments rank 
between debt and equity and have features of both financing forms. Because of that all 
financial instruments having characteristics of debt and equity can be described as mezzanine 
instruments. This form of hybrid funding is positioned between equity and senior debt also in 
a company´s capital structure. Mezzanine loan combines the features of equity and debt which 
correspondingly results in a risk/return -profile that is between equity and debt. This kind of 
financing transaction can be completed in many ways but in its simplest form it normally 
involves a subordinated debt. On the other hand, it is also possible to attach in the mezzanine 
transaction so-called “equity kickers” like equity warrants.3 Although having diverse features 
mezzanine loans do not substitute the senior bank loans or equity but rather complement 
them.  

The flexible nature of mezzanine makes it suitable financing form for many kinds of situations. 
The mezzanine capital can be used to finance acquisition, new production facilities, expansion 
of plants, additional distribution channels etc. Among the specific features of this instrument 
is also that shareholders´ control does not need to dilute, company´s balance sheet 
strengthens (subject to subordinated loan) while increased senior borrowing is possible on 
more attractive terms.  

Mezzanine financing has its advantages and disadvantages. It may make financing possible 
without security and - especially in a form of subordinated loan - it also would give additional 
buffer for losses from senior financier´s perspective. On the other hand, if mezzanine funding 
is provided by a venture capital financier the limitations over target company´s business 
decisions and detailed reporting requirements may not suit for all entrepreneurs.4 While 
mezzanine loan has the features of equity and debt, the cost of this kind of loan type is also 
between the costs of equity and debt.   

Venture capital financiers provide capital to companies that are not listed on a stock market. 
Their investments are made in several different financing forms: equity, mezzanine or senior 
debt financing instruments. The operating model of venture capital includes ownership and 
board representation in financed companies, shareholders agreement with the entrepreneurs 
and organisational setup supporting close monitoring of the investments venture capital 
funds. Due to this, entrepreneurs sometimes prioritise venture capital over traditional banks 
or plain equity providers.5 Because of the operating model venture capital financiers are also 
sometimes able to provide funding even when banks and equity financiers are not willing to 
do that.6  

There are several different ways to use debt and equity in company finance. What are the 
different alternative ways in detail differ from country to country due to different regulation. 
Legal norms in company law do differ and additionally taxation and accounting rules are also 
country specific. Especially in case of internationally operating company groups the 
differences of national regulations are relevant to identify. The regulation influences the 
capital structures of the companies. What are the applicable company laws, taxation 
regulation and accounting rules is relevant to know. When focusing on the status of mezzanine 

                                            
3 Nijs, L. (2014), pp. 25-26 and Weitnauer, W. et al. (2016), p. 156. 
4 About the contracts between the venture capital financier and entrepreneur see Kaplan, S. N. and Strömberg, P. 
(2003), Agmon, T. and Sjögren, S. (2016), pp. 72-73, Ramsinghani, M. (2014), pp. 255-293 and Weitnauer, W. 
et al. (2016), pp. 359-389.  
5 About the choice between venture capital and bank financing see Cumming, D. ed. (2010), pp. 31-50 and 
Winton, A. and Yerramilli, V. (2008). 
6 Lerner, J. and Tåg, J. (2013), p. 155. 
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financing then the information needs must be very specific. In such a situation to know all the 
applicable company, taxation and accounting regulation concerning the mezzanine financing 
is relevant. 

Taking into consideration the above-mentioned, important questions to be answered in case 
of planning a mezzanine transaction are among other things the following: 

(i) What is the applicable company law in country X? 

(ii) What kind of taxation regulation is valid in country Y? 

(iii) What are the relevant accounting rules in country Z?  

Major banks provide also wide selection of financing services. The role of bank loans is 
significant in company finance. In Finland banking financing remains the most important 
external financing source for corporates covering around 2/3 of the total external financing 
needs.7 Corporate loans granted by banks are in practice secured senior loans and unsecured 
senior loans. Also, other forms of bank financing than traditional senior loans can be in 
exceptional cases found in the market. Such non-traditional banking instruments like 
subordinated loans are however rare and the volumes they represent are low. 

Banks operate under the rules of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS). These 
so-called Basel rules including supervisory standards, guidelines and recommendation 
statements of best practices and BCBS decisions are followed by banks. Banks are required to 
hold a minimum capital amount to guard against potential losses by the banking regulators. 
The Basel regulation encourages the usage of internal frameworks for risk measurement to 
determine the required capital at risk. Special credit rating and collateral coverage models are 
designed based on these risk measures. The availability of credit rating and collateral coverage 
models are used in day-to-day approval and pricing decisions. This helps among other things 
to differentiate the pricing between good and poor companies. The most recent Basel rules 
under the implementation presently are known as Basel III.8 

Banks involved in corporate financing are frequently in the position where financing is granted 
without fully secured loans. Traditionally the bank´s return on money lent on traditional debt 
financing instrument has however been close to that of a secured bank loan. The risk-based 
loan price concept which considers different elements of risks like default risk, credit 
concentration risk, collateral risk and recovery risk is not always easy to apply in tight market 
conditions. It is obvious that pricing not properly taking into consideration customer specific 
lending risks is unsatisfactory. When banks lend money without fully secured loans, the 
pricing should be higher than in case of fully secured loans. It is important for the bank to be 
able to match the return with the actual risk involved.  

If the company does not want or need the management support provided by venture 
capitalists, loan from the bank could be more attractive financing alternative. To be more 
competitive banks should have also such lending products that are comparable to the 
financing offerings of venture capitalists. In case of company having shortage of equity bank 
should then have also subordinated loans in its product portfolio. In case of no shortage of 
equity subordinated loan is not necessarily needed. But even then, special profit-linked 

                                            
7 Suomen Pankki (2015), figure 6, p. 10. 
8 About the Basel III see Ramirez, J. (2017). In the public is also sometimes referred to Basel IV regulation 
when the latest amendment plans of Basel III are discussed. However, Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 
(BCBS) itself sees the latest amendment plans as the last stage of Basel III. See also below section 5.4 Impact of 
Basel III. 
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interest payment clauses could provide additional options for corporate lending. To have 
mezzanine products in banks´ product portfolio is however not the market standard today.   

Taking into consideration what is mentioned above about bank lending and mezzanine 
additional important questions to be answered are among other things the following: 

(iv) Could mezzanine be lending instrument for banks? 

(v) In what kind of situations would it make sense for banks to lend mezzanine? 

(vi) What kind of lending terms should banks use?  

The above-mentioned questions (i) - (vi) are connected to the company law and the market 
where companies operate and questions can be answered in the context of commercial law. 
Here commercial law refers to branch of private law that concerns principles and rules of the 
commercial transactions.9 This branch of law has in its scope the rights and duties of those 
parties that enter into agreements on goods and services. Mezzanine financing transactions 
belong into this category of commercial transactions. Referring to the both legal and 
commercial nature of the topic, commercial law is the apparent scientific discipline to be 
applied in this doctoral research.  

There is some scientific literature around mezzanine financing but it is not very wide.10 
Additionally literature focusing solely on international mezzanine regulation in company law, 
taxation and accounting is not identified. One explanation for this could be the complicated 
nature of this type of financing and the possibility to tailor-made financing packages leading 
to major variety of transactions.11 This research targets partially to fill in the areas not earlier 
covered by scientific studies. 

 

1.2  Subject and scope of the study 
 

The purpose of this research is to give understanding what is the company law background 
concerning the use of mezzanine financing, how mezzanine instruments are handled from 
accounting and taxation perspective and how they are used in the market today. On top of that 
is reviewed the size of mezzanine market in relevant countries. The main focus is in Finland 
and comparison is done to Sweden, Estonia, USA, UK and Germany. For the background also, 
some EU regulation and court practice in company is reviewed to the extent it has been 
considered relevant for the research. 

The differences of legal frameworks and markets in relation to the discussed financing form 
are analysed. The research objective is to identify some of the main differences of company 
law regulation, accounting and taxation rules and local market conditions related to the topic 
in question. This has been done by studying how mezzanine instruments are handled from 
company law, accounting and taxation perspective. On top of that has been studied what the 

                                            
9 About commercial law see Mäntysaari, P. (2017), pp. 184-196 and Clarke, M.A. et al. (2017), pp. 3-4. 
10 In Finland mezzanine financing has been discussed in Lautjärvi, K. (2015), Lautjärvi, K. (2011) and Villa, S. 
(1997). In foreign literature mezzanine financing has been discussed among other things in Weitnauer, W. et al. 
(2016), Baker, H.K. et al. eds (2015), Nijs, L. (2014), Bärsch, S.-E. (2012), Brokamp, J. et al. (2011) and 
Müller-Känel, O. (2009).   
11 According to Helminen, M. (2010), p. 170 in most countries case by case -approach is applied in taxation 
when equity and debt features of hybrid financing instruments are assessed.  
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mezzanine market is like today. Additionally, it is reviewed how mezzanine could be used in 
credit granting by banks going forward. 

The definition of the research questions depends on the chosen scientific discipline - here 
commercial law - and the knowledge interest of the chosen discipline. Taking that into 
consideration the research questions can be summarised in a following way: 

• What is the company law background concerning the use of mezzanine financing? 

• What are the main differences of company law regulation, accounting and taxation 
rules and local market sizes and conclusions? 

• How mezzanine could be used in bank lending going forward in order to support 
functioning capital markets?  

Finland has been chosen to be the country of primary focus as it is my home country. Sweden 
and Estonia have been taken in the scope as comparison countries as they are neighbours of 
Finland and thus interesting reference countries. USA, UK and Germany are major economic 
powers and have important financial centres also from global perspective which supports 
inclusion of them in the comparison group of the research. To take additionally EU company 
regulation including some relevant EU court practice in the scope is important as all the 
countries under observation excluding USA are members of the EU and are thus also 
influenced by the regulation of that community.12 To observe the above-mentioned 
jurisdictions serves also the overall purpose to identify how mezzanine instruments could be 
used in bank lending in the future.    

In the review of legal background, the focus has been primarily on company law. Reference to 
other legislation is made only when there is need to deepen the understanding of the specific 
company law regulation in question. The analysis of applicable accounting rules has 
concentrated on the local GAAP and IFRS regulation. In the review of taxation rules is focused 
only on thin capitalisation rules and deductibility of interest from the borrower´s view. The 
taxation in respect to interest or other income, change of asset valuations and taxation of 
owners are excluded from the scope. When reviewing the local market conditions, the 
attention has been given to the market size in terms of amount of venture capital actors, 
volumes of venture capital investments, number of banks and volumes of bank loans. The 
terms and conditions of single transactions have not been studied. There are however a few 
general level comments presented on the terms used in mezzanine transactions. Additionally, 
some more detailed observations on terms are given in connection with the presented case 
examples.    

Additionally, the research is based on academic and professional literature in company law 
and finance. Also, some statistical information is used as reference.  

Out of the referred scientific literature Kari Lautjärvi´s doctoral dissertation 
“Välipääomarahoitusinstrumentit” (in English: “Mezzanine Finance instruments”) from 

                                            
12 It shall be noted that a referendum was held on June 23, 2016 in UK to decide whether the country UK should 
leave or remain in the EU. The leave side supporting the so-called “Brexit” won and the UK government 
triggered the process of leaving the EU in 2019. The ongoing negotiations between the UK and EU shall not 
immediately influence on the application of the EU regulation in the UK. The UK government is however 
planning to convert the existing EU law into domestic law allowing authorities to decide which parts of the EU 
law to keep after the country leaves the EU. See for more details Department for Exiting the European Union 
(2017) in which among other things (p. 5) Prime Minister Theresa May writes that “…The same rules and laws 
will apply on the day after exit as on the day before. It will then be for democratically elected representatives in 
the UK to decide on any changes to that law, after full scrutiny and proper debate.” 
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year 2015”13 is used as one of the central reference books in my research. Other books that are 
used as central references in my dissertation are Wolfgang Weitnauer´s “Handbuch Venture 
Capital - von der Innovation zum Börsengang” from year 201614 and Luc Nijs´s “Mezzanine 
financing: tools, applications and total performance” from year 201415.  

Lautjärvi provides in his relatively fresh dissertation views on some of the topics that are 
covered also in my study and I have specifically compared Lautjärvi´s and my opinions in 
some key areas. Lautjärvi´s dissertation analyses different mezzanine structures and the 
relevant legislation in Finland. Lautjärvi concentrates on mezzanine instruments used by 
Finnish limited liability companies,16 which is part of my dissertation scope, too. Major 
difference is however that in my research specific mezzanine regulation comparison is done 
additionally to Sweden, Estonia, USA, UK and Germany. This comparative element is the core 
of my work. Besides, major difference is how possibilities and challenges of mezzanine 
financing are reviewed in my dissertation with the help of case examples. Furthermore, in my 
research is discussed also how mezzanine could be used in bank lending going forward to 
support functioning capital markets. Especially when answering to the third research question 
the perpective of the lenders and borrowers are emphasized. This user perspective combined 
with the both legal and economic viewpoint makes this doctoral dissertation as well different 
from Lautjärvi´s work.  

Weitnauer´s book provides practical view of the venture capital financing including how a 
start-up company is established starting from the business idea, continuing to participation 
agreement with the investor and ending in the exit of the investor. Weitnauer also presents 
the business model of venture capital financier including the financing concepts and different 
financing forms. The discussed financing alternatives include mezzanine finance. In these 
book sections are in scope not only the specifics of different mezzanine financing forms but 
also accounting and taxation treatment.17 Weitnauer´s focus is fully in Germany and his 
approach is very pragmatic i.e. “handbook like”.18 The book contains also checklists and model 
agreements for different situations in the venture capital financing process. Compared to my 
research, similar is the focus on different mezzanine financing forms including review of some 
accounting and taxation aspects and target to provide benefit also to those readers who are 
involved in the actual structuring of the transactions. Major difference is that Weitnauer´s 
book concentrates on venture capital financing only and discusses its topic in practice solely 
from the German perspective. I however focus on mezzanine financing in general and several 
different countries Germany being one of them. Due to different scope the Weitnauer´s book 
does not include the international regulatory comparison that is core of my research. 
Additionally, major difference is that Weitnauer´s book does not include case examples to 
illustrate the practical views but checklists and model texts of documents instead. Also, my 
research includes discussion on how mezzanine could be used in bank lending going forward 
to support functioning capital markets. This aspect is not in Weitnauer´s scope.    

                                            
13 Lautjärvi, K. (2015). The dissertation is written in Finnish and the referred title in English is used in the 
abstract of the book.  
14 Weitnauer, W. et al. (2016). 
15 Nijs, L. (2014). 
16 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), p. 349. In the Abstract of the dissertation he writes that “This doctoral dissertation 
provides a comprehensive discussion on various equity and debt financing instruments that Finnish limited 
liability companies (limited by shares) generally use. The main focus of the dissertation is examining mezzanine 
debt instruments incorporating such things as control covenants, capital and debenture loans, perpetual hybrid 
loans, profit sharing loans as well as convertible and option loans. In general, mezzanine finance instruments 
are used as corporate finance products in Finland and are a form of hybrid capital.” 
17 Weitnauer, W. et al. (2016), pp. 143-194. 
18 Weitnauer, W. et al (2016), pp. 21-26 includes also a short background text section ”Das Vorbild USA” in 
which the history, general conditions and development of venture capital business in the USA is reviewed. The 
venture capital markets of USA otherwise or other foreign countries are however not among the topics of the 
book.     
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Nijs´s book concentrates solely on mezzanine finance products including descriptions of 
structuring and pricing. Nijs covers in his text also specific industry related topics around 
mezzanine like Basel rules influencing financial industry, infrastructural project finance and 
real estate financing. Risk analysis and risk mitigation techniques are also discussed. Nijs´s 
book contains also case examples, term sheets and model contracts and has practical 
approach.19 Like in my research the focus is on several mezzanine financing forms, having 
international scope and use of case examples to illustrate the discussed topics. A major 
difference is that Nijs´s book does not focus on regulatory comparison between the countries 
as I do in my dissertation work. Besides, my dissertation includes discussion on how banks 
could use mezzanine in the future bank lending to support functionality of capital markets. 
This topic is not covered by Nijs either. 

The validity of the regulation in focus in my dissertation has been taken into attention until 
June 30, 2018. 

 

1.3  Structure of the thesis 
 

This doctoral thesis consists of 7 chapters.  

Chapter 1 - Introduction - presents the topic of the dissertation. In the opening part the 
position of mezzanine financing in the capital structure of the company is briefly presented. 
After that is reviewed subject, scope and structure of the study.  

In Chapter 2 - Research methodology - is discussed how mezzanine is approached in this study 
as research subject and what are the applied research methodologies. After that is specifically 
focused on comparative law as the central research methodology. On top of that is separately 
discussed research methodology that provides answer to research question “How mezzanine 
could be used in bank lending going forward in order to support functioning capital 
markets?”. 

In Chapter 3 - Mezzanine financing framework - is at first discussed the key elements of the 
capital structure of the limited liability company. After that the nature of mezzanine finance is 
analysed taking into consideration the elements influencing the capital structure and types of 
mezzanine contracts are presented. The regulatory framework covering the topic is also 
discussed. Besides addressing the regulation of the countries under observation also reference 
to the relevant EU company regulation and EU court practice is made. In the latter part of the 
chapter the relevant accounting and taxation rules are also discussed.   

In Chapter 4 - Different systems of mezzanine in practical market - is discussed how 
mezzanine financing is concretely used by venture capitalist financiers, banks and other 
financiers today. Also, the interests of mezzanine lenders and borrowers are debated to open 
the different views of the different stakeholders.  

In Chapter 5 - Mezzanine in bank lending - is discussed the changing market needs, how 
mezzanine finance could be used more by banks as lenders going forward and how the 
regulatory environment influences the usage of mezzanine in bank lending. Additionally, 
potential target companies of mezzanine lending by banks is defined. 

In Chapter 6 - Differences of mezzanine markets between Finland and other countries - the 
country specific differences in mezzanine financing between Finland, Sweden, Estonia, USA, 

                                            
19 In the preface text of Nijs, L. (2014), p. xiiv is stated that the content “…can be described as a mix of 
academic analysis and practical applications for selecting and structuring deals”. 
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UK and Germany are reviewed. This has been done in three parts. Firstly, it is referred to 
separate appendices (Appendices 2-5), which provide comparative information on the 
countries´ regulatory environment including company laws, accounting and taxation rules 
and on the size of the country specific markets. The market size has been assessed taking into 
consideration the amount of venture capital actors, volumes of venture capital investments, 
number of banks and volumes of bank loans. Secondly, it is referred to separate appendices 
(Appendices 6-7), in which it has been presented examples of transactions where subordinated 
debt and senior ranked convertible debt has been used as financing forms. Purpose of this part 
is to illustrate the different accounting and taxation treatment of mezzanine instruments in 
different countries. Thirdly, an imaginary corporate financing transaction case has been 
presented to illustrate the real-life elements that have been discussed in the research. The 
example case demonstrates among other things the challenges of financing arrangements of a 
corporate group operating in several countries. 

In Chapter 7 - Concluding thoughts - are presented the conclusions of the research based on 
the content of the chapters 2-6. The conclusions cover mezzanine related regulation and main 
differences of discussed central subtopics. In summary is thus focused on the differences in 
the chosen areas according to the methodology of comparative law. This means review of 
variances in 

• company law  

• accounting 

• taxation and 

• market sizes 

between the countries in scope. Additionally, it is commented mezzanine in bank lending 
going forward. At the end of the Chapter 7 are included also recommendations for the future 
research. In the recommendations are included some thoughts on the company law regulation 
de lege ferenda, too. 
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2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
2.1  Mezzanine as research subject 
 

Every company needs financing to operate.20 Availability of finance is the core issue for every 
entrepreneur starting the business. The financing needs can be taken care of in several 
different ways but normally the funding needs are taken care of by equity capital input and 
senior debt.  

In practice some equity is needed first before debt financing is possible. The equity input can 
be provided by the owner directly and - after business operations have been started - by 
generating funds from business activities through the retaining of profits.21 Additionally 
company can raise internal funds through divestments, too.22 Equity funding is the riskiest 
form of financing as equity capital ranks behind all other financing forms. This means that 
owner of the equity capital is entitled to repayment only after all other payment obligations of 
the company are covered. According to that among other things taxes, accounts payable, 
senior loans and wages of the employees have to be covered first before owner of the equity 
capital gets distribution or return of equity input. The rate of return required by equity 
investors is therefore higher than the rate of return of other creditors. 

Very often bank loans are used as primary debt funding instruments. In case of bank loan, the 
borrower agrees to return the principal and the interest payments to the bank according to 
repayment schedule jointly decided by the parties. The company assets serve often as collateral 
for the repayment of the given bank loan. If borrower is not able to meet its repayment 
obligation it can ultimately lead to a liquidation process. Unlike the equity holders bank 
lenders do not take part in the operative management of the borrower. As senior lenders banks 
do not have ownership in the borrower and they are thus not either entitled to participate in 
the management work. Due to high repayment ranking of their lending and the collateral 
backing the repayment, banks risk position is often at least satisfactory. Because of that the 
bank lending is cheaper compared to other financing forms.  

Companies that have already history of profitable business, operate in business areas familiar 
to them, have sufficient asset base, low leverage and stable cash-flow forecasts are well 
equipped to apply bank financing. For a traditionally operating corporate bank to finance this 
kind of customers is fairly easy. As lender´s focus in the financial analysis of a potential 
borrower is primarily on the cash flow available to service and repay the debt, the high 
visibility of future cash flow lowers the lending hurdle. Borrower´s ability to remain profitable 
is one of the core focus areas in the analysis. If bank financier is able to trust that the risk stays 
on satisfactory level according to bank´s criteria, senior loans are adequate funding 
instruments. For a borrower it is also important what is the cost of the funding. Bank financing 
in its traditional forms is normally cheap form of financing and that also explains banks´ 
popularity as funding providers in general.23 

All companies are however not operating in a stable market with low risk outlook. Some 
businesses may also have specific features that are challenging for a traditional bank financier 
to manage. For example, corporates with new business models, looking for expansion or 
preparing themselves for ownership change may face financing gaps that simply cannot be 

                                            
20 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), p. 83. 
21 Villa, S. (1997), p. 19. 
22 Nijs, L. (2014), p. 5. 
23 OECD (2013), p. 22. 
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fully filled by classic corporate banking methods.24 This has created demand for new kind of 
financing products.     

Sometimes when access to equity and traditional debt funding becomes a challenge, 
companies may also find themselves in tough market conditions otherwise. To finance major 
investments in such market conditions may also be difficult only with the traditional equity 
and senior debt instruments. Some alternative financing forms are then needed, too.  

Due to innovations in financial engineering such instruments have been created that combine 
the elements of equity and debt financing. These mezzanine instruments have also a risk and 
return -profile that falls between equity and debt. Due to often having tailormade structures 
for individual transactions mezzanine financing is versatile and flexible by its nature. 

As mezzanine financing combines elements of both equity and debt funding and takes into 
consideration the specifics of individual transactions under this financing form can fall several 
types of financing instruments like convertible loans, profit-sharing loans and subordinated 
loans. Additionally, an individual mezzanine transaction can combine all the above-mentioned 
three elements.    

What makes mezzanine financing interesting research object can be motivated in several ways. 
For this doctoral dissertation one of the main drivers for choosing mezzanine finance as topic 
is the versatility of this financing form. There is possibility to use this financing form in many 
different ways in many different situations. The various structures of mezzanine can include 
combinations of different instruments including subordinated debt, convertible debt and 
option loans. The flexibility of structuring allows contracting of terms suitable for several 
different kinds of situations. Within freedom of contract mezzanine can be used among other 
things to achieve tax benefits, improve liquidity and allow capital expenditure. Interest 
payment can be based on contracted cash pay to take place on regular basis or as payment-in-
kind (PIK).25 Additionally by including in the financing package equity kickers - for example 
warrants allowing purchase of equity in a borrower company at a fixed price at a specific 
moment or conversion right allowing the conversion of a debt or bond receivable to equity - 
performance linked elements can be included in the financing transaction.26 These features 
alone make mezzanine a fruitful object for an academic study.  

Many banks have been significantly impacted under Basel III and have been forced to cut their 
balance sheets due to new regulation.27 Under the existing regulation banks have been forced 
to reconsider and adjust their lending operations and avoid riskier financing transactions. 
However, cash flow positive companies with good growth prospects are priority targets for all 
the corporate lenders in the market. In certain situations, mezzanine could have a role in 
increasing borrower´s leverage in a way that not necessarily increases the lender´s risk too 
much but will generate higher return than traditional loan instruments. This will be discussed 
later in the text.28  

When having mezzanine as research subject it is important to open some basics around the 
capital structure of the limited liability company. Lautjärvi has done that in his dissertation by 
providing an outline of the funding structure of a limited liability company in Finland and 

                                            
24 OECD (2013), p. 19. 
25 In the PIK alternative the interest is not paid out during the loan period but instead is accrued to the principal 
which is the repaid at the end of the loan period. One advantage of the PIK is that borrower is able to postpone 
the interest payment and thus reduces the cash flow burden during the loan period. See Nijs, L. (2014), pp. 29-
33. 
26 For more detailed review of equity kickers see below section 3.2.5 Equity kickers. 
27 See more about Basel regulation below in section 5.4 Impact of Basel III. 
28 See below sections 5.2 Financing of healthy customers and 5.3 Handling of distressed customers. These text 
sections include also case examples illustrating among other things the discussed risk/return aspect. 
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reviewing the features of both equity and debt.29 This includes discussion on how equity capital 
is established, maintained and distributed. Additionally, the rules of creditor protection are 
discussed.   

In my research the nature of mezzanine is explained by reviewing the capital structure of 
limited liability company. How a company uses mixture of debt and equity to finance its assets 
is covered by explaining limited liability, retained earnings, equity financing, debt financing, 
cost of capital and maintenance of capital.30 The nature of the mezzanine has been further 
elaborated by discussing some key terminology, repayment priority, subordination of debt, 
equity kickers and views of rating agencies.31   

Part of the understanding of mezzanine totality is also understanding the types of contracts 
used in these kind of financing transactions. Bilateral contracts, intercreditor agreements, 
Club loans, Syndicated loans, Loan Market Association (LMA) and Loan Syndications and 
Trading Association (LSTA) documentation have therefore also been explained.32 

When purpose of the research is to give understanding, what are the relevant domestic and 
foreign company laws in relation to mezzanine, the relevant regulatory framework has to be 
also reviewed. This is done by presenting at first the related EU Company regulation including 
rules of  

• capital maintenance 

• protection of members´ and third parties´ interests 

• information to be disclosed by European Union company  

• domestic mergers   

• cross-border mergers  

• domestic divisions  

• setting up a single-member company  

• European Company  

• European Cooperative Society 

• European Economic Interest Grouping.33  

Additionally, the role of Court of Justice of the European Union in relation to the topic has 
been discussed.34 

                                            
29 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), pp. 83-174. 
30 See below section 3.1 Capital structure of limited liability company. 
31 See below section 3.2 About the nature of mezzanine financing. 
32 See below section 3.3 Types of contract. 
33 See below section 3.4.1 EU legislation in general. 
34 See below section 3.4.1.2.11 Role of Court of Justice of the European Union. 
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The review of relevant domestic and foreign company laws has been continued by introducing 
the Finnish35, Swedish36, Estonian37, USA38, UK39 and German40 company laws and focusing 
on those parts of the regulation that is deemed to be most relevant for the topic. This has meant 
among other things coverage of rules on shares, administration and financial statements, 
capital structure, distribution of assets, mergers, demergers and company´s dissolution, 
distribution and capital maintenance. In the event of the USA the corporate law is in practice 
state law as the statute of the state governs the existence of the corporation and its internal 
affairs. Therefore, focus has been on those US state regulations that are the most significant: 
Model Business Corporation Act41 and Delaware General Corporation Law42.  

The freedom of contract and principle of loyalty are important elements in the contractual 
relationships. Lautjärvi has emphasized in his dissertation that traditionally freedom of 
contract has made it possible to tailor the debt instruments according to the needs of a 
company in question.43 This has led to significant contractual freedom to agree on mezzanine 
terms and it is also used in practice.44 According to Lautjärvi principle of loyalty has relevance 
in contractual relations not only between creditors and a debtors but also between several 
creditors.45  In my dissertation also the relevance of contractual freedom and principle of 
loyalty is identified and it is discussed separately.46   

As part of his dissertation Lautjärvi discusses mezzanine from the view point of company, 
accounting and tax legislation.47 The same topics are included also in my research but the 
coverage is more comprehensive due to the international focus having not only Finland but 
also Sweden, Estonia, USA, UK and Germany in scope. In my accounting analysis the 
applicable accounting rules of each observed country have been reviewed including their 
applicability to mezzanine transaction.48 Relevance of IFRS in relation to local accounting 
regulation has been included in the discussion. In my taxation regulation is reviewed the 
applicable rules on thin capitalisation and deductibility of interest from the borrower´s view.49  

Presentation of how and when mezzanine financing is presently used is important part of the 
total research. This is done by discussing on different actors in the mezzanine market: venture 
capital companies, banks and some special financing companies.50 Venture capital part of the 
market analysis is started by explaining what is meant by venture capital in general, how 
venture capital financiers operate and what is venture capital market like in Finland and in 
other observed countries. The market analysis has focused on the participants on the market 
and the investment volumes with the purpose to give a picture of the sizes of the venture capital 
markets between the countries in question. Banking part of the market analysis has been 
started by explaining what is the basic idea behind the banking business. After that the role of 
bank financing in corporate financing is discussed and major banks of each observed country 
have been introduced. Presentation of some special financiers - that are not venture capitalists 

                                            
35 See below section 3.4.2 Finnish legislation. 
36 See below section 3.4.3.1 Sweden. 
37 See below section 3.4.3.2 Estonia. 
38 See below section 3.4.3.3 USA. 
39 See below section 3.4.3.4.1 UK. 
40 See below section 3.4.3.4.2 Germany. 
41 See below section 3.4.3.3.3 Model Business Corporation Act. 
42 See below section 3.4.3.3.4 “Delaware effect”. 
43 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), pp. 162-163. 
44 Nijs, L. (2015), p. 47.  
45 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), pp. 170-171. 
46 See below sections 3.4.4 Freedom of contract and 3.4.5 Principle of loyalty. 
47 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), pp. 177-184. 
48 See below section 3.5 Accounting rules. 
49 See below section 3.6 Taxation rules. 
50 See below section 4 Different systems of mezzanine in practical market. 
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nor banks - but involved in mezzanine financing have also been done. The analysis of how 
mezzanine is presently used is completed by discussing what are the expectations of 
mezzanine financier and borrower around a mezzanine transaction.51 

An important part of the research is discussion on mezzanine as bank lending product in the 
future.52 This includes analysis of the market demand and how healthy and distressed 
corporate customers could be financed going forward. Additionally, it is discussed what is the 
impact of the Basel regulation and what is the regulatory pressure coming from some of the 
new regulations that banks are obliged to take into consideration in their daily business 
activities. On top of that it is concluded what is banks role in mezzanine business: is there a 
need for mezzanine as bank product and - if so - for what kind of corporate customers?53 

Another important part of the research is review of differences of mezzanine markets between 
Finland and other countries. When analysing the differences, the focus has been on  

• company law regulation 

• accounting rules and 

• taxation rules and 

• size of market.54  

The differences of different markets have also been illustrated by country specific mezzanine 
transaction examples. The transactions discussed regard subordinated debt and senior ranked 
convertible debt.55 These instrument types represent features that are fairly common in the 
world of mezzanine: subordination and warrant. The usage of mezzanine financing has 
furthermore been illustrated with the help of an imaginary corporate case.56 In that example 
case elements of real-life mezzanine transactions have been combined in one imaginary 
corporate group restructuring. The example case demonstrates challenges of structuring 
finance package for a corporate group having business operations in several countries.  

The last part of the doctoral thesis is the core of the research. This last part contains the 
concluding thoughts on the items discussed earlier in the text and discussion on future 
research objects.57 Here it has been summarized  

• what is the company law background concerning the use of mezzanine financing 

• what are the main differences of company law regulation 

• what are the main differences of accounting rules 

• what are the main differences of taxation rules  

• what are the main differences of local market sizes 

                                            
51 See below section 4.4 The interests of lender and borrower. 
52 See below section 5 Mezzanine in bank lending. 
53 See below sections 5.6 Banks and mezzanine, 5.7 Is there a need for mezzanine from banks? and 5.8 
Definition of target companies. 
54 See below section 6 Differences of mezzanine markets between Finland and other countries. 
55 See below section 6.2 Transaction examples and Appendices 6 and 7. 
56 See below section 6.3 Case example: how mezzanine can be concretely used? 
57 See below section 7 Concluding thoughts. 
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• what is the relevance of freedom of contract and 

• how mezzanine could be used in bank lending going forward to support functioning 
capital markets? 

Additionally, recommendations on future research objects have been addressed concerning 

• mezzanine bank´s organisation and operating model 

• mezzanine bank´s credit strategy 

• mezzanine financing terms  

• banking regulation influencing to mezzanine lending  

• digitalisation influencing to mezzanine lending 

• accounting regulation and practices 

• taxation 

• company law regulation de lege ferenda. 

As has been mentioned above this research falls under the subject of commercial law.58 
Sometimes academic researches having strong linkage to jurisprudence include thoughts on 
how to improve the legislation. In his dissertation Lautjärvi has proposed regulative 
improvements de lege ferenda for the Finnish company law.59 In my doctoral research I have 
also included recommendations on company law regulation de lege ferenda.60 Here the scope 
is however much wider as recommendations are based on the analysis of not only Finland but 
also Sweden, Estonia, USA, UK and Germany and also European Union. Thus, 
recommendations are applicable to all the observed countries and in principle to any 
jurisdiction.  

 

2.2   About the applied research methodologies in general 
 

This research is by its nature both legal and commercial and belongs thus under the category 
of commercial law. Main research methodology is comparative law but also other 
methodologies have been applied.  

Comparative legal analysis is important part of the research methodology as regulatory 
frameworks and market features of several countries has been examined and compared. The 
comparative law approach means studying relationships between legal systems or norms of 
more than one country and reviewing the differences and similarities. Here comparative 
method is used for comparing company laws in the field of mezzanine financing. After the 
research questions have been formulated and the jurisdictions to be reviewed chosen the 
relevant regulations have been described. After comparing the regulations focus has been put 
into the differences and similarities. The differences have been specifically opened in the 
research. Finally, the findings have been presented including recommendations on future 

                                            
58 See above section 1.1 Mezzanine - something between equity and senior debt. 
59 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), pp. 331-347. 
60 See below section 7.5.8 Company law regulation de lege ferenda. 
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research areas and even some thoughts on “should be” regulation. How the comparative law 
is concretely used as research methodology here is discussed more in the next text section.61 

Besides applying comparative law as the primary research methodology also principles of legal 
dogmatics62 have been utilised. Additionally, theory of law and economics63 and empirical64 
approaches have been taken into consideration. Further elements of user-friendly legal science 
discipline65 are applied.  

The core of legal dogmatics consists of the interpretation and systematization of valid law.66 
The subject that is investigated in this thesis is mezzanine finance and the relevant company, 
accounting and taxation regulation around it. The principles of law and legal system have also 
been taken into consideration. This means among other things that legal texts are not only 
reviewed but also interpreted.   

Legal dogmatics approach has been applied here in analysis, interpretation and 
systematization of the regulatory framework covering the area of mezzanine finance of 
individual jurisdictions. This research method is used to identify the relevant company law, 
accounting and taxation norms in Finland, Sweden, Estonia, USA, UK and Germany and 
clarify their content. The identified norms discussed are analysed and interpreted highlighting 
the elements relevant to the topic. Here I have applied in this respect perspective more typical 
to a scholar than a judge: choosing subjects under discussion freely, using examples of actual 
and hypothetical cases, focusing on problematic details and providing at the end de lege 
ferenda recommendations.67 It shall be noted here separately that reviewing how various 
jurisdictions have resolved a similar question is however beyond legal dogmatics and falls 
under comparative law.  

The theory of law and economics has also relevance in this research as economic and financial 
implications of the topic have also been in the research focus. It is generally known that the 
economic system and economic trends of a country influence to several areas of the society. 
Also, legal system is impacted. In law and economics the point of view is the economic 
efficiency of law.68 Economic research and empirical data are used to support the conclusions 
made on markets. The mezzanine market in different countries has been analysed and 
conclusions are made by taking into consideration the amount of venture capital actors, 
volumes of venture capital investments, number of banks and volumes of bank loans. The 
research includes also discussion on how mezzanine could be used as bank lending product in 
the future in order to support functioning capital markets. Among other things the role of 
mezzanine in allowing banks to price the lending risks more accurately is discussed combining 
both elements of law and economics. 

The empirical evidence means knowledge that is gained through observations and experience. 
Here empirical approach is applied when some statistical information is used in analysis and 
conclusions related to the sizes of the mezzanine market in observed countries are done.  

The perspective of the research is the perspective of those parties that are the main operators 
of the financial transactions: financiers (banks, venture capital funds, capital markets etc.) and 

                                            
61 See below section 2.3 Comparative law. 
62 Aarnio, A. (1978), p. 52 and Siltala, R. (2001), p. 13. 
63 About the concept of law and economics see Cooter, R. and Ulen, T. (2016).  
64 About the empirical method see Romano, V.C. (2015). 
65 Mäntysaari, P. (2017). 
66 Peczenik, A. (2005), p. 1 and Mäntysaari, P. (2017), p. 15. 
67 Peczenik, A. (2005), p. 2. 
68 Mäntysaari, P. (2017), p. 15. 
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borrowers (corporations).69 This gives also possibility to interpret this research to belong 
under the user-friendly legal science discipline.70 In this discipline of user-friendly commercial 
law corporations use legal tools to reach their targets.71 As each company has a management 
which de facto uses the powers of the company the user-friendly commercial law is also called 
management-based commercial law (MBCL).72 The key points of MBCL are that there are 
companies that operate in market economy under the legal system and they have ultimate goal 
to survive in the competition with their rivals. The approach of the research is additionally 
practical and targets to provide answers to some real-life challenges which as well suits for the 
user-friendly legal science discipline.73 

When applying the main aspects of MBCL in this research some conclusions can be made 
based on the perspective of financiers or borrowers used. 

Firstly, when using the perspective of the financier the focus is on how the financier sees the 
mezzanine regulation. Here the research objective is to conclude what are some of the main 
differences of company law regulation, accounting and taxation rules and local market 
conditions as perceived by the provider of the financing. This is specifically visible in the text 
section where is reviewed how mezzanine could be used in bank lending going forward74 as 
the perspective used is primarily the perspective of a bank lender. 

Secondly when using the perspective of the borrower the attention is on how the receiver of 
the financial input perceives the mezzanine regulation. The key differences of company law 
regulation, accounting and taxation rules and local market conditions related to the topic in 
question - as the receiver of the funding sees it - have also been included in the research. 

As in the legal research in general the purpose of this study has been to recognise and retrieve 
information that would be relevant also for those who make decisions related to discussed 
subject - in this case mezzanine financing.75 The information sources used cover not only legal 
but also economic, business and scientific reference material. This kind of usage of sources 
from other disciplines is quite typical for any legal research.76 Also when thinking how 
important decisions are made in daily business life, this kind of cross-sectoral information 
sourcing is not extraordinary either.  

 

2.3   Comparative law  

 
2.3.1 Primary research methodology  

The primary research methodology applied here is comparative law.77 To compare how 
company law regulates mezzanine financing and how mezzanine instruments are handled 
from accounting and taxation perspective in Finland and internationally falls easily within the 

                                            
69 Mäntysaari, P. (2014), pp. 356-357. About choosing the perspective of the firm in commercial law see also 
Mäntysaari, P. (2012).  
70 Mäntysaari, P. (2017), p. 193. 
71 Mäntysaari, P. (2017), p. 194. 
72 Mäntysaari, P. (2017), pp. 194-196. 
73 According to Mäntysaari, P. (2017), p. 85 “User-Friendly Legal Science is pragmatic and facilitates problem 
solving.” 
74 See below section 5 Mezzanine in bank lending. 
75 Barkan, S.M. et al. (2015), p. 1. 
76 Ibid. 
77 Husa, J. (2013), p. 27. About the method of comparative law see Eberle, E.J. (2009). 
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comparative law research.78 To compare domestic law of some specific area with the relevant 
laws of foreign countries is fairly common in academic researches. In the era of globalisation, 
the need for such researches is not limited only to the academic world. Comparative researches 
can be seen increasingly also in every day legal practice.79 In Europe the EU legislation and 
similarities in the member states´ laws have led to increased importance of the comparative 
elements in the legal science.80  

Comparative legal analysis is important part of the research methodology as regulatory 
frameworks and market features of several countries have been examined and compared. The 
comparative law approach means studying relationships between legal systems or norms of 
more than one country and reviewing the differences and similarities.81 This approach is used 
in legal science especially when performing law comparison between different jurisdictions. 
The comparative law approach is used to serve the purpose to extend and enrich the materials 
for the analysis.82 In research work it means analysis of the research topic by studying the 
different legal systems, finding out specifics of the different systems, identifying differences 
and similarities, explaining them and drawing conclusions. All of this supports also the 
analysis of the local regulation in question. Review and analysis of the particular area of study 
of other jurisdictions may make the researcher to look at some local norms and practices in a 
new light.83   

In comparative law methodology comparison can be made on macro level and micro level.84 
On the macro view the focus is on the legal systems or legal regimes and differences and 
similarities are compared from a general perspective. On the micro level the point of view is 
more on individual legal institutions - like legal persons or courts - and individual norms. How 
the macro and micro level comparisons are then combined and used depends on each 
researcher´s interests. Both macro and micro level comparison has been done in this research. 
Focus has however been more on micro level comparison.  

Here traditional functional method85 is used for comparing company laws, accounting rules 
and taxation rules in the field of mezzanine financing and to identify how the usage of this 
financing form is addressed in several jurisdictions. However, the central point in the 
functional comparative methodology is not to concentrate only on study of mezzanine rules in 
a form of written law but also on the “social need” in question - in this research on mezzanine 
financing.86 The idea is to find out also how different countries have solved the same socio-
legal problem.87 Instead of focusing on concepts or terminology only the researcher focuses 
also on functions. The common function - the tertium comparationis - is then compared.88 If 

                                            
78 According to Zweigert, K. and Kötz, H. (1998), p. 1 comparative law means comparison of “the different 
legal systems of the world”.  
79 See also below section 6.3 Case example: how mezzanine can be concretely used? In that section the usage of 
mezzanine financing is illustrated with the help of an imaginary example case. In that case is demonstrated 
challenges related to financing arrangements of a group operating in several countries. Before concluding on the 
transactions having impact on several business units in different countries, the group management has to do also 
some legal research including comparison of regulations between different jurisdictions.   
80 Mäntysaari, P. (2017), p. 146. 
81 Siems, M. (2014), pp. 13-25 and Husa, J. (2015), pp. 147-186. 
82 Zweigert, K. and Kötz, H. (1998), p. 15. 
83 See Jyränki, A. (1996), p. 11. 
84 Husa, J. (2015), pp. 100-104. 
85 Zweigert, K. and Kötz, H. (1998), pp. 32-47 and Brand, O. (2007), pp. 409-421. 
86 According to Husa, J. (2015), p. 118 “Ultimately the aim of this kind of comparative law is (on the basis of the 
source material) to conceive what in each legal system is typical and what its relation is to the surrounding 
society, political and economic systems and culture.”   
87 Husa, J. (2015), p. 119. 
88 Husa, J. (2015), p. 148. 
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the common function cannot be found, comparison in the meaning of comparative law 
becomes cannot be done.89   

In traditional functional study, after the chosen social need has been addressed in the relevant 
jurisdictions, three things will follow:  

• comparison 

• analysis of similarities and differences and  

• comparative study building on the ultimate purpose of the study.90 

This research has been structured taking into consideration all the three elements. The 
different stages of the process of comparative law - as it has been applied in this research - are 
shown in the table below (see Figure 2). What that means in practice is also described in the 
following text sections.  

 
Figure 2: Process of comparative law applied in this research 

 
Applied process of comparative law  

Stage 1 Addressing the social need: mezzanine financing 
Stage 2 Comparison of the different systems and how they have solved the 

socio-legal problem in question 
Stage 3 Analysis of the similarities and differences of problem solving 

between different jurisdictions 
Stage 4 Conclusions building on the ultimate purpose of the study 

 
 
 
2.3.2 Comparison 

In the applied process, after the research questions have been formulated91 and the 
jurisdictions in scope have been reviewed92, the relevant regulations have been described93. In 
the comparative part of the text the mezzanine regulation of different countries has been 
compared.  

The relevant regulation that has been reviewed here includes the company laws around the 
chosen research topic. In scope is thus the company law framework regarding mezzanine 
financing. Company law is the subclass of legislation that provides legal form and regulates 
rights and obligations of entities driving business activities. The business entities in scope here 
have own legal personality, investors as owners, liability that is limited, shares that are 
transferable and management that is delegated.94 

                                            
89 According to Zweigert, K. and Kötz, H. (1998), p. 34 “Incomparables cannot usefully be compared, and in 
law the only things which are comparable are those which fulfil the same function”.    
90 Zweigert, K. and Kötz, H. (1998), pp. 32-47, Husa, J. (2013b), p. 12 and Mäntysaari, P. (2017), pp. 147-151. 
91 See the research questions above in section 1.2 Subject and scope of the study. 
92 See the jurisdictions in scope above in section 1.2 Subject and scope of the study. 
93 See the regulations in scope below in sections 3.4 The company law framework, 3.5 Accounting rules and 3.6 
Taxation rules. 
94 Kraakman, R. et al. (2017), pp. 1-15. 
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To be able to compare laws there have to be at least two regulations in focus. In this research 
the European Union corporate regulation has been presented as part of setting the 
comparative scene, but the actual comparative focus is on the company laws of six countries:  

• Finland: Limited Liability Companies Act95 

• Sweden: Companies Act96 

• Estonia: Commercial Code97 

• USA: Model Business Corporation Act and Delaware General Corporation Law98   

• UK: Companies Act99 

• Germany: Limited Liability Companies Act and Stock Corporation Act.100 

Although the focus has been primarily on company law also some accounting and taxation 
rules have been studied and compared. The discussed accounting rules relate mainly to the 
local GAAP and IFRS regulation. The review of taxation norms covers only thin capitalisation 
rules and deductibility of interest from the borrower´s view.  

The comparison covers countries belonging to different legal cultures. Here regulation of 
different jurisdictions belonging to Scandinavian (Finland and Sweden), Continental 
European (Estonia and Germany) and Anglo-American (USA and UK) legal families are 
discussed.101 In comparative law to study regulation of different legal families is very common 
situation.102 

The comparison of mezzanine related company laws, accounting rules and taxation rules in 
different jurisdictions is core of comparative law but it is not enough. As functional 
comparative methodology is applied here the social need in question has to also be 
understood. What is characteristic in each observed country in the area of mezzanine financing 
and how the local market functions is discussed. This serves the purpose to find out how 

                                            
95 Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006), in Finnish: Osakeyhtiölaki (624/2006). 
96 Companies Act (SFS 2005:551), in Swedish: Aktiebolagslag (624/2006). 
97 Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355), in Estonian: Äriseadustik (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
98 Model Business Corporation Act 2016 and Delaware General Corporation Law (Title 8, Chapter 1 of the 
Delaware Code). The US corporate law is in practice state law. Here the two most popular state level company 
regulations have been taken into consideration. About the company legislation in the USA and the chosen state 
laws see for more details below section 3.4.3.3 USA.     
99 Companies Act 2006. 
100 Limited Liability Companies Act of  April 20, 1892, in German: Gesetz betreffend die Gesellschaften mit 
beschränkter Haftung, GmbHG von 6. April 1892 and Stock Corporation Act of September 6, 1965, in German: 
Aktiengesetz von 6. September 1965. In Germany the legal regime for limited liability companies is provided by 
two separate company laws: Limited Liability Companies Act regulates a company with limited liability and 
Stock Corporation Act regulates the limited liability stock corporations. For more details see below section 
3.4.3.4.2 Germany.    
101 The concept of “legal families” is common topic in comparative law. There are different criteria for 
grouping the legal systems and many of them lead to different conclusions. The legal families mentioned here - 
Scandinavian, Continental and Anglo-American - can be identified in several books focusing on the legal family 
categorization. About the legal families classification in general see David, R. (1978), Zweigert, K. and Kötz, H. 
(1998) and Husa, J. (2004). About the arguments why Estonia is categorised here as belonging to the continental 
European family of legal system see Narits, R. (1996) and Varul, P. (2000). 
102 See Husa, J. (2016). 
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different countries have solved the same socio-legal problem. This common functionality is 
relevant part of the comparison.103  

 
2.3.3 Analysis of similarities and differences  

After comparing the regulations focus has been put into the analysis of differences and 
similarities. In comparative law the researcher is expected to be able to tell why there are 
similarities and why there are differences.104 This has made it necessary to take a view also 
into the legal systems105 and market conditions106 of individual countries under observation. 
The differences of the observed jurisdictions have been specifically opened in this research.107  

In observing similarities and differences between Finland, Sweden, Estonia, USA, UK and 
Germany the following items have been focused on: 

• company legislation 

• accounting rules  

• taxation rules and   

• size of market. 

To be able to analyse the differences of norms the actual research topic has to be understood 
well. This means in connection with mezzanine financing that elementary features of limited 
liability company, its capital structure and characteristics of mezzanine instruments financing 
are explained.  

Review and analysis of company regulation of EU and legal systems of the individual countries 
is also important. This is part of making sure that reader has relevant background information 
to understand the discussion around regulatory similarities between the countries.  

In this research the analysis of differences is crystallised in specific text sections where the 
main variances are discussed focusing separately on  

• differences in company law regulation 

• differences in accounting  

• differences in taxation 

• relevance of freedom of contract and 

• differences in local market sizes.108 

                                            
103 Husa, J. (2015), p. 148. 
104 Mäntysaari, P. (2017), p. 149. 
105 See below sections 3.4.2.1 About the Finnish legal system, 3.4.3.1.1 About the Swedish legal system, 
3.4.3.2.1 About the Estonian legal system, 3.4.3.3.1 About the legal system of the USA, 3.4.3.4.1.1 About the UK 
legal system and 3.4.3.4.2.1 About the German legal system and limited liability regulation. 
106 See below section 4 Different systems of mezzanine in practical market. 
107 See below section 6 Differences of mezzanine markets between Finland and other countries. 
108 See below section 7.3 What are the main differences of company law regulation, accounting and taxation 
rules and local market sizes and conclusions? 
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Each of the above listed item is covered in their own text section. 

 
2.3.4 Comparative study  

The comparative study forms the last phase of the traditional functional research. This last 
stage of the research is built on the purpose of providing answers to the research questions: 

• What is the company law background concerning the use of mezzanine financing? 

• What are the main differences of company law regulation, accounting and taxation 
rules and local market sizes and conclusions? 

• How mezzanine could be used in bank lending going forward in order to support 
functioning capital markets?  

The research findings have been summarised to provide answers for the research questions. 
This includes also description on how mezzanine could be used in bank lending going 
forward109, recommendations on future research areas110 and even some thoughts on “should 
be” regulation111.  

Although mezzanine is not widely known as a bank financing product this financing form is to 
some extent used by corporate bankers already today. About the potential for mezzanine to 
become more popular lending instrument for banks is discussed towards the end of the 
research.   

Additionally, it has been presented future research objects related to the topic of mezzanine 
financing. During this research has been identified several items that would be suitable for 
future research.  

To support increased usage of mezzanine financing the regulatory environment should not 
unnecessarily limit the possibility to borrow and lend this kind of hybrid form of financing. 
Keeping this in mind this research includes also recommendations how relevant company 
regulation should be amended. The proposed amendments target to improve the functionality 
of the company regulation in order to support increasing use of mezzanine. The better the law 
would function the better the law would be.112  

In presenting suggestions for the new company law the idea is to show how regulation could 
be improved. The perspective used here is the perspective of the users of the regulation: 
mezzanine lenders and borrowers. This point of view brings the chosen functional approach 
closer to user-friendly legal science.113 

 

                                            
109 See below section 7.4 How mezzanine could be used in bank lending going forward in order to support 
functioning capital markets? 
110 See below section 7.5 Future research objects. 
111 See below section 7.5.8 Company law regulation de lege ferenda. 
112 See Michaels, R. (2006), p. 342. according to which “the better of several laws is that which fulfils its 
function better than the others”. 
113 Mäntysaari, P. (2017), pp. 151-152. 
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2.4   Mezzanine in bank lending in the future 

This research has three research questions to answer: 

• What is the company law background concerning the use of mezzanine financing? 

• What are the main differences of company law regulation, accounting and taxation 
rules and local market sizes and conclusions? 

• How mezzanine could be used in bank lending going forward in order to support 
functioning capital markets?  

The two first research questions fall easily within the main research methodology comparative 
law and its different stages. As mezzanine is defined here as the socio-legal problem under 
research focus, the relevant regulation is naturally also the target of the analysis of similarities 
and differences.114 

The third research question “How mezzanine could be used in bank lending going forward in 
order to support functioning capital markets?” is however more challenging from the 
comparative law perspective. How does answering to this question fit in the process of 
comparative law? The reply to this is given by taking a brief look at the purpose of a 
comparative study in general. 

Like any research method comparative law and comparative method is chosen for a research 
by a researcher when she/he considers that methodology to be appropriate. There can be 
variations in the purpose of a comparative study and purpose can include among other things 
identification of better law.115 In this research all such regulative features that have been 
recognised to support usage of mezzanine are considered as elements of “better law”. Although 
providing answer to the question how mezzanine could be used in bank lending going forward 
is not directly about identifying of better law, supportive and clear regulation without 
unnecessary limitations is needed. In this doctoral research some recommendations on 
company law regulation de lege ferenda has also been given.116 

The above stated means that comparative law has helped to recognise elements that would 
improve company laws in the area of mezzanine financing. This has given also inspiration to 
conclude how mezzanine could be used in bank lending going forward in order to support 
functioning capital markets. It is however fair to say that the comparative method has not been 
the primary method for finding answer to that research question. 

As mentioned earlier, the theory of law and economics has importance in this research. In 
answering the research question concerning the future of mezzanine in bank lending economic 
and financial implications of the topic become highly important. The increased mezzanine 
lending by banks is seen here as a mean to provide additional funding possibilities for the 
companies and thus also as an element to support efficiently functioning capital markets. This 
would improve also the overall economic efficiency. Additionally, to improve the economic 
efficiency in general the relevant regulation needs to be in place and provide framework for 
well-organised business models without unnecessary obstacles. Here the principles of the 
theory of law and economics come in the picture as in law and economics - as discussed earlier 

                                            
114 See above section 2.3.1 Primary research methodology. 
115 According to Mäntysaari, P. (2017), p. 148 “the purpose of a comparative study can be (1) epistemological 
(understanding legal rules and institutions), (2) comparative (achieving comparability), (3) presumptive 
(emphasising similarity), (4) formalising (system building), (5) evaluative (determining the better law), (6) 
universalising (preparing legal unification) or (7) critical (providing tools for the critique of law).” 
116 See below section 7.5.8 Company law regulation de lege ferenda. 
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- the point of view is the economic efficiency of law.117 As well, when later is discussed pricing 
of corporate lending by banks and role of mezzanine in it, the principles of economic theory 
are applied.118 

The perpective of the lenders and borrowers are used when to the third research question is 
answered. This takes the topic under the user-friendly legal science discipline.119 As lenders 
and borrowers refer in the discussed context to companies and each company has 
management as decision-maker, this form of commercial law is also called management-based 
commercial law (MBCL).120 Here is assumed that the managements of both lender and 
borrower companies have common interests to enhance corporate financing possibilities in 
general and thus also see mezzanine instruments among the different financing options 
available. This would no doubt support functioning capital markets.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                            
117 Mäntysaari, P. (2017), p. 139. 
118 See below section 7.4 How mezzanine could be used in bank lending going forward in order to support 
functioning capital markets? 
119 Mäntysaari, P. (2017), p. 193. 
120 Mäntysaari, P. (2017), p. 194. 
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3 MEZZANINE FINANCING FRAMEWORK 

 
3.1  Capital structure of limited liability company  

 
3.1.1 The general theory of capital structure 

 
When the capital structure is discussed it refers to the way how an enterprise combines equity 
and debt in financing its assets. Different explanations have been given for different financing 
structures but often taxes, adverse selection, transactions costs, bankruptcy costs and agency 
conflicts have been mentioned as significant drivers for using debt. Also features like access to 
internal or external finance, company size, company age and industry have relevance. Older 
and bigger companies have normally more financing possibilities than young and small ones. 
Reasons for this are ability to accumulate assets during longer time period and chance to build 
reputation over the years and history of relationships with financial investors.  

There are several kinds of options for companies to structure their capital base. Countless 
combinations can be used with the help of many financing forms like debt, convertible 
issuance, preference shares, lease finance, equity warrants and forward contracts. Given that 
firms try to maximize their value, it is also interesting to know what kind of influence a capital 
structure has to the total value of the company.  

Many theories explain the decision-making on capital structures and also researches have 
been done on the applicability of these theories.121 The existing theories have assumptions of 
certain environmental conditions and have focus on some factors that impact on the financing 
choices and firm´s capital structure. These factors are very important for some firms under 
corresponding circumstances but in other circumstances this is not necessarily the case. Some 
of the most known theories are  

• Pecking-Order theory based on asymmetric information 

• Modigliani-Miller Theorem based on tax benefits associated with debt use and 

• Trade-Off theory founded on agency and bankruptcy cost.  

 
3.1.1.1 The Pecking-Order theory 

  
The Pecking-Order theory has its basis on the principle that there is no equal distribution of 
information among management, owners and outside investors. The concept of an optimal 
capital structure, that has been described by Myers122 and Myers and Majluf123, is built upon 
the idea of asymmetric information. The relative costs of finance vary among different finance 
sources because of the asymmetric information that external financiers and the company. The 
main assumption is that the managers and the owners know the real value of the company 
assets and growth prospects and the type of financing signals this inside information. External 
investors can only try to speculate about these values. The funding provided by the firm itself 

                                            
121 See about the connections between the normative theories and corporate practice Baker, H.G. et al. (2011), 
pp. 195-235 and Rajan, R.G. and Zingales, L. (1995). About the determinants of the capital structure see also 
Holmström, B. and Tirole, J. (1989), pp. 78- 86. 
122 Myers, S.C. (1984). 
123 Myers, S.C. and Majluf, N.S. (1984), 
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is cheaper because external equity provider will have less information about the firm. New 
external equity providers will assume a higher rates of return on the funding offered by them. 
Therefore, it will be more expensive for the firm to issue new shares in comparison to the use 
of internal funding. The same logic applies to the difference of new debt and internal finance.  

As the outcome of the asymmetric information theory firms try to minimize the costs of 
asymmetric information. This leads to a certain pecking order or hierarchy of firm funding 
preferences. Firms seeking financing for the new investments are in favour of using funds in 
accordance to a hierarchy: first are used internal funds, after that comes issuance of debt and 
at the end issuance of equity. The order of preferences mirrors the relative costs of different 
funding alternatives. Companies would clearly prioritise internal sources to costly external 
sources. The hypothesis of pecking order assumes that firms aiming for improved profitability 
are expected to use less external funding. The described financing pattern limits the 
inefficiencies caused by informational asymmetries and this decreases the risk and sensitivity 
to mispricing and valuation errors respectively.  

The idea of pecking order theory does not suggest that companies would have precise leverage 
targets. 

  
3.1.1.2 The Modigliani-Miller Theorem  

 
The Modigliani-Miller Theorem is based on series of papers written by Modigliani and 
Miller.124 According to this theory 1) under certain conditions, a debt-equity ratio of a firm has 
no influence on the market value, 2) a leverage has no influence on firm´s weighted average 
cost of capital, 3) market value does not depend of firm´s dividend payments and 4) holders 
of equity are indifferent between capital gain and dividend income. The conclusion is that 
when the market functions efficiently it is unimportant how the company is financed. As this 
theorem suggests that under certain conditions, the financial decisions are irrelevant in 
determining company value, it is also called as the “Irrelevance Theorem”.  

Although according to Modigliani and Miller the financial structure makes no difference to the 
firm´s total value, the firms typically prioritise debt. This is because of the tax shield resulting 
from the interest deduction and boosting the value of the firm. Therefore, the tax benefits can 
also explain the chosen capital structure. Tax policy has thus relevance for the funding 
decisions of firms.125 If corporate taxation rules make it possible to deduct interest on debt 
and dividend or other payments associated with equity are not tax deductible, this gives 
incentive for the firms to try to maximise their debt load. The corporate tax advantage 
stemming from the deductibility of interest payment on debt means that interest payments 
are income for the investors. Companies are able to forward this benefit to their investors by 
paying higher returns. The taxation benefits resulting from the issue of more corporate debt 
may however be counterbalanced by a high interest income tax. Eventually, the trade-off 
determines the net effect of taxes on debt usage.126  

The Modigliani-Miller Theorem is criticized because it does not take into account the market 
imperfections like asymmetric information and agency costs.127 In the perfect market it may 
not matter how the firm is financed but in real life the capital structure has relevance. 

                                            
124 Modigliani, F. and Miller, M. H. (1958), Miller, M.H. and Modigliani, F. (1961) and Modigliani, F. and 
Miller, M. H. (1963). 
125 Green, C.J. et. al. (2002) 
126 Miller, M. H. (1977). 
127 Gordon, M.J. and Chamberlin, T. (1994) explain how specific market imperfections like tax system, agency 
costs and bankruptcy costs have significant effect of leverage on the firm value. In another example 
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3.1.1.3 The Trade-Off theory  

 
The term trade-off theory is often used to describe a family of related theories. The common 
idea is that it is up to the company to decide what is the amount of debt and equity to use by 
balancing the benefits and costs. As in the extreme scenario applying the Modigliani-Miller 
Theorem the firm could be 100 % debt financed, the classical version of the Trade-off theory 
considers a balance between the bankruptcy costs and the taxation benefits linked to debt.128 
Basically it is a question of entailing offsetting the benefits of debt against the costs of debt. 
The greater the debt obligation the bigger is the risk of creating financial distress. A company 
becomes financially distressed when it cannot manage its debt burden. If failing in making 
payments to the creditors the company can even become insolvent. The costs of financial 
distress should be considered when decision is done on the optimal capital structure.  

As stated by the trade-off theory a company balance sheet includes some agency costs.  This 
explains why - unlike expected by Modigliani and Miller - companies do not have only debt in 
their balance sheet. The Agency theory129 acknowledges that difficulties in the principal-agent 
relationships may arise under conditions of incomplete and asymmetric information between 
the parties.130 Managers do not always perform according to the shareholders´s interests and 
consequently the managers´ goal is not always to maximize the value of the company. Problem 
can be more significant in larger firms with diversified owner base and low management 
ownership. Debt could reduce agency costs as debt can be used as a disciplinary instrument 
making survival the key issue for all involved in the short-term. 

The Trade-off theory emphasizes the importance of finding the optimal capital structure. This 
happens by balancing financial distress and agency costs of debt against the agency costs of 
equity. However due to transaction costs the firms may temporarily adjust the targeted 
optimum.131  

 
3.1.2 Limited liability 

 
The liability limitation is a fundamental feature of the contemporary company law. In 
corporate finance the limited liability means capping of shareholders liability to the amount 
of capital that they have invested for the business. Members are not personally liable for the 
company´s obligations. The practical consequence of this is that  

1) shareholders do not have liability towards the creditors for the obligations that the 
company has and 

2) shareholders do not have obligation to make any payments to the company or to the 
bankruptcy estate of the company  

                                            
Bhattacharya, S. (1979) concludes that if dividends act as a credible signal of the company’s profitability 
dividend payment decision can be relevant. 
128 Kraus, A. and Litzenberger, R.H. (1973). 
129 Jensen, M.C. and Meckling, W.H. (1976). 
130 According to the classic book Berle, A. A. and Means, G.C. (1932) the separation of ownership and control 
have decreased shareholders´ possibility to influence decision-making in the company. The shift of control to 
the managers gives them an opportunity to misuse their position to their own advantage. 
131 See Ozkan, A. (2001), Fama, E.F. and French, K.R. (2002), Flannery, M.J. and Rangan, K.P. (2006) and 
Antoniou A. et al. (2008). 
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unless so specifically separately agreed. This undoubtedly encourages people to start business 
by making it less risky.132 This complies with the overall aim of the company regulation to 
encourage efficient trading and minimize transaction costs.133  

Limited liability enables accumulation of large amounts of capital from several small investors. 
Without this kind of limitation even a small investment could make a shareholder liable for a 
significant corporate obligation. Limited liability is the standard element of all companies 
being publicly listed.  A key feature separating a limited liability company form from a sole 
proprietorship or general partnership is that the owners of the limited liability company do 
not have personal liability for the business-related debts and claims. The legal personality and 
liability134 are separated which means that a shareholder cannot lose more than shareholder 
has paid for the shares. This limitation applies regardless of the financial obligations of the 
firm. The private assets of the owners - home, funds in bank accounts, car etc. - are safe from 
the company´s creditors. The limited liability encourages investors for investments that would 
not otherwise take place.  

The amount the shareholders invest for the company sets the cap for their liability. This 
limitation of liability has many important benefits:135 

1) Limiting the liability decreases the need to allocate resources for monitoring agents 
because shareholders have less to lose in the company´s insolvency. In case of 
unlimited liability, the shareholders´ costs of monitoring the actions of the company’s 
managers would be very high. This is based on the fact that a shareholder’s entire 
personal wealth could potentially be in jeopardy because of the actions of the 
company’s agents. Limited liability saves from shareholders the costs of attempting to 
protect themselves from too risky corporate behaviour. 

2) Monitoring other shareholders is less costly due to the limited liability. In an 
insolvency of an unlimited liability company every individual shareholder would be 
obliged to pay a judgment against an insolvent corporation depending partially on the 
funds of the other shareholders. This kind of regime would put shareholders’ personal 
wealth in danger. Each individual shareholder would have in such situation an interest 
in the means of other shareholders and their ability to cover the liabilities of the 
company. Therefore, in case of unlimited liability, shareholders would have an 
incentive to monitor other shareholders and influence that shares are not transferred 
to others with less wealth. 

3) Limited liability facilitates the freedom of share transfer.136 The share valuation 
depends on the present value of the income that a company generates. In an unlimited 
liability regime the shares can be traded at one price. The share value would depend 
on the shareholders´ wealth and additionally on the present value of future cash flows. 
If liability was unlimited, the share prices would not be uniform because the wealth of 
the person acquiring the shares would affect the price. It could be expected that a 
wealthy investor would pay less for the same shares than a poor one on the basis that 
the wealthy one would be taking on more risk in the default of the company. In case of 
limited liability situation, the possibility to trade shares at one price also encourages 
management to act efficiently. Management inefficiency would decrease share price, 

                                            
132 Mayson, S.W. et al. (2014), p. 55. See also Wahlroos, B. (2012), pp. 79-108 about the birth of modern 
company including limited liability more generally.   
133 Kraakman, R. et al. (2017), p. 18 and Pönkä, V. (2012), p. 11 
134 Goddard, D. (1998), p. 11.  
135 Easterbrook, F.H. and Fischel, D.R. (1991), pp. 41-44. 
136 See also Woodward, S.E. (1985), pp. 601-602. 
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increase likelihood of takeover and increase, as well, probability of management 
replacement. 

4) Limited liability permits efficient diversification, too. This lets people to use their 
savings for different purposes without too big risk. In case of investing into unlimited 
liability companies diversification would increase risk as each new investment would 
be investor´s commitment to lose all of its assets.137 In unlimited liability regime 
investors would invest bigger sums in a smaller amount of firms. In such environment 
the risk carried would be significantly higher. Under a rule of limited liability that risk 
could be diversified. 

5) Limited liability protection encourages for optimal investment decisions. It gives 
directors incentives to accept higher risk projects due to investors ability to diversify.138 
Projects that have positive net present value will normally be accepted under these 
circumstances. However, in an unlimited liability regime some projects would be too 
risky for investors as they were unable to reduce their risk through diversification. 
Therefore, some projects even with positive net present values would not be approved.   

The concept of limited liability means that it is easier to carry on business which possibly could 
become insolvent. This has led to opinions that option to drive business with the limited 
liability should be allowed only for people who are not themselves actively participating in the 
management of the company.139  

 
3.1.3 Retained earnings 

 
To able to operate company needs funding. The basic alternatives for a company to finance its 
operations are issuing shares, taking debt or retain profits.140 The main split of different 
funding alternatives is between external (share issues and debt) and internal funding (retained 
profits). As discussed above there are different views on optimal capital structures depending 
on the applied policies but often internal financing is favoured instead of external one.141 In 
practice internal financing is something that no company can operate without and the decision 
to use this financing form is within the powers of the company board itself.142 The board of 
directors has two options: it can either retain these profits or distribute these profits as cash 
dividends. The decision to retain the funds leave possibility to reinvest them for future growth. 
Retained earnings is equity capital and there is no fixed payment of interest due for repayment 
on the principal burden. 

                                            
137 Manne, H.G. (1967), p. 262. 
138 This creates agency problem called ”risk shifting” between shareholders and company creditors, see Jensen, 
M.C. and Meckling, W.H. (1976) and Green, R.C. (1984). 
139 Mayson, S.W. et al. (2014), p. 55 writes that “…making it easier to carry on businesses that become 
insolvent makes economic activity riskier for the community generally if it becomes more likely that money will 
be lost in dealing with insolvent limited liability companies. Any creditor of a small company in a strong enough 
negotiation position (such as a bank or a landlord) usually requires personal guarantees from the individuals 
controlling the company and this makes limited liability meaningless for them. In times of economic recession, 
ordinary trade creditors and customers who cannot negotiate special protection for themselves become 
discontented with limited liability. This has led to suggestions that it is necessary to return to the concept that 
limited liability should be available only for non-managing investors.”  
140 Ferran, E. and Ho, L.C. (2014), p. 42. 
141 See Brealey, R. A. et al. (2014), pp. 472-474, Allen, F. and Gale, D. (2000), p. 15-16 and Tirole, J. (2006), p. 
96. 
142 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 22. 
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The income from operations is the basic source of retained earnings. Items that increase or 
decrease retained earnings can be shown in a simplified table (see Figure 3 below): 

Figure 3: Retained earnings 
    
 

Debit 
(Items decreasing retained earnings) 

Credit 
(Items increasing retained earnings) 

  
Net loss Net income 

Dividends  
 
 

Earnings generated by the company belong to the owners. The earnings can be channelled to 
owners as dividends or alternatively returned back into the company. The income that is left 
in the company and not distributed to the stockholders is defined here as retained earnings. It 
is increased by net income or decreased by net loss and dividends. Also accumulated profits, 
accumulated earnings, accumulated surplus, undivided profits and earned surplus are form of 
retained earnings.  Theoretically to retain profits is sensible only if the company by reinvesting 
the profits generates higher return for the owners. If satisfactory growth rate is not received, 
it is better to distribute the profits as dividends. Retained earnings is part of equity and thus 
part of owners´ claim from the company. The other part of the equity consists of funds received 
through share issuance. 

A company can raise internal funds through divestments, too. This way company assets are 
reorganised into liquid form of funds.  

 
3.1.4 Equity financing 

 
In general, external funding of the company can be either issuing shares or taking new debt. 
Issuing shares means taking new equity. In equity financing a company gathers or generates 
funds for company projects through selling a limited amount of stock to the public sector. In 
practice this means raising money by selling interests in the company. This may involve 
issuing new ordinary shares143 or preferred shares to commercial or individual investors.144  

A preference share is different from ordinary shares in respect of preference over dividends 
and assets in the liquidation situation. The dividend yield on a preference share can be fixed 
and usually preference shares do not either have rights to vote.145 What is the exact content of 
the priority must be anyhow always defined separately on case by case basis.146 In practice this 
is done in the articles of association of the company.  

                                            
143 Ordinary share is known as common shares in the USA. 
144 See also Fama, E.F. and French, K.R. (2005) who argue that besides seasoned equity offering there are at 
least seven other ways to raise equity. These ways are (1) mergers via an exchange of stock, (2) employee stock 
options, grants, and other employee benefit plans, (3) subscription rights issued to stockholders, (4) warrants 
attached to other securities, (5) convertible bonds, (6) dividend reinvestment and other direct purchase plans and 
(7) private placements. 
145 Ross, S. et al. (2013), pp. 249-250 and Vernimmen, P. et al. (2017), p. 107 and pp. 434-435. 
146 Ferran, E. and Ho, L.C. (2014), p. 133. See also the Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies 
Act of Finland (HE 109/2005), p. 50-51, where it is even specifically mentioned that term “etuosake” 
(preference share) shall not be used in the law in order not to restrict the freedom of contract.      
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Regardless what is the exact way of implementation, equity financing is primarily utilized for 
the purpose of raising money for new company needs.147 Companies want to naturally 
maximize the incoming money flow and thus share issuances take often place in times when 
share prices are on high level.148     

Both basic methods of getting equity - through issuing ordinary shares and preference shares 
- have their pluses and minuses.  

Advantage for the company is that the issuance of ordinary shares gives possibility to raise 
permanent capital with no maturity date and without need to return it. There is no fixed 
dividend burden either to issue the ordinary shares. Dividends could be paid depending on the 
company earnings and business needs. Ordinary shares of the company grant the shareholders 
ownership and entitle to a share of the business after the creditors like banks have been paid. 
Ordinary shareholders have also voting rights but no automatic entitlement to dividend 
earnings. Owners of ordinary shares stand however behind preference shareholders in 
dividend payment. 

One of the disadvantages for the company is higher cost of capital of ordinary shares. The 
dividend should be paid in from after-tax profits which means that dividend payment is not 
tax deductible. Thus, issuance expenses of ordinary shares are generally higher than issuance 
costs of other securities. On top of that ordinary shares established due to new funding may 
distract control of the firm because of new shareholders.  

What comes to preference shares positive for the company is that also here there is no fixed 
maturity date and no obligation to repay the principal. Preferred shareholders do not have the 
voting right which effectively maintains the control of the company in the hands of ordinary 
shareholders.  

One disadvantage brought by preference shares is the higher rate of dividend. The dividend 
can be cumulative or noncumulative.149 As the company needs to pay higher rates of dividends 
to the preference shareholders than to the common shareholders this increases also the cost 
of capital of the company. The preference shares bring along also similar tax disadvantages as 
ordinary shares as the dividend should be paid in after-tax profits which is not tax deductible. 

 
3.1.5 Debt financing          

 
As mentioned above external funding of the company can in general mean either share 
issuance or taking new debt.150 Debt is borrowed from insurance companies, banks and other 
financial institutions or raised in the debt markets by way of issuing commercial paper or 
corporate bonds. In debt financing a company receives a loan and commits to repay the loan. 
The debt can be established by several different loan instruments covering loans, bonds and 
leases which can be either secured or unsecured.151 Common for all debt financing is promise 
of the company to pay the received funding back in the future. Debt does not change the 
ownership of the borrower but debt is a balance sheet liability which must be paid back with 
interest according to agreed timetable.152 The interest is compensation for the lender for 
risking the capital.  

                                            
147 Weitnauer, W. et al. (2016), p. 145. 
148 Tirole, J. (2006), p. 244. 
149 Ferran, E. and Ho, L.C. (2014), p. 135. 
150 See above section 3.1.4 Equity financing. 
151 Bodie, Z. and Merton, R.C. (2000), pp. 419-422. See also Cranston, R. (2002), pp. 299-300. 
152 Jensen, M.C. (1986) writes about benefits of debt in reducing agency costs. 
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When new debt is taken funds for repayment must normally come out of company´s cash flow. 
The company should have sufficient liquidity to withstand short-term negative trading 
conditions or rising interest rates and enough strength to obtain liquidity during periods of 
prolonged negative cash flow. Financiers typically base their lending decisions on borrower´s 
repayment capacity and not on the available collateral. 

Debt financing includes both secured and unsecured loans. There is always a risk, that the 
customers repayment capacity can be unexpectedly reduced before a credit facility is fully 
repaid. This risk increases especially for credit facilities with long duration. Security involves 
a form of collateral through pledge/mortgage on assets and other types of support as an 
assurance that loan repayment takes place.153 The collateral is used to satisfy payment of the 
debt in case the company fails to fulfil the payment obligation as initially agreed. Most lenders 
are very conservative and are not likely to provide loans without security requirement unless 
there is earlier business cooperation between the lender and the company with good payment 
history. Even in such relationship lender may still ask to provide collateral on a loan due to 
risks in financial or economic outlook. There are several factors influencing borrower´s 
willingness or ability to provide sufficient security.154  At the end the agreed collateral package 
depends on the outcome of the discussions between the borrower and the lender.   

Like equity financing also debt financing has arguments both for and against.  

For the borrower one of the major advantages of debt financing is that the new debt does not 
change ownership and control of the company. Taking debt means in practice borrower´s 
commitment to repay the loan according to preagreed schedule. After the full loan repayment 
lender does not have further claims on the obligor´s business. The conclusion is that the debt 
financing provides company owners normally also more financial flexibility than financing 
through equity. Obligations linked to debt are limited to the payments of amortisations and 
interests and later - after the full loan repayment - there are no further demands from the 
lender towards the business. Administrative bureaucracy shall also decrease as debt financing 
involves normally less administrative bureaucracy than equity financing. As an example, there 
are no such complicated reporting requirements which often come together with equity 
financing.  

Another major advantage of debt financing relates to taxation. Using debt financing instead of 
equity financing brings advantageous tax position since in most countries distributions related 
to the payment of debt are tax deductible unlike distributions related to equity capital. In this 
research taxation is debated more in detail later.155   

The major disadvantage of debt financing is the requirement to make regular payments of 
principal and interest. In practice this can mean payments on monthly or quarterly basis. If 
company has tight liquidity making regular payments may be challenging. In case of payment 
delays lenders often provide sanctions, which may include charging penalty fees, loan 
termination or even selling the collateral. All in all, inability to make payments in time can 
have negative impact on borrower´s credit worthiness, credit rating and thus also possibility 
to get financing from different sources in the future. 

                                            
153 See Fuller, G. (2006), p. 67 according to which security “embraces (a) rights enabling the creditor to look to 
a third party for satisfaction (such as guarantees and indemnities) and (b) rights enabling the creditor to have 
recourse to particular property in priority to other creditors”. According to Gullifer, L. and Payne, J. (2015), p. 
270 “a security interest is a proprietary interest that A obtains in relation to property owned by B to secure an 
obligation owed to A by B, or more rarely, by C“.  
154 See Holmström, B. and Tirole, J. (2011), pp. 23-26 according to which three factors influence on the 
“pledgeable income” (= term used as synonym for collateral by the authors): bias towards less risky projects, 
diversification and intermediation.   
155 See below section 3.6 Taxation rules. 
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3.1.6 Cost of capital 

 
Companies need to find funds to finance their investments. Normally investments are 
financed through some combination of equity and debt. In case internal financing is not 
sufficient external financing is needed. The potential investors to provide external funding are 
the shareholders and external lenders. Funding - both internal and external - has however its 
price as there is no “free” money. The price is the cost the firm must pay for the funding. This 
also means that for an investment to be economically rational, the expected return on capital 
of the investment must be higher than what the invested capital costs. Acknowledging the level 
of this “hurdle rate” is relevant issue for the project investments but can also have wider 
implications. Some economists see the return of capital as important factor influencing the 
distribution in wealth in general.156  

One can understand the cost of capital to be also the required rate of return on invested funds. 
It includes different components that can be split in two categories:  

• risk-free rate of return equalling the amount investors expect as risk-free 
compensation for allowing somebody to use their money and  

• compensation of risk related to the uncertainty of getting the specific investment in 
question back.157    

Shareholder wealth is reduced if investment does not cover the company´s cost of funds. 
According to the same logic investor wealth is decreased if she does not earn from her 
investment enough to cover the cost of invested funds. Whenever financing decisions are done 
each component of the firm’s capital structure must be taken into consideration. Only this way 
it is possible to determine the total cost of capital of the company. Therefore, the overall cost 
of capital of the firm is regularly calculated as a weighted average of its equity cost and debt 
cost, known as weighted average cost of capital (WACC). This figure indicates the cost of 
financing a company’s asset base. In this calculation the cost of each financing source reflects 
the risk of the assets the company invests in.158 

When calculating the WACC it must be determined what is the relative amounts of each source 
of capital and what is the cost of each financing source. In case of permanent capital structure 
the calculation of relative shares is easier but when evaluating different funding mixes the 
mathematics becomes more complicated. What comes to the cost of different financing 
sources there is also variety of prices to be paid. 

 
 
3.1.7 Maintenance and reduction of capital 

 
Shareholders are traditionally believed to be the ones that have the ultimate right to govern 
the company.159 This does however not allow shareholders to distribute the company funds as 

                                            
156 See Piketty, T. (2014) about the issues related to rate of return of capital exceeding rate of growth and of 
output and income and the impact of that on the distribution of wealth in society. According to Piketty the main 
driver of inequality - returns on capital that exceed the rate of economic growth - threatens to generate extreme 
discontent and undermines democratic values.  
157 Pratt, S.P. and Grabowski, R.J. (2010), p. 6. 
158 Koller, T. et al. (2010), pp. 235-238. 
159 Davies, P. and Worthington, S. (2012), pp. 691-692. 
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they wish. Therefore, sufficiency of company capital and maintenance of it are important 
issues according to the company law.160  

In capital maintenance the main idea is that equity capital of company must not be distributed 
freely to shareholders.161 This sets certain restrictions for the company to deal freely with its 
capital. Essential is that the share capital after being paid-up forms a fund which must be 
maintained for the benefit of creditors.162 This is a method of protecting shareholders and 
creditors by safeguarding that operations take place only with a proper amount of assets for a 
company to be able to meet the claims of the creditors.163 Creditors as a group include a large 
variety of different actors that can be divided into contractual creditors and non-contractual 
creditors. Contractual creditors make contract with the company and in this way their claim 
towards the company is based on actual contract. Non-contractual creditors - like employees, 
tax authorities and tort victims - on the other hand, do not have the possibility to contract with 
the company and thus have claims based on the special legislation like environmental law. It 
is in the interest of all creditors to secure that their receivables from the company are covered. 
The capital maintenance regulation relating to the capital distribution is protecting the 
creditors which makes it easier for the company get financing.164 These rules are therefore 
essential for the execution of the corporation’s commercial activities.165 

The important elements of capital maintenance are  

• existence of legal capital 

• rules for the distribution of company funds  

• minimum capital requirements  

• rules for preventing circumvention.166  

Legal capital is the total amount stated in the balance-sheet as a liability. Mandatory minimum 
share capital is one instrument in creditors´ protection but it alone is not enough. Value of 
mandatory minimum share capital does not give necessary protection to creditors and 
therefore protection must be established also with contract provisions.  

Rules of distributing the company funds mean that some classes of assets in the company 
balance sheet can be used or distributed to stakeholders according to the company law only 
according more difficult procedure.167 Rules for preventing circumvention refer for example 
to rules ensuring that the company receives the assets, financial assistance and 
recharacterization of loans to equity because of insolvency.168 

The European Union level capital maintenance rules concerning public limited liability 
companies are included in the Directive (EU) 2017/1132169. The target of the regulation is to 
secure for shareholders and creditors a comparable minimum protection and additionally 

                                            
160 About the European company law view towards the legal capital see Geens, K. and Hopt, K.J. eds (2003), pp. 
25-59. 
161 Ferran, E. and Ho, L.C. (2014), pp. 156-157. 
162 Raiser, T. and Veil, R. (2010), p. 328.  
163 About the Legal Capital Regime in EU see Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), pp. 145-158.  
164 Rodhe, K. and Skog, R. (2014), p. 24.  
165 Hopt, K.J. and Wymeersch, E. eds (2003), p. 328.  
166 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 141. 
167 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 140. 
168 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 141. 
169 Directive (EU) 2017/1132 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 June 2017 relating to certain 
aspects of company law.  
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ensure coordination of national rules concerning forming, maintaining, increasing and 
reducing capital of a public limited company. The capital maintenance provisions have their 
roots in two leading ideas:  

• a company shall have sufficient capital that shall be maintained subsequently170 and  

• there shall be certain shareholders´ rights concerning new capital.171  

To have these rules set in European Union level shows the importance of capital maintenance 
for the European law makers.    

In the USA the corporation law is state law and there is no general federal corporation law. In 
the USA the capital maintenance rules differ depending from the state.172 Unlike in Europe 
capital maintenance is also not considered very important area of company law.173    

 
3.2   About the nature of mezzanine financing 

 
3.2.1 Closing the gap between equity and debt 

 
The founding of a company requires capital. When limited liability companies are observed, 
the founders need to invest first in equity. After that the owners turn normally to the banks 
when additional financing is needed. However, these two financing channels are not always 
enough. The development of capital and financial market during the last decades has led to 
the need of more flexible financing forms to satisfy the different financing needs.174 Between 
equity finance and traditional bank finance lies a “gap” which needs filling.175 There is room 
between high risk equity and traditional debt secured by collateral. This room can be filled 
with instruments and products that provide a risk/return profile that lies between debt and 
equity. When the senior debt capacity has been fully used and company’s cash flow has 
sufficient capacity for additional long-term borrowings the financial leverage could be 
increased further. This kind of financing is often called as mezzanine financing referring to 
layer in the middle of equity and a firm´s senior debt.176 Structurally mezzanine is 
subordinated to senior debt in terms of payment priority and security but has higher priority 
than equity. Flexibility and versatility are special features of mezzanine as regards the 
arrangement of the terms of the contract. 

The debt financing alternatives of a company can be divided in different classes based on 
security and seniority.177  Below is presented a basic division of the alternatives from a limited 

                                            
170 Directive (EU) 2017/1132 establishes a series of requirements for the incorporation of a public company 
limited by shares. Member states have liberty either to introduce higher capital requirements or to comply 
strictly with the directive, which requires a minimum legal capital of 25.000 Euros. This does not prevent 
companies from adopting a higher share capital if they consider this necessary. See for more details below in 
section 3.4.1.2.1 Capital maintenance. 
171 Two examples of this principle: 1) prohibition to issue shares under their nominal value or - in case of no 
nominal value - their accountable par and 2) in case of several classes of shares the decision in general meeting 
to increase capital is subject to separate vote in each class of shareholders.    
172 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), pp. 151-152. 
173 Booth, R.A. (2005), p. 2. 
174 Lautjärvi, K. (2009), p. 75 and Villa, S. (2001), p. 2. 
175 The gap referred here shall is different from the financing gap that exists between small young firms and 
mature firms. About the financing gap see e.g. Arnold, G. (2013), p. 399.  
176 Term ”mezzanine” comes initially from the Italian language referring to “mezzano” meaning "middle".  
177 See Brealey, R. A. et al. (2014), pp. 357-358 and 608-609. 
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liability company´s point of view (see Figure 4 below). Besides different debt forms the list 
includes also shareholder´s equity. Mezzanine debt is hybrid capital form that has place 
between equity and senior debt in a capital structure of a company. Mezzanine can be relevant 
when a financing gap is identified in the middle of the traditional main layers of the balance 
sheet. In the table below the subordinated loan is classified as mezzanine financing form. Here 
it is anyway relevant to emphasize that not all mezzanine financing is subordinated 
financing.178 

 
Figure 4: Financing forms and order of repayment 
 
 

Financing form Repayment priority 
  
Equity capital  IV 
Subordinated loans (mezzanine) III 
Senior debt without security II 
Senior debt with security (including 
asset-based financing by financing 
companies) 

I 

 
 
Companies need to think how much they borrow and what type of debt they want. Capital and 
debt structures require careful planning. Different financing forms have different costs which 
reflect the risk of the lender/investor. A basic rule is that the longer the repayment period is, 
the more costs will be generated.179 However based on the theory of pecking order companies 
prioritise financing with funds that are generated internally.180 In the case of borrower 
company´s default the senior loans are repaid first and equity last.  

In funding structures mezzanine finance may fill the gap that arises between equity and 
traditional senior debt. If a company generates cash flow that supports a bigger debt amount 
than a traditionally operating senior financier is ready to provide, mezzanine may become a 
financing alternative. This is the case if a traditional lender lends only subject to collateral and 
no additional equity is found due to its high return requirement. It is important to observe that 
mezzanine loans do not substitute the senior bank loans but rather complement them. 

Mezzanine finance can take many forms but in its simplest form it is often a capital loan181 or 
a subordinated debt without any additional equity elements attached. The so-called “equity 
kickers” like equity warrants can also be part of the transaction package giving the lender the 
opportunity to participate in the borrower´s equity upside. Although such structures increase 
the complexity of the financing transaction they are also sometimes used. The equity kickers 
are discussed later in this research.182  

The flexible nature of mezzanine makes it very suitable for various financing situations. The 
mezzanine capital is perhaps most widely used to fund growth opportunities: acquisitions, 
plant expansion, new product lines and new distribution channels. Shareholders´ control does 
not dilute, company´s balance sheet strengthens and it possible to obtain further senior debt 
on more favourable conditions.  

                                            
178 About mezzanine definition see below section 3.2.2 Definition of terms. 
179 Arnold, G. (2013), pp. 465-468. 
180 Brealey, R. A. et al. (2014), pp. 467-471 and Arnold, G. (2013), pp. 799-801. 
181 The term “capital loan” refers here to the specific loan type regulated in Chapter 12, Section 1 of the Finnish 
Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). For further details see below section 3.4.2.2.4 Capital structure. 
182 See below section 3.2.5 Equity kickers. 
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While mezzanine loan combines the features of equity and debt, it also results in a risk/return 
profile that is between equity and debt.   

 
3.2.2 Definition of terms 

 
As discussed above mezzanine finance is most often understood as debt that ranks between 
senior loans and equity and has features of both financing forms.183 This hybrid form of 
financing lies between equity and senior debt on a balance sheet of a company. Structurally it 
is most often subordinate or “junior” to senior debt in terms of payment priority but senior to 
equity. It is possible to structure mezzanine also to be a subordinated loan with equity 
warrants.  

The exact definitions of the terms that do not have universal commonly agreed definition vary 
often depending on the user. In this document the key terms used have following definitions: 

Mezzanine financing 

• unsecured financing that ranks in terms of risk and return between senior loans and 
equity 

• capital loan (as defined in the Finnish companies act184), junior loan that is 
subordinated to all the other debts185 or other loan the return of which is tied to 
financial indicators related to borrower (profitability, solidity, change of value etc.)186 

• does not include preferred shares or share equity. 

Hybrid financing 

• as mezzanine financing described above 

Private equity 

• funding made available by venture capitalists to companies that are not publicly traded 
on a stock exchange.187    

Subordinated debt 

• debt that ranks lower than other loans and is subordinated (repaid last) in the 
liquidation of the borrower company.  

Senior debt 

• debt that will be repaid before subordinated loans in case of liquidation of the borrower 
company 

                                            
183 Niskanen, J. and Niskanen, M. (2013), p. 30 and Arnold, G. (2013), p. 437. 
184 Chapter 12 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).  
185 Brealey, R. A. et al. (2014), p. 609. 
186 This loan can be either capital loan, junior loan and senior loan. Relevant here is the structure of the interest 
clause. 
187 Venture capital is sometimes considered as a subset of private equity. In this document terms venture capital 
and private equity are used to mean the same issue unless otherwise expressed in the text part in question. 
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• typical for long-term financing of low-risk companies provided by banks.  

Venture capital 

• Industry where professional investors co-invest equity with the entrepreneur to 
finance companies mostly in seed, start-up and expansion stages. As compensation for 
the high risk investments made by investors is expectation of return rates that are 
above average. Venture capitalists use also mezzanine financing instruments. 

 
3.2.3 Repayment priority 

 
Bankruptcy is the legal process by which the debts of the firms are resolved.188 Bankruptcy 
takes place when debtor - corporate or an individual - is not able to meet its obligations at the 
due date. It therefore relates to the cash flow of the debtor and is not necessarily related to 
what the debtor owns. Insolvency law provides rules for determining how the assets and 
earnings to be used for repayment are divided among creditors. This highlights the important 
role of insolvency legislation in the economics.189  

In a bankruptcy or business liquidation principle of pari passu190 is relevant term. According 
to this principle all creditors are treated equally and will be repaid at the same relative share 
out of their claim amount. Some scholars consider it to be relevant part of bankruptcy and 
liquidation process but some think it has only less important role.191 In practice debts are 
ranked according to repayment priority which determines their hierarchy.192 This priority 
scheme sets the order in which claims are paid. The priority rank is normally set by the types 
of debt obligation and depends also on the priority agreed when the debt was created. 
Therefore, it is difficult to describe comprehensively the priority ranking. In any case 
creditors´ share out of the estates funds is not equal due to the different priorities and thus 
the pari passu de facto is applied inside the priority ranks. The basic idea is that pro rata 
distribution takes place among similarly situated creditors. 

Subordinated liabilities are financial liabilities for which it has been contractually agreed that 
they are not to be repaid in the event of liquidation or bankruptcy until all obligations towards 
other creditors have been fulfilled. Senior debts are then repaid prior to lower-ranking 
subordinated debt. It is to be noted however that the agreed repayment priority does not cover 
all the debt obligations. Liquidation and bankruptcy regulations in general recognise also 
super-priority creditors that have their priority directly based on the law. To have repayment 
hierarchy in liquidation is an international phenomenon.193   

It must be noticed that subordination of debt based on law and agreed repayment priority is 
different thing than subordination based on the structures. Structural subordination is in 

                                            
188 According to the Finnish Bankruptcy Act (120/2004), Chapter 1 “A debtor who cannot repay his or her debts 
can be declared bankrupt in accordance with the provisions of this Act. The court shall make the order of 
bankruptcy on the petition of the debtor or a creditor.  Bankruptcy is a form of insolvency proceedings covering 
all the liabilities of the debtor, where the assets of the debtor are used in payment of the claims in bankruptcy. 
In order to achieve the objective of the bankruptcy, the assets of the debtor shall in the beginning of bankruptcy 
become subject to the authority of the creditors.” 
189 Wood, P. R. (2008), p. 13. 
190 Term “pari passu” comes initially from the Latin language referring to “equal rate” or “equal pace”. 
191 The importance of pari passu is emphasized by Goode, R. (2011), p. 235 and Finch, V. (2002), p. 421.  
About different view see Mokal, R.J. (2001) according to which pari passu principle has smaller role in 
bankruptcy.  
192 Wood, P. R. (2011), p. 94. 
193 Wood, P. R. (2008), p. 58. 
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question when the assets used for the repayment are owned by different entity than the actual 
obligor.194    

An example of structural subordination is when assets are owned by the subsidiary but the 
loan is granted to the parent.195 In such an arrangement the lender of the parent company is 
structurally in a weaker position compared to the creditors of the subsidiary as repayment 
ability of the parent depends on the dividend payments made by the subsidiary. Lenders can 
however agree on the order of debt repayment with an intercreditor agreement in a way that 
mitigates the creditors` unequal structural position.    

It has been described above that typically senior secured debt has the first repayment priority 
and in the ladder of priorities senior secured debt is followed by senior unsecured debt 
obligation.196 In practice it means that if the debtor is unable to pay the obligation to the 
secured creditor outside any bankruptcy according to the agreed repayment plan then creditor 
is paid from the proceeds of the property that secures his interest. In such a case collaterals 
are sold and the funds are distributed to the holders of senior secured debt. After all senior 
secured debt is paid the remaining funds will be distributed to claimants of senior unsecured 
debt. Secured creditors are top-ranking creditors in a bankruptcy case and therefore these 
creditors are generally safe in a bankruptcy proceeding.197 If the collateral is not fully covering 
the claim, then the claim is split into a secured part covered by the collateral and an unsecured 
part for the remaining portion. The secured part of the claim is fully paid and the part without 
security gets a pro rata share out of the payments channeled to unsecured creditors. 

Unsecured creditors have no encumbrances on any property and therefore repayment of the 
debt is not backed by specific asset. This means that in most of the insolvency cases there is 
not enough funds to provide full repayment for unsecured creditors. In fact, very often 
unsecured creditors receive nothing or very little in a liquidation of the debtor firm. Their 
status is therefore most uncertain in bankruptcy.  

 
3.2.4 Subordination of debt 

 
Companies´ decisions to borrow are driven by the need for funding and the choice of loan 
instrument is based on several considerations including agency costs, bankruptcy costs, 
taxation and general availability of the financing. In some cases company may decide to take 
financing in a form of subordinated financing.  

Subordinated debt is any type of outstanding debt that is lower in priority than other debt 
obligations. In debt subordination legal techniques are used to allow creditors to contractually 
settle the repayment rankings of their individual claims. When using this technique creditors 
accept lower priority than their receivables would typically have.198 In practice this means that 
lender agrees not to be paid until other lenders have been paid.199 This subordination clause 
can be agreed either directly between the debtor and the creditor or alternatively between 
creditors through a turnover agreement.200 Contract of the creditor and debtor covering the 
subordination states that the creditor of the subordinated debt has right for the payment only 

                                            
194 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 293. See also below section 3.2.4 Subordination of debt. 
195 Gullifer, L. and Payne, J. (2015), p. 262.  
196 See above section 3.2.1 Closing the gap between equity and debt. 
197 As financing is essential to the rehabilitation of a company in financial distress and in insolvency getting new 
financing is difficult some jurisdictions allow priority status for fresh financing for the company under 
insolvency. See Wood, P. R. (2007), p. 234. 
198 Ferran, E. (1999), p. 545. 
199 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 292. 
200 Wood, P. R. (2007b), p. 177 
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after other creditors have been paid fully. The subordination through turnover agreement can 
be done either by using a specific trust benefiting the senior creditors or alternatively by the 
junior creditor´s contract commitment to channel the received funds to the senior creditor. In 
a trust arrangement the junior creditor will act as a trustee and hold money or dividend 
received from the debtor on trust for other senior creditors until all other senior creditors are 
fully paid.201 

In a subordination agreement one debt is established to rank behind another debt in the 
priority for debt repayment. This creates a hierarchy in how debt obligations are covered in 
case resources do not cover all the liabilities in full. The priority of debts is very important in 
case the debtor becomes insolvent. Higher priority debts have a legal right to be repaid fully 
before debts having lower priority receive any repayments. If the debtor does not possess 
sufficient funds to repay all debt - which often is the case in bankruptcy - lower priority debts 
may receive only partial repayment or no repayment at all.  

An additional form of subordination is so-called structural subordination. In this arrangement 
debtors are different companies in the same group like the holding company and the 
subsidiary being in charge of the daily operative business. The structurally subordinated debt 
is taken by the company holding the subsidiary shares and the senior debt is taken by the 
operative subsidiary owning the assets.202 The primary source of income of holding company 
is the distribution made by the subsidiary. This income is constrained by the company rules 
and require distributable assets.203    

Because subordinated debt is repayable after other debts have been paid, they are riskier for 
the lender. This means that lenders will also require a higher interest rate as compensation. 
The higher interest compensates the higher repayment risk of the subordinated debt.  

 

3.2.5 Equity kickers 

 
Mezzanine capital is not a standardised stand-alone financing instrument like loan or stock. 
Mezzanine financing is characterised by versatility and flexibility as it can represent wide 
range of features. These features can cover different financial structures in respect of the 
obligations and rights in the agreement. As mezzanine financiers have claims that are 
subordinated to senior lenders the required return is higher than the required return of senior 
loan financiers. This can be taken care of by higher interest rate and/or by so-called profit 
related “equity kicker” element.204 The idea of the latter is to allow the mezzanine lender to 
participate in the upside of the equity value and to compensate the lender for the higher risk 
taken. This adds desirability of the financing instrument for the potential investors as it helps 
the lender to get the return better reflecting the risk taken. Even if the forecasted liquidity 
would not allow the debtor company to compensate the mezzanine financier well enough the 
equity kicker element can make the mezzanine financing possible.205    

Equity kickers can be either real or synthetic.206 The real equity kicker is in question when the 
mezzanine lender has possibility to subscribe shares i.e. get an equity ownership. The synthetic 

                                            
201 Gullifer, L. and Payne, J. (2015), pp. 256-259.  
202 Lehtimäki, M. J. (2007), pp. 11-13. 
203 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 293. 
204 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 300. 
205 Müller-Känel, O. (2009), p. 229. 
206 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 300-301. 
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alternative refers to arrangement that links the remuneration of the lender to the increase of 
profit or value of the debtor company according to the tailor-made agreement.  

The ownership component is normally identified by an attached warrant or other conversion 
possibility. The warrants give the holder the right to purchase a specific number of shares at a 
fixed price during a defined period.207 The valuation mechanism of the warrant is different 
depending on whether the company is listed or not. Regarding a listed company, the valuation 
can be determined based on the public market value.208 In cases where no market prices exist, 
the valuation of the equity warrant is defined by using a valuation technique that is agreed 
contractually. 

Normally the structure is such that financier would get some ownership if option to subscribe 
shares would really be used. However, it should be noted that mezzanine financier rarely 
targets for using the option to subscribe shares but rather wants to convert the conversion 
option into money at the moment of exit.209  

Although compensation terms of mezzanine financing in general is used according to same 
principles in different financial markets some differentiation in usage of equity kicker element 
can be observed. In the USA the usage of fixed rate component is more common than in 
Europe where equity kicker is used more widely.210  

  
3.2.6 The view of rating agencies  

 
Credit rating agencies are private companies that issue assessments on what is the probability 
of the repayment of debt. Standard & Poor´s, Moody´s and Fitch are the market leaders of the 
industry with the total market share in EU of around 85 % and in the USA of around 95 %.211 
The rating agencies evaluate the borrower´s capacity to satisfy its interest and principal 
payment obligations according to the agreed schedule.  

Credit ratings are aiming to provide a view of creditworthiness which is long-term and based 
on fundamental analysis. Ratings do not reflect a trader’s view of and do not measure asset 
value or liquidity of a security but rather credit quality. Credit rating agencies provide 
standardized, widely accepted scale of creditworthiness covering financial instruments across 
industries. The ratings help among other things to assess company´s creditworthiness and 
cost of lending. The services of credit rating agencies are used by several different stakeholders 
in the capital markets like banks, investors, issuers and regulators. Below is an example of a 
rating scale used by credit rating agency (see Figure 5 below). 

Generally, companies in stable industries and low risk business have higher likelihood to get 
better rating and highly leveraged companies with poor profitability tend to get lower rating.212 

                                            
207 OECD (2013), p. 26. 
208 For example, if the price at which a company share can be purchased by exercising the warrant (= warrant 
strike price) is 15 EUR and the market price of the share rises to 20 EUR per share, the investor can redeem the 
warrant and buy the shares for 15 EUR per share. 
209 Müller-Känel, O. (2009), p. 230. 
210 Nijs, L. (2014), p. 14 according to which also ”One most extreme examples of this phenomenon was in the 
early days of the 2008 financial crisis when liquidity dried up and available equity was almost non-existent: 
some mezzanine funds in the CEE region, a region heavily impacted in the early days of the crisis, were able to 
put their product in the market at yields in the first decile only, and often far above the actual equity return at 
that point of time.”  
211 See reports of U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (2013) and European Securities and Markets 
Authority (2013).   
212 Arnold, G. (2010), p. 455. 
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However, the most important element when assessing credit risk is the repayment priority 
ranking.213  
 
 
Figure 5: An example of the rating scale used by a credit agency  
 
 

 
 

Source: Standard & Poor´s (2016), p. 6.  
 
Sometimes in case of structured credit products214 debts are structured so that cash flows are 
allocated for the repayment of different debt tranches in accordance to what has been decided 
in advance.215 In such structures amortisations and interest payments are channelled to the 
senior tranches first whereas losses are allocated to the subordinated tranches. In case of 
investors this gives possibility to buy either well protected senior tranches or subordinated 
tranches with higher risk. Credit rating agencies assess the subordination level of single 
tranches and determine after that what is the relevant credit rating of each tranche.216 The 
more senior rated tranches generally have higher credit ratings than the lower rated tranches. 

                                            
213 Langohr, H. and Langohr, P. (2008), p. 262.  
214 Structured products is generic term used to refer to various capital markets instruments like asset-backed 
securities (ABS), collateralised debt obligations (CDO) and mortgage-backed securities (MBS). See for more 
details Choudhry, M. (2011), pp. 403-508.    
215 See An, X. et al. (2014) according to which “Commercial mortgage-backed security (CMBS) issuers create 
CMBS by pooling commercial mortgages and carving out tranches (bonds) out of the commercial mortgage 
pool. CMBS is an example of a structured finance product where assets are pooled and tranched.”  
216 See about credit rating methodology Griffin, J.M. and Dragon Y.T. (2012) pp. 1298-1299. 
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In practice this means that the losses are distributed based on the position of the tranche in 
the structure. Losses start from the lowest priority tranche and progress to the senior tranche. 
This is referred to as the waterfall structure.217 All in all subordination is one important 
element of credit enhancement.218   

 
3.2.7 Versatility of mezzanine  

 
As has already been discussed funding is needed for the company to conduct its business 
activities. To establish a company is subject to getting sufficient amount of capital. In case of 
a limited liability company equity input is needed first. This part of the financing is on the 
shoulders of the owners. After that normally the banks come into the picture. However, all 
financing needs of the company cannot be taken care of by the owners and banks.  

Between equity input and senior bank financing there is room for additional financing forms. 
This space can be covered by financing instruments that have a risk/return profile between 
the senior debt and equity. In such a situation the space is the “home zone” of mezzanine. 
Financing forms falling into this category belong between debt and equity in a company's 
capital structure.  

Mezzanine financing is globally used financing form. It can fill the financing gaps and generate 
competitive returns wherever it is used. However local legal environment and market practices 
must be naturally considered, too. The conditions may to some extent vary between different 
market areas.  

Mezzanine debt is used to fund companies for different kind of purposes like providing 
working capital, supporting growth or financing acquisitions.219 It reduces need for other 
financing like traditional senior debt or equity. Mezzanine can be one piece in the puzzle of 
creating optimal capital structure. Mezzanine has also major relevance in venture capital as 
these hybrid instruments allow structuring of decision-making and financial rights of 
stakeholders in a way which is not possible with the traditional debt and equity instruments.220  

Mezzanine finance is debt that ranks between senior loans and equity and has features of both 
financing forms. In terms of structure it is most often subordinated or “junior” in repayment 
priority towards senior debt but senior towards equity or common stock. Mezzanine can be 
structured as a subordinated loan with “equity kickers” like equity warrants or share options. 
These additional features can be used to obtain shares in the borrower company.  

Being a layer of financing between a borrower´s senior debt and equity mezzanine debt can 
take several forms. It can exist in a form of convertible debt, option loan or profit-sharing loan 
and it can be even senior or subordinated debt which highlights its flexible nature. On top of 
that there are specific instrument types that are regulated by the national legislation and which 
also fall within the category of mezzanine finance. Examples of such specific products are 
capital loan in Finland and principal-linked participating debentures in Sweden.   

Planning of capital and debt structures must be done carefully. Different financing forms have 
different costs depending on the risk of the investor. The lower the repayment period is the 
higher is the cost for the borrower. Because mezzanine loan combines the features of equity 

                                            
217 Chatterjee, R. (2014), p. 256. 
218 Darbellay, A. (2013), p. 107. 
219 About the transactions for which mezzanine is used see also Nijs, L. (2014), pp. 7-8. 
220 Sasso, L. (2012), pp. 85-193 and p. 195. 
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and debt, it also results in a risk/return profile that is between equity and debt. In case of 
default the senior loans are covered first, mezzanine loans second and equity last. 

The flexibility of mezzanine makes it very useful instrument for several kinds of situations. 
The exact transaction terms can be agreed individually based on the needs of the stakeholders 
involved. Among the positive features of this financing form belong that it does not dilute 
shareholders´ control. Mezzanine financing increases liquidity and reduces borrower´s 
vulnerability to economic fluctuations. Depending on the agreed terms also borrower 
company´s balance sheet can be strengthened. In such situations also increased senior debt 
borrowing is possible on more favourable conditions. The many positive features of mezzanine 
have made it popular instrument in connection with the acquisitions.221  

 

3.3   Types of contract 

 
3.3.1 General 

 
In terms of involved parties, the credit documentation used in mezzanine arrangements tend 
to be like those used in other corporate financing transactions. The clear majority of mezzanine 
transactions have been made with bilateral agreements involving two parties. When more than 
one financier is involved, transaction is done as club deals or syndications. 

Unsecured mezzanine loan requires normally tailor-made finance agreements. The 
agreements are specially separately for each arrangement and they include contractual 
provisions that are called covenants. Lender, borrower and the shareholders enter number of 
covenants the purpose of which is to improve the status of the creditor by reducing the risk of 
default. These provisions help the lender to monitor the borrower company and control the 
repayment of the loan. Early warning signs for negative performance deviations are very 
important as the financial risk in mezzanine transactions is normally high. It is extremely 
important for lender to have mechanisms securing high quality performance reporting and 
mechanisms securing a strong bargaining power towards the borrower and its shareholders as 
early as possible in case of weakening performance.222 Financial covenants are set with an 
agreed headroom.223 In addition to the financial covenants the loan agreements generally 
contain undertakings strongly restricting the borrowers from actions which are not included 
in the commonly agreed business plan. For instance, the company will generally not be allowed 
to merge, make significant acquisitions, change business strategy or increase debt above 
agreed thresholds without consent from the lenders. Also, dividend payments may be limited. 
Breach of covenant gives normally the lender right to require its claim to fall due immediately 
unless the terms of the loan are not renegotiated.  

 
3.3.2 Bilateral contracts 

 
In case of bilateral loans, the loan documentation is made between one lender and one 
borrower. Bilateral loan documentation is most often used when the actual funding 
arrangement is also done between one creditor and one borrower. Bank financing to SMEs 
                                            
221 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), p. 221. 
222 Loan agreements contain often mechanisms for regular reporting of operational and financial performance 
and financial covenants. The reporting takes normally place on monthly or quarterly basis. 
223 Covenant headroom level is case-specific and investor´s target is to ensure that the covenant breach occurs 
before any payment default. 
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takes mostly place in form of standardised bilateral documents. As the borrower deals directly 
with the bank borrower saves money by not having to hire agents to look for financiers and 
negotiate tailor-made terms. When using lender´s standardised terms possibility for the 
individual borrower to negotiate the terms is more limited but on the other hand this saves 
time and decreases the costs.  

Also, sizeable loans can be done on bilateral agreements but the bigger the loan amount the 
greater is the possibility that several financiers are needed.224 In such a situation there may be 
need to harmonize the financing terms of creditors and that can be done through club loans 
or syndication arrangements.225 Then also possibility to use standardised terms of one creditor 
for other creditors is limited and more tailor-made terms are often used. This increases 
complexity of the documentation and costs. 

 
3.3.3 Intercreditor agreements  

 
3.3.3.1 Club loans 

 
Sometimes borrowers’ financing need exceeds one lender´s willingness or capacity to fund the 
whole requested amount. This may be due to the different reasons linked to the amount of the 
financing need, deal structure, borrower or creditor itself. There is not an exact general limit 
for funding through one creditor as such but depending on the circumstances the funds may 
need to come from more than one place. In such a situation bilateral loan is not enough. 

A club-loan is in question when small group of banks jointly decide to finance a borrower.226 
Due to the nature of the club loan arrangement involving several parties there are higher 
agency costs than in bilateral arrangements. Normally a club loan is planned to be kept in the 
balance sheet of the creditor until the loan maturity.   

 
3.3.3.2 Syndicated loans 

 
Also for syndicated business loans there are several parties involved.227 Besides the borrower 
there are several lenders. To structure the syndicated loan arrangement many stakeholders 
with different responsibility areas are needed. Among other things arrangers and book-
runners involving also experts like lawyers and investment bankers are needed.228 This makes 
syndication arrangements costly. Normally also the cost paid for the actual loan are higher in 
case of syndicated loans. For lenders the high pay-off to be received from syndicated loans 
motivates choosing of this financing form. 

From borrower´s perspective the choice between a bilateral loan, club loan and a syndicated 
loan is driven mainly by the size of the financing need and how important it is to keep the 
identity of the lender the same throughout the course of an agreement. For syndicated 
arrangements is typical that lender has right to sell their commitments to primary or 

                                            
224 Vernimmen, P. et al. (2017), p. 371. 
225 See below section 3.3.3 Intercreditor agreements.  
226 Wood, P. R. (2007c), p. 4. 
227 Wood, P. R. (2007c), p. 4. 
228 Iannotta, G. (2010), p. 109 and Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), pp. 126-127. 
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secondary market. Therefore, by going into syndicated arrangement borrower specifically 
allows possibility to creditor changes.229   

 
3.3.4 LMA and LSTA documentation   

 
Due to the complexity and high cost of syndicated transactions financiers have tried to some 
extend agree on common principles and terms to be used in primary and secondary market 
syndicated loan. The UK based Loan Market Association (“LMA”)230 together with the USA 
based Loan Syndications and Trading Association, Inc. (“LSTA”)231 are organisations that 
publish model documents to be used as basis for syndicated both for primary and secondary 
market. There are no standard loan agreements for syndicates as such these model documents 
are often used as basis when parties start to negotiate on concrete terms. 

As UK based organisation LMA assumes in its documentation primarily usage of English law 
as governing law and English borrowers with investment grade credit rating.232 The usage of 
LMA documents have gained wide acceptance in European loan markets.233 Also in 
syndications including mezzanine financing structures LMA documentation serves as basis.234  

Being New York Based organisation LSTA assumes in its documentation usage of US Law as 
the governing law. The usage of LSTA is not yet so widely accepted in the US market as LMA 
documentation in Europe.235 This regards also intercreditor arrangements involving 
mezzanine type financing.236 However in terms of absolute nominal loan amounts also the 
usage of LMA documentation is significant.237 

 

3.4   The company law framework 

 
In this section is reviewed the regulatory company law framework relevant for the chosen topic 
mezzanine financing. When referring to company law it is meant here subsection of legislation 
that provides legal form for business entities having following features: legal personality, 
                                            
229 As an example of this see Cranston, R. (2002), p. 55, according to which in so-called “participation 
syndicates” lead/arranger bank enters first in a bilateral deal with the borrower and sells after that participations 
in the loan to other financiers.  
230 LMA is based in London. LMA (2017) describes the mission of the association as follows: “The Loan 
Market Association (LMA) has as its key objective improving liquidity, efficiency and transparency in the 
primary and secondary syndicated loan markets in Europe, the Middle East and Africa (EMEA). By establishing 
sound, widely accepted market practice, the LMA seeks to promote the syndicated loan as one of the key debt 
products available to borrowers across the region.” 
231 LSTA is based in New York. LSTA (2017) describes the mission of the association as follows: “The LSTA 
promotes a fair, orderly, efficient, and growing corporate loan market and provides leadership in advancing 
and balancing the interests of all market participants. The LSTA carries out a wide variety of activities to 

• Advocate for the shared interests of all loan market participants 
• Increase market transparency and efficiency 
• Facilitate and improve the settlement process 
• Educate market participants 
• Promote the growth of the loan asset class”  

232 Wood, P. R. (2007c), p. 36. 
233 Mallon, C. and Waisman, S.Y. eds (2011), p. 89. 
234 Mellor, T. ed. (2014), p. 46. 
235 Mallon, C. and Waisman, S.Y. eds (2011), p. 107. 
236 Mellor, T. ed., (2014), p. 46. 
237 Mellor, T. ed. (2014), p. 72 and p. 76. 
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limited liability, transferability of shares, delegation of management by board and investors as 
owners.238 

In the main focus shall be European Union corporate regulation and Finnish company law. 
On top of that are reviewed main points of the corporate legislation of Sweden, Estonia and 
US and - in a slightly less detailed way - UK and German corporate legislation. This coverage 
includes thus representatives of different legal families: Scandinavian, Continental European 
and Anglo-American.239 According to this classification Finland and Sweden belong to 
Scandinavian, Estonia and Germany to Continental European and USA and UK to Anglo-
American legal families.240 Out of the countries included in the coverage especially Germany, 
UK and USA represent not only influential legal systems but are also leading market 
economies in the world. 

 
3.4.1 EU legislation in general  

 
The European Union (EU) has its own specific legal system differentiating it from the 
international law.241 The structure is quite unique as EU legal system is an integrated element 
in the legal system of each member country. Although the members are independent sovereign 
nations, they have given up a part of their sovereign position to achieve common goals like 
improved common market.242 To understand the EU legal system it is relevant to briefly touch 
the basics related to the birth of EU.  

The history of EU dates back to early 1950s when Germany, France, Italy, Belgium, 
Netherlands and Luxembourg decided to establish European Coal and Steel Community 
(ECSC).243 Later the Treaty establishing the European Community - also known as Treaty of 
Rome - in 1957 deepened the process leading to creation of European Economic Community 
(EEC). It is said that this started the process of harmonization of domestic laws.244 This also 
meant that the focus of European cooperation was not any more limited to individual industry 
but to the more general economical welfare.245 Transformation process continued when Single 
European Act was approved by 1987 and the Treaty on EU (also known as Maastricht Treaty 
on EU) was signed in 1992. The official renaming of ECC to EU happened upon the Maastricht 
Treaty entering into force of in 1993. Finland became member of EU in 1995 and after that EU 
regulation became part of the Finnish legal system.  

From the development of EU legal system perspective, the Reform Treaty (also known as 
Treaty of Lisbon) is very relevant. With this agreement, which entered into force in 2009246, 
the EU received the legal personality and took the place of the European Community (EC).247 
This agreement altered the constitutional core elements of the EU: Treaty of Rome and Treaty 
of Maastricht.  It shall be noted that the Treaty of Lisbon - being the amending treaty - shall 
not be understood as an independent text.248 The Treaty of Lisbon amended the Maastricht 

                                            
238 Kraakman, R. et al. (2017), pp. 1-15. 
239 About legal families see above footnote 101. 
240 Ibid. 
241 About the unique character of EU legal system and EU law see Arnull, A. and Chalmers, D. eds (2015), pp. 
23-26. 
242 See European Parliament (2017) about the legal order in EU.  
243 Weatherill, S. (2012), p. 5. 
244 Sealy, L. and Worthington, S. (2013), p. 7. 
245 Weatherill, S. (2012), p. 7. 
246 The Treaty of Lisbon was signed by the EU member states on 13 December 2007 and entered into force on 1 
December 2009. 
247 Piris, J.-C. (2010), p. 65. 
248 Piris, J.-C. (2010), pp. 63-65. 
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Treaty, which presents also a remark to the EU's Charter of Fundamental Rights giving to that 
document legal conclusiveness. The Charter of Fundamental Rights includes a list of 
foundational human rights enjoying protection in the EU: equality, dignity, freedom, 
solidarity, citizens' rights and justice.249 This means that the Treaties on European Union 
(Treaty of Maastricht) and on the Functioning of the European Union (Treaty of Rome)250 and 
also Charter of Fundamental Rights are legally equally valuable and jointly form the legal basis 
of the European Union. This is the core foundation for every institution in the EU listing their 
rights and obligations and explaining the scope of the EU legislation.  

The union has until today grown to the totality of 28 member countries which cover area from 
the Black Sea to Atlantic.251 Today the EU has become home for more than 500 million people. 

In EU regulation the internal market is defined as the area where the movement of goods, 
persons, services and capital is free. This concept of “the Four Freedoms in the EU” is based 
on the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union.252 

Among the central ideas behind the EU is that economically integrated single market is subject 
to single European Company Law.253 European Union aims to harmonize the legal systems of 
its members to improve the functionality of the common market. In practise this is done by 
giving the EU institutions the powers to form a common market in the Treaty on the 
Functioning of the European Union.254 However the plan is not to establish one European Law 
although in some cases one set of EU rules replaces the different national rules. This simplifies 
both the legal framework and decreases regulatory complexity. One of the benefits coming out 
of this is the increase of regulatory predictability. Harmonization of the rules relating to 
company legislation, accounting and auditing and corporate governance has been considered 
important when a single market for financial services and products has been created. Such an 
internal market provides optimal allocations for resources and production factors.255 The goal 
of EU regulation in company law, governance, accounting and reporting is increase business 
opportunities and improve shareholder protection all EU countries.256 

EU today is said to have elements of federation although legislative and executive powers are 
not strong.257 EU regulation and the decisions of EU courts have anyhow a major relevance on 

                                            
249 The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU is a legally binding set of internal rules in EU. According to 
these rules all the institutions and bodies of the EU must respect the rights contained in the Charter when taking 
action in respect to EU law and policy. The existence of the charter as a binding part of primary EU law is said 
to emphasize the constitutional order of EU. See De Vries, S. et al. eds (2015), p. 20.    
250 Originally the Treaty of Rome was known as the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community 
when it was signed in 1957. The word “Economic” was deleted from the treaty's name by the Maastricht Treaty 
in 1993. The Treaty of Rome was amended as the Treaty on the functioning of the European Union when the 
Treaty of Lisbon entered in the force in 2009. 
251 The European Economic Community (later European Union) was founded in 1950 and had originally six 
members: Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands. In the next phase Denmark, 
Ireland and the United Kingdom became member states in 1973. After that Greece joined in 1981 and 
Portugal together with Spain followed in 1986. Austria, Finland and Sweden joined in 1995. In 2004 Cyprus, 
the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia became 
member states in the enlargement, which has so far been the biggest one-off membership increase in EU. 
Three years later, in 2007, also Bulgaria and Romania joined the EU family. Croatia joined the EU on 1 July 
2013, bringing the total number of member states to 28. 
252 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (2016), article 26. 
253 Ebge, W.F. (1997), p. 961. 
254 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (2016), article 26. 
255 Allmendinger, C. (2013), p. 74. 
256 European Commission (2017). 
257 Hartley, T.C. (2014),  p. 11. 
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how company laws are applied in EU countries. Therefore, it is relevant to review briefly the 
sources of EU regulation and its systematics.  

 
3.4.1.1 Regulatory systematics of EU legislation 

 
EU legislation can be systemised in many ways.258 Based on the sources EU law can be 
clustered in three categories: primary, secondary and supplementary law.259  

In this division the primary law refers to the Treaties which have established EU. They set out 
the constitutional basis of EU including the competences and powers of different EU 
institutions including the member states. The most significant treaties in this respect are the 
Treaty of the EU and the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU.260 Into the primary law are 
included also the amending EU Treaties, all protocols that are attached both to the founding 
Treaties and to the amending Treaties and additionally the Treaties on new member states’ 
accession to the EU. In practice this category of law includes all founding Treaties and their 
amendments and protocols related to those treaties.261 

The secondary law refers to unilateral acts and agreements. In this category belong EU 
regulations, directives, decisions and international agreements. Regulations are directly 
applicable and their effect is always direct.262 The directive corresponds to an act which is 
addressed specifically to member states. It has to be transferred into the domestic legislation 
as each country deems appropriate. However, in some situations the Court of Justice has 
recognized also that a directive can have a direct effect if protection of the rights of individuals 
so requires.263  

                                            
258 Shaw, J. (2000),  pp. 240-249, Ojanen, T. (2006), pp. 46-59 and Hartley, T.C. (2014),  pp. 87-198. 
259 EUR-Lex (2010).  
260 The Treaty on European Union (TEU) is also known as the Maastricht Treaty. It was undertaken to integrate 
Europe and it was signed on 7 February 1992 by the members of the European Community in Maastricht, 
Netherlands. Upon its entry into force on 1 November 1993 it created the EU and led to the creation of the 
single European currency, the euro. It also introduced elements of a political union like citizenship and common 
policies in foreign and internal affairs. The Maastricht Treaty has been later amended by the treaties of 
Amsterdam, Nice and Lisbon. See Treaty on European Union (2016). 
      The Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) came into force on December 1, 2009.  It is 
an amended version of the Treaty of Lisbon, which made amendments to the TEU. The TFEU defines the 
objectives of the EU and the scope for action within the different policy areas. The TFEU emphasizes the social 
dimension of the EU. The treaty also defines the structure and responsibilities of the EU institutions, including 
the European Central Bank. See Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (2016). 
261 Ojanen, T. (2006), pp. 48-53. 
262 According to Article 288 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU “To exercise the Union's competences, 
the institutions shall adopt regulations, directives, decisions, recommendations and opinions. A regulation shall 
have general application. It shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. A 
directive shall be binding, as to the result to be achieved, upon each Member State to which it is addressed, but 
shall leave to the national authorities the choice of form and methods. A decision shall be binding in its entirety. 
A decision which specifies those to whom it is addressed shall be binding only on them. Recommendations and 
opinions shall have no binding force”. According to the judgment of the EU Court of Justice judgement of 14 
December 1971 in Case 43/71, Politi s.a.s. v Ministry for Finance of the Italian Republic, this is a complete 
direct effect. 
263 In the judgment of the EU Court of Justice judgement of 4 December 1974 in Case 41-74, Yvonne van Duyn 
v Home Office, the Court stated in its case-law that a directive has direct effect when its provisions are 
unconditional and sufficiently clear and precise. In the judgment of 5 April 1979 in Case 148/78, Criminal 
proceedings against Tullio Ratti, the EU Court of Justice however concluded, that a directive can only have 
direct vertical effect and is valid only subject to that the member states have not transposed the directive by the 
deadline. 
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A legislative act of the EU is binding upon those to whom it is addressed. In case a decision 
has no addressees, then it binds everyone. Under unilateral acts belong also regulations that 
are not included in Article 288 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU.264 Such acts are 
recommendations, communications, White Papers265 and Green Papers.266 The secondary law 
comprises as well agreements which refer here to 1) international agreements signed by both 
EU itself and an organization or a country not belonging to EU, 2) agreements between two or 
more member states and 3) institutional agreements signed only by two or more EU 
institutions. 

The third category of EU law - supplementary law - includes the Court of Justice case law, 
international law and the generally accepted law principles. These sources are used as legal 
rules when neither the primary legislation nor the secondary legislation provide direct 
answers. In a way it is a question of filling the white spots existing between the primary and 
secondary sources of law. The Court of Justice has used international law as inspiration when 
developing its case law. The Court may refer not only to codified law but also custom and 
practise. Generally accepted principles of law refer to undocumented sources of law emerging 
from the case law of the Court of Justice.267 These general principles may be similar as in 
national laws, may derive from particular national laws or are specific to EU.268 They have 
allowed the Court to interpret legislative acts but also argue for invalidation if a legislative act 
is not aligned with the generally accepted principles in question.269 These principles can be 
seen to express the systemic principles that underlie the constitutional structure of EU.270   

 
3.4.1.2 EU Company regulation  

 
European company regulation is important part of the internal market.271 In EU the reach of 
company law is wide and covers among other things following areas:  

• shareholders´ protection 

                                            
264 See EUR-Lex (2010), according to which such acts are considered “atypical”.  
265 According to EUR-Lex (2017) “White Papers are documents containing proposals for European Union 
action in a specific area. In some cases, they follow on from a Green Paper published to launch a consultation 
process at European level. The purpose of a White Paper is to launch a debate with the public, stakeholders, the 
European Parliament and the Council in order to facilitate a political consensus.” About the Green Papers see 
next footnote. 
266 According to EUR-Lex (2017b) “Green Papers are documents published by the European Commission to 
stimulate discussion on given topics at European level. They invite the relevant parties (bodies or individuals) to 
participate in a consultation process and debate on the basis of the proposals they put forward. Green Papers 
may give rise to legislative developments that are then outlined in White Papers”. 
267 Pineschi, L. ed. (2015), p. 145. 
268 See EUR-Lex (2010b) according to which “The general principles of law may be:  

• common to national laws: the Court of Justice identified those principles common to all the national 
legal systems and which are compatible with EU objectives. For example, this is the case with legal 
certainty and legitimate expectation which protects individual from unforeseeable amendments to the 
law; 

• derived from particular national laws: the Court of Justice took inspiration from the principles 
enshrined in certain national legal systems only. This is also the case when the Court must name the 
institution responsible for harm caused by the EU and it must determine the extent of the harm; 

• specific to the EU: the Court of Justice identified the principles specific to the EU even if the source of 
their inspiration was from a national legislation. This is the case with the solidarity between Member 
States, institutional balance and Community preference.” 

269 Craig, P. and de Burca, G. (2015), p. 111. 
270 Tridimas, T. (2007), p. 4. 
271 European Commission (2012).   
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• shareholders’ rights  

• capital maintenance  

• mergers and divisions 
 

• disclosure of branches  

• European Company (SE) 

• European Economic Interest Grouping (EEIG) and  

• European Cooperative Society (SCE).272 

EU company regulation has been one of the prioritised areas in the EU law and it has 
developed significantly during the existence of the European Union. However, EU law does 
not include any framework for the commercial businesses. Plans to create a European 
company law has been difficult due to many different reasons. Due to legal, political and 
economic complexity a wide-ranging harmonisation of company law in EU level has not taken 
place and national legislation in this area is still strong.273 

During the years two different ways have been used to create the common system of European 
Company Law.274 One way targets to harmonize the company laws of the individual member 
states. Here some success has been achieved.275 Examples of such harmonisation can be found 
in protection of interest of shareholders, capital maintenance of public limited liability 
companies, mergers and divisions, takeover bids, shareholders' rights and financial reporting 
and accounting. The alternative way has been to target to create a common EU level Company 
Law.276 In the latter approach there has been some success in form of European Economic 
Interest Groupings277, European Companies278, IAS/IFRS Standards279 and European 
Cooperative Societies280 as few examples.  

The purpose of EU rules in company law and corporate governance is manifold. The target is 
to allow businesses in any EU country, provide shareholder protection, create more efficient 
and competitive businesses and increase business cooperation in different EU member 
countries.281 Additionally, also purpose to stimulate the discussions in the area of company 

                                            
272 European Commission (2012), footnote 17. 
273 About the challenges in implementing EU regulation in the local legislation see McLaughlin, S. (2015), p. 
18. According to McLaughlin changes to core company law in United Kingdom in the period 1973-2006 
occurred piecemeal mainly in response to European Union initiatives. According to her “the result was 
unacceptable”.  
274 Koster, H. (2015), p. 5. 
275 Andenas, M. and Wooldridge, F. (2009), pp. 7-8 and De Luca, N. (2017), pp. 16-17 and pp. 20-44.  
276 De Luca, N. (2017), pp. 18-19 and pp. 45-65. 
277 Council Regulation (EEC) No 2137/85 of 25 July 1985 on the European Economic Interest Grouping 
(EEIG). 
278 Council Regulation (EC) No 2157/2001 of 8 October 2001 on the Statute for a European company (Societas 
Europea or SE). 
279 Regulation (EC) No 1606/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 July 2002 on the 
application of international accounting standards. 
280 Council Regulation (EC) No 1435/2003 of 22 July 2003 on the Statute for a European Cooperative Society 
(SCE). 
281 European Commission (2017).  
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law modernization and corporate governance has been seen as the aim to harmonize the 
company legislation.282  

The most significant company law directives in EU regulate among other things capital and 
disclosure requirements and creation of limited liability companies and are as follows: 

• Directive (EU) 2017/1132 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 June 
2017 relating to certain aspects of company law.283 

• Directive 2009/102/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 
September 2009 in the area of company law on single-member private limited liability 
companies. 

• Directive 2012/17/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 June 2012 
amending Council Directive 89/666/EEC and Directives 2005/56/EC and 
2009/101/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council as regards the 
interconnection of central, commercial and companies registers.  

Directive (EU) 2017/1132 regards the disclosure of company documents, the validity of 
companies´ obligations and nullity. It is applicable to all limited liability companies i.e. to both 
public and private companies. The directive covers also how the public limited liability 
companies are created and how capital maintenance and alteration is regulated. The minimum 
capital amount for public limited liability companies is 25,000 euros in EU. It furthermore 
includes disclosure requirements of such foreign branches that are established by EU 
companies in another member country or by non-EU companies in the EU. Additionally, the 
directive deals with mergers inside a single EU country that take place between public limited 
liability companies and divisions of public limited liability companies. Also, shareholders´, 
creditors´ and employees´ protection in relation to such mergers and divisions are covered. 
Besides that, the directive comprises regulation on cross-border mergers which involve limited 
liability companies in more than one country. 

Directive 2009/102/EC (also known as the 12th Company Law Directive) introduces basis on 
how a single-member company is set up. Although the directive regulates private limited 
liability companies, an individual country may apply the rules to public limited liability 
companies, too.   

                                            
282 McLaughlin, S. (2015), p. 20. 
283 Directive 2017/1132 entered into force on July 20, 2017.  It consolidated the following six EU directives: 

1) Sixth Council Directive 82/891/ECC of 17 December 1982 concerning the division of public limited 
liability companies 

2) Eleventh Council Directive 89/666/ECC of 21 December 1989 concerning disclosure requirements in 
respect of branches opened in a Member State by certain types of company governed by the law of 
another State 

3) Directive 2005/56/EC of 26 October 2005 on cross-border mergers of limited liability companies 
4) Directive 2009/101/EC of 16 September 2009 on coordination of safeguards which, for the protection 

of the interests of members and third parties, are required by Member States of companies within the 
meaning of the second paragraph of Article 48 of the Treaty, with a view to making such safeguards 
equivalent 

5) Directive 2011/35/EC of 5 April 2011 concerning mergers of public limited liability companies and 
6) Directive 2012/30/EU of 25 October 2012 on coordination of safeguards which, for the protection of 

the interests of members and others, are required by Member States of companies within the meaning 
of the second paragraph of Article 54 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, with 
respect to the formation of public limited liability companies and the maintenance and alteration of 
their capital, with a view to making such safeguards equivalent. 
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Directive 2012/17/EU concerns the interconnection of central, commercial and companies 
registers. This sets common standards for interconnecting business registers. 

Another relevant set of EU company legislation in relation to the topic in question concerns 
the rules of EU legal entities. These rules apply also throughout the EU and they are valid 
besides the local regulation of individual member states. The EU legal entities legislation 
covers  

• Council Regulation 2157/2001 on the statute for a European company (Societas 
Europea or SE). 

• Council Regulation 1435/2003 on the statute for a European Cooperative Society 
(SCE).  

• Council Regulation 2137/85 on the statute for European Economic Interest Groupings 
(EEIGs). 

Besides the regulation covering the formation, capital and disclosure requirements there are 
also EU level rules related to financial reporting and accounting.284 Some specific transparency 
requirements has to be also met by listed companies.285   

In the sections below is reviewed the content of these most significant EU level company 
regulations. 

 
3.4.1.2.1 Capital maintenance 
real question 
Creditor and shareholder protection through capital maintenance rules has been an important 
element in the harmonization of company law in Europe.286 From the European Commission 
view the protection of the interests of members and third parties - what comes to the disclosure 
and the validity of obligations - is necessary in case of limited liability companies. The 
minimum capital requirements are also seen as compensation obligation to the shareholders 
for the benefit they get through the  limited liability.287 The earlier Directive 2012/30/EU, 
which was called also as the Second Company Law Directive or Capital Directive, aligned the 
rules in every EU country for setting up and running companies with public limited liability.288 
The Directive 2012/30/EU was repealed by Directive (EU) 2017/1132, which now includes 
these rules.289 The capital maintenance regulation aims to provide protection for shareholders 
                                            
284 EU has adopted International Accounting Standards (IAS) and International Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS) and related interpretations (SIC/IFRIC) to be used in preparation for financial statements of entities. 
Standards are issued by an international private organisation called the International Accounting Standards 
Board (IASB) and must go through a specific process of endorsement before becoming law in the EU. 
285 The Transparency Directive harmonizes requirements on companies regarding information disclosure. It 
focuses on what information companies must disclose periodically, how they handle investor disclosures and 
how they distribute regulated information.  It also ensures that investors disclose their stakes in companies. The 
existing Transparency Directive (2004/109/EC) was revised last time on June 12, 2013 when the European 
Union adopted Directive 2013/50/EU amending the existing Transparency Directive. 
286 This is in line with article 44 par 2 (g) of the Treaty Establishing the European Community on which 
provision all the numbered Company law Directives are based on. The article provides that the Council and the 
Commission shall carry out their duties “...by coordinating to the necessary extent the safeguards which, for the 
protection of the interests of members and others, are required by Member States of companies or firms within 
the meaning of the second paragraph of Article 48 with a view to making such safeguards equivalent throughout 
the Community.”  About the legal basis of article 44(2)g EC, see Vossestein, G.J. (2010), p. 103. 
287 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 146. 
288 EUR-Lex (2014).   
289 The rules on capital formation, maintenance and alteration were established in the Second Company Law 
Directive (Directive 77/91/EEC), which was published for the first time on 13 December 1976. These rules were 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=URISERV:l26016
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32003R1435
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:31985R2137
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and creditors. This is done by coordinating the nationwide rules to create and run public 
limited liability companies and to increase or reduce the company capital.290  

In the valid directive is first defined the types of companies covered by the capital maintenance 
rules. The names of these companies vary country by country.291 Exceptions are however 
allowed as national governments are free to exempt investment companies that have variable 
capital and certain types of cooperatives. This directive includes rules of minimum 
harmonization, which allows a member state to establish stricter rules in its own legislation.  

The rules set in the directive regard two areas: firstly, the raising of the legal capital and 
secondly the maintenance of such capital. The capital raised must be sufficient for the 
company's whole life cycle.  Hence, they include the requirements for the payment of the initial 
capital, rules on the distribution to the shareholders, on restoration of capital sufficiency, 
capital increase and reduction, purchase and share redemption, publicity and registration. The 
legal capital rules are orientated to protect the creditors and are set to mitigate the effects of 
shareholders´ and directors’ non-personal liabilities. In addition to that, the directive includes 
rules on financial assistance.292 One of the reasons for regulating these is to make sure that 
creditors and third parties understand with what kind of entity they are interacting with.293 
Equal treatment of shareholders has as well been an important principle that has been 
followed.294 

The minimum capital required to register a public limited company shall be 25,000 euros.295  

 
 
 

                                            
later amended by the Directive 2006/68/EC, recasted as Directive 2012/30/EU and finally included in the 
Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
290 The capital maintenance regulation does not apply to private limited companies. In some member states the 
provisions have however been made applicable also to private companies.  
291 According to Articles 2, 44(1) and 45(2) and Annex I, Directive (EU) 2017/1132 following types of 
companies are covered by the capital maintenance rules: Belgium: société anonyme/naamloze vennootschap; 
Bulgaria: акционерно дружество; the Czech Republic: akciová společnost; Denmark: aktieselskab; Germany: 
Aktiengesellschaft; Estonia: aktsiaselts; Ireland: cuideachta phoiblí faoi theorainn scaireanna/public company 
limited by shares, cuideachta phoiblí faoi theorainn ráthaíochta agus a bhfuil scairchaipiteal aici/public company 
limited by guarantee and having a share capital; Greece: ανώνυμη εταιρεία; Spain: sociedad anónima; France: 
société anonyme; Croatia: dioničko društvo; Italy: società per azioni; Cyprus: δημόσιες εταιρείες περιορισμένης 
ευθύνης με μετοχές, δημόσιες εταιρείες περιορισμένης ευθύνης με εγγύηση που διαθέτουν μετοχικό κεφάλαιο; 
Latvia: akciju sabiedrība; Lithuania: akcinė bendrovė; Luxembourg: société anonyme; Hungary: nyilvánosan 
működő részvénytársaság; Malta: kumpanija pubblika ta' responsabbiltà limitata/public limited liability 
company; the Netherlands: naamloze vennootschap; Austria: Aktiengesellschaft; Poland: spółka akcyjna; 
Portugal: sociedade anónima; Romania: societate pe acțiuni; Slovenia: delniška družba; Slovakia: akciová 
spoločnost'; Finland: julkinen osakeyhtiö/publikt aktiebolag; Sweden: aktiebolag; the United Kingdom: public 
company limited by shares, public company limited by guarantee and having a share capital.   
292 The regulation allows that public limited companies provide financial assistance with a view to acquiring 
their shares, provided that specific conditions are met and an approval procedure is carried out within the 
company. The procedure is also known as a “whitewash procedure”. Although these provisions are part of 
directive it shall be noted that the financial assistance rules do not concern the preservation of share capital as 
such.  
293 Van Gerven, D. ed. (2014), p. 9. 
294 The purpose of the directive is specifically to ensure that national laws guarantee equal treatment to all 
shareholders who are in the same position and the protection of creditors whose claims exist prior to the 
decision on reduction. 
295 Article 45, Directive (EU) 2017/1132, according to which this minimum sum will be examined and possibly 
revised every 5 years in light of EU economic and monetary trends. 
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3.4.1.2.2 Protection of the members´ and third parties´ interests  
 
It is the view of the European Commission that the protection of the interests of members and 
third parties concerning disclosure of obligations of limited liability companies is 
important.296 This shall take place through coordination between national regulations. The 
former First Company Law Directive - Directive 2009/101/EC297 - dealt with the topic.298 The 
Directive (EU) 2017/1132, which now includes the regulation of the former directive, targets 
to protect the interests of members and third parties by allowing them to access information 
regarding the basic company documents. The regulation applies to private as well as public 
companies.299 

This directive in force - as is written in its summary - “aims to frame the guarantees required 
of companies to protect the interests of members and third parties”. The directive relates to 
the limited liability companies. 

According to the regulation in question the disclosure requirement covers specific information 
and documents of companies incorporated with limited liability. This concerns among other 
things constitution and statutes, appointment of persons taking part in the administration, 
subscribed capital amount, changes of office registration, wind-up and liquidation.300 

Corporations are obliged to have a unique identifier to communicate in relevant registers. The 
identifier shall enable identification of home country of register, register of origin and 
company number.301  

                                            
296 EUR-Lex (2012).   
297 Directive 2009/101/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 September 2009. 
298 Directive 2009/101/EC replaced and repealed the first Company Law Directive (68/151/EEC). Now the 
discussed regulation is included in the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
299 According to Article 7(1) and Annex II, Directive (EU) 2017/1132 following types of companies are covered 
by the discussed regulation: Belgium: naamloze vennootschap/société anonyme, commanditaire vennootschap 
op aandelen/société en commandite par actions, personenvennootschap met beperkte aansprakelijkheid/société 
de personnes à responsabilité limitée; Bulgaria: акционерно дружество, дружество с ограничена 
отговорност, командитно дружество с акции; Czech Republic: společnost s ručením omezeným, akciová 
společnost; Denmark: aktieselskab, kommanditaktieselskab, anpartsselskab; Germany: die Aktiengesellschaft, 
die Kommanditgesellschaft auf Aktien, die Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung; Estonia: aktsiaselts, 
osaühing; Ireland: cuideachtaí atá corpraithe faoi dhliteanas teoranta/companies incorporated with limited 
liability; Greece: ανώνυμη εταιρεία, εταιρεία περιορισμένης ευθύνης, ετερόρρυθμη κατά μετοχές εταιρεία; 
Spain: la sociedad anónima, la sociedad comanditaria por acciones, la sociedad de responsabilidad limitada; 
France: société anonyme, société en commandite par actions, société à responsabilité limitée, société par actions 
simplifiée; Croatia: dioničko društvo, društvo s ograničenom odgovornošću; Italy: società per azioni, società in 
accomandita per azioni, società a responsabilità limitata; Cyprus: δημόσιες εταιρείες περιορισμένης ευθύνης με 
μετοχές ή με εγγύηση, ιδιωτικές εταιρείες περιορισμένης ευθύνης με μετοχές ή με εγγύηση; Latvia: akciju 
sabiedrība, sabiedrība ar ierobežotu atbildību, komanditsabiedrība; Lithuania: akcinė bendrovė, uždaroji akcinė 
bendrovė; Luxembourg: société anonyme, société en commandite par actions, société à responsabilité limitée;  
Hungary: részvénytársaság, korlátolt felelősségű társaság; Malta: kumpannija pubblika/public limited liability 
company, kumpannija privata/private limited liability company; the Netherlands: naamloze vennootschap, 
besloten vennootschap met beperkte aansprakelijkheid; Austria: die Aktiengesellschaft, die Gesellschaft mit 
beschränkter Haftung; Poland: spółka z ograniczoną odpowiedzialnością, spółka komandytowo-akcyjna, spółka 
akcyjna; Portugal: sociedade anónima de responsabilidade limitada, sociedade em comandita por ações, 
sociedade por quotas de responsabilidade limitada; Romania: societate pe acțiuni, societate cu răspundere 
limitată, societate în comandită pe acțiuni; Slovenia: delniška družba, družba z omejeno odgovornostjo, 
komaditna delniška družba; Slovakia: akciová spoločnosť, spoločnosť s ručením obmedzeným; Finland: 
yksityinen osakeyhtiö/privat aktiebolag, julkinen osakeyhtiö/publikt aktiebolag; Sweden: aktiebolag; United 
Kingdom: companies incorporated with limited liability. 
300 Article 14, Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
301 Article 15(1), Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/FI/AUTO/?uri=celex:32009L0101
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The above-mentioned information shall be published in the national gazettes or in other 
ways.302 The information disclosed shall be registered centrally. It shall be additionally 
published on the European e-justice portal in every official EU language.303  

When a person carries a legal act on behalf of a company being formed before company 
acquires a legal personality, the person shall be liable for that action but not the company.304 
After the legal personality has been acquired by the company, commitments done by the 
company shall bind it in relation to the third parties.305 This includes also an act which exceeds 
the limits of the company´s objects unless such an act exceeds the powers of the management 
body who made the decision in question.306  

 
3.4.1.2.3 Information disclosure 
 
The former Eleventh Company Directive (also called the Branch Directive) 89/666/EEC 
defined the disclosure requirements to be applied to branches that limited liability companies 
of another EU countries or non-EU countries open in a member state.307 These norms were 
also contained within the present Directive (EU) 2017/1132. The purpose is to offer a similar 
protection for shareholders and third parties and safeguard the right to establish. The rules 
cover both private and public limited liability companies.308  

The compulsory disclosure requirements set in the directive cover branches of companies 
domiciled in other member states. This regards among other things address, activity, 
registration place and number, name and legal form, appointment of representatives, 
information on winding-up and branch closure.309 

Items needing compulsory disclosure are published through the interconnection system of 
central, commercial and companies registers as stated by Directive 2012/17/EU.310 A unique 
identifier of branches allows identification of member state of the register, domestic register 
and branch number.311 

If a branch is established outside EU but has a legal form similar to that of a community 
company, there is an obligation to publish documents that include information required from 
EU branches.312 Compulsory disclosure requirements cover several additional items. These 

                                            
302 Article 15(5), Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
303 The European e-Justice portal is the European electronic access point for information, which includes 
information from European company registers. See European e-justice (2017) for more details. 
304 Article 7(2), Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
305 Article 9(1), Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
306 This means in practice the renouncement of “ultra vires” principle as the obligations entered into in the 
name of the company are valid to the greatest possible extent in order to ensure the protection of third parties. 
About “ultra vires” principle see Gilani, S.R.S. (2011). 
307 One of the significant features of that regulation was that when companies used the right to establish a branch 
in other EU country these branches were not be subject to the disclosure requirements obliging the companies 
by the former First (68/151/EEC), Fourth (78/660/EEC), Seventh (83/349/EEC) and Eight (84/253/EEC) 
Directives. See Fazio, S. (2007), p. 101, Edwards, V. (1999), p. 212 and McLaughlin, S. (2015), p. 25. 
308 Article 29(1) and Annex II, Directive (EU) 2017/1132. See above footnote 299 for the types of companies 
covered by the discussed regulation. 
309 Article 30(1) and Annex II, Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
310 According to European e-justice (2017) the business registers in all EU countries have been interconnected 
since June 2017. The company information can be accessed in any EU country, Iceland, Liechtenstein or 
Norway. The information available includes also foreign branches and cross-border mergers of companies. 
311 Article 29(4), Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
312 Article 36, Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
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include law of the country applied for the company, legal form of the company, instruments of 
constitution, memorandum and articles of association.313  

In case accounting is not done according to the EU legislation or alike, it may be required by a  
member state that the relevant documents shall be drawn up and published.314 

All in all, the protection offered by the directive can be described by its nature to be exhaustive. 
To achieve the objective of facilitating freedom of establishment the harmonisation of the 
disclosure requirements is important.315 

 
3.4.1.2.4 Domestic mergers of public limited liability companies 
 
To become more competitive the European companies need to grow and EU wants to support 
this among other things with competitive regulation. Merging of businesses is one way for 
companies to grow and the achieved economic unity targets to give the merging companies 
better market position.316  

The former Directive 2011/35/EU317 dealt with mergers between public limited liability 
companies in an individual member state.318 It was replaced by the present Directive (EU) 
2017/1132 which includes now the regulation related to mergers of public limited liability 
companies. 

The essence of a merger under the directive is that one or several companies wind up through 
transfer of the assets and liabilities to another company without liquidation.319 The merger is 
always friendly.320 The transfer of assets can happen either through a merger by acquisition or 
by formation of a new company. The former Directive 2011/35/EU applied the universal 
succession principle that meant no liquidation and creditors´ acceptance for a new debtor.321 
The same approach is valid also under the present directive.  

The directive is not applied to cooperatives and companies that are acquired or cease to exist 
and are in bankruptcy process or wind-up process due to insolvency.322 

The regulation provides protection to shareholders, creditors and employees.323 The 
provisions regard disclosure requirements and safeguards to be afforded to third parties and 
third parties. The directive targets to decrease the administration load of European public 
limited liability companies in mergers and divisions. Under the directive companies benefit 
from reduced reporting requirements and removal of rules leading to double reporting. Also 
ensuring coherence regarding relevant regulation brings additional benefits. The regulation 

                                            
313 Article 37, Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
314 Article 38, Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
315 Sjåfjell, B. (2009), p. 135. 
316 Grundmann, S. (2007), p. 547. 
317 Directive 2011/35/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 April 2011 concerning mergers of 
public limited liability companies.   
318 Directive 2011/35/EU replaced the Directive 78/855/EEC which was also known as the Third Company Law 
Directive. The Directive 78/855/EEC of 9 October 1978 based on Art. 54(3)(g) of the Treaty concerning 
mergers of public limited liability companies was substantially amended several times and finally in the interests 
of clarity and rationality it was replaced by Directive 2011/35/EU. 
319 Articles 89(1) and 90(1) of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
320 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 371. 
321 Malke, C. (2010), p. 59. 
322 Article 87(2-3), Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
323 See Recitals 49-53, Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
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covers merger by acquisition, merger by new company formation and acquisition where the 
acquirer holds at the minimum 90 % of the target company´s shares.  

Mergers by acquisition324 or mergers leading to a new company325 may be affected if at least 
one of the companies that are ceasing to exist is in liquidation. Precondition for this is that 
distribution of the assets to the shareholders has not yet started.326  

In case of merger the company management needs to draft terms of merger including among 
other things company type, name, registered office and share exchange ratio including the sum 
to be paid in cash.327  

The companies involved in merger have to take into consideration the Directive 2001/23/EC 
on safeguarding employees’ rights in the event of transfers of undertakings328. The legislation 
of the merging companies must as well provide creditors with safeguards about their financial 
status.329  

As one risk in legal mergers is that the assets of the acquiring company are not sufficient to 
cover the liabilities of the new totality. This may put the creditors of the disappearing company 
in a worse financial position compared to the situation before the merger.  To protect the 
creditors some member states have thus implemented some safety measures in the domestic 
merger laws. In creditor protection there is however no full harmonization in place and a 
differences exist between ex ante systems and ex post systems.330 The existence of these two 
different systems of regulation for creditor protection could potentially create several 
problems in mergers. 

A merger by acquisition means that after the transfer of assets and liabilities the owners of the 
acquired company become owners of the acquirer and the acquired company ceases ultimately 
to exist.331  

For the protection of members and third parties there are rules that govern the nullity of 
mergers. According to the directive the member states are allowed to include specific rules on 
that in their domestic legislation in a limited set of situations. Among other things the nullity 

                                            
324 Article 89(1) of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132 defines “merger by acquisition” as the operation “whereby 
one or more companies are wound up without going into liquidation and transfer to another all their assets and 
liabilities in exchange for the issue to the shareholders of the company or companies being acquired of shares 
in the acquiring company and a cash payment, if any, not exceeding 10 % of the nominal value of the shares so 
issued or, where they have no nominal value, of their accounting par value.” 
325 Article 90(1) of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132 defines “merger by formation of a new company” as the 
operation “whereby several companies are wound up without going into liquidation and transfer to a company 
that they set up all their assets and liabilities in exchange for the issue to their shareholders of shares in the new 
company and a cash payment, if any, not exceeding 10 % of the nominal value of the shares so issued or, where 
they have no nominal value, of their accounting par value.” 
326 Articles 89(2) and 90(2) of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132.  
327 Articles 91 and 109 of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
328 Council Directive 2001/23/EC of 12 March 2001 on the approximation of the laws of the member states 
relating to the safeguarding of employees' rights in the event of transfers of undertakings, businesses or parts of 
undertakings or businesses. 
329 See Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 252 where the author is referring to the former Third Company Law Directive 
according to which member states´ laws must provide “an adequate system of protection of the interests of 
creditors of the merging companies whose claims antedate the publication of the draft terms of merger”. The 
same provision has been included in the Article 99 of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132.  
330 In an ex ante system creditors can object to the merger before it will become in force. In an ex post system 
creditors can object to the merger only after the decision to merge is adopted by the general meeting. The 
existence of these two different systems of regulation for creditor protection could create several problems in 
cross-border mergers. 
331 Article 105(1) of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
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shall be based on the court order and to declare a merger void shall not have impact on the 
obligations´validity.332  

 
3.4.1.2.5 Cross-border mergers of limited liability companies  
 
Directive 2005/56/EC333 which was also known as the 10th Company Law Directive dealt with 
cross-border mergers between limited liability companies.334 It was replaced by the present 
Directive (EU) 2017/1132 which includes now the similar regulation. Like the former rules also 
the valid ones aim to easen cross-border mergers in the EU.335 The purpose of the regulation 
is to cut cost of discussed cross-border transactions, to support for the legal stability and to 
provide this merger possibility to several companies. Based already on the experience during 
the previous cross-border directive the regulation lowers the threshold to cooperate and 
conduct restructuring across European borders.336  

What is meant by the cross-border merger is defined in the Directive (EU) 2017/1132 itself. 
First, merger is a transaction in which at least one company is dissolved without liquidation 
by transferring all assets and liabilities to another existing company or alternatively to a new 
company to be formed.337 In return the owners of the company to be dissolved get shares 
representing the capital of the receiving company - or if a new company is established 
representing the capital of the new company - and possibly payment in cash.338 A specific type 
of cross-border merger is in question when a company, which is not dissolved in liquidation, 
transfers all its assets and liabilities to the company owning 100 % of the transferor company´s 
shares.339 It is relevant to note that in the merger process shareholders do not make decisions 
on sale of their shares as shares are not sold.340   

An additional requirement for the application of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132 is that the 
companies involved in the merger process must be subject to two different member states´ 
laws. Besides this the limited liability companies must have been founded by the laws of 
member states and companies´office, administration or main location of business must be 
situated in the EU area. Once the new entity has been established through the merger the 
national legislation of the country where the company has its registered office is applied. As a 
summary this means that the cross-border directive is applicable to mergers subject to that 
three conditions are fulfilled. Firstly, companies are formed according to a member state law. 
Secondly, companies have their registered office, central administration or principal place of 
business within inside the EU. Thirdly, for two companies at the minimum laws of different 
member states are applied.  

The regulation of Directive (EU) 2017/1132 on domestic mergers covers only mergers between 
public limited liability companies.341 However in case of cross-border mergers the directive 

                                            
332 Article 108(1) of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
333 Directive 2005/56/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 October 2005 on cross-border 
mergers of limited liability companies. 
334 The Directive 2005/56/EC became effective on 15 December 2005 and it was included into national 
legislation by all member states until December 2007. 
335 Article 118 of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
336 Bech-Bruun and Lexidale (2013), pp. 5-9. 
337 Article 119(2) points (a) and (b) of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
338 Article 119(2) of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132 sets maximum limits of a cash payment for the securities or 
shares. A cash payment may not exceed 10 % of the nominal value. In case there is no nominal value a cash 
payment may not exceed the accounting par value. 
339 Article 119(2) point (c) of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
340 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 371. 
341 Article 89(1) of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
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applies to any companies with share capital.342 This means that the articles applicable to cross-
border mergers cover also for example private limited liability companies. Member states have 
however powers not to apply the directive to cross-border mergers if such merger involves a 
cooperative and even if the cooperative belongs inside the definition of "limited liability 
company".343 Also in general the mergers are governed in each member state by the principles 
applied to domestic mergers of that specific country, unless the directive states otherwise due 
to the cross-border feature of the merger.344 

It is mandatory for the management of every merging company to prepare the common draft 
terms of cross-border merger. The cross-border merger directive includes a list of the required 
items that form the minimum content of the draft terms.345 These elements include  

• form, name and registered office of the involved companies 

• exchange ratio of shares and cash payment amount 

• allotment terms of shares of the company resulting from the merger. 

The management or administrative organ of every merging company has to prepare a written 
report for the shareholders and employees on the proposed cross-border merger.346 The idea 
of the report is to justify the economic and legal features of the merger and its implications. 
The report focuses on the implications to shareholder, employees and creditors. Aim of the 
reporting obligation is to protect the shareholders and the report has to be available at least 
one month before the general meeting.  Member states can however entitle shareholders and 
employee representatives by unanimous decisions to renounce it.347  

Also, an independent expert report about the merger must be prepared.348 It is an important 
document aiming to provide independent advice about the merger terms to shareholders.349 
The expert report is not needed if all shareholders of all companies involved in the merger so 
agree. When report is done it must be available at least one month before the general meeting. 

There are several consequences following the cross-border mergers: Firstly, all assets and 
liabilities are transferred to the new entity. Secondly, the shareholders of the acquired 
companies become shareholders of the new entity. Thirdly, the acquired companies and the 
merging companies cease to exist.350 

Before the transfer of assets, rights and obligations of the merging companies becomes 
effective the member states may set requirements for the completion of certain formalities. In 
such situations the company ensuing from the cross-border merger is responsible for taking 
care of these formalities.351 

The directive lets the member states to decide on the protection of creditors. The directive does 
however not give any guidance on the protection level required. This leaves possibility for 
some variation on the degree of protection between different member states. The non-

                                            
342 Article 119(1) of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
343 Article 120(2) of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
344 Article 121 of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
345 Article 122 of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
346 Article 124 of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
347 Vermeylen, A. and Velde, I.V. (2012), p. 16. 
348 Article 125 of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
349 Vermeylen, A. and Velde, I.V. (2012), p. 17. 
350 Article 131(1) and (2) of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
351 Article 131(3) of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
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harmonized and distinct systems for protecting creditors cause most likely inefficiency and 
conflicts in a cross-border environment.352  

 
3.4.1.2.6 Domestic divisions of public limited liability companies 
 
Directive 82/891/EEC353 - also known as the 6th Company Law Directive - dealt with the 
division of public limited liability companies.354 It was replaced by the present Directive (EU) 
2017/1132 which includes now the regulation related to the division of public limited liability 
companies in a member state of EU. This regulation sets rules for protection for shareholders, 
creditors and employees.  

Like merger the division is always friendly.355 The directive covers various patterns divisions 
can be done. It is the duty of the management board to draw the draft terms concerning both 
division by acquisition356 and division by the formation of a new company357.358 The draft 
terms shall include company related information like type, name, registered office, share 
exchange ratio359, terms of shares allocation, rights that the acquirer company confers and 
date since when shareholders have right to profit.360   

The member states are obliged to provide protection to shareholders and creditors in the 
division process. For instance, individual countries may regulate that receiver companies have  
joint and several liability for the obligations of the divided company.361 Although the directive 
does not directly require equal treatment of the shareholders, that principle is considered to 
be the rule.362   

Protection of creditors is also taken care of by the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. Owners of other 
securities than shares have to be given rights equal to those rights they possessed in the 
company that was divided.363 

According to the directive a judicial authority may supervise the division of companies.364 This 
judicial authority like court may provide exemptions to corporates for specific regulations that 
should normally be applied in division process.  This is subject to that no prejudice is triggered 
to creditors or shareholders.  

 
 

                                            
352 Papadopoulos, T. (2012), p. 536. 
353 Sixth Council Directive 82/891/EEC of 17 December 1982 based on Article 54 (3) (g) of the Treaty, 
concerning the division of public limited liability companies.   
354 The regulation became applicable from 31 December 1982. EU countries had to incorporate it into national 
law by 1 January 1986. 
355 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 380. 
356 Article 136 of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
357 Article 155 of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
358 Article 137(1) of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
359 The share exchange ratio refers to the number of new shares that existing shareholders receive of a company 
that has been bought or merged with another when they surrender their original shares. 
360 Article 137(2) of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
361 See Article 146 of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
362 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 381. Although Mäntysaari´s conclusion has been drawn during the validity of the 
old Directive 82/891/EEC the principle of equal treatment of the shareholders is without doubt applicable also 
today under present Directive (EU) 2017/1132.   
363 Article 143 of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
364 Article 157 of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132 
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3.4.1.2.7 Setting up a single-member company  
 
The European Council adopted initially the 12th Company Law Directive in 1989.365 The 
Directive was later consolidated to be the Directive 2009/102/EC. Through this limited 
harmonisation of the national company laws takes place in single shareholder company 
regulation. Member states are required to allow companies to have a legal form for single 
individuals to trade with limited liability. This changed the earlier understanding that limited 
liability is appropriate company form only if person invests in the company without being part 
of the management.366 Although the regulation is not praised by everyone367 some scholars 
have seen the initial 12th Company Law Directive meaning that limited liability became the 
foremost business ethic in European Community area countries.368 

Directive 2009/102/EC concerns single-member limited liability companies as defined in the 
directive.369 The regulation requires each member state to recognize this in their domestic 
provisions.370 Where an individual EU country allows single-member companies to be also 
public limited companies, the directive is applied as well.  

Both private and public limited liability company may become a single-member company in 
two ways. A company can be already initially established as a single-member company or 
alternatively shares of several shareholders may come to an ownership of one shareholder. 
When a single-member company status is identified because all shares are owned by a single 
person a specific registration process is triggered.371 The above-mentioned ownership change 
and the identity of the sole owner needs to be logged in the files, registered372 and made 
accessible to the public. In the register must be mentioned that the company has only one 
member, when the company became a single-member company and when it ceased to exist 
like that.   

                                            
365 Originally 12th Company Law Directive 89/667/EEC 
366 Mayson, S.W. et al. (2014), p. 55. 
367 Hannigan, B. (2015), p. 39, footnote 119. According to Hannigan the directive is “…modest measure merely 
recognising that single member companies are permissible”. 
368 Mayson, S.W. et al. (2014), p. 55. 
369 Article 2, Directive 2009/102/EC. 
370 Types of companies referred to in Article 1 are as follows: Belgium: société privée à responsabilité 
limitée/besloten vennootschap met beperkte aansprakelijkheid; Bulgaria: дружество с ограничена 
отговорност, акционерно дружество; Czech Republic: společnost s ručením omezeným; Denmark: 
anpartsselskaber; Germany: Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung; Estonia: aktsiaselts, osaühing; Ireland: 
private company limited by shares or by guarantee; Greece: εταιρεία περιορισμένης ευθύνης; Spain: sociedad de 
responsabilidad limitada; France: société à responsabilité limitée; Italy: società a responsabilità limitata; Cyprus: 
ιδιωτική εταιρεία περιορισμένης ευθύνης με μετοχές ή με εγγύηση; Latvia: sabiedrība ar ierobežotu atbildību; 
Lithuania: uždaroji akcinė bendrovė; Luxembourg: société à responsabilité limitée; Hungary: korlátolt 
felelősségű társaság, részvénytársaság ; Malta: kumpannija privata/Private limited liability company; The 
Netherlands: besloten vennootschap met beperkte aansprakelijkheid; Austria: Aktiengesellschaft, Gesellschaft 
mit beschränkter Haftung; Poland: spółka z ograniczoną odpowiedzialnością; Portugal: sociedade por quotas; 
Romania: societate cu răspundere limitată; Slovenia: družba z omejeno odgovornostjo; Slovakia: 
spoločnosť s ručením obmedzeným; Finland: osakeyhtiö/aktiebolag; Sweden: aktiebolag; United Kingdom: 
private company limited by shares or by guarantee.  
371 Article 3, Directive 2009/102/EC. 
372 As referred to in Article 3(1) and (2) of First Council Directive 68/151/EEC of 9 March 1968 on co-
ordination of safeguards which, for the protection of the interests of members and others, are required by 
Member States of companies within the meaning of the second paragraph of Article 58 of the Treaty, with a 
view to making such safeguards equivalent throughout the Community. Alternatively the information of 
ownership change and identity of the sole owner can be entered in a register kept by the company. It shall be 
noted that the Directive 68/151/EEC is no longer in force but references to that Directive have been construed as 
references to Directive 2009/102/EC (as described in Article 9 of Directive 2009/102/EC).  
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The sole owner uses the rights and obligations that general meeting has in the company.373 All 
decisions made by the sole shareholder has to be included in the minutes or alternatively 
drawn up in writing. 

An individual EU country does not have obligation to permit founding of a single-shareholder 
company if country´s own laws provide for an individual entrepreneur possibility to establish 
an undertaking which has limited liability. This is subject to that relevant protection is given 
for such an undertaking and the safeguards are similar to the ones provided by the directive 
or other EU regulation that is applied to the companies374. 

The European Commission published a provisional draft of a new directive for a single 
member shareholder companies in April 2014.375 The idea of the new regulation is to lower 
the threshold of establishing single-member private limited liability companies within EU.   

 
3.4.1.2.8 European Company  
 
Council Regulation 2157/2001376 sets out rules for a specific European public limited liability 
form called Societas Europaea or - when using abbreviation - SE.377 The statute became valid 
in 2004.  

The background for the adaption of this European level regulation on specific legal company 
form relates to the creation of the internal market. To achieve both economic and social 
benefits of the internal market barriers must be removed. For that purpose, it has been deemed 
to be important that companies can organize themselves on a European community scale.378 
Societas Europa regulation is an example of legislative development that creates mobility for 
companies and thus reduces entry barriers.379 

According to the rules a European company SE shall be governed by the public limited liability 
regulation of the member state where the company has registered its office.  For those aspects 
not covered by the country specific public limited liability regulation the national rules 
approved in relation to the European statute about SE shall also be applied. This means in 
practice that wind-up, insolvency, liquidation and payment suspensions are to significant 
extent regulated according to national laws.  

A European company SE is an entity founded with at the minimum two such companies that 
originate in different member states. This means that establishing SE is possible only from an 
already existing base.  A minimum capital of 120,000 euros is required and the founding is 
possible in alternative ways (see Figure 6 below). 

 
 
 

                                            
373 Article 4, Directive 2009/102/EC. 
374 As defined in Article 1 of the Directive 2009/102/EC. 
375 European Commission (2014). 
376 Council Regulation (EC) No 2157/2001of 8 October 2001 on the Statute for a European company (SE). 
377 EUR-Lex (2011).  
378 In the recital of the Council Regulation (EC) No 2157/2001 is stated that “The completion of the internal 
market and the improvement it brings about in the economic and social situation throughout the Community 
mean not only that barriers to trade must be removed, but also that the structures of production must be adapted 
to the Community dimension. For that purpose it is essential that companies the business of which is not limited 
to satisfying purely local needs should be able to plan and carry out the reorganisation of their business on a 
Community scale.” 
379 Gabor, B. (2013), p. 81. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=URISERV:l26016
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Figure 6: Establishing European Company SE 
 
 

Form of 
establishment 

Conditions to be met    Form of company   

Merger to establish a 
European company 

At least two companies 
must originate in 
different EU countries 

Public limited liability 
companies 

Establishment of a 
European holding 
company 

At least two companies 
must originate in 
different EU countries 
or have had a 
subsidiary/branch in 
another EU country for 
at least 2 years 

Public limited liability 
company or a limited liability 
company 

Establishment of a 
European subsidiary 

At least two companies 
must originate in 
different EU countries 
or have had a 
subsidiary/branch in 
another EU country for 
at least 2 years 

Companies, enterprises or 
other legal entities 

Conversion Public limited liability 
company 

The company must have had a 
subsidiary in another EU 
country for at least 2 years 

 
 
        Source: EUR-Lex (2014b)  
 
 
Moreover, a European company can establish one or several subsidiaries having the European 
company status. 

The formation of a European company is always friendly, as establishing holding SE is always 
subject to acceptance of management and general meetings of every participating company.380 

The registered office of the SE must be in the place where the central administration i.e. head 
office is located.381 The company is though allowed to move the registered office inside the EU 
without obligation to dissolve itself first to create a new entity. 

When the registration and liquidation of an SE is done it shall be made public in the Official 
Journal of the European Union.382 

The European company statute relates to two possible organization structures. When the two-
tier system is applied there is a management board and a supervisory board in addition to the 
shareholders general meeting. In the single-tier system the general meeting is complemented 
with an administrative board. 

                                            
380 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 377. 
381 Vossestein, G.J. (2010), p. 219. 
382 The Official Journal of the European Union (OJ) is the official compendium of EU legislation and other 
official documents of the EU institutions, bodies and agencies. It is published every day from Tuesday to 
Saturday in the official languages of the EU. 
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The taxation of SE is subject to tax regulation of the member state in which company has its 
administrative center. This means that there is no EU level tax harmonization in place.  

Directive 2001/86/EC established the rules regarding the involvement of employees in the 
Societas Europea.383 The SE directive recognised in that way the business role of the 
employees.384 It is not possible to establish an SE without selecting a model of employee 
involvement. This shall be done in agreement between the employees and the management. 
Such an agreement shall contain information and consultation procedures and - when 
considered suitable - involvement of employees in the management. Such an involvement is 
however obligatory only if the employees already benefited from it earlier before the SE was 
created. The purpose of this is to make sure than in case of existing participation rights of 
employees those rights will be transferred to the new entity.385 

 
3.4.1.2.9 European Cooperative Society  
 
Council Regulation 1435/2003386 sets the legal statute for a specific European Cooperative 
Society. This legal person is called Societas Cooperativa Europaea and also abbreviation SCE 
is in use.387 The statute entered into force in 2004 but became applicable from August 18, 
2006.388 The idea is to give for cooperatives engaging in commercial activities across borders 
possibility to make use of the rules. 

Like in case of Societas Europea (SE)389 also here the adaption of European level regulation 
on legal form of European cooperative is linked to the goal to advance the functionality of the 
EU internal market. To achieve the economic and social benefits obstacles of well-functioning 
internal market shall be cleared away. Therefore, possibility for a European community scale 
organization option shall be offered also for cooperatives. The approach used in the SE 
legislation has clearly paved the way for the European level cooperative regulation. SCE can 
be understood to be the cooperative comparable for the European limited liability company 
form SE.390 

This regulation in question targets to guarantee level playing field in competition between 
capital companies and cooperative societies391. It also supports cooperative societies in their 

                                            
383 Council Regulation (EC) No 2157/2001of 8 October 2001 on the Statute for a European company (SE) was 
supplemented by Directive No 2001/86/EC (the SE directive). The SE directive established the rules with regard 
to the involvement of employees in the SE.  
384 See Campbell, D. ed. (2009), p. 268 according to which this regulation ”…marks a real shift from 
shareholders´ interests to stakeholders´ interest which has now been institutionalised…”  
385 Mayson, S.W. et al. (2014), p. 421. 
386 Council Regulation (EC) No 1435/2003 of 22 July 2003 on the Statute for a European Cooperative Society 
(SCE). 
387 EUR-Lex (2003).  
388 The Council Regulation (EC) No 1435/2003 was passed into law on 22 July 2003 and began to apply from 
August 18, 2006. In practice SCEs could be created in member states from 18 August 2006 provided that the 
necessary national laws had been passed. 
389 See above section 3.4.1.2.8 European Company. 
390 Cracogna, D. et al. eds (2013), p. 116. 
391 In the recital of the Council Regulation (EC) No 1435/2003 is stated that  
“(7) Cooperatives are primarily groups of persons or legal entities with particular operating principles that are 
different from those of other economic agents. These include the principles of democratic structure and control 
and the distribution of the net profit for the financial year on an equitable basis. 
(8) These particular principles include notably the principle of the primacy of the individual which is reflected 
in the specific rules on membership, resignation and expulsion, where the "one man, one vote" rule is laid down 
and the right to vote is vested in the individual, with the implication that members cannot exercise any rights 
over the assets of the cooperative. 
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cross-border activities. Unlike in case of SE regulation the Council Regulation 1435/2003 
regarding SCEs there are specific rules even how cooperative profits shall be allocated.392 

The SCE as the legal form was established to abolish the need to form a subsidiary in every EU 
country state where the cooperative has business activities. The present regulation allows 
cooperatives to freely transfer their registered office and head office to another country within 
the EU. This allows cooperatives to keep the legal status without registration or wind-up needs. 
Regardless the domicile SCEs are regulated by a single European Economic Area (EEA) -wide 
norms and principles.393 The EEA-wide regulation is supplemented by the cooperative 
legislation of each member state. The regulation creates new type of European cooperative and 
thus has influence on national legislation but does not set direct rules for the national 
cooperatives.394    

An SCE can be established by natural and/or legal persons, merger between cooperatives or 
conversion of a cooperative.395  

The capital amount of an SCE shall be at the minimum of 30,000 euros. The capital represents 
shares of the members. The laws of an EU country that require a higher amount of subscribed 
capital for certain activities like banking and insurance operations apply when an SCE has its 
office registered in that member state. 

Every EU state has to treat an SCE operating according to the Council Regulation 1435/2003 
as if the entity in question were a domestic. 

The registration has to be done in accordance with the relevant rules of that member state, 
where an SCE has its office registered. Notices and deletions of registration shall be made 
public in the Official Journal of the European Union for the information purposes.396 

                                            
(9) Cooperatives have a share capital and their members may be either individuals or enterprises. These 
members may consist wholly or partly of customers, employees or suppliers. Where a cooperative is constituted 
of members who are themselves cooperative enterprises, it is known as a "secondary" or "second-degree" 
cooperative. In some circumstances cooperatives may also have among their members a specified proportion of 
investor members who do not use their services, or of third parties who benefit by their activities or carry out 
work on their behalf.  
(10) A European cooperative society (hereinafter referred to as "SCE") should have as its principal object the 
satisfaction of its members' needs and/or the development of their economic and/or social activities, in 
compliance with the following principles: 
- its activities should be conducted for the mutual benefit of the members so that each member benefits from the 
activities of the SCE in accordance with his/her participation,  
- members of the SCE should also be customers, employees or suppliers or should be otherwise involved in the 
activities of the SCE, 
- control should be vested equally in members, although weighted voting may be allowed, in order to reflect 
each member's contribution to the SCE, 
- there should be limited interest on loan and share capital, 
- profits should be distributed according to business done with the SCE or retained to meet the needs of 
members, 
- there should be no artificial restrictions on membership, 
- net assets and reserves should be distributed on winding-up according to the principle of disinterested 
distribution, that is to say to another cooperative body pursuing similar aims or general interest purposes.” 
392 Cracogna, D. et al. eds (2013), p. 18. 
393 The European Economic Area (EEA) refers to the EU member states and the three EFTA States (Iceland, 
Liechtenstein, and Norway) which have agreed on an Internal Market governed by the same basic rules. The 
rules aim to enable goods, services, capital, and persons to move freely inside the EEA according to the concept 
of the four freedoms. The Agreement on the European Economic Area entered into force on January 1, 1994. 
394 Cracogna, D. et al. eds (2013), p. 66. 
395 Andenas, M. and Wooldridge, F. (2009), p. 413. 
396 About the Official Journal of the European Union see footnote 382 above.  
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The statutes of the SCE allow two alternative organization structures. In the two-tier system 
there are management and supervisory boards. In addition to that there shall be shareholders 
general meeting. In the one-tier system the general meeting is complemented with an 
administrative board. 

Depending on what is the management structure type chosen the responsibility to manage an 
SCE is on management board or administrative board. That body represents cooperative in 
legal matters and in transactions with a third party. 

Members have an equal voting right at the general meeting. Some exceptions are possible in 
favor of large cooperative investors in certain financial cooperatives.397 

The laws of the member state where an SCE has office registered shall apply to an SCE. This 
approach is valid also in case of suspension of payments, insolvency or liquidation. 

 
3.4.1.2.10 European Economic Interest Grouping 
 
As mentioned earlier the establishment of SE and SCE statutes aim at enhancing the positive 
development of the EU internal market. Through encouraging the activities of these 
companies and cooperatives the general welfare in Europe is believed to improve. Supporting 
the idea of removing internal barriers Council has also adopted Regulation 2137/85398 relating 
to European Economic Interest Grouping - or by using abbreviation - EEIG.399   

The EEIG regulation aims to enhance the development of economic activity and establishment 
of common market conditions throughout the EU. To meet this target and mitigate the legal, 
fiscal and psychological challenges encountered by both natural and legal persons in cross-
border cooperation, the EU decided to create a suitable legal transnational tool by providing 
EEIG regulation.400 

The aim is that the grouping facilitates and develops the cross-border business activities of its 
members. This is done by joining the resources, activities and skills of the members. On the 
other hand, this joining of activities in a grouping shall not replace the activities of the 
members. Thus, establishing of grouping allows members to keep their independent legal and 
economic status although giving also possibility for synergy benefits through pooling of 
resources. This gives possibility to get better results compared to the situation where members 
would act alone. However, the intention of the grouping is not to generate profits for itself.401 
Any profits made shall be distributed to the members and shall also be taxed accordingly.  

Among many express limitations in the Regulation 2137/85 a grouping is not allowed to 
employ over 500 people and be a member of another EEIG.402 

                                            
397 As defined in Article 59 of the Council Regulation (EC) No 1435/2003 on the Statute for a European 
Cooperative Society (SCE). 
398 Council Regulation (EEC) No 2137/85 of 25 July 1985 on the European Economic Interest Grouping 
(EEIG). 
399 EUR-Lex (1985).    
400 EUR-Lex (2016b).  
401 Preamble, recital 5 and Article 3(1) of the Council Regulation Regulation (EEC) No 2137/85. 
402 Article 3(2) of the Council Regulation Regulation (EEC) No 2137/85. 
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An EEIG shall be established by two members at the minimum coming from two different EU 
member states. These members can be individuals, companies or any other legal bodies 
regulated by private or public law of a member state.403  

In an EEIG each member has one vote. However, it is possible to prescribe in a formation 
contract that there is more than one vote for each member. In any case none of the members 
shall hold a majority of all the votes. The regulation defines decisions that require unanimous 
voting. Such decisions can regard alteration of the objects of the grouping, change of its official 
address to another EU country and admitting new members.  

The EEIG does not have liability limitations. EEIG members are thus jointly and severally 
liable for all debts and liabilities that EEIG has. Members may agree on distribution of risks 
among themselves but they may not limit their liability towards a third party. It is also possible 
to exclude or restrict in a contract between the grouping and a third party the liability of 
members for an explicit debt of the grouping.  

Members of an EEIG can form the grouping with capital. Alternatively, the members can use 
also other funding forms like capital creation through contributions in cash, in kind, provision 
of skills, bank financing or membership fees. It is however not possible to invite public 
investment.  

In the taxation the EEIG is treated like a partnership. This means that EEIG as a legal entity 
is not taxable on its profits or losses. The grouping´s profit and loss is divided between the 
members and included in their taxable income for each tax year.404 For corporate members 
the income falls under corporate tax and for individual members under income tax. In relation 
to other taxes like VAT, property tax or capital duty the EEIG is considered taxable like any 
other entity.  

 
3.4.1.2.11 Role of Court of Justice of the European Union 
 
The role of Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) as the judicial institution of the 
European Union is to ensure that application and interpretation of EU law is done the same 
way in every EU country. Since its establishment in 1952 the mission of the Court of Justice405 
has been to make certain that the law is interpreted and applied according to the treaties.406 
In that role the court assesses the lawfulness of the acts of the EU institutions. The court also 
observes that the EU countries fulfil the requirements of the treaties and interprets EU law 
according to the request of the national courts.407 

When constituting the judicial authority of the EU the court cooperates with the courts and 
tribunals of the individual countries. This cooperation is done to ensure EU law is applied and 
interpreted uniformly.  

The Court of Justice of the European Union is located in Luxembourg and comprises three 
courts: Court of Justice (ECJ), General Court and Civil Service Tribunal.  

                                            
403 See Tridimas, T. et al. eds (2010), p. 262, where the author writes that “…the EEIG offers the possibility of a 
mixed composition, ie to give a somewhat impropable example, a grouping may be formed by a French tax 
consultant, a German university, a Greek limited company and a British local authority.”    
404 Article 40 of the Council Regulation Regulation (EEC) No 2137/85. 
405 Initially the name of the court was the Court of the European Coal and Steel Community according to the 
name of the European Coal and Steel Community. See about the EU history above in section 3.4.1 EU 
legislation in general. 
406 See about the history of Court of Justice in Rosas, A. et al. eds (2012), pp. 9-36. 
407 CJEU (2017).  
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To fulfil the tasks given to it the Court of Justice has been granted clearly defined jurisdiction. 
The responsibility covers different types of proceedings as follows:408 

• References for preliminary rulings 

o The Court of Justice has cooperation with all the courts of the member 
countries to make sure that EU law is applied effectively and uniformly. This 
regards interpretation of EU law or review of the validity of EU law. The 
reference procedure does however not concern the interpretation of national 
law.409  

• Actions for failure to fulfil obligations 

o When determining whether a single country has complied with its obligations 
under EU law the EU Commission or a member state may bring an action for 
infringement of EU law before the Court of Justice. Such an action shall be 
directed at an individual member state.410 

• Actions for annulment 

o An action for annulment is a proceeding where the applicant seeks the 
annulment of regulation, directive, decision or other measure adopted by any 
EU institution. The Court of Justice has exclusive jurisdiction over actions that  
a member state brings against the European Parliament and/or against the 
Council with some exceptions or one EU institution brings against another. The 
action for annulment may be brought only against a binding act.411 

• Actions for failure to act 

o The legality of the failure of the EU institutions, bodies, offices or agencies to 
act can be reviewed by the Court of Justice. Where such a failure to act is 
considered to be illegal, the institution concerned has to stop the failure by 
relevant actions. The failure to fulfil obligations can be brought to ECJ by 
natural or legal persons.412  

• Appeals 

o It is possible to bring an appeal on points of law only to the Court of Justice 
against the decisions of the General Court.413 In case of well-founded and  
admissible appeal, the Court of Justice sets aside the General Court judgment. 
The Court of Justice can decide the case itself subject to that the state of the 
proceedings so allows. In other situations, the case is returned to the General 
Court, that is bound by the Court of Justice appeal decision. 

• Reviews  

o The Court of Justice may exceptionally review the decisions of the General 
Court on appeals against decisions of the European Union Civil Service 

                                            
408 CJEU (2017b).  
409 Magnus, U. and Mankowski, P. (2012), p. 34. 
410 Leanerts, K. et al. (2014), p. 184. 
411 Leanerts, K. et al. (2014), p. 427. 
412 MacKenzie, R. et al. (2010), p. 258. 
413 Article 256 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). 
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Tribunal. If such a review is done the case may be referred back to the General 
Court or the Court of Justice that gives itself the final judgment.414 

In the last years the Court of Justice has become an essential part of the company law 
regulation. When the European company law harmonization with the 1st Directive 
(Transparency Directive) started in the end of 1960´s415 the relevance of EU level case law was 
very small but the major change took place in the end of 1990´s through the Centros case.416 
In a separate appendix are reviewed some of the most significant ECJ judgments on the area 
of company law having influence on the free movement of corporations in the EU (see 
Appendix 1 below). These cases are: 

• Centros in 1999 

• Überseering in 2002 

• Lankhorst-Hohorst in 2002 

• Inspire Art in 2003  

• SEVIC in 2005 

• Cartesio in 2008 

• Golden share cases starting from 2000  

• VALE in 2012. 

 

3.4.2 Finnish legislation 
 

3.4.2.1 About the Finnish legal system 

 
The Finnish legal system originates from the Nordic legal tradition, that is based on the 
German civil law tradition.417 Finland has been a full member of the EU since January 1, 1995 

                                            
414 Leanerts, K. et al. (2014), p. 664. 
415 First Council Directive 68/151/EEC of 9 March 1968 on co-ordination of safeguards which, for the 
protection of the interests of members and others, are required by Member States of companies within the 
meaning of the second paragraph of Article 58 of the Treaty, with a view to making such safeguards equivalent 
throughout the Community. This directive was repealed by Directive 2009/101/EC of the European Parliament 
and of the Council of 16 September 2009 on coordination of safeguards which, for the protection of the interests 
of members and third parties, are required by Member States of companies within the meaning of the second 
paragraph of Article 48 of the Treaty, with a view to making such safeguards equivalent. See above section 
3.4.1.2.2 Protection of the members’ and third parties’ interests. 
416 Hopt, K.J. (2015), p. 21. 
417 The legal system originated during the period of Swedish rule from the 1150-1809. The Swedish legislation 
remained in force also after that during the period of over 100 years when Finland was an autonomous Grand 
Duchy of Russia. The autonomous status of Finland with legislative self-determination was the reason that the 
Swedish laws were still followed and nothing of the legal tradition of Russia remains. Finland has been an 
independent and sovereign republic since 1917 but some portions of the Swedish legislation continue to be 
applied still today. Finland represents the characteristics of a Scandinavian legal tradition with influences also 
from Germany. 
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and EU law is an important part of the Finnish legal system. Finland is the only Nordic country 
that has joined the eurozone.  

Main elements of the Finnish legal system are 

• separation of powers in legislative, judicative and executive powers418 

• parliamentary system 

• centralized administration.419 

The new Constitution of Finland became valid on March 1, 2000. This meant that the four 
Constitutional Acts deriving from the early times of Finnish independence were superseded. 
Additionally, it meant that the most fundamental provisions from all of them were 
incorporated. Many provisions were simultaneously relegated to the levels of normal 
parliamentary legislation. The new Constitution reshaped among other things the basic rights 
system.420 A distinctive feature in the Finnish legal system are also the role of the President 
especially in the EU matters421.  Another distinctive feature relates to the preview of the 
constitutionality of the legislation. As in the other countries of Nordic Europe there is no 
constitutional court and the preview over the constitutionality of the legislation is done by 
Constitutional Law Committee. 

In Finland, the judicial powers are exercised by the courts of law. The Finnish courts422 
exercise judicial power by deciding in individual cases. The courts are independent and are 
bound only by the law in force. Any party dissatisfied with a ruling of a court of law may appeal 
against the ruling in accordance with appeal instructions provided by the court of law.  

On top of that anyone is entitled to write a written complaint to the Chancellor of Justice of 
the Government or the Parliamentary Ombudsman if considering that a public authority or a 
public official has conducted unlawfully.  

The sources of Finnish law are both national and international. EU law supremacy has also 
been acknowledged covering primary norms, secondary norms and EU case law.423 The legal 
code is the most important source of law. Most sources are written424 but there are also some 
unwritten rules to be applied. In case of no written regulation the Code of Justification 

                                            
418 Section 3 of the Constitution of Finland (731/1999). See also Husa, J. (2010), pp. 42-49 about the clarity of 
the separation of the powers.   
419 Husa, J. (2010), p. 121. 
420 Davis, D. et al. eds. (2015), pp. 158-160. 
421 Ruostetsaari, I. (2015), pp. 164-166. 
422 The courts in Finland are divided in general courts and special courts. General courts consist of 1) Supreme 
Administrative Court and eight Administrative Courts and 2) Supreme Court, six Appeal Courts and 27 District 
Courts. On top of that there are four special courts: The Market Court, The Labour Court, The Insurance Court 
and The High Court of Impeachment. The scope of general courts covers administrative cases in administrative 
courts and additionally both matters of private civil and criminal cases which are first handled in district courts. 
Special courts are focusing on specific themes like insurances and consumer protection.  
423 The EU laws, regulations and directives bind also Finland as a member of the Union. Regulations are directly 
applicable to all member states and member states must implement EU directives. Also, the case law of the 
European Court of Justice is important source of law. See above for more details section 3.4.1.1 Regulatory 
systematics of EU legislation. 
424 The written laws shall here be interpreted broadly. In this category belong among other things the 
Constitution, Acts of Parliament, decrees issued by President, Council of Ministers or individual ministries and 
legal rules issued by other authorities. Legal rules and decrees may be issued only under the authority of the 
Constitution or an ordinary Act. 
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Procedure provides that custom may be the source of law.425 Validity of the unwritten rules is 
in such a situation based on the passive acceptance of the legislator. For custom to be binding, 
it must however be reasonable. Because written regulations have become all the time more 
covering the relevance of custom as the source of law has decreased. For example, in some 
commercial areas customary market practice has anyhow still influence as a source of law in 
case of no written law. 

When interpretation is done principle of legality and legal positivism are the most common 
features.426  

 
3.4.2.2 Companies Act 

 
The mezzanine instruments are mainly regulated by the company law but the articles of 
association of the company concerned have also relevance. The general principles of contract 
law have naturally also major relevance. How mezzanine financing is seen from the company 
law perspective is not however always in line with the relevant tax, accounting or insolvency 
regulation.427 

The most common Finnish corporate entity is a limited liability company (LLC). There are two 
forms of LLCs is Finland: the private limited liability company (abbreviation in Finnish: Oy) 
and the public limited liability company (abbreviation in Finnish: Oyj). Other forms of legal 
entities are general partnerships (abbreviation in Finnish: Ay) and limited partnerships 
(abbreviation in Finnish: Ky). 

The act regulating all the Finnish types of limited liability companies is the Limited Liability 
Companies Act, which entered into force on September 1, 2006.428 It applies both to the private 
and public limited liability companies. Compared to the previous Finnish company legislation 
the new Finnish Limited Liability Companies Act widened the contractual freedom of 
companies when possibility for various kinds of equity financing instruments were created. 
There is now more than earlier flexibility to structure investments in different ways. For 
example, new share classes can be created with preferred voting and different economic rights. 
Also, many quite detailed procedural rules are abolished.  

In the text below is focused on those parts of the act that are relevant from the perspective of 
the discussed topic: mezzanine financing.  

 
3.4.2.2.1 General principles, incorporation and shares  

 
The main principles of the Finnish Limited Liability Companies Act relate to purpose of the 
company, majority rule, equal treatment of the shareholders, duty of care and loyalty, legal 
personality, permanence of the capital, limited liability of shareholders, transferability of 
shares and freedom of contract. 

                                            
425 See Chapter 1, Section 11 of the Code of Judicial Procedure (4/1734) according to which “A judge shall 
carefully examine the true purpose and grounds for the law and render judgment accordingly, and not following 
his or her own opinions against the law. In the absence of statutory law, the custom of the land, if not 
unreasonable, shall also be his or her guide.” 
426 Section 2, paragraph 3 of the Constitution of Finland (731/1999). 
427 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), pp. 177-185. 
428 Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006), Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 
109/2005). 
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As stated in the Limited Liability Companies Act a company has the purpose to generate profits 
for its shareholders.429 This means that management decisions not supporting this purpose 
are not allowed.430 There is no specific requirement to generate profit in short term and thus 
long term development of the company operations and actions needed for that are also in line 
with this provision of the act.431 The articles of association may provide that the purpose of a 
company is something else than profit generation for its owners. If company has profit 
generation as the purpose there is no need to separately provide that in the articles of 
association.432 If company is having other purpose than to generate profits for the 
shareholders a specific provision in the articles of association has to be included.433 However 
in practice such companies have not always adopted provisions that express deviation from 
generating profits even though that would clarify the actual situation.434  

Both limited liability corporate forms - private and public - may be founded by one or more 
individuals or legal entities. There are no limitations on residence or domicile of the share 
owners. Limited liability company will be established through registration and as an 
independent legal person such a company is distinct from its shareholders.435 Shareholders of 
the limited liability companies bear no personal liability for the company´s obligations.436 
Their liability is restricted to the invested capital. One of the major differences between private 
and public companies is the amount of share capital. The minimum capital of a private limited 
liability company is 2,500 euros and of a public limited liability company is 80,000 euros.437 
The assets can be distributed only as provided in the law.438 This doctrine of capital 
maintenance stands as a key element in the Finnish company legislation.439 

Shares of both corporate forms are transferable440, but only public company shares may be 
publicly trade.441 The free transferability of the shares may be limited through specific 
redemption and consent clauses if relevant provisions have been included in the articles of 
association. Redemption clause is in practice more common.442 In case of redemption clause 
a shareholder, company or third person has a right under certain circumstances to redeem the 
shares to be transferred to a third party.443 In case of consent clause the share acquisition by 
way of a transfer is subject to the consent of the company.444  

                                            
429 Chapter 1, Section 5 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
430 Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), p. 15. 
431 Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), pp. 38-39. 
432 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 26. 
433 Chapter 13, Section 9 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
434 See Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), p. 86, in which are referred to a special Finnish company form mutual real 
estate company (MREC). The real estates are often held in Finland in a form of MREC. This is a limited 
liability company, the shares of which are attributable to certain parts of a real estate property owned by the 
company. In case of an MREC the rental income will accrue to and is taxed directly from the shareholders of the 
MREC instead of the real estate company. 
435 Chapter 1, Section 2.1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
436 Chapter 1, Section 2.2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
437 Chapter 1, Section 3.1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
438 Chapter 1, Section 3.2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
439 According to Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), pp. 24-25 the meaning of the principle is expressed more 
concretely in Sections 13 and 14 of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
440 Chapter 1, Section 4 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
441 Public trade here refers to the trade in the regulated market as defined in the Act on Trading in Financial 
Instruments (748/2012). 
442 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 154. 
443 Chapter 3, Section 7 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
444 Chapter 3, Section 8 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
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The owners of the shares use decision-making powers to act in the general meeting.445 
Decision-making is based on the voting majority. The articles of the association may however 
provide that voting rules applied deviate from the main principle. 

All shares shall have equal rights in a company if the articles of the association do not stipulate 
otherwise.446 The equal treatment principle is strong, and it targets primarily to provide 
protection for shareholders in minority position.447 This balances out the majority rule, which 
is another important principle. Following the idea of equal treatment excludes possibility to 
prefer majority shareholders. Any such actions that mean an unjustified advantage to a share 
owner or third party at the cost of company or another share owner are forbidden. This equal 
treatment principle covers not only the decisions and measures of the management but also 
the decisions made by the general meeting. An example of an undue benefit could be a 
transaction that is favourable for a certain owner but loss-making for the company itself.  

The management has duty to promote the interests of a company448 and not the benefits of the 
significant share owners only. In practice this means responsibility to perform according to 
the company´s purpose.449 This obligation means responsibility of loyalty towards the 
company and all shareholders.450 To protect minority shareholders is important and the 
obligation of due care is relevant also when management’s liability for damages is assessed.  

The articles of association may include rules on company operations.451 Provisions that are 
conflicting with a mandatory rule of the law or conflict with the rules of appropriate conduct 
shall however not be allowed.452 For example two contradictory provisions within the articles 
of association can be non-appropriate conduct.453  

 
3.4.2.2.2 Shares 
 
The Finnish Limited Liability Companies Act regulates that all shares of the company shall 
have equal rights. The articles of association may however provide that the rights and 
obligations of the company shares vary. What the differences are in detail shall be 
correspondingly defined in the articles.454 The legislator has wanted to provide the 
shareholders freedom to agree on such share structures that satisfy different financing and 
investment needs.455  

Shares are in different classes subject to that there is difference between the voting rights, 
rights related to the distribution of the assets or are otherwise defined to belong to different 
classes according to the articles of association.456  

The differences regarding the rights and obligations of the shares do not automatically 
establish different shares classes.457 The different classes are established only subject to 
fulfilling the conditions specifically defined in the law. For example, limitations of voting rights 

                                            
445 Chapter 1, Section 6 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
446 Chapter 1, Section 7 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
447 Schultén, G. af (2004), p. 120.  
448 Chapter 1, Section 8 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
449 Hansmann, H. and Kraakman, R. (2001), p. 441.  
450 Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2015), pp. 243-245 and p. 376. 
451 Chapter 1, Section 9 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
452 Kyläkallio, J. et al. (2008), p. 156. 
453 Kyläkallio, J. et al. (2008), p. 158. 
454 Chapter 3, Section 1:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
455 Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), p. 126. 
456 Chapter 3, Section 1:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
457 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 128. 
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through voting caps applicable for all the shares in the same way do not establish different 
share classes.458 However if voting restrictions are applied only to a part of the shares or to 
different shares in different way, criteria for different share classes would be fulfilled.459 

The articles of association may include provisions on how shares can be converted to another 
class.460 This kind of clause defining conversion conditions and procedures takes effect upon 
registration.  

As the main rule the acquirer of a share shall not exercise shareholder rights before entering 
into the share register or before declaring the purchase and providing trustworthy verification 
to the company on that.461 If the shares are to be incorporated in the book-entry system462 the 
rights linked to the shares shall not be exercised before the acquirer has been registered in the 
relevant shareholder register.463 

The shares may have a nominal value if that is provided by the articles of association. 
Alternatively, there may not be a nominal value defined. In the latter case, when company is 
established or new shares are issued, the sum that is booked for different shares to the share 
capital may vary. This so-called accountable par can even be zero if due to the rules of the 
Accounting Act464 or due to issuing the share for free465 nothing is credited to the share capital 
because the reserve for invested unrestricted equity466 is accounted for. 

The reserve for invested unrestricted equity is accounted for with that equity input portion 
that is not channelled to the share capital, liabilities or any other reserve.467 Likewise the 
reduced part of a share capital shall be booked to the invested unrestricted reserve, deducted 
by an amount that is needed to cover losses or distribute assets. The decisions regarding the 
usage of reserve for invested unrestricted equity belong within the powers of the board.468  

The accountable par shall not in any way reflect the rights linked to the share and it shall not 
even be registered.469  

In the event of shares having a nominal value that nominal value has to be the same for all 
shares.470 In such case the share capital shall be credited by the nominal value at the minimum. 
This shall apply also in a situation where option rights are used to issue new shares. Any 

                                            
458 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), pp. 223-224 and Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), p.151. 
459 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 129. 
460 Chapter 3, Section 1:3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
461 Chapter 3, Section 2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
462 As referred to in the Act on the Book-Entry System (348/2017). 
463 In Finland shares issued in book-entry form are maintained in a computerised shareholder register kept by the 
central securities depository. Euroclear Finland acts as the central securities depository in Finland and its duty is 
to hold the register for shares and debt securities traded in Finland.   
464 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 79 and Lautjärvi, K. (2015), p. 111. 
465 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 147 and Lautjärvi, K. (2015), p. 114. 
466 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 147. 
467 Chapter 8, Section 2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
468 Villa, S. (2012), pp. 475-476. 
469 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 147. The authors also note that the regulation concerning the accountable par 
stems from the EU regulation and does not have any material relevance in practice.  The rules on capital 
formation, maintenance and alteration were established in the Second Company Law Directive (Directive 
77/91/EEC), which was published for the first time on 13 December 1976. It was later amended by the Directive 
2006/68/EC, recasted as Directive 2012/30/EU and finally included in the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. See for 
more details above section 3.4.1.2.1 Capital maintenance. 
470 Chapter 3, Section 5:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
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reduction of the share capital is not possible to the extent that the share capital would decrease 
below the sum of the nominal values.471   

In practice the most relevant administrative right in a limited liability company is the right to 
vote. The starting point in Finland is that one share equals to one vote in the general meeting 
decision-making.472 There is no obligation to actually vote but the voting right exists. It is 
nevertheless possible to regulate in the articles of association that the voting rights of the 
shares vary.473 It is even possible to provide that there is no voting right for a share at all or 
voting rights in certain subjects are decided by the shareholders in the general meeting.474 This 
kind of provision on voting limitation shall regard only a part of the shares. In practice a 
company must always have at least one share class carrying voting rights for each item to be 
discussed in the general meeting.475  

In the general meeting one share has one vote in all decision-making. Nevertheless, the 
Finnish Limited Liability Companies Act sets also some specific rules for a share having no 
voting rights or limited voting rights subject to that the articles of association do not provide 
otherwise.476 Firstly, in case of limited or no voting rights at all a share carries all other 
shareholder rights. Secondly, in case the dividend distribution based on the articles of 
association has not been taken place in eight months after the financial period a share having 
limited voting rights or no voting rights at all shall carry a vote in all matters. Thirdly, in a 
matter where a share does not have a voting right, the majority needed for a general meeting 
decision shall be calculated without taking such a share in the calculation.  

As stated above the main rule is that shares carry equal rights. If shares differ from each other 
in terms of the rights towards the distribution they belong to different classes of shares. The 
contractual freedom allows design of shares that entitle special rights in form of greater 
dividend distribution or higher priority ranking in distribution of company assets.477  

The main rule is that limited liability company shares can be freely exchanged. The articles of 
association may provide lawful transfer restrictions in form of redemption and consent 
clauses.478 However in practice a company having its shares publicly traded cannot have any 
restrictions for free exchange of its shares.479    

In case of redemption clause, it may be provided that a shareholder, a third person or the 
company itself has the redemption right for the shares that are to be transferred to a third 
party by a share owner unless the transferor is the company itself.480 The provision in articles 
of association allowing redemption shall define who has the redemption right what is the 
priority if many persons have the redemption right. With the help of redemption clause, the 
shareholders can control the transfer of shares and the parties seeking to become 
                                            
471 Chapter 3, Section 5:3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
472 Chapter 3, Section 3:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
473 See about voting rights linked to shares in general Vahtera, V. (2011), pp. 292-297 and 385-392. 
474 Chapter 3, Section 3:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
475 Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), p. 52. 
476 Chapter 3, Section 4:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
477 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), p. 226 and Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), p.173-174. 
478 Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), p. 54. 
479 See Nasdaq Helsinki (2017), according to which Nasdaq Helsinki Ltd has in its Rules of the Exchange (valid 
starting from January 1, 2017) following requirement:  
“Negotiability 
2.2.3.3 The shares must be freely negotiable. 
Free negotiability of the shares is a general prerequisite for becoming traded on a regulated market and listed 
on the Exchange. When the company’s Articles of Association include limitations on the negotiability of the 
shares, such limitations may be typically considered to restrict free negotiability in the meaning of this rule, and 
other arrangements with a similar effect may lead to a similar interpretation.” 
480 Chapter 3, Section 7 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
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shareholders. A redemption clause prevents unwanted persons to become share owners. When 
the existing shareholders wish to transfer their shares, it gives to other existing shareholders 
priority to increase their holding. 

According to the law the redemption right is applicable to every type of acquisition and covers 
all shares of the acquisition in question. On the other hand, it is possible to provide also 
otherwise in the articles of association. The redemption price shall represent the fair price of 
the share.481 The board of directors provides notification on the share transfers to those 
persons that have the redemption right. This shall be done either in writing or alternatively in 
the way defined by the general meeting. The notification shall be provided in one month after 
the share transfer is informed to the board of directors. The redemption request shall be given 
to the company - or if redemption right used by the company itself - to the acquirer in two 
months after the board of directors has been informed about the share transfer. Additionally, 
the redemption price shall be rewarded in one month after the expiration of the above-
mentioned two months period or alternatively, if the redemption price is fixed later, in one 
month after the redemption price is fixed.  

The acquirer shall not use the shareholder rights before it has become clear whether the right 
of redemption is to be used. Exceptions from this main rule are the right to payment in the 
asset distribution and the pre-emptive right in a share issue. The one that exercises the 
redemption right shall receive the rights and obligations stemming from the share issue. It is 
possible for a company to redeem shares only with distributable assets.482 

In case of consent clauses, the articles of association may regulate that any share acquisition 
requires the consent of the company.483 According to a specific rule in the law this provision 
does not however apply to a share transfer that is based on a bailiff’s auction or an acquisition 
from a bankruptcy estate. In the articles of association, it is possible to limit the scope of the 
applicability of the consent clause to be even narrower, but the scope cannot be widened.484  

The board of directors shall decide on providing consent for the company subject to that the 
articles of association does not provide otherwise. Provisions on the criteria for giving consent 
may be included in the articles of association. A consent clause which does not define in detail 
the criteria of consent leaves major powers for the management of the company to decide 
whether consent will be given or not.485 

If the acquisition regards several shares, the consent shall be decided similarly for each share. 
It is however possible to provide otherwise in the articles of association. 

The consent is considered to be given if the applicant has not received a written notification in 
two months after delivering the application to the company. A shorter period can also be 
defined in the articles of association. The share acquirer does not have shareholder rights in 
the company before the consent has been given. Exceptions of this are the right to payment in 
asset distribution and the pre-emptive right in connection with a share issuance. Shares 
received based on the pre-emptive right do not have any further rights without the company´s 
consent.  

                                            
481 According to Chapter 3, Section 7:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006) the fair price of a 
share acquired for consideration shall be the price agreed for the share if there is no other evidence of the fair 
price. See also Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 160 according to which in case of unfair outcome the redemption 
price can be adjusted according to the Section 36 of the Finnish Contracts Act (228/1929).   
482 Chapter 3, Section 7:5 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
483 Chapter 3, Section 8 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
484 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 168. 
485 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 169. 
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In the Limited Liability Companies Act there are also specific rules on share certificates and 
other certificates in relation to shareholder rights. Share certificates may be shared for the 
shares by the board of directors.486 It is however not possible to issue share certificates before 
the registration of the company and the shares. In practice this requires also that the 
subscription price of the share is fully paid.487 A share certificate may also be issued to a 
shareholder subject that the shareholder is registered in the share register. However, as 
exception to the above-mentioned no share certificates shall be issued if the shares have been 
incorporated in the book-entry system. As in the book-entry system the ownership is recorded 
electronically it eliminates the need to issue paper certificates of ownership. 

A share certificate shall be issued only to a person that is specified.488 The following 
information shall be included in the share certificate:489 

• trade name of company and business identity code 

• serial numbers or quantity of shares and serial number of the share certificate 

• share class in case of several share classes and 

• liability to make payments490, conversion clause491, redemption clause, consent clause 
and acquisition or redemption term492 subject to that provisions on any of these are 
included in the articles of association. 

The share certificate shall be signed by the board of directors or a person authorised by the 
board of directors and the document shall be dated.493 Alternatively the signature may be 
included in the document in a print form or in other comparable manner. In practice even 
shares prepared completely by handwriting would be allowed by the law.494 

When the share is cancelled, asset distribution takes place or shares are issued against the 
share certificate, relevant marking shall be done for the share certificate document without 
delay. The marking obligation applies also when a share issue certificate495, option 
certificate496 or other certificates on corresponding rights497 is issued subject to the 
presentation of the share certificate. 

Also, the share certificate shall include relevant marking if the document is delivered as a 
replacement for a cancelled share certificate.  

The company may issue interim certificates before issuing actual share certificates. In such a 
situation the company issues a certificate regarding the right to one or more shares and 

                                            
486 Chapter 3, Section 9 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
487 Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), p. 148. 
488 Chapter 3, Section 10:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
489 Chapter 3, Section 10:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
490 As referred to in Chapter 1, Section 2:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
491 As referred to in Chapter 3, Section 1:3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
492 As referred to in Chapter 15, Section 10 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
493 Chapter 3, Section 10:3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
494 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 177. 
495 A share issue certificate is a certificate on the right to subscribe for shares in a share issue as referred to in 
Chapter 3, Section 12:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
496 An option certificate is an option right as referred to in Chapter 3, Section 12:2 of the Limited Liability 
Companies Act (624/2006).   
497 Other certificates on corresponding rights is similar to share issue certificates and option certificates as 
referred to in Chapter 3, Section 12:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
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including the condition of exchanging an issued share certificate for the interim certificate.498 
A relevant marking is made in the interim certificate when the share is paid. Otherwise the 
provisions on a share certificate499 shall be applied to the interim certificate. The interim 
certificate could be relevant in the situations where the ownership of a company is transferred 
or shares are used as collateral before the registration of the shares.500 

The company may issue several kinds of certificates with special rights including provisions 
that exercising the special rights is possible only in exchange for the certificate. Examples of 
these documents with special rights are a share issue certificate and an option certificate.501 
The subscription terms for shares or the exercise of the other right in question shall be 
included in the certificate.502  

Due to the voting rights linked to the shares the existence of updated share and shareholders 
information is important.503 The board of directors has obligation to keep register on the 
shareholders.504 This obligation regards also companies that have been incorporated in the 
book-entry system.505 The Limited Liability Companies Act sets quite extensive requirements 
on the info to be registered. In case of companies not incorporated in the book-entry system 
the register shall comprise a list of the shares or share certificates in numbering order, the 
issue dates506 and the shareholders’ names and addresses. The share register shall contain also 
information on share classes and other possible differences in the rights and obligations linked 
to the shares. Additionally, all pledges and other types of encumbrances concerning the shares 
shall be entered the share register if there are no share certificates issued. The logic of this rule 
is to avoid situations where the share would be later given to the shareholder if it violated the 
pledge holder’s rights. A shareholder register shall also be kept including the name in an 
alphabetical order, address of the shareholder and number and share class of shares owned by 
each shareholder. The shareholder register shall be established without any delay after the 
incorporation of the company.507 There is an obligation to maintain the registers in a reliable 
manner and board of directors have the ultimate responsibility on this.508 

An acquirer of a share is not obliged to notify the company on the share acquisition. However, 
if notification is done to the company in case of companies not incorporated in the book-entry 
system the changes shall be entered into the shareholder register without delay.509 It shall be 
evidenced in a reliable way that acquisition has taken place and the transfer tax payment has 
been provided before an entry can be made. The entry shall also be dated. In case of share 
subject to a redemption right510 the entry is however not possible before being certain that the 
                                            
498 Chapter 3, Section 12:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
499 As referred to in Chapter 3, Section 10 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
500 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 180. 
501 Chapter 3, Section 12:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
502 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 181 mentions as an example of certificates on corresponding rights so-called 
sales certificates. These sales certificates could include right for the certificate holder to sell certain securities to 
the issuer of the sales certificates.  
503 Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), p. 148. 
504 Chapter 3, Section 15 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
505 In case of companies incorporated in the book-entry system Chapter 3, Section 15:2 of the Limited Liability 
Companies Act (624/2006) is applied. According to that the shareholder register kept by the board of directors 
shall contain information on the name of the shareholder, personal identity code or similar, contact details, 
payment address and taxation information, the quantity of shares including share class and the account operator 
maintaining the book-entry account used for the share registration. 
506 According to Kyläkallio, J. et al. (2008), p. 345 and Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 188 the issue date refers 
to the date of incorporation agreement if the shares have been issued at the incorporation and in case of later 
issue to the date of registration.  
507 Chapter 3, Section 15:5 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
508 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 190. 
509 Chapter 3, Section 16 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
510 As referred to in Chapter 3, Section 7 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
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redemption right will not be exercised. Likewise, if consent is required for the acquisition of 
the share511 the entry shall not be made until the consent has been given. 

Both the share register and the shareholder register shall be accessible to everybody at the 
company´s head office or - in case of companies incorporated in the book-entry system - in 
the office of the register holder. 512 Everybody has also the right to receive copies of the both 
registers or some parts of them. The one requesting the copies is obliged to compensate to the 
company any expenses of making the copies.  

 
3.4.2.2.3 Administration and financial statements 
 
The shareholders´ decision-making power is exercised at the general meeting.513 In practice 
unanimous shareholders can make decisions also without a separate meeting subject to that 
they document their decision as is required by the law.514    

Some of the most important items being within the competence of the general meeting are as 
follows:515 

• amendment of the articles of association516 

• appointment of the members of the board of directors517 and the supervisory board518 

• appointment of the auditor519 

• adoption of the financial statements520 

• distribution of assets or on the authorisation for the board of directors to decide on 
distribution on assets521 

• share issue,522 acquisition and redemption of own shares523 or authorisation for the 
board of directors to decide on share issue524 and redemption of own shares525 

• reduction of the share capital526 

                                            
511 As referred to in Chapter 3, Section 8 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
512 Chapter 3, Section 17 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
513 Chapter 5, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
514 Chapter 5, Section 2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006) and Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), pp. 
240-241.   
515 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), pp. 246-247. 
516 Chapter 5, Section 30 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
517 Chapter 6, Section 30 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
518 Chapter 6, Section 24 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
519 Chapter 5, Section 3:2, point 4 and Chapter 7, Section 2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
520 Chapter 5, Section 3.2, point 1of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
521 Chapter 13, Section 6 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
522 Chapter 9, Section 2:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
523 Chapter 15, Section 5:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
524 Chapter 9, Section 2:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
525 Chapter 15, Section 5:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
526 Chapter 14, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
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• merger,527 demerger,528 liquidation,529 and change of business form530. 

Every shareholder has the right to take part in a general meeting.531 Holder of the option right 
is not considered as a shareholder532 and thus cannot participate in a general meeting as a 
shareholder. In the Limited Liability Companies Act there are however rules protecting the 
option holder´s position in different decision-making of the company.533  

The starting point in terms of decision-making in general meeting is the majority rule. 
According to the law a proposal supported by more than 50 % of the votes cast shall form the 
general meeting decision.534 In the articles of association can be stated that decision is valid 
only subject to certain minimum number of shareholders to be represented but such 
regulation is not included in the law itself.535   

Some decisions require qualified majority. This means that when qualified majority is required 
for a decision, a proposal that has been supported by at least 2/3 of the votes cast and the 
represented shares shall constitute the decision of the meeting.536 Among other things the 
following decisions shall require qualified majority if not provided otherwise in the articles of 
association: directed share issue, issue of special rights entitling to shares (for example option 
rights), directed acquisition of own shares, merger, demerger, liquidation and in case of a 
public company acquisition and redemption of own shares.537 

A company shall have a board of directors and - if so decided - both a managing director and 
a supervisory board.538 There shall be minimum one member in the board of directors.539 

Among the general duties of the managing director belongs obligation to take care of the 
executive management according to the guidance given by the board of directors.540  The status 
of a managing director is based on a specific rule in the company law. Among the 
responsibilities is seeing to it that the company accounts are complying with the law and 
financial administration has been arranged in a reliable manner. All in all, the managing 
director is responsible for running the company’s operative activities.541 Both board of 
directors and managing director shall represent the company.542 

                                            
527 Chapter 16, Section 9:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
528 Chapter 17, Section 9:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
529 Chapter 20, Section 3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
530 Chapter 19, Sections 1, 3 and 5 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
531 Chapter 5, Section 6 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
532 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 272.   
533 Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), p. 225-226. 
534 Chapter 5, Section 26:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
535 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 378.   
536 Chapter 5, Section 27:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
537 Chapter 5, Section 27:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
538 Chapter 6, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
539 Chapter 6, Section 8:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006) and Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), 
p. 415.   
540 Chapter 6, Section 17:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).  This is described in the law as 
“general Competence”.  
541 Finnish Corporate Governance Code (2015), p. 14 according to which “In addition to the daily 
administrative tasks, the decisions of the board of directors are often based on the managing director’s 
proposals, and the managing director is also responsible for their implementation. In practice, it is the 
managing director who organises the company’s operations, negotiates and concludes major business 
arrangements, and represents the company.” 
542 Chapter 6, Section 25 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
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The board of directors shall appoint and can also dismiss the managing director.543  

The Finnish Limited Liability Companies Act includes also some regulation regarding auditing 
and auditors although the main law in this respect is the Accounting Act.544 This means that 
both the provisions of the Limited Liability Companies Act and provisions of the Auditing Act 
apply to the audit of a company.545 

According to the main rule the auditor is appointed by the general meeting. In case many 
auditors shall be appointed some of them may be chosen according to different procedure.546 
In a public company there is an explicit requirement to appoint an auditor approved by the 
Central Chamber of Commerce.547 In such a case at the minimum one of the auditors 
appointed by the general meeting shall be approved by the Central Chamber of Commerce. 

The financial statements and the annual report shall be prepared in accordance of the 
Accounting Act and the Limited Liability Companies Act.548 This means in practice that a 
breach of the Accounting Act means also breach of the Limited Liability Companies Act.549 The 
financial period of the company shall be included in the memorandum of association or the 
articles of association when incorporation takes place.550   

The annual report of the limited liability company shall contain the information required in 
the Limited Liability Companies Act.551 For small corporates552 and so-called micro 
companies553 the content of annual report shall however be regulated in the Accounting Act. 
The annual report shall include a proposal of the board of directors how the profits of the 
company are used and - in case applicable - the distribution of other unrestricted equity.554 
Corresponding information may be included in the notes to the financial statements instead 
of an annual report unless otherwise provided in the Accounting Act.555   

The annual report shall include additionally the number of outstanding shares split in the 
share classes and main provisions of the articles of association concerning each share class.556 
Additionally the main terms of capital loan and the loan interest which is accrued but not 
entered into the accounts as a cost shall be disclosed in the annual reports.557 This disclosure 
requirement allows other creditors and stakeholders to assess the risks related to the capital 
loan.558 

                                            
543 Chapter 6, Sections 20:1 and 3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). According to Airaksinen, 
M. et al. (2010), p. 502 the purpose of the regulation is to avoid situation where same body would appoint both 
board of directors and managing director. 
544 Accounting Act 1336/1997. 
545 Chapter 7, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
546 Chapter 7, Section 2:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
547 Chapter 7, Section 6 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
548 Chapter 8, Section 3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
549 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 587.   
550 Chapter 8, Section 4 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
551 Chapter 8, Section 5:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).     
552 According to Chapter 1, Section 4a in the Accounting Act (1336/1997) a company is considered a small 
company if, in two consecutive financial years, max one of the following criteria is exceeded: total assets of 6 
MEUR, turnover of 12 MEUR and average number of employees 50. 
553 According to Chapter 1, Section 4b in the Accounting Act (1336/1997) a company is considered a micro 
company if, in two consecutive financial years, max one of the following criteria is exceeded: total assets of 
0,35 MEUR, turnover of 0,7 MEUR and average number of employees 10. 
554 Chapter 8, Section 5:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).      
555 Chapter 8, Section 5:5 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).     
556 Chapter 8, Section 5:3, point 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).      
557 Chapter 8, Section 5:3, point 2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).      
558 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), p. 245. 
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The law requires also inclusion of information on debt concerning related parties in the annual 
report.559 There is an obligation to disclose loans and commitments to related parties and the 
main terms of the obligations exceeding 20,000 euros or five % of the equity in the annual 
report. The “related party” relation between company and another person exists if one 
controls the other or has otherwise significant influence in the decision-making of the other.560 
Relevant in this respect is the decision-making on the financial and business related matters. 
The rationality of this regulation is to define those parties for whom tighter restrictions shall 
be applied in certain situations to provide protection for company itself and non-related 
shareholders and creditors.561   

The annual report shall contain also relevant information on corporate structure and finance 
as follows:562 

• whether the company has become a parent company or taken part in a merger or a 
demerger 

• main contents of a share issue decision  

• main contents of a decision related to the issuance of option or other special rights 
entitling to shares 

• main subscription terms of option or other special rights entitling to shares and 

• the authorisations of the board of directors concerning share issues, option issues or 
issues of other special rights entitling to shares. 

In the Finnish Limited Liability Companies Act and Accounting Act the definition of group is 
the same.563 When a limited liability company exercises control over another corporation or 
foundation according to Accounting Act564, the controlling company is considered the parent 
company and the other corporation or foundation is a subsidiary.565 A group is formed by the 
totality of the parent company and all its subsidiaries. According to the law a limited liability 
company can exercise control over another corporation or foundation also through its 
subsidiaries. This is the situation when the limited liability company jointly with one or more 
subsidiaries or a subsidiary or several subsidiaries jointly exercise the control over that 
corporation or foundation.566 In practice the “control” means right to appoint and dismiss the 
majority of the board of directors or other relevant body.567  

 

                                            
559 Chapter 8, Section 6:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).      
560 Chapter 8, Section 6:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).      
561 Immonen, R. and Villa S. (2015), pp. 85-96. 
562 Chapter 8, Section 7 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).      
563 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 618.   
564 According to Chapter 1, Section 5:1 in the Accounting Act (1336/1997) a company exercises control over 
another if  
1) the company has a majority of the shareholders' or members' voting rights in another undertaking and the 
majority of voting rights is based on the shareholding, membership, articles or memorandum of association, 
comparable rules or to a contract entered into with that undertaking;  
2) the company has the right to appoint or remove a majority of the members of the board or comparable body 
or any other body that has the similar appointment and removal right and the right of company has similar basis 
as the majority voting rights described above in point 1; or 
3) has otherwise the right to exercise a dominant influence over an undertaking. 
565 Chapter 8, Section 12:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).      
566 Chapter 8, Section 12:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).      
567 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 623.   
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3.4.2.2.4 Capital structure 
 
According to the Finnish Limited Liability Companies Act the company equity consists of 
restricted equity and unrestricted equity.568 Restricted equity shall be the combination of the 
share capital and some additional items as defined with the reference to the Finnish 
Accounting Act569 and IFRS-standards: fair value reserves570 and the revaluation reserves571.  

On top of that limited liability company may have in its balance sheet a legal reserve and a 
share premium reserve as restricted equity items stemming from the previous Limited 
Liability Company legislation.572 Unrestricted equity shall be the combination of other 
reserves and the profit from the current and the earlier financial periods. Equity from the 
Limited Liability Companies Act perspective is thus the sum of the capital invested in the 
company, revaluation reserves and generated profit. 

It shall be noted that the distinction of equity into restricted and unrestricted part in the 
Limited Liability Companies Act is done to control the capital maintenance and maintain the 
creditor protection.573 The purpose of the division is not to regulate how balance sheet of the 
company shall be prepared.574 As the assets of the limited liability company may only be 
distributed in accordance with the law the distinction of equity items serve as tools to monitor 
that.575   

In the memorandum of association or decision to issue shares can be stated that the 
subscription price shall be credited to the share capital. The reserve for invested unrestricted 
equity shall be formed by that part of the share subscription price that is not credited to the 
share capital and is not credited according to the Accounting Act to liabilities.576 The same 
applies also to such other equity inputs which are not credited to any other reserve. In a similar 
way, unrestricted reserve shall be credited by the amount of reduced share capital after 
deduction of any amounts needed for the covering of losses or asset distribution. 

It is possible for a company to issue new shares or transfer treasury shares.577 Shares that the 
company has repurchased, are not cancelled and are held by the company for the later resale 
are treasury shares.578 As a main rule there is no distinction in the law whether share issue 
process regards totally new shares or treasury shares as from the shareholders´ and creditors´ 
perspective the implications are the same in both alternatives.579 In case of treasury shares 
there are however some reliefs related to registration practicalities. For example, registration 
of the decision according to which a share is issued against payment shall be done only if new 

                                            
568 Chapter 8, Section 8:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
569 Accounting Act (1336/1997).   
570 Chapter 5, Section 2a and Chapter 7a of the Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997).   
571 Chapter 5, Section 17 and Chapter 7a of the Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997).   
572 The previous law regulating limited liability companies in Finland was Limited Liability Companies Act 
(734/1978).  A legal reserve and a share premium reserve accrued before the entry into force of this act is 
regulated in the Act on the Implementation of the Limited Liability Companies Act (625/2006). 
573 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), pp. 102-103. About the division of the restricted and unrestricted equity see also 
Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2010), pp. 368-380. 
574 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 569. See also about the legal capital regime in general Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), 
pp. 140-145. 
575 Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), p. 75.  
576 Chapter 8, Section 2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
577 Chapter 9, Section 1:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
578 Kershaw, D. (2012), p. 751. 
579 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 643. 
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shares are issued.580 Also shareholder rights related to a new share shall be established earliest 
as of registration.581  

A share issue may take place in a form of the issue of shares against payment or issue of shares 
without payment.582  In the latter alternative the shares there is no separate subscription price 
to be paid and the issue is thus free of charge. 

The general meeting shall make the decisions on issuing shares.583 It is also allowed to 
authorise the board of directors to decide on a share issue by the general meeting.584 This kind 
of authorisation has to be notified for registration without delay and in any case within one 
month after the decision.  

The shareholders shall have a pre-emptive right in a share issue. The pre-emptive right shall 
be in proportion to shareholders´ current shareholdings in the company.585 This fundamental 
principle of continental European company law is also part of the EU capital maintenance 
regulation586 and became part of Finnish Limited Liability Companies Act.587 If the company 
has many share classes the pre-emptive rights of shareholders principle means that shares 
shall be issued in all share classes in proportion to the classes. On top of that shares have to be 
offered to the shareholders in each share class in proportion to the shareholdings in the 
corresponding share class.588 Deviations to the above-mentioned pre-emptive right principles 
may be included in the articles of association but only in case of a private company.589 The 
reason for this is that the capital maintenance rules of Directive (EU) 2017/1132 apply only to 
public limited liability companies and the mandatory rules of the shareholders pre-emptive 
rights do not allow deviations for public limited liability companies. However, in a public 
company the articles of association may state that a share not carrying the right to the 
distribution of the assets shall not either include the pre-emptive right in a share issue.  

According to the Finnish company regulation a so-called directed share issue is possible. A 
derogation to the pre-emptive right may be made in a share issue in case a weighty financial  
reason.590 A relevant reason in this context could be getting a new equity financier, payment 
of acquisition through share issuance or share payment scheme for employees.591  However to 
target to keep the ownership structure unchanged and avoid changes is not considered to be a 
lawful argument for direct share issues.592 If shareholders unanimously decide on deviating 
from the pre-emptive right there is no need to define the weighty financial reason.593  When 
assessing the acceptability of a directed share issue, focus shall be put on the relation between 
the fair price of the share and the subscription price. The more the subscription price is below 
the fair price of the share the stronger argumentation is required to verify the existence of a 
“weighty financial reason”.594 A directed share issue may take place without payment only if 
                                            
580 Chapter 9, Section 7 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
581 Chapter 9, Section 15 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
582 Chapter 9, Section 1:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
583 Chapter 9, Section 2:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
584 Chapter 9, Section 2:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
585 Chapter 9, Section 3:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
586 Directive (EU) 2017/1132. See for more details above section 3.4.1.2.1 Capital maintenance. 
587 Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), p. 101 and Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), 
p. 174. 
588 Chapter 9, Section 3:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
589 Chapter 9, Section 3:3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
590 Chapter 9, Section 4:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
591 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 671. 
592 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 671. 
593 Immonen, R. et al. (2011), p. 297, Pönkä, V. (2012), p. 383 and Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 671. 
According to Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), p. 293 the unanimous decision of all shareholders could already 
itself be a ”weighty financial reason”. 
594 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 672. 
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there is a specifically weighty reason for that both from the company and shareholders 
perspective. This kind of specific and strict requirement could be fulfilled in case of reverse 
share-split when the owners of more valuable shares are compensated with new shares 
without payment or in certain employee share compensation schemes.595  

The subscription price to be paid for a new share shall be attributed to the share capital.596 
However if the share issue decision states that the subscription price shall be credited fully or 
partially to the reserve for invested unrestricted equity or if Accounting Act provides 
otherwise597, the crediting must be done accordingly. The price paid for a treasury share shall 
be credited to the reserve for invested unrestricted equity.598 If it the share issue decision states 
that the paid price shall be credited fully or partially to the share capital or if Accounting Act 
provides otherwise599, the crediting must however be done accordingly. 

The notification for subscription may be done after the shares have been fully paid for and 
possible other subscription terms have been completed.600 An example of other terms is 
condition of share issuance decision according to which share issuance becomes valid subject 
to minimum amount of subscriptions.601 The shares shall be notified for registration without 
unnecessary delay taking into consideration shareholders rights and costs of notification for 
the company. In practice this could even mean need to notify for registration in several 
batches. 

A new share shall carry shareholder rights - both economical and voting rights - as of 
registration. However, it is possible to provide a later moment of time in the share issue 
decision.602 According to the law the shares carry in any case full shareholder rights one year 
after registration at the latest.  

It is possible for the company to decide on a share issue to itself without any payment at all. 
In this kind of share issue the new shares registered are governed by the provisions on treasury 
shares.603 The provisions on directed share issues shall not be applied for a share issue to 
company itself. The logic of having this kind of alternative for the limited liability company is 
to give more possibilities to use treasury shares in share issuance. The purpose of the issue of 
shares to the company itself can be to have own shares for the payment for the acquisition or 
share based incentives.604   

                                            
595 Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act of Finland (HE 109/2005), p. 103. 
596 Chapter 9, Section 6:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
597 According to IFRS-standards and Chapter 7a of the Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997) subscription price 
may in some situations be recorded as debt. See Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 
109/2005), p. 106.   
598 Chapter 9, Section 6:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
599 See above footnote 597. 
600 Chapter 9, Section 14 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
601 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 712. 
602 Chapter 9, Section 15 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
603 Chapter 9, Section 20:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
604 See Suominen Corporation Stock Exchange Release 17 July 2013 at 8.50 (EEST) with the title “Issue of new 
shares of Suominen Corporation without consideration to the company itself”. According to the Stock 
Exchange Release “… The purpose of the issue of shares to the company itself is to have own shares held by the 
company available for the payment of the portion of the annual remuneration of the Members of the Board of 
Directors, which shall be paid in shares of the company and for the payment of the share rewards possibly 
payable based on the company’s share based incentive plan. The share rewards possibly payable based on the 
company’s current share based incentive plan for the years 2012 - 2014 will be paid in the year 2015.” 
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A public company is not allowed to make a decision on a share issue to itself, if the group 
holdings after the share issuance exceeded one tenth of all shares.605 The treasury shares held 
both by the parent company and its subsidiaries are taken into consideration in this respect. 

The Finnish company law gives possibility for the companies to issue option rights and other 
special rights entitling to shares. In case of weighty financial reason the company may issue 
special rights for the holder to receive new shares or treasury shares subject to payment.606 
The weighty financial reasons required for option and other special rights can be the same as 
earlier mentioned in connection with directed share issuance like getting a new equity 
financier or share incentive scheme for employees.607 In the case of option right the holder 
may have possibility to choose whether or not to do the share subscription. Alternatively, the 
special right can include even subscription obligation if so provided in the issue terms.608  

The company may issue the above-mentioned rights also to its creditor on condition that the 
creditor´s receivable is set off against the share subscription price.609 This means that the debt 
is actually converted to a so-called convertible loan610 - or in case of bond financing - 
convertible bonds611. According to the agreed terms the creditor (= the holder of the 
conversion right) may convert its receivable into share capital. As long as the conversion has 
not taken place the terms of debt comply with the contract on which the receivable is based 
on. In case of loan the terms of loan would then comply with the loan agreement. The terms of 
conversion are agreed when the convertible loan is established. The issuer has to decide among 
other things on conversion price and conversion ratio.612    

The general meeting makes decisions on the issue of option rights and other rights.613 It is 
possible also that the general meeting authorises the board of directors to decide on an issue 
of option rights or other rights.614 In such a authorisation shall be determined the maximum 
amount of shares to be issued broken down by share class. The law sets some minimum criteria 
for the content of a decision concerning the issue of option rights or other rights primarily to 
protect the holder of such rights.615  

According to the law the share capital of the limited liability company may be increased in 
three different ways.616  Firstly, increase can take place by crediting the subscription price of 
shares, option rights or other special rights fully or partially to the share capital. Secondly, 
increase can happen through increase from reserves i.e. by transferring assets from reserves 
of unrestricted equity into the share capital. Thirdly, increase can be done by crediting to the 
share capital such assets that are invested into the company in any other situation than 
referred to in the first alternative. The last alternative is known as share capital investment. 

                                            
605 Chapter 9, Section 20:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
606 Chapter 10, Section 1:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
607 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), pp. 237-238. 
608 According to Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 738 the possibility for “obligation” instead of “option” only is 
also the reason why the law refers to both “special rights” and “option rights”. 
609 Chapter 10, Section 1:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
610 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 712. 
611 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), p. 234. 
612 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 301. 
613 Chapter 10, Section 2:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
614 Chapter 10, Section 2:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
615 Chapter 10, Section 3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).  See also Mähönen, J. and Villa, 
S. (2012), pp. 225-226 and 347-348.  
616 Chapter 11, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
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The general meeting shall decide on an increase from reserves617 or alternatively the general 
meeting may authorise the board of directors to decide on an increase from reserves618. In the 
latter alternative the authorisation decision must determine the maximum amount of 
increase. The board of directors shall decide on an increase of share capital based on a share 
capital investment.619 The decision shall state the increase amount and the investment on 
which the increase is grounded. 

The increase of share capital shall become valid after the increase has been registered.620 This 
rule is applied for all the different share capital increase alternatives. After registration is 
completed it is not possible for the payer to cancel the increase by stating that transaction 
condition has not been fulfilled. 

The Limited Liability Companies Act contains also special provisions on a specific loan type 
called capital loan which has features of both debt and equity.621 Interest and principal of a 
capital loan can be paid back only within the limits of the unrestricted equity of the company.  
This loan type is also subordinated to all the other loans of the company. The company may 
take out a capital loan so that 

• the principal and interest are subordinated to all other debts in the company´s 
liquidation and bankruptcy  

• the principal and interest payments take place only to the extent the sum of the 
unrestricted equity and all the capital loans of the company at the moment of payment 
exceed the loss on the balance sheet of the latest financial period or the loss on the 
balance sheet of more recent financial statements and 

• the company or a subsidiary shall not provide security for the principal and interest 
payment.622 

The capital loan agreement can contain also other provisions but the law sets the minimum 
requirements and the other terms shall not be contradictory with the minimum requirements 
set in the law.623 If repayment of the principal, the payment of interest and the posting of 
security for a capital loan takes place in contradiction with the provisions of the law, such a 
transaction shall be subject to the provisions on the unlawful distribution of assets624 and on 
criminal penalties625. 

The purpose of the capital loan is to support the repayment of other loans having higher 
repayment priority.626 As capital loan is considered to be more debt than equity input in the 
Finnish legislation therefore the creditor of the capital loan gets the same protection than 

                                            
617 Chapter 11, Section 2:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
618 Chapter 11, Section 2:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
619 Chapter 11, Section 3:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
620 Chapter 11, Section 4:4 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
621 The capital loan regulation was introduced as an amendment of the previous Limited Liability Companies 
Act (734/1978) in 1997. In the present Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006) the capital loan regulation 
has been revised to some extent compared to the old law. About the history of capital loan and relevant 
regulation before the existing Limited Liability Companies Act see Villa, S. (1997). 
622 Chapter 12, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
623 Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), p. 120. 
624 Chapter 13, Section 4 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
625 Chapter 25, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
626 Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), p. 235. 
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other creditors in case of reduction of share capital627, demerger628, merger629 and change of 
business form630.631 In practice this means right to oppose the planned transaction and 
demand payment or posting of security.632 Nevertheless, the amount that is due may be paid 
or security given only after the registration of the measure that requires creditor protection. It 
is possible to use the capital loan also for the payment of a share capital increase, conversion 
into invested unrestricted equity or covering the loss of the company on condition that the 
creditor provides consent for that.  

Some additional requirements applicable to capital loans are as follows:  

• A capital loan contract shall be made in writing.  

• If unpaid interest is due, the interest shall be deferred for payment based on the first 
such financial statements that permit payment. 

• Capital loans shall have an equal right to the borrower´s assets if not otherwise agreed 
between the company and the capital loan creditors.  

• Capital loans shall be recorded on the borrower´s balance sheet as a separate item.633 

 
3.4.2.2.5 Distribution of assets 
 
As mentioned earlier one of the main principles of a limited liability company is to separate a 
legal person from its shareholders. This means among other things that the shareholders do 
not have personal liability for the obligations of the company. As one element to balance this 
restriction of liability there are limitations for how shareholders can distribute assets of the 
company.634 The assets of the company can be distributed to the shareholders only as provided 
in the Limited Liability Companies Act.635 This thinking is in line with the legal capital regime 
in the EU.636 The Finnish legislation identifies several general methods for the distribution of 
assets.637 A common method is the distribution of profits i.e. dividend payment and the 
distribution of assets from reserves of unrestricted equity. Also, the reduction of the share 
capital638, the acquisition and redemption of own shares639 and the dissolution and 
deregistration of the company640 are possible distribution methods. 

The common feature for all the above-mentioned asset distribution methods is that assets are 
transferred out from the company either without compensation or in return of the company 
own shares.641 

                                            
627 Chapter 14, Section 2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
628 Chapter 16, Section 6 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
629 Chapter 17, Section 6 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
630 Chapter 19, Section 7 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
631 Chapter 12, Section 1:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
632 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 810. 
633 Chapter 12, Section 2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
634 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), p. 3. 
635 Chapter 1, Section 3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
636 See about the legal capital regime in general Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), pp. 140-158. 
637 Chapter 13, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
638 As referred to in Chapter 14 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
639 As referred to in Chapters 3 and 15 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
640 As referred to in Chapter 20 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
641 Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), p. 380. 
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The company may have some other purpose than generating profits for the shareholders.642 
In such a situation a provision specifying this shall be included in the articles of association 
including provisions on the use of equity in the event of distribution of assets.643 The general 
meeting may also make a decision on a donation subject to that the donation amount can be 
considered to be reasonable.644 When assessing the reasonability the purpose, the state of the 
company and other circumstances shall be taken into consideration. The board of directors 
may use funds for donation to the extent their amount is insignificant in view of the overall 
situation of the company. These kinds of gifts for philanthropic or other corresponding 
purposes should be possible within the distributable assets.645   

Other transactions that increase liabilities of the company or reduce the assets without a sound 
business reason shall mean illegitimate distribution of assets.646 A transaction would thus be 
legal - even if it were later identified to be loss-making - if there were “a sound business reason” 
for it.647 Assets shall not either be distributed before the registration of the company.648 

Distribution of assets is not allowed if at the moment of the distribution decision it is known 
or should be known that the company is insolvent or the distribution will lead to insolvency.649 
When assessing the solvency the observation shall be done based on going concern -
perspective.650 Unless otherwise provided in the solvency application, the company may 
distribute its reserves of unrestricted equity within the limits of the distributable reserves 
taking into consideration among other things possible distribution limitations under the 
articles of association and entries of development expenditures.651 Before distributing assets 
the company must thus identify the distributable balance sheet items (“balance sheet test”) 
and check the solvency status (“solvency test”).652  

The distribution of assets shall be based on the statutory financial statements of the 
company.653 This means in practice that balance sheet test shall be done before the solvency 
test.654 Financial statements show the distributable profit of the company and reveal also other 
information relevant in assessing the solvency like annual report.655 If company shall have an 
auditor according to the law or the articles of association, the financial statements shall be 
audited. The law enables the distribution of interim dividend which means dividend 
distributed from the profit of the running accounting period.656 In such a case, the interim 
accounts should be prepared and - in case of audit requirement - audited for the basis of 
dividend distribution. Possible significant changes influencing the company´s financials after 
the completion of the financial statements shall also be taken into consideration when 
distribution is planned. 

                                            
642 Chapter 13, Section 1:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
643 Chapter 13, Section 9 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
644 Chapter 13, Section 8 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
645 Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), p. 129. 
646 Chapter 13, Section 1:3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
647 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), p. 29. 
648 Chapter 13, Section 1:4 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
649 Chapter 13, Section 2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
650 Jokinen, J. (2008), p. 248. 
651 Chapter 13, Section 5 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
652 See about the balance sheet and solvency tests in general Lautjärvi, K. (2015), pp. 138-146 and Immonen, R. 
and Villa, S. (2015), pp.75-80. 
653 Chapter 13, Section 3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
654 Immonen, R. and Villa S. (2015), p.77. 
655 Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), p. 126 and Airaksinen, M. et al. 
(2010b), p. 48.  
656 Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), p. 126 and pp. 157-158 and 
Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), pp. 50-52. 
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The general meeting shall decide on the distribution of assets based on the board of directors’ 
proposal.657 The general meeting may also provide authorisation to the board of directors to 
decide on the dividend distribution or distribution of assets from reserves of unrestricted 
equity.658 This shall be done by a decision determining the maximum distribution amount. 
The authorisation may be relevant in a situation where the above-mentioned solvency criteria 
are not fulfilled at the moment of shareholders´ meeting.659  

The limited liability company is not allowed to finance acquisition of its own shares. This 
restriction covers providing loans, assets or security for a third party with the purpose of 
acquiring shares of the company or its parent.660  The restriction covers both existing shares 
and new shares to be issued.661 However the restriction is not applicable to transactions taken 
within the distributable assets and aimed for the acquisition of shares for employees or a 
related party company662.663 

For the share capital reduction there are three alternative ways: distribution of share capital, 
reduction of share capital to transfer assets to reserves of unrestricted equity and use of share 
capital to cover losses not covered from unrestricted equity.664 The share capital reduction 
shall not go below the minimum share capital of 2,500 euros in case of a private limited 
liability company and 80,000 euros in case of a public limited liability company.665 

As the share capital reduction collides with the principles of capital maintenance and creditor 
protection the law sets some specific requirements for the decision-making.666 This means that 
the creditors of the company are entitled to oppose the share capital reduction. This is however 
not allowed if the reduction amount is used for loss coverage or if the share capital is 
simultaneously increased at the minimum by the reduced amount. On top of that if the share 
capital reduction has been done for loss coverage there are some limitations for the 
distribution of unrestricted equity. It is possible to distribute the unrestricted equity to the 
shareholders during the three years after the registration of the reduction only according to 
the creditor protection procedure including register notification and application for a public 
notice667 and public notice to creditors668 and preconditions of registration669. 

Acquisition and redemption of shares is also considered as distribution of profits as the 
purpose is to distribute assets to shareholders.670 Therefore the Finnish Limited Liability 
Companies Act has also rules on acquisition, redemption and pledging of own shares. 
According to the law a company may decide to acquire its own shares, redeem shares from the 
shareholders to the company free of charge or for consideration and accept own shares as 
pledge.671 

                                            
657 Chapter 13, Section 6:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
658 Chapter 13, Section 6:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
659 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), p. 69 and Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), pp. 420-421. 
660 Chapter 13, Section 10:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
661 Immonen, R. and Villa S. (2015), p.115. 
662 As referred to in Chapter 8, Section 6:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
663 Chapter 13, Section 10:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
664 Chapter 14, Section 1:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
665 Chapter 14, Section 1:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
666 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), p. 128. 
667 Chapter 14, Section 3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
668 Chapter 14, Section 4 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
669 Chapter 14, Section 5 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
670 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), p. 134. 
671 Chapter 15, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
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These specific provisions on acquisition, redemption and pledging of own shares do however 
not apply in all situations.672 These provisions are not applied when business is acquired by 
the company through merger, demerger or other transfer and in that way own shares owned 
or held as pledge by the acquired business are acquired. The provisions are not either 
applicable when the company receives an own share for no consideration or purchases a share 
- that has been distrained to enforce the receivable of the company - in a bailiff’s auction. 

The logic for scoping out the above listed transactions from the applicability of the law is that 
the out-scoped transactions are not considered very problematic from the shareholders and 
creditors perspective.673  It shall also be noted that the Finnish Limited Liability Companies 
Act does not include regulation on the acquisition or redemption of option or other rights 
issued by the company itself.674  

The company shares that have come to its possession through acquisition, redemption or 
otherwise may be kept as treasury shares, cancelled or further transferred.675 The board of 
directors may make a decision to cancel treasury shares.676 Such a decision shall be registered 
without delay. The cancellation becomes in force once the registration notification has been 
done.  

The general meeting shall decide on acquisitions and redemptions.677 In a private limited 
liability company the decision shall be made by majority vote more i.e. more than half the 
votes cast shall support the decision. In a public company, the decision requires qualified 
majority i.e. at least 2/3 of the votes cast and the shares represented shall constitute the 
decision at the meeting.678 

Directed acquisition and directed redemption is also possible. In directed acquisition own 
shares may be acquired in a proportion different than that of the shares held by the 
shareholders. This is possible only subject to that there is a weighty financial reason for that.679 
The “weighty financial reason” requirement here is the same as in case of directed share 
issue.680 Special notice shall be given to the relation between the fair price of the share and the 
consideration offered when the acceptability of a directed acquisition is assessed. The decision 
of the general meeting shall require qualified majority of at least 2/3 of the votes cast and the 
shares represented at the meeting supporting the transaction. 

It is possible to redeem own shares in other proportion than that of the shares owned. This 
directed redemption is possible only if all shareholders give consent to it.681 A public company 
may however decide by qualified majority that shares are to be reverse split.682 In addition 
acquisition and redemption clause may be included in the articles of association.683 In such a 
case the company has the right or the obligation to acquire or redeem its own shares. The 
articles of association define then whether it is about acquisition or redemption, has the 
company the right or the obligation to acquire or redeem, to which shares the provision is 

                                            
672 Chapter 15, Section 2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
673 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), p. 143. 
674 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), p. 130. 
675 Chapter 15, Section 4:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
676 Chapter 15, Section 12:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
677 Chapter 15, Section 5:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
678 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), p. 148. 
679 Chapter 15, Section 6:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
680 Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), pp. 500-501. 
681 Chapter 15, Section 6:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
682 As referred to in Chapter 15, Section 9 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
683 Chapter 15, Section 10 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
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applied, procedure to be observed, consideration to be paid and assets that can be used for the 
consideration payment. 

A public company it is not allowed to decide on acquisition or redemption of own shares or 
accepting them as pledge so that the treasury shares in its possession exceed 1/10 of all 
shares.684 It is not possible for a private company to acquire or redeem all its shares but 
accepting shares as own pledge is not restricted.685  

 
3.4.2.2.6 Changes in company structure  
 
Under this subheader is reviewed the main points of the Limited Liability Companies Act 
related to the changes in company structure: 

• merger and cross border merger686  

• demerger and cross-border demerger687 

• rights of squeeze-out and sell-out688 

• change of business form689 and  

• dissolution of the company690. 

 
3.4.2.2.6.1 Merger 
 
The purpose of a merger is to consolidate two or more companies into one new company 
leading at least one part to lose its autonomy.691  There are several types of mergers and also 
several reasons why mergers are done. Normally this kind of restructuring is done to expand 
business and create added value for shareholders. 

The Finnish Limited Liability Companies Act includes provisions of a merger where a limited 
liability company, called as a merging company, merges into another limited liability 
company, which is called as an acquiring company. Such a transaction means the assets and 
liabilities of the merging company are transferred to the acquiring company. The shares in the 
acquiring company are paid as compensation - known as merger consideration - to the 
shareholders of the merging company.692 Also cash, other assets and future undertakings can 
be used as merger consideration. In all situations the principle of equal treatment of 
shareholders693 shall be applied when merger consideration is assessed.694 

                                            
684 Chapter 15, Section 11:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
685 Chapter 15, Section 11:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006) and Airaksinen, M. et al. 
(2010b), p. 199. 
686 Chapter 16 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
687 Chapter 17 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
688 Chapter 16 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
689 Chapter 19 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
690 Chapter 20 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
691 Schade, V. (2014), p. 4. 
692 Chapter 16, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
693 Chapter 1, Section 7 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
694 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), pp. 227-230. 
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The forms of merger may vary. A merger may occur in a form of absorption merger or 
combination merger.695 In an absorption merger one or several merging companies merge into 
the acquiring company. In a combination merger at least two merging companies merge and 
incorporate this way jointly an acquiring company. This latter form of merger means that all 
the companies taking part in the merger cease to exist and a totally new entity is established. 
Therefore, combination merger can be considered more complicated than absorption merger 
where one entity keeps its identity.696 

A subsidiary merger is a special type of absorption merger in which the companies 
participating in the merger697 own all the shares of the merging company.698 In case the 
subsidiary company has issued option rights and other special rights entitling to shares in the 
company the parent company must be also the holder of the option rights and special rights 
in order the merger to be a subsidiary merger.699  

A triangular merger is defined as an absorption merger where the merger consideration is 
provided by a party other than the acquiring or merging company.700 Normally such a third 
party is the parent of the acquiring company.701 In case the third party is a listed company the 
usage of liquid listed shares as merger consideration may increase the attractiveness of the 
merger transaction from the perspective of the shareholders of the merging company.702   

The companies involved in the merger shall draft the written terms of merger.703 The body 
responsible of preparing the draft is the board of directors. The draft terms of merger are in 
practice the merger proposal to the general meeting.704 In a triangular merger the party 
providing the merger consideration is also responsible of signing the draft terms of merger. 
The draft terms shall include among other things the following information:705 

• the identifying information of the companies participating in the merger  

• an account of the reasons for the merger 

• a proposal if relevant for other merger consideration and - in case this consideration 
comprises option rights or other special rights entitling to shares - the terms of them706  

                                            
695 Chapter 16, Section 2:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
696 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), pp. 227-230. 
697 According to Chapter 16, Section 2:4 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006) companies 
involved in the merger refers to a merging company and to an acquiring company.   
698 Chapter 16, Section 2:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
699 Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), p. 145. 
700 Chapter 16, Section 2:3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
701 Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), p. 147. 
702 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), p. 242. 
703 Chapter 16, Section 3:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). According to the law the draft 
terms shall be dated and signed. 
704 Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), p. 147. 
705 Chapter 16, Section 3:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
706 As referred to in Chapter 10, Section 3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). It shall be noted 
that a requirement to include in the draft terms of merger the proposal for other merger consideration is not 
applicable in a subsidiary merger. The assumption is that in a subsidiary merger the holders of the option rights 
or other special rights are part of the new entity. Therefore the rights expire in the merger and thus there is no 
need to mention them separately in the draft terms of the subsidiary merger. See Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), 
pp. 276-279 about the position of the holders of the option rights and other special rights in a merger. 
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• a proposal for the rights of the holders of option rights and holders of other special 
rights that entitle to shares in the merging company707 

• an account of capital loans the creditors of which are entitled to object to the merger708.  

It is also possible to include in the draft terms of merger also terms and conditions that are 
not specifically required by the law.709 

As a part of the merger process a statement of an auditor is also required to assess among other 
things the fairness of merger consideration. 710 A public notice to creditors must be also made 
in case of merger.711 As described above a public notice concerns also capital loan lenders. The 
merger may trigger the repayment of capital loan even if repayment criteria based on the credit 
documentation are not fulfilled.712 Also merger process may lead to a collateral arrangement 
for the capital loan borrower which takes away the capital loan nature of the loan.713     

Restructuring proceedings714 are considered separate legal procedures with legal effects of 
their own. Restructuring proceedings shall replace the above-mentioned public notice.715 In 
such proceedings a creditor shall have no right to object the merger. This is subject to that the 
merger happens in accordance with the Limited Liability Companies Act, all companies part 
of the merger belong to the same group and the approval of the restructuring programme 
happens simultaneously for all of them. In such a situation the draft terms of merger shall be 
attached to the proposed restructuring programme.716  

According to the main rule the general meeting shall make the decision on a merger in the 
merging company.717 In a subsidiary merger however the decision shall be made by the board 
of directors in the merging company. There is a requirement in the law that a specific notice 
of the general meeting that will decide on the merger shall be sent to shareholders and holders 
of option rights and other special rights entitling to company shares.718 This specific regulation 
is important especially for the holders of the option and specific rights as the company does 
not have obligation to keep updated list of the holders of those rights.719    

A shareholder of the merging company that has opposed the merger may demand that his or 
her shares shall be redeemed.720 The demand shall be done at the general meeting that decides 

                                            
707 See Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), pp. 276-279 about the position of the holders of the option rights and other 
special rights in a merger. 
708 As referred to in Chapter 16, Section 6 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
709 Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), p. 567. 
710 According to Chapter 16, Section 4 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006) “The companies 
involved in the merger shall designate one or several auditors to issue a statement on the draft terms of merger 
to each of the companies involved in the merger. The statement shall contain an analysis of whether a true and 
fair view has been provided of the grounds for setting the merger consideration, as well as on the distribution of 
the consideration. The statement to be issued to the acquiring company shall also indicate whether the merger is 
conducive to compromising the repayment of the company’s debts.  
If all shareholders of the companies involved in the merger consent to the same, or if the matter is of a 
subsidiary merger, only a statement as to whether the merger is conducive to compromising the repayment of 
the company’s debts shall be needed.”   
711 Chapter 16, Section 6 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
712 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), p. 317. 
713 Ibid. 
714 As referred to in the Restructuring of Enterprises Act (47/1993). 
715 Chapter 16, Section 8:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
716 Chapter 16, Section 8:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
717 Chapter 16, Section 9:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
718 Chapter 16, Section 10 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
719 Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), pp. 587-588. 
720 Chapter 16, Section 13:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
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on the merger at the latest.721 Also holder of an option and other special rights has right to 
demand redemption of the rights.722  

The redemption price is the fair price of the share, option right or other special right that 
entitles to shares at the time preceding the merger.723 The assumption is that redemption price 
is set in an arbitrage process.724 The law however allows also agreement on the redemption 
price.725 This agreement shall in such a case be done between the shareholder or holder of the 
option rights or other special rights and the acquiring company. This is because the acquiring 
company is liable for the redemption price payment.726 

The execution of the merger must be registered. According to the law the companies involved 
in the merger are obliged to notify the registration authority of the merger implementation.727 
This must take place within six months of the merger decision. If the due date is missed the 
merger shall lapse. If none of the creditors has opposed the merger or if a court has affirmed 
that the creditor has received payment or security fully covering the receivable, the registration 
authority shall register the merger.728 

When the implementation of the merger has been registered, the transfer of assets and 
liabilities to the acquiring company shall be executed without liquidation.729 The merging 
company shall be completely dissolved730 and - in case of a combination merger - the acquiring 
company shall be created. 

 
3.4.2.2.6.2 Cross-border merger  
 
A Finnish company may participate also in a merger with a foreign company. In the cross-
border merger a foreign company merges into a Finnish company or a Finnish company 
merges into a foreign company.731 Such a merger may be implemented subject to that the 
foreign company fulfils the limited liability company comparability criteria as described in the 
law.732 

                                            
721 Honkamäki, T. and Pennanen, M. (2010), p. 117. 
722 Chapter 16, Section 13:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
723 Chapter 16, Section 13:4 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
724 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), p. 353. 
725 Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), p. 159. 
726 Chapter 16, Section 13:6 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
727 Chapter 16, Section 14:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
728 Chapter 16, Section 15:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
729 Chapter 16, Section 16:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
730 Immonen, R. et al. (2011), p. 101. 
731 Chapter 16, Section 19:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
732 Chapter 16, Section 19:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006) defines the foreign limited 
liability company. According to the law  
“(1) that is a company referred to in article 1 of First Council Directive (68/151/EEC) on co-ordination of 
safeguards which, for the protection of the interests of members and others, are required by Member States of 
companies within the meaning of the second paragraph of Article 58 of the Treaty, with a view to making such 
safeguards equivalent throughout the Community (Directive 68/151/EEC), or another comparable company 
which: 

(a) has equity or other comparable capital 
(b) is a legal person 
(c) has assets that stand alone against the liabilities of the company and 
(d) is subject to conditions under domestic legislation that are comparable to the safeguards laid down for 

the protection of shareholders, members and third parties in Directive 68/151/EEC and 
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The companies involved in a cross-border merger shall prepare draft terms of merger as 
described in the law.733  

A statement of an independent expert is also required. The provisions of the statement of the 
auditor in domestic mergers734 apply to the independent expert´s statement when the draft 
terms of a cross-border merger and the Finnish company participating in the merger is 
assessed.735 

The Finnish limited liability companies being part of a cross-border merger shall notify the 
draft terms of merger for registration as in case of domestic merger.736 The provisions of 
domestic merger related to creditor protection, merger decisions and redemption of shares, 
options and other rights entitling to shares apply also to Finnish companies in case of cross-
border mergers.737 This means that the creditor protection rules are not applied to foreign 
companies participating in a cross-border merger.738     

The cross-border merger shall come into force in accordance with the legislation that applies 
to the acquiring company. When the cross-border merger becomes valid the assets and 
liabilities of the merging company shall be transferred to the acquiring company.739 
Simultaneously the merging Finnish company shall be dissolved.740 At that moment also the 
shareholders and the holders of options and other special rights entitling to shares shall get 
the right to the merger consideration as described in the draft terms of merger.  

 
3.4.2.2.6.3 Demerger 
 
In the current economic environment companies face several challenges and sometimes 
restructuring is needed to manage these challenges. One form of restructuring is a demerger 
in which the entity's business operations are split into one or more components.   

In a demerger of a limited liability company the assets and liabilities of the demerging 
company are transferred fully or partially to one or several limited liability companies.741 The 
transferee is called the acquiring company. In such a transaction the shareholders of the 
demerging company receive shares of the acquiring company as demerger consideration in 
proportion of their ownership.742 Besides shares the demerger consideration may also be made 
up of cash, other assets or undertakings. 

A demerger may proceed in two alternative ways which are called full demerger or partial 
demerger.743 In the full demerger all the assets and liabilities of the demerging company are 

                                            
(2) that is registered in another state within the European Economic Area and that is subject to the domestic 
legislation of another state within the European Economic Area on the basis of its seat, place of central 
administration or principal business location.” 
733 Chapter 16, Section 22:1-2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
734 As referred to in Chapter 16, Section 4 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
735 Chapter 16, Section 23:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
736 Chapter 16, Section 24:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
737 Chapter 16, Sections 24:2-4 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
738 Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), p. 624. 
739 Chapter 16, Section 27:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
740 See Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), pp. 440-441 according to which the merger becomes into force when the 
merger is registered by the country of the acquiring company. In practice this means that merging Finnish 
company ceases to exist when foreign registration is done even if the Finnish company is not yet deregistered in 
Finland.  
741 Chapter 17, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
742 Immonen, R. (2011), p. 382. 
743 Chapter 17, Section 2:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
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moved to two or more acquiring companies. As a result, the demerging company is dissolved. 
In the partial demerger only part of the assets and liabilities belonging to the demerging 
company are transferred to one or several acquiring companies. 

The law separates also two types of demergers depending on the incorporation time of the 
acquiring company:744 A demerger into an existing company refers to a transaction in which 
the acquiring company has been established before the implementation of the demerger. A 
transaction where the acquiring company is incorporated only in connection of the demerger 
is known as a demerger into a company to be incorporated. A demerger may advance into an 
existing company and into a company to be incorporated simultaneously. The existing 
company may also be a dormant company.745  

The companies being part of the demerger shall put together written draft terms of demerger 
and the document shall be dated and signed.746 The draft shall be done by the boards of 
directors. The signing can be done by the board or other persons having relevant powers to act 
to do so.747 The draft terms of demerger shall contain some key information as described in 
the law.748 

A statement of an auditor is also required for all the companies involved in the demerger 
process.749 In the statement shall be included an analysis of whether the draft terms of 
demerger provide a true and fair view of the grounds for setting the demerger consideration. 
Also, distribution of the consideration shall be commented. The statement that will be given 
to the acquiring company shall as well specify whether the demerger jeopardises the 
repayment of the company’s debts. All in all, the auditor´s statement is similar as is required 
in merger process.750  

The creditors of the demerging company shall have the right to oppose the demerger subject 
to that their receivables have been valid before the registration of the draft terms of 

                                            
744 Chapter 17, Section 2:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
745 Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), p. 632. 
746 Chapter 17, Section 3:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
747 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), pp. 468-469. 
748 Chapter 17, Section 3:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). Among other things following 
information is required in the law:  
• the identifying information of the companies involved in the demerger 
• the reasons for the demerger 
• a proposal, if relevant, for the quantity of the shares to be issued as demerger consideration if a demerger 

into an existing company is planned 
• a proposal, if relevant, for other demerger consideration and in case the consideration consists of option 

rights or other special rights entitling to shares, the terms of these rights 
• a proposal for the rights of the holders of option rights or other special rights entitling to shares in the 

demerging company 
• a proposal, if relevant, for the increase of the share capital of the acquiring company if a demerger into an 

existing company is planned  
• a proposal for the share capital of the acquiring company if a demerger into a company to be incorporated is 

planned  
• a statement of the assets, liabilities and equity of the demerging company and of the relevant valuation 

circumstances  
• a proposal of the split of the assets and liabilities between the acquiring companies and of the anticipated 

effect on the acquiring company´s balance sheet  
• a proposal to reduce the share capital to distribute assets to the acquiring company or to its shareholders or 

to cover immediately losses that cannot be covered from unrestricted equity 
• a statement about capital loans whose creditors are entitled to oppose the demerger. 
749 Chapter 17, Section 4:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
750 See above footnote 710. 
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demerger.751 The process equals the creditor protection procedure regulated in connection 
with the merger.752 This means that a public notice concerns also here capital loan lenders. 
The registration authority shall issue to the creditors a public notice in which it is mentioned 
that the creditor has right to object to the demerger on the due date mentioned in the public 
notice.753  

The company is obliged to send a written notification of the public notice to those creditors 
who are known and who have receivables that have been established before the draft terms of 
demerger have been registered.754 This shall happen one month before the above-mentioned 
due date at the latest. If the demerging company has a shareholder that demands redemption 
or if the holder of an option right or some other special right entitling to shares demands 
redemption755 the creditors shall be notified. After the general meeting has made decision on 
the demerger the notification shall be sent. The notification may be sent earlier only if all 
shareholders and holders of the above-mentioned option and special rights have waived the 
redemption right or if they do not possess the redemption right at all. 

Like in case of mergers also in demergers the restructuring proceedings756 shall replace the 
above-mentioned public notice to the creditors.  A creditor does not have right to oppose the 
demerger if only companies belonging in one group are involved and the restructuring 
programme is approved simultaneously for all of them.757 

According to the main rule the general meeting shall decide on a demerger in the demerging 
company.758 When the companies involved own 100 % of the shares in the demerging company 
and any option or other special rights entitling to shares, the board of directors shall make the 
decision on a demerger in the demerging company. A demerger decision in the acquiring 
company shall be made by the board of directors.759  

Regarding the notice of the general meeting and notice to holders of option rights and other 
special rights entitling to shares there are some explicit rules.760 This regulation is similar as 
in case of merger process.761 Among other things the draft terms of demerger have to be 
registered before the notice of the general meeting deciding on the demerger shall be 
delivered.762  

The notice of the general meeting in the demerging company shall include provision of the 
redemption right of the shareholders.763 The demerging company shall provide notice of the 

                                            
751 Chapter 17, Section 6:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
752 See above footnote 711. 
753 Chapter 17, Section 6:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
754 Chapter 17, Section 7 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
755 As referred to in Chapter 17, Section 13 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
756 As referred to in the Restructuring of Enterprises Act (47/1993). 
757 Chapter 17, Section 8 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
758 Chapter 17, Section 9:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
759 Chapter 17, Section 9:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). As described in the law when 
the acquiring company has less than 9/10 of the shares in the demerging company, the decision shall however be 
made by the general meeting if shareholders with at least 1/20 of the shares in the company so demand. The 
total number of shares owned by the company itself or its subsidiaries shall not be included in the calculation of 
total number of shares. 
760 Chapter 17, Section 10 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
761 Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), p. 640. See also above footnote 718. 
762 Chapter 17, Section 10:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). Additionally, it is stated in the 
law that the notice shall not be distributed earlier than two months and, unless a longer period has been 
mentioned in the articles of association, no later than one month before the general meeting, the last date for 
advance notices of participation or the date of record for companies in the book-entry system. In a public 
company the notice may however be delivered three months before the above-mentioned date at the earliest. 
763 Chapter 17, Section 10:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
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redemption right to those holders of option rights or other special rights entitling to shares 
who have the redemption right.  

The holder of option rights or other special rights entitling to shares is allowed to demand the 
redemption of the right.764 This can be done at the general meeting that decides on the 
demerger or alternatively in written request addressed to the demerging company before the 
general meeting.  

The redemption price is the fair price of the option right or other special right entitling to 
shares at the time before the demerger decision.765 When the redemption price is determined 
the price decrease on the price of the shares, option rights and other special rights entitling to 
shares possibly caused by the demerger itself shall not be taken into account.766 The acquiring 
company is liable for paying the redemption price of the shares .767 The companies 
participating in the demerger shall however have joint and several liability for the payment of 
the redemption price of option rights and other special rights entitling to shares. The reason 
for the latter obligation is that the rights in question concern all companies involved in the 
demerger process.768  

The companies being part of the demerger process are obliged to notify the registration 
authority of the demerger implementation in six months after the demerger decision.769 In 
case of failing to do this the demerger process will lapse. The demerger shall be registered by 
the registration authority subject to that no creditor has opposed the demerger or if a court 
judgment affirms that the creditor has been fully paid in full or covering security for the 
receivable is in place.770  

The registration of the implementation of the demerger means that the acquiring companies 
get all the assets and liabilities of the demerging company but there is no liquidation.771  

 
3.4.2.2.6.4 Cross-border demerger 
 
A company may also participate in a cross-border demerger in which a foreign company 
demerges into a Finnish company or alternatively a Finnish company demerges into a foreign 
company.772 A cross-border demerger may only be implemented as described in the Limited 
Liability Companies Act subject to that the foreign company corresponds to a limited liability 
company.773 

                                            
764 Chapter 17, Section 13:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
765 Chapter 17, Section 13:4 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). See also KKO 1993:31. 
766 Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), p. 159. 
767 Chapter 17, Section 13:6 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
768 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), p. 511. 
769 Chapter 17, Section 14:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
770 Chapter 17, Section 15:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
771 Chapter 17, Section 16:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
772 Chapter 17, Section 19:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
773 Chapter 17, Section 19:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).  According to the law the 
foreign limited liability company is a company  
“1.  referred to in article 1 of First Council Directive (68/151/EEC) on co-ordination of safeguards which, for 
the protection of the interests of members and others, are required by Member States of companies within the 
meaning of the second paragraph of Article 58 of the Treaty, with a view to making such safeguards equivalent 
throughout the Community (Directive 68/151/EEC), or another comparable company which: 
a) has equity or other comparable capital; 
b) is a legal person; 
c) has assets that stand alone against the liabilities of the company and 
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The companies taking part in a cross-border demerger shall prepare draft terms of 
demerger.774 Besides the information to be included in the draft terms of domestic demergers 
the draft terms of a cross-border demerger shall contain among other things the following 
information:775 

• corporate form of the companies taking part of the demerger and a proposal for the 
corporate form of the company planned to be established   

• location where the foreign companies taking part of the demerger have been registered 

• description of the probable impact of the cross-border demerger on employment 

• description of how the financial statements of the companies taking part of the 
demerger have been used when the demerger terms have been determined and 

• description of how the demerger implementation and the equal treatment of the 
shareholders is done if the demerger cannot come into force in some state.776 

In every company involved in the demerger the board of directors shall prepare an description 
on the impact of the demerger on the shareholders, creditors and employees if this is not 
included in the draft terms of demerger.777  

A statement of an independent expert is also required.778 The provisions of the statement of 
the auditor in domestic mergers779  apply to the statement on the draft terms of a cross-border 
demerger and additionally on the Finnish company involved.780   

The Finnish limited liability companies taking part in a cross-border demerger shall notify the 
draft terms of demerger for registration like in case of domestic merger.781 The provisions of 
domestic merger related to creditor protection, merger decisions and redemption of shares, 
options and other rights entitling to shares apply also to Finnish companies in case of cross-
border demergers.782  

If a Finnish limited liability company takes part in a cross-border demerger as the acquiring 
company, the demerger notification for registration shall be done by companies involved in 
six months. The set period of time starts from the demerger decision of the Finnish companies 
involved in the demerger and the receipt of the demerger certificate by the other involved 
companies.783 It shall also be a precondition for the registration that the foreign companies 
                                            
d) is subject to conditions under domestic legislation that are comparable to the safeguards laid down for the 

protection of shareholders, members and third parties in Directive 68/151/EEC and 
2. that is registered in another state within the European Economic Area and that is subject to the domestic 
legislation of another state within the European Economic Area on the basis of its seat, place of central 
administration or principal business location.”  
774 Chapter 17, Section 21:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
775 Chapter 17, Section 21:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
776 As referred to in Chapter 17, Section 25:6 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
777 Chapter 17, Section 21:3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
778 Chapter 17, Section 22:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
779 As referred to in Chapter 16, Section 4 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
780 Chapter 17, Section 22:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). Additionally, according to 
Chapter 17, Section 22:2 the board of directors of the companies participating in a cross-border demerger may 
jointly appoint one or more independent experts to provide a common statement on the draft terms of the 
demerger to all the companies involved.   
781 Chapter 17, Section 23:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
782 Chapter 17, Sections 23:2-4 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
783 Chapter 17, Section 24:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). The demerger certificate refers 
here to the certificate issued by the registration authority of the country the laws of which apply to the demerger. 
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involved accept the right of redemption of shares, option rights and other special rights 
entitling to shares.784   

If a demerger is to be registered in another state, the demerging company´s assets and 
liabilities shall be moved to the acquiring company without liquidation.785 Simultaneously the 
shareholders and the holders of options and other special rights entitling to shares shall get 
the right to receive the consideration according to the draft terms of demerger.  

 
3.4.2.2.6.5 Dissolution of the company 
 
A Finnish limited liability company shall dissolve as a result of liquidation.786 A company can 
also be dissolved in bankruptcy if at the moment of terminating the bankruptcy there are no  
assets left or the use of the assets is determined on in the bankruptcy.787 Additionally a 
company may also dissolve as a result of merger or demerger788 as has been described above.789 
It shall be noted that just stopping all the business activities of the company does not mean 
that company ceases to exist unless it is dissolved according to Chapter 20 of the Limited 
Liability Companies Act.790    

The registration authority shall deregister the company in specific situations stated in the law 
instead of placing a company into liquidation.791 Firstly if company assets are not sufficient to 
cover the costs of liquidation or secondly if there is no knowledge on the assets the company 
must deregistered. Only if a shareholder, creditor or third party commits to carry the 
liquidation costs the process can be started. This is an exception from the main rule according 
to which the company operations should primarily be dissolved because of liquidation.792  

The general meeting shall make decision on putting the company into liquidation.793 The 
decision shall be made by qualified majority i.e. a proposal that has been supported at the 
minimum by 2/3 of the votes cast and the shares represented at the meeting.  

The registration authority shall issue a liquidation or deregistration order for the company, if  

• there is no registered and competent board of directors 

• there is no registered representative794 

                                            
The certificate shows that the demerger process has been completed. In the demerger implementation notice 
shall be attached an assurance from the members of the board of directors and from the managing director of the 
acquiring Finnish company. In the assurance document shall be stated in line with the draft terms that the 
demerging company´s assets will belong to the ownership of the acquiring Finnish company at the latest when 
the demerger implementation is registered in Finland. 
784 Chapter 17, Section 24:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006) where is referred to Chapter 17, 
Section 13.   
785 Chapter 17, Section 26:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).     
786 Chapter 20, Section 1:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
787 Chapter 20, Section 1:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
788 Chapter 20, Section 1:3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).  
789 See above more about merger and demerger in section 3.4.2.2.6 Changes in company structure.   
790 Immonen, R. (2011), p. 252. 
791 Chapter 20, Section 2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
792 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), p. 635. 
793 Chapter 20, Section 3:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
794 As referred to in Section 6 of the Freedom of Enterprise Act (122/1919). 
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• there are no financial statements for registration within one year after the end of the 
financial period irrespective of an exhortation by the registration authority 795 or 

• bankruptcy has been declared but it has lapsed due to lack of funds.796 

The registration authority shall provide the order of the company liquidation or deregistration, 
unless before the order it is proved, that there are no more grounds for the liquidation or 
deregistration.797  

The process of liquidation or deregistration of the company may be initiated in practice by 
anybody who may have interest in the matter.798 The parties mentioned in law as potential 
initiators are board of directors, individual member of the board of directors, managing 
director, auditor, shareholder, creditor or any other having rights depending on appropriate 
registration or the placing of the company into liquidation.799 There is a possibility also for the 
registration authority itself to start the process on its own initiative. 

In the liquidation process the target is to determine the financial position of the company and 
repay the company debts.800 This means in practice converting company assets to cash and 
after repaying the debts the surplus is returned to the shareholders. The general meeting can 
decide to terminate the liquidation process and continue business operations if circumstances 
allow that.801 However the liquidators shall apply for the bankruptcy if the company does not 
have sufficient funds to repay all its payment liabilities.802 If liquidators started to pay some 
company debts in the situation where bankruptcy should be applied they may become liable 
for the damages caused for the creditors not receiving full payment.803 

After completing the liquidation process the liquidators shall present a report of the 
liquidation process.804 The company shall be dissolved after the liquidators have presented the 
final report to the general meeting.805 . 

Equity shortfall may also trigger a special procedure. If company´s equity has become 
negative, the board of directors shall make a register notification on the loss of share capital.806 
If the equity of the company is later more than ½ of the share capital, the earlier registration 
of the loss of share capital may be removed based on a new register notification done by the 
company. When the company is obliged to appoint an auditor based on the law or the articles 
of association, the financials must be audited. When calculating the amount of equity, a capital 
loan807 shall be considered as part of equity.808 Also the depreciation difference809, the 
voluntary reserves and difference between market and book value of the company assets shall 
                                            
795 As required in Chapter 8, Section 10 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
796 Chapter 20, Section 4:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
797 Chapter 20, Section 4:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
798 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), p. 648. 
799 Chapter 20, Section 6 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
800 Chapter 20, Section 7:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
801 Chapter 20, Section 7:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
802 Chapter 20, Section 7:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
803 Jokinen, J. (2012), p. 35. 
804 Chapter 20, Section 16:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). The report shall contain 
account of the asset distribution, financial statements, annual reports and auditor’s reports from the liquidation 
period. 
805 Chapter 20, Section 17:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
806 Chapter 20, Section 23:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
807 As referred to in Chapter 12 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
808 Chapter 20, Section 23:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
809 According to Chapter 20, Section 23:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006) the depreciation 
difference refers to the compound difference between the actual and planned depreciation of the assets of the 
company. 
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be taken into account as additional elements of equity. The additions mentioned above shall 
be explained in the annual report or in the balance sheet notes.  

If the equity of a public company is less than ½ of the share capital, the board of directors 
shall be obliged to draw up without delay financial statements and annual report to determine 
the company´s financial status.810 When the equity decreases below ½ of the share capital, a 
general meeting shall be invited by the board of directors without delay to consider actions to 
improve the financial standing of the company.811 The general meeting shall take place in three 
months of the completion of the financial statements. It shall be noted that in this calculation 
of controlling the “one half of the share capital” - unlike in the previously mentioned 
calculation of negative equity - a capital loan shall not be considered as equity. This is due to 
the former EU Capital Directive which is the basis for the Finnish regulation in question and 
which does not identify capital loan as an item to be included in the calculation.812 

In case of dissolving company in bankruptcy the process will follow the regulation of the 
Bankruptcy Act.813 In the Limited Liability Companies Act there are also some additional rules 
to be taken into consideration.  

The board of directors and - if company is in liquidation - the liquidators can decide on filing 
for a bankruptcy of a company. 814 The company shall be considered to be dissolved due to the 
bankruptcy, if there are no funds left at the end of the bankruptcy process or if there is a 
decision on the use of the remaining assets.815 

 
3.4.3 Legislation in other countries  
 

3.4.3.1 Sweden 

3.4.3.1.1 About the Swedish legal system 
 
The Swedish legal system derives also from the same Nordic legal tradition, which has its roots 
on the German civil law tradition. Sweden has been a full member of the European Union since 
1 January 1995 and therefore EU law is also an integral part of the Swedish legal system.  

The Swedish constitution consists of four fundamental laws:816 

• The 1810 Act of Succession, which regulates the succession to the throne  

• The 1949 Freedom of the Press Act  

• The 1974 Instrument of Government 

• The 1991 Fundamental Law on Freedom of Expression.   

The Instrument of Governments contains central provisions corresponding most closely to the 
constitution of other countries. Although not specifically written out in the fundamental 

                                            
810 Chapter 20, Section 23:3 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
811 See Jokinen, J. (2012), pp. 40-44 about the challenges of assessing the future actions. 
812 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010b), p. 709. The Article 17 of the former Capital Directive (Directive 77/91/ECC) 
referred to by Airaksinen is now Article 58 of the Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
813 Bankruptcy Act (120/2004). 
814 Chapter 20, Section 25:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
815 Chapter 20, Section 25:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
816 Regeringskansliet (2013), p. 3. 
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documents among the main features of the Swedish legal system the separation of powers into 
legislative, executive and judiciary powers exist.817  

Sweden is monarchy although the tasks of the king are mainly representative. Political power 
rests within the parliament. Within the execution the prime minister of the government has a 
very strong position.  

The sources of Swedish law are both national and international. Supremacy of EU law has also 
been recognized covering primary norms, secondary norms and EU case law.818   

 
3.4.3.1.2 Companies Act 
 
The Swedish Companies Act entered effect on January 1, 2006.819 It applies both to the private 
(abbreviation in Swedish: AB) and public limited liability companies (abbreviation in Swedish 
AB (publ)).820 One of the notable new features of the act is the participating debenture821 which 
together with the profit-sharing debentures822 provide to Swedish companies increased 
alternatives when raising debt.823  

3.4.3.1.2.1 General principles, incorporation and shares  
 
According to the Swedish law the main rule is that shareholders of a company shall bear no 
personal liability for the company's obligations.824 This principle is commonly regarded as the 
distinguishing feature of corporate law.825 

A company shall have a share capital which according to the Accounting Act826 shall be either 
in Swedish kronor or euros.827 In case of kronor the private company share capital shall not be 
less than SEK 50,000 and in case of euros the amount corresponding to SEK 50,000.828 With 
respect to public companies the applicable minimum amount is SEK 500,000 or the 
equivalent amount in euros.829 The share capital shall be stated in the articles of association.830 
When the share capital is split into several shares, each share shall represent an equal portion 
of the share capital.831 Shares shall be paid for with cash or with non-cash consideration.832 

                                            
817 Nergelius, J. (2011), p. 16. 
818 See Swedish Supreme Administrative Court decision in Lassagård case RÅ 1997, ref. 65.   
819 Companies Act (SFS 2005:551), Government Proposal for the Companies Act (Prop. 2004/05:85). 
820 Chapter 1, Section 2:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
821 In Swedish “kapitalandelslån”. 
822 In Swedish “vinstandelslån”. 
823 The participating debenture was a known feature in Sweden in the late 1920′s when it was utilised also 
internationally by the Swedish industrialist Ivar Kreuger and his investment company. However, following the 
collapse of Kreuger industry imperium in the early 1930′s and the numerous lawsuits related to that the 
participating debentures lost their popularity. Later the debt instrument became even forbidden in the previous 
Swedish Company Act of 1975. The usage of profit-sharing debenture has been allowed also earlier and remains 
to exist also according to the present Company Act. 
824 Chapter 1, Section 3:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). See also Bergström, C. and Samuelsson, P. 
(2015), p. 67. 
825 Government Proposal for the Companies Act (Prop. 2004/05:85), p. 196 and Andersson, S. et al. (2015), p. 
1:7. About the recent court practice see also NJA 2014, p. 877. 
826 Accounting Act (SFS 1999:1078), in Swedish “bokföringslagen”. 
827 Chapter 4, Section 6 of the Accounting Act (SFS 1999:1078). 
828 Chapter 1, Section 5:1-2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
829 Chapter 1, Section 14:1-2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
830 Andersson, S. et al. (2015), p. 1:11. 
831 Chapter 1, Section 6 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
832 Chapter 2, Section 16 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
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The main rule according to the law is the equality principle i.e. all shares shall carry equal 
rights in the company.833 This is a basic principle in the Swedish company law.834  It means 
also that shareholders of similar shares must be treated equally.835 It can however be included 
a provision in the articles of association according to which there shall be shares of different 
classes or the right to issue such shares.836 That clause must include information about 
differences between the classes of shares and number or portion of shares of each class. 

Differences in voting rights can be possible but a share may carry voting rights only up to ten 
times greater than the voting rights of any other share.837 

The articles of association of a company - the shares of which are not registered in a central 
securities depository CSD838 - may include a so-called consent clause. According to this clause 
one or more shares may be transferred to a new owner only subject to the company's 
consent.839 There is no requirement to name an acceptable new owner before the transaction 
as it is often difficult to do because of natural reasons.840 A consent clause shall state among 
other things whether the general meeting or the board of directors shall consider such a 
request for consent, types of transfers that require the company's consent and whether the 
company shall be entitled to grant or refuse consent for a smaller number of shares than 
requested.841 

If consent is not given based on the consent clause it must be argumented842 and a new 
transferee must be addressed by the company if so required by the transferor.843  A consent 
clause does not restrict the transfer of attached shares or shares that are included in an estate 
in bankruptcy or insolvent liquidation.844 The latter sentence means in practice that 
vindication execution is easier.845   

The articles of association of a company -  the shares of which are not registered in a central 
securities depository CSD - may include also a provision inviting a shareholder or other party 
to purchase a share before it is transferred to a new owner.846 This right of first refusal clause 
shall state among other things type of transfers covered by the clause, whether a right of first 
refusal offer may be exercised in respect of a smaller number of shares than covered by the 
offer and holders of first refusal rights and the order in which they shall be invited to 
purchase.847 

The articles of association of a company may include also a clause pursuant to which a 
shareholder or other person shall be entitled to purchase a share which has been transferred 
to a new owner.848  This kind of post-sale purchase right clause are very common.849 It shall 
state among other things type of transfers covered by the clause, whether an offer regarding a 
post-sale purchase right may be exercised for a smaller number of shares than covered by the 
                                            
833 Chapter 4, Section 1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551) and Sandström, T. (2015), p. 237. 
834 Andersson, J. and Pehrson, L. (2008), p. 118. 
835 Bergström, C. and Samuelsson, P. (2015), p. 168. 
836 Chapter 4, Section 2:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
837 Chapter 4, Section 5 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
838 As referred to in the Financial Instruments Accounts Act (SFS 1998:1479). 
839 Chapter 4, Section 8 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
840 Government Proposal for the Companies Act (Prop. 2004/05:85), p. 265. 
841 Chapter 4, Section 9:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
842 Chapter 4, Section 12 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
843 Government Proposal for the Companies Act (Prop. 2004/05:85), p. 550. 
844 Chapter 4, Section 10 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
845 Andersson, S. et al. (2015), p. 4:22. 
846 Chapter 4, Section 18 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
847 Chapter 4, Section 19:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
848 Chapter 4, Section 27 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
849 Government Proposal for the Companies Act (Prop. 2004/05:85), p. 253. 
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offer and the holders of post-sale purchase rights including the order in which they shall be 
invited to purchase the shares.850 Compared to consent and right of first refusal clause one 
downside of the post-sale purchase right clause is that the latest clause type becomes 
applicable only after the share transaction is already done.851  

According to the Swedish Companies Act the shareholders make decisions regarding the 
company affairs at general meetings.852 In the Swedish limited liability company the general 
meeting is the highest decision-making body.853 The shareholders right to participate at 
general meetings is subject to having the share ownership registered in the share register on 
the day of the general meeting.854 A shareholder may vote with all the shares that he owes or 
are represented by him  unless that right is limited in the articles of association.855 

3.4.3.1.2.2 Management of the company 
 
In Sweden every limited liability company shall have a board.856 A company shall have a board 
of directors which comprises at least one member. However, in a public company the board of 
directors shall comprise three members at the minimum.857 In the Companies Act there is also 
reference to the Private Sector Employees Board Representation Act858 which has provisions 
governing employee representatives on the board of directors. If not otherwise stated in that 
Act or in the Companies Act, employee representatives shall be equated with members of the 
board of directors.859 The members of the board have joint responsibility over their duties.860  

The board of directors is responsible for the organisation of the company and its 
administration.861 The board of directors shall regularly assess the company's financial 
position and in case of the company being the parent of a group, the whole group's 
financials.862 The board is also responsible in ensuring that the company's organisational 
structure in general supports proper monitoring of accounting, management of funds and the 
company's finances.863 The board can delegate its tasks to individual members of the board or 
even persons not members of the board.864 In such situations the board will anyhow carry the 
final responsibility of the actions of the delegates.865 The board of directors is responsible of 
all tasks of behalf of the company unless the law or the articles of association prescribe 
otherwise.866 The board members have a general loyalty obligation towards the company. They 
are not allowed to run competing business activities due to forbidden “corporate 
opportunity”.867    

                                            
850 Chapter 4, Section 28:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
851 Sjöman, E. (2008), p. 74. 
852 Chapter 7, Section 1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
853 Andersson, S. et al. (2015), p. 7:5. 
854 Chapter 7, Section 2:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
855 Chapter 7, Section 8 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
856 Chapter 8, Section 1:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
857 Chapter 8, Section 46 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
858 Private Sector Employees Board Representation Act (SFS 1987:1245). 
859 Chapter 8, Section 2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
860 Dotevall, R. (2015), p. 262. 
861 Chapter 8, Section 4:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
862 Chapter 8, Section 4:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
863 Chapter 8, Section 4:3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
864 Chapter 8, Section 4:4 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
865 Government Proposal for the Companies Act (Prop. 2004/05:85), p. 1406. 
866 Dotevall, R. (2015), p. 267. 
867 Svernlöv, C. (2012) p. 17-18, Svernlöv, C. (2014), p. 309 and Chapter 18 of the Commercial Code (SFS 
1736:01232).  
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A chairman of the board shall be elected in companies where a board of directors consists of 
more than one member.868 The chairman shall be one of the members of the board. His duty 
is to preside over the work of the board and monitor that the board performs as is required in 
the law. 

The board of directors may appoint a managing director and his deputy.869 In a public 
company there is an obligation to appoint a managing director.870 That person shall attend to 
the daily management871 of the company and act according to the guidelines and instructions 
issued by the board of directors.872 He shall also act according to the law and articles of 
association.873 This means that he is not obliged to obey such guidelines and instructions of 
the board that are against the law or the articles of association.874 The managing director may 
also without authorisation by the board of directors take actions that are unusual or of great 
significance subject to that the board of directors decision cannot be waited for without 
significant harm to the company. If actions described above are done the board of directors 
shall be informed as soon as possible.875 The managing director shall take any measures 
needed to make sure that the company's accounts and funds are managed soundly and 
according to the law.876 

If the board decides to take responsibility over a single task that has belonged to managing 
director´s responsibility, his competence over the task will cease to exist.877  

3.4.3.1.2.3 Capital structure 
 
According to the Swedish Companies Act the company's share capital may be increased in 
several ways.878 Increase can be done through bonus issue879 and by subscribing for new shares 
in exchange for payment pursuant to a resolution regarding a new issue of shares880. 
Additionally, share capital may be increased by subscribing for new shares in exchange for 
payment upon the exercise of warrants issued by the company881 and by issuing of new shares 
in exchange for convertible instruments issued by the company882. 

General meeting decides on resolutions regarding bonus issues, new issues of shares or issues 
of warrants or convertible instruments.883 In certain situations resolutions regarding new 
issues of shares or issues of warrants or convertible instruments may also be adopted by the 
board of directors.884  

                                            
868 Chapter 8, Section 17:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
869 Chapter 8, Sections 27:1 and 28:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
870 Chapter 8, Section 50 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
871 About what belongs to the daily management see Dotevall, R. (2008), p. 105. 
872 Chapter 8, Section 29:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
873 Kollegiet för svensk bolagsstyrning (2016), p. 9. 
874 Sandström, T. (2015), p. 213. 
875 Chapter 8, Section 29:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
876 Chapter 8, Section 29:3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
877 Båvestam, U. (2001), p. 255. 
878 Chapter 11, Section 1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
879 As described in Chapter 12 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
880 As described in Chapter 13 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
881 As described in Chapter 14 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
882 As described in Chapter 15 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
883 Chapter 11, Section 2:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
884 Board of directors’ decisions are possible pursuant to Chapter 13, Sections 31-38, Chapter 14, Sections 24-31 
and Chapter 15, Sections 29-36. 
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Bonus share rights and subscription rights shall be registered according to the Financial 
Instruments Accounts Act885 in case of CSD company.886 When a holder of warrants or 
convertible instruments has a pre-emption right to subscribe for new shares, warrants or 
convertible instruments and the warrants or convertible instruments have been registered in 
the central securities depository, the pre-emption right shall also be registered in the central 
securities depository.887 

There are specific rules related to dividend-linked participating debentures and principal-
linked participating debentures. Dividend-linked participating debentures refer to specific 
type of profit-sharing loans (“vinstandelslån”)888 and principal-linked participating 
debentures refer to specific type of value-appreciation loan (“kapitalandelslån”)889. Taking a 
loan where the interest or the amount to be repaid is dependent on dividends to be paid, 
changes in the company's shares price, result or financial position must be decided by the 
general meeting.890 Alternatively the general meeting may authorise the board of directors to 
decide on taking a loan described above. This kind of authorisation may be valid at the 
maximum until the next annual general meeting.891  

A company which has a specific restriction of dividend payment is not allowed to take a profit-
sharing loan or a principal-linked participating debenture.892 The usage of these special loan 
types is not considered to be in line with the dividend payment restriction.893   

When bonus issue is done, the share capital is increased through an amount being transferred 
from the statutory reserve, the revaluation reserve or unrestricted equity pursuant to the latest 
approved balance sheet or the value of a fixed asset being written up.894 

When new bonus shares are issued, the main rule is that the shareholders shall be entitled to 
receive shares pro rata to the number of shares owned by them prior the new issuance.895 
However where the company has issued different classes of shares which differ in relation to 
the entitlement to share in the company's assets or profits, the shareholders shall receive new 
shares according to the provisions of the articles of association.896 The issuance of new shares 
may regard also different share classes where the difference is based on something else than 
to the above-mentioned difference in relation to the entitlement to share in the company's 
assets or profits. In such a case the new shares shall be issued pro rata to the existing number 
of shares of the same class. The old shares shall carry an entitlement to new shares of the same 
class pro rata to their portion of the share capital.897 

When issuing new shares, the main rule is that the shareholders shall hold pre-emption rights 
to the new shares pro rata to the number of shares they own.898 The purpose of this regulation 
is to give all shareholders opportunity to get the benefit of possibly favourable subscription 
price.899 However this main rule is not applied when the shares are to be paid for with non-

                                            
885 Financial Instruments Accounts Act (SFS 1998:1479). 
886 Chapter 11, Section 8:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
887 Chapter 11, Section 8:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
888 Skatteverket (2012), pp. 80-81. 
889 Skatteverket (2012), pp. 81-82. 
890 Chapter 11, Section 11:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
891 Chapter 11, Section 11:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
892 Chapter 32, Section 7 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
893 Andersson, S. et al. (2015c), p. 32:14. 
894 Chapter 12, Section 1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
895 Chapter 12, Section 2:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
896 Chapter 12, Section 2:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
897 Chapter 12, Section 2:3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
898 Chapter 13, Section 1:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
899 Andersson, S. et al. (2015b), p. 13:3. 
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cash consideration or the pre-emption right shall be governed in another manner.900 The 
“another manner” can take place as a consequence of provisions of the articles of 
association901, terms and conditions which have been issued in conjunction with an earlier 
issue of warrants or convertible instruments or provisions of the issue resolution. 

The above-mentioned gives possibility for the company also to decide on the share issuance 
without any kind of pre-emption rights. This would mean that shareholders and third parties 
have equal rights to participate in the issuance.902 

In case of issuing of warrants with attendant subscription for new shares the main rule is also 
that the shareholders shall hold pre-emption rights to the warrants pro rata to the number of 
shares they own.903 This shall not apply when the warrants are to be paid for with non-cash 
consideration or the pre-emption right shall be governed in another manner.904 Here the 
“another manner” can happen as a consequence of provisions of the articles of association905, 
terms and conditions which have been issued in conjunction with an earlier issue of warrants 
or convertible instruments or provisions of the issue resolution. 

Subscription for new shares upon exercise of warrants shall take place on a subscription list 
which contains the issue resolution.906 For a CSD company the subscription with respect to all 
or a certain part of the issue may take place through payment if so decided in the issue 
resolution  

There are separate rules also covering issues of convertible instruments with attendant 
conversion to new shares.907 In conjunction with issues the shareholders shall hold pre-
emption rights to the convertible instruments pro rata to the number of shares they own.908 
This shall however not apply if the convertible instruments are to be paid for with non-cash 
consideration or the pre-emption right shall be governed in another manner.909 The “another 
manner” refers here to provisions of the articles of association910, terms and conditions which 
have been issued in conjunction with an earlier issue of warrants or convertible instruments 
or provisions of the issue resolution. 

The party raising the proposal of an issue of convertible instruments, shall prepare a proposal 
for the general meeting.911 Normally the proposal is done by the board of directors. The 
proposal shall include information on  

• amount the company shall borrow 

• nominal value of the convertible instruments; 

• amount to be paid for each convertible instrument (subscription price) and the interest 
rate 

                                            
900 Chapter 13, Section 1:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
901 As referred to in Chapter 4, Section 3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
902 Rodhe, K. and Skog, R. (2014), p. 59. 
903 Chapter 14, Section 1:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
904 Chapter 14, Section 1:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
905 As referred to in Chapter 4, Section 3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
906 Chapter 14, Section 32:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
907 Chapter 15 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
908 Chapter 15, Section 1:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
909 Chapter 15, Section 1:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
910 As referred to in Chapter 4, Section 3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
911 As referred to in Chapter 15, Section 3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
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• holders of the pre-emption right to subscribe for convertible instruments and persons 
who shall otherwise be entitled to participate in the issue; 

• time period of the subscription for convertible instruments 

• allocation principles to be applied by the board of directors with respect to convertible 
instruments which are not subscribed according to pre-emption rights and  

• time period within which payment must be made for convertible instruments.912 

If derogation from the shareholders' pre-emption rights is done, the reasons for that and the 
principles on which the subscription price is based shall be mentioned in the resolution.913 

If applicable the proposal shall also include other specific terms governing the loan like (i) 
coupons attached to share certificates shall be used as issue certificates, (ii) how excess 
subscription rights shall be sold and (iii) company authorisation for the board of directors to 
determine the loan amount and specific loan terms in case of convertible instruments.914 The 
item (iii) regards only companies being listed in a regulated market. 915 Additionally, for 
companies being listed in a regulated market specific rules related to payment of convertible 
loan through set-off shall be applied.916 These rules limit the boards right to accept set-off as 
payment method.917  

A proposal shall include also additional details with respect to conversion as follows:918 (i) 
amount by which the share capital might be increased, (ii) conversion price between the 
convertible instruments and the new shares, (iii) time period within which conversion may be 
exercised and (iv) date from which the new shares shall carry right to dividends. 

When a proposal of convertible instruments is prepared it shall also include a report regarding 
the assessment of the value of non-cash consideration or issue terms and conditions 
concerning rights of set-off.919 

The proposal can entail that any person who holds a claim against the company shall be 
entitled to subscribe for a convertible instrument and to pay the subscription through set-off 
of the claim. In such a case the report shall identify the claims holders, the claim amount and 
the amount that may be set-off.920 

The above-mentioned report shall be reviewed by one or more auditors and the statement of 
the review shall be appended to the proposal.921  The auditor shall provide information 
regarding issue terms and conditions with respect to a right of set-off. Among other things the 
auditor shall describe the non-cash consideration and state the method used in the valuation. 
An auditor shall be an authorised or approved public accountant or a registered accounting 
firm.922 The auditor shall be appointed by the general meeting if not specifically stated 

                                            
912 Chapter 15, Section 4 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
913 Chapter 15, Section 4:3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
914 Chapter 15, Section 5:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
915 Chapter 15, Section 5:4 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
916 Chapter 15, Sections 5:5 and 41 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). 
917 Andersson, S. et al. (2015b), p. 15:10. 
918 Chapter 15, Section 6:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
919 Chapter 15, Section 9:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
920 Chapter 15, Section 9:3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
921 Chapter 15, Section 10:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
922 Chapter 15, Section 10:3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
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otherwise in the articles of association.  The review shall be done by the company's auditor if 
no specific auditor is appointed. 

Normally subscription for convertible instruments shall be done on a subscription list 
containing the issue resolution.923 Subscription may however also take place on the minutes 
of the general meeting. The prerequisite of this is that all convertible instruments are 
subscribed by persons entitled thereto at the general meeting at which the issue resolution was 
done.924 It is possible to decide that subscription of the issue shall take place through 
payment.925  

After completion of the subscription the board of directors shall decide upon allotment to the 
subscribers.926  

When convertible instrument is subscribed payment in cash or with non-cash consideration 
shall be done.927 A subscription debt may be set-off against a claim on the company only where 
the issue resolution contains such a provision.928 When issuer is a public company the 
convertible instruments may be paid by set-off provided that payment does not contravene the 
issue resolution and the board of directors considers the payment arrangement appropriate.929 
Additionally it is required that the set-off shall not prejudice the company or its creditor. 

The board of directors shall notify the resolution of issuing convertible instruments for 
registration in the companies register in six months after the issuance resolution.930 The 
registration shall be done subject to following conditions:931 (i) the total amount to be paid for 
the convertible instruments equals the amount determined for the issue, (ii) full and 
acceptable payment has been provided, (iii) a certificate regarding the payment in cash is 
presented from a credit institution932 and (iv) an auditor statement is presented regarding the 
possible non-cash consideration. 

The Swedish Companies Act does not include any regulation how conversion of convertible 
instruments to shares shall take place. In practice this regulation must be included in the terms 
of convertible instruments.933 After conversion to shares has happened the new shares shall 
be entered in the share register without delay.934 In case of a CSD company the conversion 
notification shall be given immediately to the central securities depository.935 When the 
convertible instruments are issued in paper form, they shall be affixed with a notation about 
the conversion.936 

An approved public accountant or a registered accounting firm must sign a statement for the 
registration of the exercised conversion. In the statement shall be mentioned that the company 
                                            
923 Chapter 15, Section 15:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
924 Chapter 15, Section 15:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
925 Chapter 15, Section 15:3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
926 Chapter 15, Section 20 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
927 Chapter 15, Section 21 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
928 Chapter 15, Section 25 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
929 Chapter 15, Section 43 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551) according to which in a public company 
“convertible instruments may be paid for by way of set-off provided: 

1. such does not contravene the issue resolution; 
2. the board of directors deems it appropriate; and 
3. set-off may take place without prejudice to the company or its creditors.” 

930 Chapter 15, Section 26 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
931 Chapter 15, Section 27:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
932 As referred to in Chapter 15, Section 22 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
933 Andersson, S. et al. (2015b), p. 15:44. 
934 Chapter 15, Section 37:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
935 Chapter 15, Section 37:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
936 Chapter 15, Section 37:3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
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has received consideration which corresponds at the minimum the quotient value of earlier 
shares.937 When registered the increase in the share capital is considered as the total of the 
minimum consideration which according to the above-mentioned statement has been 
contributed to the company in the conversion.938 

3.4.3.1.2.4 Certain private placements 
 
When a new issuance of shares or warrants or convertible instruments is done by a public 
company or its subsidiary the resolution must be approved by the general meeting if certain 
people belonging to the close circle of the issuer company have subscription right overruling 
the pre-emption rights of the shareholders or provisions of the articles of association.939 The 
close circle refers here to (i) members of the board of directors, (ii) managing director, (iii) 
other employees of the issuing company, (iv) spouse, cohabitee or person being under custody 
of any person referred to in points (i) - (iii) or (v) legal person over which any person referred 
to in points (i) - (iv) exercises a controlling influence. 

When a subsidiary of a public company has issued shares, warrants or convertible instruments 
to another company inside the same group with subscription rights, the latter company is not 
allowed to transfer the shares, warrants or convertible instruments to any close circle person 
referred to above unless the general meeting of the company so decides.940 Additionally a 
transfer from a subsidiary as described above must also be approved by the general meeting 
of the public company which is the parent of the whole group.941 A public company or its 
subsidiary may neither in other than above-mentioned situations transfer to the public 
company shares in a subsidiary or warrants or convertible instruments which have been issued 
by such a company to any close circle person referred to above unless the transfer has been 
approved by the general meeting of the public company.942 In case the public company is a 
subsidiary of another public company the transfer must also be approved by the general 
meeting of the parent company.943 Transfers violating the above-mentioned are invalid based 
on the specific rule in the law.944 This is the case regardless whether the receiver is in a good 
faith or not.945 

A resolution to take up a dividend-linked participating debentures and principal-linked 
participating debentures must always be adopted by the general meeting where any close circle 
person referred to above shall hold a right of priority to subscribe for the debenture or a right 
to subscribe subject to special terms and conditions.946 When the loan has been taken up by a 
company being a subsidiary of a public company, the decision must be approved also by the 
general meeting of the parent company.947 The notice to attend to that general meeting shall 
state the principal content of the proposal.948 

When resolution must be approved by the general meeting according to the description above 
the decision to be valid shall be supported by shareholders holding at the minimum 90 % of 
both the shares voted and of the shares represented.949 In case parent company general 

                                            
937 Chapter 15, Section 39 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
938 Chapter 15, Section 40 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
939 Chapter 16, Section 2:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
940 Chapter 16, Section 4:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
941 Chapter 16, Section 4:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
942 Chapter 16, Section 5:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
943 Chapter 16, Section 5:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
944 Chapter 16, Section 6 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
945 Andersson, S. et al. (2015b), p. 16:13. 
946 Chapter 16, Section 7:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
947 Chapter 16, Section 7:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
948 Chapter 16, Section 7:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
949 Chapter 16, Section 8 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
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meeting approval is required - and there are several public parent companies - the approval is 
required from the parent of the largest group.950 

3.4.3.1.2.5 Value transfers from the company 
 
In the Swedish Companies Act term “value transfer” means distribution of profits, acquisition 
of a company´s own shares951, share capital reduction or statutory reserve for repayment to 
the share owners.952 Acquisition of a company's own shares does in this connection however 
exclude  

• acquisitions for which no payment shall be made 

• acquisitions of business operations by the company and the shares represent a small 
portion of the company's share capital; 

• acquisitions where own shares are redeemed in relation to involuntary liquidation and 
buy-out due to fraud on the minority953   

• acquisitions at auction if own shares have been subject to a levy of execution in respect 
of the company's claims and 

• takeover of such new shares after the share split or reverse split that are not owned by 
the shareholders954.955  

Also, any another business event as a consequence of which the company's assets are reduced 
and which is not of a purely commercial nature for the company shall be considered as “value 
transfer” according to the law. The logic behind defining value transfers in the legislation is to 
limit the applicability of these transaction types.956 The challenge of value transfers referred 
in the law is that company is losing its assets without getting any relevant payment in return.957  

On top of that there are special provisions regarding transfers of assets in connection with 
mergers or demergers of companies and distribution of assets upon liquidation958.959  

Value transfers from the company may take place only according to the provisions of the law 
as (i) profit distribution, (ii) acquisition of own shares, (iii) reduction of the share capital or 
statutory reserve for repayment to the shareholders and (iv) gifts960 and (v) financial support 
within the group961.962 

A value transfer may happen only if even after the transfer the company's restricted equity is 
not covered.963 The basis for the control calculation shall be the most recently adopted balance 

                                            
950 Chapter 16, Section 9 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
951 However excluding acquisitions referred to in Chapter 19, Section 5 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
952 Chapter 17, Section 1:1of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).    
953 As referred to in Chapter 25, Section 22 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).    
954 As referred to in Chapter 4, Section 50:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
955 Chapter 19, Section 5 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).    
956 Andersson, J. (2010), p. 76. 
957 Sandström, T. (2015), p. 295. 
958 As referred to in Chapters 23-25 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
959 Chapter 17, Section 1:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
960 As referred to in Chapter 17, Section 5 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
961 As referred to in Chapter 6 b, Section 6 of the Banking and Financing Business Act (SFS 2004:297) or 
Chapter 8 b, Section 6 § of the Securities Market Act (SFS 2007:528). 
962 Chapter 17, Section 2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
963 Chapter 17, Section 3:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). See also Andersson, J. (2010), p. 115. 
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sheet taking into consideration also changes in restricted shareholders' equity that have taken 
place after the date of the balance sheet. The company may however implement a value 
transfer to shareholders or another party only according to the so-called “prudence rule” is 
applied. This means that value transfer shall be acceptable taking into consideration the size 
of shareholders' equity and need to strengthen the balance sheet, liquidity and financial 
position.964 The financial position of the company shall be strong enough to take care of its 
obligations even after the value transfer.965 Where the company is a parent company, the 
prudence rule consideration shall also be given to the demands with respect to the group's 
equity, balance sheet, liquidity and financial position.966 

It shall be noted that the creditor protection aspect of the value transfer regulation is so 
significant that not even a unanimous decision of all shareholders allows deviations from these 
rules.967   

Value transfers may not exceed the amount which, at the time of the last annual general 
meeting, was available for value transfers.968 Changes in shareholders' equity that have 
occurred after the most recent annual general meeting shall be taken into consideration.  

The general meeting or in situations with minor significance, the board of directors, may 
decide to make gifts for charitable or comparable purposes. This is however subject to that 
such transaction may be deemed reasonable taking into consideration the purpose of the 
transaction and the circumstances in general including company's financial position.969 The 
gift shall neither violate the requirement to protect the company's restricted shareholders' 
equity and the prudence rule.970 

3.4.3.1.2.6 Distribution of profits 
 
Distributions of profits shall be decided by the general meeting.971 This right cannot be 
delegated to anybody else by the general meeting.972 The decision is often done according to 
the proposal of the board of directors but not always. The general meeting may however decide 
on distribution that exceeds the proposal of the board of directors only when articles of 
association set obligation for that or the distribution is based on the minority request as 
described below. 

There are specific rules for a distribution of profits upon request by minority shareholders.973 
If the owners of not less than 1/10 of all shares so require, the annual general meeting shall 
decide upon the distribution of 50 % of the remaining profit. The profit shall be calculated 
based on the balance sheet where following deductions are made: (i) losses carried forward 
that exceed unrestricted reserves, (ii) amounts that must be transferred to restricted equity 
according to the law or the articles of association and (iii) amounts which according to the 
articles of association shall be used for other purpose than distribution to the shareholders. 

The articles of association may also include clause that a distribution of profits may be 
requested by a shareholder holding a smaller portion of the company's shares than the above-

                                            
964 Chapter 17, Section 3:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
965 Andersson, J. (2010), p. 123. 
966 Chapter 17, Section 3:3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
967 Andersson, S. et al. (2015b), p. 17:9, Andersson, J. (2010), p. 20 and Johansson, S. (2011), p. 147. 
968 Chapter 17, Section 4 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
969 Chapter 17, Section 5 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
970 As described in Chapter 17, Section 3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
971 Chapter 18, Section 1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
972 Andersson, S. et al. (2015b), p. 18:2. 
973 Chapter 18, Section 11:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
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mentioned 1/10 of all shares.974 Also it can be prescribed that the right to a distribution of 
profits shall relate to a higher amount than the above-mentioned 50 % of the profit.  

It is not possible for the general meeting decide on a distribution exceeding 5 % of the 
company's shareholders' equity. The distribution may not either violate the provisions related 
to sufficient coverage of restricted equity and the above-mentioned “prudence rule”.975   

3.4.3.1.2.7 Acquisition of own shares 
 
The Swedish company law sets a restriction for a company to subscribe for its own shares.976 
There are no exceptions for this rule.977 If however, a company has subscribed for its own 
shares, the board of directors and the managing director shall be considered to have 
subscribed for the shares on their own behalf. This means also that the board of directors and 
the managing director shall be jointly and severally liable for payment. If a board member or 
managing director can prove that she was not aware or should not have been aware either of 
the share subscription the above-mentioned personal liability is not applicable.978 Also in a 
situation where shares of a company have been subscribed for by a person on behalf of the 
company but in her own name, the subscriber shall be considered to have subscribed the 
shares on her own behalf.979 The above-mentioned approach shall also be applied with respect 
to a subsidiary's subscription for shares in its parent company.980  

A company is not allowed to accept its own shares as security.981 A subsidiary is not either 
allowed to accept shares in its parent company as security. 

As a main rule company may not acquire its own shares.982 However company may (i) acquire 
its own shares for which there is no payment obligation, (ii) acquire its own shares as a part of 
an acquisition of a business operations subject to that the shares represent a small portion of 
the company's total share capital, (iii) redeem its own shares in relation to involuntary 
liquidation and buy-out due to fraud on the minority983 , (iv) purchase its own shares at auction 
if shares have been subject to a levy of execution in respect of the company's claims and (v) 
takeover of such new shares after the share split or reverse split that are not owned by the 
shareholders984.985 

If shares have been acquired as described above and they have not been retired through a 
reduction of the share capital they shall be divested. The divestment shall take place as soon 
as possible without occurring loss but not later than three years from the date of the 
acquisition.986 Shares which have not been divested in three years shall be declared void by 
the company. This means that the company shall reduce the share capital by the portion of the 
share capital represented by such shares. The reduction shall be decided by the general 
meeting. The amount of the reduction shall be transferred to the statutory reserve. 

                                            
974 Chapter 18, Section 11:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
975 As referred to in Chapter 17, Section 3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
976 Chapter 19, Section 1:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
977 Andersson, S. et al. (2015b), p. 19:3. 
978 Chapter 19, Section 1:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
979 Chapter 19, Section 1:3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
980 Chapter 19, Section 2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
981 Chapter 19, Section 3:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
982 Chapter 19, Section 4:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
983 As referred to in Chapter 25, Section 22 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
984 As referred to in Chapter 4, Section 50:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
985 Chapter 19, Section 5 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
986 Chapter 19, Section 6:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
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A public company987 need not to divest shares that are acquired as described above if the 
company would have been permitted to hold such shares.988 A public company may not 
acquire its own shares if acquisition would lead for holding exceeding 1/10 of all shares in the 
company.989 Shares held by any subsidiary shall be deemed to be shares held by the parent 
company. 

As a main rule a subsidiary may not acquire shares in its parent company.990 An agreement in 
violation of this prohibition shall be void. However, in following situations a subsidiary may 
acquire shares in its parent:991 (i) acquisition of shares for which there is no payment 
obligation, (ii) acquisition of shares as a part of an acquisition of a business operations subject 
to that the shares represent a small portion of the company's total share capital and (iii) 
purchase of shares at auction if shares have been subject to a levy of execution in respect of 
the company's claims.  

For acquisition and transfer of own warrants and convertible instruments there are specific 
rules. When a company acquires its own warrants or convertible instruments, the amount 
related to the warrant or conversion right may not exceed the amount available to value 
transfers.992 For example in case of convertible loan the acquisition of the loan means payment 
of the loan which has no impact on the equity and this kind of transaction thus falls outside of 
the scope of this rule.993   

After a company has acquired its own convertible instruments the instrument shall cease to 
apply.994 The board of directors shall notify for registration in the companies register the 
number of convertible instruments which have ceased to apply.995 This notification shall take 
place no later than three months after the company has acquired its own convertible 
instruments. There is also a special rule for situations where an acquisition has taken place 
based on an offer which applies for a period more than one year. In such a situation the 
notification shall be made not later than three months after the expiry of the financial year 
during which the acquisition took place. 

There are several special rules for public companies. Among other things a public company 
which is listed on a Swedish or foreign exchange or on any other regulated market may - in 
addition to the above-mentioned general company limitations of acquiring own shares - 
acquire its own shares only as follows:996 (i) on a regulated market within the European 
Economic Area, (ii) on an exchange or any other regulated market outside the European 
Economic Area as authorised by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority or (iii) based on 
a purchase offer which has been given to all shareholders or all holders of a particular class of 
shares. 

                                            
987 As referred to in Chapter 19, Section 13 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
988 Chapter 19, Section 6:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
989 Chapter 19, Section 15 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
990 Chapter 19, Section 7:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
991 Chapter 19, Section 7:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
992 Chapter 19, Section 10 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).  In the specific Section is referred to value 
transfers pursuant to Chapter 17, Sections 3 and 4 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551). See more about the 
value transfers above section 3.4.3.1.2.5 Value transfers from the company. 
993 Andersson, S. et al. (2015b), p. 19:21. 
994 Chapter 19, Section 11 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
995 Chapter 19, Section 12 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
996 Chapter 19, Section 14:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).  See also Rutberg, A. and Skog, R. (2000), 
p. 11 about the applicability of so-called Dutch auction method for public companies. 
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A public company may acquire its own shares only up to the amount of max 10% of all shares 
in the company.997 Shares held by subsidiary shall be taken into consideration when 
calculating the above-mentioned shares amount. 

Where an acquisition by a public company has led to violation of the regulation the acquired 
shares shall be divested within a timeframe of six months.998 If divestment has not been done 
in time the shares shall be declared void by the company. The practicalities related to this is 
under the responsibility of the board.999 This means also that the company shall reduce the 
share capital accordingly. A proposal regarding a reduction shall be presented at the first 
general meeting after the declaration of shares becoming void. The reduced amount shall be 
transferred to the statutory reserve. 

3.4.3.1.2.8 Reduction of the share capital and the statutory reserve 
 
According to the Swedish company law the reduction of the share capital may take place in 
three alternative situations: (i) to cover losses, (ii) for transfer of funds to unrestricted 
shareholders' equity and (iii) for repayment to the shareholders.1000 

Reduction of the share capital may also happen according to a clause in the articles of 
association.1001 A share capital reduction can be done with or without retirement of shares.1002 

The general meeting shall decide on a reduction of the share capital unless otherwise 
prescribed in the articles of association.1003 If the share capital can vary at a lower or higher 
amount without amending the articles of association, the share capital may be reduced 
through redemption of shares. In such a case a relevant redemption clause may be included in 
the articles of association.1004 The redemption clause can be formulated so that also individual 
shareholder has right to claim the redemption.1005  

A general meeting decision regarding a reduction of the share capital shall be valid only subject 
to shareholders support not less than 2/3 of both the votes cast and the shares represented.1006 
A general meeting resolution regarding a reduction in share capital according to a redemption 
clause requires a simple majority of the votes cast.1007  

There are special restrictions in the law in cases where the reduction of the share capital is 
planned to be used for transfer to a fund to be used by the general meeting decision or for 
repayment to the shareholders.1008 The company may not implement such a reduction without 
the permission of the Swedish Companies Registration Office or - in case of dispute -  a 
relevant court.1009 If company simultaneously with the reduction takes measures that do not 
lead to reduction of restricted shareholders' equity or share capital the above-mentioned 
permission is not required. 

                                            
997 Chapter 19, Section 15 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
998 Chapter 19, Section 16 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
999 Andersson, S. et al. (2015b), p. 19:34. 
1000 Chapter 20, Section 1:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1001 Chapter 20, Section 1:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1002 Chapter 20, Section 2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1003 Chapter 20, Section 3:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1004 Chapter 20, Section 31:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1005 Andersson, S. et al. (2015b), p. 20:49 and Stenbeck, E. et al. (1970), p. 154. 
1006 Chapter 20, Section 5:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1007 Chapter 20, Section 3:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1008 As referred to Chapter 20, Section 1:1, points 2 and 3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).    
1009 Chapter 20, Section 23 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
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When the above-mentioned authority permission is required, the company shall notify its 
known creditors.1010 There is notification obligation if the auditors state that the reduction 
does not the position of the creditors.1011 

The statutory reserve may be reduced only in following situations:1012 (i) to cover losses if 
unrestricted shareholders' equity is not available for that1013, (ii) to increase the share capital 
through a bonus issue or new share issuance, (iii) for repayment to the shareholders or any 
other purpose subject to the Swedish Companies Registration Office or - in case of dispute - a 
relevant court permission1014.  

A decision to reduce the statutory reserve shall be done by the general meeting.1015 A simple 
majority of the votes cast is required.1016 

3.4.3.1.2.9 Merger of companies 
 
Merger of companies may take place through transferring all the assets and liabilities of a 
company to another company in exchange for consideration to the shareholders of the 
transferor company.1017 In a merger the transferor company is dissolved without liquidation. 
A merger may take place in a form of absorption or consolidation.1018 In the first option the 
merger takes place between the transferee company and the transferor company. In the latter 
alternative two or more transferor companies form a new transferee company (consolidation). 
The merger cannot be partial i.e. it shall regard all the assets and liabilities of the company.1019   

The merger consideration to the share owners of the transferor company or companies shall 
comprise shares in the transferee company or alternatively cash.1020 More than half of the 
value of the merger consideration must be covered by shares. The merger consideration shall 
be paid according to the market value of the shares of the transferor company.1021 A merger is 
possible only in case the merging companies having the same accounting currency.1022 

In case of merger the Swedish company law includes special rules for the holders of warrants, 
convertible instruments or other securities conveying special rights in the transferor company. 
The holders of these instruments may according to the merger plan be entitled to demand that 
the transferee company buy-out their securities. If the merger plan will not provide such 
possibility holders shall receive rights in the transferee company which are at least equal to 
the rights they possessed in the transferor company.1023  

In the consolidation merger the board of directors of the transferor company and - in case of 
absorption merger - of the transferee company shall jointly prepare a dated merger plan.1024 
                                            
1010 Chapter 20, Section 24:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1011 Chapter 20, Section 24:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1012 Chapter 20, Section 35 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1013 According to Andersson, S. et al. (2015b), p. 20:55 this applies both to losses based on the last audited 
balance sheet and also losses generated after the date of the balance sheet.  
1014 As referred to in Chapter 25, Sections 23-29 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1015 Chapter 20, Section 36:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1016 Chapter 20, Section 36:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1017 Chapter 23, Section 1:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1018 Chapter 23, Section 1:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1019 Andersson, S. et al. (2015c), p. 23:4. According to the authors a ”partial merger” can be done in a form of 
partial demerger. See more about the demerger below in section 3.4.3.1.2.10 Demerger of a company. 
1020 Chapter 23, Section 2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1021 Andersson, S. et al. (2015c), p. 23:7-7a and Government Proposal for the Companies Act (Prop. 
2004/05:85), p. 812. 
1022 Chapter 23, Section 3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1023 Chapter 23, Section 5 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1024 Chapter 23, Section 6:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
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In that plan among other things the following shall be stated in respect of each company:1025 
(i) company name, category, number and locality, (ii) number of shares in the transferee 
company to be exchanged for shares in the transferor company and cash payment as merger 
consideration, (iii) planned date for the dissolution of the transferor company and (iv) rights 
in the transferee company to be vested in holders of shares, warrants, convertible instruments 
and other securities with special rights in the transferor company. 

In a consolidation merger the merger plan shall additionally consist of the memorandum of 
association of the transferee company.1026 

The merger plan shall be reviewed comprehensively by generally accepted auditing standards. 
This shall be done by auditors of each of the transferor companies and in absorption merger 
also of the transferee company.1027  

A decision by a general meeting to approve the merger plan shall be done by shareholders 
holding at the minimum two-thirds of both the votes cast and the shares represented at the 
meeting.1028 In order the merger to become valid the merger must be approved by all the 
general meetings that must approve the merger plan.1029 

After the merger has become valid the participating companies shall notify the decision to 
known creditors in writing.1030 The creditors have right to oppose implementation of the 
merger plan. There is no need for the transferee company to inform its creditors if the auditors 
in their statement conclude that the merger does not jeopardise the position of the transferee 
company's creditors.1031 For transferor company there is not similar possibility to avoid 
notification for its creditors. The stronger protection is granted for the creditors of the 
transferor company because from their angle the debtor will change.1032      

An application for authorisation to implement the merger plan must be also done. This shall 
be done by the transferee company or - in case of consolidation merger - by the oldest of the 
transferor companies.1033 The application shall be made to the Swedish Companies 
Registration Office. 

The Swedish Companies Registration Office shall grant the companies authorisation to 
implement the merger plan if none of the creditors oppose the application.1034 In case any 
creditor opposes the application, the authority shall address the issue to the court. The court 
to handle the issue is the District Court in the locality where the transferee company has its 
registered office. 

The boards of directors of the companies may decide that the fully owned subsidiary shall be 
merged into the parent company.1035 In an absorption merger of wholly owned subsidiaries 
the merger plan shall also be reviewed by the company auditor according to generally accepted 

                                            
1025 Chapter 23, Section 7 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1026 Chapter 23, Section 6:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1027 Chapter 23, Section 11:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1028 Chapter 23, Section 17:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1029 Chapter 23, Section 18 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1030 Chapter 23, Section 19:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1031 Chapter 23, Section 19:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1032 See Andersson, S. et al. (2015c), p. 23:39 according to which the stronger creditor protection is needed for 
the creditors of the transferor company. The reason for this is that normally change of debtor is subject to 
creditor´s permission but in merger this permission is not required.  
1033 Chapter 23, Section 20:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1034 Chapter 23, Section 23 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1035 Chapter 23, Section 28:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
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auditing standards.1036 The parent company shall submit the merger plan for registration in 
the companies register in one month after the preparation of the plan.1037 This requirement 
does not exist if all participating companies are private companies and all shareholders of the 
parent company have signed the merger plan.1038 

In an absorption merger of wholly owned subsidiaries shareholders owning at the minimum 
5 % of all shares in the parent company have right to get the merger plan for the approval of 
the general meeting.1039 There is no need for a handling in a general meeting in the event of a 
merger in which all participating companies are private companies and all shareholders of the 
parent company have signed the merger plan.1040 Both in cases where the merger plan is not 
handled in the general meeting of the parent company or where the plan is approved by the 
general meeting, a written notice shall be given to known creditors about the merger plan 
entering into force.1041 

The parent company shall also apply for authorisation to implement the merger plan.1042 The 
application shall be submitted to the Swedish Companies Registration Office. The 
authorisation to implement a merger plan shall be registered in the companies register.1043 
Only after the registration the legal consequences of the merger - passing the subsidiary's 
assets and liabilities to the parent and dissolving the subsidiary - company shall enter in the 
force.1044 

3.4.3.1.2.10 Demerger of a company 
 
A Swedish company may be divided through a demerger as regulated in the Swedish 
Companies Act. In such a situation the company's assets and liabilities are taken over by one 
or several other companies in exchange for consideration to the shareholders of the transferor 
company.1045 Demerger may take place through dividing the transferor company in two 
alternative ways:1046 Firstly all assets and liabilities can be acquired by two or more other 
companies. In such a case the transferor company shall be dissolved without liquidation.1047 
Secondly part of assets and liabilities can be acquired by one or more other companies. In this 
case the transferor company shall not be dissolved.1048 

A company acquiring the assets and liabilities i.e. a transferee company may be an existing 
company or a company to be formed in connection of the demerger.1049 

The demerger consideration to be paid to the shareholders of the transferor company shall be 
paid in form of shares in the acquiring company or cash.1050 More than half of the value of the 
demerger consideration must be covered by shares. The possibility to pay the demerger 

                                            
1036 Chapter 23, Section 29:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1037 Chapter 23, Section 30:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1038 Chapter 23, Section 30:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1039 Chapter 23, Section 31:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1040 Chapter 23, Section 31:3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1041 Chapter 23, Section 32 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1042 Chapter 23, Section 33:1of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1043 Chapter 23, Section 34:1of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1044 Chapter 23, Section 34:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1045 Chapter 24, Section 1:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1046 Chapter 24, Section 1:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1047 Andersson, S. et al. (2015c), p. 24:2 according to which this form of merger is called “fission”. 
1048 Andersson, S. et al. (2015c), p. 24:2-3 according to which this form of demerger is called as ”avknoppning”. 
1049 Chapter 24, Section 1:3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1050 Chapter 24, Section 2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
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consideration in combination of shares and cash shall not be used so that a shareholder gets 
the payment without his consent differently than the other shareholders.1051   

Like in case of merger also demerger may take place only when the involved companies have 
the same accounting currency.1052 The liquidation of the transferor company is not an obstacle 
for the demerger subject to that distribution of the company's assets has not commenced.1053 

A debt owed by the transferor company which is mentioned in the merger plan and transferred 
to a transferee company through the demerger will become liability of the transferee 
company.1054 If part of the assets and liabilities is acquired by a company without the 
transferor company being dissolved the transferor company shall also remain liable for the 
debt in question. The amount of liability is however limited to the amount corresponding to 
the actual net value of the assets transferred.  

When a debt is not addressed in the demerger plan, the transferee companies shall have joint 
and several liabilities.1055 In the event of demerger where only part of the assets and liabilities 
is acquired, the transferees and the transferor shall have joint and several liabilities. This 
means also that if one of the joint and severally responsible companies pays the whole liability 
that company has recourse right towards the other companies having joint and several 
payment responsibilities.1056 

Holders of warrants, convertible instruments or other securities with special rights in the 
transferor company shall receive corresponding rights in the transferee company.1057 This is 
however not the situation when demerger plan entitles the rights owners to have their 
securities bought out by the transferee company. 

The merger process requires a demerger plan which shall be prepared by the boards of 
directors of the transferor and the transferee companies.1058 If the transferee company shall 
be formed in connection with the demerger, the demerger plan shall also become a 
memorandum of association.1059  

There are requirements set for the content of the demerger plan in the law. The document 
shall contain among other things the following:1060 (i) company name and identification data, 
(ii) description of the assets and liabilities to be transferred including their actual value, (iii) 
number of shares and cash payment to be provided as demerger consideration, (iv) rights in 
the transferee company to be vested for holders of shares, warrants, convertible instruments 
and other securities with special rights in the transferor company or measures otherwise to be 
taken for the benefit of the above-mentioned holders of special rights and (v) whether any 
person in any other ways shall obtain special rights or benefits from the transferee company 
which is formed in connection with the demerger. 

                                            
1051 Svensson, B. and Danelius, J. (2012), p. 177. 
1052 Chapter 24, Section 3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1053 Chapter 24, Section 4:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1054 Chapter 24, Section 5:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1055 Chapter 24, Section 5:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1056 There are no specific rules on the recourse right in Companies Act but Andersson, S. et al. (2015c), p. 24:11 
refers to general principles of the obligation law as described in Rodhe, K. (1986). 
1057 Chapter 24, Section 6 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1058 Chapter 24, Section 7:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1059 Chapter 24, Section 7:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1060 Chapter 24, Section 8 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
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The demerger plan shall be reviewed by one or more auditors for each participating company 
according to the generally accepted auditing standards.1061 The auditors' statements shall be 
put as appendix to the demerger plan.1062 

The transferee company shall submit the plan to the Swedish Companies Registration Office 
for registration in the companies register.1063 This shall take place in one month of the 
preparation of the demerger plan. This requirement does not exist in the event of a demerger 
where all participating companies are private and all shareholders have signed the demerger 
plan.1064 

Shareholders holding at the minimum 2/3 both the votes cast and the shares represented at 
the general shall approve a demerger plan.1065 In a company having several classes of shares, 
the above-mentioned requirement shall also apply to each class of shares which is represented 
at the general meeting.1066 An additional special rule exists regarding a merger between a 
transferor company which is a public company and a transferee company which is a private 
company. In such a case the decision of the public company is valid only subject to support 
from all shareholders present in the meeting and they must represent together at the 
minimum 90 % of all the shares in the company.1067 

Like in case of merger also in demerger the participating companies shall notify the approval 
decision to known creditors in writing.1068 It shall be informed that the company intends to 
apply for authorisation to implement the demerger plan and the creditors' have right to oppose 
the implementation. The purpose of the notification is to give creditors chance to oppose the 
demerger.1069  The creditors of the transferee company need not be notified if auditors in their 
demerger plan statement conclude that they have not found the demerger jeopardises the 
position of the transferee company's creditors.1070 

An application to the Swedish Companies Registration Office is needed for authorisation to 
implement the demerger plan. The application shall be made by the transferor company.1071 
Where no impediment exists and no creditors oppose the application, the companies shall be 
provided authorisation to implement the demerger plan by the Office.1072 In case any creditor 
opposes the application, the authority shall address the issue to the court. The court to handle 
the issue is the District Court in the locality where the company in question has its registered 
office 

The demerger shall be registered in the companies register. The registration application shall 
be done jointly by the boards of directors of the transferee companies.1073 

 
 

                                            
1061 Chapter 24, Section 13:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1062 Chapter 24, Section 13:4 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1063 Chapter 24, Section 16:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1064 Chapter 24, Section 16:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1065 Chapter 24, Section 19:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1066 Chapter 24, Section 19:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1067 Chapter 24, Section 19:3 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1068 Chapter 24, Section 21:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1069 Andersson, S. et al. (2015c), p. 24:39. 
1070 Chapter 24, Section 21:2 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1071 Chapter 24, Section 22:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1072 Chapter 24, Sections 24 and 25 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
1073 Chapter 24, Section 27:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
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3.4.3.2 Estonia 

 
3.4.3.2.1 About the Estonian legal system 
 
The Estonian legal system has its roots in the Roman law and is thus part of continental 
European legal tradition.1074 Estonia became a full member of the European Union since May 
1, 2004 and therefore EU law is also an integral part of the Estonian legal system. 

The Estonian legal system is norm-based and the case law does not have a precedent value.1075 
However the decisions of the Supreme Court are also relevant especially when gaps in 
legislation need to be covered.  

The current Estonian Constitution was adopted on 1992. The Constitution stipulates that 
Estonia is a sovereign democratic republic where the supreme power of the state is vested in 
the people.1076 State authority is exercised solely under the Constitution and laws.1077 The 
Constitution also notes that generally recognised principles and rules of international law are 
an indivisible part of the Estonian legal system.1078 Among the key principles in the 
Constitution are the principle of separation of powers1079 and the principle of legality1080 and 
equal treatment1081. 

 
3.4.3.2.2 Commercial Code 
  
The Commercial Code1082 in Estonia entered in the force on September 1, 1995. The law 
includes the basic principles of Estonian entrepreneurship and regulates any type of company 
formation in Estonia. Also, the role of the Commercial Register is regulated in the Commercial 
code. The law is divided in 10 Parts totalling 541 Sections.  

Compared to the Finnish Limited Liability Companies Act the Estonian Commercial Code 
covers areas for which Finland has separate legislation. Such areas are  

• Business name (in Finland: Trade Name Act (128/1979)) 

• Procuration (in Finland: Procuration Act (130/1979)) 

• Commercial register including general provisions on documentation, entry, content, 
registry card, maintenance, etc. (in Finland: Commercial Register Act 129/1979)) 

• General Partnership and Limited Partnership including foundation, relations among 
partners etc., dissolution (In Finland: General Partnership and Limited Partnership 
Act (389/1988)). 

Several modifications have been made to the law over the years to keep the legislation updated. 
For example, due to the EU membership of Estonia there has been a need to adapt to the 
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European directives. Some of the latest changes have facilitated the incorporation procedures 
allowing possibility to registrate company electronically and allow fundraising in the form of 
convertible bonds or convertible loans.  

3.4.3.2.2.1 General part 
 
In Estonian Commercial Code are identified five types of business entities: general 
partnership, limited partnership, private limited company, public limited company or 
commercial association.1083 The legal capacity of an Estonian company is subject to its entry 
in the commercial register.1084  

A group of limited liability companies exist on two conditions:1085 

• When a company is a shareholder of another company and owns a majority voting 
right. A company in which one or more subsidiaries - with or without the parent - have 
a majority voting rights is also a subsidiary of the parent company. 

• When a company controls another company based on an agreement or without an 
agreement the companies form a group.1086 

According to the Estonian company law a company may only have one business name.1087 In 
case of a private limited company the appendage “osaühing” (private limited company) or 
abbreviation “OÜ” shall be used. In case of public limited company, the appendage 
“aktsiaselts” (public limited company) or abbreviation “AS” shall be used. 

3.4.3.2.2.2 Private limited company 
 
In Estonia the private limited company is defined with three basic features.1088 Firstly, share 
capital shall be split into private limited company shares. Secondly, owner of a share shall not 
have personal liability for the obligations of the private limited company. Thirdly, private 
limited company shall have liability for its obligations with all of its assets. This means that 
the creditor of the private limited company can claim the receivable from the company only 
from the company and not from the shareholder.1089 Shareholder´s personal liability is limited 
only to the amount of invested share capital.1090  

Share capital currency shall be euros and the share capital shall be at least 2,500 euros.1091 
The law sets several requirements for the maintenance of this capital.1092  

The Estonian Commercial Code sets several requirements for the founding of the private 
limited company.1093 Such a company may be established by one or more persons.1094 A 
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founder can be a natural person or a legal person.1095 The key documents in the founding 
process are a memorandum of association and articles of association.1096  

When founding a private limited company, a memorandum of association shall be 
prepared.1097 The memorandum of association shall include among other things following 
items:1098 

• business name, registered office and address of the company  

• name and residence or registered office of each founder 

• proposed share capital amount 

• nominal value and number of shares 

• amount to be paid for shares  

• information on the management board members and - in case a supervisory board 
exists - information on supervisory board members. 

The founders shall also prepare and approve the articles of association as an attachment to the 
memorandum of association.1099 Both documents shall be signed by all founders and 
notarised.1100 The memorandum of association shall be replaced by a notarised foundation 
resolution signed by the founder in case there is only one founder.1101 This notarial 
involvement is required both in case of private and public limited companies.1102   

The articles of association of a private limited company shall set out among other things 
business name and registered office of the private limited company, amount of share capital, 
specific rights attaching to a share or specific rights of a shareholder and formation and 
amount of legal reserve.1103 

The share capital can be defined either as a specific amount or as a minimum and maximum 
capital. In case of the latter alternative the minimum capital shall be at least 1/4 of the 
maximum capital.  

In case of the specific rights attaching to a share are established or different share classes are 
established they shall be specified in the articles of association. 

A contribution for the share may be either monetary or non-monetary.1104 A non-monetary 
payment is possible only if the articles of association so require. The founders are required to 
pay their contribution for the shares before submitting an entry petition in the commercial 
register.1105 It is however possible to prescribe otherwise in the memorandum of 
association.1106 There is a special regulation forbidding payment for a share by set-off against 
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salary, fees or other receivables from the private limited company being founded.1107 There is 
also possibility to found a private limited company without immediate payment of the 
shares.1108 This option is reserved only for situations where founders are physical persons and 
share capital is below 25,000 euros.1109 

The minimum nominal value of a share of private limited company shall be one euro or its 
multiple.1110 Shares may have different nominal values.1111 Shares that have the same rights 
form one class of shares.1112 Owner of a share gets the participation right in the management 
of the company and right in distribution of profit.1113 There is no possibility to issue a 
certificate for a share of a private limited company.1114 However it is possible that the shares 
are entered in the Estonian register of securities.1115 

A share can be freely transferred from a shareholder to another shareholder.1116 When 
transferring a share to a third person, the other share owners have a pre-emption right.1117 If 
pre-emption right shall be used it has to be done in one month since the presentation of the 
transfer agreement. In practice this shall be done that the sales contract shall be given to the 
management board of the company by the seller. After that the management board shall 
without delay inform the other shareholders of entry into the sales contract.1118  

The articles of association may contain additional requirements related to the transfer of 
shares. It can be prescribed in the articles of association that a resolution of the other 
shareholders, the management board, the supervisory board or another person is obligatory 
to a share transfer.1119 In such a situation the above-mentioned reference to shareholders pre-
emption right is not applied in the private limited company. In the articles of association may 
also be prescribed that the pre-emption right shall not be applied at all upon the transfer of a 
share. If a transaction is done without the fulfilment of additional condition the transaction 
shall be null and void. It is however possible for the shareholder to demand that the other 
shareholders, the management board, the supervisory board or another person in question is 
required to give permission for the transfer a share. According to the law such a demand can 
be done “with good reason”. 

The share transfer is completed when the transfer and a certification of it is notified to the 
company.1120 This does not however apply if the shares are entered in the Estonian register of 
securities.1121 Such transactions that transferor and the company have entered into  before the 
share transfer notification to the company and which relate to shareholder-company 
relationship shall be applied to the transferee.1122 After receiving a share transfer notice the 
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management board shall amend the entries in the list of shareholders accordingly.1123 This 
however does not either apply if shares are entered in the Estonian register of securities.1124 

A private limited company share can be transferred or pledged also partially. In such a case a 
share shall be divided.1125 The decision of the shareholders is required for the division of the 
share subject to that the articles of association do not prescribe otherwise. 

The principle of the equal treatment of shareholders in equal situations is included in the 
Estonian Commercial Code. Shareholders´ treatment shall be equal in equal conditions.1126 A 
shareholder is not obliged to make a contribution more than the nominal value and premium 
of the share unless her consent.1127 

The articles of association of the company may provide specific rights attached to a share or 
specific rights for a shareholder. Such rights may influence to the shareholders´ resolutions 
and distribution of profit and division of remaining assets in the company´s liquidation.1128 
Any resolution for amendment of the articles of association annulling or changing these 
specific rights shall be subject to the consent of all the shareholders having such specific 
right.1129 It is however possible also to prescribe differently in the articles of association.  

A shareholder must make a contribution equivalent to the nominal value of the share.1130 This 
means that a shareholder is not allowed to pay a contribution which is below the nominal value 
of the share.1131  The articles of association may prescribe the right of the company to issue 
shares with a premium i.e. for a price exceeding their nominal value.1132 The shareholder is in 
such a situation also obliged to pay this premium amount. If the private limited company 
cannot cover its loss by retained profit, legal reserve or other reserves a premium may be used 
to cover such a loss or alternatively a premium can be used to increase share capital by a bonus 
issue.1133 

Dividend payment is possible from net profit or retained profit after deduction of losses based 
on the approved annual report.1134 This means that distribution of capital to shareholders 
requires free reserves as defined in the law.1135 A shareholder is entitled to dividend in 
proportion to his ownership share subject to that the articles of association do not prescribe 
otherwise.1136 Payments are made to shareholders only if the net assets of the private limited 
company are at the minimum on the level of total of share capital and reserves.1137 The 
minimum level is defined according to the law or the articles of association. 

Company has a possibility to capitalise the expenditure related to the development as 
intangible assets. If the development expenditure has not been fully depreciated, the amount 
equal to the undepreciated development expenditure out of the sum of the normally 
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distributable reserves - i.e. profit and the retained profit from previous periods - cannot be 
distributed.1138  

Shareholders can become creditors of the company but investing in the share capital does not 
make shareholders the creditor status.1139 Any shareholder has however the right to demand 
payment of a dividend according to a resolution of the shareholders.1140 Such a payment shall  
be done in money or - in case of shareholders’ consent - also in other assets.1141 

As stated in the law or the articles of association legal reserve shall be established from annual 
net profit transfers and other transfers entered in the legal reserve.1142 This is an equity item 
in the balance sheet that has cannot be distributed to shareholders.1143 In case prescription of 
legal reserve is included in the articles of association the legal reserve shall be at the minimum 
10 % of the share capital.1144 In each financial year at least 5 % of the net profit shall be entered 
in the legal reserve. After the legal reserve reaches the amount defined in the articles of 
association, the net profit shall not be used to increase the legal reserve any more.1145 
Shareholders may decide that legal reserve is used to cover a loss or to increase share 
capital.1146 In case that is done the legal reserve must be increased back to the minimum 
amount.1147 There is a specific rule in the law stating that the legal reserve shall not be used to 
make payments to shareholders.1148 

There are specific rules on convertible bonds in the Estonian Commercial Code. A private 
limited company may issue convertible bonds which give to their holders right to convert the 
bonds to shares.1149 This conditional increase of the share capital is subject to prescription in 
the articles of association and a resolution of the shareholders.1150 A convertible bond shall be 
registered and it  may be transferred on similar conditions as a share.1151 It is possible to issue 
convertible bonds after the issuer company is registered in the commercial register.1152 The 
shareholders shall have the pre-emptive right1153 to subscribe for convertible bonds.1154 
According to the law at least the nominal value of a convertible bond shall be paid in money. 
The nominal value of a share issued for the bond may exceed the nominal value of the bond 
but only provided that the difference is paid for in money.1155 The sum of the nominal values 
of convertible bonds shall not exceed 50 % of the share capital.1156  

The shareholders of the private limited company are competent to make among other things 
following decisions:1157 
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• amending the articles of association 

• increasing and reducing share capital 

• electing and removing members of the supervisory board 

• electing and removing members of the management board subject to that the company 
does not have a supervisory board 

• approving the annual report and distribute profit 

• electing an auditor 

• deciding on dissolution, merger, division or transformation. 

The shareholders may also adopt resolutions on such items that are within the management 
board´s or supervisory board´s competence.1158 When doing so the shareholders face the same 
liability as members of the management board or supervisory board.1159 

In the articles of association can be prescribed about the shareholders voting rights. If not 
otherwise prescribed the number of votes of a shareholder shall be in proportion to the amount 
of the shareholder’s share.1160 Also - if not otherwise prescribed in the articles of association - 
each one euro of a share is equal to one vote.1161 

For a shareholders´ meeting to be competent to approve resolutions votes over 50 % of the 
shares shall be represented unless it is prescribed a greater representation requirement in the 
articles of association.1162 A resolution of the shareholders favoured by over 50 % of the votes 
represented at the meeting shall be adopted unless there is a greater majority requirement in 
the law or in the articles of association.1163 If the adoption of resolution has taken place without 
calling a meeting of shareholders1164 the resolution shall be adopted if over 50 % of the votes 
of the shareholders are in favour if no greater majority requirements stem from the law or the 
articles of association.1165   

A resolution on amendment of the articles of association shall require at the minimum 2/3 of 
the votes of the shareholders participating in the meeting.1166 If the resolution has taken place 
without calling a meeting of shareholders 1167 the adoption requires at least two-thirds of the 
votes of the shareholders. If the articles of association prescribe a greater majority 
requirement that must be followed.  

The role of the management board is to represent and manage the private limited company.1168 
The management board shall have at the minimum one member.1169 A management board 
member does not need not be a shareholder. There is an additional requirement for a member 
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of the management board to be a natural person with active legal capacity.1170 As the legal 
representative of a company the board member takes care of the economic activities of the 
enterprise.1171 

The private limited company may also have a supervisory board. In such a case the 
management board shall act according to the orders of the supervisory board.1172 The 
management board may perform operations outside the scope of daily economic activities only 
subject to the supervisory board consent. This restriction is not applicable regarding third 
persons. 

Additionally, there is a requirement for a management board member to perform all duties 
with due diligence.1173 

A decision to increase share capital shall be adopted by the shareholders. Such a resolution 
shall be adopted if at least 2/3 of the votes of the shareholders participating in the meeting 
support the resolution.1174 If the adoption of resolution has taken place without calling a 
meeting of shareholders1175 at least 2/3 of the votes of the shareholders shall be in favour. If 
the articles of association require a greater majority that condition must be followed.  

In case there is a need to amend articles of association due to the increase of share capital, the 
articles of association shall be amended first.1176 An increase of share capital shall not be 
approved either until the private limited company is registered in the commercial register.1177 

Unless otherwise prescribed in the increase resolution, when share capital is increased a 
shareholder´s pre-emptive right allows subscription for the shares to be issued in proportion 
to the shareholder’s ownership share.1178 A shareholder has also right to give up the pre-
emptive right. In such a situation the other shareholders get the right to subscribe the new 
shares.1179 This means that the other shareholders using the pre-emption right have then 
chance to divide the new “given up” shares in proportion to their shareholder´s share out of 
those shareholders using the pre-emption right.1180    

A company may increase its share capital on account of the shareholders’ equity without 
making contributions.1181 In this kind of transaction the amount of the total equity of the 
company does not change but only the share capital.1182 The shareholders may decide on this 
“bonus issue” based on the profit distribution resolution and the annual report.1183 In this 
scheme the increase of shareholder´s share shall take place in proportion to the nominal value 
of the shareholder’s share.1184 A resolution contradicting the above-mentioned shall be 
considered void.  
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There are also rules on conditional issue of share capital related to issuance of convertible 
bonds. Here the shareholders may decide on the conditional share capital increase up to the 
total amount of the nominal values of the convertible bonds.1185 The shareholders´ resolution 
may also prescribe the increase of the share capital even to the level above the total amount of 
the nominal values of the exchangeable convertible bonds. In such a situation the difference 
between the nominal value of the convertible bonds and the nominal value of the shares shall 
be covered in money.  

Conditional increase of capital is also possible by issuing subscription rights i.e. option 
rights.1186 The holder of the rights has possibility to subscribe new shares as has been agreed 
in the resolution to issue subscription rights.1187 It is not possible to decide on a conditional 
share capital increase exceeding existing share capital by more than 50 %.1188 

In a decision on conditional increase of share capital following points shall be included: (i) 
objective of the conditional increase, (ii) persons permitted to participate in the conditional 
increase, (iii) issue price of shares and (iv) terms of performing the subscription rights.1189 
After the resolution adoption the management board shall apply for entry of the conditional 
increase in the commercial register.1190 Shares shall not be issued before the conditional 
increase of share capital has been registered.1191 The share capital and number of shares shall 
be increased as of the issue of the share.1192  

A decision to reduce the share capital requires at least 2/3 of the votes of the shareholders 
participating in the meeting.1193  If meeting has taken place without calling a meeting of 
shareholders,1194 at least 2/3 of the votes of the shareholders shall be in voting for the 
resolution, unless even greater majority is required by the articles of association.   

In case of a reduction of share capital by reducing the nominal values of shares or cancelling 
shares other than proportionally special decision-making rules shall apply.1195 Besides the 
voting requirement mentioned above, the resolution shall be approved by the shareholders 
whose shares are disproportionally reduced or cancelled compared to other shares. 1196 

When the articles of association are amended due to the reduction of share capital the 
amendment shall be done before the share capital reduction.1197 However this is not applicable 
if a share capital increase at least up to the minimum amount1198 of share capital is decided 
parallelly with a share capital reduction.1199 No separate notification to creditors1200 either is 
required if a share capital increase at least up to the current level of the share capital is decided 
simultaneously. Such shares that are issues simultaneously with the share capital decrease can 
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paid for in money only. The change of share capital shall be registered in the commercial 
register. 

A resolution on share capital reduction shall include argumentation for the reduction, extent 
and method of reduction and new nominal values of shares.1201 

There is also a process for a simplified reduction of share capital for private limited 
companies.1202 According to that share capital may be reduced without applying the creditor 
notification procedure1203 in order to cover a loss of the private limited company.1204 The 
simplified reduction process may also be used when the profit and the legal reserve are not 
enough to cover a loss and the company has no other reserves either.1205 When deciding on 
the reduction of share capital it shall be indicated what is the loss for which the share capital 
need to be reduced.1206 The reduction of share capital is possible only to cover the loss.1207 No 
payments and dividend distributions shall be made during the financial year on which the 
share capital decrease  was decided and the two subsequent financial years.1208  

3.4.3.2.2.3 Public limited company 
 
According to the Estonian Commercial Code a public limited company has share capital 
divided into shares of public limited company.1209 A shareholder shall not in such a company 
be personally liable for the company´s obligations.1210 Nevertheless, a public limited company 
itself is liable for its obligations with all of its assets.1211 The concept of limited liability allows 
separation of company assets and liabilities from those of company owners.1212  

Share capital shall be denominated in euros and it shall be at least 25,000 euros.1213 The law 
sets several requirements for the maintenance of this capital.1214   

In a public limited company, a share may be issued with nominal value or without nominal 
value.1215 Both types of shares cannot be issued simultaneously.1216   

In case of shares without nominal value an equal part of the share capital shall conform to all 
shares.1217 In practice the book value of the share i.e. part of the share capital corresponding 
to one share shall be the share capital divided by the number of shares. If a public limited 
company has issued shares with different nominal value they can be changed to shares without 
nominal value. This requires however the equalisation of the nominal values of the shares 
before the introduction of the share without nominal value.1218 This change shall be registered 

                                            
1201 Chapter 21, Section 1971 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1202 Saare, K. et al. (2015), p. 299-300. 
1203 As referred to in Chapter 21, Section 199 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1204 Chapter 21, Section 1992:1 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1205 Chapter 21, Section 1992:2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1206 Chapter 21, Section 1992:3 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1207 Chapter 21, Section 1992:4 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1208 Chapter 21, Section 1992:5 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1209 Chapter 23, Section 221:1 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1210 Chapter 23, Section 221:2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1211 Chapter 23, Section 221:3 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355).  
1212 Saare, K. et al. (2015), p. 331. 
1213 Chapter 23, Section 222 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1214 Saare, K. et al. (2015), p. 44. 
1215 Chapter 23, Section 2221:1 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1216 Saare, K. et al. (2015), p. 336. 
1217 Chapter 23, Section 2221:2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1218 Chapter 23, Section 2221:3 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
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in the commercial register and the number of shares without nominal value shall be deemed 
to become valid when relevant registration is made.1219 

The nominal value or book value of a share shall be at the minimum ten cents or multiple of 
ten cents.1220 A share shall also be indivisible.1221 

The share´s issue price shall be at the minimum the share´s nominal value or book value.1222 
There is no upper limit for the issue price of a share.1223 According to the law it is possible to 
use a premium to cover a loss if loss cannot be covered by the retained profit or legal reserve 
and to increase share capital through a bonus issue. The issue price of a share shall always be 
fully paid by the subscriber when share is issued.1224  

In a public limited company, a share shall grant the shareholder several different rights.1225 
Besides what is provided by law or articles of association a shareholder shall be entitled to 
participate in the general meeting, distribution of profits and - in case of dissolution - 
remaining assets.1226  

When subscribing a share, a subscriber receives the right to receive a share and undertakes to 
pay for it.1227 A subscriber may also receive a certificate of subscription for the subscribed 
shares.1228  The rights and obligations attached to a subscription may be transferred.1229 The 
subscriber and the transferee shall be in solidarity liable for payment not paid in full. What is 
regulated for transfer of registered shares shall apply to transfer of certificates of subscription, 
too.  

Shares shall be registered by entering them in the Estonian register of securities.1230 The rights 
that are attached to a share shall be owned by the person that has been entered in the share 
register as the shareholder.1231 

The shares entered in the shares register may be transferred freely.1232 It can be prescribed in 
the articles of association that shareholder´s pre-emptive right applicable to each share 
transfer for charge.1233 The term of such right shall not be over two months calculated from 
the presentation of the transfer agreement. It is the obligation of the seller to notify the entry 
of sales contract to the management board which will after that notify the other shareholders 
therefrom.1234  

                                            
1219 Chapter 23, Section 2221:4 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1220 Chapter 24, Section 223:1-2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1221 Chapter 24, Section 224 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1222 Chapter 24, Section 225:1 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1223 Chapter 24, Section 225:2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1224 Chapter 24, Section 225:3 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1225 Saare, K. et al. (2015), pp. 335-337. 
1226 Chapter 24, Section 226 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1227 Chapter 24, Section 2261:1 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1228 Chapter 24, Section 2261:2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1229 Chapter 24, Section 2261:3 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1230 Chapter 24, Section 228:1 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1231 Chapter 24, Section 228:2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1232 Chapter 24, Section 229:1 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1233 Chapter 24, Section 229:2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1234 The provisions of the Law of Obligations Act (RT I 2001, 81, 487) apply otherwise to the right of pre-
emption.  
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The Estonian register of securities or another depository shall maintain a share register 
concerning a public limited liability company.1235 Such a register shall contain following 
information:1236 

• shareholder´s name, address and personal identification code or registry code 

• class and nominal value of the shares 

• date of subscription and acquisition of the shares. 

Shares may have unlike rights in relation to profit distribution and division of assets upon 
liquidation.1237 The different rights shall be based on the articles of association.1238 Shares with 
the same rights belong in the same class of shares.  

Rights connected to the shares may be amended by a general meeting resolution if at the 
minimum 4/5 of votes are supporting the decision.1239 In the articles of association may be 
prescribed an even greater majority requirement. On top of that at least 9/10 of such 
shareholders must vote in favour of the resolution who have shares belonging to the class the 
rights of which are modified. 

Each share is entitled to a separate vote unless law provides otherwise.1240 This means that the 
more shares one has the more the more voting power one can use.1241 Equal nominal values of 
shares shall mean equal number of votes.1242 Different voting rights of shares shall match the 
differences in nominal values. If shares do not have a nominal value they shall grant an 
identical number of votes.1243  

A public limited company has possibility to issue non-voting shares that include preferential 
right in distribution of dividends and in distribution of remaining assets upon dissolution.1244 
These preferred shares have otherwise the same rights as normal shares excluding the right to 
vote. The sum of the nominal values or book values of preferred shares shall be at the 
maximum 1/3 of the share capital.1245 In practice this limitation rule does not restrict the funds 
possible to obtain through preferred shares as share issuance is possible also above par.1246 

A preferred share has voting right in certain limited situations if the articles of association so 
prescribe.1247 Every holder of preferred shares shall provide their consent before decision on 
cancelling or amending of the preference rights is applied. The holders of preferred shares 
shall have the voting right upon cancellation of the preferential right.1248  

                                            
1235 Chapter 24, Section 233:2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). See also the Securities Register 
Maintenance Act (RT I, 26.06.2017).   
1236 Chapter 24, Section 233:1 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1237 Chapter 24, Section 235:1 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1238 Saare, K. et al. (2015), p. 338. 
1239 Chapter 24, Section 235:2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1240 Chapter 24, Section 236:1 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1241 Vutt, M. (2010), p. 190. 
1242 Chapter 24, Section 236:2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1243 Chapter 24, Section 236:3 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1244 Chapter 24, Section 237:1 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1245 Chapter 24, Section 237:2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1246 Sander, P. and Kõomägi, M (2007), p. 200. 
1247 Chapter 24, Section 237:3 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1248 Chapter 24, Section 237:4 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
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The owner of a preferred share shall have right to a dividend payment prior to other 
shareholders.1249 The dividend shall be prescribed in the articles of association.1250 The 
distribution shall be defined as a percentage of the nominal value or book value of the share 
unless the articles of association state differently. The holder of a preferred share may also 
receive a greater dividend distribution than prescribed in the articles of association.1251 In case 
of shortage of the distributable profit the holders of preferred shares may not receive the 
dividend at all or may receive only part of the dividend.1252 That part of the dividend that is 
not paid will be added on top of the dividend that has to be paid next year. The same timetable 
applies for the interest to be paid according to the law. 

If dividends are not paid to the holder of a preferred share during two financial years, the right 
to vote is established for the holder of a preferred share.1253 Regarding a share with nominal 
value the right to vote will be established according to the nominal value of the share. In case 
of a share without nominal value a preferred share is granted an equal number of votes with 
other shares. The votes of the holders of the preferred shares shall be counted in the quorum 
of the general meeting. The holder of a preferred share keeps the voting right until the last day 
of the financial year in which a dividend is fully paid.1254  

It shall be also noted that if the right to vote is acquired, the acquisition shall not release the 
public limited company from the responsibility of dividend payment from the earlier years and 
the relevant interest according to law.1255 It is not either possible to cancel the preferential 
right to get dividends and to participate in the asset distribution upon dissolution. 

There are also separate rules on convertible bonds in public limited company. Subject to 
prescription in the articles of association, a public limited company may issue bonds by a 
decision of the general meeting.1256 Such a convertible bond granting its holders the right to 
convert their bonds to shares may be registered.1257 After relevant entry in the commercial 
register convertible bonds may be issued.1258 According to the law the nominal value of a 
convertible bond shall be paid for the convertible bond in money at the minimum. It is allowed 
the nominal value or book value of shares issued for the bond to exceed the nominal value of 
the bond but only subject to that money is used to pay the difference.1259 The sum of the 
nominal values of convertible bonds shall not exceed 1/3 of the share capital.1260 As convertible 
bonds can be issued above the par the cap set for the nominal values of the convertible bond 
do not limit the actual amount received through these instruments.1261 

Also, in case of public limited company there are rules on conditional issue of share capital 
related to issuance of convertible bonds.1262 Here the management board may decide on the 
conditional increase of the share capital up to the total amount of the nominal values of the 
convertible bonds. The management board has powers to decide as well on the increase of the 
share capital even to the level above the sum of the nominal values of the exchangeable 

                                            
1249 Chapter 24, Section 238:1 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1250 Saare, K. et al. (2015), p. 424. 
1251 Chapter 24, Section 238:2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1252 Chapter 24, Section 238:3 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1253 Chapter 24, Section 239:1 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1254 Chapter 24, Section 239:2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1255 Chapter 24, Section 239:3 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1256 Chapter 24, Section 241:1 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1257 Chapter 24, Section 241:2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1258 Chapter 24, Section 241:3 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1259 Chapter 24, Section 241:4 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1260 Chapter 24, Section 241:5 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1261 Sander, P. and Kõomägi, M (2007), p. 200. 
1262 Chapter 29, Sections 351-3512 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
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convertible bonds. In such a situation the difference between the nominal value of the 
convertible bonds and the nominal value of the shares shall be covered in money.  

Conditional increase of capital is also possible by issuing subscription rights i.e. option 
rights.1263  The holder of the rights has possibility to subscribe new shares as has been agreed 
in the resolution to issue subscription rights.1264 It is not possible to decide on a conditional 
increase of the share capital exceeding existing share capital by more than 1/3.1265 However in 
case of issuing subscription rights for shares that are aimed to be traded on a regulated 
securities market the 1/3 threshold can be exceeded if general meeting so decides with the 
majority of ¾  of the votes represented at the general meeting.1266 

 
3.4.3.3 USA  

 
3.4.3.3.1 About the legal system of the USA 
 
Because of the history under the British empire the US legal system of the USA derives from 
the English common law. The United States was founded as a union of 13 colonies each of 
them declaring their independence from the British Crown 1776.1267 Because of the strong 
authority of the individual states the country is a complex organization of Federal government 
and in total 50 states today.  

The United States Constitution which came into force 1789 is the supreme law of the United 
States of America. It includes among other things the doctrine of the separation of powers into 
legislative, executive and the judicial branches.1268 The judicial branch consist of the Supreme 
Court and other federal courts. The constitution gives specific powers to the national federal 
government.1269 This means in practice that all powers not delegated to the federal 
government remains with the states.1270 Each of the 50 states has its own state constitution, 
legal codes, judiciary and governmental structure. 

The U.S. is a common law country. The legal system in every state is based on the common law 
except in Louisiana.1271 There is limited statutory basis and judges establish common law 
through written opinions. These opinions bind the lower courts in their future decision-
making.  

 
3.4.3.3.2 Company legislation in the USA in general 
 
In the USA business can be driven by four different types of firms: corporations, limited 
liability companies, partnerships and sole proprietorships.1272 The most dominating type of 

                                            
1263 Chapter 29, Section 351:4 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1264 Saare, K. et al. (2015), p. 294 and p. 439. 
1265 Chapter 29, Section 351:5 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1266 Chapter 29, Section 3512:1-2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
1267 The Declaration of Independence is the statement adopted by the Continental Congress meeting at 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on July 4, 1776. The declaration announced that the thirteen American colonies 
which were at war with Great Britain, regarded themselves as thirteen newly independent sovereign states. 
1268 Vile, J.R. (2015), pp. 23-24. 
1269 The Constitution of the United States of America, Article 3, Section 2.  
1270 Bradley, C. A. (2015), p. 2. 
1271 The state of Louisiana has a legal system founded on a civil-law tradition due to the French heritage. See for 
more details Palmer, V.V. (2012), pp. 277- 353.  
1272 Berk, J. and DeMarzo, P. (2017), pp. 36-39.   
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firm in terms of economic significance is corporation.1273 The focus in the text below is on 
corporations only.    

The federal law sets the minimum standards for many activities of corporations. Such rules 
relate to securities laws like the Securities Act of 19331274, the Securities and Exchange Act of 
19341275, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 20021276 and the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act of 20101277. On top of that there are different systems of corporate 
law in each state leading to 50 different corporate legislations. This means that the US 
corporations are subject to both federal law and state corporate law.1278 As the statute of the 
state governs the existence of the corporation and its internal affairs the US corporate law can 
be considered in practice to be state law.1279   

The US Constitution allows corporations to incorporate in the state of their choice regardless 
of where their headquarters are.1280 This means that states compete on ways of attracting 
companies into their jurisdiction due to increase of tax revenues.1281 This has led to a massive 
regulative competition.1282 Some scholars consider the regulatory competition as positive by 
arguing among other things that it increases the shareholder value.1283 Those who criticize the 
regulatory competition see especially the decreased protection of shareholders and creditors 
problematic.1284 

Every state has its own corporation statute describing the incorporation, rights and roles of 
shareholders and other fundamental elements of corporate life. Out of the several alternatives 
two sources of corporate laws have become the most significant:  

• Model Business Corporation Act (later referred to also as MBCA) drafted by the 
American Bar Association and 

• Delaware General Corporation Law (later referred to also as DGCL).  

                                            
1273 Berk, J. and DeMarzo, P. (2017), p. 38. 
1274 The Securities Act of 1933 sets requirements for corporates to provide investors financial and other 
significant information regarding securities being offered for public sale. See for more details SEC (2013). 
1275 The Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 created the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) with 
broad authority over the securities industry related to registration, regulation and overseeing. See for more 
details SEC (2013). 
1276 The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 provided reforms to enhance corporate responsibility and financial 
disclosures and combat corporate and accounting fraud.  The Act also created the Public Company Accounting 
Oversight Board (PCAOB) to oversee the auditing activities. See for more details SEC (2013).  
1277 The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 changed the U.S. regulatory 
system in several areas including among other things consumer protection, corporate governance, trading 
restrictions, regulation of financial products and credit ratings. See for more details SEC (2013). 
1278 Beinbridge, S.M. (2012), p. 4 highlights the importance of federal law for public corporations in the dual 
regulatory scheme of the USA. On the other hand, Cross, F.B. and Prentice, R.A. (2007), p. 12 states that 
corporate law is primarily created by states and not by the federal government. 
1279 Cahn, A. and Donald, D.C. (2010), p. 17. 
1280 This is based on the corporations having the same privileges and immunities as other “citizens” as 
concluded by U.S. Supreme Court in the case Santa Clara County v. Southern Pacific R.R., 118 U.S. 394 
(1886). 
1281 As an example of how corporate law has been used as a device for raising tax revenues see Seligman, J., 
(1976), pp. 265-270. 
1282 The idea of regulatory competition was recognised by the U.S. Supreme Court in the case Louis K. Liggett 
Co. v. Lee, 288 U.S. 517 (1933). 
1283 Those who support regulatory completion describe it as the “race to the top”. See Winter Jr., R.K. (1977) 
and Romano, R. (1985).   
1284 Those who criticize regulatory completion describe it as the “race to the bottom”. See Cary, W. (1974) and 
Bebchuk, L.A. (1992).  
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Over twenty states have adopted the MBCA as the basis of their state corporation laws.1285 
However more than half of the US corporations are incorporated under the Delaware law 
making it as the winner in the regulative competition.1286 Below is first reviewed briefly the 
MBCA and after that more comprehensively the company legislation of Delaware.    

 
3.4.3.3.3 Model Business Corporation Act   
 
The Model Business Corporation Act (MBCA) is a model set of law prepared by the Committee 
on Corporate Laws of the Section of Business Law of the American Bar Association.1287 The 
MBCA was originally published in 1950. The states defined corporations in different ways 
which resulted in uncertainty among the different stakeholders of the corporations. This was 
a problem especially with the companies operating in different states than where they were 
incorporated.1288 The MBCA seeked to clarify the regulative uncertainty by providing answers 
to several open questions and became gradually adopted by more and more states.1289   

The model act has been continuously updated over the years. The existing version was 
published in December 2016.1290 

The MBCA consists of 17 chapters and an interesting part of the MBCA regards the shares and 
distribution regulated in Chapter 6.1291 According to the MBCA the articles of incorporation 

                                            
1285 The exact figure varies depending on how the partial adoptions are taken in the calculations. According to 
Bainbridge, S. (2015), p. 10 the MBCA version of MBCA has been adopted in whole by 24 states and partially 
by “many others”.  According to Morris, G.G. (2015), pp. 983-984 the MBCA is basis of the corporate law of 
31 states including the state of Louisiana which adopted the customised version of the Act effective January 1, 
2015. Morris adds that including District of Columbia the MBCA is adopted in 32 jurisdictions.   
1286 Bainbridge, S.M. (2015), p. 10. According to the author Delaware “…is far and away the dominant source 
of state corporation law. This is so because more than half of the corporations listed for trading on the New 
York Stock Exchange and nearly 60% of the Fortune 500 corporations are incorporated in Delaware.”  
1287 According to American Bar Association (2017) the American Bar Association (ABA) “is committed to 
supporting the legal profession with practical resources for legal professionals while improving the 
administration of justice, accrediting law schools, establishing model ethical codes, and more.” The association 
is founded in 1878 and has nearly 400,000 members. ABA headquarters are located in Chicago. 
1288 See Jennings, R.W. (1958), pp. 193-196 about the regulative challenges in the early years of the first 
MBCA. 
1289 See Garrett, R. (1950) about the history and purpose of MBCA in general. 
1290 See Corporate Laws Committee (2017) about the revision of the Model Business Corporation Act.  
1291 Model Business Corporation Act, version 2016 is also available on American Bar Association (ABA) 
Internet-page. See American Bar Association (2017b). The 17 chapters including more detailed structure of 
Chapter 6 are as follows:    
Chapter 1: General Provisions 
Chapter 2: Incorporation 
Chapter 3: Purposes and Powers 
Chapter 4: Name 
Chapter 5: Office and Agent 
Chapter 6: Shares and Distributions 

Subchapter A. 
SHARES 
§ 6.01.  Authorized shares 
§ 6.02.  Terms of class or series determined by board of directors  
§ 6.03.  Issued and outstanding shares 
§ 6.04.  Fractional shares 
Subchapter B. 
ISSUANCE OF SHARES 
§ 6.20.  Subscription for shares before incorporation  
§ 6.21.  Issuance of shares 
§ 6.22.  Liability of shareholders 
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must include information of different classes of shares the corporation is authorized to 
issue.1292  The prescription must define a distinguishing designation for different class or series 
and the terms, including the preferences, rights and limitations. According to the main rule all 
shares of a same class or same series must have identical terms, including preferences, rights 
and limitations. 

The articles of incorporation must authorize any classes of shares or series of shares that 
jointly have unlimited voting rights and right to receive the net assets of the corporation in 
dissolution.1293 The description in the articles of corporation constitutes a contract of 
shareholders and must therefore be done sufficiently detailed.1294  

The articles of incorporation may authorize shares to 

• have special voting rights or no right to vote unless otherwise provided by the act 

• be redeemable or convertible  

o at the option of the company, the shareholder or another person or when a 
specific event occurs 

o for cash, indebtedness, securities or property of other kind and  

o at price and in amount specified in a formula 

• entitle the holder to a distribution calculated in any method or 

• have preference over any other share class or series relating to distributions.1295 

                                            
§ 6.23.  Share dividends 
§ 6.24.  Share rights, options, warrants and awards 
§ 6.25.  Form and content of certificates 
§ 6.26.  Shares without certificates 
§ 6.27.  Restriction on transfer of shares and other securities  
Subchapter C. 
SUBSEQUENT ACQUISITION OF SHARES BY SHAREHOLDERS AND CORPORATION 
§ 6.30.  Shareholders’ preemptive rights 
§ 6.31.  Corporation’s acquisition of its own shares 
Subchapter D. 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
§ 6.40.  Distributions to shareholders 

Chapter 7: Shareholders 
Chapter 8: Directors and Officers 
Chapter 9: Domestication and Conversion 
Chapter 10: Amendment of Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws 
Chapter 11: Mergers and Share Exchanges 
Chapter 12: Disposition of Assets 
Chapter 13: Appraisal Rights 
Chapter 14: Dissolution 
Chapter 15: Foreign Corporations 
Chapter 16: Records and Reports 
Chapter 17: Transition Provisions. 
1292 Chapter 6, Subchapter A, Section 6.01.(a) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1293 Chapter 6, Subchapter A, Section 6.01.(b) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1294 American Bar Association (2008), p. 6-4. 
1295 Chapter 6, Subchapter A, Section 6.01.(c) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
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Shares of each class or series can be issued as authorized by the articles of incorporation.1296 
Issued shares are considered to be outstanding shares until the moment they are reacquired, 
redeemed, converted or cancelled. Shares must be outstanding at all times if they have 
unlimited voting rights and are entitled to receive the net assets of the corporation upon 
dissolution.1297 If company redeemed all its shares it should start the dissolution process at 
the time of the redemption at the latest.1298  

According to the main rule the board of directors may authorize shares to be issued unless the 
articles of association reserve this right to shareholders.1299 When shares, convertible 
securities or rights exercisable for shares are issued approval of shareholders are however in 
some situation required according to the MBCA. At the shareholders meeting a majority of the 
votes is required for transactions where the shares, other securities or rights are issued for 
other than cash consideration and the votes of shares that are issued and issuable because of 
the transaction will comprise more than 20% of the votes of the shares outstanding 
immediately before the transaction.1300 The 20 % threshold rule mentioned above is in line 
with the rules of major stock exchanges in the USA.1301  

The one who purchased from a corporation of its own shares is obliged to pay the consideration 
for which the shares issue was authorized.1302 If not otherwise stated in the articles of 
incorporation, a shareholder of a corporation does not have personal liability for the 
obligations of the corporation unless he becomes personally liable due to his own actions or 
conduct.1303 

A share issuance is considered to be dividend payment if shares are issued pro rata and without 
consideration to the shareholders.1304 This kind of dividend payment is however not possible 
unless the articles of incorporation authorize that, a majority of the votes entitled to be cast by 
the class or series to be issued approve the issue or no shares of the class or series to be issued 
are outstanding.1305  

It is possible for a corporation to issue rights, options or warrants for the purchase of its shares 
or other securities.1306  It is the board of director’s responsibility to determine the conditions 
upon which the rights, options or warrants are issued and the conditions including the 
consideration for which the shares or other securities are to be issued. When the board of 
directors for the corporation decides to issue rights, options or warrants the decision includes 
also authorization to issue the shares or other securities for which the rights, options or 
warrants can be exercised. 

                                            
1296 Chapter 6, Subchapter A, Section 6.03.(a) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1297 Chapter 6, Subchapter A, Section 6.03.(c) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1298 American Bar Association (2008), p. 6-13. 
1299 Chapter 6, Subchapter B, Section 6.21.(b) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1300 Chapter 6, Subchapter B, Section 6.21.(f) of the Model Business Corporation Act.    
1301 See NYSE (2017), Section 312.03 and NASDAQ (2017), Stock Market Rule 5635 (a). According to these 
regulations the main rule is that listed issuers must obtain shareholder approval before securities like common 
stock or securities convertible into or exercisable for common stock representing 20 percent or more of the 
common stock or voting power outstanding prior to the issuance can be issued. 
1302 Chapter 6, Subchapter B, Section 6.22.(a) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1303 Chapter 6, Subchapter B, Section 6.22.(b) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1304 Chapter 6, Subchapter B, Section 6.23.(a) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1305 Chapter 6, Subchapter B, Section 6.23.(b) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1306 Chapter 6, Subchapter B, Section 6.24.(a) of the Model Business Corporation Act.  
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According to the MBCA the terms and conditions of rights, options or warrants may include 
also some restrictions.1307 If so decided it is possible to preclude or limit the exercise, transfer 
or receipt of such rights, options or warrants by some persons. 

It is also possible for the board of directors to authorise its officers to define the recipients of 
rights, options, warrants or other equity compensation awards involving share issuance.1308 
The authorisation can also include possibility to determine the stockholders, the number of 
the above-mentioned instruments and their terms. 

MCBA sets also some restrictions on transfer of shares and other securities. These restrictions 
may originate from the articles of incorporation, bylaws, a shareholder agreement or even an 
agreement between the company itself and the shareholders.1309  Share transfer restrictions 
are quite common and their content may vary.1310  Such a restriction is not normally applied 
to shares issued before the restriction became valid. However, if the shareholders themselves 
are parties to the restriction agreement or voted for the restriction the applicability shall cover 
also earlier issued shares. 

A restriction on the transfer as described above is valid subject to that the restriction is noted 
on the certificate or in the information statement required on certificates.1311 Unless noted like 
described above a restriction is not enforceable against a person who was not aware of the 
restriction. The purpose of the transfer restrictions is to maintain the company status when it 
depends on the identity or number of its shareholders, to maintain exemptions under federal 
or state securities law or for other proper reason.1312  

There are several kinds of restrictions on the transfer that can be applied. Such restrictions 
can oblige the shareholder to give the corporation or other persons an opportunity to acquire 
the shares first, oblige the corporation or other persons to acquire the restricted shares, 
require the corporation, other shareholder or person to approve the transfer of shares or forbid 
the transfer of the shares to designated persons.1313 It is specifically stated in the model act 
that term “shares” refers also to a security convertible into or carrying a right to subscribe for 
or acquire shares.1314 

The shareholders of a corporation have limited pre-emptive right to acquire the corporation’s 
unissued shares according to the MBCA. The shareholders do not have that right except to the 
extent the articles of incorporation so provide.1315 According to the model act it is possible to 
include in the articles of incorporation a statement allowing the corporation to have pre-

                                            
1307 Chapter 6, Subchapter B, Section 6.24.(b) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1308 Chapter 6, Subchapter B, Section 6.24.(c) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1309 Chapter 6, Subchapter B, Section 6.27.(a) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1310 American Bar Association (2008), pp. 6-33 and 6-34. 
1311 Chapter 6, Subchapter B, Section 6.27.(b) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1312 Chapter 6, Subchapter B, Section 6.27.(c) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1313 Chapter 6, Subchapter B, Section 6.27.(d) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1314 Chapter 6, Subchapter B, Section 6.27.(e) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1315 Chapter 6, Subchapter C, Section 6.30.(a) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
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emptive rights.1316 In such a case the principles listed in the model act shall be applied unless 
the articles of incorporation expressly provide otherwise.1317 

What is applicable for the pre-emption right concerning the shares is also applicable for the 
pre-emption right concerning a security convertible into or carrying a right to subscribe for or 
acquire shares.1318 

A corporation may acquire its own shares. The own shares acquired are considered authorized 
but unissued shares.1319 This means that there is no distinction between authorized and never 
issued shares compared to formerly issued authorized but reacquired shares.1320 If it is 
prohibited in the articles of incorporation to reissue the acquired shares the number of 
authorized shares shall be reduced by the amount acquired shares.1321 

Dividend payment to shareholders is allowed by the decision of a board of directors.1322 The 
restrictions of the articles of incorporation must however be taken into consideration. In 
addition to that distribution of dividends is not allowed if after the distribution (i) the 
corporation would not be able to pay its debts when they are due1323 or (ii) the corporation’s 
total assets would be less than the sum of its total liabilities.1324 Unless otherwise prescribed 
in the articles of incorporation the “total liabilities” mentioned above shall also include the 

                                            
1316 Chapter 6, Subchapter C, Section 6.30.(b) of the Model Business Corporation Act according to which  
“A statement included in the articles of incorporation that “the corporation elects to have preemptive rights” 
(or words of similar effect) means that the following principles apply except to the extent the articles of 
incorporation expressly provide otherwise.  
(1) The shareholders of the corporation have a preemptive right, granted on uniform terms and conditions 
prescribed by the board of directors to provide a fair and reasonable opportunity to exercise the right, to 
acquire proportional amounts of the corporation’s unissued shares upon the decision of the board of directors 
to issue them. 
(2) A preemptive right may be waived by a shareholder. A waiver evidenced by a writing is irrevocable even 
though it is not supported by consideration. 
(3) There is no preemptive right with respect to: 

(i) shares issued as compensation to directors, officers, employees or agents of the corporation, its 
subsidiaries or affiliates; 
(ii) shares issued to satisfy conversion or option rights created to provide compensation to directors, officers, 
employees or agents of the corporation, its subsidiaries or affiliates; 
(iii) shares authorized in the articles of incorporation that are issued within six months from the effective 
date of incorporation; or 
(iv) shares sold otherwise than for cash. 

(4) Holders of shares of any class or series without voting power but with preferential rights to distributions 
have no preemptive rights with respect to shares of any class or series. 
(5) Holders of shares of any class or series with voting power but without preferential rights to distributions 
have no preemptive rights with respect to shares of any class or series with preferential rights to distributions 
unless the shares with preferential rights are convertible into or carry a right to subscribe for or acquire the 
shares without preferential 
rights.  
(6) Shares subject to preemptive rights that are not acquired by shareholders may be issued to any person for a 
period of one year after being offered to shareholders at a consideration set by the board of directors that is not 
lower than the consideration set for the exercise of preemptive rights. An offer at a lower consideration or after 
the expiration of one year is subject to the shareholders’ preemptive rights.”   
1317 American Bar Association (2008), pp. 6-38 and 6-39.   
1318 Chapter 6, Subchapter C, Section 6.30.(c) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1319 Chapter 6, Subchapter C, Section 6.31.(a) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1320 Hanks, J.J. (2011), p. 216. 
1321 Chapter 6, Subchapter C, Section 6.31.(b) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1322 Chapter 6, Subchapter D, Section 6.40.(a) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1323 Chapter 6, Subchapter D, Section 6.40.(c)(1) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1324 Chapter 6, Subchapter D, Section 6.40.(c)(2) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
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preferential rights upon dissolution of shareholders whose preferential rights are superior to 
those receiving the distribution. 

The so-called “equity insolvency test” referred to in point (i) above is based on overall 
judgment requiring likelihood that the company is able satisfy anticipated obligations and 
possible near-term refinancing needs.1325 The “balance sheet test” referred to in point (ii) 
above is based on balance sheet items.1326  

The board of directors may determine the legality of the distribution based on financial 
statements, on a fair valuation or other reasonable method.1327 

The above-mentioned distribution rules shall not apply to distributions in liquidation.1328 

 
3.4.3.3.4 “Delaware effect” 
 
The state of Delaware has had corporate regulation already since the Delaware Constitution of 
1776. At first it was based on the common law of England and later based on domestic acts.1329 
Delaware's first general corporation legislation was passed in 1883.1330 In 1899 it was reformed 
by the new General Corporation Law which was strongly influenced by the liberal nature of 
the corporation law of neighbour state of New Jersey.1331 However the actual rise to the pole 
position in the regulatory competition took place little bit later in the beginning of 1900s. This 
became possible when New Jersey - at that time the most popular corporate jurisdiction in the 
country - tightened is regulatory requirements with the support of the presidential campaign 
of its governor Woodrow Wilson.1332 The antitrust and other laws passed by New Jersey in 
1913 led many companies to find more favourable jurisdictions.1333 After that more and more 
companies started to incorporate themselves in Delaware and since then the state has kept its 
position as the market leader. Although having its origins in the end of 1800s the Delaware 
Corporate legislation has been kept up-to-date by continuous development and several 
amendments have been passed during the years.  

The reasons for explaining the success of Delaware General Corporation Law are at least the 
business-friendly legislation, legislature with corporate expertise and efficient specialised 
court system. 

Firstly, the legislation is business friendly and the infrastructure around it is attractive.1334 
More than one hundred years of corporate jurisdiction has remained flexible and favourable 
especially for the management of the company. Although the regulatory competition with 
other states have become more intense Delaware has kept its position among other things 
through constant revision of the regulation. 

                                            
1325 American Bar Association (2008), pp. 6-43 and 6-44.   
1326 American Bar Association (2008), pp. 6-44 and 6-45.   
1327 Chapter 6, Subchapter D, Section 6.40.(d) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1328 Chapter 6, Subchapter D, Section 6.40.(h) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
1329 See about the development of corporate regulation in Delaware in general Arsht, S.S. (1976). 
1330 Pistor, K. et al. (2002), p. 798. 
1331 Seligman, J., (1976), p. 271. 
1332 Chen, R. and Hanson, J. (2004), p. 143. 
1333 Parsons, D.F. and Slights III, J.R. (2008).  
1334 Booth, R.A. and Hamilton R.W. (2014), p. 3. 
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Secondly the Delaware legislature gives high priority to corporate matters bringing corporate 
expertise to these matters. The state officials have good cooperation with the Delaware Bar 
Association which is even allowed to draft the relevant legislation.1335 

Thirdly there is a specialised court for the corporate cases which system is widely considered 
to be good.1336 The Court of Chancery has no juries and the judges are called upon representing 
the expertise of corporate law. The court also explain on regular basis the reasons for the 
decisions. The long history has accumulated expertise through thousands of cases and 
supports also quick and effective process including ability to answer to several problems. As 
the Court of Chancery specialises on corporate law cases there is no backlog of criminal and 
tort cases and thus no similar resource challenges either as in many general courts.1337  

The Delaware General Corporation Law (DGCL) consists of 18 subchapters.1338 Some of the 
most significant of them from the perspective of the discussed topic are reviewed below.    

3.4.3.3.4.1 Formation 

According to the DGCL any person, partnership, association or corporation may incorporate 
or organize a corporation.1339 This means that the law applies both non-stock and stock 
companies and even non-profit organisations making the regulation truly general.1340   

The certificate of incorporation must include certain items. Among these obligatory matters 
belong among other things name of the corporation, address, nature of the business, the total 
number of shares of stock which the corporation shall have authority to issue and name and 
mailing address of the incorporator.1341 

Besides the obligatory provisions the certificate of incorporation may also contain voluntary 
provisions.1342 An example of the voluntary provisions is right to grant to the holders of the 
stock the pre-emptive right to subscribe to any issues of stock or to any securities of the 

                                            
1335 Alva, C. (1990), pp. 899-901. 
1336 Kahan, M. and Kamar, E. (2002), p. 708. 
1337 Black, L.S. Jr (2007), p.6.  
1338 Delaware General Corporation Law (Title 8, Chapter 1 of the Delaware Code). The law text is also available 
on the State of Delaware official Internet-page. See DGCL (2017). The 18 subchapters are as follows:    
Subchapter I. Formation  
Subchapter II. Powers  
Subchapter III. Registered Office and Registered Agent  
Subchapter IV. Directors and Officers  
Subchapter V. Stock and Dividends  
Subchapter VI. Stock Transfers  
Subchapter VII. Meetings, Elections, Voting and Notice  
Subchapter VIII. Amendment of Certificate of Incorporation; Changes in Capital and Capital Stock  
Subchapter IX. Merger, Consolidation or Conversion  
Subchapter X. Sale of Assets, Dissolution and Winding Up  
Subchapter XI. Insolvency; Receivers and Trustees  
Subchapter XII. Renewal, Revival, Extension and Restoration of Certificate of Incorporation or Charter  
Subchapter XIII. Suits Against Corporations, Directors, Officers or Stockholders  
Subchapter XIV. Close Corporations; Special Provisions  
Subchapter XV. Public Benefit Corporations  
Subchapter XVI. Foreign Corporations  
Subchapter XVII. Domestication and Transfer  
Subchapter XVIII. Miscellaneous Provisions 
1339 Subchapter I, Section 101(a) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1340 Welch, E.P. et al. (2016), pp. CGL-5. 
1341 Subchapter I, Section 102(a) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1342 Welch, E.P. et al. (2016), p. CGL-14. 
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corporation convertible into such stock.1343 This kind of right - if granted - shall be expressly 
provisioned in the certificate of incorporation.1344 

3.4.3.3.4.2 Powers 

The company directors and stockholders possess and may exercise all the powers and 
privileges granted by the law or by certificate of incorporation subject to that such powers and 
privileges are necessary or convenient for the business.1345 The reference “necessary and 
convenient” in the law is not considered to have significant limitation of powers.1346 

Every corporation shall have additionally specific powers listed in the law.1347 This list covers 
among other things following powers:   

• purchase, sell, mortgage or pledge all or any of its property and assets wherever 
situated 

• wind up and dissolve itself  

• make donations for the public welfare or for charitable, scientific or educational 
purposes 

• make contracts of guaranty and suretyship, incur liabilities, borrow money, issue its 
notes, bonds and other obligations and secure any of its obligations by mortgage, 
pledge or other encumbrance of its property.   

• lend money for corporate purposes, invest and reinvest its funds, 

• pay pensions and carry out pension, profit sharing, stock option, stock purchase, stock 
bonus, retirement, benefit, incentive and compensation plans, trusts and provisions 
for its directors, officers and employees. 

Any corporation may guarantee, purchase, take, own, sell, lease, exchange, transfer or 
otherwise dispose of and deal with bonds and other obligations, shares or other types of 
securities.1348 When owning any such securities the company may exercise all the rights, 
powers and privileges of ownership including the voting right.1349 

Rules on effect of lack of corporate capacity or power and ultra vires are also included in the 
DGCL.1350 According to the main rule no act shall be invalid because the corporation did not 
have capacity or power to do such act. However, such lack of capacity or power may be asserted 
in some cases by a stockholder against the corporation, by the corporation itself against former 
officers or directors or by the Attorney General.1351  

                                            
1343 Subchapter I, Section 102(b) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1344 Ibid. 
1345 Subchapter II, Section 121(a) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1346 Welch, E.P. et al. (2016), p. CGL-79. 
1347 Subchapter II, Section 122 of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1348 Subchapter II, Section 123 of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1349 Welch, E.P. et al. (2016), p. CGL-85. 
1350 Subchapter II, Section 124 of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1351 According to Subchapter II, Section 124 of the Delaware General Corporation Law 
“…lack of capacity or power may be asserted:  
(1) In a proceeding by a stockholder against the corporation to enjoin the doing of any act or acts or the 
transfer of real or personal property by or to the corporation. If the unauthorized acts or transfer sought to be 
enjoined are being, or are to be, performed or made pursuant to any contract to which the corporation is a 
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3.4.3.3.4.3 Stock and dividends 

Under Delaware law every corporation may issue stocks.1352 Stocks represent proportionate 
part of the share capital bringing stockholders right for distribution but stock ownership only 
does not mean creditors position.1353 Stockholder is entitled also to voting rights unless 
certificate of incorporation specifically prescribes otherwise.1354 The corporations are also 
granted the power to issue different share classes.1355   

Any stock may be made subject to redemption.1356 However according to the main rule after 
any redemption the corporation shall have outstanding at least 1 share that has full voting 
powers.1357 This means in practice that each Delaware corporation must have at least one class 
of non-redeemable common stock. Redemption of redeemable stocks may take place for cash, 
property or rights or even for securities of the same or another corporation.1358  

The holders of preferred stock shall have right to receive dividends.1359 The number of 
dividends shall be stated in the certificate of incorporation or alternatively in the resolution 
providing for the issue of such stock.  The dividends on preferred stock shall be cumulative if 
so expressly stated in the certificate of incorporation.1360 

Under DGCL shares of stock with par value may be issued for a consideration that has value 
at least the par value.1361 Shares of stock without par value and treasury shares may also be 
issued if stated so in the certificate of incorporation.1362 Treasury shares with par value can be 
issued even below par as there is no requirement to demand par value consideration twice.1363 
If according to the certificate of incorporation the shareholders shall decide the consideration 
for the issue of any shares, at least majority vote out of the outstanding stock is required.1364 
The certificate of incorporation can prescribe even higher vote requirement. 

It is possible for a corporation to determine that only a part of the consideration received for 
any of the issued shares shall be capital. In case of par value shares the capital, amount needs 

                                            
party, the court may, if all of the parties to the contract are parties to the proceeding and if it deems the same to 
be equitable, set aside and enjoin the performance of such contract, and in so doing may allow to the 
corporation or to the other parties to the contract, as the case may be, such compensation as may be equitable 
for the loss or damage sustained by any of them which may result from the action of the court in setting aside 
and enjoining the performance of such contract, but anticipated profits to be derived from the performance of 
the contract shall not be awarded by the court as a loss or damage sustained; 
(2) In a proceeding by the corporation, whether acting directly or through a receiver, trustee or other legal 
representative, or through stockholders in a representative suit, against an incumbent or former officer or 
director of the corporation, for loss or damage due to such incumbent or former officer's or director's 
unauthorized act; 
(3) In a proceeding by the Attorney General to dissolve the corporation, or to enjoin the corporation from the 
transaction of unauthorized business”. 
1352 Subchapter V, Section 151(a) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1353 Welch, E.P. et al. (2016), pp. CGL-473 and CGL-474. 
1354 Welch, E.P. et al. (2016), p. CGL-474 where also exceptions from the main rule are mentioned.  
1355 See Knight, J.F. (2016), pp. 1002-1003, according to which the explicitly granted power to issue multiple 
classes of stocks is an example of regulation favoured by investors.   
1356 Subchapter V, Section 151(b) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1357 Welch, E.P. et al. (2016), p. CGL-480. 
1358 As referred to in Subchapter V, Section 151 (a) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1359 Subchapter V, Section 151(c) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1360 Welch, E.P. et al. (2016), p. CGL-485. 
1361 Subchapter V, Section 153(a) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1362 Subchapter V, Section 153(b) and (c) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1363 Welch, E.P. et al. (2016), p. CGL-502. 
1364 Subchapter V, Section 153(d) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
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to be at the minimum equal to the aggregate par value of such shares.1365 The board of directors 
shall define in dollars the part of consideration that shall be capital. The board of directors has 
a possibility to determine that at the time of issue of any shares of the capital stock issued for 
cash. Alternatively, the board has possibility to determine that within 60 days after the issue 
of any shares of the capital stock of the corporation issued for consideration other than cash. 
The capital amount shall be equal to the aggregate par value of shares having a par value.  

There are also specific rules on rights and options respecting stock. Under DGCL corporation 
may issue rights or options entitling the holders of the rights and options to acquire from the 
corporation its shares.1366 This possibility to issue rights and options shall be prescribed in the 
certificate of incorporation and approved by the board of directors. The issuance may take 
place when the issue and sale of any shares of stock or other securities of the corporation 
happens.  

The terms of the rights and options including consideration to be paid for the shares in case of 
exercising the right or option shall be defined in the certificate of incorporation or in the 
relevant resolution of the board of directors.1367 The calculation formula to be used in the 
consideration calculation can tie the consideration to be paid in the market prices.1368 If the 
shares to be issued shall have par value, the consideration to be paid shall have value equalling 
at least the par value.1369 If the shares to be issued shall not have par value, the consideration 
to be paid shall be determined as in case of a normal share issuance.1370  

Stock rights and options are used in some companies as part of remuneration for key 
personnel. Delaware courts have been earlier critical in assessing whether the company is 
sufficiently compensated when such arrangements are done.1371 The trend has however 
changed1372  

Delaware corporation may acquire, own and dispose its own shares taking into consideration 
limitations as stated in the law.1373 For example corporation shall not purchase or redeem its 
own shares when the capital of the corporation is impaired or when such transaction would 
cause such an impairment.1374 As an exception other than a nonstock corporation1375 may 
purchase or redeem its own shares subject to that such shares will be retired at the acquisition 
and the corporation capital is reduced accordingly.1376 As another example of the limitations 
in law corporation shall not purchase any of its redeemable shares for more than at the price 
they may be redeemed.1377  

The above-mentioned does not limit a corporation to sell again any of its acquired shares 
which have not been retired for a consideration as decided the board of directors.1378 
                                            
1365 Subchapter V, Section 154 of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1366 Subchapter V, Section 157(a) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1367 Subchapter V, Section 157(b) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1368 Welch, E.P. et al. (2016), p. CGL-520, according to which “The value of the consideration need not 
necessarily be set at or above a specified percentage of the fair market value of the stock.” 
1369 Subchapter V, Section 157(d) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1370 As referred to in Subchapter V, Section 153 of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1371 Kraus, H. (2005), p. 2-3 
1372 Kraakman, R. et al. (2017), p. 66. 
1373 Subchapter V, Section 160(a) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1374 According to Welch, E.P. et al. (2016), p. CGL-540 impairment of corporation capital means that the value 
of net assets is below the aggregate amount represented by all the shares of the capital stock. See more about the 
impairment definition Welch, E.P. et al. (2016), pp. CGL-540 and CGL-541. 
1375 Nonstock companies here refer to companies not authorised to issue capital stock. See Huber, W. D. (2016), 
pp. 1-6 and Subchapter I, Sections 102 and 114 of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1376 As referred to in Subchapter VIII, Sections 243 and 244 of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1377 Welch, E.P. et al. (2016), p. CGL-539. 
1378 Subchapter V, Section 160(b) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
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Corporation cannot vote based on the ownership of its own shares and such shares shall 
neither be counted for quorum purposes.1379 Shares that have already been called for 
redemption do not entitle for voting.1380 

A subscription for a stock shall not be enforceable against a subscriber unless the subscription 
is done in writing.1381 

Corporations may pay dividends upon the shares of their capital stock on two alternative 
conditions: out of the surplus1382 or, if there is no surplus, out of net profits for the fiscal year 
based on which the dividend is declared and/or the preceding fiscal year.1383 However if the 
capital of the corporation1384 shall have been diminished by depreciation, losses or otherwise 
to an amount below the total capital amount represented by the outstanding stock having a 
preference upon the distribution no dividend pay-out is allowed until the deficiency of all 
classes having a preference has been repaired.  

The directors of a corporation may build up a reserve or reserves out of funds available for 
dividends.1385 This means that establishing reserves influences also to the amount that can be 
distributed. For preference shares owners having non-cumulative dividend right the 
possibility for board to build-up cash reserves and avoid dividend payment for several 
financial years constitutes a risk. In such a case if dividend is later paid out of the reserved 
cash the preference shares are entitled only to dividends from the last time period.1386  

Under DGCL dividend payment may take place in cash, in property or in shares of the capital 
stock.1387 When the dividend is paid in form of shares the company must have unissued capital 
stock or alternatively stock shares are distributed pursuant to corporation stock split-up or 
division.  

In case of unissued capital stock, the total par value amount of the par value shares distributed 
shall be at the maximum equal the amount of unissued capital. The board of directors shall 
decide the amount when shares without par value are being declared as a dividend. This kind 
of decision is not needed if corporation distributes shares due to a division or split-up of stock 
and not as dividend payment. 

3.4.3.3.4.4 Changes in Capital and Capital Stock 

A corporation may retire such shares that are issued but are not outstanding.1388 A retired 
share shall keep the status of an authorized and unissued share if the certificate of 
incorporation does not prescribe otherwise.1389 If the reissuance of such share is not allowed 

                                            
1379 Subchapter V, Section 160(c) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1380 Subchapter V, Section 160(d) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1381 Subchapter V, Section 166 of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1382 As referred to in Subchapter V, Section 154 and Subchapter VIII, Sections 244 of the Delaware General 
Corporation Law. 
1383 Subchapter V, Section 170(a) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1384 As referred to in Subchapter V, Section 154 and Subchapter VIII, Sections 244 of the Delaware General 
Corporation Law. 
1385 Subchapter V, Section 171 of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1386 Walther, B. (2014), p. 16, footnote 35 according to which “Absent extraordinary facts, a rational person 
would never purchase non-cumulative preferred, and hence it will be assumed that all preferred stock is 
cumulative.” 
1387 Subchapter V, Section 173 of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1388 Subchapter VIII, Section 243(a) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1389 Subchapter VIII, Section 243(b) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
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according to the certificate of incorporation, a certificate stating that reissuance of such share 
is prohibited shall be prepared, filed and become valid according to the law.1390  

When the corporation reduces its capital due to the retirement of shares, the reduction of 
capital shall be effected according to the specific capital reduction rules.1391  A corporation may 
reduce its capital by the amount  

• represented by retired shares of capital stock 

• used for the redemption or purchase of outstanding shares of capital stock  

• used for conversion and/or exchange of outstanding shares of capital stock 

• transferred as surplus and 

o not represented by any class of its capital stock  

o is more than the aggregate par value of shares or  

o is part of the capital represented by shares without par value.1392 

It is not possible to make any capital reduction unless the assets of the corporation after that 
are enough to pay the outstanding debts.1393 The capital reduction shall not release any 
payment obligation of such shareholder whose shares have not been paid in full.  

 
 
3.4.3.4 Other countries 

 
3.4.3.4.1 UK 
 
3.4.3.4.1.1 About the UK legal system 
 
The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (UK) consists of four countries: 
England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. The creation of UK took place in 1801 with 
the union of Great Britain and Ireland.1394 The country in its present form was established in 
1922 when Ireland was divided and the independent Irish Free State (later the Republic of 
Ireland) was established.1395 The UK has three legal systems:1396 

• English law applied in England and Wales based on common law principle 

                                            
1390 As referred to in Subchapter I, Section 103 of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1391 Subchapter VIII, Section 243(c) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1392 Subchapter VIII, Section 244(a) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
1393 Subchapter VIII, Section 244(b) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. See Gevurtz, F. (2010), p. 159 
according to which this restriction has little relevance as capital reduction is “simply a paper transaction”. 
1394 The legislative agreement uniting Great Britain (England and Scotland) and Ireland is called the Act of 
Union and became effective on January 1, 1801. See for more details Aughey, A. and Oakland, J. (2013), pp. 
10-12. 
1395 The partition of Ireland refers to the division of the island of Ireland into two distinct territories: Northern 
Ireland and Southern Ireland. It took place in 1921 but following the War of Independence and the Anglo-Irish 
Treaty the southern part became independent as the Irish Free State in 1922. See for more details Aughey, A. 
and Oakland, J. (2013), pp. 15-20. 
1396 Feldman, D. (2009), p. 12. 
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• Northern Ireland law applied in Northern Ireland based on common law principle 

• Scots law applied in Scotland based on civil-law principles including elements of 
common law.1397 

The UK joined the European Economic Community (now the EU) in 1973 and thus the EU 
legislation is incorporated into UK law. It is also requirement to recognise the jurisdiction of 
the European Court of Justice in matters of EU law.   

Although there are several legal systems some significant fields of law apply across the UK. 
Main sources of UK law are legislation created by legislature, common law and European 
Union law.1398  

There is no single written constitution in the UK.1399 The constitutional law comprises many 
statutes, judicial decisions, conventions and treaties that can be jointly referred to as the 
British Constitution.1400 For example the relationship between the Queen and Parliament has 
more  conventional than statutory basis.1401 Even though the Queen is the Head of State she 
does not take part in the actual law-making.1402 In practice the Queen´s supreme authority is 
exercised by the government of the day led by the Prime Minister. 

The principal legislature is the London based UK Parliament. The UK Parliament is bicameral 
and consists of the House of Commons and the House of Lords. The parliament is the only 
body that has the power to pass laws that are applicable in all four countries.  

 
3.4.3.4.1.2 Companies Act 2006 
 
The present Companies Act became in force in 2006-2009.1403 The legislation introduced 
some important new concepts into British law. The law simplified the company regulation 
especially in case of smaller firms. The Act also codified the duties of directors earlier stated 
in the case law and gave more than before emphasis on stakeholders and longer-term view in 
decision-making.1404 The Companies Act provides as well detailed rules on the constitution 
and maintenance of capital. All in all, it is a massive regulation package consisting of 47 parts 
and 1300 sections.1405  

                                            
1397 Le Sueur, A. et al. (2013), p. 12. 
1398 About the sources of English law in general see Slapper, G. and Kelly, D. (2015), Chapters 3-5.   
1399 Partington, M. (2015), p. 12. 
1400 Cabinet Office (2011), p. 2. 
1401 About the constitutional conventions in general see Webley, L. and Samuels, H. (2015), Chapter 12, pp. 
365-393.  
1402 Partington, M. (2015), p. 30. 
1403 The law became into force in several stages. A first portion of the Act came into effect on Royal Assent in 
November 2006 and the last Act into force with effect from October 2009.  
1404 UK Department of Trade and Industry (2005), p. 5. 
1405 The Companies Act 2006 is divided in 48 parts as follows:     
Part 1 General introductory provisions, pp. 1-6 
Part 2 Company formation, pp. 7-16 
Part 3 A company's constitution, pp. 17-38 
Part 4 A company's capacity and related matters, pp. 39-52 
Part 5 A company's name, pp. 53-85 
Part 6 A company's registered office, pp. 86-88 
Part 7 Re-registration as a means of altering a company's status, pp. 89-111 
Part 8 A company's members, pp. 112-144 
Part 9 Exercise of members' rights, pp. 145-153 
Part 10 A company's directors, pp. 154-259 
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Types of company 

The Companies Act identifies three types of limited and unlimited companies. In case of 
limited company, the liability of the shareholders is limited according to the constitution.1406 
In company “limited by shares” the liability is limited to the amount, if any, unpaid on the 
shares held by them.1407 In company “limited by guarantee” the liability is limited to an 
amount the shareholders undertake to contribute to the company if the company is being 
wound up.1408 In the “unlimited company” there is no such cap on the liability of its 
members.1409 

The companies are additionally either “private companies” or “public companies”. A private 
company means any company that is not a public company.1410 A private company limited by 
shares or guarantee and having a share capital is not allowed to offer to the public any 

                                            
Part 11 Derivative claims and proceedings by members, pp. 260-269 
Part 12 Company secretaries, pp. 270-280 
Part 13 Resolutions and meetings, pp. 281-361 
Part 14 Control of political donations and expenditure, pp. 362-379 
Part 15 Accounts and reports, pp. 380-474 
Part 16 Audit, pp. 475-539 
Part 17 A company's share capital, pp. 540-657 
Part 18 Acquisition by limited company of its own shares, pp. 658-737 
Part 19 Debentures, pp. 738-754 
Part 20 Private and public companies, pp. 755-767 
Part 21 Certification and transfer of securities, pp. 768-790 
Part 21A Information about people with significant control, pp. 790A-790ZG 
Part 22 Information about interests in a company's shares, pp. 791-828 
Part 23 Distributions, pp. 829-853 
Part 24 Annual confirmation of accuracy of information on register, pp. 853A-859 
Part 25 Company charges, pp. 860-894 
Part 26 Arrangements and reconstructions, pp. 895-901 
Part 27 Mergers and divisions of public companies, pp. 902-941 
Part 28 Takeovers etc., pp. 942-992 
Part 29 Fraudulent trading, p. 993 
Part 30 Protection of members against unfair prejudice, pp. 994-999 
Part 31 Dissolution and restoration to the register, pp. 1000-1035 
Part 32 Company investigations: amendments, pp. 1035-1039 
Part 33 UK companies not formed under companies legislation, pp. 1040-1043 
Part 34 Overseas companies, pp. 1044-1059 
Part 35 The registrar of companies, pp. 1060 
Part 36 Offences under the Companies Acts, pp. 1121-1133 
Part 37 Companies: supplementary provisions, pp. 1134-1157 
Part 38 Companies: interpretation, pp. 1158-1174 
Part 39 Companies: minor amendments, pp. 1175-1181 
Part 40 Company directors: foreign disqualification etc, pp. 1182-1191 
Part 41 Business names, pp. 1192-1208 
Part 42 Statutory auditors, pp. 1209-1264 
Part 43 Transparency obligations and related matters, pp. 1265-1273 
Part 44 Miscellaneous provisions, pp. 1274-1283 
Part 45 Northern Ireland pp. 1284-1287 
Part 46 General and supplementary provisions, pp. 1288-1292 
Part 47 Final provisions, pp. 1298-1300 
Schedules 1-16 
1406 Part 1, Section 3(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1407 Part 1, Section 3(2) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1408 Part 1, Section 3(3) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1409 Part 1, Section 3(4) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1410 Part 1, Section 4(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
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securities1411 of the company.1412 A public company on the other hand is a company limited by 
shares or limited by guarantee and having a share capital.1413 Additionally in its certificate of 
incorporation must be stated that it is a public company. 

Under the law the name of a limited company that is a public company must end with “public 
limited company” or “p.l.c.”1414 The name of a limited company that is a private company must 
end with “limited” or “ltd.”1415. 

Share capital 

In the Companies Acts term “share” refers to share in the company’s share capital.1416 In a 
limited company having a share capital each share has to have a fixed nominal value.1417 A 
share allotment without a fixed nominal value is void.1418 In a limited company it is possible 
to denominate shares that have a share capital in any currency and additionally different share 
classes may be denominated in different currencies.1419 The rule about currencies means 
including an common law rule in the statute format.1420   

In a private company with only one share class the directors have power to allot shares, grant 
rights to subscribe for or to convert any security into shares subject to that it is not forbidden 
in company´s articles.1421 If directors by purpose act against the rule it may lead to criminal 
offence.1422 The directors may have power to allot shares or grant the above-mentioned rights 
also in other situations if they get the relevant authority in the company’s articles or by 
company resolution.1423 Such an authorisation may be received for a particular purpose or for 
general use and authorisation may be unconditional or subject to conditions.1424 The 
authorisation must include details like the maximum amount of shares to be allotted and may 
be valid for a period of five years at the maximum.1425  Especially in public companies it is 
common to grant the power to directors by the decision of the general meeting.1426 

Under the Companies Act shares shall not be allotted at a discount.1427 The rationality of the 
rule is to make sure that company share capital is not overstated.1428  

A company can issue shares for consideration that is cash or other than cash. According to 
general rule shares allotted by a company including any premium may be paid up in money or 

                                            
1411 Here “securities” means shares or debentures as defined in Part 20, Chapter 1, Section 755(5) of the 
Companies Act 2006. 
1412 Part 20, Chapter 1, Section 755(1) of the Companies Act 2006. About more detailed criteria on “offer to the 
public” see Part 20, Chapter 1, Sections 755(2-4) and 756.  
1413 Part 1, Section 4(2) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1414 Part 5, Chapter 2, Section 58(1). According to Section 58(2) in the case of a Welsh company the name may 
instead end with “cwmni cyfyngedig cyhoeddus” or “c.c.c.”. 
1415 Part 5, Chapter 2, Section 59(1). According to Section 59(2) in the case of a Welsh company, its name may 
instead end with “cyfyngedig” or “cyf.”. Section 59(3) referring to Section 60 identifies also some exceptions 
from the obligation to use of “limited” like charity companies. 
1416 Part 17, Chapter 1, Section 540(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1417 Part 17, Chapter 1, Section 542(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1418 Part 17, Chapter 1, Section 542(2) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1419 Part 17, Chapter 1, Section 542(3) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1420 Sheikh, S. (2008), p. 619. 
1421 Part 17, Chapter 1, Section 550 of the Companies Act 2006. 
1422 Ferran, E. and Ho, L.C. (2014), p. 111. 
1423 Part 17, Chapter 1, Section 551(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1424 Part 17, Chapter 1, Section 551(2) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1425 Part 17, Chapter 1, Section 551(3) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1426 Ferran, E. and Ho, L.C. (2014), p. 113. 
1427 Part 17, Chapter 5, Section 580(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1428 Birds, J. et al. eds (2010), p. 712. 
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money’s worth including also goodwill and know-how.1429 A share is judged to be paid in cash 
if the consideration received is a cash consideration.1430 According to the statute a cash 
consideration is in question when payment is received in form of cash, cheque, a release of 
liability, an undertaking to pay later at a specific date or payment by other means giving rise 
to a payment in cash.1431 

It is possible for a public company to allot shares and accept other than cash payment for that 
only in certain circumstances.1432 The law identifies three requirements that must be fulfilled 
before share allotment for a non-cash consideration can be done. These requirements are 
applied even if part of the allotment is paid up otherwise than in cash.1433 Other than cash 
consideration is allowed when the consideration has been independently valued, the valuation 
report is at the maximum six months old and the report has been sent to the proposed allottee. 
Valuation rules regarding a non-cash consideration are not applicable when company allots 
shares as part of a merger or division of public companies if an expert´s report is prepared.1434 

A limited company having a share capital may only change its share capital by increasing it 
when allotting new shares or by reducing it.1435   

Shares are of one class if the rights attached to them are in all respects uniform.1436 Even if the 
rights attached to shares do not have the same dividend rights in period of twelve months after 
the allotment than the rights attached to other shares that alone does not constitute different 
classes.1437 As such there are several ways to establish different classes of shares. The classes 
can be created among other things based on the different voting, dividend or redemption 
terms.1438     

The authorised minimum share capital of a public company is GBP 50,000 or the similar 
amount in euros.1439 The reference to euros derives from the EU directive1440.1441  

Debentures 

The Companies Act has specific rules on debentures. According to the statute the definition 
“debenture” includes debenture stock, bonds and any other company´s securities regardless 

                                            
1429 Part 17, Chapter 5, Section 582(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1430 Part 17, Chapter 5, Section 583(2) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1431 Part 17, Chapter 5, Section 583(3) of the Companies Act 2006 according to which “A “cash consideration” 
means 
(a) cash received by the company, 
(b) a cheque received by the company in good faith that the directors have no reason for suspecting will not be 
paid, 
(c) a release of a liability of the company for a liquidated sum, 
(d) an undertaking to pay cash to the company at a future date, or 
(e) payment by any other means giving rise to a present or future entitlement (of the company or a person acting 
on the company’s behalf) to a payment, or credit equivalent to payment, in cash.” 
1432 Part 17, Chapter 6, Section 593(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1433 Birds, J. et al. eds (2010), p. 722. 
1434 Part 17, Chapter 6, Section 595(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1435 Part 17, Chapter 8, Section 617(1-2) of the Companies Act 2006 in which is also referred to that the share 
capital reduction shall take place according to the rules set in Chapter 10. 
1436 Part 17, Chapter 9, Section 629(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1437 Part 17, Chapter 9, Section 629(2) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1438 Ferran, E. and Ho, L.C. (2014), pp. 142-143.  
1439 Part 20, Chapter 2, Section 763(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1440 Directive (EU) 2017/1132. 
1441 Birds, J. et al. eds (2010), p. 879. 
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whether a charge on the assets is established.1442 Although not specifically written out in the 
law the general understanding is that debentures refer to any kind of security instrument.1443  

An allotment of debentures must be registered by a company without delay and within two 
months after the date of the allotment at the latest.1444 If this does not take place the company 
and every responsible officer of the company commit to an offence.1445 

Certificates on allotment and transfer  

A company must complete and have ready for delivery the debentures allotted within two 
months after the allotment.1446 This is not applicable if the conditions of issue provide 
otherwise or in the case of allotment to a financial institution.1447  

A company must also complete and be ready to deliver the debentures transferred within two 
months after a transfer of any of them is lodged with the company.1448 The transfer referred 
here means a transfer stamped and valid or an exempt transfer in accordance to the Stock 
Transfer Act1449.1450 The requirement described above does however not apply when the issue 
conditions provide otherwise or in the case of allotment to a financial institution1451.1452  

Squeeze-out and sell-out 

Sometimes the majority owner wants to get full control over company. An offer to acquire 
shares in a company is a takeover offer as referred to in the Companies Act if both two 
conditions mentioned below are fulfilled:1453 

1) The offer regards the acquisition of all the shares or - in case there is more than one 
share class - all the shares of one or more classes.1454  

2) The offer terms are the same for all the shares or - in case of there is more than one 
share class - all the shares of each class.1455 

                                            
1442 Part 19, Section 738 of the Companies Act 2006. 
1443 Gullifer, L. and Payne, J. (2015), pp. 635-637 and Birds, J. et al. eds (2010), p. 879. See about the 
interpretation also Tjio, H. (2014). 
1444 Part 19, Section 741(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1445 Part 19, Section 741(2) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1446 Part 21, Chapter 1, Section 769(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1447 Part 21, Chapter 1, Section 769(2) of the Companies Act 2006. The financial institution is defined in Part 
21, Chapter 1, Section 778(2) of the Companies Act 2006 as follows:  
“A “financial institution” means here 

(a) a recognised clearing house acting in relation to a recognised investment exchange or 
(b) a nominee of 

• a recognised clearing house acting in that way, or 
• a recognised investment exchange, 

designated for the purposes of this section in the rules of the recognised investment exchange in question.” 
1448 Part 21, Chapter 1, Section 776(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1449 As referred to in Chapter 41 of the Stock Transfer Act 1982. 
1450 Part 21, Chapter 1, Section 776(2) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1451 Financial institution here means as referred to in Part 21, Chapter 1, Section 778(2) of the Companies Act 
2006. See above footnote 1447. 
1452 Part 21, Chapter 1, Section 776(3) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1453 Part 28, Chapter 3, Section 974(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1454 Part 28, Chapter 3, Section 974(2) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1455 Part 28, Chapter 3, Section 974(3) of the Companies Act 2006. See also Sheikh, S. (2008), p. 1129 about the 
variations in value between the shares of the same class.  
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When somebody has acquired or unconditionally contracted to acquire 

(a) at the minimum 90% of the shares and 

(b) in case of voting shares at the minimum 90% of the voting rights of the shares, 

he may give a buy-out (squeeze-out) notice.1456 This notice would be given to the holders of 
shares which the offer concerns. The described procedure applies to a takeover offer not 
related to shares of different classes.1457 In practice when the acquirer absolutely wants 100 % 
ownership of the company, the initial acquisition offer is set to be subject acceptance level of 
90 % at the minimum in order it to be possible to use squeeze-out rules later.1458 

Regarding a case where a takeover offer concerns shares of different classes the procedure is 
different.1459  If the offeror has acquired or unconditionally contracted to acquire at the 
minimum 90% 

(a) of the shares of any class which the offer concerns and 

(b) of the voting rights of those shares in case the shares in question have voting rights, 

he may also give a buy-out (squeeze-out) notice.1460 This notice would be given to the holder 
of any shares of that class with which the offer connects.  

For the majority owner the squeeze-out right gives possibility to prevent the minority to take 
advantage of their hold up power subject to that the majority owner has opportunity to acquire 
100 % ownership.1461  

The holder of any voting shares who has not approved the offer may anyhow require 
acquisition of those shares on certain conditions.1462 Firstly the offeror must in accordance 
with the approvals of the offer acquire or unconditionally contract to acquire some of the 
shares which the offer concerns. Secondly those shares which he has acquired or contracted to 
acquire shall amount at the minimum 90% in value of all the voting shares and they shall carry 
not less than 90% of the voting rights. If conditions are fulfilled the sell-out notice can be done 
by the holder of voting shares.  

In case of non-voting shares, the holder of shares may require the offeror to acquire shares on 
slightly different conditions.1463 Firstly the offeror must in accordance with approvals of the 
offer acquire or unconditionally contract to acquire some of the shares which the offer 
concerns. Secondly those shares which he has acquired or contracted to acquire shall amount 
at the minimum 90% in value of all the company´s shares. If conditions are fulfilled the sell-
out notice can be done by the holder of non-voting shares. 

What is mentioned about sell-out requirements above applies in a case where a takeover offer 
regards all the shares in a company.1464 

                                            
1456 Part 28, Chapter 3, Section 979(2) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1457 Part 28, Chapter 3, Section 979(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1458 Payne, J. (2014), p 10. 
1459 Part 28, Chapter 3, Section 979(3) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1460 Part 28, Chapter 3, Section 979(4) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1461 Payne, J. (2014), p. 8. 
1462 Part 28, Chapter 3, Section 983(2) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1463 Part 28, Chapter 3, Section 983(3) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1464 Part 28, Chapter 3, Section 983(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
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For the purposes of the above-mentioned squeeze-out and sell-out rules securities of a 
company are treated as shares if they are convertible into or entitle the holder to share 
subscription.1465 This means that takeover offer described above can also be made for 
convertible securities.1466 

For the purposes of the above-mentioned squeeze-out and sell-out rules also debentures are 
treated as shares if debentures carry voting rights.1467 An additional requirement is that 
debentures are issued by a company having voting shares or debentures with voting rights, 
that are traded on a regulated market.1468 

 
 
3.4.3.4.2 Germany    
 
3.4.3.4.2.1 About the German legal system and limited liability regulation 

 
Federal Republic of Germany has a federal system of government that is based on democratic 
principles. The judicial system is established and governed by the constitution which is called 
the Basic Law of the Federal Republic of Germany (Grundgesetz für die Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland). The constitution was adopted in the Western Germany 19491469 and later for 
the unified country in 1990.1470 The Basic Law states the leading principles of the state and 
basic rights. All the laws must comply with the constitution.1471   

The highest legislative bodies are the two chambers of parliament: Bundestag and the 
Bundesrat. The Federal Constitutional Court is the highest judiciary body and the Federal 
President and the Federal Government are the highest state executive bodies. The country is 
divided in 16 Länder (federal states) and the legislative, judiciary and executive structure of 
the country is also mirrored at the level of the Länder. Each Land has its own state parliament, 
state constitutional courts and state governor and government. The biggest workload of the 
legal administration is in the Länder as all trial and intermediate courts are located in the 
states.1472 

The German legal tradition has been influenced from Roman Law and German law is codified 
law. The codification has its roots in the period of European Enlightenment during the 17th 
and 18th centuries and it has led to the creation of law codes for all the major law areas.1473 

 There are two formally accepted sources of German law: statutes (Gesetz) and customary law 
(Gewohnheitsrecht).1474 Statutory law is the central and primary source and it contains the 
constitution, statutes and executive orders, regulations, decrees and charters. As Germany is 
a member state of the European Union since its beginning, EU legislation is also part of 
German law sources. Court decisions are also legal sources but without any precedent function 
i.e. courts are not obliged to follow the decisions of higher courts. Courts are obliged to act 
according to the law rather than according to the precedents. As custom is generally 
                                            
1465 Part 28, Chapter 3, Section 989(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1466 Birds, J. et al. eds (2010), p. 1117. 
1467 Part 28, Chapter 3, Section 990(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1468 Part 28, Chapter 3, Section 990(2) of the Companies Act 2006. 
1469 The Parliamentary Council approved the Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany on May 8, 1949. 
After ratification of the parliaments of more than 2/3 of the participating German Länder, the Parliamentary 
Council confirmed on May 23, 1949 that the Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany was valid. 
1470 Kommers, D.P. and Miller, R.A. (2012), p. 1.  
1471 Article 20(3) of the Basic Law. 
1472 Kommers, D.P. and Miller, R.A. (2012), p. 3. 
1473 See about the German legal tradition in general Zartner, D. (2014), pp. 89-92. 
1474 Foster, N.G. and Sule, S. (2010), p. 49. 
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recognized to be the other major formal source of the law also interpretations of the law are 
relevant.   

The legal regime for limited liability companies in Germany is provided by the Limited 
Liability Companies Act (Gesellschaftsrecht)1475 which regulates a company with limited 
liability (Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung “GmbH”). On top of that there is the German 
Stock Corporation Act (Aktiengesetz)1476 which regulates the limited liability stock 
corporations (Aktiengesellschaft “AG” and Kommanditgesellschaft auf Aktien “KGaA”).  The 
Limited Liability Companies Act is less complex and most of the companies in Germany are 
GmbHs.1477 

3.4.3.4.2.2 German Limited Liability Companies Act 
 

A company with limited liability (Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung, GmbH) may be 
formed by one or more persons.1478 The company’s share capital must be at the minimum 
25,000 euros.1479 Each share must have a nominal value of a full euro amount.1480 It is possible 
for a shareholder to subscribe several shares in formation of the company. The nominal values 
of the individual shares may be variously determined.1481 This means that an individual 

                                            
1475 The Limited Liability Companies Act (Gesetz betreffend die Gesellschaften mit beschränkter Haftung, 
GmbHG) of April 20, 1892 consists of 88 Sections split in 6 Parts as follows: 
Part I Formation of the company 
Part II Legal relations of the company and its shareholders 
Part III Representation and management 
Part IV Amendments to the articles of association 
Part V Dissolution and nullity of the company 
Part VI Regulatory, criminal and administrative fines provisions 
1476 The Stock Corporation Act (Aktiengesetz) of September 6, 1965 consists of Sections 1-410 and is split in 
four books and several parts as follows: 
Book 1: Stock corporation 

Part 1: General regulations 
Part 2: Formation of the company 
Part 3: Legal relationships of the company and the shareholders 
Part 4: Constitution of the stock corporation 
Part 5: Accounting. Appropriation of Profits 
Part 6: Amendment of the by-laws. Measures serving the procurement of capital and the reduction of 
capital 
Part 7: Nullity of resolutions adopted by the general meeting and of the annual accounts as approved 
and established. Special audit for impermissible understatement 
Part 8: Dissolution and declaration of the company´s nullity 

Book 2: Public partly limited partnership  
Book 3: Affiliated Enterprises 

Part 1: Inter-company agreements 
Part 2: Power of direction as well as liability and responsibilities in the case of controlled enterprises 
Part 3: Integrated companies 
Part 4: Expulsion of minority stockholders  
Part 5: Cross-shareholding enterprises 
Part 6: Group accounting  

Book 4: Specific provisions, penal provisions and final provisions 
Part 1: Specific provisions applying to cases in which local authorities hold an ownership interest 
Part 2: Dissolution by the court 
Part 3: Provisions regarding punitive fines and administrative fines. Final provisions 

1477 Destatis (2017). 
1478 Part 1, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1479 Part 1, Section 5(1) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1480 Part 1, Section 5(2) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1481 Part 1, Section 5(3) of the Limited Liability Companies Act 
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shareholder may have shares with different nominal values.1482 The total sum of the nominal 
values of the shares must be anyhow equal the amount of the share capital. When 
contributions in kind are made, both the contribution object and the nominal value of the 
share must be specified in the articles of association.1483 In such a case the shareholders shall 
describe in a report the material conditions that establish the appropriateness of the payments 
for contributions in kind.1484 In case an enterprise is transferred to the company as a 
contribution in kind the annual results of the two previous financial years of that enterprise 
shall also be stated.  

The GmbH structure provides legal shield against personal liabilities of the shareholders.1485 
This together with the relatively low costs of establishing the company are key arguments for 
the popularity of this company form.1486 

Under the law a capital contribution shall be paid for each share.1487 The exact amount of the 
capital contribution shall be prescribed in the articles of association. When the capital is 
increased the capital contribution to be paid is determined in the declaration of subscription. 
The capital contribution shall always be determined based on the nominal value of the share. 
In practice this means that the total nominal value of the shares and total share capital are 
equal.1488  

When payments for the capital contributions are made that shall happen in proportion to the 
contributions in cash.1489 There is no possibility to deviate from the shareholders´ obligation 
to pay the capital contributions.1490 However the shareholders may be released from the 
payment obligation based on a capital reduction if share capital has been reduced. This exempt 
is possible up to the amount of that contribution by which the share capital is reduced.1491 
Relevant bookings in the balance sheet are the required.1492  

It is possible to prescribe in the articles of association that the shareholders may decide on 
calling in additional payments on top of the nominal values of the share.1493 The payment of 
the additional contributions shall take place in proportion to the shares.1494 The payment 
obligation can be either unlimited1495 or limited1496. Prescriptions of additional payment 
obligations in the GmbH articles of association are not very common and in case of additional 
capital needs borrowing or increase of share capital are more preferred alternatives.1497  

According to the capital maintenance rules a GmbH may pay dividends to its shareholders if 
such payment does not lead to reduction of company capital below the minimum share 
capital.1498 This means that the company may not distribute the assets it needs to maintain its 

                                            
1482 Bartl, H. et al. (2013), p. 63. 
1483 Part 1, Section 5(4) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1484 Verspay, H.-P. (2014), p. 22 and Weitnauer, W. et al. (2016), p. 233. About the challenges related to 
contributions in kind see also Weitnauer, W. et al. (2016), pp. 290-293. 
1485 Part 1, Section 13(2) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1486 Fleischer, H. (2015), p. 8. 
1487 Part 2, Section 14 of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1488 Bartl, H. et al. (2013), p. 211. 
1489 Part 2, Section 19(1) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1490 Part 2, Section 19(2) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1491 Part 2, Section 19(3) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1492 Verspay, H.-P. (2014), p. 15. 
1493 Part 2, Section 26(1) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1494 Part 2, Section 26(2) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1495 Part 2, Section 27 of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1496 Part 2, Section 28 of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1497 Rocco, J. (2004), p. 170 and Verspay, H.-P. (2014), p. 189. 
1498 Sismangil, H.E. (2014), p. 140. 
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share capital.1499 This shall however not restrict the payments that are made based on a control 
or profit transfer agreement1500. The restriction is not either applicable to payments that are 
covered by a full claim to counter performance or restitution against the shareholder. This 
means that even if company has an adverse balance status, shareholders can be benefited 
subject to existence of fully recoverable claims against those shareholders.1501 Also repayment 
of a shareholder loan and payments against claims arising from legal acts corresponding 
economically to a shareholder loan are allowed. The law allows additionally repayment of any 
paid in additional contributions to the shareholder subject to that such contributions are not 
needed to cover a loss in share capital.1502  

If payments have been made against the Limited Liability Companies Act the payments must 
be reimbursed to the company.1503 This reimbursement obligation applies also for 
shareholders who have received payments in contravention to the law.1504 In such a situation 
the recipient was getting the payment in good faith, reimbursement is possible only to the 
extent it is required to satisfy the creditors.1505 If it is not possible to get the reimbursement 
from the recipient, the other shareholders shall be liable to cover the uncollected part.1506 The 
reimbursement shall take then place in proportion to the shares of the shareholders and only 
to the extent it is needed to satisfy the creditors. Also in this situation that part of the 
reimbursement, that is not possible to collect from individual shareholders, shall be collected 
from the remaining shareholders in the proportion of their share ownership as described 
above. 

A shareholders’ approval shall be required for any amendment to the articles of association.1507 
The decision requires a majority of ¾ of the votes cast and the decision must also be notarised. 
The articles of association may include also additional requirements.1508 To be able to increase 
such obligations of the shareholders which are mentioned in the articles of association a 
stricter decision-making requirement is set. Such an increase decision may be approved only 
with the consent of all the involved shareholders.1509  

The increase of share capital requires also amendment of the articles of the association.1510 
When such a decision to increase share capital has been made, a notarised or notarially 
certified declaration is required by the person being the subscriber.1511 This requirement 
concerns each subscribed share. The company may permit former shareholders or other 
persons willing to join the company by making the subscription to subscribe to a share.1512 The 
notarised or notarially certified declaration as described above shall indicate the nominal 
value of the share. Also, here other obligations in accordance with the articles of association - 
if any - must be fulfilled.1513 When a current shareholder subscribes to a share in the increased 
capital he shall acquire an additional share.1514  

                                            
1499 Part 2, Section 30(1) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1500 As referred to in Book Three, Division One, Section 291 of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1501 Sismangil, H.E. (2014), p. 140. 
1502 Part 2, Section 30(2) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1503 Part 2, Section 31(1) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1504 Verspay, H.-P. (2014), p. 167. 
1505 Part 2, Section 31(2) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1506 Part 2, Section 31(3) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1507 Part 4, Section 53(1) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1508 Part 4, Section 53(2) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1509 Part 4, Section 53(3) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1510 Bartl, H. et al. (2013), p. 583. 
1511 Part 4, Section 55(1) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1512 Part 4, Section 55(2) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1513 Verspay, H.-P. (2014), p. 197. 
1514 Part 4, Section 55(3) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
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It is possible to increase the share capital of the company by transforming reserves into share 
capital.1515 In practice this means increasing capital from company funds. 

The increase of share capital may be done by creating new shares or by increasing the nominal 
value of the shares.1516 When decision to increase share capital is made the type of the capital 
increase must be stated in the resolution.1517 

The new shares shall be available to the shareholders in proportion to their existing share 
ownership. It is not possible to deviate from this requirement. Any contrary resolution of the 
shareholders would be null and void.1518 

The share capital increase shall not influence the relation between the rights associated with 
the shares.1519 In case individual rights of shares have been paid partially they are determined 
by the capital contribution paid per share. In such a situation these rights shall be given to the 
shareholders only in the amount of the paid capital contributions plus the percentage of the 
increase in the share capital added to the nominal value of the share capital.1520 According to 
the law this regards any profit sharing or voting rights. Any further payments shall increase 
these rights accordingly. The capital increase shall not influence the economic content of 
contracts which are dependent on the distribution of profits, the value of the shares, share 
capital or the previous capital and earnings ratio.1521 

3.4.3.4.2.3 German Stock Corporation Act 
 
The German Stock Corporation Act (Aktiengesetz) regulates the German limited liability stock 
corporations. Such company forms are “Aktiengesellschaft“ (AG) and partnership limited by 
shares “Kommanditgesellschaft auf Aktien“ (KGaA). The main difference of the two company 
forms is that in AG all shareholders have limited liability but in KGaA at least one partner has 
unlimited liability regarding the creditors of the company.1522 All references below to 
regulation and practice concerning the German limited liability stock corporations relate to 
company form “Aktiengesellschaft“ only unless specifically otherwise mentioned. 

According to the German Stock Corporation Act a stock corporation constitutes a separate 
legal entity.1523 This means that the stock corporation in Germany can have its own rights and 
obligations independent from its shareholders.1524 The company assets set the limit for the 
company liability to creditors. The company shall have a capital divided into shares.1525  

AG may be quoted on the stock exchange but this is not obligatory. According to the act the 
stock exchange listed corporations are corporations whose shares are in a market that is 

                                            
1515 Part 4, Section 57c(1) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1516 Part 4, Section 57h(1) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1517 Part 4, Section 57h(2) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1518 Part 4, Section 57j of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1519 Part 4, Section 57m(1) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1520 Part 4, Section 57m(2) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1521 Part 4, Section 57m(3) of the Limited Liability Companies Act. 
1522 The nature of the partnership limited by shares is defined in Book 2, Section 278 of the Stock Corporation 
Act. According to the law the partnership limited by shares is a separate legal entity in which at the minimum 
one partner has unlimited liability towards the company creditors.  The other shareholders have limited liability. 
The legal relations between the general partners, limited liability shareholders and third parties are governed by 
the General Commercial Code (Allgemeines Deutsches Handelgesetzbuch) of 1861. Otherwise the provisions of 
the Stock Corporation Act shall apply.  
1523 Book 1, Division 1, Section 1(1) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1524 Bürgers, T. and Körber, T. (2017), p. 38, Frodermann, J. and Jannott, D. (2017), p. 22 and Stein, P. (2016), 
p. 3. 
1525 Book 1, Part 1, Section 1(2) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
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regulated and supervised by state recognized authorities.1526 Additional requirement is that 
the market operates regularly and is accessible to the public directly or indirectly. 

The company shall have the designation “Aktiengesellschaft” or its generally understood 
abbreviation1527 in its business name.1528 The minimum amount of the share capital shall be 
50,000 euros.1529 There is no legal obligation to exceed that amount.1530 The company shares 
may be established either as par or non-par.1531 The proportion of an individual share out of 
the total share capital depends on the share type.1532 In case of par shares the par value divided 
by the share capital determines that proportion. In case of non-par shares, the share capital 
divided by the number of shares determines that proportion. Because of that it is obligatory to 
include in the articles of the company information on the number of shares.1533  

Shares may constitute different kind of rights for the distribution of profits and assets.1534 In 
case shares have identical rights they shall constitute one class.  

The articles of the company shall include among other things business name and domicile, 
purpose of the enterprise1535, amount of the share capital and division of share capital in par 
and non-par shares.1536 

If special benefits are granted to individual shareholders or any other that benefit shall be 
specified in the articles of the company.1537  The receiver of the benefit shall also be identified. 
To include such a special clause in the articles of company requires consent of all the founders 
of the company.1538 

The principle of equal treatment shall be applied according to the German Stock Corporation 
Act. This means that all shareholders shall be treated equally under equivalent 
circumstances.1539 The regulation protects shareholders from unequal treatment by the 
company.1540   

The shareholders of the company do not have other obligations to make contributions than 
the contributions related to the share issue price.1541 The payment obligation regards also the 
share premium known as agio (= part of the price that exceeds the nominal value of the share 
or in case of a non-par share its relative portion out of the share capital).1542 The share issue 
shall be paid in cash unless the articles allow also contributions in kind.1543 

                                            
1526 Book 1, Part 1, Section 3(2) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1527 The generally used abbreviation of “Aktiengesellschaft” is “AG”. 
1528 Book 1, Part 1, Section 4 of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1529 Book 1, Part 1, Section 7 of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1530 Weitnauer, W. et al. (2016), p. 146.  
1531 Book 1, Part 1, Section 8(1) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1532 Book 1, Part 1, Section 8(4) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1533 Stein, P. (2016), p. 5. 
1534 Book 1, Part 1, Section 11 of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1535 About the purpose of the enterprise see Bürgers, T. and Körber, T. (2017), pp. 236-237 and Stein, P. (2016), 
pp. 14-15. 
1536 Book 1, Part 2, Section 23(3) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1537 Book 1, Part 2, Section 26(1) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1538 Bürgers, T. and  Körber, T. (2017), p. 257. 
1539 Book 1, Part 3, Section 53a of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1540 Frodermann, J. and Jannott, D. (2017), p. 81. 
1541 Book 1, Part 3, Section 54(1) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1542 Stein, P. (2016), p. 200 and Baums, T. (2011), pp. 2-4. 
1543 Book 1, Part 3, Section 54(2) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
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The shareholders are entitled to profit distribution according to the law.1544 This specific rule 
in the Stock Corporation Act is the basis of the monetary right that shareholder has towards 
the company.1545  

The shareholders´ right to the company profits is dependent on the proportion of their shares 
in the share capital.1546 In case contributions to share capital are not made proportionally 
between the shares, distribution equalling 4 % of the contribution made shall first be paid from 
the distributable profit.1547 If there is not enough profit to make such payment, the lower 
percentage amount separately decided shall be paid. If contributions to share capital have 
been made during the financial year the distribution shall be done taking into consideration 
also the time passed since the contributions. There is possibility to deviate from the above-
mentioned distribution payment rules in the articles of the company.1548 

Shares having a preference right with respect to the profit distribution may be issued without 
voting rights.1549 The preference right towards the dividend payment can be seen as a 
compensation for the lost voting right.1550 The maximum amount of these non-voting 
preferred shares shall however be limited. These shares can exist only up to an amount which 
is equal to half of the share capital.1551 A motive for a company to issue preference shares is a 
possibility to use financing the repayment of which does not influence to the annual profit 
unlike the interest payments of traditional borrowing.1552   

Apart from the voting rights the non-voting preferred shares shall have the same rights as the 
other shares.1553 However if the dividend is not fully paid for the preferred shares according 
to the law or articles of association the holders of preferred shares shall have right to vote until 
the sums in arrear have been fully paid.1554 When having voting rights due to arrear the 
preferred shares shall also be included in calculations when majority is calculated according 
to the law or the articles of association.  

When amendment of the articles is done it shall require a decision the shareholders’ 
meeting.1555 Such a decision requires a majority of 3/4 of the shares represented in the meeting 
if not otherwise prescribed in the articles of association.1556 A specific rule applies also for 
situations where changing the relationship of more than one class of shares causes 
disadvantage to any class. In such a case the decision of the shareholders’ meeting to be 
effective shall require the consent of the shareholders unfavourably affected.1557 The consent 
shall be decided in a separate resolution. Also, in the meeting of the shareholders unfavourably 
affected a majority of 3/4 of the shares represented in the meeting is required unless otherwise 
prescribed in the articles of association. This majority requirement is milder than the general 
rule requiring all shareholders content if ancillary obligations were imposed on them.1558 

                                            
1544 Book 1, Part 3, Section 58(4) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1545 Frodermann, J. and Jannott, D. (2017), p. 77. 
1546 Book 1, Part 3, Section 60(1) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1547 Book 1, Part 3, Section 60(2) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1548 Book 1, Part 3, Section 60(3) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1549 Book 1, Part 3, Section 139(1) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1550 Frodermann, J. and Jannott, D. (2017), p. 48. 
1551 Book 1, Part 3, Section 139(2) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1552 Frodermann, J. and Jannott, D. (2017), p. 48. 
1553 Book 1, Part 3, Section 140(1) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1554 Book 1, Part 3, Section 140(2) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1555 Book 1, Part 6, Section 179(1) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1556 Book 1, Part 6, Section 179(2) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1557 Book 1, Part 6, Section 179(3) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1558 Bürgers, T. and  Körber, T. (2017), p. 1466. The general rule is included in the Book 1, Part 6, Section 
179(3) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
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The shareholders may decide also on conditional increase of share capital. It is possible to 
decide that such an increase shall be executed only to the extent that conversion rights or stock 
warrants are exercised.1559 A conditional capital increase is possible only for purposes 
specifically mentioned in the law:1560 

• to grant conversion rights or stock warrants  

• to prepare a merger  

• to grant rights to employees as a part of a profit sharing plan. 

The par value of conditional capital may not exceed 1/2 of the share capital and the par value 
of the capital resolved according to the profit sharing plan may not exceed 1/10 of the share 
capital.1561 The maximum limits are set to protect the shareholders from excess conditional 
capital.1562 Any shareholders’ meeting decision contradicting the resolution on the conditional 
capital increase shall be null and void.1563 

To decide on the conditional capital increase shall require a majority of 3/4 of the share capital 
at the minimum represented in the decision-making.1564 The articles of company may 
prescribe additional requirements. 

Conditional capital shall increase in the same proportion as share capital is increased.1565 A 
special regulation exists for the situations where the conditional capital is established to 
provide conversion rights to holders of convertible or warrant bonds. In such a situation a 
special reserve shall be created in an amount equal to the paid premium within the issue of 
share capital.1566 The premium is the difference between the actual issue price of bonds and 
the minimum issue price of the new shares to be issued. 

Convertible bonds, warrant bonds, dividend bonds and participation rights may only be issued 
based on the decision of the shareholders’ meeting.1567 The resolution shall require a majority 
of ¾ out of the share capital represented at the minimum. It is possible to prescribe in the 
articles of the company even stricter majority requirements. In the law dividend bonds are 
defined as bonds in which the rights of the holders depend on dividends paid to 
shareholders.1568 Profit participation rights are contractual participations in a company 
allowing the investor to participate both in profits and losses of the company.1569 The profit 
participation right does not constitute a shareholder position and thus does not bring voting 
rights. 

It is possible to grant authority for the management board to issue convertible or warrant 
bonds for the period of five years at the maximum.1570 Shareholders shall also have right to 
subscribe convertible bonds, warrant bonds, dividend bonds and participation rights like in 

                                            
1559 Book 1, Part 6, Section 192(1) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1560 Book 1, Part 6, Section 192(2) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1561 Book 1, Part 6, Section 192(3) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1562 Bürgers, T. and  Körber, T. (2017), p. 1597. 
1563 Book 1, Part 6, Section 192(4) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1564 Book 1, Part 6, Section 193(1) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1565 Book 1, Part 6, Section 218 of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1566 About the formation of the special reserve see Bürgers, T. and Körber, T. (2017), pp. 1720-1721. 
1567 Book 1, Part 6, Section 221(1) and (3) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1568 Ibid. 
1569 Maisto, G. ed. (2012), pp. 567-568. 
1570 Book 1, Part 6, Section 221(2) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
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case of share issuance.1571 This subscription right is analogic to the shareholders´ subscription 
right in share issuance and can also be excluded like in case of share issuance.1572 

 
3.4.4 Freedom of contract 

 
Freedom of contract is the doctrine stating that people have the right to legally bind themselves 
in an agreement with one or more other parties without governmental interference. It is 
generally considered to be a guiding principle in the contract law.1573 In this judicial concept 
the contracts are based on agreement and free choice. According to this thinking people are 
able to fashion their relations by private agreements without external governmental 
interference. This idea was declared already in the early years of economic liberalism in 18th 
century.1574 Liberalism has also been associated with the ideal of freedom of contract.1575  

Freedom of contracts includes two main elements: freedom to decide whether or not to enter 
into a contract and with whom (freedom to contract or party freedom) and freedom to decide 
on the content of agreement (term freedom).1576  

A contract is a binding agreement between two or more parties resulting normally in 
performance. The law of contract sets framework with the help of which contract parties can 
predict and control the given commitments. The state enforces the performance with its 
administrative and executive powers.1577  

The freedom of contract has often been linked in the laissez-faire capitalism and therefore the 
critics of freedom of contract includes also criticism to laissez-faire capitalism.1578 The market 
economy is however based on contracts. All the companies have several commitments based 
on the agreements and an organised society assumes performance according to the agreed 
terms. Although freedom of contract is without doubt a fundamental principle of contract law, 
it is generally understood that the agreement parties may not derogate from the mandatory 
rules and unreasonable conditions. This can even mean in the extreme situation that contract 
clauses depriving the rights of the weaker party are void.  

All in all the tendency has been in the last decades to more and more deviate from the most 
liberal interpretations of freedom of contracts due to negative social consequences.1579 Also 
consumer protection, anti-discrimination laws and labour protection regulation have among 
other things had impact on the development of freedom of contract during the last century.1580 
Going forward contract law is estimated to develop further to the direction where search for 

                                            
1571 Book 1, Part 6, Section 221(4) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
1572 Bürgers, T. and  Körber, T. (2017), p. 1750. 
1573 Reich, N. (2014), p. 19. 
1574 See Smith, A. (1902), p. 197 describing in the text originally published in 1776 the “property which man 
has in his own labor” as inviolable and any hinder to employ it as “a plain violation of this most sacred 
property”.  
1575 Kimel, D. (2003), p. 117. 
1576 Stone, R. and Devenney, J. (2017), p. 7. 
1577 Brownsword, R. (2006), p. 50. The author sees that one main element of freedom of contract is also 
“sanctity of contract” i.e. contracts should be enforceable by the state institutions.  
1578 See about the different views regarding laissez-faire and freedom of contract Epstein, R.A. (1997). 
1579 Atiyah, P.S. (2003), pp. 681-779 and Atiyah, P.S. and Smith, S.A. (2006), pp. 11-20.  
1580 See Collins, H. (2013) who focuses in his article on the restrictions on freedom to select a contractual 
partner. Beatson, J. et al. (2016), pp. 6-7 lists also compulsory transactions - like utilities providers´ legal 
obligation to supply water or electricity to those who want to be supplied - as one example of limitation of full 
freedom of contract.  
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an optimal equilibrium between the parties is done through more nuanced mix of facilitative 
and regulatory rules.1581  

A phenomenon which has during the last decades increasingly impacted on the concept of 
freedom of contract is no doubt the constitutionalization of the contract law. This means 
growing influence of certain constitutional human and fundamental rights in the private 
law.1582 The need to counterbalance existing factual and social constraints making one 
contractual party significantly less free than the other is described as substantive 
understanding of this freedom.1583 

All constitutions do not include direct references to freedom of contract but in some European 
countries the constitutional courts have this freedom as a fundamental right based on the 
constitutional provisions.1584 There is also example of ECJ and European Court of Human 
Rights jurisprudence where fundamental rights and freedoms are prioritised over private 
law.1585 According to the ECJ case law the freedom of contract is considered to be one essential 
element of freedom to conduct a business in general.1586 In the USA the situation is somewhat 
different as there the constitutional support for the freedom of contract is more clearly in place 
and restrictions to this freedom are seen very often unconstitutional.1587   

Additionally, it is to be noted that the UNIDROIT1588 Principles of International Commercial 
Contracts contain also elements of principle of loyalty in their principles for international 
commercial contracts.1589 The right to freely decide provisions of commercial contracts is 
specifically emphasised as the basis of a market-oriented economy by UNIDROIT.1590   

The conclusion is that freedom of contract is still one of the core principles of contract law. 
However, the constitutionalization and aspects of social fairness sometimes may require that 
the weaker party is protected in order it to be allowed to enjoy the freedom of contract.1591 And 
how it is done may vary depending on national interpretation.1592 In commercial transactions 
like mezzanine financing arrangements - where consumers are not involved as direct 
agreement parties - the freedom of contract exists in its widest form and thus parties are free 
to agree on terms very freely.   This gives possibility to almost unlimited range of structures. 

 

                                            
1581 See Grundmann, S. (2011) regarding the development in Europe. 
1582 Micklitz, H.-W. ed. (2014), p. 1. 
1583 Colombi Ciacchi, A. (2012), p. 68. 
1584 See Colombi Ciacchi, A. (2012), pp. 69-71 about the substantive freedom of contract in the German court 
practice.   
1585 Cherednychenko, O. (2007), pp. 163-226. 
1586 FRA (2015), p. 21. 
1587 See Edwards, C. (2009).  
1588 UNIDROIT is an independent intergovernmental organisation that was initially founded as an auxiliary 
organ of the League of Nations and later - after dissolution of the Leaque - refounded in 1940. According to 
UNIDROIT (2018), the purpose of the organisation is to “study needs and methods for modernising, 
harmonising and co-ordinating private and in particular commercial law as between States and groups of 
States and to formulate uniform law instruments, principles and rules to achieve those objectives". 
1589 UNIDROIT (2016), p. 7 highlights the paramount importance of the principle of freedom of contract in its 
first article of general provisions: “Article 1.1 (Freedom of contract) The parties are free to enter into a contract 
and to determine its content.”  
1590 UNIDROIT (2016), p. 7 mentions in the comment of the Article 1.1 that “… The right of business people to 
decide freely to whom they will offer their goods or services and by whom they wish to be supplied, as well as 
the possibility for them freely to agree on the terms of individual transactions, are the cornerstones of an open, 
market-oriented and competitive international economic order.” 
1591 Cherednychenko, O. (2007), p. 11. 
1592 See Micklitz, H.-W. (2015) about cultural differences in deciding conflicting contractual issues. 
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3.4.5 Principle of loyalty  

 
The principle of loyalty refers to a contractual principle according to which contract parties 
have to respect and honour each other´s contractual interests.1593 This obligation is 
understood to mean more certain kind of behaviour rather than wording of contract terms.1594 
This behaviour can take place when contract is negotiated, closed and executed.  
 
A contract is the outcome of the co-operation of the contract parties. The principle of loyalty 
as a central principle of contract law enjoys general recognition. The core idea is that the 
contracting parties are required to take into consideration each other's interests and rights to 
the extent that is reasonable. The loyalty aspect emphasizes the cooperation in reaching the 
agreement and equality of the contracting parties. The contract parties are expected to be loyal 
towards each other and act according to good manners.  
 
In Nordic the principle of loyalty is not directly expressed in any laws but the existence of the 
principle is widely recognised by scholars and courts.1595 In Germany similar kind of loyalty or 
good faith principle ("Treu und Glauben”) is included in the German Civil Code (Bürgerliches 
Gesetzbuch).1596 Estonian Law of Obligations Act includes similar kind of general clause 
connected to the doctrine of good faith as the German Civil Code.1597  
 
In common law countries principle of loyalty is not applied in a same way. In UK the prevailing 
understanding has been for long time until the early 20th century that commercial needs for 
certainty shall be prioritised over requirements of good faith in performance.1598 In practice 
substantive fairness has however been present in many situations.1599 The widespread 
acceptance that the concept of fairness has in Continental European appears to be gradually 
winning more foothold also in UK.1600 In the USA the doctrine of good faith was recognised 
already in the court practice to some extent since early 20th century.1601 

                                            
1593 Taxell, L.-E. (1972), pp. 81-82.   
1594 Munukka, J. (2005), p. 242 and Sund-Norrgård, P. et al. (2015), p. 192. 
1595 Sund-Norrgård, P. et al. (2015), p. 192 and Sund-Norrgård, P. (2011), p. 58. About the principle of loyalty 
in general see for example Sund-Norrgård, P. et al. (2015), Muukkonen, P. J. (1975), Muukkonen, P.J. (1993), 
Mähönen, J. (2000a), Mähönen, J. (2000b), Karhu, J. (2008) and Munukka, J. (2010). To be noted the present 
Chapter 3, Section 33 of the Finnish Contracts Act (228/1929) regulates as follows: “A transaction that would 
otherwise be binding shall not be enforceable if it was entered into under circumstances that would make it 
incompatible with honour and good faith for anyone knowing of those circumstances to invoke the transaction 
and the person to whom the transaction was directed must be presumed to have known of the circumstances.” 
According to Karhu, J. (2008), p. 103 this section of law is an expression of the principle of loyalty. 
Additionally, the present Chapter 3, Section 36:1 of the Contracts Act (228/1929) regulates as follows: “If a 
contract term is unfair or its application would lead to an unfair result, the term may be adjusted or set aside. In 
determining what is unfair, regard shall be had to the entire contents of the contract, the positions of the parties, 
the circumstances prevailing at and after the conclusion of the contract, and to other factors.” According to 
Sund-Norrgård, P. et al. (2015), p. 192 the principle of conscionability expressed in the law section mentioned 
above has close connection to the principle of loyalty.  
1596 Chapter 1, Section 242 of the German Civil Code of August 18, 1896. 
1597 Chapter 1, Section 6 of the Law of Obligations Act (RT I 2001, 81, 487). See also Kull, I. (2004), pp. 37-39. 
According to Kull “Acting in good faith is the highest regulatory obligation and also a principle of law in 
Estonian law.” 
1598 See Kiefel, S. (2015), pp. 2-3. Kiefel refers also to a Court of Appeal decision on James Spencer & Co Ltd v 
Tame Valley Padding Co. Ltd (Court of Appeal, 8th April 1998, unreported) in which Lord Justice Potter 
commented that “[t]here is no general doctrine of good faith in the English law of contract. The plaintiffs are 
free to act as they wish provided that they do not act in breach of a term of the contract.” 
1599 Atiyah, P.S. and Smith, S.A. (2006), pp. 296-305. 
1600 Stone, R. and Devenney, J. (2017), p. 26. 
1601 Summers, R.S. (1968), Summers, R.S. (2000) and Kiefel, S. (2015), pp. 7-8. 
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The principle of loyalty is as well identified by UNIDROIT Principles of International 
Commercial Contracts.1602 The idea of fair dealing including good faith is understood as one 
of the central building blocks of the principles in question. Even without specific provisions of 
the contract the parties must act fairly.1603 Additionally, it is not even possible to agree that the 
requirement of dealing fairly and fair acting would be excluded from a specific contractual 
relationship.1604 This prohibition of contract clauses that would allow “unfair dealing” 
emphasizes the wide acceptance and compulsory nature of principle of loyalty. 

What is the relevance of loyalty and fairness in individual contract relations depends on the 
factual conditions of the transaction in question.1605 The contract parties have to anyhow 
recognise and understand these concepts. This would be important especially if contract 
parties at some point disagreed how to interpret the wording of their agreement.    

 
3.4.6 Pacta sunt servanda 

 
According to the pacta sunt servanda -principle parties of the agreement shall honour their 
obligations and shall be bound to fulfill their contractual commitments.1606 Based on the 
classic approach the principle means that the contract parties shall have a goal to perform 
according to the agreed terms although it would be troublesome. This contractual principle 
has long history,1607 is widely recognized internationally and it is in the core of several 
jurisdictions including EU1608 and USA1609. Without possibility to rely on the fulfillment of 
contracts the efficiency of the legal system would be challenged.1610    

It is fundamental for the market economy that contractual commitments are kept.1611 If that 
were not the case long-term contracts could not be easily reached due to high risks of non-
enforcement. This would increase inefficiency unnecessarily.1612 

From the view of the mezzanine financing to apply pacta sunt servanda -principle is important 
as such contracts are typically long term and it is imperative for the contract parties to be able 
to rely on other parties´ engagement for the fulfillment of the contract. On the other hand, the 

                                            
1602 According to UNIDROIT (2016), p. 18 there are several provisions that constitute direct or indirect 
references to the principle of loyalty. Some of them are included for example in following articles: 
“Article 1.7 (Good faith and fair dealing) (1) Each party must act in accordance with good faith and fair 
dealing in international trade. (2) The parties may not exclude or limit this duty.”, “Article 1.8 (Inconsistent 
behaviour) A party cannot act inconsistently with an understanding it has caused the other party to have and 
upon which that other party reasonably has acted in reliance to its detriment.” and “Article 2.1.15 
(Negotiations in bad faith)(1) A party is free to negotiate and is not liable for failure to reach an agreement. 
(2) However, a party who negotiates or breaks off negotiations in bad faith is liable for the losses caused to the 
other party. (3) It is bad faith, in particular, for a party to enter into or continue negotiations when intending 
not to reach an agreement with the other party.” 
1603 UNIDROIT (2016), p. 18. 
1604 UNIDROIT (2016), p. 20-21. 
1605 See for example Mäntysaari, P. (2010b), pp. 112-113 in which he uses so-called qualified contract terms 
(“The rights and obligations of the parties have sometimes been qualified with words “reasonable”, 
“approximately” or “best efforts”.”) to illustrate how good faith and loyalty principle influence in 
interpretation of contracts in different countries.     
1606 Phrase “pacta sunt servanda” is latin language and according to Merriam-Webster (2018) the legal 
definition of the phrase is “agreements must be kept”.   
1607 Dörr, O. and Schmalenbach, K. eds (2018), pp. 468-469. 
1608 Jansen, N. and Zimmermann, R. eds (2018), p. 508. 
1609 Eisenberg, M. A. (2018), p. 174. 
1610 Eidenmüller, H. (2011), p. 2. 
1611 Maskow, D. (1992), p. 658. 
1612 See for example Cooter, R. and Ulen, T. (2016), pp. 276-372 who emphasize the efficiency of contracting. 
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long term of these contracts makes them sensitive for events which the parties are unable to 
anticipate at the moment of committing to the contract.  

Pacta sunt servanda is also identified as basic principle of contract law by UNIDROIT 
Principles of International Commercial Contracts.1613 

Although the obligation to honour the contractual commitments is the main rule especially in 
business-to-business relations, the pacta sunt servanda -principle is not applied without 
exceptions. There may be several reasons why contract clauses are not binding at the end.1614 
If the fulfillment of contract obligations is not considered any more fair and reasonable taking 
into consideration the circumstances as a whole, the execution could be restricted for instance 
due to collision with the principles of loyalty and fair dealing. 

In Finland the terms may become nonbinding due to error that makes the statement different 
from what the contract party intended and the recipient knew of the mistake.1615 If the contract 
was entered under circumstances which would not be considered honourable and not to be 
within good faith and the contract parties have known the circumstances, this may also lead 
to nonbinding contract.1616 An additional reason for leading to nonbinding terms can be 
unreasonable contract terms.1617 

In Finland the initial terms of debt payment contract can become nonbinding for corporates 
also due to debt restructuring in connection with the statutory corporate restructuring.1618 In 
such a process - due to that debtor faces imminent insolvency or is already insolvent - the 
original payment terms are replaced by new ones according to the restructuring programme. 
In practice the alternatives are to change the payment schedule, reduce the obligation to pay 
credit costs or even reduce the balance of the unpaid debt.1619 

 

 

 

 

                                            
1613 According to UNIDROIT (2016), p. 9 the following provision is based on a principle of pacta sunt servanda: 
“Article 1.3 (Binding character of contract) A contract validly entered into is binding upon the parties. It can 
only be modified or terminated in accordance with its terms or by agreement or as otherwise provided in these 
Principles.” 
1614 Mäntysaari, P. (2010b), pp. 114-115 lists several reasons why contract terms are not always binding: “First, 
some terms may be contrary to mandatory provisions of law. Second, terms may not be binding as they have not 
been properly incorporated into the contract. Third, it is possible that the person representing the other party 
exceeded his powers…”. He also continues by writing as follows: ”Fourth, the partial invalidity or 
unenforceability of the contract may mean that even other terms of the contract (or the contract as a whole) 
become invalid or unenforceable. Fifth, some terms of the contract may not be enforceable due to bankruptcy or 
insolvency laws. Sixth, it is possible that the contract is not enforceable due to the matters relating to the 
jurisdiction of courts and restrictions on the recognition and enforcement of judgments” 
1615 Chapter 3, Section 32 of the Contracts Act (228/1929). 
1616 Chapter 3, Section 33 of the Contracts Act (228/1929). See also above footnote 1595. 
1617 Chapter 3, Section 36 of the Contracts Act (228/1929). See also above footnote 1595. 
1618 Chapter 7, Section 44 of the Restructuring of Enterprises Act (47/1993). 
1619 According to Chapter 7, Section 44:2 of the Restructuring of Enterprises Act (47/1993) “The debt 
arrangement may also incorporate the full or partial refinancing of the debt: (1) as an one-off payment with 
new debt taken for this purpose; or (2) with substitute performance that is reasonable in view of the creditor’s 
field of activities and status.” 
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3.5   Accounting rules 

 
3.5.1 IFRS and mezzanine 

 
To get correct information from the company financials is most crucial for any investor.1620 
However there are lot of factors contributing to the worldwide accounting diversity. 
Accounting principles vary in different countries and the differences can originate from 
cultural reasons, legal system, providers of finance, taxation, external forces and the 
accounting profession itself.1621  Cultural reasons may also influence how the rules are de facto 
interpreted.1622  

It has been observed that in countries where role of shareholders is stronger than the role of 
lenders the financial reporting is more geared towards meeting the needs of the shareholders. 
This means that the financial reports are qualitative on higher level. The reason for this is that 
pressure for public accountability and information disclosure increases when financing is 
provided by external shareholders through stock exchanges and not by banks or by family 
sources.1623 In the latter alternatives the information would be available more directly. This is 
since banks, insurance companies, the state and other institutional investors and family 
owners have less need for generally published information. These investors have better 
connections to confidential information of the company than external private investors. 
Without transparent high-level information all the owners and potential investors would not 
have access to relevant information regarding the company performance.  

In countries where institutional investors have strong position, the reporting is more oriented 
towards creditor protection.1624 It means that the strong balance sheet is prioritised over 
transparent reporting on performance and profitability of the business.  

USA and UK are examples of the countries where shareholders have prominent role. Finland, 
Sweden, Estonia and Germany are examples on countries where traditional professional 
lenders have more dominating role in terms of granting financing to companies and thus 
having bigger impact on accounting and reporting routines. The specific features of accounting 
and reporting of these example countries are discussed later in more detail. 

To harmonize accounting rules, the European Union has required European companies to use 
IFRS (International Financial Reporting Standards)1625. Having an international standard is 
important especially for such large companies that have subsidiaries in different countries. 
The requirement to use IFRS has been valid starting from the for financial reporting in 
2005.1626 Since then the global trend has been towards adoption of IFRS. The global adoption 

                                            
1620 Knüpfer, S. and Puttonen, V. (2014), p. 233. 
1621 Nobes, C. and Parker, R. (2012), pp. 27-54. 
1622 Radebaugh, L.H. et al. (2006), pp. 34-59.   
1623 Radebaugh, L.H. et al. (2006), p. 16.   
1624 Nobes, C. and Parker, R. (2012), p. 35.   
1625 International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) is a set of accounting standards developed by the 
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), which is the independent standard-setting body of the IFRS 
Foundation. The goal of IFRS is to provide a general global framework for public companies to prepare and 
disclose their financial statements. The IASB was founded in 2001 and is the successor to the International 
Accounting Standards Committee (IASC). See for more information IFRS (2017). 
1626 The application of IFRS in EU takes place in stages according to an endorsement process as defined in 
Regulation (EC) No 1606/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 July 2002 on the 
application of international accounting standards. At first stage IFRS was applied to the consolidated financial 
statements of publicly traded EU companies in 2005 and after that companies listed on secondary capital 
markets followed in 2007. The next phase in the implementation process includes the application of IFRS to 
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of IFRS brings significant benefits for investors, regulators and supervisors. They can easier 
assess the entities and markets they oversee. Investors are also able to compare the financial 
position of companies across borders which allows investors to allocate capital on a global 
basis more efficiently.1627 Adopting a single set of world-wide standards will also help the 
companies themselves by simplifying accounting procedures while it is allowed to use one 
reporting language throughout. Greater compatibility of reports leads also to better access to 
international capital markets and a lower cost of capital. 

Mezzanine financing has features of both debt and equity. This distinction between equity and 
debt is important especially taking into consideration the accounting perspective. From an 
accounting perspective mezzanine must create equity to strengthen the capital ratio. However 
not all mezzanine financing fulfils this requirement. 

Under IFRS capital instruments are classified either as assets, liability or equity. According to 
IFRS 7 there is a requirement for the entity to disclose information about the significance of 
financial instruments and information about the nature and extent of risks stemming from 
financial instruments. IFRS does not however include a separate “mezzanine equity” 
classification that is used in US GAAP1628. Items that are classified as mezzanine equity under 
US GAAP are normally classified as financial liabilities in the IFRS system.1629 If mezzanine 
instrument does not meet the definitions of financial asset or financial liability as defined 
according to IFRS rules, then the mezzanine instrument is equity in the IFRS classification.   

 
3.5.2 Accounting in Finland 

 
In Finland the essential regulation covering financial information is included in the provisions 
of the Accounting Act1630, Accounting Decree1631  and the provisions in Limited Liability 
Companies Act1632. These acts define how the financial statements and the annual report shall 
be prepared. Accounting regulation tells how liabilities are technically divided between debt 
and equity in the balance sheet of a limited liability company and the Limited Liability 
Companies Act defines the corporate nature of the capital input.1633  

On top accounting and company laws the IFRS regulation has also major relevance for 
stakeholders operating in the securities market.1634 However the Securities Markets Act1635 in 
Finland contains only few rules regarding the financial statements which complement the 
actual accounting regulation of Accounting Act, Accounting Decree and IFRS.1636 According 
to the Securities Market Act the issuer of a security1637 shall make its annual financial 
                                            
small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The SME application of IFRS is a modification and simplification of full 
IFRS. Unlike in case of full IFRS application for the public companies the EU leaves it to the member states to 
make individual decisions with respect to adoption of IFRS for SMEs.  
1627 Ball, R. (2006), p. 11. 
1628 Generally Accepted Accounting Principles in the USA adopted by the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC).  
1629 PwC (2017b), p. 10-3. 
1630 Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997). 
1631 Finnish Accounting Decree (1339/1997). 
1632 Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
1633 Mähönen, J. and Villa, S. (2012), p. 84. 
1634 IFRS-standards became part of the Finnish legislation with the Law amending the Finnish Accounting Act 
(1304/2004) which came into force on December 1, 2004.  
1635 Securities Markets Act (746/2012). 
1636 Myllymäki, J. (2013), p. 115. 
1637 According to Chapter 2, Section 2 of the Securities Markets Act (746/2012) security means among other 
things 1) a share and a depositary receipt in relation to such right; 2) a bond or other securitised debt as well as a 
depositary receipt in relation to such right; 3) any other security giving the right to acquire or sell a security 
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statement public without delay until three weeks before the general meeting, where the annual 
financial statement shall be presented for adoption and at the latest three months after the 
end of the financial period.1638 This obligation would regard issuance of both debt and equity 
instruments and even securities having hybrid nature.1639 All in all the rules of Securities 
Market Act can be seen as complement to the actual accounting regulation of Accounting Act, 
Accounting Decree and IFRS.1640  

Although Accounting Act and Accounting Decree require the division of equity and debt in the 
financial information disclosure they do not define the criteria of division. The international 
IFRS rules however provide more detailed definitions for debt and equity instruments. The 
Accounting Act requires that company having issued securities to be traded in the regulated 
market in European Economic Area has to prepare its consolidated accounts in conformity 
with international accounting standards.1641 With the “international accounting standards” 
is referred here to the totality of accounting standards as defined in the EU regulation on the 
application of IFRS.1642 Even if there is no obligation for a company above to prepare 
consolidated accounts its financial statement has to be prepared in conformity with the 
international accounting standards.1643 This means that the listed companies applying IFRS 
rules shall prepare their profit and loss and balance sheet formulas according to IAS 1 -
standard1644 and not according to the formulas of the Account Decree.1645  

It shall be noted that also other companies than those who are obliged to use IFRS-standards 
can use IFRS-standards subject to that company financials are audited.1646  

When applying IFRS-standards the issuer must classify the financial instruments as financial 
assets, financial liabilities or equity instruments.1647  In order to do that financial assets must 
be recognised and measured and disclosed according to the standards.1648 

According to IFRS rules a financial liability can be any liability containing a contractual 
obligation to deliver financial asset or to exchange financial assets or liabilities or a contract 
that will or may be settled in the entity’s own equity instruments.1649 A financial instrument 
that fulfils the criteria of financial liability shall be classified as an equity instrument if it meets 
the specific conditions set in the standards.1650 In case of mezzanine financing there may 
sometimes be a problem to differentiate between liabilities and equity due to mezzanine 

                                            
referred to in points 1 or 2 above or a security giving rise to a cash settlement determined by reference to a 
security, currency, interest rate or yield, commodity or other index or measure.  
1638 Chapter 7, Section 5 of Securities Markets Act (746/2012). 
1639 Myllymäki, J. (2013), p. 115. 
1640 Myllymäki, J. (2013), p. 115. 
1641 Chapter 7a, Section 2:1 of the Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997). 
1642 According to Article 2 of the Regulation (EC) No 1606/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council 
of 19 July 2002 "international accounting standards" shall mean International Accounting Standards (IAS), 
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and related Interpretations (SIC-IFRIC interpretations), 
subsequent amendments to those standards and related interpretations, future standards and related 
interpretations issued or adopted by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). See above also 
footnotes 1625 and 1626. 
1643 Chapter 7a, Section 2:2 of the Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997). 
1644 About IAS 1 -standard see for example PKF (2017), pp. 43-60. 
1645 Chapter 7a, Section 4 of the Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997) and Chapter 5a, Section 2 of the Finnish 
Accounting Decree. 
1646 Chapter 7a, Section 3:2 of the Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997). 
1647 IAS 32.2 and IAS 32.15. 
1648 IAS 32.3 refers to the principles of IAS 32 as being complement standards of IFRS 9 Financial Instruments 
and IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures.  IFRS 9 includes the principles for recognising and measuring 
financial assets and financial liabilities and IFRS 7 regards disclosing information about them.  
1649 IAS 32.11. 
1650 IAS 32.16. 
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instrument having equity characteristics in substance but debt characteristics from the legal 
point of view. An example of a compound instrument that contains both liability and equity 
components is a convertible bond. Such components must be classified as financial assets, 
financial liabilities or equity instruments separately.1651 However in general mezzanine 
instruments like capital loan and debentures are normally classified as liabilities in IFRS 
financials.1652  

Accounting Act regulates that such a capital loan that would be classified as equity in the IFRS 
financials can also be booked as equity in the financial statements not to be done according to 
IFRS.1653  The logic here is to harmonize the practice between the companies using 
international accounting standards with those applying local standards. The rule - which came 
into force on January 1, 2016 in the latest major amendment of the Accounting Act - provides 
an option for the borrower and is not compulsory.1654 If this option is not used capital loan 
shall be recorded as an item in the liabilities. Before the referred amendment entered into 
force the Finnish Accounting Standards Board (KILA) has made a recommendation according 
to which capital loan shall be disclosed as a liability item in the balance sheet prepared 
according to the Accounting Act.1655 That recommendation can still be considered valid unless 
the booking into equity based on the IFRS-argument is not done.     

 
3.5.3 Accounting in other countries 

 
3.5.3.1 Sweden 

 
The Swedish regulation for accounting is based primarily on Bookkeeping Act1656 and Annual 
Accounts Act1657 . Both laws are general frameworks for accounting applying generally 
accepted accounting principles. In case of Sweden the generally accepted accounting 
principles refers to conducting bookkeeping in accordance with prevailing laws on the area, 
accepted practice and the Swedish Accounting Standards Board’s (BFN)1658 general 
guidelines. On top of that Swedish Financial Reporting Board (RFR)1659 provides 
interpretation recommendations for companies applying IFRS regulations. This is an example 
of Swedish system of where framework legislation is complemented by regulation provided by 
specific authorised bodies.1660    

                                            
1651 IAS 32.15 and IAS 32.28. See also about the different components Haaramo, V. (2012), pp. 129-130. 
1652 Myllymäki, J. (2013), p. 117 and Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), 
p. 120.  
1653 Chapter 5, Section 5c of the Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997). 
1654 Government Bill for the Law amending the Accounting Act (HE 89/2015), p. 88. 
1655 KILA 1787/2006. 
1656 Accounting Act (SFS 1999:1078). 
1657 Annual Accounts Act (SFS 1995:1554), in Swedish “årsredovisningslagen”. 
1658 The Swedish Accounting Standards Board (Bokföringsnämden, BNF) is the government’s expert body in 
the field of accounting. The Board is responsible for developing generally accepted accounting principles. It 
issues general guidelines for provisions in the Bookkeeping Act and Annual Accounts Act. The Swedish 
Accounting Standards Board operates under Ministry of Finance and its members are appointed by the 
government. 
1659 The BFN has delegated to the private sector body Swedish Financial Reporting Board (Rådet för finansiell 
rapportering, RFR) the authority to develop interpretations of IFRS in Sweden. This includes additional 
mandatory disclosures to be included in consolidated financial statements of the Swedish listed companies.  
1660 Bjuvberg, J. (2010), p. 21. 
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For financial years starting after December 31, 2013 the annual reports of a limited company 
must be prepared in accordance with the so-called K-regulations issued by the BFN.1661 As an 
EU-country also IFRS-standards are applied in Sweden since 2005. 

In case of Swedish companies applying IFRS regulation the mezzanine instruments shall be 
classified in the financials based on the IAS 321662 and in some situations also the RFR 2 
recommendations.1663 In practice IAS rules are followed unless there is discrepancy with the 
Swedish law. As IAS 32 requires accounting of the item according to its economic 
characteristics and not according to its legal form there may be conflicting situations. In case 
of preference shares the instrument should be classified according to RFR 2 as equity due to 
the specific reference in the Annual Accounts Act even if the instrument fulfilled the 
characteristics of debt according to IAS 32.1664 Any deviation from the IAS 32 must be 
separately disclosed in the financial statements.1665 

For those companies that do not apply IFRS-standards the K-regulation of BFN is to be 
followed. The purpose of the K3-rules is to be the primary accounting regulatory framework 
for the companies that are obliged to prepare financial statements in accordance the Annual 
Accounts Act.1666 It is mandatory regulation for all large non-public companies that do not 
choose to apply IFRS and RFR rules. In addition to that K3 is alternative of the K2 regulation 
for small non-public companies. The definition of a large company here originates from the 
Annual Accounts Act. According to that a company is large if it meets a minimum of two of the 
following criteria two consecutive years:1667 

• more than 50 employees 

• balance sheet total of more than 40 million SEK 

• turnover above 80 million SEK.  

According to K3-rules financial instruments shall be classified either to debt or equity.1668 The 
split shall be done based on the instrument´s economical characteristics.1669 For example 
instrument shall be considered debt if the company has obligation to repay the received 
financing before liquidation or if the repayable amount is limited to a certain maximum 
amount in the liquidation.1670 An example of equity is instrument that has due to the 
subordination the lowest repayment priority and if it additionally means for the company 
obligation to repay proportional share out of the net assets only in case of liquidation.1671 The 
K3 - just like RFR - does not allow deviation from the equity classification according to the 

                                            
1661 The purpose of the K-regulation is to simplify the financial reporting for smaller companies. There are four 
sets of accounting regulations from which a company will choose one to follow depending on the size of a 
company.  The basis is the Annual Accounts Act and each of the four regulation sets target to meet the 
company's complexity level. The K-regulation categories are as follows: 

• K1 (BFNAR 2006:1): Sole traders establishing simplified financial statements. 
• K2 (BFNAR 2008:1): Annual reporting in small companies. 
• K3 (BFNAR 2012:1): Annual reporting and consolidated financial statement. 
• K4 is for companies who must or choose to follow IFRS. 

1662 PKF (2017), pp. 633-645. 
1663 See RFR 2 (2017), p. 7 about the applicability of IFRS and RFR 2 rules in general.  
1664 RFR 2 (2017), p. 23 and Skatteverket (2012), p. 74. 
1665 RFR 2 (2017), p. 23. 
1666 See about the applicability of BFN (2016), pp. 12-16.   
1667 Chapter 1, Section 3:1 of the Annual Accounts Act (1995:1554). 
1668 BFN (2016), pp. 200-201.   
1669 BFN (2016), pp. 201-202.   
1670 Ibid. 
1671 BFN (2016), p. 202.   
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Annual Accounts Act.1672 This means that preference shares should be classified as equity due 
to the specific reference in the Annual Accounts Act even if the instrument fulfilled the 
economical characteristics of debt.   

 
3.5.3.2 Estonia 

 
The general principles of accounting in Estonia are set out in the Accounting Act1673. The 
regulation provides legal bases for organizing accounting and financial reporting pursuant to 
internationally recognised principles.1674 According to the Accounting Act commercial 
undertakings may decide whether to prepare their annual financial statements according to 
Estonian Accounting Standards (accounting principles generally accepted in Estonia i.e. 
Estonian GAAP) or IFRS.1675 Listed companies, credit institutions and insurance companies 
are required to follow IFRS.  This means that the preparation of financial statements should 
be done in accordance with either IFRS adopted by EU or accounting principles generally 
accepted in Estonia (also known as Estonian GAAP). The Estonian Accounting Standards are 
provided by the Accounting Standards Board which acts under the supervision of the Ministry 
of Finance.1676  

The present Estonian GAAP which is valid since 2013 has its basis on IFRS for Small and 
Medium- sized Entities (IFRS for SMEs).1677 There are some differences compared to IFRS for 
SMEs with regard to accounting policies and to disclosure requirements but differences are 
limited.1678 The main differences between new Estonian GAAP (2013) and the IFRS for SMEs 
are as follows:1679 

• Estonian GAAP contains a possibility to choose the policy for development costs (either 
IFRS for SMEs or IFRS) 

• Estonian GAAP contains a possibility to choose the policy for government grants 
(either IFRS for SMEs or IFRS) and 

• some variance in disclosure requirements. 

As a summary can be stated that the Estonian GAAP is a simplified version of IFRSs having 
the recognition and measurement rules based on IFRSs but less demanding disclosure 
requirements.1680 For example the guideline RTJ 3 of the Estonian GAAP covering the 
classification of financial instruments is in compliance with the policies of IAS 32.1681 

                                            
1672 BFN (2016), pp. 202-203. 
1673 Accounting Act (RT I 2002, 102, 600). 
1674 Chapter 1, Section 1 of the Accounting Act (RT I 2002, 102, 600). 
1675 Chapter 3, Section 17:1 of the Accounting Act (RT I 2002, 102, 600). 
1676 According to Chapter 5, Section 32:1-2 of the Accounting Act (RT I 2002, 102, 600)  
“(1) The Government of the Republic shall establish the Accounting Standards Board (hereinafter Standards 
Board) whose function is to issue accounting guidelines explaining and specifying this Act and to direct 
activities in the field of accounting. 
(2) The Standards Board is an independent committee whose rules of procedure (hereinafter rules of procedure) 
shall be approved by the Government of the Republic on the proposal of the Minister of Finance. The Standards 
Board shall be served by the Ministry of Finance.” 
1677 See more detail about the adoption process of Estonian GAAP more in detail Alver, L. et al. (2014). 
1678 Alver, L. et al. (2014), p. 249. 
1679 IFRS Foundation (2016c), p. 5. 
1680 Alver, L. et al. (2013), p. 3. 
1681 Strouhal, J. ed. (2011), p. 86. 
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3.5.3.3 USA 

 
The national accounting traditions started to lose their strong position due to the globalisation 
when  international capital markets and investors started to demand more informative 
financial reporting.1682 As part of trying to create more global accounting standards IASC - the 
predecessor of IASB 1683 - started to increasingly cooperate with the US security regulators in 
the end of 1980´s.1684 Due to the political pressures to liberalise the strict disclosure 
requirement also the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)1685 in the USA was ready for 
the increased cooperation.1686 SEC has been described to target then for a creation of 
international rules that would be acceptable to the USA.1687  

The cooperation has continued also between IASB and the FASB1688 in the new millennium. 
On September 2002 IASB and FASB signed a common agreement - also known as the Norwalk 
Agreement -  where the parties set out the commitment to develop compatible, high-quality 
accounting standards to be used for both domestic and cross-border financial reporting.1689 
“The objective was not only meant to eliminate differences between IFRS and U.S. GAAP 
whenever possible, but to also achieve convergence in accounting standards that stood the test 
of time “ as has been described by the SEC Chief Accountant.1690  After the Norwalk Agreement 
the cooperation has continued, many individual standards have been converged but full 
convergence is still missing.1691  

Today the SEC allows - but does not require - foreign private issuers to use IFRS in preparing 
their financial statements.1692 However the SEC does not allow the domestic issuers to apply 
IFRS in preparing the financial statements but obliges them to use US GAAP.1693  However 
even if local GAAP is used there may sometimes be need to convert the financials into IFRS 

                                            
1682 Camfferman, K. and Zeff, S.A. (2007), p. 14. 
1683 About IASC and IASB see above footnote 1625. 
1684 Crawford, L. et al. (2014), p. 306.  
1685 The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is a U.S. government agency that regulates the securities 
markets, protects investors and monitors the corporate takeovers in the U.S. SEC administers statutes that 
promote full public disclosure and protect the investors against fraudulent and manipulative practices in the 
securities markets. The Chief Accountant (CO) of SEC is the principal adviser to the Commission related to 
accounting and auditing.  

The CO Office assists the Commission in executing its responsibility to establish accounting principles, and 
for overseeing the process of private sector standards-setting. The CO Office works closely with the Financial 
Accounting Standards Board (FASB), whose accounting standards (also known as US GAAP) the Commission 
has acknowledged as generally accepted for purposes of the federal securities laws, the International Accounting 
Standards Board and the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.  

Additionally, the Commission is responsible for the approval or disapproval of auditing rules forwarded by 
the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), which is a private-sector regulator founded by the 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act to supervise the auditors. The Commission approves the annual budget of PCAOB and has 
on top of that oversight responsibility of the Board activities. The Office of the Chief Accountant assists the 
Commission in the execution work and is the principal liaison with the PCAOB. Concerning the application of 
accounting and auditing standards and financial disclosure requirements the Office consults with registrants and 
auditors on a regular basis, too. 
1686 Hopwood, A.G. (1994), p. 244. 
1687 Hopwood, A.G. (1994), p. 244. 
1688 About FASB see above footnote 1685. 
1689 Gray, K. et al. (2016), p. 182. 
1690 Extract of the speech of Mr. James Schnurr, Chief Accountant of SEC given on May 7, 2015. The speech is 
published on SEC website. See SEC (2017). 
1691 Gray, K. et al. (2016), pp. 182-183. 
1692 IFRS Foundation (2017), p. 2. 
1693 Ibid. 
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language. Such a situation exists if the US company is owned by foreign parent applying IFRS 
rules.  

Regarding mezzanine instruments there are some differences in accounting between IFRS and 
US GAAP. Accounting of convertible debts and puttable equity instruments are used here as 
two examples of different accounting approaches. 

In case of convertible debt, the conversion option must be always separated from the debt part 
and both components must be recognised and accounted for separately according to IFRS.1694 
Under U.S. GAAP the separation is precluded unless certain specific conditions are 
fulfilled.1695 To determine the proper accounting of the equity conversion option, a detailed 
analysis of the terms and conditions must be done. 

Puttable equity instruments where the holder has right to exercise the put option are typically 
classified as equity under IFRS subject to fulfilment of the equity criteria of IAS 32.1696 In case 
of US GAAP these kind of puttable equity instruments are also typically classified as equity, 
because redemption is not certain to occur.1697 However there is also possibility to classify 
them as mezzanine equity due to mezzanine classification option in US GAAP. When a 
redemption term of a puttable instrument is not solely under the control of the issuer, an SEC 
registrant is required to present the instrument in the balance sheet between permanent 
equity and liabilities as "temporary equity" or "mezzanine equity".1698 

  
3.5.3.4 Other countries  

 
3.5.3.4.1 UK 
 
The UK company law provides the legislative framework according to which the companies 
must operate and several accounting requirements are included in the Companies Act.1699 The 
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles in the UK (UK GAAP) broadly comprise the 
accounting regulation of the Companies Act and UK accounting standards adopted by the 
Financial Reporting Council (FRC)1700 and its predecessors over many years. The latest 
accounting standards FRS 102 applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland became effective 
for accounting periods beginning after January 1, 2015. FRS 102 is based on the IFRS for SMEs 
but with several modifications.1701 Additionally under the EU regulation all listed companies 
in the UK must prepare their consolidated financial statements using IFRS as adopted in the 
EU.  

The unlisted UK companies are permitted to choose whether to prepare their account 
according to IFRS or in accordance with UK GAAP.  UK GAAP and IFRS have in certain areas 

                                            
1694 IAS 32:28-29. 
1695 PwC (2017b), p. 10-2. 
1696 PKF (2017), p. 635. 
1697 PwC (2017b), p. 10-2. 
1698 EY (2015), pp. 9-10. 
1699 Part 15 of the Companies Act 2006. 
1700 The Financial Reporting Council (FRC) is the UK’s independent regulator responsible for promoting 
corporate governance and reporting to foster investment. FRC promotes high standards of corporate governance 
and sets standards for corporate reporting, audit and actuarial practice. FRC also monitors and enforces 
accounting and auditing standards. Under its responsibility belongs also overseeing the regulatory activities of 
the actuarial profession and the professional accountancy bodies. 
1701 IFRS Foundation (2016d), p. 6. 
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different approaches.1702 However regarding liabilities and equity the differences are very 
limited and broadly UK GAAP is consistent with IAS 32.1703  

 
3.5.3.4.2 Germany  
 
As Germany is an EU member state and the German companies listed in an EU securities 
market follow IFRSs since 2005. For non-listed companies there is an option to prepare the 
consolidated financials according to the German Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch, 
HGB)1704 or IFRS. Regarding the individual financial statements, the companies must prepare 
financial statements in accordance with to the German Commercial Code which has been 
revised as an alternative to the IFRS for SMEs.1705  For information reasons they may however 
also prepare financial statements in accordance with IFRS.1706 Additionally the large 
corporations may use IFRSs instead of the German Commercial Code for publishing their 
individual financial statements in the Federal Gazette.  

The Accounting Standards Committee of Germany (ASCG)/Deutsches Rechnungslegungs 
Standards Committee (DRSC) is the national accounting standardisation organisation 
recognised as responsible standardisation organisation for Germany by the Federal Ministry 
of Justice. The German GAAP is based on standards set by ASCG.1707 The legal basis for its 
activities is included in the German Commercial Code.1708 

Mezzanine financing aims to create equity from an accounting perspective to strengthen the 
capital ratio and debt from the taxation perspective to create tax deductible interest 
payment.1709 According to the German GAAP - which has its basis in the German Commercial 
Code (HGB) - the mezzanine instruments shall be divided in the balance sheet into debt and/or 
equity. Disclosure as equity is possible only subject to fulfilment of all the following 
characteristics:1710 

• repayment ranking priority only after all the other debts 

• profit-related compensation and covering of losses up to the principal amount 

• long term lending. 

 

                                            
1702 See about differences in general KPMG (2015b). 
1703 KPMG (2015b), pp. 180-191.  
1704 German Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch) of May 10, 1897. 
1705 IFRS Foundation (2016e), p. 5. 
1706 Kreipl, M. et al. (2014), pp. 138-139. 
1707 ASCG (2018), sets following objectives for the ASCG:  
“a.to develop recommendations for the application of principles for consolidated financial reporting; 
b. to provide advice on planned legislation on accounting regulations at national and EU level; 
c. to represent the Federal Republic of Germany in international accounting and financial reporting bodies; 
d. to develop Interpretations of the international accounting standards within the meaning of Section 315e(1) of 
the Handelsgesetzbuch (HGB - German Commercial Code); 
e. to enhance the quality of accounting and financial reporting; 
f. to promote research and education in the above-mentioned areas.” 
1708 See Book 3, Part 5, Section 342 of the German Commercial Code. 
1709 Siedler, N.-L. (2014), p. 19.  
1710 Brokamp, J. et al. (2011), p. 124. 
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3.6   Taxation rules 

 
3.6.1 Mezzanine from taxation perspective 

 
3.6.1.1 Thin capitalisation 

 
The way how a company is capitalised can have a major impact on the profit to be reported. 
That on the other hand will impact to the amount of taxes to be paid. As companies are 
financed normally both buy debt and equity the absolute and relative amount of different 
financing forms has relevance. Tax regulations normally permit a deduction for the paid 
interest or payable in arriving at the tax measure of profit.1711 The higher the amount of debt 
in a balance sheet the lower is the profit to be taxed. Therefore, debt is typically more efficient 
financing form than equity. The differences in tax treatment between interest and dividends 
leads to decreased tax payments for a company increasing its indebtedness.  

A company is by definition thinly capitalised when it has high level of debt in relation to equity. 
Thinly capitalized companies are often referred to as highly leveraged or highly geared 
companies.1712 If the debt causing abnormally high leverage is granted by the group company 
or by the party considered to be otherwise affiliated to the borrower the financing transaction 
becomes problematic from the taxation perspective.1713 The so-called thin-capitalisation rules 
refer to restrictions on the deductibility of debt imposed by the governments.1714  

Corporate thin capitalisation is often seen in a context of international groups as such groups 
are often in a position to structure their financing arrangements to maximise the tax 
benefits.1715 They can establish a tax-efficient combination of equity and debt in borrowing 
countries and have chance to channel the interest to countries with low tax rates. As a company 
can normally not borrow more than an arm’s length lender is willing to lend, in an intra-group 
lending the situation can be different. As the interest paid remains within the group the 
consolidated profitability will not be harmed and thus borrowing possibly even exceeding the 
“arm´s length” amount could be a financially tempting alternative as a part of tax planning 
scheme. This challenge is identified also by Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project by 
OECD.1716  

However, it shall be noted that the absolute amount of interest to be paid is not the only 
decisive factor from the tax authority perspective when judging whether thin-capitalisation 
rules are breached. The amount of interest payable may be high for several reasons like interest 
rate, duration of lending, restrictions on repayment, currency risk, group policy.1717 This 
means that all terms and conditions should be considered in a thin capitalisation review.  

Thin-capitalisation rules are typically used in two ways:1718 

                                            
1711 OECD (2012), p. 3. 
1712 OECD (2012), p. 3. 
1713 Knuutinen, R, (2009), p. 437 and Helminen, M. (2010), p. 207. 
1714 Buettner, T. et al. (2012), p. 1. 
1715 Møen, J. et al. (2011), p. 2. 
1716 OECD (2017). 
1717 See HM Revenue & Customs (2016). 
1718 OECD (2012), p. 7. 
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• to determine a maximum amount of debt on which interest payment deduction is 
available and 

• to determine a maximum amount of interest that may be deducted by reference to the 
ratio of paid or payable interest to another variable. 

The thin-capitalisation regulation varies from country to country and some countries are 
without this kind of regulation.1719 When company's debt exceeds its equity by a certain 
amount there is a risk that debt can be re-qualified as equity for tax purposes which would 
make making interest expenses on such debt non-deductible for tax purposes.  

The costs of thin-capitalisation due to traditional financing has been used as one argument for 
the increased use of mezzanine financing forms.1720 

 
3.6.1.2 Deductibility of interests 

 
In most countries debt and equity are taxed differently for the purposes of the local laws.1721 
For corporations this means that they may deduct interest payments on their debt but are not 
allowed to deduct dividend payments on their equity.1722 As interest on debt is generally a 
deductible expense for the interest payer the receiver of the income is taxed for that.1723 
However dividends and other equity returns are typically not deductible1724 and are very often 
subject to different tax reliefs in form of an exemption or exclusion in the taxation of the 
dividend receiver.1725 In general it can be concluded that debt is more favourable from taxation 
perspective than own equity.1726  

The different tax treatment of interest and dividend paid by the corporations has not been 
always self-evident in America or Europe.1727 The present interest deduction system favours 
debt financing over equity financing and can even be seen as one reason for the economic and 
financial crisis we are still facing today.1728 Governments have however not been able to make 
major changes in the system and the present difference in tax treatment between interest 
payments and dividends remains in force.  

All the companies do tax planning but the international groups have option to optimise the 
taxation taking into consideration regulation of several countries. Elements of tax planning 
can be among other things transfer pricing and international debt shifting.  

Through transfer pricing profit can be relocated to lowly taxed group enterprises if pricing of 
intra-group transaction is not done according to the “arm´s length principle” i.e. according to 
the market price.1729 There is however evidence that multinational profit shifting activities 

                                            
1719 See for a general overview of thin capitalisation rules Blouin, J. et al. (2014). 
1720 OECD (2013), p. 14. 
1721 OECD (2014), p. 6. 
1722 Bank, S.A. (2014), p. 1. 
1723 OECD (2014), p. 6. 
1724 Bärsch, S.-E. (2012), p. 26. 
1725 Ibid. 
1726 Knuutinen, R, (2009), p. 71. 
1727 See Seligman, E.R.A. (1914), p. 513. 
1728 See about interactions between tax policy and the financial crisis Hemmelgran, T. and Nicodeme, G. (2010). 
1729 See more about the transfer pricing and “arm´s length principle” OECD (2010). 
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have been significantly decreased after countries have introduced or tightened requirements 
of transfer pricing documentation.1730   

The idea of debt shifting is to claim tax deductions on interest expenses in countries having 
high taxation and paying tax on interest income in countries having low taxation by using 
intragroup loans. This is technically done by parking the debt in the balance sheet of the 
preferred group entity through intra-group lending.  These opportunities create competitive 
inequality between groups operating internationally and groups operating in the domestic 
market.1731 This impacts negatively on capital ownership neutrality and creates a tax 
preference for foreign assets compared to those assets that are located on domestic ground.1732  

Besides financial costs also reputational issues are nowadays taken into consideration by 
international groups more and more. As public information about tax avoidance erodes 
company image and affects thus directly its profits increasing attention is today paid to social 
responsibility including negative consequences of tax avoidance.1733 

From mezzanine financing perspective the different tax treatment of interest and dividends is 
relevant as mezzanine financing has both features of debt and equity. The different features 
result in different tax treatment of related income or expense, so in the case of hybrid 
instruments like mezzanine the issue of classification would influence also to the applicable 
tax regime.1734 The starting point in the classification is very often the legal form.1735 However 
in some countries hybrid instruments and their returns are evaluated based on the actual 
economic and legal substance of the instruments. This “substance-over-form” doctrine means 
that interest of mezzanine type financing may be treated as a dividend if the substance of the 
instrument is closer to equity and the substance of the interest is closer to a dividend.1736 

As it has become clear that governments must do more to keep the international taxation 
regulation more updated to keep the pace with globalisation and modern business practices. 
The governments of the G20 and Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) started the Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project in 2013 to modernise and 
improve the international tax rules to stop aggressive tax planning by multinational 
enterprises. In 2015 the OECD has delivered reports on each element of the 15-point BEPS 
Action Plan for the countries to be endorsed.1737   

 
3.6.2 Taxation in Finland 

 
There is no definition of equity and debt in the Finnish tax laws. This means also that the 
legislation does not provide any detailed guidance on the taxation of mezzanine financing 
form.1738  In Finland the starting point is that business related interest expenses are deductible 
for the payer of the interest. This is based on the general rule of the Companies Income Tax 
Act.1739 Also interest that is dependent on the profit of the company is deductible.1740  

                                            
1730 Lohse, T. and Riedel, N. (2013) p. 16.  
1731 Huizinga, H. et al. (2008), p. 81. 
1732 OECD (2014), p. 6. 
1733 Bauweraerts, J. and Vandernoot, J. (2013), p. 3. 
1734 Seminogovas, B. (2015), pp. 300-301. 
1735 Brown, P. (2012), p. 32. 
1736 Helminen, M. (2010), p. 169. 
1737 OECD (2015). 
1738 Linnanvirta, R. and Viitala, T. (2012), p. 278. 
1739 Division I, Chapter 2, Section 7 of the Companies Income Tax Act (360/1968). 
1740 Division II, Chapter 2, Section 18:1, point 2 of the Companies Income Tax Act (360/1968). 
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There are no actual thin capitalisation rules to be followed but there are some restrictions on 
interest deductions. These limitations of deductibility will apply to interest paid between 
related parties.1741 The target of the regulation is primarily to limit tax planning of group´s 
which through highly leveraged investments transfer taxable income into low taxation 
countries.1742 Firstly interest expenses are fully deductible corresponding to the received 
interest income. A company may however annually deduct up to 500,000 euros of interest 
expense without limitation. When company is able to prove that the proportion of its net assets 
represented by equity is at the minimum equally high as the consolidated equity to net assets 
ratio, the limitation rule will not be applied. If neither of these exemptions is applicable, the 
amount of deductible interest paid to related parties is 25 % of EBITDA at the maximum. Both 
domestic and cross-border interest expenses are subject to these limitations.1743 Interest 
deduction limitation rules are not applied to credit, insurance and welfare institutions and to 
some extent to their affiliated bodies.1744 

Although there is no taxation legislation specially designed for mezzanine financing, there are 
some decisions of the Supreme Administrative Court and tax authorities regarding the topic.  

The Supreme Administrative Court has concluded that the interest expense of subordinated 
convertible loan1745 and capital loan like debenture loan1746 is deductible.  

The Central Tax Board (KVL) has made a decision concerning the taxation of subordinated 
loan with options attached.1747 In the decision it was stated that the interest accrued on the 
loan and recorded in borrower´s profit and loss account as an expense was deductible expense. 
The deduction concerns that fiscal year from which the financial statements - where the 
amount payable might have been used for the distribution of profit in accordance with the 
balance sheet - were adopted. The same applies for interest accrued on the loan that is 
recorded as compulsory provisions in the balance sheet for further payments. The statement 
regarding the deductibility applies also to capital loans without options. 

It shall be noted that the referred Supreme Administrative Court and Central Tax Board 
decisions were done already during the previous Companies Act1748 and before the previous 
Companies Act was amended with the capital loan regulation1749. The conclusions can however 
still be considered to be valid even during the present Companies Act as the interest payment 
criteria of the capital loan are very similar to the subordinated loans referred to in the 
discussed decisions. The Finnish Tax Administration also refers to the discussed Central Tax 
Board and Supreme Administrative Court decisions in its valid taxation instructions.1750  

In case of capital loan the deductibility of interest costs is very clear.1751 According to the 
Finnish taxation practice it can be also stated as a more general rule that interest expenses of 
any mezzanine financing booked as debt are deductible.1752  Even if the loan instrument has 

                                            
1741 Division II, Chapter 2, Section 18a of the Companies Income Tax Act (360/1968). According to the 
regulation the interest expenses rules apply for financial years that end on or after January 1, 2014. 
1742 Government Bill for the Law amending the Companies Income Tax Act (HE 146/2012), pp. 15-17. 
1743 Government Bill for the Law amending the Companies Income Tax Act (HE 146/2012), pp. 16-17. 
1744 Division II, Chapter 2, Section 18a:4 of the Companies Income Tax Act (360/1968). 
1745 KHO 1995 T 3932. 
1746 KHO 1995 T 3933. 
1747 KVL 301/1995. 
1748 Limited Liability Companies Act (734/1978). 
1749 Law of Amending of Limited Liability Companies Act (145/1997). 
1750 Verohallinto (1997). 
1751 Tikka, M. et al. (2014), p. 189 and, Fagerstedt, J. and Kukkonen, M. (2015), p. 186.  
1752 Myllymäki, J. (2013), p. 120, Lautjärvi, K. (2015), pp. 182-184 and Knuutinen, R. (2015), pp. 112-115. 
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had features of equity courts have not considered such loans as equity.1753 The Act on 
Assessment Procedure1754 allows the Finnish tax authorities or courts to recharacterize any 
transaction based on the true nature of the arrangement but there is no recent Supreme 
Administrative Court decisions on recharacterizing of debt to equity.  

    
3.6.3 Taxation in other countries 

   
3.6.3.1 Sweden 

 
In Sweden equity related expenses (i.e. dividends) cannot be deducted, whereas debt related 
expenses (i.e. interest) are generally deductible for the borrower company.1755 Interest cost 
deduction for tax purpose requires that the loan is made on arm’s length terms.1756 This means 
that the rates must be at the open market interest rate. The preferred tax treatment of expenses 
connected to debt instruments creates incentives for taking loan rather than equity. 

There are no separate thin-capitalization restrictions for tax purposes. Intra-group loans 
related interest costs are however not deductible with two exemptions known as the so-called 
“ten-percent rule” and “business reason rule”.  

The “ten percent rule” means that the interest cost should be deductible if the interest income 
of the beneficial owner is taxed with at least 10 % and the primary reason for the debt is other 
than obtaining major tax advantage.1757 According to the “business reason rule” the interest 
cost should be deductible if the debt is mostly motivated by business reasons and the 
beneficiary of the interest income is resident in the EEA or, under certain condition, in a state 
that has valid tax treaty with Sweden.1758 

There is no withholding tax on interests levied in Sweden. This encourages to create a structure 
where the return on an investment is delivered in form of interest.1759 This is naturally subject 
to that the above described interest deduction limitation rules are not applied.  

Regarding mezzanine instruments relevant from the interest deduction point of view is 
whether the instrument shall be classified as debt or equity from the taxation perspective.1760 
                                            
1753 Knuutinen, R (2009), pp. 423-429 and Äimä, K. (2009), pp. 256-260. See also Supreme Administrative 
Court decision KHO 2014:119 on subordinated hybrid loan issued by a Finnish limited liability company to its 
Luxembourg-based shareholder. Opposite to the opinion of the tax authorities the Supreme Administrative 
Court considered the loan as debt from the taxation perspective and the interest paid was deductible expense for 
the issuer.     
1754 According to the Chapter 4, Section 28 of the Act on Assessment Procedure (1558/1995) if a transaction has 
been assigned a legal form which does not correspond with its actual character and meaning, taxation should 
take place as if the correct form had been adopted. In addition, it must be evident that the transaction has been 
entered into in order to avoid Finnish tax. 
1755 Chapter 16, Section 1 of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). 
1756 The Swedish version of the arm´s length principle is included in the Chapter 14, Sections 19-20 of the 
Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). This regulation functions as a rule of correction to be applied not only for 
loan interests but generally for all kind of transfer pricing items. See more about the transfer pricing and “arm´s 
length principle” OECD (2010) and Wittendorff, J. (2010). 
1757 Chapter 24, Section 10d of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). 
1758 Chapter 24, Section 10e of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). 
1759 Swedish Trade & Invest Council (2015), p. 2. 
1760 See Skatteverket (2012), pp. 82-84 according to which the applicable taxation shall be concluded based on 
two stages. First shall be assessed whether the instrument is debt or equity and thus is the cost to be paid to the 
investor interest or dividend. After that in the second stage shall be assessed whether the compensation to be 
paid is deductible or not.  
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According to this a basic convertible debt instrument should normally be classified as debt 
rather than equity by the borrower. However, in the recent decision of the Supreme 
Administrative Court a mandatory convertible debt instrument was considered equity unlike 
Swedish Tax Board had earlier concluded.1761 The different views of the Swedish Tax Board 
and the Supreme Administrative Court illustrate the uncertainty characteristic in the 
classification of financial instruments as debt or equity.1762  

For option loans and profit-sharing loans there are special rules in the Income Tax Law. 
According to the regulation borrower (= issuer) of the option loan is not allowed to deduct the 
difference of the emission price and the market price of the options.1763 According to the 
general rule interest cost deduction is though possible. In case of profit-sharing loans the 
possible fixed rate part of interest is also deductible according to the general rule.1764 The 
”profit-sharing part” of the interest, which is linked to the amount of dividends to be paid or 
to the borrower´s profit shall however only be deductible subject to that the loan has been 
initially offered for the general market.1765 A profit-sharing loan from the borrower´s owner 
who has subscribed the loan by using the shareholder´s pre-emption priority does not create 
interest deduction right for the profit-sharing part of the interest.1766          

 
3.6.3.2 Estonia 

 
The Estonian corporate taxation regime deviates significantly from the Finnish and Swedish. 
The cash-flow taxation model applied can be considered unique even from the global 
perspective.1767 In Estonia corporates are subject to income tax only in respect of all 
distributed profits including dividends distributed1768, gifts and donations1769 and payments 
unrelated to business1770. 

This means that retained earnings are not taxed until profit distributions are made.1771 One of 
the consequence of taxing only distributed profits is also that interest cost deduction is not 
applied. This applies naturally both debt and equity like loans instruments. The corporate tax 
system in Estonia makes it in practice possible to postpone the taxation of corporate profits 
for an indefinite period. This tax regime is available to Estonian resident companies and 
permanent establishments of non-resident companies that are registered in Estonia.1772  

There are no thin capitalization rules in Estonia. There is however some regulation on transfer 
pricing.1773 When related parties carry out a transaction the value of which differs from the 
value of similar transactions between non-related parties, the difference is subject of income 

                                            
1761 HFD 2014, ref. 10. 
1762 Hilling, A. and Vilhelmsson, A. (2015), p. 700. See also Bjuvberg, J. (2014), Olsson, S. (2014) and Tivéus, 
U. (2014). 
1763 Chapter 24, Section 4 of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). 
1764 Chapter 24, Section 5:3 of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). 
1765 Chapter 24, Section 6:1 of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). 
1766 Chapter 24, Section 6:1 of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). See also Tivéus, U. (2010), p. 93. 
1767 See about the cash-flow taxation in general EU (2015). 
1768 Chapter 10, Section 50 of the Income Tax Act (RT I 1999, 101, 903). 
1769 Chapter 10, Section 49 of the Income Tax Act (RT I 1999, 101, 903). 
1770 Chapter 10, Section 51 of the Income Tax Act (RT I 1999, 101, 903). 
1771 See about the Estonian corporate taxation system in general Staehr, K. (2014).  
1772 Chapter 2, Section 6 of the Income Tax Act (RT I 1999, 101, 903). 
1773 Chapter 14, Sections 7-8 and Chapter 50, Sections 4-8 of the Income Tax Act (RT I 1999, 101, 903) and 
Minister of Finance (2006). 
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tax. It is up to the related companies to prove that the used pricing method is based on the 
arm’s length principle.  

 
3.6.3.3 USA 

 
The United States has a complex tax system compared to many other countries. One of the 
main reasons for this is that corporates operating in the country must consider federal, state, 
and in some cases even local level taxation regulation. From federal perspective a corporation 
organized under the laws of any state is a domestic corporation. From state perspective, 
however, entities organized in that state are considered as domestic and entities organized 
outside that state are considered as foreign. 

Interest expenses in relation to debt are generally deductible for the corporations in the 
USA.1774 This provides an incentive to finance the operations rather through debt than equity 
particularly as the corporate tax rate is high.1775  

Regarding mezzanine type financing the deductibility of interest expenses boils down to 
conclusion whether the financing form can be considered to be debt or equity. The challenge 
is however that the local legislation does not define clearly terms “debt” and “equity”.1776 The 
tax regulation does not identify any other financing category either.1777 According to tax rules 
among other things following factors shall be considered in determining with respect to a 
factual situation whether a debtor-creditor relationship exists:1778  

• whether there is a written unconditional promise to repay the financing on a specified 
date and to pay interest 

• whether there is subordination to any other debt 

• the ratio of debt to equity 

• whether there is convertibility into the stock of the corporation and  

• the relationship between holdings of stock and the interest in question.   

The classification of the instrument in question and the final taxation consequence is thus 
based on the substance of the investment and the analysis of all the circumstances.1779  

Transfer pricing regulations require applying the arm’s-length standard.1780 It is generally met 
if the outcome of a transaction in question is consistent with results that would have been 
realized in a similar transaction under similar conditions by other taxpayers. If a company 

                                            
1774 26 U.S. Code § 163. The law includes also several exceptions of the main rule.  
1775 According to OECD (2017b), the USA combined corporate tax rate of 39 % is the highest of the observed 
countries in 2017. Although high statutory rates the effective corporate tax rate is however lower among other 
things due to the deductions. See about this Mathur, A. (2016).  
1776 Ring, D. (2012), p. 780. 
1777 Schneider, S. R. (2015), p. 129. 
1778 26 U.S. Code § 385. 
1779 Ring, D. (2012), pp. 780-781. 
1780 The legal framework for the transfer pricing in the USA includes in several sections of the Internal Revenue 
Code and in Internal Revenue Service (IRS) regulations, mostly in Internal Revenue Code (IRC) Section 482. 
See about IRS next footnote. 
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does not comply with the arm’s-length principle, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)1781 may 
increase taxable income and thus also taxes payable.  

Thin capitalization rules may also be applied to prevent companies from borrowing in excess 
with a purpose to reduce tax liability.1782 The target of the regulation is to prohibit interest 
payments related to excess debt and to recharacterize such transactions as dividends. The rule 
limits tax deductions that companies can take on loans from related and unrelated parties and 
is applicable on both domestic and foreign-based firms. In practice the target is more on the 
subsidiaries owned by foreign companies as conducting business in the USA requires often 
financing from the parent company. The debt/equity ratio exceeding ratio 1.5:1 is considered 
to amount to thinning according to the law. It is possible to restrict the interest expense 
deduction if over 50% of the adjusted taxable income of a thinly capitalized corporation is 
protected by interest paid to such a related party that is not income taxed in the USA.1783 

 
3.6.3.4 Other countries  

 
3.6.3.4.1 UK 
 
In the UK deduction of interest expenses is possible for the companies but there are many 
restrictions. The deductibility rules vary depending on whether the expense relates to a capital 
gain or to income and depending on the source of income.1784 Among other things there is a 
major difference between the tax relieves given for expenses of companies trading in property 
compared to those investing in property.1785 The taxation regulation includes also several 
specific rules dealing with types of reliefs.1786  

To meet the OECD recommendations1787 the UK has introduced also new general rules for 
restricting interest deductions.1788 A significant limitation is the worldwide debt cap that 
restricts the net UK interest deductions for a group up to the level of worldwide consolidated 
group’s net interest expense.1789 The aim of the rules is to restrict a group's deductions for 
interest expense and other financing. The amounts that cannot be deducted in one accounting 
period may be carried forward for potential deduction in later accounting periods. The rules 
do not however apply to groups having less than GBP 2 million of net interest expense and 
other financing costs per annum.1790 

There are also specific anti-avoidance provisions for arrangements where a main purpose is to 
secure a tax advantage.1791 These rules disallow interest deductions relating to tax avoidance 
or non-business purposes. 

                                            
1781 The IRS is the U.S. government agency responsible for tax collection and tax law enforcement. It is a bureau 
of the Department of the Treasury. 
1782 26 U.S. Code § 163 (j) and § 385. 
1783 PwC (2014), p. 7. 
1784 PwC (2016). 
1785 Ibid. 
1786 GovUK (2017). 
1787 OECD (2015). 
1788 New measures came into force effective April 1, 2017. They are included within Part 10 of Taxation 
(International and Other Provisions) Act 2010. See for more details also HM Revenue & Customs (2017). 
1789 The key elements of these rules include (i) a fixed ratio rule limiting corporate tax deductions for net interest 
expense to 30 % of a group’s UK EBITDA and (ii) a group ratio rule based on the external net interest to 
EBITDA ratio for the worldwide group. 
1790 See for more details also HM Revenue & Customs (2017), p. 3 and p. 11. 
1791 HM Revenue & Customs (2017), pp. 320-324. See also HM Revenue & Customs (2016b). 
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According to UK tax regulation a company is thinly capitalised when debt exceeds the amount 
that the company either could or would borrow without receiving support from group and 
when acting solely in its own interests. The consequence of this is the possibility of excessive 
interest deductions compared to situation where the parties would act on arm’s length 
terms.1792 The transfer pricing rules1793 restrict deductions to the amount of interest that 
would have been paid if all the parties where independent according to the arm’s length 
principle.1794 These restrictions do not however take in the consideration whether the income 
and assets supporting that interest are as such taxable. 

The tax treatment of financing instruments in the UK follows generally the accounting 
treatment of the instruments.1795 The consequence of this is that debt interest is deductible 
and equity interest is not deductible as dividend distribution. In case of convertible loan this 
means that interest payments of convertible loan are generally tax deductible.1796 

 
3.6.3.4.2 Germany 
 
In Germany, interest on debt is generally deductible for tax purposes with some restrictions. 
The major restriction is the interest deduction ceiling (Zinsschranke). According to this rule 
the annual net interest expense1797 of group companies is deductible at the maximum up to 
30% of EBITDA for corporation and trade tax purposes. This restriction covers all interests 
regardless whether a shareholder, related party or a third party is the lender. 

The restriction is not applicable in following situations:1798 

• the total net interest expense for the year is below 3 million euros or  

• the net interest amount paid to any one shareholder owning more than 25 % - or paid 
to a related party - is at the maximum 10 % of the total and the equity to gross assets 
ratio of the company is at the maximum two percentage points below that of the group.  

Any unused EBITDA potential may be carried forward five years at the maximum to cover 
future net interest expense exceeding 30 % of the current EBITDA.1799 

The German Federal Fiscal Court1800 has however held the interest limitation to be in breach 
of the constitution and has asked the German Constitutional Court1801 to give a judgment on 
the compatibility of the Zinsschranke provision with the German constitution.1802 The German 
Constitutional Court decision is not yet received.1803 

It shall be noted that the above described interest limitation rule is additional to the German 
transfer pricing requirements. The transfer pricing regulation in the German tax legislation is 

                                            
1792 HM Revenue & Customs (2016c). 
1793 Part 4 of the Taxation (International and Other Provisions) Act 2010. 
1794 HM Revenue & Customs (2016d). 
1795 James, M. (2009), p. 17. 
1796 Harris, P. (2013), p. 207. 
1797 Net interest expense means the excess of interest paid over that received interest. 
1798 PwC (2015). 
1799 Ibid. 
1800 Bundesfinanzhof (BFH). 
1801 Bundesverfassungsgericht (BVerfG). 
1802 See German Federal Fiscal Court (Bundesfinanzhof) decision dated 14 October 2015 (I R 20/15) and 
published on 10 February 2016. The legal issue relates to the interpretation of Article 3 of the German 
Constitution which includes the equal treatment principle. 
1803 According to the situation until June 30, 2018. 
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included in different parts of the German tax laws.1804 According to the key rule the related 
party transactions must comply with the arm’s length principles.1805 If intercompany 
transactions do not conform to the level that would have applied in a transaction between 
unrelated third parties, the tax authority may adjust the tax base leading to additional taxes 
and penalties.1806  

The taxation of financing instruments in Germany follows generally the accounting principles 
of the instruments.1807 Thus the tax classification of instruments as interest-generating debt 
or dividend-generating equity is decisive for the tax treatment.1808 This means that interest 
payments deriving from instruments classified as interest-generating debt generally tax 
deductible for corporate income tax purposes.1809 However hybrid financial instruments can 
be reclassified as equity subject to that both remuneration payments participate in the 
borrower´s profits and the capital repayment participates in the liquidation proceeds of the 
borrower´s capital.1810 Although the reclassification of debt into equity is possible the 
reclassification in the reverse direction i.e. from equity to debt is not possible.1811  

 

 

                                            
1804 KPMG (2015b), p. 2. 
1805 Section 1 of the Foreign Transactions Tax Act (Aussensteuergesetz). 
1806 Section 162:4 of the General Tax Code (Abgabenordnung) and KPMG (2015b), p. 3. 
1807 Essers, P. et al. (2009), p. 33 and Fischer, H. and Lohbeck, A. (2012), p. 315. 
1808 Bärsch, S.-E. (2012), p. 148. 
1809 Bärsch, S.-E. (2012), p. 142. 
1810 Bärsch, S.-E. and Spengel, C (2013), p. 522.  
1811 Ibid. 
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4 DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF MEZZANINE IN PRACTICAL 
MARKET 

 
4.1  Venture capital companies 

 
4.1.1 About venture capital in general 

 
There is no scientifically exact definition of venture capital.1812 It is often seen as a subset of 
private equity.1813 Because of the variable terminology caution is advised when comparing 
different statistics related to venture capital and private equity. In this research definitions of 
venture capital and private equity are not differentiated and primarily term venture capital is 
used. According to that terms venture capital and private equity are used to mean the same 
issue unless otherwise expressed in the text part in question. Here both venture capital and 
private equity refer to investments in non-public growth companies and additional support to 
achieve maximum increase of the value of the target company. The money is provided to seed, 
early-stage and emerging growth companies or more established companies for optimisation 
and buy-out purposes.1814 Venture capital financing can be understood to be one type of 
professional asset management where funding raised by investors are channelled to target 
companies having significant growth potential.1815 By stepping in in the company the venture 
capitalists usually get a significant portion of the companies' ownership and thus also are able 
to significantly influence and control the target company decisions.1816 In return the venture 
capital investor provides target company with valuable expertise and knowledge, business 
contacts and advice.1817 Thus venture capital is about providing not only capital but also 
competence for the target companies. The competence offered by the investor includes among 
other things technological, market, and product expertise and networks.1818 

                                            
1812 For example, Invest Europe (2017) defines venture capital as follows: “Venture capital is a type of private 
equity focused on start-up companies. Venture capital funds back entrepreneurs with innovative ideas for a 
product or service who need investment and expert help in growing their companies.” According to NVCA 
(2016), p. 96 venture capital is “a segment of the private equity industry which focuses on investing in new 
companies with high growth potential and accompanying high risk.” European Commission (2015), p. 3 states 
that “Venture capital investors provide finance to companies that are generally very small and new, often 
innovative start-ups, with strong growth potential. This type of investment, which often takes the form of 
temporary stakes in the capital of the companies, entails high risk since returns are linked to the success of 
newly created companies. For this reason, some venture capital investors also provide important non-financial 
support to these companies, such as consultancy services, financial advice, marketing strategy and training.” 
See also OECD (2016), pp. 135-143. 
1813 For example, Invest Europe (2017) defines private equity as follows: “Private equity is a form of equity 
investment into private companies not listed on the stock exchange. It is a medium to long-term investment, 
characterised by active ownership. Private equity builds better businesses by strengthening management 
expertise, delivering operational improvements and helping companies to access new markets.” See also 
footnote 1812 above about Invest Europe (2017) definition of venture capital. According to NVCA (2016), p. 92 
private equity is described as follows: “Private equity - equity investments in non-public companies, usually 
defined as being made up of venture capital funds and buyout funds. Real estate, oil and gas, and other such 
partnerships are sometimes included in the definition. “In NVCA (2016), p. 62 is also shown an equation 
“Private Equity = Venture Capital + Buyout/Mezzanine”.  See also Cumming, D. ed. (2012), Cumming. D. ed. 
(2012b) and Metrick, A. and Yasuda, A. (2011). 
1814 Næss-Schmidt, S. et al. (2017), p. 9. 
1815 Da Rin, M. et al. (2011), p. 3. 
1816 Arnold, G. (2013), p. 406. 
1817 Metrick, A. and Yasuda, A. (2011), pp. 626-630 and Sørensen, M. (2007), pp. 2725-2726. 
1818 Norton, E. and Tenenbaum, B. (1993), p, 435. 
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Venture capital investments are primarily made as equity investments or using mezzanine 
funding.1819 The financing package can occasionally also include senior debt.1820 Venture 
capital financing is done usually without security. In case of certain mezzanine instruments 
like the Finnish capital loan security is not even allowed by the law.1821 Contractual 
subordination of collateral i.e. agreement on using security for a debt - called “second lien 
debt” - on a second ranking basis is however possible.1822 Venture capital financing is often 
provided in stages and convertible debt instruments are common instruments as the part of 
the financing package.1823  

The intention of the venture capital investor is to grow the value of the company. The value 
growth is realised at the exit stage where the investor gives up its ownership in the target 
company. Successful exit can take place through profitable initial public offering (IPO)1824 or 
trade sale of the company.1825 The investment is already at the start conducted with a plan to 
exit within an agreed period which is normally 2-7 years.1826 

Venture capital can be attractive for new companies with limited operational history. Some 
small and medium-sized unlisted companies may find themselves in a situation where they 
are unable to get a bank loan and owners do not have ability to provide additional finance 
either.1827 Such companies may also find it difficult to raise capital in the public markets. There 
is usually no repayment during the term of investment and usually no interest costs. This 
means that venture capital investment does not have similar detrimental impact on cash flow 
than normal senior debt financing like bank loans.1828 

Interesting target companies are also those having a prospect of major growth. They are often 
in the initial stages of their corporate existence but alternatively can also have longer history. 
In a situation of having a strong potential for growth and expansion they may attract venture 
capital financing. 1829 

Below are listed examples of different stages/situations when venture capital investor can step 
in in the target companies:1830 

Seed corn 

• financing of research, assessment and development of an initial business concept 

Start-up 

• financing provided to companies for product development of an initial business 
concept and marketing 

                                            
1819 Bender, M. (2011), p. 11. 
1820 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 289. 
1821 See above section 3.4.2.2.4 Capital structure and footnote 622. 
1822 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), pp. 298-299. 
1823 See about stage financing and convertible debt instruments in venture capital Cornelli, F. and Yosha, O. 
(2003). 
1824 Gompers, P.A. and Lerner, J. (2004), p. 28.  
1825 Cumming, D. ed. (2010), p. 146.  
1826 Cumming, D. and Johan, s. (2014), p. 5. 
1827 Coyle, B. (2000), p. 15 
1828 About the differences between bank financing and venture capital financing see also Weitnauer, W. et al. 
(2016), pp. 3-5. 
1829 Weitnauer, W. et al. (2016), p. 15. 
1830 Arnold, G. (2013), pp. 402-403. 
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Other early stages 

• financing of companies being in process of being set up but having not commercialised 
their products yet  

Expansion 

• financing to companies for the growth and expansion (like to increase production 
capacity or to get working capital) 

Management buyout (MBO) 

• financing to existing management to enable them to acquire existing business or part 
of it 

Management buyin (MBI) 

• financing to new management from outside the company to acquire the company or 
part of it 

Leveraged buyout (LBO) 

• financing the buy-out of an existing company with the high amount of debt1831 

Secondary purchase  

• financing an acquisition of a company having venture capital funding to a new venture 
capitalist1832  

Public to private 

• financing to operative management of a listed company to enable the management to 
acquire the shares of the company and unquote the shares.    

It shall be noted that very often the venture capital funding forms a part of a larger financing 
package needed for the transactions. Especially in large transactions - besides the debt, equity 
and mezzanine provided by venture capital financiers - the major part of the total debt comes 
typically from non-venture capital financiers like banks.1833   

The process to raise venture capital financing is intensive and lengthy with many phases 
including screening, analysis, due diligence and can thus last several months.1834 During the 
actual deal structuring liquidity events are discussed and valuation plays a key role. The 
venture capital investors require a minimum rate of return – so-called hurdle rate - for their 
investment. This hurdle rate relates to the risks associated with the investment. Due to the risk 
profile of the venture capital investment the required rate exceeds clearly the interest 

                                            
1831 Leveraged buyout transaction means here financing of companies that are majority owned or controlled by 
private equity fund or other investment companies having same similar operating model. According to Arnold, 
G. (2013), p. 402 the capital raised for LBOs is “…between 60 per cent and 90 per cent debt finance”. About 
the leveraged lending in general see also OCC (2013), which is a joint statement of U.S federal bank regulators 
on leveraged lending. It shall be noted that based on the researcher´s own experience LBO transactions majority 
financed by equity are also done. 
1832 According to Arnold, G. (2013), p. 402 secondary purchase is “…one of the exit strategies, where the first 
private equity fund can make a capital gain by selling its equity in the company to another private equity fund”.    
1833 See above footnote 1831. 
1834 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 289. 
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requirement of the senior lender. successful final negotiations the investment deal contract is 
signed. In case of target company having chance to cooperate with central and well-connected 
venture capital companies increases the likelihood to achieve successful exit.1835    

Venture capital companies are primarily owned by companies and private persons that 
administrate capital to be invested. Normally venture capital firms do not invest their own 
money to target companies but sometimes they do. Capital for venture capital investments is 
often raised from institutional investors such as pension funds, insurance companies and large 
corporations or wealthy individuals through vehicles called funds. These independent venture 
capital funds are often established by creating a pool of funds managed by specialist fund 
managers.1836 The role of fund managers is then to decide how to invest in the business 
ventures with the chosen financing instrument. A venture capital company acts thus as a 
management company that collects commitments from the institutional or other investors 
through fundraising and searches for potential investment objects.  

 
 
Figure 7: The fund structure 
 

 
                                            
1835 Ozmel, U. et al. (2013), p. 657. 
1836 Landstöm, H. and Mason C. eds (2012), p. 46. 
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The legal structure typically used by venture and private equity funds is the limited 
partnership.1837 The partnership is usually a fixed-life1838 investment vehicle consisting of a 
general partner and limited partners. In this setup the management firm acts as the general 
partner managing the investments and having unlimited liability. The financial investors are 
not involved in the daily operations and have limited liability. The general partner selects the 
portfolio companies, mentors, monitors and provides value added services and after exiting 
from the companies distributes the returns to limited partners. The general partner receives a 
management fee and additionally a percentage of the profits. The limited partners receive 
income and capital gains and furthermore tax benefits. A limited partnership agreement 
establishes all the relevant rights and duties between the general partner and limited partners. 
Above is presented an example of a fund structure (see Figure 7 above).  

The capital flow from the initial investors to target companies follows thus two-step 
process.1839 Limited partners provide capital and the venture capital company manages the 
funds by allocating capital to several portfolio investments. Due to the complex structure and 
several investment targets the administration duties can also be complex. The funds require 
among other things detailed reporting. This sets also significant compliance requirements for 
the fund management. 

Important principles in fund creation include tax transparency and non-permanent structures 
to encourage foreign investors.1840 Non-permanent structures are favourable to avoid taxation 
for the fund itself and for the investors of that country where the management operates.1841   

Some countries have standard solutions for establishing and operating domestic funds.1842 In 
the following sections are reviewed the venture capital activities in Finland and in some other 
countries.  

 
4.1.2 Venture capital in Finland 

 
The Finnish development companies that in 1960´s and 1970´s started to make minority 
investments from their own balance to target companies sheet are considered the venture 
capital pioneers of the country.1843 The capital for the investors was mostly sourced from the 
banks and major corporations.1844 In 1980`s some more venture capital companies were 
founded but many of them operated more on regional basis.1845 The true activity started only 
in the next decade.  

The Finnish venture capital market became more professional in the beginning of 1990´s and 
experienced intensive growth in term of both investors and operations during the latter half 
of that decade.1846 The Finnish Venture Capital Association (FVCA) was established in 1990 
and the growth of industry also increased quickly the number of members in the association, 
which aims to promote venture capital activities and good practice in Finland. The association 

                                            
1837 Cumming, D. and Johan, s. (2014), p. 145 and Fabozzi, F.J. (2015), p. 198. 
1838 Loader, D. (2007), p. 53, Invest Europe (2015), p. 4 and NVCA (2016), p. 16.  
1839 Cumming, D. ed. (2012),  p. 31. 
1840 EVCA (2010), pp. 4-5. 
1841 EVCA (2010), p. 5. 
1842 EVCA (2010), p. 2.  
1843 Luukkonen, T. (2006), p. 2. 
1844 Ibid. 
1845 OECD (2003), pp. 180-181. 
1846 See Seppä, M. (2000), p. 61 about two Finnish pioneer companies in venture capital industry: Sponsor 
Capital Oy and CapMan Capital Management Oy.   
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was established in 1990 by 18 founding members.1847 Now FVCA has 61 full members (private 
equity houses and venture capital companies) and 43 associate members.1848   

The Finnish venture capital firms invested in total MEUR 452 in 265 growth companies in 
2016.1849 The foreign venture capital companies invested in total MEUR 271 in the 19 Finnish 
target companies in 2016.1850 In international comparison Finland is very active in the venture 
capital financing as can be seen in the figure below (Figure 8).  

 
 
Figure 8: Venture capital investments as a percentage of GDP (percentage, 2015 
or latest available year) 
 
 

 
 
 

Source: OECD (2016) 
 
 
 
One of the special features of the Finnish venture capital history has been the strong role of 
the government in the emergence of the country´s venture capital industry.  Even today public 
involvement in venture capital companies have an important role.1851  For example SITRA (the 
Finnish Innovation Fund) that was founded in 1967 by the Bank of Finland and is today still 
run by government and supervised by the Finnish Parliament Sitra invests in domestic early 
stage companies mainly through venture capital funds. Other important publicly-funded 
institutions operating in the venture capital field are Tekes (the Finnish Funding Agency for 
Innovation) and Finnvera (the official Export Credit Agency of Finland) and Suomen 
Teollisuussijoitus Oy (Finnish Industry Investment Ltd). See also table below about the role 
of Finnish governmental agencies in general in the venture capital market in Finland (Figure 
9). 

                                            
1847 Lovio, R. (1993), p. 227. 
1848 FVCA (2017). 
1849 FVCA (2017b), p. 3. 
1850 FVCA (2017b), p. 22 and FVCA (2017c), p. 25. 
1851 The important role of government as investor in the venture capital industry is typical in Nordic countries. 
See Gregoriou, G. N. et al. eds (2007), p. 29.  
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Although governmental agencies have earlier pioneered the Finnish ventue capital investing 
today the private sector accounts for most of the markets.  The Finnish venture capital market 
has also become more international during the years attracting foreign investors as can be 
conluded from the total foreign investments 2015 as described above.   

 
 
Figure 9: New funds raised by Finnish venture capital companies divided by the 
investor (limited partner) type in 1996-20151852 

 
 

 
 

Source: FVCA (2016), p. 9. 

 
 
 
4.1.3 Foreign venture capital markets 

 
4.1.3.1 Sweden 

      
The birth of the Swedish venture capital industry is linked to the initiatives of government 
decision to support small and medium sized companies. As the industrial production fell 
radically due to the oil crisis in the 1970´s the Swedish government considered venture capital 

                                            
1852 According to FVCA this figure shows funds raised by Finnish private equity firms. As in this research the 
term “venture capital” is prioritised over the synonym “private equity” also the title is formulated accordingly.  
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to be one instrument to support enterprises to lift the country out of the recession.1853 The 
oldest Swedish VC firm Företagskapital was founded by the state and the commercial banks 
in 1973. The purpose of the company was to provide financial support for generation changes 
in family owned enterprises.1854 Företagskapital was gradually developed into a venture capital 
company.  

Also, several other specific regional development funds were established in 1970s and 1980´s 
to support SME sector with financing and advice.1855 Besides the government also private 
sector became active in 1980´s by establishing several new venture capital funds.1856 This time 
until the stock downturn in 1989 starting the Swedish financial crisis is considered the first 
venture capital boom in Swedish history.1857 The early 1990s was the start of the second 
prosperous period for venture capital. The government once more started to promote the 
growth of SMEs and venture capital became once again a more important tool.1858  

 

Figure 10: Private Equity investments in Sweden  

    
 

Source: SVCA (2015), p. 7. 

 
 
There are several factors explaining the growth of the Swedish venture capital market in the 
1980s and 1990s. Some examples are legislative and institutional changes like allowing 

                                            
1853 Cetindamar, D. ed. (2003), p. 125. 
1854 Lerner, J. and Tåg, J. (2013), p. 166. 
1855 Gregoriou, G. N. et al. eds (2007), p. 148 and Karaömerlioglu, D.C. and Jacobsson, S. (2000), p. 68. 
1856 Isaksson, A. (2006), p. 26. 
1857 Ibid. 
1858 Cetindamar, D. ed. (2003), p. 127. 
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pension funds to invest in start-up companies, development of incentive structures for 
managers, favourable changes in the tax legislation and creation of over-the-counter (OTC) 
market supported the growth of the Swedish venture capital industry.1859 Additionally a stable 
economic environment and political certainty related to regulation has had relevance in this 
respect.1860  

The stock market has an important part in the development of venture capital industry. To 
have possibility for an exit for the investments in initial public offerings is a very important 
element in a well-functioning investment environment.1861 Especially in good economic times 
stock markets are major point of interest. In Sweden this became clearly visible when the stock 
market crashed in 2001. Before the crash the venture capital market continued to grow 
consisting of 160 active venture capital firms in 2000 but having only around 80 firms in the 
market during the deep phase of the recession in 2005.1862 The Swedish venture capital 
industry has gradually recovered after 2005 and today the Swedish Venture Capital 
Association has 155 members (79 ordinary and 76 associate members).1863 

Besides increase in number of venture capital firms Sweden is also very active in the venture 
capital financing in terms of financing volumes as can be seen in the Figure 8 and Figure 10 
above. The total amount of new investments made by the Swedish venture capital companies 
was 13.7 billion SEK in companies in 2014 and those funds were channelled to more than 450 
target companies.1864 

 
4.1.3.2 Estonia 

 
Since Estonia reinstated its independence in 1990 it has shown remarkable economic growth 
(see Figure 11 below). The development of the venture capital market started in the first decade 
of the new independence era with the support of international institutions. U.S. government-
sponsored the Baltic American Enterprise Fund (BalAEF), European Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (EBRD) and the Nordic Investment Bank (NIB) are examples of financial 
institutions that provided support in developing the Estonian capital markets including 
helping the nation to learn the venture capital business.1865 

In the beginning of the new millennium Estonia demonstrated strong economic growth 
which lasted until the global financial crisis in 2008.  Besides international institutions also 
some local investors became more active after being able to accumulate capital because of 
the rapid economic growth of the country over the last few years.  Many of the local investors 
were formally not structured as traditional venture capital funds but in their way of sourcing, 
evaluating and executing financing the deals achieved remarkable returns.1866  

During the last ten years the Estonian economy has gradually recovered but as being a small 
nation of only 1.4 million inhabitants the total private equity investment volumes in the 
country are small and the number of active investors is small. The venture capital market is 
not yet fully developed and depends significantly on public funding.1867 The amount of private 
equity investments in Estonia totalled to MEUR 40 and they were channelled in total to 8 

                                            
1859 Cetindamar, D. ed. (2003), pp. 127-128. 
1860 Næss-Schmidt, S. et al. (2017), p. 53. 
1861 Lerner, J. and Tåg, J. (2013), p. 158. 
1862 Isaksson, A. (2006), p. 29. 
1863 SVCA (2017). 
1864 SVCA (2015), p. 7. 
1865 Sabaliauskas, L. (2015), p. 126. 
1866 Sabaliauskas, L. (2015), p. 127. 
1867 European Commission (2016), p. 51. 
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companies in 2014 (for comparison MEUR 5 to 10 companies in 2009).1868 Out of the invested 
capital 77 % in 2014 came from abroad.1869 All in all low amount of funds are raised and only 
few investments are made leading to lack of money for early stage and follow-on 
investments.1870 In relation to country´s GDP venture capital activity in Estonia is behind 
Sweden and Finland as can be seen in Figure 8 above. The Estonian Venture Capital 
Association (EstVCA) has 38 members (14 ordinary and 24 associate members).1871 

 
 
Figure 11: Estonian GDP 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Source: Trading Economics (2017) 

 
A recent example of the positive development of the Estonian venture capital market is the 
signing of a Funding Agreement by the European Investment Fund (EIF)1872, KredEx1873 and 
the Estonian Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications to establish a new MEUR 60 
risk capital fund EstFund on March 1, 2016.1874 EstFund is a fund-of-funds established for 
investing in several risk capital funds targeting primarily in Estonian enterprises. It is the first 

                                            
1868 EVCA (2015), p. 13-14. 
1869 EstVCA (2015), p. 19. 
1870 As an example, see EVCA (2015), p. 21.  
1871 EstVCA (2017). 
1872 The European Investment Fund (EIF) being part of the European Investment Bank (EIB) supports the 
European small and medium-sized businesses (SMEs) to access finance. As the European Union's bank EIB 
works closely with other EU institutions to implement EU policy. 
1873 KredEx is an Estonian state owned financial institution helping Estonian enterprises to grow and expand 
more to foreign markets by offering venture capital, loans, credit insurance and guarantees with state guarantee. 
See also chapter 4.2.4.4 below. 
1874 According to European Comission press release on March 1, 2016 “The EstFund will finance SMEs via 
three selected risk capital funds with combined resources of EstFund and co-investment by EIF allocated 
indicatively as follows: 1.EUR 30m Venture Capital Fund; 2.EUR 15m Expansion Capital Fund; 3.EUR 15m 
Business Angels Co-Investment Fund.” 
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Structural Fund-supported fund-of-funds that EIF will invest into based on the EU Investment 
Plan for Europe1875. 

 
4.1.3.3 USA 

 
The USA is the country which can be considered the birth place of venture capital. The first 
modern venture capital firm is considered to be American Research and Development 
Corporation (ARD) which was founded in 1946 targeting to finance commercial applications 
of technologies developed during World War II.1876 ARD completed the first major venture 
capital success story when its 1957 investment of USD 70,000 in the computer manufacturer 
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) paid off.  The investment would be valued at over USD 
355 million after the IPO of DEC in 1968 and by the time the value of the DEC stock was fully 
realized in 1971.1877 This represents a return of over 5,000 times on the investment and an 
annualized rate of return of over 100 %!1878  

In 1958 the Federal government stepped in the financing and development of small firms by 
establishing new small business investment companies (SBICs).1879 These government funded 
SBICs channelled early stage financing for companies in different industries. The activity was 
in the beginning major and until the mid-1960 SBICs provided most of all risk capital invested 
in the country. However, in the later decades SBICs role has dramatically decreased due to 
prioritising of debt financing instead of equity for the target companies leading to low survival 
rates during downturns.1880 

The USA venture capital industry started to really boom in 1980´s when pension funds were 
allowed to invest in the high risk assets as venture capital.1881  From around 250 venture 
capital companies at the start of the decade there were over 1,000 firms operating in the 
industry by the end of the 1990s.1882 As the economy slowed due to the recession during the 
end of the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s commitments to venture capital funds 
declined but recovered strongly during the latter half of the 1990s.1883 Some of the most 
successful venture capital investments of that time period were made to Apple, Microsoft, 
Cisco, Netscape, Staples and Starbucks.  

Simultaneously with the growth of the industry in the 1980´s more standardised types of 
private equity funds were established in a form of limited partnerships. Venture capital firms 
started to more and more organise themselves in limited partnerships where the managing 

                                            
1875 The EU Investment Plan for Europe focuses on making better use of existing and new financial resources 
and trying to remove obstacles to investments and provide visibility and technical assistance to investment 
projects. The plan to achieve these goals is activated in three areas: 1) investments of at least 315 billion euros in 
three years, 2) supporting the real economy investments and 3) creating an investment friendly environment. 
1876 Gompers P.A. (1994), p. 5.  
1877 Hsu, D.H. and Kenney, M. (2005), p. 599 
1878 About the significance of ARDs investment in DEC for the development of the venture capital industry in 
general see Nicholas, T. (2015). 
1879 Gompers P.A. (1994), p. 6-7. 
1880 Gompers P.A. (1994), p. 7-8. 
1881 Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 originally prohibited pension funds to provide 
substantial funds to venture capital. The rule was changed in 1979. See Gompers, P.A. (1994), p. 12-13 
according to which that was the single most important factor for the increase for the increased money flows to 
venture capital sector in 1980´s.  
1882 Etzkowitz, H. (2002), p. 99. 
1883 Lerner, J. and Tåg, J. (2013), p. 164. 
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investment experts act as general partners and the investors putting up the capital act as 
passive limited partners. 

The new millennium started with positive mood in the USA venture capital industry before 
having its low point soon after the start of the global financial crisis in 2009. After that the 
industry has recovered and continued to grow again several consecutive years.1884  The overall 
volumes of the venture capital investments of the country are superior compared to any other 
country as can be concluded also in the Figures 8 above and 13 below. Capital under 
management1885 of the country´s venture capital firms were at the level of 165 billion USD in 
the end of 2015 as can be seen in statistics below (Figure 12). The amount of total investments 
was 59,1 billion USD in 2015.1886 That is the highest annual investment amount since 2000 as 
is visible in the table below (Figure 13).  Those funds were invested in total to 3709 
companies.1887   

 
 
Figure 12: Venture Capital Under Management Summary Statistics 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Source: NVCA (2016), p. 9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                            
1884 NVCA (2016), p. 9. 
1885 According to the NVCA methodology capital under management means the “cumulative total of committed 
capital less liquidated funds or those funds that have completed their life cycle”. See more about the definition 
NVCA (2016), p. 16. 
1886 NVCA (2016), pp. 26-27. 
1887 Ibid. 
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Figure 13: Venture Capital investments in the USA 1995-2015 
 

 
 

Source: NVCA (2016), p. 27. 
 
 
 
 
4.1.3.4 Other countries 

 
4.1.3.4.1 UK 
 
The history of UK venture capital industry goes back to 1945 when the UK government 
established Industrial and Commercial Financial Corporation (ICFC)1888 to provide long-term 
capital to small and medium sized businesses.1889 The actual growth in the industry started in 
1970´s when managers having gained venture capital experience in the USA came in to the 
United Kingdom and drew in funding from the US market.1890 In the 1980´s the growth 
continued very strongly. This could be verified by the increase of the number of private venture 
capital funds from around 20 to over 150 and growth of their total investments from around 
GBP 10 million up to over GBP 1 billion in around 10 years since the end of 1970´s.1891 

Also, since 1990s the UK venture capital industry has continued to show big investment 
volumes. Today there are over 250 active UK private equity firms operating in this sector.1892 
British Private Equity and Venture Capital Association BVCA, the industry body for the UK 
private equity and venture capital industry, has more than 600 member firms.1893 The global 
investment by BVCA members increased to GBP 16.9 billion globally in 2015 (GBP 13.4 billion 

                                            
1888 ICFC became later 3i which is a major international investment manager focusing among other things on 
private equity. See about the history of the company Coopey, R. and Clarke, D. (1995). 
1889 Mayer, C. (2002), pp. 321-322. 
1890 Gregoriou, G. N. et al. eds (2007), p. 4. 
1891 Green, M.B. ed. (1991), p. 205. 
1892 BVCA (2012), p. 7. 
1893 BVCA (2016). 
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in 2014).1894 Out of that domestic investments of BVCA members into the UK grew to GBP 4.7 
billion in 2014 (GBP 4.1 billion in 2013) as can be seen in table below (Figure 14). The numbers 
mean that besides UK being itself significant place for new investments the country is also 
seen as the gateway to the investments for the other parts of Europe and to investments 
outside Europe.  

 
 
Figure 14: Investments of BVCA members by country  
 
 

 
 
 

Source: BVCA (2016b), p. 4 
 
 
This reflects the high level of industry knowledge, favourable regulatory environment and 
access to capital in the UK.1895  

 
 
4.1.3.4.2 Germany 
 
The birth of German venture capital industry can be traced back to 1965 when first 
Kapitalbeteiligungsgesellschaften KBGs were established.1896 These corporations founded by 
banks represented to some extent the American venture capital philosophy by providing 
funding mainly to profitable medium-sized companies funding.1897 However KBGs were not 
focusing on managerial support.1898  

Next phase in the development of the German venture capital industry took place in 1975 when 
the Deutsche Wagnisfinanzierungsgesellschaft WFG was founded by private banks and 
government.1899 The purpose was to fund innovative and technologically oriented companies 
but WFG track record was poor and it never succeeded in inducing larger market 
development.1900 

                                            
1894 BVCA (2016b), pp. 3-4. 
1895 PwC (2008), p. 2.  
1896 Wupperfeld, U. (1997), p. 153 and Plagge, A. (2006), p. 38 
1897 Fohlin, C. (2006), p. 7. 
1898 Ibid. 
1899 Plagge, A. (2006), pp. 39-40. 
1900 See about the history and performance of company Becker, R. and Helmann, T. (2003). According to the 
authors the failure WFG was due to 1) inappropriate contractual instruments and governance relationships 
between the venture capital fund and the entrepreneurs, 2) conflicting objectives of its own investors, the 
government and the established banks, 3) the lack of high quality entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial incentives 
and 4) non-sufficient environment for incentives to become entrepreneurs. 
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Figure 15: Private Equity investments in Germany (billion EUR) 
 
 

 
 
 

   

 Source: BVK (2017) 

 
 
The first venture capital like activities in Germany were initiated by large institutions and 
governmental support.1901 It is fair to say that despite the earlier attempts to create venture 
capital market in Germany a venture capital industry did not practically exist before the early 
1980s.1902 The economic upturn of the 1980s which was boosted in the end of the decade also 
by the German unification created favourable conditions for increased venture capital 
activities.1903 Another boom phase took place in the end of 1990s when focus was more than 
earlier in early-stage investments and in computer-, communication-  and biotechnology.1904  

In the new millennium the German venture capital industry continued to have important role 
in contributing to the development of the country´s businesses as can be seen in the table 
above (Figure 15). The private equity today has significant business volumes and achieved 
investments of EUR 5.7 billion in 1011 companies during 2016.1905 The German Private Equity 
and Venture Capital Association e.V. (BVK) has around 300 members out of which nearly 200 
are private equity firms providing venture capital investments in German companies.1906  

 

 

                                            
1901 Fohlin, C. (2006), p. 9. 
1902 Franzke, S. et al. (2003), p. 8. 
1903 Jung-Senssfelder, K. (2005), p. 14. 
1904 Jung-Senssfelder, K. (2005), p. 15. 
1905 BVK (2017b). 
1906 BVK (2017c). 
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4.1.4 Venture capital and mezzanine 

 
Venture capital financing is a type of professional asset management where funding raised by 
investors are channelled to target companies having significant growth potential.1907 Venture 
capitalists provide capital to enterprises that are not listed on a stock market. Examples of 
such financing arrangements are financing of seed corn1908 and start-up1909 phases. Venture 
capital investments are often provided also in Management Buy-Out (MBO) and Management 
Buy-In transactions.  

The goal of the venture capital investor is to grow the value of the company through the 
investment. The value growth is realised at the exit stage where the investor gives up its 
holdings in the target company. Successful exit can take place through profitable IPO or trade 
sale of the company.  The investment is already at the start made with a plan to exit within an 
agreed period which is normally 2-7 years. 

Venture capitalists choose their financing objects very carefully. The process to raise venture 
capital financing takes months and includes several phases. After screening, analysis, due 
diligence it is time to conclude whether investment will be done. Portfolio companies must 
generate returns well above traditional senior financing and right valuation of the target 
company is very important. If the required rate of return can be achieved the negotiations can 
be closed by signing the investment deal. Well-connected venture capital companies benefit 
the target company and increase the likelihood of successful exit after the investment period.     

The venture capital investor earns much of its return through fees that are tied to the 
performance of the target company. Therefore, venture capital financier wants to see 
predictable cash flow as the source of repayment for their investments. They want to also be 
assured of the future profitability of the business they have invested in - just like any other 
new shareholder. Besides the financial figures also the quality of the management in the target 
company is closely evaluated by venture capital investors. This is one reason why venture 
capital investors want ownership in target companies and participate in the management of 
the target company. The participation takes normally place through membership in the board. 
All in all, the involvement of the venture capital investor means participation in the success of 
the company together with the other owners. 

For the management of the investee company venture capital investors require normally 
compensation package that is tied to profits and value appreciation of the firm. This is one way 
of tying the management to the business so that there is no doubt of appropriate commitment 
of the key personnel. A monthly salary without any incentive for business success is not a 
desired way of compensation from a mezzanine financier’s perspective. 

Venture capital companies are primarily owned by private persons and companies 
administrating the capital to be invested. Sometimes venture capital firms even invest their 
own money to target companies. The role of fund managers is to decide what business ventures 
are financed and which financing instruments shall be used. Venture capital companies act as 
management companies collecting commitments from investors through fundraising and 
place the funds to chosen investment objects.  

The legal structure generally used by most venture and private equity funds is the a fixed-life 
limited partnership.  In this setup belong a general partner managing the investments and 
                                            
1907 In this research the terms venture capital and private equity are used to mean the same issue unless 
otherwise expressed in the text part in question. 
1908 Seedcorn refers to financing of research, assessment and development of an initial business concept. 
1909 Start-up refers to financing provided to companies for product development of an initial business concept 
and marketing. 
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having unlimited liability. On top of that limited partnership has limited partners. The general 
partner is entitled to a management fee and receives a percentage of the profits. The limited 
partners receive income, capital gains and benefits in taxation.  

The financing of young and growing firms is risky. These firms are often strained by the 
uncertainty of the future. This affects the possibility of getting additional capital. Debt and 
equity holders may feel that providing additional capital is not possible because of the 
unsatisfying risk/return -ratio. This leads to the problem of financial distress where 
obligations to creditors are difficult to fulfil. The cost of financial distress increases with high 
gearing and this shrinks the value of the firm. 

Venture capital financiers can cope with the above-mentioned information problems. They 
evaluate and monitor investee companies closely before and after financing and this way have 
“nonmonetary” tools for controlling information gaps and capital constraints. They have also 
organisational capacity and expertise for this kind of monitoring. Taking that expertise and 
operating model into consideration these financiers can provide sometimes money when 
banks and other equity financiers are not willing.    

 
 
4.2   Banks 

 
4.2.1 About bank financing in general 

 
The development of any country depends on its economic development. To have financial 
growth investments and increased production is needed. The role of financial intermediates 
in supporting investments is crucial as investing needs financing and many major investments 
need external financing. Banks grant credits, receive deposits, transfer payments and manage 
the customers´ assets. The role of bank loans is significant in company finance as can be seen 
in the table below (Figure 16). For large credit worthy companies also, the capital markets are 
a relevant option. Especially in the USA the role of capital markets as a source of financing is 
major. For SMEs in European Union bank financing is clearly the most dominating financing 
source (see Figure 17 below).  

Financial system performs the role of channelling funds from savers to those wanting to spend 
i.e. borrowers. In direct finance borrowers get funding directly from lenders in the financial 
markets by selling securities. In indirect finance a financial intermediary has the role of 
channelling funds from the savers to the lenders. This is the most important business of 
banks.1910 The financial markets and intermediaries are thus performing the same function 
but in different ways. The flow of funds in direct and indirect financing are not always separate 
either as participants and instruments used can be the same.1911 Banks play a critical role in 
the network of financial system besides being part of the network but also because of 
influencing the intermediaries in the network.1912 This is in line with the financial 
intermediation theory of banking according to which the banks collect deposits and then lend 
these out.1913  

                                            
1910 Andoh, S.K. (2014), p. 93. 
1911 Andoh, S.K. (2014), p. 12. 
1912 Ashraf, Q. et al. (2016), p. 2. 
1913 Werner, R.A. (2015), p. 362. In his article the author reviews the three different theories of banking that 
have been dominating at different times. According to p. 361 “(1) The currently prevalent financial 
intermediation theory of banking says that banks collect deposits and then lend these out, just like other non-
bank financial intermediaries. 
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The difference between the costs of taking deposits and revenues received through lending 
those funds further is the major income source for the banks.1914 The pricing of bank lending 
exceeds the pricing of bank borrowing i.e. pricing of savings. The present low-interest 
environment has narrowed this earning possibility during the last years which has forced 
banks to streamline their activities and look for also other income sources like advisory and 
risk management services.1915      

 
 
Figure 16: Corporate borrowing (percent of total borrowing) 

 
Source: IMF (2014), p. 29. 

 
 
 
Bank loans are normally secured senior loans or unsecured senior loans with low risk lending 
risk. This means lower interest costs for the borrower than in case of mezzanine financing. 
However, bank financing may not be the best alternative for a fast-growing new company with 
a higher risk-return profile or being in the middle of a major structural change. The recent 
financial crisis has forced some companies to increase their leverage levels in order them to 
survive. Taking into consideration that simultaneously banks have been restructuring their 
own operating models and balance sheets to meet the stricter banking regulation demands 
fears for credit crunch have emerged. Especially SME sector is concerned on the financial 

                                            
(2) The older fractional reserve theory of banking says that each individual bank is a financial intermediary 
without 
the power to create money, but the banking system collectively is able to create money through the process of 
‘multiple deposit expansion’ (the ‘moneymultiplier’). (3) The credit creation theory of banking, predominant a 
century ago, does not consider banks as financial intermediaries that gather deposits to lend out, but instead 
argues that each individual bank creates credit and money newly when granting a bank loan.” 
1914 Krugman, P. (2015).   
1915 About the role of intermediaries in risk trading see Allen F. and Santomero, A.M. (1998), pp. 1478-1480. 
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reforms as they are more dependent on bank finance and have less ability to adapt than the 
larger corporates.1916 

 
 
Figure 17: Share of financing type of SMEs in European Union based on ECB/EC 
survey 2014 (percent of companies) 
 
 

 
 

 
Source: OECD (2015b), p. 32. 

 
 
4.2.2 Banks in Finland 

 
In the Finnish banking market operate more than 200 banks consisting of domestic deposit 
banks, investment banks and foreign credit institution owned branches and subsidiaries.1917 
Deposit Banks operating in Finland are OP Group, Nordea Bank Finland, Danske Bank, Aktia 
Bank, Savings Banks Group, Ålandsbanken, POP Bank Group, Evli Bank, S-Bank, The 
Mortgage Society of Finland and Oma Säästöpankki.1918 The biggest branches of foreign 
deposit banks operating in Finland are owned by Svenska Handelsbanken, Skandinaviska 
Enskilda Banken and Forex Bank.1919 

The most important law governing banks in Finland is the Act on Credit Institutions.1920 On 
top of that a credit institution in the form of a limited company, a savings bank, a credit 
institution in the form of a cooperative and a mortgage society shall be governed by special 
laws.1921 Compliance with the laws and regulations including fulfilment of capital adequacy 

                                            
1916 OECD (2015b), p. 11 
1917 FFI (2016). 
1918 FFI (2016b). 
1919 Ibid. 
1920 Act on Credit Institutions (610/2014), Government Bill for the Act on Credit Institutions (HE 39/2014).   
1921 According to Chapter 1, Section 2:2 of the Act on Credit Institutions (610/2014) a credit institution in the 
form of a limited company shall be governed by the Act on Commercial Banks and Other Credit Institutions in 
the Form of a Limited Company (1501/2001), a savings bank by the Savings Bank Act (1502/2001), a credit 
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requirements is overseen by the Financial Supervisory Authority and the European Central 
Bank (ECB). The three largest banks - OP Group, Nordea Bank Finland and Danske Bank 
Finland - are directly supervised by the ECB and the smaller banks are supervised by the 
Financial Supervisory Authority.1922 Deposit banks and credit societies are credit institutions 
if they accept repayable funds from the public.1923 Such credit institution activity is subject to 
authorisation.1924  

The Finnish banking market faces significant challenges among other things in a form of 
narrowed deposit and lending interest rates.1925 Also the overall macroeconomic environment 
has been weak during the last years and growth forecasts are modest.1926 Despite of that the 
Finnish banking sector can be considered to be strong.1927  

Banking financing remains the most important external financing source for corporates 
covering around 65-75% of the total external financing needs.1928 In 2015 the corporate loan 
portfolio including housing companies grew by 6 % which figure exceeds the average growth 
in the euro area.1929 At the end of the same year the average interest rate of the corporate 
financing was 1.78% per annum.1930 This is below the euro area average.1931 

The company´s profitability, solvency and outlook for the future are the relevant factors on 
which the financing decision is based. Even though company´s cash flow must always be 
sufficient, a collateral (e.g. real estate) is normally required. The collateral lowers bank´s credit 
risk and therefore also to pricing of the loan.      

The single most important element in assessing the borrower´s credit worthiness is borrower’s 
ability to service its commitment out of its future cash flow. This repayment ability covers not 
only customers normal operative cash flow but also its capability to attract additional capital 
and realise assets if needed. The balance sheet of the borrower should show sufficient liquidity 
to tolerate negative business conditions including even prolonged negative cash flow.  

Banking financing granted to corporate customers is traditionally secured senior financing 
and unsecured senior financing. Thus mezzanine/hybrid type of financing does not normally 
belong to low-risk bank´s product portfolio. 

Out of the three biggest Finnish banks - OP Group, Nordea Bank and Danske Bank Finland 
representing in total over 70 % lending market share in the Finnish banking market1932 - only 
OP Group markets openly on its web pages possibility for financing that can considered to fall 
under mezzanine/hybrid financing category. OP Group markets possibility junior financing. 
The junior financing in question is always part of the total financing package including always 
also senior financing. The junior loan is not however granted by the bank but the non-life 
                                            
institution in the form of a cooperative by the Act on Cooperative Banks and Other Credit Institutions in the 
Form of a Cooperative (423/2013), and a mortgage society by the Act on Mortgage Societies (936/1978). 
1922 The Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) - the system of financial supervision in euro area countries - 
comprises both the European Central Bank (ECB) and the national competent authorities (NCAs). The ECB 
directly supervises significant banks, whereas the NCAs are responsible of supervising less significant banks. 
See for more details ECB (2015). 
1923 Chapter 1, Sections 5 and 7 of the Act on Credit Institutions (610/2014). 
1924 Chapter 2, Section 1 of the Act on Credit Institutions (610/2014). 
1925 Putkuri, H. and Savolainen, E, (2016).  
1926 About the latest Bank of Finland forecasts including some past years growth statistics see BoF (2015) and 
BoF (2016). 
1927 FFI (2016c). 
1928 Suomen Pankki (2015), figure 6, p. 10. 
1929 FFI (2016c), p. 6. 
1930 Ibid. 
1931 Pylkkönen, P. (2015), p. 28. 
1932 FFI (2016c), p. 4. 
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insurance business arm of the OP Group.1933 The product was launched in the market in 2015. 
The demand of the junior financing in question has been very low and the volumes of the junior 
financing are statistically insignificant.1934     

 
4.2.3 Banks in other countries 

 
4.2.3.1 Sweden 

 
There are more than 100 banks operating in Sweden consisting of commercial banks, foreign 
banks, savings banks and cooperative banks.1935 The largest banks in the country are the 
commercial banks Nordea, Swedbank, Handelsbanken and SEB. The market share of “the four 
big banks” in the corporate finance has been decreasing during the last years but still is more 
than 65 %.1936 The long tradition of easily accessible and attractively priced bank funding in 
comparison to other external financing sources is visible here. 

The Swedish Banking and Financing Business Act is the fundamental act regulating the 
banking business.1937 The act governs the operations of all forms of banks as well as includes 
rules on their supervision. The act includes requirements to obtain a licence to conduct 
banking and financing business and defines also what kind of financial operations licence 
holders may perform.1938 Besides the above-mentioned rules which cover all types of banks 
the Swedish Banking and Financing Business Act contains also specific rules for the formation 
and organisation of the limited liability banks.1939 According to the rules of supervision the 
Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority (Finansinspektionen) has a direct responsibility to 
supervise the individual institutions on the financial market. The Swedish Financial 
Supervisory monitors compliance with the laws and regulations together with the Swedish 
central bank (Riksbanken) to maintain the stable conditions in the financial market.1940 

Out of the four biggest banks in Sweden - Nordea, Swedbank, Handelsbanken and SEB - no 
one markets openly on their web pages possibility for mezzanine type financing. It is not 
known for the author that any other bank in Sweden would mass market mezzanine financing 
either as a potential bank lending form.  

  
4.2.3.2 Estonia 

 
Estonian banking market comprises 15 banks including 6 domestic banks and 9 foreign-
controlled bank branches and subsidiaries.1941 The Estonian banking market is dominated by 

                                            
1933 See for more details OP Group (2017). 
1934 Helsingin Sanomat (2016). 
1935 SBA (2017), p. 5. 
1936 Konkurrensverket (2016), pp. 40-42. 
1937 Banking and Financing Business Act (SFS 2004:297). 
1938 SBA (2017), p. 15. 
1939 Formation and organisation of savings banks is regulated in the Savings Bank Act (SFS 1987:619) and 
formation and organisation of cooperative banks is regulated in the Members´ Banks Act (SFS 1995:1570). 
1940 SBA (2017), p. 14. 
1941 TheBanks.eu (2017). 
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the Nordic banking groups. In corporate financing the four biggest banks - Swedbank, SEB, 
Nordea and Danske Bank - have market share of over 80 %.1942  

The banks registered in Estonia are under the supervision of the Estonian banking supervision 
authorities and branches of banks registered elsewhere are subject to the supervision of the 
countries where they are registered.1943 The key act regulating the foundation, activities, 
dissolution, liabilities and supervision of credit institutions is the Credit Institutions Act1944. 

None of the four biggest banks - Swedbank, SEB, Nordea and Danske Bank - markets openly 
on their web pages possibility for mezzanine type financing. It is not known for the author that 
any other bank operating in Estonia would mass market mezzanine financing either as a 
potential bank lending form. 

 
4.2.3.3 USA 

 
In the USA there are more than 5,000 commercial banks.1945 The biggest banks based on the 
consolidated assets are JPMorgan Chase, Wells Fargo, Bank of America and Citigroup.1946 
Banks can choose to be chartered i.e. get the legal authorization for their business at either the 
state or federal level by their primary regulator.1947 The possibility was introduced in the 
legislation by the National Bank Act in 1863. On top of that banks having holding company 
can register themselves as financial holding companies allowing a bank to offer financial 
services through subsidiaries  

 
 
Figure 18: Banking Institutions Charter Grantors, Examiners and Supervisors 
in the USA 
 

 
 

Source: ABA (2014), p. 47. 
 
 
The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) within the Treasury Department oversees 
federally chartered banks, the Federal Reserve oversees state banks being members of the 
                                            
1942 Finantsinspektsioon (2017), p. 22. It is noted that Nordea and DNB combined their Baltic banking 
operations in October 2017 and continued to operate under name Luminor in each Baltic country including 
Estonia. In October 2018 Nordea and DnB announced that they have sold jointly 60 % of Luminor to a 
consortium led by private equity funds managed by Blackstone. 
1943 Republic of Estonia (2016). 
1944 Credit Institutions Act (RT I 1999, 23, 349). 
1945 According to Ycharts (2017) the number of commercial banks in the USA was 5.083 in Q4/2016.  
1946 Federal Reserve (2016). 
1947 ABA (2014), p. 47. 
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Federal Reserve and supervises bank holding companies, the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC) is the primary federal banking supervisor of non-Fed member banks and 
the State financial services regulators examine state-chartered banks (see Figure 18 above).1948 

Mezzanine financing is not used as a mass lending product by the banks in the corporate 
financing in the USA either. However, among the more than 5,000 banks in the country there 
are also banks that can provide tailor-made financing solutions including also mezzanine 
instruments as a part of their service portfolio.1949 On top of that many bigger banks have 
specialised Investment Bank units that provide advisory services to corporate customers 
among other things in the field of capital raising, risk management and trade finance services. 
Such services are targeted to help customers to achieve objectives like acquisitions, buy-outs, 
share repurchase or investments with the relevant financing package which can include also 
mezzanine debt.1950 

 
4.2.3.4 Other countries 

 
4.2.3.4.1 UK 
 
UK banking market consists of more than 300 banks (including 200 branches and subsidiaries 
of foreign banks).1951  The market is dominated by a few large banks the four major ones 
according to the total assets being HSBC, Barclays, the Royal Bank of Scotland and Lloyds 
Group.1952 

According the Financial Services Act1953 there are two regulatory authorities: the Prudential 
Regulation Authority (PRA) and the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). PRA, which is part of 
the Bank of England, is responsible for the prudential regulation and supervision of banks. 
Banks are required to apply to the PRA for authorisation. The Financial Conduct Authority 
(FCA) is separate from the Bank of England and its responsibility is to ensure that financial 
markets work effectively and that the conduct of companies in financial markets is acceptable 
and meets the legislative standards. Banking Act 1954 regulates the powers of act of the 
regulators in protecting the financial stability. 

Mezzanine is not mass bank product in UK either but - as in the USA - the investment bank 
arms of the biggest UK banks provide advisory or financing structuring services for the 
corporate customers which may involve mezzanine type of financing products. In such cases 
the actual lender of the mezzanine financing is normally not the bank itself but mezzanine 
funds, private equity houses, private business angels1955 etc. 

However, there are also some banks in the market which provide mezzanine financing as a 
part of their own product portfolio. The target group of such financing is normally narrower 

                                            
1948 ABA (2014), p. 48. 
1949 For example, Silicon Valley Bank (SVB) - the 39th biggest US bank based on the consolidated assets 
according to Federal Reserve (2016) - provides targeted financial services for venture capital and private equity 
industry. See for more details SVB (2017). SVB has been involved in providing 15 MUSD mezzanine debt to 
IPG, an Atlanta, Georgia based provider of device benefit management solutions. See for more details IPG 
(2016). 
1950 See JPMorgan Chase (2017), Wells Fargo (2017), Bank of America (2017) and Citigroup (2017). 
1951 PRA (2016), p. 15. 
1952 Statista (2017). 
1953 Financial Services Act 2012. 
1954 Banking Act 2009. 
1955 About business angels see Weitnauer, W. et al. (2016), p. 8. 
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than in case of normal corporate loan products.1956 The focus can be also on other areas which 
deviate from the traditional commercial banking criteria.1957 

 
4.2.3.4.2 Germany  
 
The German banking sector is very heterogeneous. It consists of more than 1.700 banks 
comprising  

• privately owned global players like Commerzbank, Deutsche Bank, Deutsche Postbank 

• regional savings banks including their central institutions Landesbanken and  

• large number of cooperative banks and 

• mortgage and other smaller banks.1958 

The Banking Act (Kreditwesengesetz)1959 contains the main regulations that apply to banks. It 
also sets the legal basis for the banking supervision in Germany. The supervisory duties are 
divided between the Bundesbank and the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin). 
BaFin has the authority to grant banking licenses.1960 

In the past German banks have over the years taken part into mezzanine financing 
schemes.1961 Presently such activities by the banks are much more limited. KfW Bankengruppe 
is an example of a bank that is also today involved in mezzanine financing structures.1962  

 
 
4.3   Other financiers - some examples 

 
4.3.1 Finnvera 

 
Finnvera is a specialised financing company owned 100 % by the State of Finland and operates 
also as the official Export Credit Agency (ECA) of Finland. Finnvera supplements the financial 
services of the other financiers in the market by providing loans, guarantees, venture capital 
investments and export credit guarantees for its customers.   

The legal background for the activities of Finnvera can be found from the Act on the State-
Owned Specialised Financing Company.1963 According to the law the purpose of Finnvera is 
provide financing services to promote and develop especially the business of SMEs  and to 

                                            
1956 See Santander UK (2016). On their web pages the bank markets its Breakthrough Finance for customers 
having “a turnover of between £500,000 and £50 million per annum while posting annual growth of around 
20% or more in a combination of turnover, profit or employment.“   
1957 See Triodos UK (2016). On their web pages bank refers in structuring and raising different types of finance 
including “secured and unsecured debt in the form of bonds or mezzanine finance”. About Triodos Bank as 
mezzanine provider see also European Commission (2007), p. 14.  
1958 IMF (2016), p. 54. See about the German banking system also Behr, B. and Schmidt, R.H. (2015).  
1959 Banking Act (Kreditwesengesetz) of July 10, 1961. 
1960 Part III, Division 1, Section 32 of the Banking Act (Kreditwesengesetz). 
1961 See OECD (2013), pp. 33-34. 
1962 See more about KfW involvement below in section 4.3.6 German Investment Corporation DEG. 
1963 Act on the State-Owned Specialised Financing Company (443/1998). 
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promote and develop the exports and internationalization of the Finish companies.1964 
Finnvera shall do this by granting credits, guarantees, other contingent liabilities and 
providing to enterprises development assistance, services and advice.1965 

As being fully state owned special purpose company Finnvera´s own debt obligations are 
explicitly guaranteed by the Republic of Finland. This means that also rating of debt 
obligations the same as those of Finland.1966 The company is administratively under the 
Ministry of Employment and the Economy and majority its supervisory board consists of 
members of the Parliament1967. 

In April 2016 Finnvera added into its product selection a new loan product - the Growth Loan 
- which is a debt-based mezzanine financing product combining the features of both equity 
and debt financing.1968 According to the Finnvera´s product description  

“The Growth Loan is a debt-based mezzanine financing product. The company's self-
financing portion must always be at least 20% and the share contributed to the total 
financing by other financiers than Finnvera must be at least 50%. Project 
profitability and eligibility for financing is assessed on a case-specific basis together 
with other financiers.” 1969 

The Growth Loan is by its nature junior loan i.e. it is not equity but it is subordinated in 
relation to senior loans.1970 Target group is defined to be SMEs and midcap companies which 
are in major growth and internationalisation projects or corporate reorganisation.1971 As the 
product is new it is too early to draw final conclusions on its popularity in market but so far, 
the demand has been very limited.1972 The Growth Loan programme was launched to be valid 
until the end of 2018 and totals max MEUR 300.1973 

 
4.3.2 Garantia 

 
Garantia Insurance Company Ltd is a Finnish privately owned non-life insurance company 
specialising in guaranty insurance.1974 The company is part of the Taaleri Group a wholly-
owned as a wholly owned subsidiary of Taaleri Plc.1975 As an non-life insurance company 
Garantia is supervised by the Finnish Financial Supervisory Authority.1976 The product 

                                            
1964 Section 1of the Act on the State-Owned Specialised Financing Company (443/1998). 
1965 Section 1of the Act on the State-Owned Specialised Financing Company (443/1998) 
1966 See Finnvera (2016), p. 7 according to which the rating of Finnvera is Aa1 by Moody’s and AA+ by 
Standard & Poor’s as of August 8, 2016. 
1967 Finnvera (2016b), pp. 4-5. 
1968 Finnvera (2016c).  
1969 Ibid. 
1970 Suokas, J. (2016), pp. 21-22. 
1971 Finnvera (2016d). According to the same source “A Growth Loan may be granted to SMEs and midcap 
companies which have been in operation for over three years. The Growth Loan is a debt-based mezzanine 
financing product. The company's self-financing portion must always be at least 20% and the share contributed 
to the total financing by other financiers than Finnvera must be at least 50%. Project profitability and eligibility 
for financing is assessed on a case-specific basis together with other financiers.” 
1972 Helsingin Sanomat (2016). 
1973 Suokas, J. (2016), p. 21. 
1974 Garantia (2016). 
1975 Garantia (2016b), p. 3. Taaleri is a financial group, whose parent company Taaleri Plc’s share is listed on 
the main list of the Helsinki Stock Exchange.  
1976 Garantia (2016). 
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portfolio of the company includes among other things corporate guaranties, commercial bonds 
and investment guaranties.1977 Garantia has credit rating A- issued by Standard & Poor’s.1978 

Garantia provides guarantees for any type of debt or equity financing.1979 The purpose of the 
guaranty insurance is to make it easier for the guaranteed company to access funding as from 
the financiers’ perspective Garantia covers part of the credit risk. The exact split of the 
guarantees between debt and equity financing is not disclosed but the total guarantee exposure 
of Garantia was MEUR 1,164 in 12/2015.1980  

 
4.3.3 ALMI 

 
Almi Företagspartner AB (Almi) is the state owned Swedish development bank. It is the parent 
company of a group including 16 regional subsidiaries, which are 51 % owned by the parent 
company.1981 County councils, regional authorities and municipal cooperative bodies are other 
owners.1982 The boards of the subsidiary companies are therefore also partially made up of 
politicians.1983 Operations are to the large extent run by the regional companies.1984 Almi’s 
operations are self-financed including annual grants from the owners.1985  

The company operations are structured in three business areas which are Advisory Services, 
Loans and Venture Capital.1986 Almi offers loans and venture capital financing to SMEs when 
the private capital market actors like banks consider the investments to be of high risk.1987 
Therefore also the interest rate charged by Almi is normally higher than the average interest 
rate offered by banks. Almi's lending transactions are often done in cooperation with banks or 
other financiers in the market.  The target group of Almi loans are companies in all industries 
having at the maximum 250 employees.1988 

Almi Invest AB is the venture capital arm of the Almi Group. Almi Invest strategy is to invest 
in companies with scalable business concepts and forecasts for long-term capital growth.1989 
The company invests in different phases of the target enterprises starting from the seed phase 
to the expansion phase.1990  

Almi Group is an example of publicly owned special financier that is involved in mezzanine 
financing through its venture capital business area. One of the other business areas of the 
group - business area Loans - is involved in “risk bearing loans”1991 and operates also outside 
the comfort zone of traditional senior financing providers like banks.  Although these high risk 

                                            
1977 Ibid. 
1978 Ibid. 
1979 Garantia (2016c), 
1980 Garantia (2016b), p. 4. 
1981 Almi (2016), p. 10. 
1982 Almi (2016), pp. 70-80. 
1983 Bellini, N. et al eds (2012), p. 293. 
1984 Ibid. 
1985 Almi (2016), p. 81. 
1986 Almi (2016b). 
1987 Ibid. According to company´s webpages “Almi complements the market by providing risk bearing loans 
where nobody else does. Almi's role is to take slightly larger risks”. 
1988 Ibid. 
1989 Almi (2016c). 
1990 Ibid. 
1991 According to Almi (2016b) “Almi complements the market by providing risk bearing loans where nobody 
else does. Almi's role is to take slightly larger risks”. 
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loans may not exactly be within the definition of mezzanine loans they are anyhow 
complementing the scarce risk financing offering in the market.  

 
4.3.4 KredEx 

 
KredEx foundation is a financing institution owned by the state of Estonia. In practice the 
foundation activities are controlled by the Ministry of Economic Affairs and 
Communications.1992 The purpose of KredEx is to support the development of Estonian 
enterprises through providing loans, venture capital financing, credit insurance and 
guarantees1993.  The foundation operates as a non-profit organization and its obligations are 
guaranteed by the state of Estonia.1994  

Kredex supports companies among other things by providing capital loans. According to the 
product description  

“A capital loan is helpful if the company wishes to finance its fast growth with loan 
capital, but the level of self-financing is too small or the collateral insufficient for 
obtaining a bank loan. Similarly, to the owner, KredEx will give into the use of the 
company capital, which due to its subordination increases the level of self-financing 
in the eyes of other financiers.”1995 

Besides being subordinated loan, the interest of the capital loan may be dependent on the 
borrower´s performance.1996 Both subordination and performance-linked are common 
features of mezzanine type financing. 

 
4.3.5 British Business Bank 

 
The British Business Bank plc is a state-owned economic development bank established and 
owned by the UK Government.1997  As being the government owned development bank it is 
not authorised or regulated neither by the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) or the 
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).1998 The bank targets to increase the supply of credit to 
small and medium sized enterprises and provide business advice services as well.1999 The 
British Business Bank does not lend or invest directly but operates with several partners like 
such as banks, leasing companies and venture capital funds.2000 

                                            
1992 KredEx (2016), p. 8. 
1993 KredEx (2016), p. 7. 
1994 KredEx (2016), p. 8. 
1995 Kredex (2016b). 
1996 KredEx (2016c). According to the product description the interest is described as follows: “Generally 8.5 - 
15%. Final interest depends on the risk level of the company, the project, and the provided collateral. Interest 
may comprise two components: fixed interest and interest depending on the company’s performance. As a rule, 
fixed interest payments are made on a monthly basis, with the share of regularly payable interest being approx. 
67% of total interest. The interest, which depends on the performance of the company, is paid at the end of the 
loan term.” 
1997 British Business Bank (2016b). 
1998 Ibid. 
1999 British Business Bank (2016). 
2000 British Business Bank (2016c). 
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In its financing options presentation the British Business Bank describes growth finance as 
one potential financing form for the SMEs growth finance.2001 This refers to tailor-made 
mezzanine type debt financing where the repayment matches the forecasted cash generation 
of the borrower.2002 Growth finance may rank below senior loans and it may also include 
option for the lender to convert the loan into equity if the loan is not repaid according to the 
repayment plan.2003  

 
4.3.6 German Investment Corporation DEG  

 
Deutsche Investitions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft (DEG) is a German development bank 
having its mission in promoting business initiative in developing and emerging market 
countries.2004 DEG is a member of KfW Bank Group (KfW Bankengruppe) which is the 
promotional bank of the Federal Republic of German.2005 DEG finances investments in 
developing and emerging-market countries by providing tailor-made financing among other 
things in form of equity capital, mezzanine finance, loans and guarantees.2006 Financing is 
provided to start-ups as well as extension and modernization investments.2007 On top of 
financing DEG provides customer advisory services.2008 Customers can be both German and 
non-German enterprises.2009 

DEG lists following features for the mezzanine financing it offers:2010 

• financing form between equity capital and third-party capital 

• project-specific arrangement 

• subordinated security 

• risk-oriented yield 

• conversion options. 

 

 
 

                                            
2001 British Business Bank (2016d). 
2002 British Business Bank (2016d), p. 20.  
2003 Ibid. According to the product description growth finance forms “are most appropriate for financing high-
growth businesses, and are typically used to finance the expansion of existing companies by VC investors - for 
product developments, penetration of new markets, infrastructure investments, or for strategic acquisitions.” 
2004 DEG (2016) according to which the mission of DEG is “to promote business initiative in developing and 
emerging market countries as a contribution to sustainable growth and improved living conditions of the local 
population.” 
2005 KfW (2017) according to which KfW was initially involved in conducting reconstruction in Germany and 
later became on behalf of the German government active in promoting economy in other countries. In the KfW 
Bank Group it is the specific role of DEG to invest in developing countries. 
2006 DEG (2016c), pp. 8-9. 
2007 DEG (2016d). 
2008 DEG (2016b). 
2009 DEG (2016d). 
2010 DEG (2016c), p. 9. 
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4.4   The interests of lender and borrower 

 
4.4.1 What does the mezzanine financier want? 

 
Mezzanine is a financing form between equity capital and external debt capital. Mezzanine is 
used as a combination of the debt funding provided by senior lenders and the equity funding 
provided by stockholders. It is therefore sometimes seen as halfway between debt and equity 
in terms of risk and reward. Mezzanine is usually high interest-bearing debt, which often ranks 
behind the receivables of the senior debtors as far as repayment and security is concerned. 
This means that mezzanine provider takes a subordinate position and is thus second in line to 
receive repayment if the financed company defaults on repayment. As a conclusion the return 
demand of mezzanine loan is higher than in case of the traditional senior debt. 

Because of the subordination the financier risk increases. This is also the reason why 
mezzanine financier assesses its financier risks very carefully and requires from the potential 
borrower a solid track record and strong cash flow forecasts before providing the funding. To 
be able to do the assessment prudently the mezzanine financier benefits also from the special 
expertise of the borrower´s industry in question.2011 A solid track record is subject to already 
established product or service and good reputation which form the basis for the historical 
profitability. To get financier´s confidence for the positive cash flow forecasts requires viable 
business plans which may include among other things organic growth and/or acquisitions. To 
implement such plans requires also managerial skills. Without confidence on the borrower´s 
management no serious financier is ready to grant any significant financing. And even after 
providing the funding mezzanine debt lender continues to actively monitor the borrower your 
company’s financial performance and fulfilment of covenants.          

Mezzanine is a good financing alternative for stable and growing companies with consistent 
and predictable cash flows. However, mezzanine is not always the best suitable financing 
alternative in such situations where there is doubt whether the borrower is able to generate 
enough cash flow to meet its other debt obligations. For example, start-up companies lack 
historical track record showing strong enough cash flow and normally also miss the capital 
available to make monthly principal and interest payments. In order a mezzanine provider to 
step in into a project the financier would have to believe in the borrower´s ability to generate 
enough cash flow to meet both the higher priority ranked senior payment obligations and also 
the mezzanine debt payments. This is what private equity funds using mezzanine instruments 
focus on finding out when analysing the potential target companies.  

The fundamental rationale of large pension funds, insurance companies, banks and other 
institutions to invest in private equity funds is to improve the investment portfolio´s risk and 
reward profile. Private equity investments offer the investor an opportunity to generate higher 
returns and give a chance to improve portfolio diversification. It is a matter of applying the 
diversification principle.2012 Mezzanine gives possibility to return which does not correlate 
significantly with the returns of equities or bonds.2013  

In an investment portfolio private equity investment besides publicly listed securities can 
further improve diversification. This is the case provided that private equity has lower 
correlation of returns between publicly listed securities than the correlation between listed 

                                            
2011 See Mello, A. and Quintin, E. (2015), according to which in real estate management industry mezzanine 
lenders tend to be industry specialists.   
2012 Bodie, Z. and Merton R. C. (2000), pp. 298-304. 
2013 Stefanova, M. (2015), p. 267. 
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securities with each other.2014 By adding private equity to portfolio the investor can reduce 
volatility and improve the portfolio´s risk profile. In this way higher targeted returns without 
risk increase or alternatively even with risk reduction would be possible if the target rate of 
return stays the same. 

Mezzanine providers seek yields higher than senior loan financiers. The interest rate clauses 
may contain obligation to pay fixed interest rate or fixed margin on top of the chosen base rate. 
Sometimes also additional interest in the form of PIK interest2015 and equity warrants2016 can 
be included in the financing package. Target yield of the mezzanine financier can vary 
approximately between 15% and 25% per annum.2017  

The long-term returns of private equity have been long time higher than the returns of public 
equity. This has been the case in USA and Europe for decades with some exceptions.2018 A 
premium over more conventional asset classes justifies the investments to private equity funds 
for institutional investors. However lately have been published some academic researches 
concluding that the trend of private equity outperforming public equity in terms of returns has 
changed.2019   

 
4.4.2 The borrower´s point of view 

 
Companies choose mezzanine financing often in situations where alternative financing forms 
are not available or the usage of them would not be the best possible alternative. Bank 
financing might not be in some situations any more accessible due to high leverage ratios and 
getting financing through public offering might not be realistic due to costs of the process. 
However also mezzanine financing structures are expensive and not always worth the costs.2020 

Although mezzanine financing has some advantages it is not necessarily a suitable funding 
source for all kinds of businesses. For example, private equity funds require control over 
business decisions and unsecured creditor expects regular reporting of business performance. 
Some entrepreneurs may feel uncomfortable with such requirements. 

If a company is interested in getting mezzanine financing it should contact mezzanine investor 
for further discussions. Also, a senior lender like bank may suggest a mezzanine investor if 
lender is not willing to satisfy the new financing needs of the company. In preliminary 
screening is the determined whether mezzanine financing is a relevant financing alternative 
for the company.  

Especially the financing of young companies and companies under restructuring is risky. 
These corporations are often strained by the uncertainty of the future. This affects the 

                                            
2014 If an investor does not have any knowledge of the correlations of securities and private equity, the 
diversification is random. See Sharpe, W. et al. (1999), p. 190. 
2015 PIK (payment-in-kind) interest is accumulated during the life of the loan and paid at final maturity. The PIK 
interest element does not affect cash flow up to the point of repayment. 
2016 Equity warrant is a certificate issued with a security giving the holder the option of buying a stock at a 
specified price up to a specified expiration date. 
2017 Silbernagel, C. and Vaitkunas, D. (2016), p. 5. 
2018 Harris, R.S. et al. (2015). 
2019 See researches made by Appelbaum, E. and Batt, R. (2016) and L’Her, J-F et al. (2016) focusing on the 
private equity fund performance in the US market.  One of the conclusion of Appelbaum, E. and Batt, R. is that 
“…In the past, the promise of high returns served to justify investing in PE buyout funds. Today, promises of 
high returns are mostly empty.” 
2020 See Baker, H.K. et al. eds (2015), p. 89 according to which in real estate financing the high costs discourage 
the usage of mezzanine in smaller deals. 
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possibility of getting additional capital. Debt and equity holders may feel that providing 
additional capital is not possible due to unsatisfying risk/return-ratio. This leads to the 
problem of financial distress where obligations to creditors are difficult to fulfil.2021 The cost 
of financial distress increases with high gearing and this shrinks also the value of the firm. 
Other burdens for creditors stemming from the high leverage are agency costs, which are the 
lender´s direct and indirect costs of making sure that the managers of the borrower company 
act as lender´s “agents”.2022 The lender tries to ensure that the agent acts in the interest of the 
lender.      

From the borrower´s point of view there are luckily financiers who can cope with the above-
mentioned challenges. Specialised financiers have resources to evaluate and monitor investee 
companies closely before and after financing and this way have “nonmonetary” tools for 
controlling information gaps and capital constraints.2023 An example of these kind of 
specialised financiers are venture capital firms who have capacity and expertise for this kind 
of monitoring. Companies in growth phase may often need expertise to understand the 
business opportunities and to develop commercial skills.2024 With that expertise the venture 
capital financiers can provide sometimes money when banks and equity financiers are not 
willing to finance. 

Banks often look positively on companies that are backed by mezzanine lenders. This means 
that financing risk is shared with another financier. Mezzanine lenders take also active role 
which may enhance the business success of the company.   

To be attractive target for potential financiers a company must be ready for an investment. 
The more of below listed criteria are fulfilled the better: 

• skilled management 

• clear strategies  

• a good business plan  

• favourable market conditions 

• history of profits  

• good cash flow 

• audited accounts and regular financial statements 

• separation of personal and business affairs.   

The list is not complete and the weight of single points may vary in different cases. However, 
from the investee company´s point of view it is important to recognise the “sour points” of the 
business. Without this understanding the company may lose a possibility to receive new 
investments. 

The companies need to take into consideration the positive and negative features of the 
mezzanine debt. Among the positive features of the mezzanine is that it improves the capital 
structure by making the balance sheet stronger. Mezzanine financing - once received - helps 

                                            
2021 Arnold, G. (2013), pp. 793-798. 
2022 Arnold, G. (2013), pp. 798-799. 
2023 Lerner, J. and Hardymon, F. (2002), p.5.  
2024 Fraser, S. et al. (2015), p. 74. 
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the company also to get easier access to additional loan or equity financing. If the mezzanine 
provider believes in the company it strengthens also the entrepreneurs’ faith in her own 
business further. When the mezzanine provider believes in the company it lowers the hurdle 
for additional financiers to come along, too.  

If the entrepreneurs have faith in their business it is easier to convince also a new financier to 
come on board. Maybe the best way to convince financiers that the entrepreneur is seriously 
involved is the amount of their own capital injection to the firm. If the founder uses all her 
savings and is also ready to take personal loans to back up the firm, it is a strong signal of 
commitment for the business. If this were not the case why would then any third party believe 
in the business either? 

Mezzanine financiers have also interest to agree with the entrepreneurs and the target 
company management the incentives that remunerate based on the increase of the company 
value. A monthly salary without any incentive for business success is not a desired way of 
compensation from a mezzanine financier´s perspective. The more results the target company 
management shows the better it is paid. It is therefore also interest of the potential borrower 
to accept this approach. 

One point that also needs to be discussed is the exact form of the financing needed. Very often 
start-up companies and growing companies have a weak balance sheet. The solidity can be low 
due to small amount of equity input at the starting phase and lack of profits due to high 
operating costs. In these situations, it is not irrelevant whether the financier is offering senior 
debt or equity ranked financing - like capital loan in Finland. Because equity ranked financing 
improves the equity ratio, the borrower company is more likely ready to pay higher interest 
rate on that financing form than on traditional senior debt. If the loan were in any case 
unsecured the profit increase of the lender may more than compensate the increasing 
financing risk related to the lower repayment priority. This is the case then if in the event of 
default, the unsecured claim was in all situations not to be repaid regardless of the repayment 
priority. Some examples of this are presented later.2025  

From the borrower´s perspective at its best the mezzanine financing strengthens the balance 
sheet structure as there is no need to dilute equity holdings or give up ownership rights. It can 
however still also give possibility to tax-deductible interest payments. If amortisations are not 
required before the ultimate maturity i.e. loan is given in a form of a bullet, the borrower has 
more flexibility in reinvest its cash flow before loan matures. Mezzanine facilities are often 
structured to match the cash flow of the borrower company taking into consideration also the 
senior debt payments.2026   

The possibility to tailor-made the mezzanine financing package to be suitable for many 
different situations is an absolute positive feature for the borrower.2027  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                            
2025 See below section 5 Mezzanine in bank lending.    
2026 Silbernagel, C. and Vaitkunas, D. (2016), pp. 9-10. 
2027 Stefanova, M. (2015), p. 267. 
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5 MEZZANINE IN BANK LENDING  

 
5.1  The market need 

 
The financing options available today for single companies are many. Based on the repayment 
priority in the case of default the financing alternatives start with common equity for which 
the investor expects to get the highest yield. The alternatives end to senior debt financing 
which requires security. Normally common equity is the most expensive form of financing and 
senior debt is the least expensive form. There is a range of different financial instruments 
between common equity and senior debt like preferred stock, capital loans, convertible loans, 
loans with rights to purchase shares (options) and junior loans.      

The financial instruments that belong between common equity and senior debt - and are to be 
repaid - are defined as mezzanine instruments. This definition excludes preferred shares. For 
the borrower company mezzanine financing is a way to raise equity like financing without 
giving up majority equity position. Although mezzanine financing is priced higher that senior 
debt it is much cheaper than traditional equity sources.  

As reviewed above there are several mezzanine financing providers in the market.2028 The 
demand for structured finance like mezzanine does exist and the overall knowledge of tailor-
made financing among corporations of different sizes is quite wide. However, banks are not 
very major players in providing mezzanine financing. 

The impact of post financial crisis banking regulation including Basel III will force banks to 
think even more carefully how to use their lending capacity.2029 The tightening requirements 
for own capital and liquidity reserves make it harder and less profitable to finance corporate 
business. Because of this some banks have withdrawn themselves from certain areas of 
corporate lending.2030 This leaves on the other hand more room for strong banks and non-
bank investors like hedge funds or private equity funds to operate in the challenging area of 
corporate financing. And no-doubt mezzanine products will have a role in that activity. 

 
 
5.2   Financing of healthy customers 

 
Credit granting is not based on the customer’s current situation only but also its outlook. When 
granting corporate credit prudent lender examines the industry outlook and customer´s 
business forecasts. The analysis shall be based on quantitative as well as qualitative elements 
considering among other things the assessment of the company management. It is important 
to understand the sensitivities to changes in the business environment. The summary outcome 
from the evaluation is relevant when drawing conclusion whether to grant the credit or not.  

When considering granting credits lenders are focusing on understanding whether the 
borrower will be able to repay the loan. The ability of the customer to service its commitments 
out of its future cash flow is extremely important.2031 When assessing this repayment ability, 
the customer’s capability to attract new capital and realise assets - if needed - is also in 
potential lender´s focus. The balance sheet of the customer should demonstrate strength to 

                                            
2028 See above sections 4.2 Banks and 4.3 Other financiers - some examples. 
2029 See more about Basel regulation below in section 5.4 Impact of Basel III. 
2030 See Drezner, D.W. (2014), p. 98. 
2031 Vernimmen, P. et al. (2017), p. 708.  
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tolerate negative surprises like rising interest rates and unexpected business losses which may 
cause even temporary negative cash flow.  

The primary route out of a credit transaction should always be via internally generated cash 
flow. To have a second way out collaterals are sometimes taken.2032  

Covenants in credit agreements are additional obligations that the borrower undertakes to 
comply during the loan maturity.2033 They do not substitute collaterals but rather complement 
both secured and unsecured commitments. The more sizeable and complex the transaction 
the more relevant it is for the lender to include in the financing package appropriate covenants. 
Financial covenants should be designed to capture critical developments in time. This would 
give chance for both the lender and borrower to evaluate the situation if the financial 
development deviates from the business plan.  

The longer the loan maturity the greater the financing risks normally are due to difficulty to 
forecast future development. The price charged for a credit depends also on the agreed loan 
period: the longer the maturity the higher the cost of the loan for the borrower. 

When granting credits to healthy corporate customers that have strong balance sheet and cash 
flow banks manage fairly well with the traditional senior banking loans. However, banks 
involved in corporate financing are frequently providing lending without fully secured loans. 
Traditionally the bank´s return on money lent on traditional debt financing instrument is - 
even with these cases - very much the same as on a secured bank loan. The risk-based loan 
price concept2034 which considers different elements of risks like default risk, credit 
concentration risk, collateral risk and recovery risk is not always easy apply in a tight market 
conditions. It is obvious that pricing not properly taking into consideration customer specific 
lending risks is unsatisfactory. When banks lend money without fully secured loans, the 
pricing should be higher than in case of fully secured loans. The bank´s return should match 
better with the actual risk involved. The question is could mezzanine instruments have a role 
in this? 

When looking for an answer to the question of usefulness of mezzanine instruments as 
potential bank lending products, let us first analyse two example cases. In the first case 
“Subordinated financing for a healthy customer” the customer has shortage of total 
shareholder´s equity. In the second case “Profit-linked interest for a healthy customer” there 
is not a shortage of total shareholder´s equity but customer company is otherwise in need of 
money. In neither of the example cases there are collaterals available for the requested new 
financing. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                            
2032 Vernimmen, P. et al. (2017), pp. 707-708. 
2033 About covenants in general see Tirole, J. (2006), pp. 80-90 and Tay, K. (2016), p. 172-177. 
2034 Ghosh, A. (2012), p. 271. 
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EXAMPLE CASE: SUBORDINATED FINANCING FOR A HEALTHY 
CUSTOMER 

• customer has shortage of equity 

• customer needs new financing  

• customer has no new collateral to offer 

 

If an enterprise wants to increase the amount of total equity/subordinated financing from 
external sources there are in most cases four theoretical alternatives: 

1. Banks 

2. Venture capital funds 

3. Business angels 

4. IPO 

Business angels are hard to find and IPO at least for SMEs is rarely suitable due to its costly, 
lengthy and complex process. This would leave in practice two “easy” alternatives left: bank 
financing and venture capital funds. When comparing the differences of the operating 
models of banks and venture capital companies four major differences can be identified: 

• Bank does not seek ownership in the target companies unlike venture capital 
companies. 

• Bank acts only as a lender and does not seek to participate in the ownership or 
management of the borrower unlike venture capital company. 

• The rate of return requirement of the bank is substantially lower than that of the 
venture capital fund. 

• Bank strives to maintain long lasting customer relations while venture capitalists 
plan to exit normally within five years. 

A bank could provide only subordinated financing as the instrument to increase the amount 
of non-senior funding but a venture capitalist can also provide direct equity investment. 
However, both financing forms offer similar kind of financing cushion against losses and 
against threat of liquidation. This means that if both financing alternatives were really 
available and the company would not want or need the management support provided by 
venture capitalist, the subordinated bank loan would be more attractive financing 
alternative for the customer. Pricing of subordinated loan is higher than pricing of senior 
loan due to the lower repayment priority. However, getting additional financing cushion 
between equity and senior financing justifies the higher price. 

If a bank was in any case in a role of risk financier (customer has no collateral to offer), the 
subordinated financing would not increase bank´s risk de facto. This can be illustrated by 
two simplified examples: 
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The conclusion based on these two examples # 1 and # 2 is that 

• if all assets of the borrower company are already pledged or 

• if there is only one creditor 

the seniority does not have any influence on the actual risk position of the bank. 

In the situations above it would make sense for the bank to use the benefit of the higher 
interest income of the subordinated loan. 

Advantages of the subordinated loan for the customer are among other things the following: 

• increases liquidity and reduces vulnerability to economic fluctuations 

• increases credibility with subcontractors and suppliers 

• may contribute to the customer´s earnings because of stronger balance sheet 

• reduces the need for interest-bearing senior loans 

• improves opportunities for other financing 

• does not bind company´s assets for being security. 

 

Example # 1   
 
Company Alpha 
 
Assets  MEUR 1.0 (liquidation value) 
Loans  MEUR 1.0 (secured senior loan) 
  MEUR 1.0 (unsecured) - new loan 
 
In case of bankruptcy the unsecured loan is not repaid regardless of the seniority of the 
new loan. 

Example # 2   
 
Company Bravo 
 
Assets  MEUR 1.5 (liquidation value) 
Loans  MEUR 1.0 (secured senior loan) 
  MEUR 1.0 (unsecured) - new loan 
 
In case of bankruptcy 50 % of the unsecured loan is not repaid regardless of the seniority of 
the new loan.  
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EXAMPLE CASE: PROFIT-LINKED INTEREST FOR A HEALTHY 
CUSTOMER    

• customer has no shortage of equity 

• customer needs new financing  

• customer has no new collateral to offer 

 

If an enterprise does not want to increase the amount of total equity/subordinated financing 
but wants to receive otherwise new capital there are in most cases four theoretical 
alternatives: 

1. Banks 

2. Venture capital funds 

3. Business angels 

4. IPO 

Business angels are hard to find and IPO at least for SMEs is rarely suitable due to its costly, 
lengthy and complex process. This would leave in practice two “easy” alternatives left: bank 
financing and venture capital funds. When comparing the differences of the operating 
models of banks and venture capital companies four major differences can be identified: 

• Bank does not seek ownership in the target companies unlike venture capital 
companies. 

• Bank acts only as a lender and does not seek to participate in the ownership or 
management of the borrower unlike venture capital company. 

• The rate of return requirement of the bank is substantially lower than that of the 
venture capital fund. 

• Bank strives to maintain long lasting customer relations while venture capitalists 
plan to exit normally within five years. 

A bank could provide financing in the form of non-subordinated senior debt as a venture 
capitalist. This means that if both financing sources were really available and the company 
would not want or need the management support provided by venture capitalist, the bank 
loan would be more attractive financing alternative for the customer. While there is lack of 
security it might be in the lender´s benefit to agree on interest terms that reflects the 
borrower´s real ability to pay interest. An example of this loan type is profit-sharing (also 
known as profit-participation) loan. 

In the profit-sharing loan the interest to be paid is linked to financial indicators (like profit) 
calculated from the borrower´s financials. Often the profit-linked component forms part of 
the total interest paid on top of the normal loan interest payment.2035   

                                            
2035 OECD (2014b), p. 56 and Bußalb, J.P. (2015). 
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From the lender´s perspective the above-mentioned special interest clause makes it easier to 
agree pricing on higher level than by using the pricing clause of traditional senior debt with 
fixed interest margin or fixed total interest rate.      

If a bank was in any case in a role of risk financier (customer has no collateral to offer), the 
use of special profit-linked interest payment clauses would not increase bank´s risk de facto. 
This can be illustrated by two simplified examples:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The conclusion based on these two examples # 3 and # 4 is that the special profit-linked 
interest clause does not have any influence on the actual risk position of the bank. 

In the situations above it would make sense for the bank to use the benefit of the higher 
interest income of the profit-sharing/profit-participation loan. 

Advantages of the unsecured loan for the customer are among other things the following: 

• increases liquidity and reduces vulnerability to economic fluctuations 

• increases credibility with subcontractors and suppliers 

• improves opportunities for other financing 

• when interest clause is agreed with special terms to include profit-sharing component 
it may permit bank financing even in such situations where traditional senior debt 
financing is not possible. 

Example # 3   
 
Company Charlie 
 
Assets  MEUR 1.0 (liquidation value) 
Loans  MEUR 1.0 (secured senior loan) 

MEUR 1.0 (unsecured with special profit sharing/value-appreciation interest 
clause) - new loan 

 
In case of bankruptcy the unsecured loan is not repaid regardless of the type of interest clause 
of the new loan. 
 

Example # 4   
 
Company Delta 
 
Assets  MEUR 1.5 (liquidation value) 
Loans  MEUR 1.0 (secured senior loan) 

MEUR 1.0 (unsecured with special profit sharing/value-appreciation interest 
clause) - new loan 

 
In case of bankruptcy 50 % of the unsecured loan is not repaid regardless of the type of interest 
clause of the new loan. 
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We have discussed earlier about the problem of financial distress where obligations to 
creditors are not easy to fulfil.2036 This has negative impact on company´s chances to get new 
financing. If potential investors are not pleased with the risk/return -ratio they do not want to 
invest. Specialised financiers like venture capitalists evaluate and monitor investee companies 
closely and they are more used to deal in complicated structured finance cases with this 
risk/return issue. Traditionally banks have been unable to do the same for several reasons. 
Among other things banking regulations has limited possibility to use equity as funding 
instrument2037, tough price competition has made bank customers used to low pricing and 
banks have not had resources and incentive systems to back up such a risk/return -monitoring 
required here.2038 

There are also several other differences between venture capital and bank financing.2039 
However market conditions do change among other things due to new regulations and 
developing operating models of banks. Banking regulations do not prohibit usage of 
subordinated or profit-sharing loans as financing instruments, new resources can be recruited 
and incentive systems can be developed. In addition to that also customer habits do change. 
Taking all that into consideration mezzanine financing could add banks´ lending alternatives 
and support their profitability improvement targets. Below are presented two figures (Figures 
19 and 20) to illustrate that. 

 

Figure 19: An example of the traditional bank lending today  
 
 
 

  
 
  

                                            
2036 See above section 4.4.2 The borrower´s point of view. 
2037 For example, the already repealed Credit Institution Act 21 § (1340/1997) in Finland set some limitations for 
the use of equity and equity linked instruments in corporate finance. See about the restrictions in the US banking 
regulation Hellmann, T. et al. (2008), pp. 518-519.   
2038 Lerner, J. and Hardymon, F. (2002), pp. 5-6. 
2039 Winton, A. and Yerramilli, V. (2008), p. 52. 
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The figures are only simplified examples and the presented return demands are only rough 
estimates. It must be also taken into consideration that the variety of return demands is in real 
life much greater depending on the borrower specific circumstances in the market. The 
message of the two figures is however that mezzanine financing could be used as a bank 
financing instrument in situations where customer has sufficient repayment ability, there is 
not security available and when the bank based on its own assessment would anyhow be 
prepared to carry the credit risk even with the traditional senior debt instruments.  

 

Figure 20: An example of the possible bank lending with mezzanine 
instruments 
 
 
 

 
  
  
From the bank´s perspective the rationality to use mezzanine instruments comes from the 
possibility to price the risk involved more correctly than with the traditional senior loan forms. 
For a prudently operating bank price never justifies the granting of credit to customers that 
are not creditworthy. However, when decision to grant credit is made the price of the credit 
should reflect the risk attached to the customer. 

 
5.3   Handling of distressed customers 

 
For a lender to identify when an existing borrower has a deteriorating risk profile and to act to 
reduce the risk is very important. To react early enough is very essential to reduce the losses. 
The earlier an increased risk is identified and relevant mitigating actions are done the better 
are also the possibilities to avoid final losses.2040  

                                            
2040 McKinsey (2012), p. 3. 
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For any lender prudent risk management practices require systematic follow-up and 
monitoring of the borrower´s behaviour. If signs of increased risk - which in case of not 
managed properly could even lead to borrower´s inability to repay the loan -  are not identified 
early enough risk of credit losses increase. Such early warning signs can be categorised in 
several ways but they include both external and internal factors influencing the customer's 
behaviour, cash flow and repayment capacity. 

Internal factors can include a profit warning or significant failure to comply with profit target 
or a loss of a major customer. Likewise, a sudden change in top management or ownership or 
losing key people can be internal early warning signs. Additional examples could be sales of a 
significant part of the business and poor disclosure of financial information. 

External factors can include aggressive actions by other lenders, industry specific downturns, 
change of auditors, damaging lawsuits, negative impact of new legislation. 

Below (Figure 21) is presented one example of systemizing the early warning signs with the 
categories  

• Operations 

• Behavioural and management aspects 

• Reporting 

• Investing activities 

• Financing activities.  

In case of individual borrower many of the signs listed above may not alone indicate severe 
problems but the combinations of signs may reveal status of distress.2041 If customer shows 
signs of problems which after more detailed scrutiny reveal forthcoming or existing financial 
problems prudent lender must start to consider possible restructuring steps. At this stage it is 
also relevant to double check whether the credit documents contain any legal risks.   

Legal matters may have particular relevance for borrowers identified as distressed. This means 
that credit documents should always be reviewed and checked to make sure that they are 
legally valid.2042 To make sure that there are no legal failures in the documentation that could 
result in a loss is one of the absolute corner stones of risk management. It is also in the interest 
of the creditors to review whether there have been any such transactions involving the 
borrower in the past that have favoured one creditor at the cost of other creditors. Such 
transactions can even be cancelled on certain circumstances.2043  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                            
2041 IFC (2011), p. 4. 
2042 Banks, E. (1993), p. 55. 
2043 As an example the Finnish Act on Recovery (758/1991) imposes several material boundaries on 
restructuring transactions. For example if a borrower has favoured one creditor before borrower´s bankruptcy or 
statutory restructuring the transaction can be recovered within a certain time limit ranging even up to 5 years.  
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Figure 21: An example of systemizing the early warning signs  
 
 
 

 
 
 

Source: IFC (2011), p. 5. 

 
In corporate restructuring the company´s business or financial structure is reviewed. The 
purpose is to provide added value for the lender. The corporate restructurings can take place 
as privately arranged voluntary restructuring procedures or according to statutory corporate 
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restructuring regulation which varies country by country.2044 A voluntary restructuring is 
better alternative for creditors as long as creditors’ claims are better covered than in the 
statutory restructuring.  In a voluntary restructuring it is in the borrower´s interest to convince 
creditors than they would be financially better off in voluntary restructuring than in the 
statutory corporate restructuring or in bankruptcy. 

A voluntary restructuring often leads to a better overall result than the formal corporate 
restructuring procedures among other things due to more flexible structuring process and thus 
smaller process costs. In all situations voluntary restructuring process is however not possible 
due to the several reasons like big number of creditors or non-cooperating parties. If there are 
several creditors with different repayment priority status (trade creditors, senior creditor with 
collateral, senior creditor without collateral, junior creditors etc.) it may be challenging to 
combine different interests to common restructuring plan. In case direct negotiations between 
creditors, borrower´s management and shareholders do not lead to acceptable results, more 
compelling statutory restructuring process may be the only alternative.  

The corporate restructuring is typically separated in two areas: financial restructuring and 
operational restructuring. The financial restructuring aims to improve the capital structure of 
the firm. The operational restructuring aims to increase the economic viability of the existing 
business operations.  

The financial restructuring can mean several different elements which are very often used 
simultaneously as a part of larger package. Such financial restructuring elements are 
following: 

• Adjustment of the interest payment scheme by rescheduling, prolonging, agreeing on 
standstill etc.     

• Adjustment of the amortization plan for the principal by deferring instalments, 
prolonging maturity, agreeing on standstill etc. 

• Reduction of margins, interest rate, commissions or other mandatory costs  

• Waiving of financial covenants or agreeing a new one with softer terms 

• Refinancing by new loans replacing old loans. 

From the bank´s perspective the mezzanine instruments are part of the toolbox available for 
handling of financially distressed corporate customers. Sometimes as a part of financial 
restructuring existing bank loans can be converted into subordinated loans to support the 
distressed borrower´s balance sheet. Also, a profit-sharing component in the tailor-made 
interest clause can be used to give bank an option for upside if the customer presently in 
financial difficulties will achieve a turnaround in the future. This upside - if received later - 
would be a compensation for the risk bank has taken at the moment of restructuring.  

When corporate customer becomes unable to fulfil its payment obligations bank faces real risk 
of loss.  If bank is in any case in risk of losing its receivable the loan restructuring by using 

                                            
2044 In Finland the statutory corporate restructuring is governed by Restructuring of Enterprises Act (47/1993). 
The purpose of proceedings under the law is to keep an insolvent company, which is nevertheless considered 
ultimately as a viable business, as a going concern. Through a special administration such a company is allowed 
allow to continue its business and to repay a larger part of its debts than would have been possible in the case of 
bankruptcy of the company. The most famous statutory restructuring regulation is probably the Chapter 11of the 
United States Bankruptcy Code (11 U.S. Code, Chapter 11). The Chapter 11 is available both to individuals and 
corporations. It is generally used by larger businesses requiring restructuring their debt.    
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mezzanine product does not - if done prudently - worsen bank´s risk position further. 
However, by using tailor-made interest rate clauses with profit-sharing element or equity 
kickers in form of options the restructuring would not increase bank´s risk de facto. 

When looking for an answer to the question of usefulness of mezzanine instruments as a 
potential bank lending product for distressed corporate customers, let us analyse two example 
cases below. In the example case “Subordinated financing for a distressed customer” there is 
a shortage of total shareholder´s equity. In the example case “Profit-linked interest clause for 
a distressed customer” there is not a shortage of total shareholder´s equity but company is 
otherwise in need of liquidity improvement. In neither of the example cases there are new 
collaterals available. 
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EXAMPLE CASE: SUBORDINATED FINANCING FOR A DISTRESSED 
CUSTOMER         

• shortage of equity 

• no new financing needed 

• no collateral 

 

If a distressed enterprise under debt restructuring needs to increase the amount of total 
equity/subordinated financing from external sources there are in most cases four theoretical 
alternatives: 

1. Forgiveness of debt  

2. Banks 

3. Venture capital funds 

4. Business angels 

5. IPO 

Forgiveness of receivables by a creditor is booked as one-off income in the profit and loss -
account and converts thus into balance sheet as increase of borrower´s profit. Forgiveness 
is the last option for creditors as it means final loss of receivable without possibility for future 
recovery. In practice a creditor is ready to consider this only for part of its receivables and 
only if it meant increased probability to recover the remaining (non-forgiven) part of the 
receivable. Additional venture capital, business angels and bank funding for distressed 
company is hard to find and IPO is not realistic for a corporate customer under 
restructuring, even. Even if venture capital funds, business angels or banks were already 
existing investors of the distressed customer additional financial input from them would be 
very difficult to get. In practice additional financing from existing financiers would make 
sense only if the add-on improved the total position of the financier in form of decreased loss. 
Sometimes additional financial input might help the borrower´s recovery and repayment of 
earlier granted loans.    

A bank could under certain circumstances provide subordinated financing as the instrument 
to convert existing unsecured senior funding subject to that the restructuring plan as a whole 
were acceptable for the bank. This financing form offers in practice similar kind of financing 
cushion against losses and against threat of liquidation as equity input. This means that 
subordinated bank financing could be very attractive financing alternative for the customer. 
Pricing of subordinated loan is higher than pricing of senior loan due to the lower repayment 
priority. However, getting additional financing cushion between equity and senior financing 
and getting the senior financing on lower level would justify the higher price for the 
borrower. 

If a bank was in any case in a role of risk financier (customer has no collateral to offer) and 
the customer was unable to repay the existing financing according to the existing terms, the 
subordinated financing would not necessarily increase bank´s risk de facto. This can be 
clarified by two simplified examples: 
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The conclusion based on these two examples # 5 and # 6 is that 

• if all assets of the borrower company are already pledged or 

• if there is only one creditor 

the seniority does not have any influence on the actual risk position of the bank. 

In the situations above it would make sense for the bank to try to support the financial 
restructuring of the company by converting unsecured part of the senior loan to 
subordinated loan. It would also provide possibility to benefit of the higher interest income 
of the subordinated loan in case of successful restructuring leading to the borrower´s 
recovery. 

Advantages of the subordinated loan for the customer as a part of financial restructuring 
are among other things the following: 

• reduces vulnerability to economic fluctuations 

• increases credibility with subcontractors and suppliers 

• may contribute to the customer´s earnings because of stronger balance sheet 

Example # 5   
 
Company Echo under financial restructuring 
 
Assets  MEUR 1.0 (liquidation value) 
Loans  MEUR 1.0 (secured senior loan) 
  MEUR 1.0 (unsecured)   
 
In case of bankruptcy the unsecured loan is not repaid regardless of the seniority of the 
loan. 

Example # 6   
 
Company Foxtrot under financial restructuring 
 
Assets  MEUR 1.5 (liquidation value) 
Loans  MEUR 1.0 (secured senior loan) 
  MEUR 1.0 (unsecured) 
 
In case of bankruptcy 50 % of the unsecured loan is not repaid regardless of the seniority of 
the loan. 
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• reduces the amount of interest-bearing senior loans and reduces thus interest costs 
to be paid regardless the borrower´s financials2045 

• improves opportunities for other financing 

• may make restructuring programme possible. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
2045 Interest costs of senior loans have to be paid according to the agreed schedule regardless of the financials of 
the borrower unlike interest costs of subordinated loan.  For example, in case of the Finnish capital loan the 
principal and interest are subordinated to all other debts. This means that the principal of capital loan may be 
repaid and interest paid only with some restrictions. Payments can be done only subject to that the total sum of 
the unrestricted equity and all the capital loans of the company at the time of payment exceed the loss on the 
balance sheet. For further details see above section 3.4.2.2.4 Capital structure. 
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EXAMPLE CASE: PROFIT-LINKED INTEREST CLAUSE FOR A 
DISTRESSED CUSTOMER           

• no shortage of equity  

• new financing needed 

• no collateral 

 

If a distressed enterprise does not need to increase the amount of total equity/subordinated 
financing but needs otherwise new capital there are in most cases four theoretical alternative 
sources: 

1. Banks 

2. Venture capital funds 

3. Business angels 

4. IPO 

Venture capital, business angels and bank funding for distressed company is hard to find 
and IPO is not realistic for a corporate customer under restructuring, even. Even if venture 
capital funds, business angels or banks were already existing investors of the distressed 
customer additional financial input from them would be very difficult to get. In practice 
additional financing from existing financiers would make sense only if the add-on improved 
the total position of the financier in form of decreased loss. Sometimes additional financial 
input might help the borrower´s recovery and repayment of earlier granted loans.    

A bank could under certain circumstances provide financing in the form of non-subordinated 
senior debt subject to that the restructuring plan as a whole was acceptable for the bank. 
While there is lack of security it might be in the lender´s benefit to agree on interest terms 
that reflects the borrower´s real ability to pay interest. An example of this loan type is a 
profit-sharing (also known as profit-participation) loan. 

In the profit-sharing loan the interest to be paid is linked to financial indicators (like profit) 
calculated from the borrower´s financials. Often the profit-linked component forms part of 
the total interest paid on top of the normal loan interest payment.2046   

From the lender´s perspective the above-mentioned special interest payment clause makes 
it easier to agree pricing on higher level than by using the pricing clause of traditional senior 
debt with fixed interest margin or fixed total interest rate.      

If a bank was in any case in a role of risk financier (customer has no collateral to offer) and 
the  customer was unable to repay the existing financing according to the existing terms, the 
use of special profit-linked interest payment clauses would not increase bank´s risk de facto. 
This can be clarified by two simplified examples:  

 

 

                                            
2046 OECD (2014b), p. 56 and Bußalb, J.P. (2015). 
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The conclusion based on these two examples is that the special profit-linked interest clause 
does not have any influence on the actual risk position of the bank. 

In the situations above it would make sense for the bank to try to support the financial 
restructuring of the company by converting unsecured part of the senior loan to profit-
sharing/profit-participation loan. It would also provide possibility to use the benefit of the 
higher interest income of the profit-sharing/profit-participation loan. Without this pricing 
possibility the conversion might not make sense.  

Advantages of the above-mentioned conversion of the unsecured loan for the customer as a 
part of financial restructuring are among other things the following: 

• increases credibility with subcontractors and suppliers 

• improves opportunities for other financing 

• when interest clause is agreed with special terms to include profit-sharing component 
it may permit bank financing even in such situations where traditional senior debt 
financing is not possible 

• improves opportunities for other financing 

• may make restructuring programme possible. 

 
 
 
 

Example # 7   
 
Company Golf under financial restructuring 
 
Assets  MEUR 1.0 (liquidation value) 
Loans  MEUR 1.0 (secured senior loan) 

MEUR 1.0 (unsecured with special profit sharing/value-appreciation 
interest clause) 

 
In case of bankruptcy the unsecured loan is not repaid regardless of the type of interest 
clause of the loan. 
 
 

Example # 8   
 
Company Hotel under financial restructuring 
 
Assets  MEUR 1.5 (liquidation value) 
Loans  MEUR 1.0 (secured senior loan) 

MEUR 1.0 (unsecured with special profit sharing/value-appreciation interest 
clause) 

 
In case of bankruptcy 50 % of the unsecured loan is not repaid regardless of the type of 
interest clause of the loan. 
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5.4   Impact of Basel III 

 
Banks must take into consideration in their daily operations the rules of the Basel Committee 
on Banking Supervision (BCBS).2047 The Basel Committee does not have any formal 
supranational supervisory authority and its conclusions do not have legal force. However, its 
supervisory standards, guidelines and recommended statements of best practices and 
decisions are - de facto - followed by banks.  

The main purpose of modern financial service regulation is to make sure that financial 
institutions have enough capital to withstand also worsened market conditions.2048 Basel 
Regime focuses on making sure that banks are properly capitalised to cover the risks of 
banking business. These international regulatory capital standards have been developed 
through many capital accords and related publications.  

Basel I regulation was launched in 1988 and it set out the minimum capital requirements of 
financial institutions in order to minimize credit risk. According to Basel I internationally 
operating banks are obliged to maintain a minimum amount of capital based on risk-weighted 
assets. In case of corporate lending the capital required was 8 % of the exposure.2049 

More sophisticated Basel II regulation was launched in 2004. One of the central elements of 
that is the concept of risk-based capital requirements. The capital amount that a bank has to 
hold against a given exposure is a function of the estimated credit risk of that exposure. 
According to the IRB (internal ratings -based) approach the estimated credit risk depends on 
four parameters:  

• probability of default (PD) 

• loss given default (LGD) 

• exposure at default (EAD) 

• maturity (M).2050  

When using the Advanced IRB, the bank is obliged to provide all four parameters based on its 
own internal models.2051 In case of Foundation IRB the bank is obliged to provide only the PD 
parameter and the other parameters are set by the Basel committee.2052 

Basel III was introduced in 2014 to correct some of the shortcomings of the earlier Basel rules 
which became apparent in the financial crisis of 2007-2009.2053 Basel III is even more 
comprehensive package of reform measures to strengthen the regulation, risk management 
and supervision of the banking industry. The measures include both liquidity and capital 
reforms. The IRB approach remains in a more sophisticated form requiring from the banks 
among other things more capital buffers for leverage risks, sufficient liquidity buffers and 
improved risk management and governance.2054 

                                            
2047 See about BCBS in general BCBS (2017).   
2048 McNeil, A.J. et al. (2015), p. 16. 
2049 Murphy, D. (2008), pp. 65-67. For more details see also BIS (1998).  
2050 Chofaras, D.N. (2004), pp. 3-13. For more details see also BIS (2006). 
2051 Kashyap, A.K. and Stein, J.C. (2004), p. 18. 
2052 Ibid. 
2053 McNeil, A.J. et al. (2015), p. 17-18. 
2054 McNeil, A.J. et al. (2015), p. 24-25. For more details see also BIS (2016). 
 

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/capitalrequirement.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/financialinstitution.asp
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Like Basel II also Basel III consists of three Pillars: 

• minimum capital 

• supervisory review and 

• market discipline.  

Under Pillar 1 banks can use their own statistical data to estimate their credit, market and 
operational risk. Under Pillar 2 supervision authorities have discretion to impose certain 
measures including even additional capital requirements to address weaknesses in the banks´ 
governance and risk management processes and practices. The Pillar 3 focuses on regulatory 
disclosures of the bank. On top of that there are liquidity requirements. As a summary, Basel 
III requirements do not cover only balance-sheet risks but also risks related to non-sufficient 
liquidity and governance practices.2055   

The benefits of the new regulation of financial services like improved governance and tighter 
capital and liquidity requirements are widely understood. The political pressure to put more 
regulation on banks after the financial crisis does exist. However, some voices are also raised 
against the new rules as some points - like increased capital requirements, high 
implementation cost and complexity - may according to some views lead to higher loan prices 
and decreasing lending volumes.2056  

There has been continuing revision discussion of the calculation methods for risk-weighted 
assets and some planned new standards from the Basel Committee. For example plans have 
been published for revised standardised approach to credit risk in 2014 and revised internal 
rating model floors in 2016.2057 Finally the Basel Committee finalised Basel III reforms on 
December 2017.2058 Although officially it is the last element of Basel III according to the Basel 
Committee many banks see the latest standards as “Basel IV” regulation due to the significant 
differences from the original Basel III.2059 The challenges of implementing these new 
modifications are considered to be major for the banking industry.2060 

The new Basel III rules were initially expected to be implemented in stages until 2019.2061 In 
the last reform update on December 2017 the Basel Committee however postponed the final 
implementation date to be January 1, 2022.2062 

The Basel regulation reflects the fact that there has been a trend in the competitive banking 
industry to take the costs of risk into account more explicitly. This requires specially designed 
risk adjusted measures that are used both in the decision-making and in internal and external 
performance reporting. A bank that would not use such measures in managing the business, 
could potentially be disadvantaged. 

                                            
2055 See about the role of capital supporting banking stability Moloney, N. et al eds (2015), pp. 334-363. 
2056 See about the criticism McNeil, A.J. et al. (2015), pp. 28-30. 
2057 Schneider, S. et al. (2017), p. 6. 
2058 The Basel Committee published the final Basel III reform documents on December 7, 2017. See for more 
details BIS (2017). 
2059 Finanssiala (2016). 
2060 According to Schneider, S. et al. (2016), p. 5 ”This is a game changer for the European banking industry.” 
2061 BIS (2013). 
2062 As an exception the implementation of a specific “output floor” of 72,5 % can however be done in phases 
until January 1, 2027. The output floor sets a limit on the regulatory capital benefit that a bank using internal 
model can receive in comparison to a bank using the standardised approach. See for more details BIS (2017), 
pp. 137-139. 
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Banking regulators require banks to hold a minimum amount of capital to guard against 
potential losses. The Basel regulation allows the use of internal risk measurement frameworks 
to determine the required risk capital.2063 Special credit rating and collateral coverage models 
are therefore designed based on these risk measures. These models form the basis of such 
frameworks enabling customer level differentiation of risk. Building on such a framework to 
deliver risk adjusted measures will enable banks to turn a compliance cost into a business 
benefit. The availability of new credit rating and collateral coverage models will be used in day-
to-day approval and pricing decisions. In practice this means that the pricing spread between 
good and poor companies will increase. 

Mezzanine instruments could be one way to help banks to price its corporate lending activities 
so that pricing would better reflect the financing risk involved and the return requirements of 
the bank´s capital base.     

 
5.5   Regulatory compliance aspects 

 
5.5.1 Regulatory pressure 

 
As the aftermath of the financial crisis of 2007-2009 lot of new regulation has been established 
by the authorities targeting to strengthen and safeguard the banking sector. This regulation 
influences significantly the whole industry. Banks face a challenge to create, implement and 
manage a business model that will be acceptable to all important stakeholders: owners, 
investors, customers and supervisors. The amount of change will be huge, costly and complex 
to manage. The ultimate goal of the supervisors is to make banks and the whole banking 
system more resilient. The identification of the regulation, the design process to act according 
to the regulation and the actual implementation work is a huge task that requires significant 
resources and managerial focus. What brings additional challenges to both banks and the 
supervision authorities is that this is not a one-off exercise. The management of regulation is 
a continuous process that in the environment of an increasing regulatory pressure.2064 

Banks will have to maintain sufficient returns in an environment where both capital demands 
and the cost of compliance increasing. This means that banks need to rethink and reshape 
strategy, improve asset efficiency and streamline costs.2065 

On top of this the regulatory change will have implications for culture, structure and 
organisation. It shall be essential for the management of the financial institution to be able to 
make right decisions on how to comply and compete in these circumstances. 

Among the significant new regulations for banks to take into consideration are 

• Basel III regulation  

• MiFID II/MiFIR regime 

• SREP 

                                            
2063 The last Basel III reform of December 2017 from the Basel Committee sets however some new constrains 
for the use of the internal models as described in the previous footnote. About the challenges of internal market 
risk models used by European banks see also Breuer, T. (2017).  
2064 See about the regulatory pressure in the banking industry KPMG (2015). 
2065 EY (2015b), p. 4. 
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• Volcker Rule  

• MAD/MAR 

• Guidance on leveraged transactions. 

The Basel III regulation has been covered above.2066 The other examples of new regulations 
are briefly reviewed below. 

 
5.5.2 MiFID II/MiFIR regime 

 
The MiFID II (Markets in Financial Instruments Directive)2067 and MiFIR (Markets in 
Financial Instruments Regulation)2068 regime has become in force on January 3, 2018.2069 The 
regulation addresses investment service providers conduct through the transparency of 
pricing, trading and payments. New regulation represents a major overhaul and extension of 
the existing requirements2070. The purpose of the regulation is to ensure a high level of client 
protection for customers receiving advice and buying investment services (shares, fund, bond 
and derivatives transactions) and also regulate how to manage conflicts of interest and provide 
best executions to clients. The purpose is to establish a more transparent financial system, 
competitive EU financial market and strengthening the framework of investor protection 
further.2071 

MiFID II and MiFIR apply to investment firms, trading venues, providers of data reporting 
services and third country firms providing investment services within the EU and cover a very 
wide range of investment and capital markets products. MiFID II and MiFIR require banks to 
gather and use a considerably more data than the previous rules which focused more on equity 
products.2072   

 
5.5.3 SREP 

 
Supervisor authorities shall regularly assess and measure the risks of the banks. This periodic 
examination in EU area is called the Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process (SREP).  The 
purpose of the SREP is to find out what is the bank’ s position in terms of capital requirements 
and how the bank manages its risks. This process is part of the Pillar 2 of the Basel 
Regulation.2073  

                                            
2066 See above section 5.4 Impact of Basel III. 
2067 Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 on markets in 
financial instruments and amending Directive 2002/92/EC and Directive 2011/61/EU Text with EEA relevance. 
2068 Regulation (EU) No 600/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 on markets in 
financial instruments and amending Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 Text with EEA relevance. 
2069 MiFID II is a directive suggesting guidelines and norms are subject to the discretion of member states, to be 
translated into national rules. MiFIR is regulation with immediate applicability across all EU countries. 
2070 The existing regulation known as MiFID I (Markets in Financial Instruments Directive, 2004/39/EY) is an 
EU Directive that was implemented into national laws and regulations in 2007 to harmonize the requirements 
for investment activities. The purpose of the regulation is to protect customers receiving advice and buying 
investment services. MiFID II/MiFIR is aimed at closing some gaps in the regulatory framework and 
highlighting areas which need reinforcement or revision. 
2071 EC (2016), p. 4. 
2072 KPMG (2016), p. 14. 
2073 Baglioni, A. (2016), p. 51. 
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The SREP focuses on following points of the bank under review:2074 

• Business model: supervisors assess the sustainability of each bank’s set-up. 

• Governance and risk management: supervisors consider a bank’s organisational 
structure by monitoring its management bodies and risk management.  

• Risk to capital: supervisors analyse whether a bank has a sufficient safety net to absorb 
losses arising from different kind of operational or market incidents like cyber-attacks, 
sudden change of commodity prices, non-repayment of bank loans etc.  

• Risk to liquidity and funding: supervisors investigate bank’s ability to cover sudden 
liquidity needs like in case of depositors starting to withdraw deposits much more than 
normally. 

As the outcome of the each SREP process the supervisor shall provide to the bank a specific 
decision where items to be corrected are listed and timetable to do so is set.2075 The supervisor 
authorities have several different alternatives to act against the banks if needed. The 
authorities may require a bank to hold more capital, strengthen their organisation or restrict 
certain activities.2076 In an extreme case the supervisor may even ask a bank to change its 
management.2077 

Each SREP decision is made taking into consideration the supervised bank´s special features. 
One of the major benefits of the process is that there is one common methodology and timeline 
being applied to all significant banks in the EU area.2078 

 
5.5.4 MAD/MAR 

 
In 2014 a new Market Abuse Regulation (MAR)2079 was published together with a new 
directive with respect to criminal sanctions, the Criminal Sanctions for Market Abuse Directive 
(MAD)2080. This legislation became applicable in Europe in 2016.2081  

The Market Abuse Directive (MAD) is a comprehensive framework targeting to address 
situations where investors have been unreasonably disadvantaged. Along the globalization of 
the financial markets new trading platforms and technologies have been established and new 
forms of market manipulation have developed in conjunction with that.2082 After manipulation 
of certain benchmarks such as LIBOR (London Interbank Offered Rate)2083 the European 

                                            
2074 ECB (2016). 
2075 Boccuzzi, G. (2016), p. 43. 
2076 Boccuzzi, G. (2016), p. 42. 
2077 ECB (2016). 
2078 Ibid. 
2079 Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 on market 
abuse (market abuse regulation) and repealing Directive 2003/6/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council and Commission Directives 2003/124/EC, 2003/125/EC and 2004/72/EC Text with EEA relevance 
2080 Directive 2014/57/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 on criminal sanctions 
for market abuse (Market Abuse Directive). 
2081 MAD is a directive suggesting guidelines and norms are subject to the discretion of member states, to be 
translated into national rules. MAR is regulation with immediate applicability across all EU countries. 
2082 EC (2013). 
2083 See for more details about the LIBOR manipulation Hou, D. and Skeie, D. (2014). According to the authors 
regulators and market observers noted in 2007 that LIBOR had failed to behave in line with expectations given 
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Commission introduced a set of new regulations as part of efforts to create sounder and more 
transparent financial markets.  

MAR targets to enhance and harmonize the EU regime on market abuse. The regulation 
requires member states to present common definitions of criminal offences of insider dealing 
and market manipulation and to execute maximum criminal consequences for those market 
abuse offences that are the most serious. Each member state must make sure that such 
behaviour is a criminal offence and should be punished with effective sanctions everywhere in 
Europe.2084 

For banks to make sure that they are compliant with the new regulations requires lot of work 
and in some cases even significant rationalisation of the organisation.2085 

 
5.5.5 Volcker rule 

 
The Volcker Rule refers to § 6192086 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act2087. This rule imposes limits for banks in proprietary trading2088 or acquiring or 
retaining any ownership in or sponsoring a hedge fund or private equity fund. The Volcker 
Rule applies also to U.S. banks´ proprietary trading and fund activities irrespective of where 
the trading or activities take place. For non-U.S. banks however the Volcker Rule would apply 
only to proprietary trading and fund activities in the USA or such activities outside the USA, if 
they involve securities offering to a U.S. resident.2089 

The Volcker Rule requires an affected bank to comply with several demands: 

• effective compliance and reporting standards 

• comprehensive data gathering and reporting structures 

• compensation and governance and 

• communication and culture.2090 

The ultimate purpose of the Volcker Rule is to prevent banks from making such speculative 
investments that contributed to the outcome of the financial crisis in 2008.2091 

                                            
other market prices and rates. Investigations of regulators uncovered explicit manipulation by banks to influence 
rate fixings. Barclays, UBS, RBS, and Rabobank had to pay combined settlements upward of $3.5 billion.  
2084 Moloney, N. (2014), p. 766. 
2085 EY (2016). 
2086 The Volcker Rule is codified at 12 U.S.C. § 1851. 
2087 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010. 
2088 According to the 12 U.S.C. § 1851(h)(4) proprietary trading means any transaction where bank is engaged 
as a principal for the trading account “… to purchase or sell, or otherwise acquire or dispose of, any security, 
any derivative, any contract of sale of a commodity for future delivery, any option of any such security, 
derivative, or contract or any other security or financial instrument.” 
2089 As an example of the challenges of non-U.S. banks in relation to the Volcker Rule see Henry, C.P. (2016) 
where focus is on the German banks.   
2090 Culp, S. (2013). 
2091 A key driver for the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act in general was to 
implement wide-reaching legislation touching banking law and financial services industry in order to promote 
financial stability and avoid another financial crisis. See for more details White House (2016). 
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5.5.6 Guidance on leveraged transactions 

 
ECB published its guidance to banks on leveraged transactions on May 2017.2092  The guidance 
became applicable in November 2017 for significant institutions under ECB supervision. 

The purpose of the guidance is to facilitate the identification of leveraged transactions by 
giving senior management a comprehensive overview of banks’ leveraged lending 
activities.2093 It also sets frame for the risk management processes and reporting requirements 
to improve the overall risk management of leveraged lending exposures. Ultimately this 
targets to support banks’ ability to operate during an economic downturn and thus enable 
lending to leveraged borrowers through the business cycle.  

In ECB guidance leveraged transaction is defined as transaction meeting one of the conditions 
below: 

• loan or credit exposure, where the borrower’s post-financing leverage exceeds ratio 
Total Debt2094/EBITDA 4.0 or 

• loan or credit exposure, where the borrower is owned by one or more financial 
sponsors2095.2096 

In the USA the three U.S. federal banking regulatory agencies - the Office of the Comptroller 
of the Currency, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System and the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation - have published their joint guidance covering leveraged 
lending activities in 2013.2097  In this Interagency Guidance on Leveraged Lending in the U.S. 
authorities describe expectations for the prudent risk management activities in the area of 
leveraged lending. Among other things the financial institutions are required to develop and 
maintain transaction structures reflecting sound business ground, proper capital structure 
and reasonable leverage and cash flow.2098 According to the U.S. guidance leveraged lending 
can have following features: 

• proceeds are used for acquisitions, buyouts or capital distributions and 

• Total Debt/EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization) 
or Senior Debt/EBITDA ratio of the borrower exceeds 3.0.2099 

For the banks the discussed leveraged lending guidance means among other things increasing 
reporting requirements which also leads to additional resource needs and growing costs.  

 

                                            
2092 ECB (2017). 
2093 ECB (2017b). 
2094 According to ECB (2017), p. 4, footnote 6 “The term “Total Debt” refers to total committed debt (including 
drawn and undrawn debt) and to any additional debt permitted by loan agreements. Committed undrawn 
liquidity facilities, according to the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision’s Basel III: The Liquidity 
Coverage Ratio and liquidity risk monitoring tools (BCBS 238), are excluded. Cash should not be netted against 
debt. “ 
2095 According to ECB (2017), p. 4, footnote 11 “The term “financial sponsor” refers to an investment firm that 
undertakes private equity investments in and/or leveraged buyouts of companies with the intention of exiting 
those investments on a mediumterm basis.” 
2096 ECB (2017), p. 4. 
2097 Federal Reserve (2013). 
2098 Federal Reserve (2013), p. 2. 
2099 Federal Reserve (2013), p. 4. 
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5.5.7 The impact of regulation on lending 

 
During the past few years legislation within the financial services sector has multiplied because 
of the financial crisis. This is a global phenomenon and regards heavily also EU and USA.2100 
Regulation and supervisory actions related to that have significant role in both upholding the 
stability of the economy and reinforcing the market. On top of that regulation has role in 
protecting investors and consumers. Unfortunately, simultaneously the increasing amount of 
legislative measures has resulted in many areas to partially overlapping regulations and even 
to some extent contradictory, overly detailed or even redundant regulations.2101 The “tsunami 
of regulations” has raised concerns in the banks.2102 That is why the initiative put forward by 
the European Commission to review the regulation and processes2103 is welcomed by the 
banking sector.2104  

There are lot of challenges like increased volume of regulations, short implementation times 
and very detailed regulations. The interpretation and adoption of the new regulations is 
challenging merely by the huge amount of the new regulations. Further challenges exist due 
to significant amount of evaluation and judgements required to be performed to implement 
the new regulation correctly.   

The increased amount of new regulations affects organizations differently depending on their 
size. Large banks may even have competitive advantages compared to smaller banks as the 
small ones may find it more challenging to find the resources to become compliant. Economies 
of scale has relevance here.2105  

The efficiency decreases as the extensive amount of regulation requires more resources and 
time. To ensure that the regulations are followed the right way the banks need to allocate 
increasing amount of resources for the implementation of increasing regulation.  

The new norms influence also to bank's supply of services and products. Some services and 
products bring with them significant regulatory costs and could thus be a potential drain on 
the resources of the bank. In some situations, it could be even beneficial for a bank to redesign 
or omit completely the products and services that requires compliance with too detailed 
regulations. The regulation has impact also on the risk management activities in the 
organization. This can lead even to structural changes of the legal entities to comply with the 
new regulations.2106  

Banks must cover somehow the increased costs of regulation in general and the additional 
capital requirements set by Basel regulation. There are basically three options to do that: 
increase of capital, retention of earnings and deleveraging through downsizing of risk 
weighted assets.2107  

As every option means in practice increase of equity capital this in practice also raises the cost 
of bank lending. This consequently increases the risk of prolonged low-level loan supply.2108 
Especially capital-constrained banks tend to collect outstanding loans or are otherwise 

                                            
2100 KPMG (2015). 
2101 EBF (2016). 
2102 See Maisch, M. et al. (2015). 
2103 EC (2015). 
2104 EBF (2016), p. 1. See also BBA (2016). 
2105 Laeven, L. et al. (2014), pp. 10 and 24-25.  
2106 EY (2014), pp. 62-63.  
2107 Nagel, J. (2011), p. 7. 
2108 Wehinger, G. (2014), p. 10. 
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reluctant to approve new lending.2109 This does not support the recovery of the economy. In 
the public discussion specifically, the negative effect of the new regulations on banks’ ability 
to lend to small businesses has been highlighted.2110 

Mezzanine instruments could have a role in helping banks to fulfil the return requirements of 
the bank´s increased capital base.     

 
5.6   Banks and mezzanine 

 
Banks as financial intermediates grant credits, receive deposits, manage assets of the 
customers and transfer payments. The role of bank loans is significant in company finance.  
For SMEs in European Union bank financing is clearly the most dominating financing 
source.2111 For large companies also the capital markets are a relevant option and in the USA 
securities are the major sources of financing for large companies.2112  

Financial system performs the role of channelling funds from savers to borrowers. In indirect 
finance a financial intermediary has the role of channelling funds. This is the core business of 
banks and they play a critical role in the total network of financial system. 

Major banks in Finland provide a wide selection of financing services. The same applies for 
the major banks in Sweden, Estonia, USA, UK and Germany. Corporate loans granted by banks 
are in practice secured senior loans and unsecured senior loans. The financing decision is 
based on company´s profitability, solvency and future forecasts. Even though company´s cash 
flow must always be enough for repayment also collaterals have relevance. Sufficient collateral 
like real estate decreases bank´s credit risk, may lower the capital requirement of the bank 
and therefore also lowers the pricing of the loan.2113 

During the prolonged period of very low interest rates lending as banking business area is not 
easy. The low interest rate levels press the profitability of the lending activities as banks 
interest rate margins are also under stress.2114 Especially if banks have scarcity of capital, they 
will focus on business areas that bring more profitability.2115 By focusing on servicing or 
products that do not require so much capital is interesting alternative for traditional lending. 
Additionally, focus could be put more on lending transactions which are more profitable than 
basic senior lending assuming good collateral. Higher income could be generated in leveraged 

                                            
2109 Hyun, J.S. and Rhee, B.K. (2011). 
2110 Hyun, J.S. and Rhee, B.K. (2011) and Miller, S. M. et al. (2016). 
2111 OECD (2015b), p. 32 and ECB (2016b), p. 9. 
2112 IMF (2014), p. 29. 
2113 In the bank´s capital calculation certain types of collaterals can be accepted as credit risk mitigation. This 
kind of eligibility of the collateral type must fulfil the local regulatory requirement. The worldwide standard on 
capital adequacy is based on the framework given by Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS). In the 
EU the Basel framework is implemented through the Capital Requirements Directive (Directive 2013/36/EU of 
the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on access to the activity of credit institutions and 
the prudential supervision of credit institutions and investment firms, amending Directive 2002/87/EC and 
repealing Directives 2006/48/EC and 2006/49/EC Text with EEA relevance) and Capital Requirement 
Regulation (Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on 
prudential requirements for credit institutions and investment firms and amending Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 
Text with EEA relevance). About the eligibility requirements see specifically Articles 193-215 of Capital 
Requirement Regulation. 
2114 Borio, C. and Gambacorta, L. (2017), p. 3. 
2115 Ibid. 
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lending2116 and leveraged buyout2117 transactions. For the bank the return can be higher but 
at the same time these transactions bring clearly higher risk.    

During the last years after the financial crisis the banking regulation has focused on limiting 
the risk taken by individual banks. The existing regulation including Basel III forces banks to 
consider with care how to allocate their lending capacity.2118 The stricter regulatory demands 
around capital adequacy and liquidity reserves make it more and more challenging to finance 
corporate business. The possibility to achieve the set profitability requirements becomes 
tougher. Due to this some banks have even withdrawn themselves from certain areas of 
corporate lending.2119 This leaves more opportunities to strong banks and non-bank investors 
like hedge funds or private equity funds to manoeuvre in the highly competed sector of 
corporate lending. This specific change of the lending market brings possibilities for 
innovative and out-of-box solutions and mezzanine products could thus have more relevance 
in such a development.  

As has been described above there is demand for structured finance like mezzanine in the 
market. Although absolute mezzanine financing volumes are on the low side there are 
borrowers and lenders who have found these tailor-made financing arrangements suitable for 
their needs. It can also be said that the knowledge about this tailor-made financing form 
among the professionals of the financial sector is generally good. However, banks are not the 
most significant providers of mezzanine financing. Although in the market it can be found also 
other forms of bank financing than traditional senior loans the role of these other forms is very 
small. The tailor-made mezzanine products provided by banks are meant for limited customer 
base and therefore also total financing volumes are limited. The general conclusion is that 
mezzanine/hybrid type of financing does not normally belong to low-risk bank´s product 
portfolio. Bigger banks have however specialised Investment Bank units that provide advisory 
to larger areas like capital raising. Such services are targeted to help customers to achieve 
objectives like acquisitions, buy-outs, share repurchase or investments. In these transactions 
mezzanine debt can be part of the financing package but source for mezzanine funding is not 
normally the advisor bank itself. 

As banks have strategy to act only as lenders and do not seek to acquire ownerships of the 
borrowers they are not used to operate with the “venture capital type instruments” like 
mezzanine. A traditionally functioning bank does not want to participate in the borrower 
company´s administration and therefore the financier´s control should be done more remote 
by other means. In such a situation the role of covenants becomes even more important than 
in traditional senior financing. Another big difference between the operating model of a 
traditional bank and a venture capital financier relates to the length of the customer 
relationship. While venture capitalist supposes total exit possibility in 5-7 years at the latest 
traditional banks are commonly striving to maintain longer lasting customer relationships. 
Because of the reasons above increased usage of mezzanine instruments in bank lending would 
require different kind of operating model for the banks. Traditionally operating banks’ lending 
activities focus on senior debt products assuming collateral and long-lasting customer 
relationships. This way of running lending business is not the best for encouraging the usage 
of mezzanine finance for growing and healthy corporate customers.  

The mezzanine instruments are however part of the toolbox available for handling of 
financially distressed corporate customers already today. Sometimes as a part of financial 

                                            
2116 Leveraged lending transactions refer here to financing of non-investment grade companies having high 
leverage. About the ECB definition see ECB (2017), pp. 4-5.   
2117 Leveraged buyout transactions refer here to financing of companies that are majority owned or controlled by 
private equity fund or other investment companies having same similar operating model. About the ECB 
definition see ECB (2017), p. 4-5.     
2118 See more about Basel regulation below in section 5.4 Impact of Basel III. 
2119 See Drezner, D.W. (2014), p. 98. 
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restructuring of distressed customer existing bank loans can be converted into subordinated 
loans to support the distressed borrower´s balance sheet. Also, a profit-sharing component in 
the tailor-made interest clause can be used to give bank an option for upside if the customer 
presently in financial difficulties will achieve a turnaround in the future. This upside - if 
received later - would be a compensation for the risk bank has taken at the moment of 
restructuring.   

When corporate customer becomes unable to fulfil its payment obligations bank faces real risk 
of loss. If bank is in any case in risk of losing its receivable the loan restructuring by using 
mezzanine product does not - if done prudently - worsen bank´s risk position further. 
However, by using tailor-made interest rate clauses with profit-sharing element or equity 
kickers in form of options the restructuring would not increase bank´s risk de facto. Bank 
could under certain circumstances provide subordinated financing as the instrument to 
convert existing unsecured senior funding subject to that the restructuring plan were 
acceptable for the bank. This financing form offers in practice similar kind of financing 
cushion against losses and against threat of liquidation as equity input. This means that 
subordinated bank financing could be very attractive financing alternative for the customer. 
Pricing of subordinated loan is higher than pricing of senior loan due to the lower repayment 
priority. However, getting additional financing cushion between equity and senior financing 
and getting the senior financing on lower level would justify the higher price for the borrower. 

If a bank was in any case in a role of a risk financier (i.e. customer has no collateral to offer) 
and its customer was unable to repay the existing financing according to the existing terms, 
the conversion to subordinated financing would not increase bank´s risk even if the customer 
were under financial distress. If all assets of the borrower company are already pledged or if 
bank is the only creditor the seniority does not have any influence on the actual risk position 
of the bank. In such situations it would make sense for the bank to try to support the financial 
restructuring of the company by converting unsecured part of the senior loan to subordinated 
loan. It would also provide possibility to benefit of the higher interest income of the 
subordinated loan in case of successful restructuring leading to the borrower´s recovery.  

A bank could under certain circumstances provide financing in the form of non-subordinated 
senior debt subject to that the restructuring plan were acceptable for the bank. While there is 
lack of security it might be in the lender´s benefit to agree on interest terms that reflects the 
borrower´s real ability to pay interest. An example of this loan type is profit-sharing (also 
known as profit-participation) loan. 

In the profit-sharing loan the interest to be paid is linked to financial indicators (like profit) 
calculated from the borrower´s financials. Often the profit-linked component forms part of 
the total interest paid on top of the normal loan interest payment. From the lender´s 
perspective the above-mentioned special interest clause makes it easier to agree pricing on 
higher level than by using the pricing clause of traditional senior debt with fixed interest 
margin or fixed total interest rate. Especially when the borrower has no collateral to offer, the 
use of special profit-linked interest payment clauses would be beneficial for the bank, as such 
an interest clause would not deteriorate the actual risk position of the bank. In the situations 
above it would make sense for the bank to try to support the financial restructuring of the 
company by converting unsecured part of the senior loan to profit-sharing/profit-
participation loan. It would also provide possibility to use the benefit of the higher interest 
income of the profit-sharing/profit-participation loan. Without this pricing possibility the 
conversion might not make sense. 
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5.7  Is there a need for mezzanine from banks? 

 
Commercial banks provide services to their private and corporate customers by offering 
deposits, lending and payment services.2120 Customers draw deposits on demand and borrow 
and repay at an agreed time. This system of financial intermediation allows customers to invest 
and therefore they also accept the lower rates of return on deposits compared to the higher 
interest costs of borrowing.2121 Banks have also important role in providing payment services 
as electronic payments are becoming increasingly important and customers use less cash. All 
these liquidity supporting services provided by the banks support market economy.  

Banks can benefit the economies of scale in pricing the services. This happens by cooperating 
with large number of customers and being active in capital markets. It is extremely important 
to be active in capital markets among other to manage the surpluses or shortages of liquidity. 
Additional economies of scale can be found in credit risk assessment and loan portfolio 
management which also supports the synergies of bank liquidity provision.2122 

There are nowadays several different financing options available for companies in the market. 
Taking into consideration that the capital structure is the composition of debt and equity the 
financing needs can also be covered with equity and debt. In terms of the repayment ranking 
the financing alternatives start from the common equity for which the investor expects to get 
the highest return. The other end of the financing alternatives is the senior ranked debt. 
Common equity is typically the most expensive financing form and senior debt is normally the 
least expensive financing form. There is a wide range of different financial instruments like 
preferred stock, capital loans, convertible loans, loans with right to purchase stock options etc 
between common equity and senior debt. The various debt obligations can also have different 
seniority rankings or priority of payment. Most senior or highest-ranking debt has the first 
claim on the company´s cash flow and assets. Debt can also be secured or unsecured. In the 
event of default unsecured claims are ranked below those of secured creditors.  

Mezzanine instruments fall between debt and equity and thus any financial instrument that 
has characteristics of equity and debt can be described as mezzanine instrument. This 
financing form has its pros and cons. It may make financing possible even without security. 
On the other hand, it is not necessarily a suitable funding source for all types of businesses. 
Venture capital financier´s requirement of control over business decisions and unsecured 
creditor´s requirement of regular reporting of business performance may not suit to all 
customers. Here a bank as a financier with comparable financing form but different control 
and reporting requirements could have a business opportunity.  

The analysis contained in this thesis has shown that mezzanine instruments could have 
relevance as banking financing products in certain situations for non-distressed healthy 
corporate customers. Banks product portfolio could thus well include both subordinated 
mezzanine loans and non-subordinated, senior mezzanine loans.  

Banks could provide subordinated financing as the instrument to increase the amount of non-
senior funding. This financing form offers similar kind of financing cushion against losses and 
against threat of liquidation as equity. This means that if both bank financing and venture 
capital financing alternatives were really available and the company would not want or need 
the management support provided by venture capitalist, the subordinated bank loan would be 
more attractive financing alternative for the customer. Pricing of subordinated loan is higher 

                                            
2120 Kumar, R. (2014), p. 20. 
2121 Milne, A. and Parboteeah, P. (2016), p. 19. 
2122 Sum, K. (2016), pp. 1-3. 
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than pricing of senior loan due to the lower repayment priority. However, getting additional 
financing cushion between equity and senior financing would justify the higher price. 

From lender´s perspective when customer has no collateral to offer, the subordinated 
financing would not necessarily increase bank´s risk in practice. If all assets of the borrower 
company are already pledged or if there is only one creditor the seniority does not have any 
influence on the actual risk position of the bank. In such situations it would make sense for 
the bank to use the benefit of getting the higher interest income of the subordinated loan. 

A bank can naturally provide financing in the form of non-subordinated senior debt as 
alternative to mezzanine finance just as the venture capitalists. From the borrower company´s 
perspective this means that if both financing sources were really available and the company 
would not want or need the management support provided by venture capitalist, the bank loan 
would be more attractive financing alternative for the customer. While there is lack of security 
it might be in the lender´s benefit to agree on interest terms that reflects the borrower´s real 
ability to pay interest. An example of this loan type is a profit-sharing (also known as profit-
participation) loan. 

In the profit-sharing loan the interest to be paid is linked to financial indicators (like profit) 
calculated from the borrower´s financials. Often the profit-linked component forms part of 
the total interest paid on top of the normal loan interest payment. The above-mentioned 
special interest clause may make it easier to agree pricing on higher level than the traditional 
pricing clause of traditional senior debt including fixed interest margin or fixed total interest 
rate. The use of special profit-linked interest payment clauses would not necessarily increase 
bank´s risk either especially when customer has no collateral to offer. This is the situation as 
the special profit-linked interest clause does not have any influence on the actual risk position 
of the bank as discussed earlier but rather provides “option” for higher return. In the situations 
without full collateral coverage it would make sense for the bank to use the benefit of the higher 
interest income of the profit-sharing/profit-participation loan.  

The feature that is maybe emphasized too little among the small and medium sized enterprises 
is the fact that mezzanine can also be subordinated. Very often new or growing companies 
have a weak balance sheet. The solidity can be low due to small amounts of starting equity. 
Whether the financier is offering senior debt or subordinated debt is not irrelevant. Because 
of the restrictions of the repayment2123 the company is more likely to pay higher interest rate 
on subordinated financing form than on traditional debt. Additionally, if the loan were in any 
case unsecured2124 the profit increase of the lender may more than compensate the increasing 
financing risk. This is the situation if in the event of default the unsecured claim was in all 
cases not repaid regardless of the repayment priority. Besides repayment conditions being tied 
on the strength of the balance sheet there would be also other major arguments for the 
customer to use the subordinated loan. Among other things such a loan increases credibility 
with both subcontractors and suppliers and may even contribute to the customer´s earnings 
because of the stronger balance sheet. 

Banks must run their daily operations according to the rules of the Basel Committee on 
Banking Supervision (BCBS). The Basel Committee formulates supervisory standards, 
guidelines and recommends statements of best practices and its decisions are followed by 
banks. The main purpose of the financial service regulation is to make sure that financial 

                                            
2123 In case of the Finnish capital loan the principal may be repaid and interest paid only subject to fulfilling the 
conditions set by the law. Payment is possible only up to such amount that after the payment the total amount of 
the unrestricted equity and all the capital loans at the time of payment exceed the loss on the balance sheet to be 
adopted for the latest financial period or more recent financial statements. For further details see below section 
3.4.2.2.4 Capital structure. 
2124 See case example Subordinated financing for a healthy customer above in section 5.2 Financing of healthy 
customers. 
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institutions have enough capital to guard against potential losses. Basel regime focuses on 
making sure that banks are properly capitalised to withstand also worsened market conditions 
and to cover the risks of banking business. The Basel regulation encourages the use of internal 
risk measurement frameworks to determine the required risk capital. Based on these risk 
measures special credit rating and collateral coverage models are created. This enables 
customer-level differentiation of risk. To be able to build on this kind of framework makes it 
possible for the banks to turn a compliance cost into a business benefit. One outcome of the 
usage of new credit rating and collateral coverage models is that the pricing spread between 
good and poor companies will increase. The financing risk of the lender will and shall be priced 
more accurately than earlier.  

Banks involved in corporate financing are frequently in the position of risk financier i.e. 
financing is granted without fully secured loans. Traditionally the bank´s return on money 
lent on traditional debt financing instrument is - even with these cases - very often on the same 
level as on secured bank loan. It is obvious that such a starting point is unsatisfying and against 
financial theories concerning risk/return -relations. When bank grants money without fully 
secured loans, the pricing should be higher than in case of fully secured loans. The bank´s 
return should conform better with the risks involved. Mezzanine instruments could be one 
way to help banks to price their lending so that pricing would better reflect the financing risk 
involved.      

If an enterprise wants to get new financing from external sources there are in most cases four 
theoretical alternatives: banks, venture capital firms, business angels and capital markets. As 
business angels are hard to find and sourcing financing from capital markets is costly and 
complex there are in most cases two “easy” alternatives left: banks and venture capital funds.  

When company is choosing between banks and venture capital companies there are four 
significant differences that company, its management and shareholders should be aware of: 
Firstly, bank does not seek ownership in the target companies unlike venture capital 
companies. Secondly, bank acts only as a lender and does not seek to participate in the 
ownership or management of the borrower unlike venture capital company. Thirdly, the rate 
of return requirement of the bank is substantially lower than that of the venture capital fund. 
Fourthly, bank strives to maintain long lasting customer relations while venture capitalists 
plan to exit normally within five to seven years. 

In practice banks provide today only senior ranked financing. Subordinated bank financing is 
extremely rare and direct equity investments are not a bank financing option. However, 
venture capitalists do also provide subordinated financing and direct equity investments. Both 
subordinated financing and equity offer similar kind of protection against loss for the financial 
period and against threat of liquidation.  

If both financing alternatives - venture capital and banking financing - are really available and 
the company does not want or need the management support provided by venture capitalist, 
loan from the bank is normally more attractive financing alternative. However, in case of 
shortage of equity banks do not have much to offer today. This means that in case of equity 
need or need of subordinated financing venture capital funds have clear advantage. In case 
banks did have subordinated financing in their active tool box they could give alternative 
options. In case of shortage of equity, the Finnish type capital loan could be relevant financing 
instrument. Its pricing would naturally be higher than pricing of a senior ranked financing 
instrument due to the buffer it gives against losses i.e. repayment priority ranks behind that 
of senior loan. If customer had no collateral to offer and as bank was thus in any case in a role 
of a risk financier capital loan would not in fact increase bank´s risk. If all assets of the 
borrower company are already pledged or if there is only one lender the seniority of the loan 
does not have any impact on the actual risk position of the bank. 
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In case of no shortage of equity subordinated loan is not necessarily needed. If there is lack of 
security it might be in lender´s benefit to agree on interest terms that reflect the borrower´s 
real ability to pay interest. Two examples of this kind of financing are profit-sharing loan and 
value-appreciation loan. With these instruments that have special interest terms the pricing is 
easier to agree on higher level than pricing of traditional senior debt. Also here - if customer 
has no collateral to offer - the use of unsecured loan with special interest payment clauses 
would in fact not increase bank´s risk.  

Specialised financiers like venture capitalists evaluate and monitor investee companies closely 
and they have a way of dealing with the risk/return -issue. Traditionally banks have been 
unable to do the same because of several reasons. Banking regulation has limited the 
possibility to use equity as financing instrument. Also, tough price competition in banking 
market has made customers used to low pricing. Additionally, banks have not had resources 
and incentive systems to back up such a risk/return -monitoring required here. 

However, systems and practices can be changed. Banking regulations do not restrict the use 
of subordinated loans as funding instruments, new resources can be recruited and incentive 
systems can be developed. In addition to that customer habits do also change. Based on this 
thinking mezzanine instruments could add bank´s financing alternatives and support aim to 
price financing risk more correctly.  Mezzanine instruments could thus be one way to help 
banks to price its corporate lending activities so that pricing would better reflect the financing 
risk involved and the return requirements of the bank´s capital base.   

The conclusion is that mezzanine could be used as bank financing instrument especially in 
situations where there is lack of security and when bank in any case would be prepared to 
finance even with traditional debt instruments. 

 
5.8  Definition of target companies 

 
Banks are primarily senior loan lenders and this shall be the case also in the future. Mezzanine 
finance should be one tool in the toolbox of many bank financing instruments. One starting 
point should be that bank provides mezzanine financing only for customers to whom it has 
provided or at the same time provides senior loan. Mezzanine should be thus supplementary 
financing form. 

A credit may be granted only if there is a good reason to assume that the borrower is able and 
willing to fulfil its repayment obligations. This applies to all lending and also to mezzanine 
finance. The borrower´s repayment ability is an essential prerequisite for lending. To be able 
to assess the repayment capacity of the potential borrower it is important to have up-to-date 
financial information thoroughly analysed. 

Mezzanine financing suits primarily for companies that are healthy, profitable companies with 
good growth prospects. The operative management must also have proven capabilities to 
perform. The cash flow must be predictable which makes companies in non-cyclical industries 
more favourable financing objects. The borrower companies must have strong market position 
and their products must not be subject to rapid technological change. It is also good if the 
balance sheet has room for additional leverage even after bank´s mezzanine arrangement. In 
addition to that all liabilities of the target company must be quantifiable. 

Because mezzanine finance is structured finance the credit arrangements are costlier than 
finance with standard terms. Documentation is extensive and in every mezzanine arrangement 
it is in practice also a lawyer involved besides the customer relationship manager. In practice 
not only involvement of a legal expert but also input from a dedicated financial analyst with 
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relevant industry expertise is needed. Therefore, the size of the loan transaction in terms of 
loan principal must exceed a certain threshold in order the transaction to be profitable for the 
financier. The exact breakeven level depends on the cost structure of the bank in question. 
However, as a thumb rule can be stated that structured mezzanine loans smaller than TEUR 
100 are hardly very profitable for the financier. 

Even with mezzanine products the starting point shall be that bank´s financing risk should be 
lower than that of venture capital companies. Therefore, also the demand of return in bank´s 
credit arrangements is lower. Reason for this is - like already discussed - that banks do not 
have market tradition, resources, organisational setups nor incentive systems to handle 
risk/return issues of high risk -transactions like venture capitalists have. 

Below are listed some key features of the companies that could be suitable targets of mezzanine 
financing provided by the banks: 

• limited liability companies 

• good and reliable management 

• strong market position 

• profitable business 

• sufficient and predictable cash flow 

• ability to provide regular reporting and reliable information 

• no sufficient collateral to offer 

• non-cyclical industry. 
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6 DIFFERENCES OF MEZZANINE MARKETS BETWEEN 
FINLAND AND OTHER COUNTRIES 

 
6.1  Regulation and size of market  

 
When observing mezzanine finance related differences between Finland, Sweden, Estonia, 
USA, UK and Germany following items can be raised: 

• company legislation 

• accounting rules  

• taxation rules and   

• size of market. 

Each item is discussed more in detail in separate appendices (see Appendices 2-5 below).  

 

6.2   Transaction examples 

 
Additionally, in separate appendices are illustrated different mezzanine related transactions 
with the help of two financing examples related to 

• subordinated debt (see Appendix 6 below) and 

• senior ranked convertible debt (see Appendix 7 below). 

 
6.3   Case example: how mezzanine can be concretely used? 

 
The usage of mezzanine financing can be illustrated with the help of an imaginary example 
case “Pekka IT Group”. The presented financing structure is a combination of elements that 
have been included in several different real-life financing transactions from several different 
industries. The Pekka IT Group does not have any real life equivalent and is totally fictional 
group. Any possible similarities to any real-life companies are purely coincidental. 

The example case demonstrates challenges related to financing arrangements of a group of 
limited liability companies operating in several countries. Here the countries in focus are 
Finland, Sweden, Estonia, USA, UK and Germany.  The emphasis is on conversion of senior 
ranked shareholder loan to subordinated loan and how it changes the balance sheet structure. 
Also, some tax implications in the observed countries are commented. 

 
6.3.1 Group structure 

 
The Pekka IT Group case regards IT services group that provides its services specifically for 
financial and public sector. All six main subsidiaries operate in the same industry. Each of 
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them have a geographically defined responsibility area without major overlaps. The simplified 
group structure shows the parent company and the main subsidiaries (see Figure 22 below). 
Each subsidiary owns also some individual smaller companies which means that he main 
subsidiaries shown in the group structure are also themselves parent companies of subgroups. 
Pekka IT Group consists all in all of 36 legal entities.     

 
 
Figure 22: Group structure of Pekka IT Group  
 

 
 
 
The parent company Parent Finland Oyj is listed on the Helsinki Stock Exchange - Nasdaq 
OMX Helsinki - with a market cap of MEUR 500. Mr. Pekka Virtanen is the largest owner with 
a 30 % shareholding. Other shareholdings are split between hundreds of shareholders all 
having individually less than 4 % of the shares. Three Nordic banks are the main banks of the 
group. Additionally, each subsidiary is served by 2-3 smaller banks located in each 
subsidiary´s home country.  

 
6.3.2 Description of the financing structure  

 
The main priorities of Pekka IT Group for the coming years are to conserve liquidity and 
address its capital structure. Due to the positive outlook of the industry and strong market 
position the group also wants to prepare itself for a major acquisition. As of December 31, 
2017, the total interest-bearing debt of the group was MEUR 312, consisting of  

• MEUR 200 in bank debt 

• MEUR 40 in vendor debt and  

• MEUR 72 in bond debt.  

All external non-current debt including all vendor and bond debt is in the balance sheet of the 
parent company Parent Finland Oyj. Out of the total debt MEUR 100 of bank debt and MEUR 
72 of bond debt matures within the next three years. As alternative for just turning to the bank 
and bond markets for new financing the group is negotiating a restructuring solution with the 
existing bank syndicate and bondholders. In addition, the group is looking at possibility to 
attract new capital in the amount of at least MEUR 100 to secure sufficient liquidity through 
2022. The new capital of min. MEUR 100 would be subordinated to senior financing. The 
vendor debt provided by the business partner has longer maturity with small amortisations 
and needs not to be restructured. 
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The balance sheets of the subsidiaries are without external long-term bank debt. The banking 
needs of subsidiaries are limited mostly to cash management and trade finance2125  services. 
The subsidiaries are financed by parental equity input and shareholder loans from the parent. 
Additionally, the managements of the subsidiaries have been rewarded with minor amount of 
preference shares issued by the respective subsidiary in the past. The preferred shares have 
fixed dividend and mandatory redemption feature at a future date. On top of that holders of 
the preferred shares have right to claim for redemption at certain limited time annually.  

The parental equity input to the subsidiaries has been traditionally very low and the granted 
shareholder loans having senior debt terms have pushed down the equity ratios further. The 
parent company has also had policy of not supporting the financing needs of the subsidiaries 
with parental guarantees. This strategy has led to increasing challenges to get external 
financing services - like short-term credit limits in relation to cash management services and 
bank guarantees - for the subsidiaries from the local banks. Also, business partners of the 
subsidiaries have started to react to the weak balance sheet structures of the subsidiaries and 
communicated their wish to see stronger support from the strong owner. Due to this pressure 
from trade finance banks and external vendors there is a need to reconsider also the balance 
sheet structure of the subsidiaries. The group management has therefore planned to convert 
the senior ranked shareholder loans to subordinated shareholder loans to provide more 
comfort to business partners. The conversion of senior ranked shareholder loans to 
subordinated financing would communicate to external stakeholders that owner is taking 
more financial risk of their subsidiaries and simultaneously reducing the risk of business 
partners.       

Pekka IT Group is planning now to execute the recapitalisation plan which shall be 
implemented in two steps: 

1. creating a stable platform and 

2. recapitalisation. 

The first plan is to create a stable platform in the interim period. This should be done by 
extending maturity of the parent company bank credit facilities until December 2020. The 
second step - a recapitalisation - would be completed after that. 

The group and banks have been working on the recapitalisation plan since several months and 
have made good progress over the last months. An agreement will most likely soon be reached 
on most of the key elements. The key elements of the recapitalisation are as follows:  

• refinancing of bonds through new bond issuance with targeted maturities not earlier 
than 2025 

• five-year maturity extension for all existing bank facilities, however no facility will 
mature later than December 2024. 

• amortisation relief of approx. 40% for all bank facilities. 

In return Pekka IT Group will plan to act as follows: 

• raise an amount of minimum MEUR 100 in new funding subordinated to the secured 
bank facilities and with maturity after the secured bank facilities 

                                            
2125 Trade finance refers to financing products used to manage the risks related to import and exports activities 
of the company. The term covers such products like documentary collections, documentary credits, guarantees 
and standby letters of credits (L/Cs) having normally maturity less than one year. 
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• agree to cross collateralisation of all the secured bank facilities 

• agree to increase the minimum liquidity covenant2126 from MEUR 25 to MEUR 50 

• increase the margin on the secured bank facilities with 100 bps2127 

• convert existing shareholder loans to five subsidiaries totalling MEUR 5 into 
subordinated loans. 

The recapitalisation plan is complex due to the number of stakeholders and the complex 
company structure. There are still a number of details to be agreed between Pekka IT Group 
and the banks. The remaining issues are mainly related to intercreditor issues between the 
new secured notes and the secured bank facilities, restrictive covenants as well as cash 
pooling2128 arrangements. 

The next step for the group is to initiate a dialog with the unsecured bondholders. The initial 
proposal of Pekka IT Group is to exchange all the bonds into 4 new EUR bonds where 1/4 will 
mature in 2025, 2026, 2027 and 2028. In terms of priority ranking the bonds would be behind 
the secured bank facilities and new secured notes.  

Mr. Pekka Virtanen has stated that he will commit to his pro-rata share of the new 
subordinated bond issue based on his current ownership in Pekka IT Group i.e. to the amount 
of MEUR 30. The company has had initial discussions with potential investors and based on 
those discussions Pekka IT Group is confident in raising at least MEUR 100 new subordinated 
funding. 

By completing the described recapitalisation plan, the company believes it will have a capital 
structure and liquidity position providing a runway through 2022. These measures will also 
give the group the ability to take part in a major acquisition or consolidation arrangement in 
its industry. 

6.3.3 Ownership and management 

 
Mr. Pekka Virtanen is the largest and controlling shareholder with a 30 % ownership. He has 
shown strong financial support to Pekka IT Group and to his other investments in the past and 
has committed to his pro rata share in any capital raise in the upcoming process. He has on 
the other hand noted that he is not willing at stage to provide pure equity to Pekka Shipping 
Group. 

Other key people of the Pekka IT Group are CEO Liisa Nieminen and CFO Roy Jones. Mrs 
Nieminen has been the CEO of the group since 2013. All key people are considered experienced 
and competent both within the IT industry and the capital markets (see Figure 23 below).  

 

 

                                            
2126 The liquidity covenant refers to commitment of the borrower to keep highly liquid assets in the bank. The 
purpose is to ensure that the borrower has at all times the necessary liquidity to cover its short-term liabilities. 
2127 Abbreviation bps refers to “basis point”, which is a common unit of measure for interest rates and other 
percentages in finance. One basis point is equal to 0.01% (1/100th of a percent) or 0.0001 in form of decimal.  
2128 A cash pool is a structure for holding company funds at bank. Cash pooling aggregates customer´s credit 
and debit positions of several accounts into one account. This helps to manage account balances of a corporate 
customer having several accounts.  
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Figure 23: Key people of Pekka IT Group  
 
 

Title  Name  Age / Born  Years with 
the Company  

Years in the 
Industry  

Chairman  Pekka Virtanen 66  25  25  
CEO  Liisa Nieminen 52  8  20  
CFO  Roy Jones 49  1  10  

 

Ownership and management risk can be considered to be low. Pekka IT Group´s management 
team is competent and experienced industry professionals with deep understanding of the IT 
services market. The main owner Pekka Virtanen reduced his ownership share down to 30 % 
through the initial public offering (IPO) in 2015. The IPO strengthened the capital structure 
of the group and improved financial flexibility. 

 
6.3.4 Business  

 
Pekka IT Group is a result of several mergers and acquisitions. Geographically the turnover is 
divided between Finland (40 %), Sweden (30 %), Estonia (10 %), USA (8 %), UK (6 %) and 
Germany (6 %). Number of FTEs was approximately 6100 as of Q4 2017.  

The overview of individual companies of the group is as follows: 

Parent Finland Oyj addresses public sector customers and financial service customers. 
Services involve outsourcing of IT operations, consulting services and development projects.  

Subsidiary Sweden AB addresses also public sector and financial service customers. Services 
involve IT operations, application management and providing software solutions. 

Subsidiary Estonia OÜ focuses on bank and finance customers. It offers a complete suite of 
software solutions to the industry including core banking and payment solutions. Services 
cover additionally outsourcing of IT operations. 

Subsidiary USA Inc. works with public sector and financial service customers. It provides 
secure identity and access control services and software solutions. Also outsourcing of IT 
operations and development projects are part of the service portfolio of the U.S. subsidiary. 

Subsidiary UK Ltd addresses public sector, financial service and retail customers. The 
company offers software solutions including both core banking and payment solutions. An 
additional specialty of this subsidiary is secure identity and access control services for both 
physical and online access. 

Subsidiary Germany GmbH addresses public sector customers and financial service 
customers. Services involve outsourcing of IT operations, consulting services and 
development projects with public sector and financial service customers. 
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6.3.5 Industry and enterprise risk  

 
Industry risk is moderate. The IT services markets expects healthy growth rates in all countries 
Pekka IT Group is involved. Both the technological innovation, increased complexity in IT 
needs and strong outsourcing trend drive for the positive outlook. IT investments in banking 
and financial services is expected to grow further. Also, IT outsourcing has shown resilience 
towards business cycles due to cost saving incentives. Competition within the industry is fierce 
dominated by large international players. 

Enterprise risk is moderate. Pekka IT Group holds strong positions within public sector and 
financial services in all its market areas. In-depth industry competence, broad service offering 
and a strong local presence are competitive of the group. During the last years the group has 
been challenged by increased price pressure and some loss of contracts. Nevertheless, 
dependency on individual big customers has been reduced during the last years. Also, 
operational stability has been improved leading to improved customer satisfaction. Pekka IT 
Group has fairly large and diversified customer base including approximately 6000 customers 
with long-term contracts having typical maturity 2-4 years. This provides satisfactory earnings 
visibility.  

 
6.3.6 Financials 

 
The presented financials are based on the audited IFRS statement of Pekka IT Group. The 
reporting currency is EUR. The functional currency of each subsidiary is the currency of the 
primary economic environment in which entity operates.  

The financials are strong and the financial standing is stable (see Figure 24 below). Forecast 
for 2018 represents the management view assuming no major acquisitions. The overall 
business volumes and profitability are fairly stable. 

 
 
Figure 24: Financials of Pekka IT Group  
 

  
 

 

INCOME STATEMENT, 
MEUR 2015 2016 2017 Forecast 

2018 
Net sales  1 531  1 538  1 446  1 482  
Operating profit (EBIT) 424  395  356  370  
Total income  372  298  246  265  

BALANCE SHEET, 
MEUR 2015 2016 2017 Forecast 

2018 
Non-current assets   536  490  450  459  
Current assets   780  739  667  788  
Total assets  1 316  1 229  1 117  1 247  
Equity   452  626  649  729  
Non-current liabilities  536  431  312  357  
Current liabilities  328  172  156  161  
Total equity and 
liabilities  

1 316  1 229  1 117  1 247  
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In the forecast the following assumptions are made with regards to Pekka IT Group debt: 

1. All bank maturities and amortisation profiles are extended by 3 years. 

2. Maturity of the bond debt of 72 MEUR will be extended by 3 years 

3. Group can raise an amount of minimum MEUR 100 in new bond debt subordinated to 
the secured bank facilities and with maturity after the secured bank facilities. 

4. Interest is assumed to be increased by 100 bps and bond interest becomes PIK. 

5. Terms of vendor financing are unchanged. 

                                            
2129 Deloitte (2017b) describes that according to IAS 7.14 operating activities are the main revenue-producing 
activities including cash received from the customers and cash paid to suppliers and employees. Investing or 
financing activities are excluded from the operating activities.  
2130 Deloitte (2017b) states that according to IAS 7.6 investing activities are the acquisition and disposal of long-
term assets and other investments that are not considered to be cash equivalents.  
2131 According to Deloitte (2017b) the IAS 7.6 financing activities are all activities that change amount of equity 
or borrowing structure of the company.  
2132 Here interest coverage ratio is equal to earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization 
(=EBITDA) divided by interest expenses for the same time period. This ratio measures borrower´s ability to 
meet its interest payments. 
2133 Debt/EBITDA ratio illustrates the amount of interest-bearing debt in relation to borrower´s earnings before 
interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization. This ratio tells about the company’s ability to pay its interest- 
bearing long term financial obligations.   

STATEMENT OF CASH 
FLOW, MEUR  2015 2016 2017 Forecast 

2018 
Cash generated from 
operations 

347  395  329  344  

Net cash flow after 
operations2129 

262 360 266 289 

Total net cash used in 
investing activities2130 

-211 -201 -230 -229 

Total net cash used in 
financing activities2131 

-6 -160 -54 40 

Change in cash and cash 
equivalents 

45  -1  -18  100  

Cash and cash equivalents 
at the end of period 

343  342  324  424  

KEY RATIOS 2015 2016 2017 Forecast 
2018 

Operating margin, %  27.7  25.7  24.6  24.9  
Return on equity, %  41.8  30.7  27.8  30.1  
Return on capital 
employed, %  

54.2  38.4  32.4  35.1  

Interest Coverage2132  32.6  21.1  23.0  31.3  
Equity ratio, %  34.3 50.9 58.1 58.4  
Debt/EBITDA2133  1.0  1.1  1.0  1.0  
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The planned restructuring will give the group a sufficient runway through 2020 given the 
assumed market outlook and gives also possibility to plan acquisition transaction. The raising 
of new capital in a form of subordinated financing is important part of the recapitalisation as 
the capital injection improves the liquidity further and provides thus additional possibilities 
for the management to manoeuvre.  

Main assets in 2017 included goodwill of MEUR 320, other intangible assets of MEUR 61 
(mainly own-developed software), tangible assets of MEUR 67 (mainly IT equipment) and 
accounts receivables of MEUR 160. Book equity was increased to 58.1 % although major 
dividend payment of MEUR 173. 

 
6.3.7 Security 

 
The security package Pekka IT Group includes 1st priority pledge in those shares of Parent 
Finland Oyj that are owned by Pekka Virtanen i.e. 30 % of all the shares of the company. On 
top of that the security package includes 1st priority pledges to other material group companies 
i.e. the subsidiaries in Sweden, Estonia, USA, UK and Germany to the extent it is legally 
possible.2134  

Parent Finland Oyj is listed on Nasdaq OMX Helsinki and as a public limited liability company 
has its shares registered in a securities register. Therefore, also the security over the shares of 
the company is perfected by registration in that security's register.  

 
6.3.8 Covenants 

 
The loan agreements of Pekka IT Group contain mechanisms for regular reporting of 
operational and financial performance to financiers regularly. The reporting obligation 
includes also reporting of financial covenants on quarterly basis. 

The facilities of Pekka IT Group carry a maintenance covenants on leverage and interest 
coverage, which are tested on quarterly basis. The leverage covenant Debt/EBITDA is set at 
the level of max. 2.50x and interest coverage covenant EBITDA/Net Financial items is set on 
the level min. 10.00x. Both covenant levels are easily achieved here.  

Loan agreements include also restriction for the borrowers to commit to actions which are not 
commonly agreed. Such clauses include negative pledge2135 and restrictions on financial 
indebtedness, disposals and mergers.  

                                            
2134 The legal limitations for getting the subsidiary shares as collateral stem often from the so-called financial 
assistance rules. Financial assistance in law means the assistance given by a company for the purchase of its 
own shares or the shares of its holding companies. In Finland and in many other jurisdictions such an assistance 
is prohibited or restricted. For instance, the financial assistance prohibition under the Chapter 13, Section 10:1 
of the Finnish Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006) applies to all limited liability companies, whether 
public or private companies. The rule restricts the granting of a guarantee or security for the financing of the 
acquisition of shares in the acquired entity or its parent company. Therefore, a new acquisition debt is often 
secured by first ranking pledges over the shares in the target company, because pledges in the operating assets 
are normally restricted by financial assistance regulations. Additionally, to get operating assets as collateral is 
normally costlier than pledging of subsidiary shares. 
2135 Negative pledge covenant forbids a borrower to create security or otherwise encumber its assets without the 
consent of the lender. The purpose of such a covenant is to ensure that the lender´s position is not negatively 
affected in relation to other creditors. 
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6.3.9 Company specific implementation of the recapitalisation plan 

 
6.3.9.1 Parent Finland Oyj 

 
The recapitalisation of the liabilities of the parent company Parent Finland Oyj includes 
refinancing of bonds through new bond issuance, extension of maturities for the bank facilities 
and amortisation relief for part of the bank facilities. Extension of maturities and amortisation 
relieves do not impact directly on the balance sheet items at the moment of extension and 
relieves. Neither does the refinancing of bonds through new bond issuance influence the 
balance sheet if refinancing extends only maturity and increases interest level. However, the 
additional new subordinated bond financing of MEUR 100 in a form of Finnish capital loan 
would bring new element in the balance sheet of the parent company prepared according to 
IFRS (see Figures 48, 48 and 49 below). 

In order subordinated financing to fulfil the criteria of capital loan as defined in the Finnish 
Limited Liability Companies Act the transaction must include certain conditions:  

• principal and interest are subordinated to other debts in borrower´s liquidation and 
bankruptcy  

• principal may be repaid and interest paid only in so far as the total amount of the 
unrestricted equity and the capital loans at the moment of payment exceed the loss on 
the balance sheet and  

• company or a subsidiary shall not provide security for the payments.2136  

Additionally, law requires that  

• capital loan contract shall be concluded in writing  

• interest that cannot be paid shall be postponed to be paid based on the first such 
financial statements that allow the payment and 

• capital loans shall be shown as a separate item in the borrower´s balance sheet.2137 

 

Figure 25: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of Parent 
Finland Oyj before the recapitalisation 

 
Equity 

• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 

 
Liabilities 

• Non-current liabilities  
o Bank loans MEUR 200 
o Vendor loans MEUR 40 
o Bonds MEUR 72 

• Current liabilities 

                                            
2136 Chapter 12, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
2137 Chapter 12, Section 2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
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Figure 26: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of Parent 
Finland Oyj after the recapitalisation if subordinated bond does not fulfil the 
capital loan criteria 

 
Equity 

• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 

 
Liabilities 

• Non-current liabilities 
o Bank loans MEUR 200 
o Vendor loans MEUR 40 
o Bonds MEUR 172 

• Current liabilities 
 
 
 
Figure 27: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of Parent 
Finland Oyj after the recapitalisation if subordinated bond fulfilled the capital 
loan criteria 

 
Equity 

• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 

 
Liabilities 

• Non-current liabilities 
o Bank loans MEUR 200 
o Vendor loans MEUR 40 
o Bonds MEUR 72 

• Capital loan  
o Bonds MEUR 100 

• Current liabilities 
 
 
The bond financing in the form of capital loan can contain also additional terms but minimum 
requirements described in the law must be satisfied. The other terms shall not be contradictory 
with the minimum requirements set in the law.2138  

Interest expenses of loans including capital loans are deductible in Finland. The bond element 
in a capital loan does not influence to the deduction right.2139  

   
6.3.9.2 Subsidiary Sweden AB 

 
Parent Finland Oyj has granted a shareholder loan of MEUR 1 in Swedish crowns to its 
Swedish subsidiary Subsidiary Sweden AB. The recapitalisation plan of Pekka IT Group 
includes plan to convert the senior ranked shareholder loan to subordinated financing. 

                                            
2138 Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), p. 120. 
2139 According to the Finnish taxation practice interest expenses of capital loan and also other type of mezzanine 
financing booked as debt are considered to be deductible. See for more details above section 3.6.2 Taxation in 
Finland. 
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Therefore, the CFO of the parent has asked the CFO of Subsidiary Sweden AB to present a 
proposal to convert the existing shareholder loan in a loan comparable to the Finnish capital 
loan. The challenge of the Swedish management is however that there is no specific regulation 
in the Swedish company law about subordinated financing forms directly comparable to the 
Finnish capital loan. As an answer the Swedish CFO suggests a solution where the shareholder 
loan is converted to a special form of financing known in Sweden as “villkorat 
aktieägartillskott”. This kind of direct financial support in a form of a conditional shareholder 
contribution is not directly regulated in company law or taxation law but it is commonly used 
and known in the Swedish company practice.2140 The idea is to let the shareholders provide 
the company with capital and improve its financials.   

The terms of the conditional shareholder contribution allow repayment of the contribution 
once the borrower is demonstrating free own capital in the balance sheet. This means that the 
contribution in question is not a traditional loan but rather an equity linked investment which 
can be returned to the parent once the Swedish subsidiary has enough own capital in the 
balance sheet. Repayment requires decision of the general meeting and is thus comparable to 
dividend payment. Due to the nature of the transaction the interest to be paid for the 
contribution is not deductible. The interest to be paid is deductible only starting from the 
moment the general meeting has made decision to repay the loan.2141  

It is possible to structure the conditional shareholder contribution so that it is booked as an 
equity item.2142 The conversion of the senior term shareholder loan to subordinated capital 
input in a form equal to the Swedish conditional shareholder contribution would then change 
the balance sheet structure of the Swedish subsidiary preparing its financials according to the 
IFRS rules (see Figures 51, 52 and 53 below).  

Subsidiary Sweden AB applies IFRS regulation and the Swedish RFR 2 rules in its financial 
statements. This means that the company shall apply in its loan instrument classification the 
IAS 322143 and the Swedish RFR 2 recommendations.2144 Unless inconsistency with the 
Swedish law is identified IAS rules are normally followed. Decisive is the accounting of the 
item according to its economic characteristics. The legal form as such is not relevant. In case 
there are deviations from the IAS 32 that has to be separately revealed in the financial 
statements of the borrowing company.2145  Here in case of preference shares the instrument 
shall be classified according to RFR 2 as equity due to the specific reference in the Swedish 
Annual Accounts Act2146 even if the instrument fulfils the characteristics of debt according to 
IAS 32.2147 The deviation from the IAS 32 is separately disclosed in the financial statements 
according to the Swedish requirements.2148 

 

 

 

                                            
2140 Skatteverket (2017). 
2141 See Swedish Supreme Administrative Court decision RÅ 1987, ref. 145. 
2142 About the fulfilment of equity criteria in relation to “villkorat aktieägartillskott“ see Swedish Supreme 
Court decision NJA 1988, p. 620. 
2143 PKF (2017), pp. 633-645. 
2144 See RFR 2 (2017), p. 7 about the applicability of IFRS and RFR 2 rules in general.  
2145 RFR 2 (2017), p. 23. 
2146 Annual Accounts Act (1995:1554). 
2147 RFR 2 (2017), p. 23 and Skatteverket (2012), p. 74. 
2148 RFR 2 (2017), p. 23. 
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Figure 28: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Subsidiary Sweden AB before the recapitalisation 

  
Equity 

• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 
• Preference shares  

 
Liabilities 

• Non-current liabilities 
o Shareholder loan MEUR 1 

• Current liabilities 
 
 
 
Figure 29: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Subsidiary Sweden AB after the recapitalisation if conditional shareholder 
contribution does not fulfil equity criteria 

 
Equity 

• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 
• Preference shares  

 
Liabilities 

• Non-current liabilities 
o Conditional shareholder contribution 

MEUR 1 
• Current liabilities 

 

 
Figure 30: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Subsidiary Sweden AB after the recapitalisation if conditional shareholder 
contribution does fulfil equity criteria 

 
Equity 

• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 
• Preference shares 
• Conditional shareholder contribution MEUR 

1 
 

Liabilities 
• Non-current liabilities 
• Current liabilities 

 
 
 
What is said about the accounting classification above does not directly lead to similar 
conclusions in taxation. From the taxation angle the status of a financing instrument shall be 
assessed separately. If the financing instrument shall be classified as debt or equity in taxation 
depends on taxation rules. The taxation treatment to be applied is based on two step processes. 
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Firstly, is assessed whether the instrument is debt or equity and is the payment to the lender 
interest or dividend. Secondly is concluded whether the compensation paid is deductible or 
not.2149 In non-standard financing arrangements like tailor-made capital loan transactions 
there may be some uncertainty.2150 If financing instrument is classified as debt from taxation 
viewpoint the interest is deductible expense when lender is credit institutions and other third-
party lender. However, it shall be noted that interest costs relating to intra-group loans - like 
the shareholder loan here - are not deductible with some exemptions.2151 This interest 
deduction restriction would be applicable even if the intra group loan were pure senior ranked 
debt.  

 
6.3.9.3 Subsidiary Estonia OÜ 

 
Parent Finland Oyj has granted a shareholder loan of MEUR 1 to its Estonian subsidiary 
Subsidiary Estonia OÜ. As the recapitalisation plan of Pekka IT Group includes plan to convert 
the senior ranked shareholder loans to subordinated financing this shall be applied also for 
the Estonian subsidiary. Because of this the CFO of the parent has asked the CFO of Subsidiary 
Estonia OÜ to present a proposal to convert the existing shareholder loan in a loan comparable 
to the Finnish capital loan. The concern of the Estonian management is however that there is 
no specific regulation in the Estonian company law about subordinated financing forms 
directly comparable to the Finnish capital loan. The Estonian CFO reacts by suggesting a 
solution where the shareholder loan is converted to subordinated shareholder loan according 
to the Finnish capital loan parameters. This kind of financing form is not directly regulated in 
company law or taxation law but subordination as such is commonly used and known in the 
Estonian company practice. Lender and borrower can agree on loan subordination within the 
general freedom of contract.2152   

The Estonian Accounting Act allows companies to choose whether the Estonian Accounting 
Standards (Estonian GAAP) or IFRS is applied in preparation of their financial statements.2153 
As the Estonian GAAP is in compliance with the instrument classification rules of IAS the 
classification of financial instruments is in practice always done according to IAS.2154 The loan 
type similar to the Finnish capital loan is normally classified as liability in IFRS. 

The conversion of the shareholder loan to subordinated loan in a form equal to the Finnish 
capital loan would change the balance sheet structure of the Estonian subsidiary according to 
the IFRS rules only if the subordination led to classification of the instrument to equity (see 
Figures 54, 55 and 56 below). This would in practice require more “equity like” elements as 
linking the interest level to the borrower´s profitability (profit sharing element) and agreeing 
on credit terms which de facto put lender more to a shareholder like position (right to appoint 
members of management, right to participate in major decisions, right to get financial 
information of the borrower etc.).2155 It shall be however noted that the main target of the 

                                            
2149 Skatteverket (2012), pp. 82-84. 
2150 The Swedish Tax Board and the Supreme Administrative Court have also had different views related to the 
classification of financial instruments as debt or equity. See Hilling, A. and Vilhelmsson, A. (2015), p. 700 and 
also Bjuvberg, J. (2014), Olsson, S. (2014) and Tivéus, U. (2014). 
2151 Chapter 24, Section 10d of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). 
2152 About freedom of contract in general see above section 3.4.4 Freedom of contract. See also Vutt, A. (2008). 
2153 Chapter 3, Section 17:1 of the Accounting Act (RT I 2002, 102, 600). According to Section 17:2 Listed 
companies, credit institutions and insurance companies are obliged to follow IFRS. 
2154 Strouhal, J. ed. (2011), p. 86. 
2155 Immonen, R. and Villa, S. (2017).  The authors write about the IFRS classification of the Finnish capital 
loan in accounting. Although the article focuses on Finnish practice the IFRS related comments can be relevant 
also in other countries applying IFRS regulation.   
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parent - subordination of the shareholder loan - will be valid regardless of the classification of 
the shareholder loan in subsidiary´s accounting.   

 
 
Figure 31: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Subsidiary Estonia OÜ before the recapitalisation  

 
Equity 

• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 

 
Liabilities 

• Non-current liabilities 
o Shareholder loan MEUR 1 
o Preference shares 

• Current liabilities 
 
 
Figure 32: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Subsidiary Estonia OÜ after the recapitalisation if subordinated shareholder 
loan does not fulfil equity criteria 

 
Equity 

• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 

 
Liabilities 

• Non-current liabilities 
o Shareholder loan MEUR 1 
o Preference shares 

• Current liabilities 
 
 
Figure 33: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Subsidiary Estonia OÜ after the recapitalisation if subordinated shareholder 
loan does fulfil equity criteria 

 
Equity 

• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 
• Shareholder loan MEUR 1 

 
Liabilities 

• Non-current liabilities 
o Preference shares 

• Current liabilities 
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The existing preference shares that have fixed dividend and mandatory redemption feature at 
a future date are liabilities according to IFRS and shall be classified accordingly.2156  

As in Estonia interest cost deduction is not applied therefore interest expenses are not either 
deductible.2157 

 
 
6.3.9.4 Subsidiary USA Inc. 

 
Parent Finland Oyj has granted a shareholder loan also to Subsidiary USA Inc. which is the 
subsidiary having its domicile in Delaware, USA. The loan is granted in USDs equalling the 
amount of MEUR 1. The recapitalisation plan of Pekka IT Group includes plan to convert the 
senior ranked shareholder loans to subordinated financing also in Delaware. Therefore, the 
CFO of the parent has given to the CFO of Subsidiary USA Inc. a task to present a proposal of 
converting the existing shareholder loan in a loan comparable to the Finnish capital loan. Like 
his colleagues in Sweden and in Estonia also the American CFO does not have comparable 
instrument in the local company legislation. After some brainstorming he decides to propose 
a transaction where the shareholder loan is converted to subordinated shareholder loan which 
is in terms of priority ranking and repayment identical to the Finnish capital loan. In the legal 
environment of Delaware, it is possible to structure a subordinated loan with such terms 
although the US company legislation does not directly regulate such loan type. Creating a 
transaction including subordinated loan structure is possible within the general freedom of 
contract.2158 

Subsidiary USA Inc prepares its financial statements both according to IFRS and US GAAP.2159 
According to US GAAP the conversion of the senior term shareholder loan to a subordinated 
loan as described above would change the balance sheet structure of Subsidiary USA Inc. only 
if the subordinated loan would be booked as equity (see Figures 57, 58 and 59 below). However 
subordinated loan type is normally classified as liability according to US GAAP.2160  Regardless 
of the accounting in the balance sheet the main target of the parent - subordination of the 
shareholder loan - will still become valid when subordination clause is included in the credit 
agreement.     

According to the US GAAP when a puttable instrument2161 has a redemption feature that is 
not solely within the control of the issuer, the issuer is required to present the instrument in 
the balance sheet between permanent equity and liabilities in a section entitled "temporary 
equity" or "mezzanine equity".2162 The preferred shares issued by Subsidiary USA Inc. have 
fixed dividend and also mandatory redemption feature at a future date. On top of that the 
                                            
2156 IAS 32.18. 
2157 The Estonian corporates are subject to income tax only in respect of all distributed profits including 
dividends distributed, gifts and donations and payments unrelated to business. The consequence of this is that 
retained earnings are not taxed until profit distributions are made. This means that interest cost deduction is not 
applied. See more about the Estonian corporate taxation system in Staehr, K. (2014). 
2158 About freedom of contract in general see above section 3.4.4 Freedom of contract. 
2159 Many US companies have investors or stakeholders outside the US. Also, many companies operating in the 
USA have foreign parent company. These foreign parties do often require financial reporting under IFRS and 
for such purposes relevant US GAAP financials are additionally converted to IFRS language.  
2160 Stice, J.D. and Stice, E.K. (2014), p. 12-52 in which is referred to FASB Accounting Standards Codification 
(ASC) paragraph 470-10-599-2. 
2161 According to Deloitte (2017c) puttable instrument means “a financial instrument that gives the holder the 
right to put the instrument back to the issuer for cash or another financial asset or is automatically put back to 
the issuer on occurrence of an uncertain future event or the death or retirement of the instrument holder”. 
2162 Deloitte (2017) in which is referred to FASB Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) paragraph 480-10-
S99-3A. 
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holders of the preferred shares have right to claim for redemption at certain limited time 
period annually. Because of these redemption terms the preference shares issued by 
Subsidiary USA Inc. are not classified as pure equity or pure liability in the company balance 
sheet. The preference shares can be booked as mezzanine equity between equity and liabilities. 

Interest expenses of debt are generally deductible for the corporations in the USA.2163 
Regarding mezzanine financing the deductibility of interest is possible if the financing form 
can be considered to be debt. On top of that transfer pricing regulations require applying 
arm’s-length standard2164 and thin capitalisation rules2165. 

 
Figure 34: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Subsidiary USA Inc. before the recapitalisation  

 
Equity 

• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 

 
Mezzanine equity 

• Preference shares  
 
Liabilities 

• Non-current liabilities 
o Shareholder loan MEUR 1 

• Current liabilities 
 
 
 
Figure 35: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Subsidiary USA Inc. after the recapitalisation if subordinated shareholder loan 
does not fulfil equity criteria 

 
Equity 

• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 

 
Mezzanine equity 

• Preference shares 
 
Liabilities 

• Non-current liabilities 
o Shareholder loan MEUR 1 

• Current liabilities 
 

                                            
2163 26 U.S. Code § 163. The law includes also several exceptions of the main rule. 
2164 The legal framework for the transfer pricing in the USA includes in several sections of the Internal Revenue 
Code and in Internal Revenue Service (IRS) regulations, mostly in Internal Revenue Code (IRC) Section 482. 
The arm’s-length standard is normally considered to be met if outcome is consistent with the outcome of a 
similar transaction completed by arm´s length parties. IRS may increase taxes payable if the arm’s-length 
standard requirement is violated. 
2165 Thin capitalization rules aim to disallow interest payments related to excess debt and to recharacterize such 
payments as dividends. The rule limits tax deductions of companies and targets among other things on the US 
subsidiaries of foreign owned companies.  See also above section 3.6.3.3 USA. 
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Figure 36: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Subsidiary USA Inc. after the recapitalisation if subordinated shareholder loan 
does fulfil equity criteria 
 

Equity 
• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 
• Shareholder loan MEUR 1 

 
Mezzanine equity 

• Preference shares 
 

Liabilities 
• Non-current liabilities 
• Current liabilities 

 
 

 
 
6.3.9.5 Subsidiary UK Ltd 

 
Also, Subsidiary UK Ltd has received financial support from its owner Parent Finland Oyj in a 
form of a shareholder loan. The loan is granted in a currency of GBP equalling the amount of 
MEUR 1. As the recapitalisation plan of Pekka IT Group includes plan to convert the senior 
ranked shareholder loan to subordinated financing necessary steps must be taken. Just like 
with the other main subsidiaries the CFO of the parent has asked the CFO of Subsidiary UK 
Ltd to present a proposal to convert the existing shareholder loan in a loan comparable to the 
Finnish capital loan. Also, the UK management faces the challenge that the local company law 
does not have specific regulation about subordinated financing forms directly comparable to 
the Finnish capital loan. As a resolution the UK CFO suggests that the shareholder loan is 
converted to subordinated shareholder loan according to the Finnish capital loan parameters. 
Although this kind of financing form is not directly regulated in the UK company law or 
taxation law the loan subordination is commonly known in the market practice. Lender and 
borrower can agree also in UK on loan subordination within the general freedom of 
contract.2166   

The UK company law provides the legal framework according to which the companies must 
operate and many of the accounting requirements are included in the Companies Act.2167 The 
unlisted UK companies are permitted to choose whether to prepare their account according to 
IFRS or in accordance with UK GAAP.  UK GAAP and IFRS have in certain areas different 
approaches.2168 However about classifying liabilities and equity the differences are very 
limited and broadly UK GAAP is consistent with IAS 32.2169 Subsidiary UK Ltd prepares its 
consolidated financials according to the IFRS. 

The conversion of the shareholder loan to subordinated loan in a form equal to the Finnish 
capital loan would change the balance sheet structure of the UK subsidiary according to the 
                                            
2166 About freedom of contract in general see above section 3.4.4 Freedom of contract.  
2167 Part 15 of the Companies Act 2006. On top of that under the EU regulation all listed companies in the UK 
must prepare their consolidated financial statements using IFRS as adopted in the EU. 
2168 See about differences in general KPMG (2015b). 
2169 KPMG (2015b), pp. 180-191.  
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IFRS rules only if the subordination led to classification of the instrument to equity (see 
Figures 60, 61 and 62 below). Like in case of other countries applying IFRS rules a 
subordinated loan having only such features that are mentioned in the Finnish company 
law2170 hardly qualifies for an equity item in the UK. On the other hand if “basic” capital loan 
features are supplemented by additional equity like add-ons like binding the interest on the 
borrower´s profitability (profit sharing element) and agreeing on credit terms which de facto 
put lender more to a shareholder like position (right to appoint members of management, 
right to participate in major decisions, right to get financial information of the borrower etc.) 
the subordinated loan could become equity item.2171 It shall be however noted again here that 
the main target of the parent - subordination of the shareholder loan - will be valid regardless 
of the classification of the instrument in subsidiary´s accounting. 

The existing preference shares having fixed dividend and mandatory redemption feature at a 
future date remain as liabilities in IFRS financials.2172   

   
 
Figure 37: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Subsidiary UK Ltd before the recapitalisation  

 
Equity 

• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 

 
Liabilities 

• Non-current liabilities 
o Shareholder loan MEUR 1 
o Preference shares 

• Current liabilities 
 
 
Figure 38: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Subsidiary UK Ltd after the recapitalisation if subordinated shareholder loan 
does not fulfil equity criteria 

 
Equity 

• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 

 
Liabilities 

• Non-current liabilities 
o Shareholder loan MEUR 1 
o Preference shares 

• Current liabilities 
 
 
 

                                            
2170 Chapter 12 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
2171 Immonen, R. and Villa, S. (2017).  The authors write about the IFRS classification of the Finnish capital 
loan in accounting. Although the article focuses on Finnish practice the IFRS related comments can be relevant 
also in other countries applying IFRS regulation.   
2172 IAS 32.18. 
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Figure 39: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Subsidiary UK Ltd after the recapitalisation if subordinated shareholder loan 
does fulfil equity criteria 

 
Equity 

• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 
• Shareholder loan MEUR 1 

 
Liabilities 

• Non-current liabilities 
o Preference shares 

• Current liabilities 
 
 
 
In the UK the taxation rules of financing instruments follow normally the accounting rules.2173 
This means that it is possible to deduct the debt interest but equity interest is not deductible 
due to being considered as dividend distribution. There are however several deduction 
restrictions related to source of income concerned, types of reliefs and maximum amount of 
deduction.2174 Additionally specific anti-avoidance regulation provisions disallow interest 
deductions which relate to tax avoidance or non-business purposes.2175 Also the transfer 
pricing rules restrict deductions up to the amount that would be possible if all the parties 
where independent according to the arm’s length principle.2176  

 
6.3.9.6 Subsidiary Germany GmbH 

 
Parent Finland Oyj has granted a shareholder loan of MEUR 1 also to its German subsidiary 
Subsidiary Germany GmbH. The recapitalisation plan of Pekka IT Group regards also the 
German subsidiary because of the plan to convert the senior ranked shareholder loan to 
subordinated financing in all subgroups in five countries. As in case of other main subsidiaries 
the CFO of the parent has asked the CFO of Subsidiary Germany GmbH to present a proposal 
to convert the existing shareholder loan in a loan comparable to the Finnish capital loan. Also, 
the German management faces the challenge that the local company law does not have specific 
regulation about subordinated financing forms directly comparable to the Finnish capital 
loan.2177 As a solution the German CFO advocates that the shareholder loan is converted to 
subordinated shareholder loan according to the Finnish capital loan parameters. Although this 
kind of financing form is not directly regulated in the German company laws or taxation law 
the loan subordination is commonly known in the market practice. Lender and borrower can 
agree also in Germany on loan subordination within the general freedom of contract.2178   

                                            
2173 James, M. (2009), p. 17. 
2174 See also above section 3.6.3.4.1 UK. 
2175 HM Revenue & Customs (2017), pp. 320-324. See also HM Revenue & Customs (2016b). 
2176 See HM Revenue & Customs (2016d) according to which the transfer pricing rules “require multinationals 
to calculate their taxable profit as if transactions between companies within the group were carried out at the 
prices that would be charged between two entirely independent companies (known as the arm’s length price)”. 
2177 A subordinated loan is considered legally a normal loan under the German Civil Code (Bürgerliches 
Gesetzbuch). The basic regulation in this respect is Chapter 1, Section 488 of the German Civil Code of August 
18, 1896. See Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 295. 
2178 About freedom of contract in general see above section 3.4.4 Freedom of contract.  
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For non-listed companies there is an option to prepare the consolidated financials according 
to the German Commercial Code2179 or IFRS. Regarding the individual financial statements, 
the companies must prepare financial statements in accordance to the German Commercial 
Code.2180 Subsidiary Germany GmbH being itself a parent of the subgroup prepares its 
consolidated financial statements according to the IFRS.  

The conversion of the shareholder loan to subordinated loan in a form equal to the Finnish 
capital loan would change the balance sheet structure of the German subsidiary according to 
the IFRS rules only if the subordination led to classification of the instrument to equity (see 
Figures 40, 41 and 42 below). Like in case of other countries applying IFRS rules a 
subordinated loan having only such features that are mentioned in the Finnish company 
law2181 hardly qualifies for an equity item in Germany either. On the other hand if “basic” 
capital loan features are supplemented by additional equity like add-ons like agreeing on the 
interest payment dependent on the borrower´s profitability (profit sharing element) and 
agreeing on credit terms which de facto put lender more to a shareholder like position (right 
to appoint members of management, right to participate in major decisions, right to get 
financial information of the borrower etc.) the subordinated loan could become equity 
item.2182 It shall be however emphasized here as well that the main target of the parent - 
subordination of the shareholder loan - will be valid regardless of the classification of the 
instrument in subsidiary´s accounting.   

The existing preference shares having fixed dividend and mandatory redemption feature at a 
future date remain as liabilities in IFRS financials.2183   

The taxation of financing instruments in the country follow normally the accounting principles 
of the instruments i.e.  the classification of instruments as debt or equity is decisive for the tax 
treatment.2184  In Germany the debt interest is generally deductible with some restrictions. 
The major restrictions stem from the interest deduction ceiling (Zinsschranke) and transfer 
pricing rules. According to the deduction ceiling regulation the annual net interest expense of 
group companies is deductible only up to the amount of 30% of EBITDA at the maximum for 
corporation and trade tax purposes.2185 According to the transfer pricing rule the related party 
transactions must comply with the arm’s length principles.2186   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                            
2179 German Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch) May 10, 1897. 
2180 IFRS Foundation (2016e), p. 5. 
2181 Chapter 12 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
2182 Immonen, R. and Villa, S. (2017).  The authors write about the IFRS classification of the Finnish capital 
loan in accounting. Although the article focuses on Finnish practice the IFRS related comments can be relevant 
also in other countries applying IFRS regulation.   
2183 IAS 32.18. 
2184 Bärsch, S.-E. (2012), p. 148. 
2185 See for more details above section 3.6.3.4.2 Germany. 
2186 Section 1 of the Foreign Transactions Tax Act (Aussensteuergesetz). See for more details also above section 
3.6.3.4.2 Germany. 
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Figure 40: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Subsidiary Germany GmbH before the recapitalisation  
  

Equity 
• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 

 
Liabilities 

• Non-current liabilities 
o Shareholder loan MEUR 1 
o Preference shares 

• Current liabilities 
 
 
Figure 41: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Subsidiary Germany GmbH after the recapitalisation if subordinated 
shareholder loan does not fulfil equity criteria 
 

Equity 
• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 

 
Liabilities 

• Non-current liabilities 
o Shareholder loan MEUR 1 
o Preference shares 

• Current liabilities 
 
 
Figure 42: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Subsidiary Germany GmbH after the recapitalisation if subordinated 
shareholder loan does fulfil equity criteria 
 

Equity 
• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 
• Shareholder loan MEUR 1 

 
Liabilities 

• Non-current liabilities 
o Preference shares 

• Current liabilities 
 
 
 
6.3.9.7 Case example conclusions 

 
The bigger the company group the more complex the management of operations becomes. An 
international group complying with regulation of several countries requires resources and 
coordination work. This increases normally costs although economies of scale can also bring 
significant savings for example in a form of centralised services common for the whole group.  

The presented case example illustrates some of the challenges related to the restructuring of 
the liabilities and equity in the balance sheet of an internationally operating group. In 
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corporate financing transaction the choices made by the parties involved are determined by 
several different aspects. These aspects are related to the corporations themselves and the 
surrounding environment including among other things valid regulation and existing market 
participants. In case of company groups operating in several countries it is not enough to know 
the regulation of only one country but all countries where business activities take place.  

Important drivers of capital structure are among other things taxes and transactions costs but 
also operative targets of the company receiving the funding. Naturally also availability of 
internal or external finance in general, size of the company and its industry have significant 
role. For example, smaller and new companies have normally more challenges to get external 
finance because on average financiers consider them to be riskier. Providers of financing want 
to have proof that potential borrower has ability to repay the financing granted and new and 
small have usually less historical evidence to back up their plans on sufficient future cashflow. 
Bigger and older companies on the other hand may have already had chance to accumulate 
assets over the years and create a customer relationship with the potential financiers.  

When thinking about the position of the company seeking for new capital relevant is to know 
who are the potential suppliers of the needed funding. Company can normally finance its 
operations through issuing shares, borrowing or retained profits.2187 Internal financing in a 
form of retained earnings is typically preferred over external financing.2188 However external 
financing is also normally needed at some point and then questions like funding availability 
in general, potential financiers, financing instruments and concrete forms become relevant.  

The example company group operates in the industry of IT services and provides its services 
specifically for financial and public sector. The discussed financing transactions of the case are 
such that they could be completed regardless of the industry subject to that the borrower has 
the size and repayment ability comparable to Pekka IT Group.  

All external non-current debt is in the balance sheet of the parent company. The overall 
business volumes and profitability is on constant level and the outlook for the ongoing 
financial period is fairly constant. A significant element of the restructuring consists of the 
raising of new capital in a form of subordinated financing. This step is planned to improve the 
liquidity which gives for the management additional possibilities to take care of the daily 
operations.  

The additional new subordinated bond financing of MEUR 100 in a form of Finnish capital 
loan would also generate extra cash buffers. In the balance sheet of the group such item should 
be shown as a separate item according to Figure 27 above.  

The recapitalisation plan of Pekka IT Group includes also plan to convert the senior ranked 
shareholder loans provided to the subsidiaries to subordinated financing.  Here the differences 
between the local regulations of the domiciles of the subsidiaries becomes clearly visible. 
Firstly, the capital loan regulation in the Finnish companies act2189 is unique as there is not 
exactly similar regulation in the company laws of the other observed countries. Secondly the 
accounting and taxation treatment of capital loan like financial instruments do also vary 
country by country. Additionally, what is said about the accounting classification does not 
directly lead to similar conclusions in taxation. Regardless the accounting treatment whether 
a financing instrument shall be classified as debt or equity in taxation depends on taxation 
rules. In practice this means that borrowers with foreign holding company have to be 

                                            
2187 Ferran, E. and Ho, L.C. (2014), p. 42. 
2188 Watson, D. and Head, A. (2010), p. 5. See also Brealey, R. A. et al. (2014), pp. 472-474, Allen, F. and Gale, 
D. (2000), pp. 15-16 and Tirole, J. (2006), p. 96. 
2189 Chapter 12 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). 
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extremely careful in considering is the interest paid on intercompany loans tax deductible or 
not. 

As the case example shows the company laws, accounting regulation and taxation regulations 
of individual countries do vary. This leads to different conclusions among other things in 
relation to the terms of financing transactions, balance sheet structure and deductibility of 
interest costs. Managing of a multinational group brings challenges that cannot be solved only 
by acting according to the regulation applicable for the parent company. Also, local regulation 
of domiciles of the subsidiaries has be known and followed. Usage of mezzanine financing in 
international environment is subject to knowing the several rules. The multinational 
dimension creates no doubt a field of activity with lots of complexity.  

It is important to highlight here that in all countries observed the conversion agreement 
leading to subordination of the shareholder loan is valid regardless of how the shareholder 
loan is classified in accounting or taxation. This means that irrespective whether the 
subordinated shareholder loan is considered to be equity, debt or having elements of both 
categories, the conditions can be prepared so that the subordination term remains valid and 
binding towards the parties. Consequently, if the primary goal of the parent company is to 
achieve subordination binding the lender and borrower, the accounting and taxation 
classifications do not have direct impact on that. In practice however, the management of the 
group deciding on the recapitalisation details will assess the rationality of the subordination 
transaction taking into consideration all relevant points. If subordination of the shareholder 
loan led to losing right to deduct interest costs of the loan, the subordination might not be 
financially reasonable.   

As the case conclusion summary can be stated that 

• there are several factors influencing how the combination of debt and equity are used 
to finance company assets 

• legal system including taxation and accounting rules have influence to the chosen 
capital structures of the individual companies and 

• borrowers having a foreign holding company must consider cautiously whether the 
interest expense of intra-group loans will be tax deductible at all 

• environment where companies operate is influenced not only by the regulation but also 
by the market participants 

• structuring balance sheet of a multinational group the regulation and market 
conditions applicable both for the parent company and the subsidiaries must be taken 
into consideration. 
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7 CONCLUDING THOUGHTS  

 
7.1  General 

 
As described in the beginning the purpose of this research is to answer to following questions: 

1. What is the company law background concerning the use of mezzanine financing? 

2. What are the main differences of company law regulation, accounting and taxation 
rules and local market sizes and conclusions? 

3. How mezzanine could be used in bank lending going forward in order to support 
functioning capital markets?  

The main focus is in Finland and comparison is done to Sweden, Estonia, USA, UK and 
Germany. The review of country specific legal frameworks and markets in relation to the 
discussed financing form are part of the analysis done. Also, EU company regulation and some 
relevant EU court practice has been reviewed and analysed. All the countries in scope of the 
research apart from USA are members of the EU and are also directly or indirectly influenced 
by the regulation of the community.2190 

This research is by its nature both legal and commercial and belongs thus under the category 
of commercial law. The primary research methodology applied here is comparative law.2191 
This method is used for comparing company laws, accounting rules and taxation rules in the 
discussed topic and finding out the relevant differences and similarities.  

To be able to answer to the research questions it is discussed what is meant by mezzanine 
financing.2192 To understand mezzanine financing is subject to understanding also basic 
elements of limited liability company´s capital structure, key features of mezzanine financing 
(i.e. when financing becomes “mezzanine financing”) and main types of mezzanine financing 
contracts. Capital structuring is analysed with the help of concept of limited liability and 
different funding alternatives consisting of retained earnings, equity financing and debt 
financing.2193 Also cost of capital concept and capital maintenance rules are important 
elements of understanding aspects of limited liability company capital structure. The nature 
of mezzanine financing is opened among other things by defining some key terminology and 
discussing repayment priority, subordination, equity kickers and role of rating agencies.2194 
Additionally bilateral contracts, intercreditor agreements, club loans, syndicated loans and 
LMA and LSTA documentation are identified and discussed as well as different types of 
financing contracts.2195 

To find answers to the questions 1-2 the research is additionally focusing on reviewing and 
analysing among other things the regulatory framework of EU, legal systems of the countries, 
content of company laws and mezzanine specific norms in company laws.2196 On top of that 
handling of mezzanine instruments from accounting perspective2197 and taxation 

                                            
2190 About the influence of EU regulation to member states see above section 3.4.1.1 Regulatory systematics of 
EU legislation. 
2191 Husa, J. (2013), p. 27. About the method of comparative law see Eberle, E.J. (2009). 
2192 See above section 3 Mezzanine financing framework 
2193 See above section 3.1 Capital structure of limited liability company. 
2194 See above section 3.2 About the nature of mezzanine financing. 
2195 See above section 3.3 Types of contract. 
2196 See above section 3.4 The company law framework. 
2197 See above section 3.5 Accounting rules. 
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perspective2198 and country specific mezzanine market conditions2199 is analysed. Also a case 
example is used to illustrate some of the challenges related to the use of mezzanine 
instruments by an internationally operating group 2200 

To be able to reply to the question 3 the research has additionally focused on reviewing and 
analysing among other things the regulatory environment of banking business and how banks 
lend mezzanine today.2201   

The summary of the answers to each of the three research questions is presented below. 

 
7.2   What is the company law background concerning the use of mezzanine 
financing? 

 
Law can be based on written law or practice. If practices are regularly given normative 
significance by the community they can also become norms.2202 The company law regulation 
concerning mezzanine reflects the legal history and practice of the jurisdictions in question. 
Due to differences of legal families, histories and market practices also the company laws 
between countries and mezzanine specific rules in the company laws vary. Some of the key 
differences are reviewed below.    

Finland 

The Finnish legal system originates from the Nordic legal tradition. Finland has been a full 
member of the European Union since 1 January 1995 and EU law is an integral part of the 
country´s legal system.  

In Finland the valid company law for all types of limited liability companies - both private and 
public - is the Finnish Limited Liability Companies Act.2203 The essential principles of the 
Limited Liability Companies Act of Finland are the provisions on the purpose of a company, 
majority rule, equal treatment of the shareholders, duty of care and loyalty, legal personality, 
permanence of the capital, limited liability of shareholders, transferability of shares and 
freedom of contract.  

The law contains special provisions on a specific loan type called capital loan which has 
features of both debt and equity.2204 On top of that it includes regulations on how option loans 
and convertible loans can be issued.2205 These financing instruments can be considered to 
belong with the category of mezzanine instruments. 

The interest and principal of the Finnish capital loan can be paid back within the limits of the 
unrestricted equity of the borrower only as defined in the law. This loan is additionally 
subordinated to all the other loans of the company. The company or a subsidiary shall not 
provide security for the principal and interest payment. A contract on a capital loan shall be 

                                            
2198 See above section 3.6 Taxation rules. 
2199 See above section 4 Different systems of mezzanine in practical market. 
2200 See above section 6.3 Case example: how mezzanine can be concretely used? 
2201 See above section 5 Mezzanine in bank lending.  
2202 Husa, J. (2015), pp. 203-204. 
2203 Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006), Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act 
(HE 109/2005). The law entered into force on September 1, 2006.  
2204 Chapter 12, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
2205 Chapter 10, Section 1:1-2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).     
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concluded in writing and these loans shall be shown on the company balance sheet as a 
separate item. 

Sweden 

The Swedish legal system derives also from the Nordic legal tradition, which has its roots on 
the German civil law tradition. Sweden has been a full member of the European Union since 1 
January 1995 and therefore EU law is also an integral part of the Swedish legal system.  

The Swedish Companies Act2206 applies both to private and public limited liability companies. 
Among the basic principles for the limited liability companies in Sweden is that shareholders 
of a company shall bear no personal liability for the company's obligations.2207 Another 
important principle applied is that all shares shall carry equal rights.2208   

The act recognises dividend-linked participating debentures and principal-linked 
participating debentures as specific instrument types for corporate financing. These dividend-
linked participating debentures refer to specific type of profit-sharing loans (“vinstandelslån”) 
and principal-linked participating debentures refer to specific type of value-appreciation loan 
(“kapitalandelslån”). The names of the financing forms are not specifically mentioned but the 
decision-making process of such loans is described in the law text.2209   

The Swedish company regulation allows limited liability company also to issue option right 
entitling to new shares against payment.2210  When issued to a creditor of the company the 
debt becomes basically an option loan. The company can also to issue convertible loans.2211 

Estonia 

The Estonian legal system has its roots in the Roman law and is thus part of continental 
European legal tradition. Estonia became a full member of the European Union since May 1, 
2004 and therefore EU law is also an integral part of the Estonian legal system. 

In Estonia the Commercial Code2212 applies both to private and public limited liability 
companies. The law regulates any type of company formation in Estonia.  

The law includes regulation on convertible loans and subscription rights i.e. options. Both in 
case of private and public limited liability companies the shareholders may decide on the 
conditional increase of the share capital in a form of convertible bond.2213 The shareholders 
and in case of public limited company the management board may also decide on a conditional 
increase of the share capital in the form of subscription rights i.e. option rights as described in 
the law.2214  

 

                                            
2206 Companies Act (SFS 2005:551), Government Proposal for the Companies Act (Prop. 2004/05:85). 
2207 Chapter 1, Section 3:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551) and Government Proposal for the Companies 
Act (Prop. 2004/05:85), p. 196. See also Bergström, C. and Samuelsson, P. (2015), p. 67. 
2208 Chapter 4, Section 1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551), Sandström, T. (2015), p. 237 and Andersson, J. 
and Pehrson, L. (2008), p. 118. 
2209 Chapter 11, Section 11 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).    
2210 Chapter 14 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).    
2211 Chapter 15 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).    
2212 Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
2213 Chapter 19, Section 1672:1 and Chapter 24, Section 241:1 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
2214 Chapter 21, Section 1951:2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355) and Chapter 29, Sections 351-3512 
of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
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USA 

The USA is a common law country. Each of the 50 states has a legal system that is based on 
the common law except Louisiana.2215 There is limited statutory basis and judges establish 
common law through written opinions that bind the lower courts in their future decision-
making.  

The federal law sets the minimum standards for many activities of corporations like in 
securities2216, auditing2217 and consumer protection2218. Additionally, there are different 
corporate laws in each state. This means that the US corporations are subject to dual 
regulation consisting of both federal law and state law. However, most statutes applied in daily 
operations are created by states.2219 

Especially larger companies incorporate in states that have favourable regulation. Based on 
that two most important state level regulations are Model Business Corporation Act 
(MBCA)2220 and Delaware General Corporation Law (DGCL)2221. MBCA is the model statute 
drafted the American Bar Association and basis for company regulation for several states. 
Delaware General Corporation Law is the company regulation of state of Delaware under 
which more than half of the US corporations are incorporated.  

According to the MBCA shareholders can decide on issuance of securities convertible into or 
rights exercisable for shares.2222 As stated by DGCL the certificate of incorporation may 
contain provisions granting to the stockholders of the corporation the pre-emptive right to 
subscribe to stock or to any securities of the corporation convertible into such stock.2223 DGCL 
allows corporations also to create and issue rights or options permitting the holders thereof to 
acquire from the corporation any shares of its capital stock.2224 

UK  

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (UK) consists of four countries: 
England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. The UK has three jurisdictions: 

• England and Wales based on common law principle 

• Northern Ireland based on common law principle 

• Scotland based on a pluralistic system including civil-law principles with common law 
elements.2225  

The EU legislation is part of the UK law as the country joined the European Economic 
Community (now the EU) in 1973. 

                                            
2215 Palmer, V.V. (2012), pp. 277- 353. 
2216 Securities Act of 1933 and Securities and Exchange Act of 1934. 
2217 Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. 
2218 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010. 
2219 Cross, F.B. and Prentice, R.A. (2007), p. 12 
2220 The Model Business Corporation Act (MBCA) is a model set of law prepared by the Committee on 
Corporate Laws of the Section of Business Law of the American Bar Association. 
2221 Title 8, Chapter 1 of the Delaware Code. 
2222 Chapter 6, Subchapter B, Section 6.21.(f) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
2223 Subchapter I, Section 102(b) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
2224 Subchapter V, Section 157(a) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
2225 Feldman, D. (2009), p. 12 and Le Sueur, A. et al. (2013), p. 12. 
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The present Companies Act2226 in UK is regulation that applies both to private companies and 
public companies. The act gives the directors power to grant rights to subscribe for or to 
convert any security into shares.2227 The directors can do so if they are authorised for it by the 
company’s articles or by company resolution. In case of a private company that has only one 
class of shares the directors have that power to grant rights in question unless the directors 
are specifically prohibited from doing so. The above-mentioned means that the UK company 
law specifically identifies option and convertible loan.   

Germany  

The German legal tradition has been influenced from Roman Law and German law is codified 
law. Germany is a member state of the European Union since its beginning and thus EU 
legislation is also part of German legal system.  

The legal regime for limited liability companies in Germany is provided by the Limited 
Liability Companies Act (Gesellschaftsrecht)2228 and German Stock Corporation Act 
(Aktiengesetz)2229. The former law regulates a company with private limited liability and the 
latter limited liability stock corporations. 

The private limited liability companies cannot issue convertible loans and options due to the 
German company law not including the concept of conditional capital.2230 This means that 
only public limited liability companies can issue convertible loans and options/option loans. 

The German company law for public limited liability companies specifically identifies option 
and convertible loan. In case of limited liability stock corporations, the shareholders’ meeting 
may approve an increase of share capital which shall be executed only insofar that conversion 
rights or stock warrants are exercised.2231 Such a resolution on a conditional capital increase 
may be adopted among other things for the purpose to grant exchange rights or stock warrants 
to holders of convertible or warrant bonds.2232  

 
7.3   What are the main differences of company law regulation, accounting and 
taxation rules and local market sizes and conclusions? 

 
7.3.1 Differences of company law regulation  

 
One major outcome of the research is that there are significant mezzanine related differences 
in the company laws between the observed countries.  

Firstly, the company laws do not define the term “mezzanine” as such in any of the observed 
countries. Secondly - although company laws of each country recognise some instruments that 
fall in the mezzanine category - the mezzanine instrument types that are mentioned in the 
local company laws are not the same.  

                                            
2226 Companies Act 2006. 
2227 Part 17, Chapter 1, Sections 550 and 551(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
2228 Limited Liability Companies Act (Gesetz betreffend die Gesellschaften mit beschränkter Haftung, GmbHG) 
of  April 20, 1892. 
2229 Stock Corporation Act (Aktiengesetz) of September 6, 1965. 
2230 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 301. 
2231 Book 1, Part 6, Section 192(1) of the Stock Corporation Act.  
2232 Book 1, Part 6, Section 192(2) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
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The company laws in Finland, Sweden, Estonia, USA2233, UK and Germany all identify either 
directly or indirectly option loan and convertible loan. Indirect identification means here that 
the instrument in question is not specifically mentioned in the law but the text refers to usage 
of such instruments. A good example is the Finnish company law which gives possibility for 
the companies to issue option rights and other special rights entitling to shares.2234 According 
to the law text such rights may be issued also to a creditor of the company on the condition 
that the creditor´s receivable is to be set off against the share´s subscription price.2235 This 
means that the debt is actually converted to a convertible loan although this instrument type 
is not specifically mentioned in the law.2236   

In case of Germany the option loan and convertible loan is identified in the company law for 
public limited liability companies but not in the company law of private limited companies.2237 

The Finnish company law contains also special provisions on a specific loan type called capital 
loan.2238 It has typical mezzanine features of both debt and equity and is also subordinated to 
all the other loans of the company. The repayment is subject to balance sheet related 
requirements. Interest and principal of a capital loan can be paid back only within the limits 
of the unrestricted equity of the company.  The borrower of the capital loan may not post 
security for the payment of the principal and interest.  

The Swedish company law includes specific rules related to dividend-linked participating 
debentures and principal-linked participating debentures. In these loans the interest or the 
amount to repaid is dependent on dividends, price changes of the shares or borrowers´ 
financial position.2239 The dividend-linked participating debenture loan is called in the 
Swedish tax law “vinstandelslån”2240 and principal-linked participating debentures refers to a 
value-appreciation loan “kapitalandelslån”2241. 

The above presented case example “Pekka IT Group” shows that company laws of individual 
countries are different.2242 This leads to country specific conclusions among other things in 
relation to the terms of financing transactions. Managing of a multinational group brings 
challenges that cannot be always solved by applying regulation of the parent company´s home 
country. As well regulation applicable for the foreign of domiciles must be complied with. This 
means that mezzanine financing in cross-border circumstances requires knowledge of many 
regulations.  

 

 

                                            
2233 The company law in the USA refers here to Model Business Corporation Act (MBCA) and Delaware 
General Corporation Law (DGCL). 
2234 Chapter 10, Section 1:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
2235 Chapter 10, Section 1:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
2236 Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), p. 113. 
2237 In Germany the private limited liability companies can not issue convertible loans and options as the 
German Limited Liability Companies Act (Gesellschaftsrecht) does not contain the concept of conditional 
capital.   
2238 Chapter 12, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
2239 Chapter 11, Section 11:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
2240 Chapter 24, Sections 5-10 of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). 
2241 In the Government Bill for the Swedish Companies Act (Regeringens proposition 2004/05:85, Ny 
aktiebolagslag) both terms “vinstandelslån” and “kapitalandelslån” were used but not in the final Swedish 
Companies Act. See Government Bill for the Swedish Companies Act (Regeringens proposition 2004/05:85, Ny 
aktiebolagslag), pp. 367-369. 
2242 See above section 6.3 Case example: how mezzanine can be concretely used? 
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7.3.2 Differences of accounting  

 
A conclusion of the research is also that accounting practices do somewhat differ between 
countries due to different accounting regulation.  

The Finnish Accounting Act2243 requires that company having issued securities to be traded in 
the regulated market in European Economic Area must prepare its consolidated accounts 
according to the IFRS rules.2244 Even if there is no obligation to prepare consolidated accounts 
the financial statement of the company must be prepared anyhow in conformity with the 
IFRS.2245   

The annual reports of a limited company must be prepared in accordance with the so-called 
K-regulations issued by the Swedish Accounting Standards Board (BFN).2246 In practice IAS 
rules are followed.  

Those companies that do not apply IFRS-standards follow the K-regulation of Swedish 
Accounting Standards Board (BFN). According to K3-rules financial instruments shall be 
classified either to debt or equity based on the instrument´s economical characteristic.2247 

In Estonia the companies may choose whether to prepare the annual financial statements 
according to Estonian Accounting Standards (Estonian GAAP) or IFRS.2248 In practice the 
classification of financial instruments is always done according to IAS as also the Estonian 
GAAP follows the instrument classification rules of IAS.2249   

The accounting rules in the USA deviate significantly from the other observed countries. The 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) does not permit domestic issuers to apply IFRS 
but allows foreign private issuers to do so.2250 If according to that IFRS is not applicable US 
GAAP is to be used instead. 2251 There are some differences between the two standards on how 
mezzanine instruments shall be handled in accounting. As an example, in case of convertible 
debt the conversion option must be always separated from the debt part under IFRS.2252  
However this kind of separation is prohibited under U.S. GAAP according to the main rule.2253  

All listed companies in the UK must prepare their consolidated financial statements by using 
IFRS. For non-listed companies are there is an option to choose whether to prepare their 
account according to IFRS or in accordance with UK GAAP.  Although some differences exist 

                                            
2243 Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997). 
2244 Chapter 7a, Section 2:1 of the Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997). 
2245 Chapter 7a, Section 2:2 of the Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997). 
2246 The purpose of the K-regulation is to simplify the financial reporting for smaller companies. There are four 
sets of accounting regulations from which a company will choose one to follow depending on the size of a 
company.  The basis is the Annual Accounts Act and each of the four regulation sets target to meet the 
company's complexity level. The K-regulation categories are as follows: 

• K1 (BFNAR 2006:1): Sole traders establishing simplified financial statements. 
• K2 (BFNAR 2008:1): Annual reporting in small companies. 
• K3 (BFNAR 2012:1): Annual reporting and consolidated financial statement. 
• K4 is for companies who must or choose to follow IFRS. 

2247 BFN (2016), pp. 201-202. 
2248 Chapter 3, Section 17:1 of the Accounting Act (RT I 2002, 102, 600). 
2249 Strouhal, J. ed. (2011), p. 86. 
2250 IFRS Foundation (2017), p. 2.  
2251 Ibid. 
2252 IAS 32:28-29. 
2253 PwC (2017b), p. 10-2. 
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between UK GAAP and IFRS the standards are broadly consistent with each other regarding 
accounting of liabilities and equity.2254  

In Germany companies listed in an EU securities market shall follow IFRS. For non-listed 
companies there is an option to prepare the consolidated financials according to the German 
Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch, HGB)2255 or IFRS. Regarding the individual financial 
statements, the companies must prepare financial statements in accordance to the German 
Commercial Code.2256 According to the German GAAP basing on the German Commercial 
Code (HGB) the mezzanine instruments shall be split into debt and/or equity subject to 
specific criteria 2257 which differ from IFRS.  

Regulation (EC) No 1606/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 July 2002 
on the application of international accounting standards defines when listed companies in EU 
are required to follow IFRS standards when preparing their financial statements.2258 The 
regulation means that in EU countries Finland, Sweden, Estonia, UK and Germany companies 
having issued securities to be traded in the regulated market in European Economic Area have 
to prepare their consolidated accounts according to the IFRS rules. Even in cases where local 
GAAP is applied instead of IFRS rules the classification of financial instruments is in practice 
mostly done according to IAS/IFRS in Finland, Sweden, Estonia and UK.2259 However the 
above-mentioned German GAAP requirement to split of the mezzanine instruments into debt 
and/or equity is a deviation from IFRS. 

In general mezzanine instruments like capital loan and debentures are normally classified as 
liabilities in IFRS financials.2260  According to the IFRS rules however a compound instrument 
that contains both liability and equity components must be classified as financial assets, 
financial liabilities or equity instruments separately.2261 A convertible bond is an example of 
such a compound financing instrument.     

As the case example “Pekka IT Group” demonstrates accounting regulation varies between the 
countries.2262 The jurisdiction of the borrower has impact on the balance sheet structure as 
mezzanine instruments are not treated with respect to accounting identically in all countries. 
This brings additional complexity in the management of an international group. 

 
7.3.3 Differences of taxation 

 
Taxation practices have also country specific variations and they are not always dependent on 
the accounting decisions.2263 All of this leads to different conclusions in different countries 
among other things in relation to the terms of financing transactions, balance sheet structure 
and deductibility of interest costs. This means also that usage of mezzanine financing in 
international environment is subject to knowing the several rules and practices in commercial 

                                            
2254 KPMG (2015b), pp. 180-191. 
2255 German Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch) May 10, 1897. 
2256 IFRS Foundation (2016e), p. 5. 
2257 Brokamp, J. et al. (2011), p. 124. 
2258 According to the Article 4 main rule IFRS shall be applied to the consolidated financial statements of EU 
companies whose securities are traded on a regulated EU market. According to the Article 5 EU countries can 
decide to extend the use of IFRS to annual financial statements and non-listed companies, too. 
2259 For example, in Estonia the local GAAP is in compliance with the instrument classification rules of IAS.    
2260 IAS 32.11. 
2261 IAS 32.15 and IAS 32.28. See also about the different components Haaramo, V. (2012), pp. 129-130. 
2262 See above section 6.3 Case example: how mezzanine can be concretely used? 
2263 See Helminen, M. (2010), p. 170 according to which in general countries apply case by case -approach in 
taxation of the hybrid financing instruments. 
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law bringing along additional difficulties. As an exaqmple, when managing financing 
transactions of multinational company groups regulation of several countries must be known 
and applied which increases complexity and challenges further. 

Corporations in Finland are subject to unlimited tax liability. The taxation system in corporate 
taxation focuses on taxation of net profit. According to this the main rule is that all costs 
incurred in the pursuance of taxable income shall be deductible costs for the payer of the 
interest.2264 This includes also interest that is dependent on the profit of the company.2265 
There are however some exceptions to this rule. One of the most significant exception relates 
to deductibility of interest paid between related parties.2266 Although there are no actual thin 
capitalisation rules in Finland there are some restrictions on interest deductions. These 
limitations of deductibility will apply to interest paid between related parties.2267   

Sweden´s tax framework allows deduction of interest expenses for the borrower company.2268 
This generally means deductibility of interest costs for tax purposes regardless of the purpose 
of the cost. Like in Finland there are no separate thin capitalization restrictions for tax 
purposes. Interest costs relating to intra-group loans are however not deductible with some 
exemptions.2269 In case of mezzanine type instruments relevant from the interest deduction 
point of view is the debt/equity -status i.e. whether the instrument shall be classified as debt 
or equity from the taxation perspective. If mezzanine financing can be considered to be debt 
the compensation paid by the borrower to the lender can be deductible interest expenses. On 
the other hand, a company owner who has subscribed the profit-sharing loan by using the 
shareholder´s pre-emption priority is not entitled to deduct the profit-sharing part of the 
interest costs.2270  

The Estonian corporate taxation system deviates radically from the taxation system of the 
other observed countries. There is no corporate income tax on retained and reinvested profits. 
The Estonian corporates are subject to income tax only in respect of all distributed profits.2271 
This means that the retained earnings are not taxed until profit distributions are made and 
interest cost deduction is not applied. There are no thin capitalization rules in Estonia. There 
is however some regulation on transfer pricing.  In case the value of a transaction executed 
between related parties is different from the value of comparable transactions between non-
related parties, the difference is subject of income tax.2272  

The tax system in the USA is complex due to the federal and state level taxation authorities 
and regulations. Companies are largely allowed to deduct the ordinary business expenses in 
taxation.   This means that interest expenses of debt are generally deductible for the 
companies.2273 Regarding mezzanine financing the deductibility of interest is possible if the 
financing form can be considered to be debt. Thin capitalization rules may also be applied to 
prevent companies from borrowing in excess with a view to reduce their tax liability.2274 In 
such a case some limitations on interest deductions would also be applied. 

                                            
2264 Division I, Chapter 2, Section 7 of the Companies Income Tax Act (360/1968). 
2265 Division II, Chapter 2, Section 18:1, point 2 of the Companies Income Tax Act (360/1968). 
2266 Division II, Chapter 2, Section 18a of the Companies Income Tax Act (360/1968). 
2267 Division II, Chapter 2, Section 18a of the Companies Income Tax Act (360/1968). 
2268 Chapter 16, Section 1 of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). 
2269 Chapter 24, Section 10d of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). 
2270 Chapter 24, Section 6:1 of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). 
2271 Chapter 10, Sections 49-51 of the Income Tax Act (RT I 1999, 101, 903). Distributed profits include among 
other things distributed corporate profits, gifts, donations and representation expenses.  
2272 Chapter 14, Sections 7-8 and Chapter 50, Sections 4-8 of the Income Tax Act (RT I 1999, 101, 903) and 
Minister of Finance (2006). 
2273 26 U.S. Code § 163. The law includes also several exceptions of the main rule. 
2274 26 U.S. Code § 163 (j) and § 385. 
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Also in the UK the debt interest is generally deductible. For mezzanine financing this means 
that the interest is deductible if the financing form can be considered to be debt. The tax 
treatment of financing instruments in the UK is normally aligned with the accounting 
treatment of the instruments.2275 There are no actual thin capitalisation rules in the country 
but limitations of tax deductions for interest expense will in certain situations apply to interest 
paid between related parties.2276  

For German companies the debt interest is generally deductible with some restrictions.2277 The 
taxation of financing instruments in Germany follows generally the accounting principles of 
the instruments. This means that the classification of instruments as debt or equity is decisive 
for the tax treatment.2278 According to the transfer pricing rule the related party transactions 
must comply with the arm’s length principles.2279   

Based on the above described some conclusions on differences in taxation rules can be drawn 
in relation to  

• deductibility of the interest costs paid for mezzanine finance and  

• thin capitalisation rules/limitations of deductibility. 

In Finland, Sweden, USA, UK and Germany the main rule is that business related interest 
expenses are deductible for the payer of the interest. In case of mezzanine instruments the 
deductibility of interest is possible if the financing form can be considered to be debt. Also, 
interest that is dependent on the profit of the company can be deductible. However, in Sweden 
a profit-sharing loan from a shareholder who has subscribed the loan by using the 
shareholder´s pre-emption priority does not create interest deduction right for the profit-
sharing part of the interest.2280  

There are no separate thin capitalization rules in Finland, Sweden, Estonia and UK. However, 
limitations of deductibility are applied to interest paid between related parties both in Finland, 
Sweden and UK. In the USA thin capitalization rules may be applied to prevent companies 
from borrowing excessively with a view to reduce their tax liability. In Germany there are also 
some restrictions of interest deductibility. The major one of which is the interest deduction 
ceiling (Zinsschranke). According to this rule the net interest expense deduction is possible up 
to 30% of borrower´s EBITDA.2281 . 

In Estonia corporates are subject to income tax only in respect of all distributed profits. This 
means that the retained earnings are not taxed until profit distributions are made and interest 
cost deduction is not applied. 

In the case example “Pekka IT Group” was illustrated that taxation regulations of individual 
countries do vary.2282 Particularly when the legislation of several jurisdictions has to be taken 
into consideration tax planning can be complex. Careful planning and implementation is 
needed to achieve tax-efficient end results. This may mean that mezzanine transaction making 
sense in one country is not rational in another country for example from the perspective of the 

                                            
2275 James, M. (2009), p. 17. 
2276 HM Revenue & Customs (2016d). 
2277 A major exception from the main rule is the interest deduction ceiling (Zinsschranke) regulation. See for 
more details above section 3.6.3.4.2 Germany.  
2278 Bärsch, S.-E. (2012), p. 148. 
2279 Section 1 of the Foreign Transactions Tax Act (Aussensteuergesetz). 
2280 Chapter 24, Section 6:1 of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). See also Tivéus, U. (2010), p. 93.  
2281 There are several more detailed rules complementing the Zinsschranke-regulation. See for more details 
above section 3.6.3.4.2 Germany. 
2282 See above section 6.3 Case example: how mezzanine can be concretely used? 
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deductiblity of interest costs. Managing of a multinational group brings challenges that cannot 
be solved only by acting according to the regulation applicable for the parent company. 
Regulation applicable for the subsidiaries has be identified, too. This increases complexity.  

 
7.3.4 Relevance of freedom of contract, principle of loyalty and pacta sunt 
servanda 

 
Regardless whether the capital input received by the company is at the end of the day 
considered to be equity, debt or having elements of both categories, the transaction conditions 
can be prepared so that the agreed terms remain valid and binding towards the parties. If the 
parties of the mezzanine transaction (lender and the borrower) want to agree on subordination 
of a mezzanine loan they can do so within the freedom of contract.2283 Irrespective of the 
accounting and taxation classification of the mezzanine loan the subordination remains 
legitimate if parties so want. The accounting and taxation regulations do not have direct 
impact on the validity of the repayment priority. Another issue is however that in practice the 
parties must consider the rationality of the subordination transaction taking into 
consideration all relevant points. If subordination led to losing right to deduct interest costs 
of the loan this consequence would be one element in the holistic assessment of the rationality 
of the planned transaction. 

In the last decades the concept of freedom of contract has evolved towards the 
constitutionalization of the contract law. This has become visible through the increased 
influence of constitutional human and fundamental rights in the private law.2284 The 
substantive understanding of this freedom offsets constraints that may make contract parties 
de facto unequal.2285 In some situations the contract parties - although formally equal - are 
factually not in a similar negotiation position when contracting. The differences may be caused 
by several different factors like lack of relevant information or one party having less financial 
resources.     

In contract law the principle of freedom of contract is one of the main principles. The relevance 
of constitutionalization and social fairness has however also been increasingly identified. This 
has led to protection of the weaker party in order to apply contract law fairly.2286 
Interpretations on how the contracting freedom shall be applied varies between countries. In 
commercial transactions, where consumers are not contract parties, the freedom of contract 
is nevertheless wide. This gives possibility for the contract parties to agree the transaction 
terms quite freely. 

The relevance of freedom of contract is discussed also in the case example “Pekka IT 
Group”.2287 In all countries observed in the case example the conversion agreement leading to 
subordination of the shareholder loan is valid regardless of how the shareholder loan is 
classified in accounting or taxation. Irrespective whether the subordinated shareholder loan 
is considered to be equity or debt in accounting and/or taxation, the conditions can be 
prepared so that the subordination term remains valid and binding towards the parties. 
Consequently, if the ultimate goal of the parent company is to achieve subordination binding 
both the lender and the borrower, the accounting and taxation classifications do not have 
direct impact on that. In reality the management deciding on the recapitalisation details will 
nevertheless assess the rationality of the subordination taking into consideration all relevant 
points. This means among other things that if subordination of the shareholder loan led to 
                                            
2283 See above section 3.4.4 Freedom of contract. 
2284 Micklitz, H.-W. ed. (2014), p. 1. 
2285 Colombi Ciacchi, A. (2012), p. 68. 
2286 Cherednychenko, O. (2007), p. 11. 
2287 See above section 6.3 Case example: how mezzanine can be concretely used? 
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losing right to deduct interest costs of the loan, the subordination might not be financially 
reasonable.   

Principle of loyalty does not enjoy similar kind of status as freedom of contract in the countries 
in scope of this research. However, in Finland and Sweden the principle of loyalty and in 
Estonia and Germany its equivalence - the principle of good faith - are widely accepted in 
contractual relations.2288 In the UK and USA there is not exactly the same legal terminology 
used as in European civil law countries but the concept of fairness is identified in these 
countries, too. In common law area the discussion on fairness has traditionally been more 
related to the fairness is process but lately increasingly also on the actual content of the 
contract i.e. on substantive fairness.2289 The principle of loyalty and fairness can be understood 
to extend over the non-covered areas of the contract, take into consideration the surrounding 
environment and thus make contracting more flexible.2290   

The principle of loyalty and good faith sets expectation that contract parties have to respect 
and honour each other´s contractual interests. This obligation covers different stages of 
contracting including negotiations, closing and execution. In continental European countries 
the principle of loyalty and good faith is a general principle of the law of obligations and in 
common law countries - although not necessarily in a form of general principle - good faith 
enjoys protection, too.2291 

Pacta sunt servanda -principle means that contract parties shall honour their obligations and 
fulfill their contractual commitments.2292 This contractual principle is widely recognized both 
in EU and USA. It is also identified by UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial 
Contracts.2293 The functionality of an organised society is subject to contracting freedom and 
binding agreements and even a prerequisite of efficient market economy. If agreements were 
not kept who would engage themselves in transactions generating costs and including thus 
also risk of final loss? 

For parties of a mezzanine financing transaction principles of freedom of contract and pacta 
sunt servanda are central as these transactions are normally long term and the contract parties 
need to be able to rely on each other and the given promises and commitments. However, 
especially as these agreements are long term assumptions of a party at the moment of 
contracting may prove to be later incorrect due to various reasons. If the fulfilment of contract 
obligations is not considered any more fair and reasonable taking into consideration the 
circumstances as a whole, the execution could be restricted for example due to collision with 
the principles of loyalty and fair dealing.2294 This kind of restriction would de facto mean 
modification of the pacta sunt servanda principle.  

                                            
2288 See above section 3.4.5 Principle of loyalty. 
2289 Hook, M. (2016), p. 203. 
2290 Sund-Norrgård, P. et al. (2015), p. 204 writes that “The principle of loyalty can be seen as the legal basis for 
legal protection based on legitimate expectations that arise from outside the contract. The principle of loyalty 
thereby fulfils the “empty space” around the contract and makes contracting more flexible. And also in the 
interpretation of a contract, relevance can be given to such expectations, which are based on the reality 
surrounding the contract. Through such an interpretation, which is connected to the principle of loyalty, it is 
possible to achieve more flexibility.” 
2291 Mäntysaari, P. (2010b), pp. 131-132, Kull, I. (2004), p. 37, Stone, R. and Devenney, J. (2017), p. 26 and 
Summers, R.S. (2000), p. 299-300. Additionally, to be noted that the UNIDROIT Principles of International 
Commercial Contracts contain elements of principle of loyalty, too. See for more details UNIDROIT (2016), p. 
18. 
2292 See above section 3.4.6 Pacta sunt servanda. 
2293 UNIDROIT (2016), p. 9. 
2294 Consequently, the principles of freedom of the contract and pacta sunt servanda are not absolute and they 
are limited by several rules out of which the principles of loyalty and fair dealing are only a part. See for 
example Mäntysaari, P. (2010b), pp. 75-186. 
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What is the relevance of principles of freedom of contract, loyalty and pacta sunt servanda in 
individual contract relations depends on the factual conditions of the transaction in question.  
The contract parties have to anyhow recognise and understand these concepts. This would be 
important especially if contract parties at some point disagreed how to interpret the wording 
of their agreement.    

  
7.3.5 Differences of local market sizes 

 
Efficient financial markets generate benefits to the economy and facilitate economic welfare. 
This increases also financial stability. For market to be effective the market participants need 
to be able to operate effectively including efficient management of their funding and risks. 
Those companies that are looking for external financing need to plan and budget their funding 
needs before turning to potential financiers. To find right financier is not always easy and it is 
normally more difficult the smaller the local finance market and the lower the number of 
potential financiers.   

One additional major outcome of the research is that there are significant differences in 
mezzanine markets between the observed countries. This is due to variations in amounts of 
venture capital actors, venture capital investments, banks and bank loans. This influences 
among other things to the availability of the mezzanine financing in general.  

The observed countries Finland, Sweden, Estonia, USA, UK and Germany can be put in order 
of size by using amount of  

• venture capital actors 

• venture capital investments 

• banks and  

• bank loans 

as parameters. Based on that the ranking from smallest to biggest country is as follows: 
Estonia, Finland, Sweden, Germany, UK and USA.2295  

Normally the bigger the market the greater the possibility for a company to get financing due 
to more actors - including investors and lenders - in the market. This concerns not only 
receiving venture capital financing and bank financing but also other external financing. It is 
fair to assume that company looking after new mezzanine financing would have bigger 
possibilities to get it in the USA than in Estonia. 

 
7.3.6 Comparative conclusions on debt subordination  

 
Financial liabilities can be subordinated contractually. This means that the debtor agrees with 
the creditor that certain liability has lower repayment ranking than the other liabilities. Due 
to this contractual condition it is agreed that the subordinated liability shall be repaid in the 
event of liquidation or bankruptcy only after all higher ranked obligations towards the 

                                            
2295 See for more details above section 6.1 Regulation and size of market and below Appendix 5. 
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creditors have been fulfilled. According to this the senior debts are then repaid prior to lower-
ranking subordinated debt.  

A crucial difference has traditionally existed between the USA and Europe how subordination 
is achieved. Due to freedom of contract it has in practice been possible to agree on 
subordination in both continents but the enforceability of such agreements in the debtor´s 
bankruptcy has been uncertain in some situations. In the USA enforceable subordination is 
possible to achieve through contracts2296 while in Europe the enforceability of contractual 
subordination has been at least in some situations unclear.2297 

The legal uncertainty in Europe has led the financiers to favour in certain situations structural 
subordination, where debts are owed by separate companies in the same group like for 
example by the holding company and the operative subsidiary. When lender A has provided 
financing to the operating subsidiary company running the actual business and lender B has 
provided financing to the holding company, the receivable of lender B is in a structurally 
subordinated position in relation to the receivable of lender A. This is the case regardless 
whether the loan granted by lender B is by definition senior loan in relation to the borrower 
itself. For the lender B a significant downside in this kind of structure is that borrower´s 
repayment ability depends fully on the operative subsidiary´s capacity to distribute dividends. 
Another challenge is that in practice the receivable of lender B is in this set up always junior 
to all payment liabilities of the subsidiary including trade debts.   

For example in acquisition financing in the USA it is more common that financing is granted 
to one entity and subordination is agreed in an intercreditor agreement by several 
financiers.2298 In European acquisition financing transactions the subordination is achieved 
more often through structural subordination.2299 This latter alternative means in practice that 
the financier of the holding company - being the junior financier due to structural 
subordination - relies on the cash-flow generated by the shares of the operating subsidiaries. 
This cash-flow is in practice dividend distribution. The financier of the operative subsidiary - 
being the senior financier due to structural subordination - can count on the cash flow 
generated from the actual operations of the acquisition target.  

Although it is not uncommon in European acquisition transactions for the lenders to take the 
shares of the borrower as security, the lenders also target to take the borrower´s assets as part 
of security package. This is done to avoid structural subordination and to avoid third party 
creditors to get access to those assets. The legal limitations for getting the subsidiary shares as 
collateral may however set some restrictions for this. Due to the financial assistance rules2300 
it is important to assess in each transaction individually what kind of collateral package is 
possible to get. This assessment requires among other things legal expertise.  

                                            
2296 In the USA the treatment of subordination agreements in bankruptcy is governed by a specific statute since 
1979. According to the United States Bankruptcy Code (11 U.S. Code, Chapter 5, § 510 (a)) “A subordination 
agreement is enforceable in a case under this title to the same extent that such agreement is enforceable under 
applicable nonbankruptcy law.”  
2297 For example in the UK only the Chancery Division of the High Court decision in Re Maxwell 
Communications plc (No. 2), [1994] 1 All ER 737 brought clarity to the enforceability of subordination in 
bankruptcy. About the case see also Finch, V. and Milman, D. (2017), p. 530. As another example about the 
unclear status of subordination agreements in bankruptcy in Europe see Vutt, A. (2008), p. 93 according to 
which the status of subordination agreements in Estonia ”…is indeterminate in bankruptcy proceedings…”  
2298 Seretakis, A. (2013), p. 637. About intercreditor agreements in general see above section 3.3.3 Intercreditor 
agreements. 
2299 Ibid. About the reasons why structural subordination is used see Lautjärvi, K. (2015), pp. 202-203. 
2300 Financial assistance refers to the assistance given by a company for the purchase of its own shares or the 
shares of its holding companies. For example, according to Chapter 13, Section 10:1 of the Finnish Limited 
Liability Companies Act (624/2006) the company is not allowed provide loans, assets or security for a third 
party having the purpose to acquire shares in the company or shares in its parent company. 
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When contractual or structural subordination is needed, provisions concerning ranking of 
loans, rights towards the collaterals and distribution of payments to different financiers are 
included in the inter-creditor agreement. Such an intercreditor agreement shall be signed by 
borrower, financiers and providers of security. The security arrangement shall be legally 
effective and enforceable in all relevant jurisdictions. This means also that the underlying asset 
shall be transferable.  

 
7.3.7 Comparative conclusions on covenants 

 
Covenants are important part of corporate finance. They are needed to respond to material 
negative developments in financial performance or collateral value especially in financing 
transactions where the collateral coverage is not comprehensive. The covenants are in practice 
borrower´s commitments towards a lender. By promising to do separately agreed items like 
to provide regular financial information to lenders, not to provide collateral in favour of third 
party or to keep cash flow above certain threshold are basic conditions in corporate finance. 
As well, the loan agreements contain often undertakings restricting such borrower´s acts that 
are not part of the commonly agreed business plan. Among other things the borrower is not 
normally permitted to merge, make significant acquisitions or change business strategy. 

Covenants can be divided in different subclasses depending on their type. According to 
traditional division there are 

• positive/affirmative covenants 

• negative/restrictive covenants and 

• financial covenants.2301 

Positive/affirmative covenants relate often to obligation to carry out certain activities during 
the financing period. Such activities can include commitment to pay interest, principal and 
taxes on timely basis, have relevant business insurance, maintain accounting records in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, provide relevant financial 
information to creditors in timely manner etc.  Positive/affirmative covenants are in practice 
list of things that the borrower must do. 

Negative/restrictive covenants limit and restrict borrower´s activities.  These limitations and 
restrictions may apply to additional loan taking, security arrangements, capital expenditure, 
investments, dividend payments, sales of assets etc. Negative/restrictive covenants are in 
practice list of things that the borrower must not do during the financing period. To deviate 
from these limitations and restrictions is not possible without the lender´s consent. 

Additionally, there are often financial covenants that a borrower must comply. Typical 
examples of financial covenants are 

• Debt coverage cap: maximum level of net debt to EBITDA 

• Interest coverage cap: maximum level of net interest costs to EBITDA 

                                            
2301 Nijs, L. (2014), p. 313. 
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• Cash flow coverage cap: maximum level of payable interest costs and amortisations to 
free cash flow 

• Capex cap: annual limit on permitted capital expenditure that must not be exceeded. 

The purpose of the financial covenants is to help to identify the negative development of the 
borrower as soon as possible and function thus as an early warning signal. To pay close 
attention to a borrower´s indebtedness and cash flow is important. It is important to highlight 
that equity linked financial covenants are not considered very relevant early warning signals 
because normally borrower´s underperformance leads to the breach of such covenants only 
after significant delay. 

The trend in the Nordic and European corporate finance market has lately been that the deal 
structures have become more borrower-friendly including less comprehensive covenant 
packages.2302 The U.S. deal patterns have gradually taken more space and increasingly 
substituted the traditional European transaction structures.2303 Low interest rates have led the 
financiers to compete for yield even more and the market practices of the USA have gained 
more foothold in Europe through the globally operating operating financiers.2304   

Part of adopting the U.S. market practice in corporate finance means adopting also covenant-
lite structures. The covenant-lite loans have no maintenance financial covenants.2305 Such loan 
packages include typically incurrence financial covenants which will become in force only 
when a separately agreed trigger event - like increase of leverage, sale of assets or merger - 
takes place.2306 This kind of incurrence financial covenant known as a “springing” covenant 
can also be linked to revolving credit facility.2307 

It is anticipated that the current convergence trend between the European and U.S. lending 
market will continue.2308  This means also the European and U.S. loan products - which have 
been earlier identified as separate asset classes - are becoming more and more similar which 
will also be reflected by narrower pricing spreads between these two markets areas.2309   

 
7.4   How mezzanine could be used in bank lending going forward in order to 
support functioning capital markets? 

 
Mezzanine is not a financing form widely used by banks so far but mezzanine has potential to 
become more popular bank lending form. In this research a step has been taken in the 
direction of defining how mezzanine instruments could be used by banks. These hybrid 
instruments could be used especially in situations where customer does not have collateral to 
offer and bank would be prepared to grant financing even with traditional debt instruments. 
                                            
2302 ECB (2017), p. 2. 
2303 The overall trend of European corporate finance deal terms being influenced by the U.S. market practices 
has been identified by several legal practitioners. See for more details among other things Latham & Watkins 
(2018), Chambers & Partners (2018) and Ashurst (2018). 
2304 Latham & Watkins (2015). 
2305 Winick, D. and Young, A. (2015), p. 622. 
2306 Becker, B. and Ivashina, V. (2016), p. 1. 
2307 According to Latham & Watkins (2018) “The covenant benefitting the revolving lenders typically is a 
“springing” covenant, i.e., tested when the revolver is drawn and such usage exceeds a certain percentage of 
the revolving credit commitments, often 25-35%, with the applicable levels set with significant EBITDA 
“cushion” or “headroom” of around 30% or more and no or very few step downs. Associated provisions 
customary in US covenant-lite structures are also now being adopted in Europe and in some cases are being 
made even less restrictive in Europe.” 
2308 Ashurst (2018). 
2309 Ibid. 
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However, mezzanine cannot be a tool which would allow banks to step to transactions or 
projects which would be riskier than those transactions or projects which are financed by 
banks today with traditional senior debt loan instruments. Mezzanine is rather a tool which 
would provide to banks additional alternatives to price more accurately the risks they would 
take anyhow. This tool would thus give additional possibilities for a bank to price the lending 
to reflect better the actual risk of the financing transactions. 

The conclusions made on mezzanine as bank product are on theoretical level and practical 
applications of the conclusions drawn would deserve further research. Before giving concrete 
recommendations on future research objects it is good to remind for the inspiration what the 
current environment of the banking industry is like.   

The overall landscape of the financial service industry has changed during the last years and 
will change rapidly also in the coming years. Disruptive technologies including among other 
things artificial intelligence and fintech solutions are among the factors influencing to that 
change.2310 The possibility for the machines to replace human input in decision-making and 
customer recognition provides massive efficiency improvement potential. Also, companies 
outside the traditional financial service industry providing innovative technological solutions 
are increasing competition in a way not seen before. This also influences to the customer 
expectations related to products, distribution channels, online services etc. Customers today 
have different needs than customers of yesterday. In addition to that customers tomorrow 
have also different needs and expectations towards the banks than customers today. For the 
traditional banks this means they must be able to identify new threats and opportunities, 
understand the influence of the new trends and technologies for banks´ business and have 
strategies for the new environment.2311 It means also that for the established players in the 
industry the new time also known as digital age is not necessarily a threat but also an 
opportunity to improve their business operations.2312  

Another trend that can be identified in the banking sector is the increasing regulatory 
pressure. To structure a business model which be approved by relevant stakeholders - owners, 
investors, customers and supervisors - is challenging. The scanning and identification of the 
regulation, planning the process to act according to it and the actual implementation work is 
task requiring significant resources and tremendous managerial input. It is also a continuous 
process as regulatory pressure is not likely to decrease in the foreseen future.  

Financial system performs the role of channelling funds from savers to borrowers. In indirect 
finance a financial intermediary has the role of channelling funds.2313 This is the core business 
of banks and they play a critical role in the total network of financial system. When granting 
credits banks are acting as financial intermediates. The role of bank loans is significant in 
company finance. For example, in European Union bank financing is the major financing 
source for SMEs.2314 There are however also other significant financing sources for the 
companies like capital markets. In the USA securities are even the major sources of financing 
for large companies.2315  

                                            
2310 Bean, R. (2017). 
2311 PwC (2016b) 
2312 Atherton, M. (2016). See also EBF (2016b), p. 1 according to which “Banks can play a decisive role in the 
development of the European digital single market. On the one hand, banks are the main source of finance to 
the European economy that is undergoing a process of capital-intensive digitalisation. On the other hand, banks 
- guided by customer demand - are heavily investing in technology and partnering with technology start-ups to 
improve customer offerings and to transform their business models.”  
2313 Admati, A. and Hellwig, M. (2013), p. 50 and Krugman, P. (2015). 
2314 OECD (2015b), p. 32 and ECB (2016b), p. 9. 
2315 IMF (2014), p. 29. 
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The biggest banks provide broad selection of different services in Finland and in other 
countries observed in this thesis. Part of the service portfolio consists of different financing 
products. For corporate customers the offering of on-balance sheet lending products contains 
in practice secured or unsecured senior ranked lending instruments. Whether the actual 
financing will then take place depends on customer´s repayment ability i.e. is the forecasted 
cash flow sufficient to cover the required payments. When assessing the repayment ability 
company´s profitability, solvency and future forecasts are relevant elements.  

Even though company´s cash flow must always be enough for repayment also collaterals have 
relevance. Collaterals are the alternative way out for loan repayment. They reduce the overall 
credit risk, may lower the capital requirement of the bank and therefore and thus also lower 
the pricing of the loan.2316 In order the lender to have the second way out through collateral 
the pledge transaction must be legally enforceable and pledged assets must be liquid enough 
to ensure realisation if really needed. 

The low interest level during the last years has brought major challenges to banks´ lending 
activities as the low overall interest rates have also decreased the interest margins. Specifically, 
in corporate financing this means extremely careful evaluation of each new transaction. It is 
not important only to assess that the credit risk involved is acceptable but also to evaluate that 
the pricing of the lending transaction is right.  The low interest levels have lead the banks to 
look for more profitable business opportunities.2317 Such opportunities may have been found 
among other things by focusing on services consuming less capital and lending activities which 
generate more profits. Example of the services consuming less capital are investment banking 
type advisory service (market analysis, valuation, legal advice, transaction structure advise 
etc.). Example of the lending activities generating more profits is financing of leveraged buyout 
(LBO) -type acquisition.2318   

The regulatory pressure towards the banks has been immense in the recent years. Among the 
most central regulation is the Basel capital regulation which targets to ensure that banks hold 
amount of capital consistent with their risk exposure.2319 These demands around capital 
adequacy and liquidity reserves including banks´ profitability pressures make it more 
challenging to finance corporate customers. This has led some banks to even partially 
withdraw from some areas of corporate lending activities.2320 Such development leaves more 
room for stronger banks to operate in corporate lending. This kind of environment also creates 
new possibilities for innovative and out-of-box solutions in which mezzanine products could 
have a role that is bigger than earlier.  

Up to now banks have only to limited extent provided mezzanine financing. The tailor-made 
mezzanine products provided by banks are meant for limited customer base and total 
financing volumes are also so far limited. The mezzanine/hybrid type of financing does not 
normally belong to low-risk bank´s product portfolio. There is however knowledge of these 
products among the professionals in the financial sector. 

When providing financing banks operate traditionally only as lenders with senior ranked 
financing products. Banks have also created their operating models according to that. If 
starting more active use of mezzanine finance for growing and healthy corporate customers 

                                            
2316 In the bank´s capital calculation certain types of collaterals can be accepted as credit risk mitigation. See 
above footnote 2113. 
2317 Borio, C. and Gambacorta, L. (2017), p. 3. 
2318 In most leveraged buyout transactions significant amount of debt is used to complete the acquisitions. Due 
to higher financing risk compared to traditional corporate financing lenders demand higher interest margins. 
Additionally, the complexity of the leveraged buyout transactions requires advisory services and tailor-made 
financing packages generating also extra fees for the banks involved. See above also footnote 1831. 
2319 See more about Basel regulation below in section 5.4 Impact of Basel III. 
2320 See Bridges, J. et al. (2015) and Drezner, D.W. (2014), p. 98. 
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their operating models should be adjusted. Customers receiving mezzanine financing - which 
is by its nature riskier than senior ranked lending assuming collateral - require more hands-
on monitoring and control. If mezzanine lending by banks became more active banks should 
adjust operating models and organisations of their customer service units accordingly. Among 
other things more frequent meetings with customers, more active information sharing and 
more comprehensive covenant packages would be needed to properly manage the risks 
involved.  

The mezzanine instruments are used already now in the risk management of the distressed 
corporate customers. Senior ranked loans are sometimes converted into subordinated loans 
to support the borrower´s balance sheet. As well a profit-sharing element can be used to give 
bank an option for upside. The logic here is that if at some point later the borrower´s financial 
situation improves the tailor-made upside clause will bring compensation for the bank for the 
risk taken. 

One of the conclusions of this thesis is that mezzanine instruments could well be used as 
banking financing products in certain situations for healthy corporate customers. Banks 
product portfolio could well include both subordinated mezzanine loans and non-
subordinated, senior mezzanine loans.  

Subordinated financing offers similar kind of financing cushion against losses and against 
threat of liquidation as equity. Pricing of subordinated loan is higher than pricing of senior 
loan due to the lower repayment priority. The additional financing cushion between equity 
and senior financing justifies the higher price. If bank was in any case in a role of risk financier 
(i.e. customer has no collateral to offer), the subordinated financing would not increase bank´s 
risk. If all assets of the borrower company are already pledged or if bank is the only creditor 
the seniority does not have any influence on the actual risk position of the bank. In such 
situations it would make sense for the lender to be involved in restructuring bringing the 
benefit of getting the higher interest income of the subordinated loan. 

To grant financing in the form of non-subordinated senior debt as could also be option for a 
bank. Regardless whether there is security available or not it would be in the lender´s interest 
to agree on interest clause including upside possibility. This upside could be agreed in several 
ways. It could be done by linking the interest payment obligation to customer´s profitability 
(profit-sharing loan) or value appreciation of specific assets (value-appreciation loan). It 
would be in lender´s interest to agree on interest rate clause including both the profit/value-
linked component and fixed component. The component linked to profit/value change should 
thus be part of the total interest paid and should be paid on top of the fixed interest payment. 
This structure would ensure for the bank as the lender interest income also in case of borrower 
is facing a period of lower profitability not triggering the profit/value-linked interest payment 
obligation.      

Banks lend often without fully secured loans. Bank´s return on money lent on traditional debt 
financing instrument is very often on the same level as on secured bank loan. The price 
differentiation is not always reflecting the actual financing risk. Lending without fully secured 
loans should be priced higher than lending with fully secured loans. The bank´s return should 
conform better with the risks involved. Mezzanine instruments could be one additional way to 
help banks to price their lending so that pricing would better reflect the financing risk 
involved.      

Companies have - at least in theory - possibility to get both internal and external financing. 
For most companies the theoretical external financing sources are banks, venture capital 
firms, business angels and capital markets. As amount of business angels is limited and 
sourcing financing from capital markets is expensive, time consuming and costly the more 
realistic alternatives are often banks and venture capital funds.  
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When comparing venture capital and bank financing there are four significant differences: 
Firstly, bank does not seek ownership in the target companies unlike venture capital 
companies. Secondly bank acts only as a lender and does not seek to participate in the 
ownership or management of the borrower unlike venture capital company. Thirdly the rate 
of return requirement of the bank is substantially lower than that of the venture capital fund. 
Fourthly bank strives to maintain long lasting customer relations while venture capitalists 
supposed to exit normally within five years. 

Additionally, banks provide today in practice only senior ranked financing for new customers. 
Subordinated bank financing is extremely rare and direct equity investments are not a bank 
financing option. However, venture capitalists do also provide subordinated financing and 
direct equity investments. Both financing forms - subordinated financing and equity input - 
offer the same protection against loss for the financial period and against threat of liquidation. 
If both financing sources - venture capital and bank financing - are available and the company 
does not want or need the management support provided by venture capitalist, loan from the 
bank is normally more attractive financing alternative.  

If no shortage of equity is identified subordinated loan is not necessarily needed. In such a 
situation - subject to lack of security - profit-sharing loan and value-appreciation loan could 
be realistic alternatives. With these special interest clause loan types pricing could be agreed 
on higher level than pricing of traditional senior debt. If customer has no collateral to offer 
and if bank was in any case in a role of risk financier the use of unsecured loan with special 
interest payment clauses would not increase bank´s risk either.  

Based on the above-mentioned mezzanine instruments could be used more as bank lending 
instruments and support aim to price financing risk more correctly. Mezzanine could be used 
as bank financing instrument especially in situations  

• where there is lack of security and 

• when bank in any case would be prepared to finance even with traditional debt 
instruments. 

Banks shall be primarily senior loan lenders but mezzanine finance should be one tool in the 
toolbox of many bank financing instruments. Mezzanine should be seen thus supplementary 
financing form. This tailor-made financing form suits primarily for companies that are 
healthy, profitable companies with good growth prospects. The operative management must 
also have proven capabilities to perform. The cash flow must be predictable which makes 
companies in non-cyclical industries more favourable financing objects. The borrower 
companies must have strong market position and positive outlook. 

Mezzanine is a financing form that could be used in situations for which the traditional lending 
does not fit in best possible way. As financing arrangements requiring tailor-made structuring 
mezzanine transactions are costlier than financing with standard terms. Documentation is 
more complex, extensive and requires also special legal and financial expertise. To be 
profitable for the lenders and thus also available for the borrowers the single mezzanine 
transactions need to be sizeable. Due to this the smallest SME companies are normally not the 
primary targets for a mezzanine lender.   

 
7.5   Future research objects 

 
To manage the regulatory pressures, technological development, increasing competition and 
changing customer needs banks need to reconsider their strategies and operating models. This 
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influences also on how bank manages its risks.2321 All of this raises also interesting ideas on 
what could be future research topics in mezzanine financing provided by the banks in the 
heavily regulated digital age.  

Taking into consideration what has been described above I recommend following future 
research objects related to the topic of mezzanine financing: 

 
7.5.1 Mezzanine bank´s organisation and operating model 

 
Banks have a role of channelling funds from savers to those wanting to spend i.e. to the 
borrowers. This role will remain even though new Basel regulation pushes banks to adjust 
their business models and dedicate increased share of their profits to the increase of the 
regulatory capital. Such financiers that are not subject to Basel regulation like hedge funds and 
private equity firms will benefit for the tighter capital requirements of banks. 

Bank lending is traditionally done by granting senior debt and with assumption of getting 
security from the borrower to back up the repayment. The risk of senior term lending with 
security is lower and the operating model of the lending organisation is structured according 
to that. As additionally credits are spread on very wide customer base - in case of biggest banks 
the amount of corporate customer can be calculated in hundreds of thousands - loss risk 
related to an individual case is normally not very significant from the whole organisation´s 
perspective. Besides traditional banking organisation is structured for this kind of operating 
model. This means that active control activities over individual credit customers are normally 
not taking place on daily or even weekly basis. If usage of higher risk mezzanine lending 
products becomes everyday business for the traditional low risk bank it requires adjustment 
of operating model.  

Besides, banks are facing increasing competition on multiple fronts. Other traditional banks 
are competing harder and non-banks including nonbanking financial technology companies 
called fintechs introduce new user-friendly and value-adding products. This change influences 
also to the business models of many corporate customers. All of this puts pressure on revenue 
streams of traditional banking and forces to look for new revenue streams. 

Referring to what is mentioned above it could be researched what is a suitable organisational 
structure and general operating model in the bank supporting the efficient use of mezzanine 
financing products. Such a research could include business strategy, methods of reviewing the 
potential borrowers, identifying the investment targets, decision-making procedures, 
organising the monitoring routines, sufficient incentive systems for the customer responsible 
managers etc. 

 
7.5.2 Mezzanine bank´s credit strategy 

 
The banking industry has witnessed several macroeconomic and regulatory changes during 
the last years. Each bank involved in corporate lending must find its own balance between 
lending and non-lending activities. When granting credits, the organisation shall have among 
other things the necessary organisational competence to identify potential customers, to 
assess which ones are the right targets to be financed and to structure the suitable financing 
package. Prioritised customers shall have strong enough cash flow to repay the loan and the 
transactions shall generate revenues achieving business goals of the bank. Banks need to 
consider what is their prioritised lending customer base and which segments are acceptable 
                                            
2321 See Bahillo, J. A. et al. (2016). 
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and which are not from risk-to-return perspective. Taking into consideration that bank lenders 
tend to normally be more conservative than equity investors the bank´s plan to radically 
increase mezzanine lending requires also adjustment of its business strategy.  

The role of technological development needs to be taken into consideration as well. It 
influences also credit granting. The digital transformation gives possibilities to improved 
credit processes and customer experiences. This includes potential for cost saving and income 
growth for the bank.  

Referring to lending activities it could be researched what are the elements of concrete 
mezzanine credit strategy for a bank wanting to provide mezzanine financing. Such a research 
could include defining of target customers, product portfolio, portfolio size, risk/return -
profile wanted, portfolio-management processes etc. 

 
7.5.3 Mezzanine financing terms 

 
In corporate lending the credit documentation can be very complicated. Although loan 
agreement comprises often also some standard provisions there is also regularly need to 
customise some part of the documents. The more there is need to take into consideration 
individual features of the lending relationship the more there is need to customise the terms. 
This may also bring additional challenges in the negotiations over the transaction in question. 
In theory all the loan terms can be negotiated but in real life the bargaining power of the 
contract parties may differ.  

It is essential that both the lender and the borrower understand credit terms of mezzanine 
arrangement. Both parties need to understand what is the instrument type used, is financing 
subordinated or not, how is accounting done, what are the tax implications of the transaction, 
what is the maturity, what is the interest, what are the payment dates, what are the covenants, 
is the loan transferable to another lender etc. 

Referring to the above-mentioned it could be researched what international comparison of 
financing terms of mezzanine transactions in separately chosen countries tells us. Such a 
research could include loan document types in general but also specific focus areas including 
maturity, pricing, leverage, covenants, collateral, loan documentation, applicable law, 
reporting etc.   

 
7.5.4 Banking regulation influencing to mezzanine lending 

  
Banks are challenged by continuously increasing regulation. Both national and international 
regulatory pressure is growing which requires firm steps from the banks to manage the 
supervisory demands besides running the normal banking business. As different rules are also 
applied in different jurisdictions - and the fragmentation of supervisory regulation between 
different countries is rather increasing than decreasing - complexity of compliance 
management becomes more and more evident. Due to the increase of capital allocation 
stemming from the Basel regulation the funding of financial institutions becomes also more 
expensive. According to Nijs the higher level capital requirements have led banks to retract 
from the senior debt which opens new market for equity and mezzanine capital.2322   

                                            
2322 Nijs, L. (2014), p. 353. 
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Banking has developed over the years and it is no doubt one of the most regulated industries 
globally. It is also self-evident that the new regulation reforms the financial sector further. The 
impact of regulation depends also on how rules are applied, monitored and controlled. It is 
also relevant how banks are supervised. As banking regulation and supervisory authorities are 
not the same in all countries, the regulation impact is not either the same in all countries.  

Referring to the above-mentioned research focus could be in comparison of the banking 
regulation of separately chosen countries. It could be researched what is the influence of the 
regulation for usage of mezzanine financing as bank financing product. Attention could be 
given to banking legislation and supervisory regulation covering also capital and liquidity 
requirements.  

 
7.5.5 Digitalisation influencing to mezzanine lending  

 
Digitalization influences in banking in several ways. Exponential technology development 
transforms the whole banking industry radically. Among other things new products and 
service forms are created as nonbanking financial technology companies are more and more 
entering banking services. The fintech companies are providing already today loans, payment 
services and foreign exchange services and both competing and cooperating with traditional 
banks. The technological opportunities change the competition environment in a dramatic 
way and influence even to organizational structures and impact on the drivers of business 
growth. Increasing number of customers are demanding more and more banking services 
online or with a mobile device which has altered the traditional service models. 

As customer demands are shifting along the technological development, banking sector needs 
to be awake and react accordingly. Banks have to organise their operations to provide 
competitive services online. The general trend in banking is to move away from physical 
interaction towards remote 24/7 services. Scaling down the physical branch network, major 
investments in IT-infrastructure and increased use of artificial intelligence are phenomena of 
these development. It is not too much to say that digitalisation is a gamechanger in the banking 
industry.2323  

It could be researched how digitalization influences on usage of mezzanine financing as bank 
financing product. 

 
7.5.6 Accounting regulation and practices 

 
Accounting comprises bookkeeping, financial statements and relevant reporting based on 
bookkeeping and financial statements. Accounting regulations and practices vary from 
country to country and additionally the accounting implications are not straightforward. This 
brings sometimes complexity in the process of finding right rules to be applied. On top of that 
the profitability of products and business areas of the company can be influenced by the 
changing accounting regulation and practices.2324  

                                            
2323 Pentti Hakkarainen, Member of the Supervisory Board of the ECB mentioned in his speech at the Lisbon 
Research Centre on Regulation and Supervision of the Financial Sector Conference on June 6, 2018 that “…To 
a large degree, this competition on the user-friendliness and trustworthiness of banks’ digital offerings will 
determine which firms succeed and which fail in coming years...” The speech is published on ECB website. See 
ECB (2018). 
2324 As an example see Maggi, F. et al. (2017) on how new IFRS 9 - which became effective in January 2018 - 
influences on banks´ business models.  
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It is important to ensure the quality and integrity of financial information is on high level. 
Although institutional financiers like banks, insurance companies and the state have less need 
for generally published information than external private investors all stakeholders value 
high-class and reliable data. Lack of high level and reliable accounting system would mean 
that the capital markets would be less efficient. In case of decreased efficiency, the capital cost 
would also be higher and lending would be more expensive. To motivate the corporations to 
provide high quality accounting the right incentives must be in place. Without transparent 
high-level information all the present and potential to-be owners and investors could not rely 
on news about the company performance. If financial information is transparent and correct 
possibility to attract new investors improves.  

Globalization has influenced in several areas of human life and led to more harmonized 
practices also on the business world. The increased adoption of IFRS during the last years in 
different jurisdictions has meant application of more uniform accounting standards and 
simultaneously change of local standards and practices. These changes influence on several 
elements of accounting including comparability, transparency and overall quality. In different 
countries the changes have been executed in different ways and thus some local accounting 
structures and practices have remained. 

Referring to the above-mentioned it could be researched what is the influence of the 
accounting regulation and practices for usage of mezzanine financing as bank financing 
product. Research could focus on comparison of the regulations (including local GAAP and 
IFRS rules) and practices of separately chosen countries. Additionally, it could be researched 
what are the “ideal” accounting principles for usage of mezzanine type financing.   

 
7.5.7 Taxation  

 
Taxation influences on the financing decisions of the company. The tax implications are not 
always straightforward but the tax advantage of debt gives the firm a motivation to strive for 
increased leverage. Changing tax rates could also have impact on decisions on the capital 
structure. Taxation policies can effectively encourage or discourage for investments if the fiscal 
regulations to be applied have cash flow implications. The lower the tax burden of the company 
the greater the cashflow to be generated. If companies must pay less tax their accounting cash 
flows and income statements will be strengthened. Tax treatment is relevant also for the 
providers of financing. For example, according to Weitnauer local tax rules are partially reason 
for Germany being in international comparison on lower level in venture capital fundraising 
and investments than the size of the country´s economy would suggest.2325    

Mezzanine financing should be considered comparable to lending to generate deductible 
expense. In such a situation paying interest to mezzanine loan would not be dividend payment. 
Taxation rules however vary between jurisdictions and interpretations on what is debt and 
what is equity need to be judged on case by case basis.  

Referring to the above-mentioned it could be researched what is the influence of the taxation 
for the usage of mezzanine financing. Based on that it could be further investigated how should 
taxation regulation be changed to increase the usage of mezzanine financing. 

 

 

                                            
2325 Weitnauer, W. et al. (2016), p. 577. 
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7.5.8 Company law regulation de lege ferenda 

 
Mezzanine financing is one alternative form of financing for any company searching for capital 
to acquire another business or expand into another production or market area. This type of 
finance is totally different compared to senior ranked traditional loans. For the lender 
mezzanine finance is comparatively risky but has a higher risk adjusted return. Mezzanine 
providers are normally ready for long-term cooperation with those companies getting this 
tailor-made investment form. To allow as many companies as possible to get the mezzanine 
capital the regulatory environment should not unnecessarily limit the more increased usage 
of this kind of hybrid financing. On the contrary usage of mezzanine should rather be 
incentivised to support companies to grow and prosper.  

Lautjärvi has proposed in his dissertation some regulatory improvements de lege ferenda for 
the Finnish Limited Liability Companies Act2326. According to Lautjärvi legislative reforms are 
needed among other things in the area of creditor´s protection regime in distribution and 
maintenance of company funds.2327 This should be done by strengthening of the solvency test, 
abandoning the separation of restricted and unrestricted equity and redefining the 
distributable funds. Additionally, Lautjärvi proposes legislative improvements to the order of 
payments and to the availability of company financial information.2328 He also concludes that 

“Finally, the increasing symmetry of company, accounting and tax laws from the 
perspective of the factual nature and substance (rather than their purely legal form) 
of the corresponding financial instruments is considered important in the future.”2329 

Lautjärvi´s views are grounded and they can be supported.2330 Although his views regard only 
Finland the identified improvement needs could be applied at least to some extent also 
internationally. This would however require further research.   

Referring to the above-mentioned it could be researched how regulation covering company 
laws should be amended to support the usage of mezzanine financing. As mezzanine is a 
commercial concept rather than a legal term company laws neither contain nor should contain 
this concept.2331 Taking that into consideration at least following areas could be relevant when 
amending and improving the company laws to enhance usage of mezzanine: 

• company law harmonisation with tax and accounting regulation including unified 

o equity/debt features 

o accounting treatment in profit and loss account and balance sheet and  

o forms of interest payment allowing deductibility of interest costs 

• description of decision-making process of the company wanting to take a loan, 
repayment of which is dependent on the financial performance of the borrower 

• description of obligatory/allowed repayment and interest payment criteria 

                                            
2326 Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
2327 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), pp. 336-340. 
2328 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), pp. 340-346. 
2329 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), p. 353. 
2330 See also Villa, S. (2010), p. 366 in which strengthening of the solvency test and redefining the distributable 
funds is proposed. 
2331 According to Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 283 mezzanine financing “is not a normative concept”. 
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• minimum documentation criteria of taking a loan, repayment of which is dependent 
on the financial performance of the borrower. 

If needed research scope could be limited by focusing on separately chosen countries.  

Mezzanine finance is mostly described as debt ranking between senior loans and equity and 
featuring of attributes from both financing forms.2332 Being hybrid form of lending it is 
positioned between senior debt and equity on a borrower´s balance sheet. It is quite often 
subordinated in priority of repayment to senior debt but on the other hand senior to equity. 
Especially when being subordinated the required return is higher than for senior loan 
financiers. This means higher interest rate and/or usage of equity warrants known also as 
“equity kickers”.2333 The equity warrant element allows the mezzanine lender to participate in 
the upside of the equity value and provide compensation for the higher financier risk. 

Due to mezzanine not having universally common definition its meaning may vary depending 
on the user. Due to this inclusion of the definition in the company law would be welcomed. 
Additionally, company law regulation should also include obligatory and allowed key features 
of a mezzanine debt and transaction involving this kind of instrument.  

Company law harmonisation with tax and accounting regulation would also be welcomed. As 
mentioned above one of the key characteristics of any mezzanine financing is that it has 
features of both debt and equity. Mezzanine capital is therefore placed between senior debt 
and equity in a company´s capital structure. This means lower ranking in terms of priority of 
payment and security to senior debt but on the other hand higher priority ranking than equity. 
Mezzanine capital has thus “dual nature” and may be classified as equity from one perspective 
and as debt from another perspective. When knowing that from the view point of accounting 
and taxation the division between equity and debt is important the status of mezzanine in 
accounting and taxation is not always clear. In accounting equity would strengthen the equity 
ratio but in taxation only debt would create possibility for interest payment deductions. 
However not all mezzanine instruments fulfil both equity and debt criteria in this respect.2334 
The company law harmonisation with tax and accounting regulation covering unified equity 
and debt features would clarify the situation. This would in practice require more focus on the 
real nature and substance of the mezzanine finance transactions than on their legal form.2335    

Description of decision-making process of the company wanting to take the mezzanine loan 
requires more comprehensive regulatory guidance as well. For example, what is the powers to 
act in this respect of general meeting, board and operative management could be clarified. 
Additionally, could be explained in the company law what are the obligatory or allowed 
repayment and interest payment criteria for different mezzanine financing forms and 
minimum documentation criteria of the mezzanine financing in general.  

When using de lege ferenda approach the interest is in how laws and other regulation should 
be rather than how they are. Attention is given to the regulatory changes in supporting the 
increased use of mezzanine lending. There are several areas that could be changed taking into 
consideration that mezzanine type of hybrid financing is complex to structure and understand. 
When focusing on “should be” regulation in economical sense the perspective should include 

                                            
2332 Niskanen, J. and Niskanen, M. (2013), p. 30, Arnold, G. (2013), p. 437 and Nijs, L. (2014), pp. 5-6. 
2333 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 300, Nijs, L. (2014), pp. 25-26 and Weitnauer, W. et al. (2016), p. 156. 
2334 An example of a mezzanine instrument that can in some situations fulfil both equity and debt criteria is the 
capital loan defined in Chapter 12 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). According to Chapter 5, 
Section 5c of the Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997) such a capital loan that would be classified as equity in 
the IFRS financials can also be booked as equity in the financial statements not to be done according to IFRS. 
2335 Lautjärvi, K. (2015), pp. 346-347. 
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the one of the users of the regulation. In this case it would mean taking into consideration the 
perspective of the mezzanine lenders and the borrowers.2336 

 
 
Figure 43: List of identified legislative improvement needs 
 

 
 
 
Taking into consideration what has been discussed in this research - and when brainstorming 
freely - one could hope several legislative improvements in the de lege ferenda company laws. 
These new elements should provide detailed enough definitions of subordinated financing 
forms and non-subordinated financing forms. These definitions should cover principal 
payment criteria, interest payment criteria and documentation criteria for both types of 
financing forms. Additionally, rules on decision-making should be explained for shareholder 
meeting, board of directors and operative management. As well increased symmetry between 
company, accounting and tax laws and between company and insolvency laws would be 
welcomed.  The increased symmetry should be achieved also in the company regulations 

                                            
2336 See about the user of the legislation Mäntysaari, P. (2017), pp. 161-162. 

 
Legislative improvements in the de lege ferenda company laws 
 

• detailed definition of  
o subordinated financing forms 
o non-subordinated financing forms 

• detailed definition of acceptable principal repayment clauses including 
o subordinated financing forms 
o non-subordinated financing forms 

• detailed definition of acceptable interest payment clauses including 
o subordinated financing forms 
o non-subordinated financing forms 

• detailed documentation requirements including 
o subordinated financing forms 
o non-subordinated financing forms 

• detailed rules on decision-making including 
o powers to act of shareholders 
o powers to act of board of directors 
o powers to act of operative management 

• symmetric definitions between company, accounting and tax laws to remove 
the discrepancies between the different regulatory areas including 

o deductibility of all interest payments for subordinated financing forms 
o deductibility of all interest payments for non-subordinated financing 

forms 
• symmetric definitions between company and insolvency laws to remove the 

discrepancies between the different regulatory areas including 
o repayment ranking of different financing forms 
o repayment ranking of financing and other payment obligations 

• harmonisation of regulation between EU countries and USA including also 
accounting and tax laws. 
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between EU and USA. The identified legislative improvement needs are summarised in the 
table above (see Figure 43).   

The identified improvement needs of company law are relevant both from the perspective of 
the lender and borrower. The more precise and harmonized international regulation should 
be in the interest of all mezzanine stakeholders. It would mean less need for interpretation, 
less other legal uncertainty and more possibilities for efficient transaction implementation. 
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KORT SAMMANFATTNING  

 

Avhandlingens syfte är att ge svar på vilken den bolagsrättsliga bakgrunden är när det gäller 
användningen av mezzaninefinansiering, vilka de relevanta redovisnings- och skattereglerna 
är och hur denna finansieringsform används på marknaden i dag. Ytterligare undersöks hur 
stor mezzaninemarknaden är i de relevanta länderna. Avhandlingen fokuserar primärt på 
Finland och jämförelser har gjorts med Sverige, Estland, USA, Storbritannien och Tyskland. 
De viktigaste olikheterna mellan de legala strukturerna och marknaderna gällande 
finansieringsformen har analyserats. Det ultimata målet har varit att konkludera vilka som är 
de största skillnaderna inom bolagsrätten, redovisnings- och skattebestämmelserna samt i de 
lokala marknadsförhållandena. Särskilt har också granskats hur mezzanineinstrument kunde 
användas mera i bankernas kreditgivning för att stödja funktionerande kapitalmarknader. 

Den juridiska analysen har fokuserat endast på bolagsrätten. Referenser till andra rätts-
områden har gjorts bara om det har varit nödvändigt för att bättre förstå den ifrågavarande 
bolagsrättsliga normen. Analysen av de gällande redovisningsreglerna har koncentrerat sig på 
de lokala GAAP och IFRS normerna. I analysen av de skatterättsliga normerna har man 
inriktat sig på thin capitalisation-regler och avdragsgiltigheten för räntekostnader ur 
gäldenärens perspektiv.  Man har undersökt omfattningen av de lokala marknaderna genom 
att jämföra antalet venture capital-aktörer, volymerna av venture capital-investeringar, 
antalet banker och volymerna av bankfinansiering. Forskningsmaterialet består primärt av 
akademisk och professionell litteratur inom bolagsrätt och finansiering. 

Resultaten tyder på att det finns betydande skillnader mellan de undersökta länderna när det 
gäller bolagsrätten, redovisningsreglerna och skattebestämmelserna. Det finns också 
betydande skillnader mellan mezzaninemarknaderna i de observerade länderna på grund av 
det varierande antalet finansiärer och deras varierande kapacitet att bevilja finansiering. Det 
här påverkar utbudet av finansiering på marknaden rent generellt.  

Ytterligare kan man dra slutsatsen att mezzanine är en potentiell bankprodukt för företags-
finansiering. Mezzaninefinansiering kunde användas speciellt i sådana situationer där kunden 
inte har några säkerheter att pantsätta och banken skulle vara redo att finansiera kunden även 
i form av traditionella låneinstrument. Mezzanineinstrument skapar också tilläggsmöjligheter 
för banken att prissätta utlåningen så att prissättningen bättre reflekterar risken i 
arrangemangen. Mezzanine ska ändå inte vara ett verktyg som skulle göra det möjligt för 
banken att gå in i arrangemang eller projekt vilka är mera riskfyllda än de arrangemang eller 
projekt som idag finansieras med traditionella låneinstrument. Det är snarare ett verktyg med 
hjälp av vilket banker får ytterligare alternativ att mera exakt prissätta den risk som de är redo 
att ta i alla fall.  
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ABSTRACT  

 

The purpose of the research is to give understanding what is the company law background 
concerning the use of mezzanine financing, how mezzanine instruments are handled from 
accounting and taxation perspective and how they are used in the market today. On top of that 
is reviewed the size of mezzanine market in relevant countries. The main focus is in Finland 
and comparison is done to Sweden, Estonia, USA, UK and Germany. The differences of legal 
frameworks and markets in relation to the discussed financing form are analysed. The 
research objective has been to conclude what are some of the main differences of company 
regulation, accounting and taxation rules and local market conditions related to the topic in 
question. Additionally, it is reviewed how mezzanine could be used in bank lending going 
forward in order to support functioning capital markets. 

In the review of legal background, the focus has been on company law solely. Reference to 
other legislation is made only if it is necessary to understand better the specific company law 
regulation in question. The analysis of applicable accounting rules has concentrated on the 
local GAAP and IFRS regulation. In the review of taxation rules is focused on thin 
capitalisation rules and deductibility of interest from the borrower´s view. When reviewing 
the local market conditions, the attention has been given to the size of the market in terms of 
amount of venture capital actors, volumes of venture capital investments, number of banks 
and volumes of bank loans. The research is based on academic and professional literature in 
company law and finance.  

The outcome of the research is that there are significant differences in the company law, 
accounting rules and taxation regulation between the observed countries. There are also 
significant differences in mezzanine markets between the observed countries due to variation 
of actors and their capacity to provide financing. This influences on the availability of the 
mezzanine financing in general. 

Additionally, it can be concluded that mezzanine is a potential bank lending form. Mezzanine 
financing could be used especially in situations where customer does not have collateral to 
offer and bank would be prepared to grant financing even with traditional debt instruments. 
Mezzanine instruments give also additional possibilities for a bank to price the lending to 
reflect better the risk of the financing transactions. However, mezzanine cannot be a tool 
which would allow banks to step to transactions or projects which would be riskier than those 
transactions or projects which are financed by banks today with traditional senior debt loan 
instruments. It is rather a tool which would provide to banks additional alternatives to price 
more accurately the risks they would take anyhow.     
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APPENDIX 1  

Some of the most significant Court of Justice (ECJ) judgments regarding free 
movement of companies  

Case Centros2337 

Two Danish residents, Mr. and Mrs. Bryde, wanted to set up an incorporated business in 
Denmark. In the early 1990’s the capital requirements included in the private companies act 
of Denmark were increased. According to the changed regulation a private company would 
require about 27,000 euros (200,000 Danish crowns) fully paid-up before the company could 
be registered. Mr. and Mrs. Bryde established Centros Ltd under UK company law for the trade 
only in Denmark. This establishment required only about 20 euros (100 GBP).2338  Without 
starting any business activity in the UK the incorporators applied for registration at the Danish 
registry office. The incorporators explained that they had established the entity under UK 
company law to avoid the minimum capitalization requirement of Danish limited liability 
companies.  

The above described arrangement was considered illegal by the Danish commercial registry. 
The arrangement was considered to be an illegal circumvention of the minimum capitalization 
rules of the country and the registry refused to register the company’s branch office in 
Denmark. The ECJ considered the company Centros to be legal under UK law and therefore 
entitled to have a branch in another member state. It did not qualify as a public policy 
exemption that the UK capital requirements differed from the Danish ones. The government 
of Denmark additionally stated that requirement for the UK company to follow the Danish 
private companies act should be seen as an internal Danish matter. The argument for that was 
that as there was an uncontested intent to avoid Danish regulation the Danish law was 
required to protect creditors and the taxman.  

On March 9, 1999 the ECJ rejected the Danish government view. The ECJ ruled that when a 
company exercises its freedom of establishment under the Articles 52 and 58 of the Treaty 
establishing the European Community2339, the member states are prohibited from 

                                            
2337 ECJ, 9 March 1999, Case C-212/97 (Centros), ECR 1999, I-1459. 
2338 UK company law does not contain a minimum capital requirement for private limited companies. In practice 
100 GBP is enough for a formation of a private limited company. For public limited liability companies there is 
a minimum capital requirement of 50.000 GBP.  
2339 Articles 52 and 58 of the Treaty establishing the European Community valid during the Centros case are 
nowadays replaced by Articles 49 and 54 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union but are in 
terms of content the same. About Articles 49 and 54 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union see 
for more details footnote 2374 below. Articles 52 and 58 of the codified version of the Treaty establishing the 
European Community (OJ C 224, 31.8.1992) were as follows: 
Article 52 

“Within the framework of the provisions set out below, restrictions on the freedom of establishment of 
nationals of a Member State in the territory of another Member State shall be abolished by progressive stages in 
the course of the transitional period. Such progressive abolition shall also apply to restrictions on the setting up 
of agencies, branches or subsidiaries by nationals of any Member State established in the territory of any 
Member State. 

Freedom of establishment shall include the right to take up and pursue activities as self-employed persons 
and to set up and manage undertakings, in particular companies or firms within the meaning of the second 
paragraph of Article 58, under the conditions laid down for its own nationals by the law of the country where 
such establishment is effected, subject to the provisions of the Chapter relating to capital.” 
Article 58  

“Companies or firms formed in accordance with the law of a Member State and having their registered 
office, central administration or principal place of business within the Community shall, for the purposes of this 
Chapter, be treated in the same way as natural persons who are nationals of Member States. 
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discriminating against this company. Discrimination is not allowed although the company was 
established according to the law of another member state in which the company has its 
registered office but does not carry on any business. A state is not either authorized to limit 
freedom of establishment on the ground of protecting creditors or preventing fraud if other 
ways of countering fraud or protecting creditors are available. Additionally, ECJ points to the 
availability to member states of the option of adopting European Community harmonizing 
legislation in this area of company law. Moreover, the court considered the conditions 
governing abuses of EC law restrictive.2340 

All in all, in this case the ECJ view on freedom of establishment can be considered to be fairly 
liberal.2341 

Case Überseering2342 

A limited liability company Überseering BV, organized under the Dutch law, acquired a piece 
of land in Germany, which it used for business purposes. In 1992, Überseering BV hired a 
German corporation, Nordic Construction Company Baumanagement GmbH to renovate a 
garage and motel on a piece of land it owned in Düsseldorf, Germany. After the completion of 
the renovation work Überseering BV claimed that the work was defective. Later the Dutch 
company filed an action for contract damages before a German court in 1996. Although all the 
directors of the Dutch limited liability company were resident in Germany the German first 
level court and courts of appeal concluded that Überseering did not have legal capacity in 
Germany. As the company was incorporated under Netherlands law the fact that its 
administrative center was is Germany was not relevant when considering the legal capacity. 
The issue here was whether a company´s legal capacity shall be determined to be in the place 
where its actual center of administration is (administration principle) or in place of 
incorporation (incorporation principle). According to the administration principle - also called 
as real-seat principle - the location of company headquarters is decisive in judging which law 
shall be applied.2343 According to the incorporation principle the applicable law is the law of 
the incorporation place meaning the registration place.2344  

In its ruling on November 5, 2002 the ECJ concluded that a member state must recognize the 
legal capacity of an established company which transfers its place of administration to another 
member state. The legal background for this is the freedom of establishment guaranteed in 
Articles 43 and 48 of the Treaty establishing the European Community.2345 The legal capacity 

                                            
Companies or firms` means companies or firms constituted under civil or commercial law, including 

cooperative societies, and other legal persons governed by public or private law, save for those which are non-
profitmaking.” 
2340 The judgment of ECJ is as follows: “It is contrary to Articles 52 and 58 of the EC Treaty for a Member State 
to refuse to register a branch of a company formed in accordance with the law of another Member State in 
which it has its registered office but in which it conducts no business where the branch is intended to enable the 
company in question to carry on its entire business in the State in which that branch is to be created, while 
avoiding the need to form a company there, thus evading application of the rules governing the formation of 
companies which, in that State, are more restrictive as regards the paying up of a minimum share capital. That 
interpretation does not, however, prevent the authorities of the Member State concerned from adopting any 
appropriate measure for preventing or penalising fraud, either in relation to the company itself, if need be in 
cooperation with the Member State in which it was formed, or in relation to its members, where it has been 
established that they are in fact attempting, by means of the formation of a company, to evade their obligations 
towards private or public creditors established in the territory of the Member State concerned.” 
2341 Kaczorowska, A. (2013), p. 701. 
2342 ECJ, 5 November 2002, Case C-208/00 (Überseering), ECR 2002, I-9919. 
2343 Rothe, N. (2004), p. 1110 and Ebke W.F. (2002), pp. 1015-1016. 
2344 Rothe, N. (2004), p. 1110 and Kersting, C. (2002), p. 37. 
2345 Articles 43 and 48 of the Treaty establishing the European Community valid during the Überseering case are 
nowadays replaced by Articles 49 and 54 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union but are in 
terms of content the same. About Articles 49 and 54 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union see 
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allows a company to be a party to legal proceedings and thus stand to sue or be sued in 
courts.2346  

Based on the above described preliminary ECJ ruling the Federal Court of Justice in Germany 
reversed the judgment of the lower level German court. The court case was referred back for a 
ruling consistent with the ECJ’s interpretation.2347  

Case Lankhorst-Hohorst2348 

Lankhorst-Hohorst GmbH was a loss-making German company which had a small amount of 
equity capital in comparison to its debt capital. This meant that the company was thinly 
capitalised.2349 Bank financing or other third-party financing would not have been available 
on arm’s-length terms and therefore the German company borrowed money from its Dutch 
grandparent, Lankhorst Taselaar BV. The loan granted by the parent company was intended 
to a substitute the equity capital and to be used to repay a bank loan. As country tax rules 
typically allow a deduction for interest paid from the profit before tax measure or payable the 
leverage has impact on the taxes to be paid. The higher the level of debt and thus amount of 

                                            
for more details footnote 2374 below. Articles 43 and 48 of the consolidated version of the Treaty establishing 
the European Community (OJ C 325, 24.12.2002) were as follows: 
Article 43 

“Within the framework of the provisions set out below, restrictions on the freedom of establishment of 
nationals of a Member State in the territory of another Member State shall be prohibited. Such prohibition shall 
also apply to restrictions on the setting-up of agencies, branches or subsidiaries by nationals of any Member 
State established in the territory of any Member State. 

Freedom of establishment shall include the right to take up and pursue activities as self-employed persons 
and to set up and manage undertakings, in particular companies or firms within the meaning of the second 
paragraph of Article 48, under the conditions laid down for its own nationals by the law of the country where 
such establishment is effected, subject to the provisions of the chapter relating to capital.” 
Article 48 

“Companies or firms formed in accordance with the law of a Member State and having their registered 
office, central administration or principal place of business within the Community shall, for the purposes of this 
Chapter, be treated in the same way as natural persons who are nationals of Member States. 

Companies or firms means companies or firms constituted under civil or commercial law, including 
cooperative societies, and other legal persons governed by public or private law, save for those which are non-
profitmaking.” 
2346 The judgment of ECJ is as follows: 

“1. Where a company formed in accordance with the law of a Member State (`A') in which it has its 
registered office is deemed, under the law of another Member State (`B'), to have moved its actual centre of 
administration to Member State B, Articles 43 EC and 48 EC preclude Member State B from denying the 
company legal capacity and, consequently, the capacity to bring legal proceedings before its national courts for 
the purpose of enforcing rights under a contract with a company established in Member State B. 

2. Where a company formed in accordance with the law of a Member State (`A') in which it has its 
registered office exercises its freedom of establishment in another Member State (`B'), Articles 43 EC and 48 
EC require Member State B to recognise the legal capacity and, consequently, the capacity to be a party to legal 
proceedings which the company enjoys under the law of its State of incorporation (`A').” 
2347 Rothe, N. (2004), p. 1110. 
2348 ECJ, 12 December 2002, Case C-324/00 (Lankhorst-Hohorst), ECR 2002, I‐11779. 
2349 Thin capitalisation means the situation where a company is financed with a high debt level compared to 
equity. As tax rules normally allow a deduction for interest paid at the tax measure of profit the way a company 
balance sheet is structured has often a significant impact on the amount of profit to be reported for taxation. The 
higher the level of debt in a company and thus the amount of interest it pays, the lower taxable profit will be. 
Debt is due to this reason often a more tax efficient method of finance compared to equity. See also Farrar, J.H 
and Mawani, A. (2008), p. 3 according to which “A business is said to be thinly capitalized if it is financed with 
a high proportion of debt relative to equity. The rules that limit the amount of interest deductions in those 
situations are known as thin capitalization rules’’. 
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interest to be paid, the lower the taxable income will be. For this reason debt is often a more 
tax efficient method of finance compared to equity.  

The German tax authorities did not allow deduction for interests based on the German tax 
regulation. The German thin capitalisation rules were applied as the level of debt exceeded a 
fixed ratio of debt to equity of 3:1, and equivalent finance was not available on arm’s length 
terms. However, if the loan been granted from a German parent company instead of a Dutch 
company there would have been no disallowance. 

The UK, Germany and Denmark made submissions to the ECJ in the Lankhorst-Hohorst case 
because they had also designed thin capitalisation rules to denying an interest deduction in 
the subsidiary and thus treating payments of interest as taxable dividends. The rules were 
made to avoid the shifting of taxable profits from the country of the borrower to the country 
of the lender by excessive interest deductions.2350 There was also an argument by the German 
and UK governments that the thin-capitalisation rules applied are in line with the Article 9 of 
OECD Model.2351 

In Lankhorst-Hohorst case decision on December 12, 2002 ECJ decided to set aside German 
tax law rules on “thin capitalisation” limiting the deductibility as the rules were incompatible 
with the freedom of establishment guaranteed in Articles 43 of the Treaty establishing the 
European Community.2352 The reason for having this conclusion was that the German tax rules 
make a difference between groups where the mother company was founded in Germany and 
other groups where the mother was founded abroad. However, it shall be noted that ECJ does 
not insist that interest should always be deductible in case a company is thinly capitalised. But 
the point is that if a member state provides an exception for a loan between local companies, 
then the member states must treat foreign mother companies equally well as their own. 
According to the ECJ different treatment between national and non-national parties had to be 
precluded by the EC law.2353 One additional conclusion out of the judgment is that OECD 
Model is not a relevant argument in respect to European tax law.2354     

Case Inspire Art2355 

A Dutchman established the limited liability company Inspire Art Ltd under the laws of United 
Kingdom. The director was resident in the Netherlands. The company established a Dutch 
branch office in Amsterdam without having business in UK. The company requested the 
registration of the Dutch branch at the commercial registry Dutch Chamber in Commerce in 
the Netherlands. However, the registry took the view that specific Dutch rules for foreign 
entities registered in the Netherlands had to be applied to the company. It meant that Inspire 
Art Ltd would have been required among other things to use a company name indicating its 
foreign origin. Additionally, Inspire Arts would have been obliged to comply with the 
minimum capitalisation rules for Dutch limited liability companies. The subscribed capital 
and the paid-up share capital had to be at least the minimum 18,000 euros at the time of the 

                                            
2350 Arnull, A. and Chalmers, D. eds. (2015), p. 824. 
2351 Article 9 of the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) Model Tax Convention 
on Income and Capital valid during the Lankhorst-Hohorst case authorised the reintegration of transactions not 
considered to be arm´s length into company´s taxable income. See more about the transfer pricing and “arm´s 
length principle” in OECD (2010). 
2352 Article 43 of the Treaty establishing the European Community valid during the Lankhorst-Hohorst case is 
nowadays replaced by Article 49 of the Treaty of European Union but is in terms of content the same. See for 
more details footnote 2374 below. 
2353 The judgment of ECJ is as follows: “Article 43 EC is to be interpreted as precluding a measure such as that 
contained in Paragraph 8a(1), Head 2, of the Körperschaftsteuergesetz (Law on corporation tax).” 
2354 Richelle, I. et al. eds. (2013), p. 76. 
2355 ECJ, 30 September 2003, Case C-167/01 (Inspire Art), ECR 2003, I-10155. 
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requested registration. Until the payment of the share capital the directors were personally 
liable of the obligations of the company. 

The ECJ continued in its decision on September 30, 2003 its tendency of deciding in favour 
of freedom of establishment according to EU law. ECJ concluded that it is contrary to Articles 
43 and 48 of the Treaty establishing the European Community2356 for national legislation to 
impose on companies formed in accordance with the law of another member state 
requirement to register as “formally foreign company”2357. 

The above-mentioned means that ECJ required that rules submitting “formally foreign 
companies” to the company law of the host state were inadmissible. ECJ thus laid down that 
a foreign company must be respected as a legal entity having the right to be a party to legal 
proceedings and also as a foreign company that is subject to the company law of its country of 
incorporation. Any adjustments to the company law of the host state are therefore non-
compatible with European law.2358  

This means that establishing a company in another country to avoid national requirements is 
considered legal by the ECJ. As referred to by ECJ already in Centros case the countries are 
only permitted to prevent individuals from fraudulently or otherwise improperly taking 
advantage of EU law.2359 Such broad-sweeping measures that depend exclusively on the fact 
that a company is incorporated in another member state are not allowed.2360 Basically, this 
means that ECJ has continued to open the door to regulatory competition in the EU corporate 
law. 2361 

 

 

                                            
2356 Articles 43 and 48 of the Treaty establishing the European Community valid during the Inspire Art case are 
nowadays replaced by Articles 49 and 54 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union but are in 
terms of content the same. See for more details footnote 2374 below. 
2357 Dutch law applied to “formally foreign companies” having their activity limited primarily to the 
Netherlands specific provisions concerning disclosure, a capital requirement of 18,000 euros at the minimum 
and personal liability for managers in case of violations. 
2358 The judgment of ECJ is as follows:  

“1. It is contrary to Article 2 of the Eleventh Council Directive 89/666/EEC of 21 December 1989 
concerning disclosure requirements in respect of branches opened in a Member State by certain types of 
company governed by the law of another State for national legislation such as the Wet op de Formeel 
Buitenlandse Vennootschappen (Law on Formally Foreign Companies) of 17 December 1997 to impose on the 
branch of a company formed in accordance with the laws of another Member State disclosure obligations not 
provided for by that directive. 

2. It is contrary to Articles 43 EC and 48 EC for national legislation such as the Wet op de Formeel 
Buitenlandse Vennootsc happen to impose on the exercise of freedom of secondary establishment in that State 
by a company formed in accordance with the law of another Member State certain conditions provided for in 
domestic company law in respect of company formation relating to minimum capital and directors' liability. The 
reasons for which the company was formed in that other Member State, and the fact that it carries on its 
activities exclusively or almost exclusively in the Member State of establishment, do not deprive it of the right to 
invoke the freedom of establishment guaranteed by the EC Treaty, save where the existence of an abuse is 
established on a case-by-case basis.” 
2359 Weiss, F. and Kaupa, C. (2014), p. 227. 
2360 Armour, J. (2005), p. 14 refers to ECJ judgment in case C-55/94, Gebhard v. Colsiglio dell’Ordine degli 
Avvocati e Procuratori di Milano [1995] ECR I-4165, according to which restrictions of EU Treaty freedoms are 
not possible “unless they satisfy the four-stage criteria set out in Gebhard: that is, they are (i) applied in a non-
discriminatory manner; (ii) are justified by imperative requirements of the public interest; (iii) secure the 
attainment of their objective; and (iv) are not disproportionate in their effect.”   
2361 See Kersting, C. (2002), Drury, R. (2005) and Armour, J. (2005). 
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Case SEVIC2362 

The case SEVIC from 2005 concerned a cross-border merger between a German and a 
Luxembourgian company.  

SEVIC Systems AG (later SEVIC) is a company founded in Neuwied in Germany and was 
involved in a merger process. SEVIC had prepared an application for registration in the 
national commercial register of the merger between itself and Luxembourg company Security 
Vision Concept SA. A Luxembourg company was dissolved without liquidation process and all 
of its assets were transferred to SEVIC. Amtsgericht Neuwied had however rejected a merger 
registration on the ground that the German law on company transformations provides only 
for mergers between companies established in Germany and cross-border mergers were not 
recognized.  

SEVIC Systems started legal process and due to that the competent court turned to the ECJ. 
The local court asked whether the refusal to register the merger - as the German law did not 
provide for cross-border mergers - was contrary to Articles 43 and 48 of the Treaty establishing 
the European Community. The ECJ held on its judgment on December 13, 2005 that the 
refusal of a national commercial court to register the cross-border merger in question is 
contrary to Articles 43 and 48 Treaty establishing the European Community constituting a 
violation of the freedom of establishment.2363 Taking into consideration the German rules 
according to which the registration of a merger between two German companies was possible, 
a prohibition of a merger between a German and a Luxembourg company was contrary to the 
rights granted under the freedom of establishment.2364 In EU the cross-border mergers 
promote the possibility to access to other EU countries and therefore facilitate exercising the 
right of establishment. 

Case SEVIC was an important case as it extended the rights under the freedom of 
establishment to mergers and even beyond concerning also cross-border takeovers, cross-
border divisions and seat transfers. After the Cross-Border Merger Directive became in 
force2365 the ECJ decision was superseded. Thus, the importance of the SEVIC decision has 
decreased.2366 

Case Cartesio2367 

In case Cartesio was discussed whether a partnership can transfer its registered seat to other 
country without the change of the applicable law. 

Cartesio Oktató és Szolgáltató bt (later Cartesio) was a limited partnership formed in 
accordance with Hungarian law and registered in Hungary. The company sent an application 
                                            
2362 ECJ, 13 December 2005, Case C-411/03 (SEVIC), ECR 2005, I-10805. 
2363 Articles 43 and 48 of the Treaty establishing the European Community valid during the SEVIC case are 
nowadays replaced by Articles 49 and 54 of the Treaty of European Union but are in terms of content the same. 
See for more details footnote 2374 below. 
2364 The judgment of ECJ is as follows: “Articles 43 EC and 48 EC preclude registration in the national 
commercial register of the merger by dissolution without liquidation of one company and transfer of the whole 
of its assets to another company from being refused in general in a Member State where one of the two 
companies is established in another Member State, whereas such registration is possible, on compliance with 
certain conditions, where the two companies participating in the merger are both established in the territory of 
the first Member State.” 
2365 Directive 2005/56/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 October 2005 on cross-border 
mergers of limited liability companies became effective on 15 December 2005 and was to be included in the 
national laws of all member states until December 2007. See above for more details section 3.4.1.2.5 Cross-
border mergers of limited liability companies. 
2366 Isanbaert, M. (2010), p. 307 and Sjåfjell, B. (2009), p. 156, footnote 148. 
2367 ECJ, 16 December 2008, Case C-210/06 (Cartesio), ECR 2008, I-9641. 
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to the commercial court with the purpose to amend its registration in the local commercial 
register. Cartesio wanted to register an address in Italy as its new operational head office. The 
company only wanted to transfer its de facto head office to Italy, while simultaneously 
continuing to operate under Hungarian company law. The court however declined the 
application. The reason for the rejection was that according to the Hungarian law a change of 
company’s registered seat to another country required liquidation procedure before re-
incorporation in another country. Therefore, it was not possible for Cartesio to keep its legal 
status after the seat transfer as a company governed by Hungarian law. The company would 
have to first dissolve itself in Hungary and after that re-establish itself under Italian law. 

After Cartesio made an appeal against the decision of the commercial court, the Court of 
Appeal referred several questions to the ECJ for a preliminary ruling. The Hungarian court 
asked whether Articles 43 and 48 of the Treaty establishing the European Community2368 are 
to be interpreted as precluding national legislation. In such a situation transfer of operational 
headquarters to another EU country would prevent a company to retain its status as a 
company governed by the law of incorporation country.  

The ECJ ruled on December 16, 2008 that Articles 43 and 48 of the Treaty establishing the 
European Community do not preclude national legislation that prevents a company from 
moving its seat to another member state while remaining under governance of the law of the 
incorporation country.2369 Thus a member state has the power not to permit a company 
governed by its law to retain that status if the company intends to move its seat to the territory 
of another member state. 

By Cartesio ruling the ECJ reaffirmed the doctrine of its earlier case law which allows member 
states to restrict the transfer of the central administration of a company abroad.2370 The legal 

                                            
2368 Articles 43 and 48 of the Treaty establishing the European Community valid during the Cartesio case are 
nowadays replaced by Articles 49 and 54 of the Treaty of European Union but are in terms of content the same. 
See for more details footnote 2374 below. 
2369 The judgment of ECJ is as follows:  

“1. A court such as the referring court, hearing an appeal against a decision of a lower court, responsible 
for maintaining the commercial register, rejecting an application for amendment of information entered in that 
register, must be classified as a court or tribunal which is entitled to make a reference for a preliminary ruling 
under Article 234 EC, regardless of the fact that neither the decision of the lower court nor the consideration of 
the appeal by the referring court takes place in the context of inter partes proceedings. 

2. A court such as the referring court, whose decisions in disputes such as that in the main proceedings may 
be appealed on points of law, cannot be classified as a court or tribunal against whose decisions there is no 
judicial remedy under national law, within the meaning of the third paragraph of Article 234 EC. 

3. Where rules of national law apply which relate to the right of appeal against a decision making a 
reference for a preliminary ruling, and under those rules the main proceedings remain pending before the 
referring court in their entirety, the order for reference alone being the subject of a limited appeal, the second 
paragraph of Article 234 EC is to be interpreted as meaning that the jurisdiction conferred on any national 
court or tribunal by that provision of the Treaty to make a reference to the Court for a preliminary ruling 
cannot be called into question by the application of those rules, where they permit the appellate court to vary 
the order for reference, to set aside the reference and to order the referring court to resume the domestic law 
proceedings. 

4. As Community law now stands, Articles 43 EC and 48 EC are to be interpreted as not precluding 
legislation of a Member State under which a company incorporated under the law of that Member State may not 
transfer its seat to another Member State whilst retaining its status as a company governed by the law of the 
Member State of incorporation.” 
2370 See ECJ, 27 September 2008, Case 81/87 The Queen v HM Treasury and Commissioners of Inland 
Revenue, ex parte Daily Mail and General Trust plc, ECR 5483. This so-called “case Daily Mail” was a tax-law 
case where Daily Mail plc (later Daily Mail) wanted to transfer its de facto headquarter (tax residence) to the 
Netherlands due to more favourable tax regime. The company wanted however to stay all the time subject to UK 
company law. The UK Treasury Department declined permission for the transfer of seat. Daily Mail referred 
therefore the question to the ECJ, whether Articles 43 and 48 of the EC Treaty preclude a member state from 
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situation of the member state is decisive in concluding whether a company has right of primary 
establishment by relocating its seat.2371   

Golden share cases 

Due to big waves of privatization in EU in starting from 1990´s the issue of golden shares has 
repeatedly been the subject of discussion. Golden shares refer here to temporary or permanent 
special powers granted to the state or statutory constraints in the private companies.2372 They 
are used to retain control over ownership and central decisions of privatized companies. 
Reasons for this are many. Strategic privatized companies are important employers and tax-
payers and may have also otherwise large influence on a State's economy. Privatized 
companies may also have substantial effect on public policy and security in the communication 
and energy industry. As the European governments are more than ever selling state-owned 
companies being responsible of services of general interest the seller would like to keep control 
on certain items. Even as the governments reduce their ownership shares in these companies 
they are however willing to avoid the new owners to take over power to make all significant 
decisions.  

The ECJ has discussed several times the issue of the compatibility of the golden shares 
provisions of many European countries with the EU law.2373 The focus has been specifically on 
the relation between the national systems providing possibility to intervene in the share 
structure and management of the company vs. the principles on the freedom of establishment 
and the freedom of capital.2374 The concept of restriction has been interpreted broadly and any 

                                            
obstructing the transfer of the de facto headquarter from a member state. According to the ECJ this issue falls 
outside the scope of the Treaty provisions on freedom of establishment.  
2371 Baudenbacher, C. ed. (2015), p. 459. 
2372 Roland, G. ed. (2008), p. 67 according to which the special powers typically include “(1) the right to 
appoint members in corporate board; (2) the right to express consent or to veto the acquisition of relevant 
interests in the privatized companies; (3) other rights such as consent on the transfer of subsidiaries, dissolution 
of the company, and ordinary management.” Statutory constraints include “(1) ownership caps; (2) voting caps, 
and (3) provisions of national control.”    
2373 Golden shares have been in focus in following cases: ECJ, 23 May 2000, Case C-58/99 (Italian Republic), I-
03811; ECJ, 4 June 2002, Case C-367/98 (Portuguese Republic) I-04731; ECJ, 4 June 2002, Case C-483/99 
(French Republic), I-04781; ECJ, 4 June 2002, Case C-503/99 (Kingdom of Belgium), I-04809;  ECJ, 13 May 
2003, Case C-98/01 (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland), I-04641; ECJ, 13 May 2003, Case 
C-463/00 (Kingdom of Spain), I-04581; ECJ, 2 June 2005, Case C-174/04 (Italian Republic), I-04933; ECJ, 28 
September 2006, Cases C-282/04 and C-283/04 (Kingdom of the Netherlands), I-09141; ECJ, 23 October 2007, 
Case C-112/05 (Federal Republic of Germany), I-08995; ECJ, 6 December 2007, Cases C-463/04 and C-464/04 
(Comune di Milano), I-10419; ECJ, 14 February 2008, Case C-274/06 (Kingdom of Spain), I-00026; ECJ, 17 
July 2008, Case C-207/07. (Kingdom of Spain), I-00111; ECJ, 26 March 2009, Case C-326/07 (Italian 
Republic), I-02291; ECJ, 8 July 2010, Case C-171/08 (Portuguese Republic), I-06817; ECJ, 11 November 2010, 
Case C-543/08 (Portuguese Republic), I-11241; ECJ, 10 November 2011, Case C-212/09 (Portuguese 
Republic), I-10889; ECJ, 8 November 2012, Case C-244/11 (Hellenic Republic); ECJ, 22 October 2013, Case 
C-95/12 (Federal Republic of Germany). 
2374 Today the legal basis for the freedom of establishment is Article 49 including reference to Article 54 and for 
the freedom of capital is the Article 63 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union: 
Article 49 

“Within the framework of the provisions set out below, restrictions on the freedom of establishment of 
nationals of a Member State in the territory of another Member State shall be prohibited. Such prohibition shall 
also apply to restrictions on the setting-up of agencies, branches or subsidiaries by nationals of any Member 
State established in the territory of any Member State. 

Freedom of establishment shall include the right to take up and pursue activities as self-employed persons 
and to set up and manage undertakings, in particular companies or firms within the meaning of the second 
paragraph of Article 54, under the conditions laid down for its own nationals by the law of the country where 
such establishment is effected, subject to the provisions of the Chapter relating to capital.” 
Article 54 
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exceptions to the principle of free movement has been interpreted narrowly.2375 The ECJ has 
concluded in most of the cases that the specific golden shares provisions   

• were in breach of the EU treaty provisions on the on the freedom of establishment and 
the freedom of capital2376  

• could not be accepted on the basis of the exceptions of public health, public order or 
public interest in general2377 and  

• contradict the proportionality principle.2378  

This means in practice that golden shares are highly restricted but can be permitted under 
strict conditions. Such an arrangement can be compatible with EU regulation if justified based 
on the overriding reasons of general interest, not going beyond what is necessary to attain its 
objective and effective to achieve its objective pursued.2379  

Case VALE2380 

The case VALE regarded a cross-border conversion of a company founded according to the 
Italian law, VALE Construzioni Srl (later VALE Italy), into a company established under 
Hungarian law, VALE Építési kft (later VALE Hungary).  

Vale Italy was incorporated and added to the commercial register in Rome, Italy in 2000. The 
company applied to be deleted from that register on February 2006 as it wished to transfer its 
business and seat to Hungary. The plan was not to continue the business in Italy. The company 
was taken out from the Italian commercial register with a register note that the company had 
transferred to Hungary. 

After the company had been removed from the Italian register, VALE Hungary was founded 
by the director of VALE Italy together with another natural person. The Hungarian company 
requested a Hungarian commercial court to register the company in the Hungarian 
commercial register together with an entry stating that VALE Italy was the predecessor in law 
of VALE Hungary. The application was however rejected by the commercial court because a 
company which was incorporated and registered in Italy was not able to transfer its seat to 
Hungary. This meant also that the company could not be registered in the Hungarian 
commercial register as the predecessor in law of a Hungarian company. However, it is possible 
under Italian law for a company to convert into a company established under foreign law. 

                                            
“Companies or firms formed in accordance with the law of a Member State and having their registered 

office, central administration or principal place of business within the Union shall, for the purposes of this 
Chapter, be treated in the same way as natural persons who are nationals of Member States. 

"Companies or firms" means companies or firms constituted under civil or commercial law, including 
cooperative societies, and other legal persons governed by public or private law, save for those which are non-
profit-making.” 
Article 63 

“1. Within the framework of the provisions set out in this Chapter, all restrictions on the movement of 
capital between Member States and between Member States and third countries shall be prohibited. 

2. Within the framework of the provisions set out in this Chapter, all restrictions on payments between 
Member States and between Member States and third countries shall be prohibited”. 
2375 Hawk, B. E. ed. (2015), p. 83 and Rothgang, H. and Scheider, S. eds (2015), pp. 119-120. 
2376 See ECJ, 13 May 2003, Case C-98/01 (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland), I-04641, 
paragraph 43. 
2377 See ECJ, 4 June 2002, Case C-483/99 (French Republic), I-04781. 
2378 Hawk, B. E. ed. (2015), p. 93. 
2379 Commission of the European Communities (2005), p 12. 
2380 ECJ, 12 July 2012, Case C-378/10 (VALE Epitesi kft). 
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Under Hungarian law nevertheless only companies incorporated under the law of Hungary 
could convert. 

The Supreme Court of Hungary adjudicated on the application to register and asked the ECJ 
whether Hungarian legislation is compatible with the principle of the freedom of 
establishment. In this situation the Hungarian court aimed to determine whether a member 
state may refuse to register the predecessor of that company which originates in another 
member state.  

The ECJ gave its judgment on July 12, 2012. According to the decision the lack of a uniform 
definition of companies in EU law means that the existence of companies is only based on the 
national legislation governing their incorporation and functioning.2381 In cross-border 
company conversions the hosting member state may determine the applicable national law to 
company operations. This gives possibility to apply national provisions on the incorporation 
and functioning. The national regulation cannot however avoid the important principle of the 
freedom of establishment.2382 The ECJ concluded that the Hungarian legislation treats 
companies in a different way depending on whether the conversion has domestic or cross-
border nature. This again leads to unjustified restrictions when exercising that freedom.  

The ECJ judgment means in practice that when national law allows national companies to 
convert - but does not allow companies of other member states to do so - the provisions of the 
freedom of establishment are not complied with. This means that a host state is not allowed to 
refuse the conversion of foreign companies to national companies if it allows the change of 
legal form for the national companies.2383 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                            
2381 The judgment of ECJ is as follows: 

“1. Articles 49 TFEU and 54 TFEU must be interpreted as precluding national legislation which enables 
companies established under national law to convert, but does not allow, in a general manner, companies 
governed by the law of another Member State to convert to companies governed by national law by 
incorporating such a company. 

2. Articles 49 TFEU and 54 TFEU must be interpreted, in the context of cross-border company 
conversions, as meaning that the host Member State is entitled to determine the national law applicable to such 
operations and thus to apply the provisions of its national law on the conversion of national companies 
governing the incorporation and functioning of companies, such as the requirements relating to the drawing-up 
of lists of assets and liabilities and property inventories. However, the principles of equivalence and 
effectiveness, respectively, preclude the host Member State from 
- refusing, in relation to cross-border conversions, to record the company which has applied to convert as the 
‘predecessor in law’, if such a record is made of the predecessor company in the commercial register for 
domestic conversions, and 
- refusing to take due account, when examining a company’s application for registration, of documents obtained 
from the authorities of the Member State of origin.” 
2382 About freedom of establishment see footnote 2374 above. 
2383 Bachmann, G. et al. (2014), p. 209. 
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APPENDIX 2 

Company laws   

Finland   

In Finland the mezzanine instruments are regulated mainly by the company law. The Finnish 
Limited Liability Companies Act2384 contains special provisions on a specific loan type called 
capital loan which has features of both debt and equity.2385 On top of that it includes 
regulations on how option loans and convertible loans can be issued.2386  

One of the key elements of the Finnish capital loan is that interest and principal can be paid 
back only within the limits of the unrestricted equity of the company.  This loan is 
subordinated to all the other loans of the company and its interest and principal can only be 
paid, if the restricting conditions stated in the law and described below are fulfilled.  

• Interest payment is possible only if the amount of the company’s unrestricted 
shareholders’ equity and of all its subordinated loans exceeds at the moment of 
payment the amount of loss to be confirmed for the latest financial period or complying 
with the balance sheet included in a newer financial statement. If it is not possible to 
pay the interest due on a capital loan, the interest payment shall be deferred to be 
happen later based on the first such financial statements that make payment possible. 

• The loan shall only be amortised or paid back subject to that the amount of the 
company’s unrestricted shareholders’ equity and of all its subordinated loans exceeds 
at the moment of payment the amount of loss to be confirmed for the latest financial 
period or complying with the balance sheet included in a newer financial statement. 

• The principal and interest are subordinated to other debts in the company´s 
liquidation and bankruptcy. 

• The company or a subsidiary shall not provide security for the principal and interest 
payments.  

• A capital loan contract shall be done in written form.  

• A capital loan shall be recorded in the borrower´s balance sheet as a separate item. 

Already the previous Companies Act from year 19972387 included rules of subordinated capital 
loan.2388 Before that there was no specific company law regulation on subordinated financing 
in Finland. However, in practice subordinated loans were used based on freedom of contract 
by creditors specially in restructuring of companies facing repayment difficulties.2389     

The Finnish company law gives also possibility for the companies to issue option right entitling 
to new shares or treasury shares against payment. The option rights may be issued also to a 
creditor of the company meaning in practice that the debt is converted to an option loan. 

                                            
2384 Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006), Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act 
(HE 109/2005). 
2385 Chapter 12, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
2386 Chapter 10, Section 1:1-2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).     
2387 The capital loan regulation was introduced as an amendment of the previous Limited Liability Companies 
Act (734/1978) in 1997. 
2388 Villa, S. (1997), p. 181. 
2389 Villa, S. (1997), p. 182. 
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According to the company law this requires a “weighty financial reason” for the company to 
do so.2390 In case of option right the holder may have the right to choose if to subscribe for 
shares.  

It is possible to issue the rights mentioned above also to the company´s creditor on condition 
that the creditor´s receivable is to be set off against the subscription price of the share.  This 
means that the debt is converted to a so-called convertible loan. According to the agreed terms 
the creditor as the holder of the conversion right may convert its receivable into share capital. 
The issuer can decide what is the conversion price and conversion ratio.     

In Finland it is the General Meeting of the company that shall decide on the issue of option 
loans and convertible loans.2391 Some decision require qualified majority meaning that at least 
2/3 of the votes cast and the shares represented at the meeting shall create the decision. The 
issue of option rights and other special rights entitling to shares is subject to such a qualified 
majority unless it is otherwise provided in the law or the articles of association.2392 

As a summary can be stated that the Finnish company law specifically identifies capital loan, 
option loan and convertible loan.  

Sweden 

The Swedish Companies Act2393 applies both to the private and public limited liability 
companies. It does not directly identify any subordinated loan types but recognises some other 
financing forms falling under mezzanine category. 

The act regulates the principal-linked participating debentures and dividend-linked 
participating debentures as potential instruments for the Swedish companies to raise debt - 
although the law itself does not use these names for these instruments.2394 Dividend-linked 
participating debentures refer to specific type of profit-sharing loans (“vinstandelslån”) and 
principal-linked participating debentures refer to specific type of value-appreciation loan 
(“kapitalandelslån”). A resolution must be adopted by the general meeting if the company 
shall raise a loan where the interest or the amount of repayment is dependent on dividends, 
changes in the price of the company's shares, company's results or company's financial 
position.2395   

The Swedish company regulation allows limited liability company also to issue option right 
entitling to new shares against payment.2396  When issued to a creditor of the company the 
debt becomes basically an option loan. The company can also to issue convertible loans.2397 

Although the Swedish Companies Act does not include regulation on subordinated loans, there 
is a market practice on how shareholders or other stakeholders can provide additional 
subordinated capital to companies in a form of shareholder´s contribution 
(aktieägartillskot).2398 This kind of additional shareholder´s contribution can be either 
unconditional (ovillkorat aktieägartillskott) or conditional (villkorat aktieägartillskott). The 
unconditional debt capital is repaid only in a company´s liquidation and the conditional debt 

                                            
2390 Airaksinen, M. et al. (2010), p. 671 and Lautjärvi, K. (2015), pp. 237-238. 
2391 Chapter 9, Section 2:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006) 
2392 Chapter 5, Section 27:1-2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
2393 Companies Act (SFS 2005:551), Government Proposal for the Companies Act (Prop. 2004/05:85). 
2394 Skatteverket, pp. 80-82. 
2395 Chapter 11, Section 11:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).    
2396 Chapter 14 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).    
2397 Chapter 15 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).    
2398 Andersson, J. (2010), p. 261. 
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capital only after all other company debts are repaid. The concept of additional shareholder 
contributions based on freedom of contract is known also in the Swedish court practice.2399   

As a summary can be stated that the Swedish company law specifically identifies profit-sharing 
loan, value-appreciation loan, option loan and convertible loan.   

Estonia  

The Commercial Code in Estonia2400 includes rules on convertible loans and subscription 
rights.  

Both in case of private and public limited liability companies the shareholders may decide on 
the conditional increase of the share capital in a form of convertible bond.2401 The shareholders 
and in case of public limited company the management board may also decide on a conditional 
increase of the share capital in the form of subscription rights i.e. option rights as described in 
the law.2402  

As a summary can be stated that the Estonian company law specifically identifies convertible 
loans and options. 

USA   

According to the Model Business Corporation Act (MBCA)2403 an issuance of securities 
convertible into or rights exercisable for shares requires approval of the shareholders.2404  

According to the Delaware General Corporation Law (DGCL)2405 the certificate of 
incorporation may contain provisions granting to the stockholders of the corporation the pre-
emptive right to subscribe to stock or to any securities convertible into such stock.2406 
Stockholder shall have pre-emptive right to subscribe to an additional issue of stock or to any 
security convertible into such stock only if such right is expressly granted in the certificate of 
incorporation.2407  

According to the DGCL corporation may also create and issue rights or options entitling the 
holders to buy from the corporation any shares of its capital stock.2408  

As a summary can be stated that MBCA and DGCL specifically identify option and convertible 
loan.  

  
 
 

                                            
2399 See Swedish Supreme Court decision NJA 1988, p. 620. 
2400 Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
2401 Chapter 19, Section 1672:1 and Chapter 24, Section 241:1 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
2402 Chapter 21, Section 1951:2 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355) and Chapter 29, Sections 351-3512 
of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
2403 The Model Business Corporation Act (MBCA) is a model set of law created by the Committee on Corporate 
Laws of the Section of Business Law of the American Bar Association. 
2404 Chapter 6, Subchapter B, Section 6.21.(f) of the Model Business Corporation Act.   
2405 Title 8, Chapter 1 of the Delaware Code. 
2406 Subchapter I, Section 102(b) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
2407 Ibid. 
2408 Subchapter V, Section 157(a) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
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UK   

According to the UK Companies Act2409 the directors have power to grant rights to subscribe 
for shares or to convert any security into shares.2410 This is possible in a private company with 
only one share class unless the directors are prohibited from doing so. In other situations, this 
is possible if the directors receive authority to do so by the company’s articles or company´s 
resolution.  

As a summary can be stated that UK company law specifically identifies option and convertible 
loan.  

 
Germany  

In Germany the private limited liability companies cannot issue convertible loans and options 
due to the Limited Liability Companies Act (Gesellschaftsrecht)2411 not including the concept 
of conditional capital.2412 This means that only public limited liability companies can issue 
convertible loans and options/option loans. 

According to the German Stock Corporation Act (Aktiengesetz)2413 the meeting of 
shareholders may decide on a share capital increase that shall be executed only to the extent 
that conversion rights or stock warrants are exercised.2414  Such a resolution on a conditional 
capital increase may be approved among other things for the purpose of granting conversion 
rights or stock warrants to holders of convertible bonds or warrant bonds.2415  

Convertible or warrant bonds providing holders with a conversion right or share warrant and 
dividend bonds connecting the holders´ rights to dividends paid to shareholders may only be 
issued based on a shareholders’ meeting resolution.2416   

As a summary can be stated that the German company law for public limited liability 
companies specifically identifies option and convertible loan. It shall be additionally noted 
that the concept of subordinated loan is not mentioned in the German company laws. A 
subordinated loan is considered legally a normal loan under the German Civil Code 
(Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch).2417 

 
Conclusion on differences in company laws 

The company laws in Finland, Sweden, Estonia, USA2418, UK and Germany all identify either 
directly or indirectly option loan and convertible loan. Indirect identification means here that 
the instrument in question is not specifically mentioned in the law but the text refers to usage 
of such instruments. A good example is the Finnish company law which gives possibility for 

                                            
2409 Companies Act 2006. 
2410 Part 17, Chapter 1, Sections 550 and 551(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
2411 Limited Liability Companies Act of April 20, 1892. 
2412 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p.301. 
2413 Stock Corporation Act (Aktiengesetz) of September 6, 1965. 
2414 Book 1, Part 6, Section 192(1) of the Stock Corporation Act.  
2415 Book 1, Part 6, Section 192(2) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
2416 Book 1, Part 6, Section 221(1) of the Stock Corporation Act. 
2417 Mäntysaari, P. (2010c), p. 295. The basic regulation in this respect is Chapter 1, Section 488 of the German 
Civil Code of August 18, 1896. 
2418 The company law in the USA refers here to Model Business Corporation Act (MBCA) and Delaware 
General Corporation Law (DGCL). 
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the companies to issue option rights and other special rights entitling to shares.2419 According 
to the law text such rights may be granted also to a creditor on the condition that the creditor´s 
receivable is to be set off against the subscription price of the share.2420 This means that the 
debt is actually converted to a convertible loan although this instrument type is not specifically 
mentioned in the law.2421   

In case of Germany the option loan and convertible loan is identified in the company law for 
public limited liability companies but not in the company law of private limited companies.2422 

The Finnish company law contains also special provisions on a specific loan type called capital 
loan.2423 It has typical mezzanine features of both debt and equity and is also subordinated to 
all the other loans of the company. The repayment is subject to balance sheet related 
requirements. Interest and principal of a capital loan can be paid back only within the limits 
of the unrestricted equity of the company.  The borrower of the capital loan may not provide 
security for the payment of the principal and interest.  

The Swedish company law includes specific rules related to dividend-linked participating 
debentures and principal-linked participating debentures. In these loans the interest or the 
amount to repaid is dependent on dividends, price changes of the shares or borrowers financial 
position.2424 The dividend-linked participating debenture loan is called in the Swedish tax law 
“vinstandelslån”2425 and principal-linked participating debentures refers to a value-
appreciation loan “kapitalandelslån”2426. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
2419 Chapter 10, Section 1:1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
2420 Chapter 10, Section 1:2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
2421 Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), p. 113. 
2422 In Germany the private limited liability companies can not issue convertible loans and options as the 
German Limited Liability Companies Act (Gesellschaftsrecht) does not contain the concept of conditional 
capital.   
2423 Chapter 12, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
2424 Chapter 11, Section 11:1 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).   
2425 Chapter 24, Sections 5-10 of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). 
2426 In the Government Bill for the Swedish Companies Act (Regeringens proposition 2004/05:85, Ny 
aktiebolagslag) both terms “vinstandelslån” and “kapitalandelslån” were used but not in the final Swedish 
Companies Act. See Government Bill for the Swedish Companies Act (Regeringens proposition 2004/05:85, Ny 
aktiebolagslag), pp. 367-369. 
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APPENDIX 3 

Accounting 

Finland   

The Finnish Accounting Act2427 requires that company having issued securities to be traded in 
the regulated market in European Economic Area must prepare its consolidated accounts 
according to the IFRS rules.2428 Even if there is no obligation to prepare consolidated accounts 
the financial statement of the company must be prepared anyhow in conformity with the 
IFRS.2429   

In general mezzanine instruments like capital loan and debentures are normally classified as 
liabilities in IFRS financials.2430  According to the IFRS rules however a compound instrument 
that contains both liability and equity components must be classified as financial assets, 
financial liabilities or equity instruments separately.2431 A convertible bond is an example of 
such a compound financing instrument.    

Sweden   

The annual reports of a limited company must be prepared in accordance with the so-called 
K-regulations issued by the Swedish Accounting Standards Board (BFN).2432 In practice IAS 
rules are followed for the classification of the mezzanine instruments 

Those companies that do not apply IFRS-standards follow the K-regulation of BFN. According 
to K3-rules financial instruments shall be classified either to debt or equity based on the 
instrument´s economical characteristic.2433 

Estonia   

According to the Estonian Accounting Act companies may choose whether to compile their 
annual financial statements according to Estonian Accounting Standards (Estonian GAAP) or 
IFRS.2434 The classification of financial instruments is in practice always done according to 
IAS as the Estonian GAAP is in compliance with the instrument classification rules of IAS.2435 

  

                                            
2427 Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997). 
2428 Chapter 7a, Section 2:1 of the Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997). 
2429 Chapter 7a, Section 2:2 of the Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997). 
2430 IAS 32.11. 
2431 IAS 32.15 and IAS 32.28. See also about the different components Haaramo, V. (2012), pp. 129-130. 
2432 The purpose of the K-regulation is to simplify the financial reporting for smaller companies. There are four 
sets of accounting regulations from which a company will choose one to follow depending on the size of a 
company.  The basis is the Annual Accounts Act and each of the four regulation sets target to meet the 
company's complexity level. The K-regulation categories are as follows: 

• K1 (BFNAR 2006:1): Sole traders establishing simplified financial statements. 
• K2 (BFNAR 2008:1): Annual reporting in small companies. 
• K3 (BFNAR 2012:1): Annual reporting and consolidated financial statement. 
• K4 is for companies who must or choose to follow IFRS. 

2433 BFN (2016), pp. 201-202. 
2434 Chapter 3, Section 17:1 of the Accounting Act (RT I 2002, 102, 600). 
2435 Strouhal, J. ed. (2011), p. 86. 
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USA   

The SEC permits foreign private issuers to use IFRS but not domestic issuers.2436 When IFRS 
is not used US GAAP is applied.2437 In case of mezzanine instruments there are some 
differences between the two standards. For example, in case of convertible debt the conversion 
option must be always separated from the debt part under IFRS.2438  Under U.S. GAAP the 
separation is precluded according to the main rule.2439  

UK 

All listed companies in the UK must prepare their consolidated financial statements using 
IFRS as adopted in the EU. The unlisted UK companies are permitted to choose whether to 
prepare their account according to IFRS or in accordance with UK GAAP.  UK GAAP and IFRS 
have in certain areas different approaches but regarding liabilities and equity the standards 
are broadly consistent with each other.2440  

Germany 

The German companies listed in an EU securities market shall follow IFRS. For non-listed 
companies there is an option to prepare the consolidated financials according to the German 
Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch, HGB)2441 or IFRS. Regarding the individual financial 
statements, the companies must prepare financial statements in accordance to the German 
Commercial Code.2442 

According to the German GAAP basing on the German Commercial Code (HGB) the 
mezzanine instruments shall be split into debt and/or equity subject to specific criteria 2443 
which differ from IFRS.  

Conclusion on differences in accounting 

Regulation (EC) No 1606/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 July 2002 
on the application of international accounting standards defines when listed companies in EU 
are required to follow IFRS standards when preparing their financial statements.2444  The 
regulation means that in EU countries Finland, Sweden, Estonia, UK and Germany companies 
having issued securities to be traded in the regulated market in European Economic Area have 
to prepare their consolidated accounts according to the IFRS rules. Even in cases where local 
GAAP is applied instead of IFRS rules the classification of financial instruments is in practice 
mostly done according to IAS/IFRS in Finland, Sweden, Estonia and UK.2445 However the 

                                            
2436 IFRS Foundation (2017), p. 2.  
2437 Ibid. 
2438 IAS 32:28-29. 
2439 PwC (2017b), p. 10-2. 
2440 KPMG (2015b), pp. 180-191. 
2441 German Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch) May 10, 1897. 
2442 IFRS Foundation (2016e), p. 5. 
2443 Brokamp, J. et al. (2011), p. 124. 
2444 According to the Article 4 main rule IFRS shall be applied to the consolidated financial statements of EU 
companies whose securities are traded on a regulated EU market. According to the Article 5 EU countries can 
decide to extend the use of IFRS to annual financial statements and non-listed companies, too. 
2445 For example in Estonia the local GAAP is in compliance with the instrument classification rules of IAS.    
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German GAAP basing on the German Commercial Code2446 requires splitting of the mezzanine 
instruments into debt and/or equity subject to criteria differing from IFRS.2447 

In case the specific Finnish mezzanine instrument capital loan would be classified as equity in 
the IFRS financials then that capital loan can also be booked as equity in the non-IFRS 
financials.2448 In other situations mezzanine instruments shall booked as debt. 

In the USA the SEC permits foreign private issuers to use IFRS. When IFRS is not used US 
GAAP is applied.  In case of mezzanine instruments there are some differences between the 
two standards. According to the main rule the US GAAP precludes in case of convertible debt 
the separation of the conversion option from the debt part2449 - unlike IFRS.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
2446 German Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch) May 10, 1897. 
2447 Brokamp, J. et al. (2011), p. 124. 
2448 Chapter 5, Section 5c of the Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997). 
2449 PwC (2017b), p. 10-2. 
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APPENDIX 4 

Tax rules   

Finland 

In Finland based on the general rule of the Companies Income Tax Act the starting point is 
that business related interest expenses are deductible for the payer of the interest.2450 Also 
interest that is dependent on the profit of the company is deductible.2451  

There are no actual thin capitalisation rules to be followed but there are some restrictions on 
interest deductions. These limitations of deductibility will apply to interest paid between 
related parties.2452   

Sweden 

In Sweden interest expenses are generally deductible for the borrower company.2453  There are 
no separate thin capitalization restrictions for tax purposes. Interest costs relating to intra-
group loans are however not deductible with some exemptions.2454 

Regarding mezzanine instruments relevant from the interest deduction point of view is 
whether the instrument shall be classified as debt or equity from the taxation perspective.  In 
case of debt interest expenses are deductible. A company owner who has subscribed the profit-
sharing loan by using the shareholder´s pre-emption priority is not entitled to deduct the 
profit-sharing part of the interest costs.2455  

Estonia 

In Estonia corporates are subject to income tax only in respect of all distributed profits.2456 
This means that the retained earnings are not taxed until profit distributions are made and 
interest cost deduction is not applied.  

There are no thin capitalization rules in Estonia. There is however some regulation on transfer 
pricing.  In case the value of a transaction carried out between related parties differs from the 
value of similar transactions between non-related parties, the resulting difference is subject of 
income tax.2457  

USA   

Interest expenses of debt are generally deductible for the corporations in the USA.2458 
Regarding mezzanine financing the deductibility of interest is possible if the financing form 
can be considered to be debt.  

                                            
2450 Division I, Chapter 2, Section 7 of the Companies Income Tax Act (360/1968). 
2451 Division II, Chapter 2, Section 18:1, point 2 of the Companies Income Tax Act (360/1968). 
2452 Division II, Chapter 2, Section 18a of the Companies Income Tax Act (360/1968). 
2453 Chapter 16, Section 1 of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). 
2454 Chapter 24, Section 10d of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). 
2455 Chapter 24, Section 6:1 of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). 
2456 Chapter 10, Sections 49-51 of the Income Tax Act (RT I 1999, 101, 903). 
2457 Chapter 14, Sections 7-8 and Chapter 50, Sections 4-8 of the Income Tax Act (RT I 1999, 101, 903) and 
Minister of Finance (2006). 
2458 26 U.S. Code § 163. The law includes also several exceptions of the main rule. 
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Thin capitalization rules may also be applied to prevent companies from borrowing in excess 
with a view to reduce their tax liability.2459 

UK 

In the UK the debt interest is generally deductible. In case of mezzanine financing this means 
that the interest is deductible if the financing form can be considered to be debt. The tax 
treatment of financing instruments in the UK follows generally the accounting treatment of 
the instruments.2460  

There are no actual thin capitalisation rules to be followed but limitations of deductibility will 
sometimes apply to interest paid between related parties.2461  

Germany 

In Germany the debt interest is generally deductible with some restrictions. The taxation of 
financing instruments in Germany follows generally the accounting principles of the 
instruments i.e.  the classification of instruments as debt or equity is decisive for the tax 
treatment.2462   

According to the transfer pricing rule the related party transactions must comply with the 
arm’s length principles.2463   

Conclusion on differences in taxation rules 

In Finland, Sweden, USA, UK and Germany the main rule is that business related interest 
expenses are deductible for the payer of the interest. In case of mezzanine instruments the 
deductibility of interest is possible if the financing form can be considered to be debt. Also, 
interest that is dependent on the profit of the company can be deductible. However, in Sweden 
a profit-sharing loan from a shareholder who has subscribed the loan by using the 
shareholder´s pre-emption priority does not create interest deduction right for the profit-
sharing part of the interest.2464  

There are no separate thin capitalization rules in Finland, Sweden, Estonia and UK. However, 
limitations of deductibility are applied to interest paid between related parties both in Finland, 
Sweden and UK. In the USA thin capitalization rules exist and they may be applied to prevent 
companies from borrowing excessively with a purpose to reduce their tax liability. 

In Germany there are also some restrictions of interest deductibility. The major one of which 
is the interest deduction ceiling (Zinsschranke). According to this rule the net interest expense 
deduction is possible up to 30% of borrower´s EBITDA.2465 . 

In Estonia corporates are subject to income tax only in respect of all distributed profits. This 
means that the retained earnings are not taxed until profit distributions are made and interest 
cost deduction is not applied.  

                                            
2459 26 U.S. Code § 163 (j) and § 385. 
2460 James, M. (2009), p. 17. 
2461 HM Revenue & Customs (2016d). 
2462 Bärsch, S.-E. (2012), p. 148. 
2463 Section 1 of the Foreign Transactions Tax Act (Aussensteuergesetz). 
2464 Chapter 24, Section 6:1 of the Income Tax Law (SFS 1999:1229). See also Tivéus, U. (2010), p. 93.  
2465 There are several more detailed rules complementing the Zinsschranken-regulation. See for more details 
above section 3.6.3.4.2 Germany. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Size of market  

General   

When reviewing the size of the local market the focus is given on  

• amount of venture capital actors 

• amount of venture capital investments 

• amount of banks  

• total amount of loans of the non-financial corporations2466. 

The researcher considers these factors to give sufficient picture what is the relative market 
potential of the country in question and what kind of competition exist for a potential 
mezzanine provider.2467   

As a source for non-financial corporate sector debt amount is used the data provided by the 
OECD2468 to get better comparable data.  

Finland   

The Finnish Venture Capital Association (FVCA) has 61 full members and 43 associate 
members.2469 The Finnish venture capital firms invested in total MEUR 452 in 265 growth 
companies in 2016 globally.2470 The foreign venture capital companies invested in total MEUR 
271 in 19 Finnish target companies in 2016.2471 All in all MEUR 653 was invested in 234 
Finnish target companies. In international comparison Finland is very active in the venture 
capital financing.2472  

In the Finnish banking market operate more than 200 banks.2473 The amount of total loans of 
the non-financial corporate sector is 136 billion EUR.2474  

Sweden  

The Swedish Venture Capital Association has 155 members (79 ordinary and 76 associate 
members). 2475 The Swedish venture capital firms invested in total 13.7 billion SEK in       

                                            
2466 Here the term “non-financial corporation” is used according to OECD glossary of statistical terms. 
According to OECD (2011) “non-financial corporations are corporations whose principal activity is the 
production of markets good or non-financial services”. 
2467 This approach excludes business angels. Due to business angel activity being mostly unorganised in terms of 
non-existing umbrella associations there is no reliable statistical data of its volumes. On the other hand, it is in 
volumes only a fraction of total financing to corporates and would thus not change the conclusions drawn here 
of the overall market conditions.     
2468 OECD (2016b). 
2469 FVCA (2017). 
2470 FVCA (2017b), 3. 
2471 FVCA (2017b), p. 22 and FVCA (2017c), p. 25. 
2472 See Figure 8 above in section 4.1.2 Venture capital in Finland. 
2473 FFI (2016). 
2474 OECD (2016b), p. 93. 
2475 SVCA (2017). 
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companies in 2014.2476 In international comparison the Swedish venture capital investments 
are on high level in terms of a percentage of GDP.2477 

In the Swedish banking market operate more than 100 banks.2478 The amount of total loans of 
the non-financial corporate sector in the country is 3638 billion SEK.2479   

Estonia   

The Estonian Venture Capital Association (EstVCA) has 38 members (14 ordinary and 24 
associate members).2480 The private equity investments in Estonia totalled to MEUR 40 and 
they were channelled in total to 8 companies in 2014 which makes the country clearly smaller 
venture capital country than its two closest Nordic neighbours Finland and Sweden.2481  

Estonian banking market comprises 15 banks.2482 The amount of total loans of the non-
financial corporate sector in the country is around 14 billion EUR.2483 

USA 

According to the National Venture Capital Association statistics there are around 800 venture 
capital companies operating in the USA.2484 The amount of total investments was 59,1 billion 
USD in 2015.2485  Those funds were channelled in total to 3709 companies.2486 These figures 
make the nation by far bigger venture capital market than any other country. 

In the USA there are more than 5.000 commercial banks.2487 The amount of total loans of the 
non-financial corporate sector in the country is around 6855 billion USD.2488 

UK   

British Private Equity and Venture Capital Association BVCA has over 600-member firms2489 
and there are over 250 active UK private equity firms operating in this sector.2490 The UK 
venture capital firms invested in total 16.9 billion GBP in companies during year 2016.2491 

In the UK there are more than 300 banks.2492 The amount of total loans of the non-financial 
corporate sector in the country is around 965 billion GBP.2493 

 

                                            
2476 SVCA (2015), p. 7. 
2477 See Figure 8 above in section 4.1.2 Venture capital in Finland. 
2478 SBA (2017), p. 5. 
2479 OECD (2016b), p. 284. 
2480 EstVCA (2017). 
2481 EVCA (2015), p. 13-14. 
2482 TheBanks.eu (2017). 
2483 OECD (2016b), p. 83. 
2484 NVCA (2016), p. 9. 
2485 NVCA (2016), p. 26-27. 
2486 Ibid. 
2487 Ycharts (2017). 
2488 OECD (2016b), p. 317. 
2489 BVCA (2016). 
2490 BVCA (2012), p. 7. 
2491 BVCA (2016b), p. 4. 
2492 PRA (2016), p. 15. 
2493 OECD (2016b), p. 309. 
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Germany 

The German Private Equity and Venture Capital Association e.V. (BVK) has around 300 
members and almost 200 of them are private equity firms.2494 The German private equity 
companies invested in total 5.7 billion EUR in 1011 companies during 2016.2495   

The German banking sector is very heterogeneous consisting of over 1700 banks.2496 The 
amount of total loans of the non-financial corporate sector in the country is around 1172 billion 
EUR.2497   

Conclusion on differences in size of market  

Based on   

• amount of venture capital actors 

• amount of venture capital investments 

• amount of banks  

• amount of bank loans  

Finland, Sweden, Estonia, USA, UK and Germany can be put in ranking order from smallest 
to the largest as follows:  

Estonia is the clearly smallest market and Finland is in the second smallest market. Next in 
ranking order is Sweden. Germany and UK are approximately in the same size category. The 
clearly biggest market is USA.  

Normally the bigger the market the greater the possibility for a company to get financing due 
to more potential investors and lenders. This is the case both in relation to getting venture 
capital financing and bank financing in general but also mezzanine financing specifically.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
2494 BVK (2017c). 
2495 BVK (2017b). 
2496 IMF (2016), p. 54. 
2497 OECD (2016b), p. 113. 
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APPENDIX 6 

Transaction example - subordinated debt 

General 

The observations are done from the borrower company´s perspective and focus is on 
consolidated financial statements. The borrower in these examples is public limited liability 
company or local equivalents being traded in the regulated market2498.  It is also assumed here 
that the financing transactions are done on arm´s length2499 and no other than instrument 
specific interest deduction rules apply.2500  

Finland 

In Finland Company Oyj2501 can take a subordinated loan in the form of capital loan2502. The 
terms of subordinated loans shall be based on an agreement between the parties and fulfil the 
minimum requirements set forth in the law. Capital loans shall be shown on the borrower´s 
balance sheet as a separate item.2503 As an EU member state Finland is subject to the IAS 
Regulation adopted by the EU.2504 This means applying IFRS for consolidated financials. 
According to IAS 32 § the substance of a financial instrument governs the classification rather 
than the legal form of an instrument. Capital loan is normally classified as liabilities in IFRS 
financials (see Figure 44 below).2505 However the credit terms in some cases may require that 
a capital loan would be classified as equity in the IFRS financials (see Figure 45 below).2506  

As a general rule, interest expenses are fully deductible in Finland.2507 The interest expense of 
the capital loan is also deductible. 

 

 

 

                                            
2498 Companies traded on a regulated market refers here to stock exchange listed companies. 
2499 “Arm´s length principle” means here transaction according to the market price. See more about the transfer 
pricing and “arm´s length principle” OECD (2010). 
2500 This means that thin capitalisation rules or local general interest deduction caps are not applied. 
2501 There are two forms of limited liability companies (LLCs) in Finland: the private limited liability company 
(abbreviation in Finnish: Oy) and the public limited liability company (abbreviation in Finnish: Oyj). 
2502 Chapter 12, Section 1 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006). The Limited Liability Companies 
Act in Finland contains also special provisions on a specific loan type called capital loan which has features of 
both debt and equity. Interest and principal of a capital loan can be paid back only within the limits of the 
unrestricted equity of the company.  This loan type is also subordinated to all of the other loans of the company. 
See for more details above in section 3.4.2.2.4 Capital structure. 
2503 Chapter 12, Section 2 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
2504 The IAS Regulation in EU requires application of IFRS Standards for the consolidated financial statements 
of European companies who have their securities traded in a regulated securities market. 
2505 Myllymäki, J. (2013), p. 117 and Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), 
p. 120.  
2506 Chapter 5, Section 5c of the Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997). In case of mezzanine financing there may 
sometimes be a problem to differentiate between liabilities and equity due to mezzanine instrument having 
equity characteristics in substance but debt characteristics from the legal point of view. If mezzanine instrument 
does not meet the definitions of financial asset or financial liability as defined according to IFRS rules, then the 
mezzanine instrument is equity in the IFRS classification. See also above section 3.5.1 IFRS and mezzanine.    
2507 Division I, Chapter 2, Section 7 of the Companies Income Tax Act (360/1968). 
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Figure 44: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Finnish capital loan borrower 
 

Equity 
• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 

 
Liabilities 

• Long term debt  
• Capital loan 
• Other liabilities 

 
 
Figure 45: Alternative simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance 
sheet of Finnish capital loan borrower in case capital loan qualifies as equity 
according to IFRS  
 

Equity 
• Share capital 
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Liabilities 

• Long term debt  
• Other liabilities 

 
 
 
Sweden 

In Sweden Company Abp2508 can take a subordinated loan. Contractual subordination of debt 
may be achieved by an agreement. As an EU member state Sweden is subject to the IAS 
Regulation adopted by the EU.2509 Subordinated loan type is normally classified as liabilities 
in IFRS financials (see Figure 46 below). However, in some situations the subordinated loan 
can also be classified as equity depending on the exact credit terms (see Figure 47 below).2510   

Relevant from the interest deduction point of view is whether the instrument shall be classified 
as debt or equity from the taxation perspective.2511 It shall be noted that the taxation 
classification does not necessarily follow the accounting classification. In case of tailor-made 
credit instruments like subordinated loans the possibility to deduct interest expenses shall be 

                                            
2508 In Sweden a public limited company is legally denoted as "AB (publ)”. 
2509 The IAS Regulation in EU requires application of IFRS Standards for the consolidated financial statements 
of European companies whose securities are traded in a regulated securities market. 
2510 In case of mezzanine financing there may sometimes be a problem to differentiate between liabilities and 
equity due to mezzanine instrument having equity characteristics in substance but debt characteristics from the 
legal point of view. If mezzanine instrument does not meet the definitions of financial asset or financial liability 
as defined according to IFRS rules, then the mezzanine instrument is equity in the IFRS classification. See also 
above section 3.5.1 IFRS and mezzanine.    
2511 In Sweden the applicable taxation is based on two step process. First shall be assessed whether the 
instrument is debt or equity and is the payment to the investor interest or dividend. At the second stage shall be 
assessed whether the compensation paid is deductible or not. See for more details Skatteverket (2012), pp. 82-
84. 
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concluded on case by case basis.2512 If the instrument can be classified as debt from taxation 
perspective the payment to the investor is interest and interest is deductible expense. 

 
Figure 46: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Swedish subordinated loan borrower 
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Figure 47: Alternative simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance 
sheet of Swedish subordinated loan borrower in case loan qualifies as equity 
according to IFRS  
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Estonia 

In Estonia Company AS2513 can take a subordinated loan. Unlike in Finland and like in Sweden 
there are no specific subordinated loan types identified in the Estonian company legislation 
but lender and borrower can agree on loan subordination within the general freedom of 
contract.2514  Being an EU member state Estonia is subject to the IAS Regulation adopted by 
the EU.2515 As the substance rather than the legal form of a financial instrument governs the 
classification of the instrument, subordinated loan type is normally classified as liability in 
IFRS financials (see Figure 48 below). However, in some situations the subordinated loan can 
also be classified as equity depending on the exact credit terms (see Figure 49 below).2516   

                                            
2512 The Swedish Tax Board and the Supreme Administrative Court have also had different views related to the 
classification of financial instruments as debt or equity. See Hilling, A. and Vilhelmsson, A. (2015), p. 700 and 
also Bjuvberg, J. (2014), Olsson, S. (2014) and Tivéus, U. (2014). 
2513 In Estonia a public limited company shall use the appendage “aktsiaselts” (public limited company) or 
alternatively the relevant abbreviation “AS”. 
2514 About freedom of contract in general see above section 3.4.4 Freedom of contract. 
2515 The IAS Regulation in EU requires application of IFRS Standards for the consolidated financial statements 
of European companies whose securities trade in a regulated securities market. 
2516 In case of mezzanine financing there may sometimes be a problem to differentiate between liabilities and 
equity due to mezzanine instrument having equity characteristics in substance but debt characteristics from the 
legal point of view. If mezzanine instrument does not meet the definitions of financial asset or financial liability 
as defined according to IFRS rules, then the mezzanine instrument is equity in the IFRS classification. See also 
above section 3.5.1 IFRS and mezzanine.    
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Figure 48: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Estonian subordinated loan borrower 
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Figure 49: Alternative simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance 
sheet of Estonian subordinated loan borrower in case loan qualifies as equity 
according to IFRS  
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In Estonia interest cost deduction is not applied and thus interest expense is not 
deductible.2517 

USA 

In the USA Company Inc.2518 can take a subordinated loan. Unlike in Finland and like in 
Sweden and Estonia there are no specific subordinated loan types identified in the US 
company legislation. Lender and borrower can however agree on loan subordination within 
the general freedom of contract.2519 The SEC does not permit its domestic issuers to use IFRS 
in preparing their financial statements but obliges them to use US GAAP.2520  Subordinated 

                                            
2517 The Estonian corporates are subject to income tax only in respect of all distributed profits including 
dividends distributed, gifts and donations and payments unrelated to business. The consequence of this is that 
retained earnings are not taxed until profit distributions are made. This means that interest cost deduction is not 
applied. See more about the Estonian corporate taxation system in Staehr, K. (2014). 
2518 According to the Chapter 4, Section 4.01. (a) of the Model Business Corporation Act a corporate name 
“must contain the word “corporation,” “incorporated,” “company,” or “limited,” or the abbreviation “corp.,” 
“inc.,” “co.,” or “ltd.,” or words or abbreviations of like import in another language; …”  

According to Subchapter I, Section 101(a) (1) of the Delaware General Corporation Law “The name 
of the corporation …shall contain 1 of the words "association," "company," "corporation," "club," 
"foundation," "fund," "incorporated," "institute," "society," "union," "syndicate," or "limited," (or abbreviations 
thereof, with or without punctuation), or words (or abbreviations thereof, with or without punctuation) of like 
import of foreign countries or jurisdictions (provided they are written in roman characters or letters)…” 
2519 About freedom of contract in general see above section 3.4.4 Freedom of contract. 
2520 IFRS Foundation (2017), p. 2. 
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loan type is normally classified as liability according to US GAAP (see Figure 50 below).2521 
The lower repayment ranking priority alone does not take away the liability classification. 

 
Figure 50: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of US 
subordinated loan borrower 
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All interest expenses in relation to debt are generally deductible for the corporations in the 
USA.2522  

UK 

In the UK Company Plc2523 can take a subordinated loan. Unlike in Finland there are no 
specific subordinated loan type identified in the UK company legislation but lender and 
borrower can agree on loan subordination within the general freedom of contract.2524  As an 
EU member state UK is subject to the IAS Regulation adopted by the EU.2525 This loan type is 
normally classified as liabilities in IFRS financials (see Figure 51 below). However, in some 
situations the subordinated loan can also be classified as equity depending on the exact credit 
terms (see Figure 52 below).2526   

The tax treatment of financing instruments in the UK follows generally the accounting 
treatment of the instruments.2527 This means that that interest payments of subordinated loan 
is generally deductible. 

 

 

 

                                            
2521 Stice, J.D. and Stice, E.K. (2014), p. 12-52 in which is referred to FASB Accounting Standards Codification 
(ASC) paragraph 470-10-599-2.  
2522 26 U.S. Code § 163. The law includes also several exceptions of the main rule.  
2523 The name of a limited company that is a public company must end with “public limited company” or 
“p.l.c.” In practice Registrar of Companies - the public authority in UK responsible for managing a companies 
register - allows also forms without punctuation and “Plc” and “PLC” are also commonly used abbreviations. 
See IBP (2009), p. 41. 
2524 About freedom of contracting in general see above section 3.4.4 Freedom of contract. 
2525 The IAS Regulation in EU requires application of IFRS Standards for the consolidated financial statements 
of European companies whose securities trade in a regulated securities market. 
2526 In case of mezzanine financing there may sometimes be a problem to differentiate between liabilities and 
equity due to mezzanine instrument having equity characteristics in substance but debt characteristics from the 
legal point of view. If mezzanine instrument does not meet the definitions of financial asset or financial liability 
as defined according to IFRS rules, then the mezzanine instrument is equity in the IFRS classification. See also 
above section 3.5.1 IFRS and mezzanine.    
2527 James, M. (2009), p. 17. 
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Figure 51: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of UK 
subordinated loan borrower 
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Figure 52: Alternative simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance 
sheet of UK subordinated loan borrower in case loan qualifies as equity 
according to IFRS  
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Germany 

In Germany Company AG2528 can take a subordinated loan. Unlike in Finland there are no 
specific subordinated loan type identified in the German company legislation but lender and 
borrower can agree on loan subordination within the general freedom of contract.2529  As an 
EU member state Germany is subject to the IAS Regulation adopted by the EU.2530 This loan 
type is normally classified as liabilities in IFRS financials (see Figure 53 below). However, in 
some situations the subordinated loan can also be classified as equity depending on the exact 
credit terms (see Figure 54 below).2531   

The tax treatment of financing instruments in Germany follows generally the accounting 
treatment of the instruments.2532  This means that that interest payments of subordinated loan 

                                            
2528 According to Book 1, Part 1, Section 4 of the Stock Corporation Act (Aktiengesetz) of 6 September, 1965 
the business name of the company shall contain the designation “Aktiengesellschaft” or a generally understood 
abbreviation of this designation. 
2529 About freedom of contracting in general see above section 3.4.4 Freedom of contract. 
2530 The IAS Regulation in EU requires application of IFRS Standards for the consolidated financial statements 
of European companies whose securities trade in a regulated securities market. 
2531 In case of mezzanine financing there may sometimes be a problem to differentiate between liabilities and 
equity due to mezzanine instrument having equity characteristics in substance but debt characteristics from the 
legal point of view. If mezzanine instrument does not meet the definitions of financial asset or financial liability 
as defined according to IFRS rules, then the mezzanine instrument is equity in the IFRS classification. See also 
above section 3.5.1 IFRS and mezzanine.    
2532 Bärsch, S.-E. (2012), p. 142. 
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is generally deductible. The subordination alone does not take away the liability 
classification.2533 

 

 
Figure 53: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
German subordinated loan borrower 
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• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 

 
Liabilities 

• Long term debt  
• Subordinated loan 
• Other liabilities 

 
 
Figure 54: Alternative simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance 
sheet of German subordinated loan borrower in case loan qualifies as equity 
according to IFRS  
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2533 Weitnauer, W. et al. (2016), p. 174. 
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APPENDIX 7 

Transaction example - senior ranked convertible debt. 

The observations are done from the borrower company´s perspective and focus is on 
consolidated financial statements. The borrower in these examples is public limited liability 
company or local equivalents being traded in the regulated market2534.  It is also assumed here 
that the financing transactions are done on arm´s length2535 and no other than instrument 
specific interest deduction rules apply.2536  

Finland 

In Finland Company Oyj2537 can take a senior ranked convertible loan.2538 How such a loan is 
treated in accounting depends on the terms of the instrument. As an EU member state Finland 
is subject to the IAS Regulation adopted by the EU.2539 This means applying IFRS for 
consolidated financials. Different components of mezzanine instrument must be classified as 
financial assets, financial liabilities or equity instruments separately.2540  Senior ranked 
convertible loan is normally classified as liability in IFRS financials (see Figure 55 below).2541  
However the credit terms in some cases may require that a senior ranked convertible loan 
would be classified partially as equity in the IFRS financials (see Figure 56 below).2542  

 
Figure 55: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Finnish senior ranked convertible loan borrower 
 

Equity 
• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 

 
Liabilities 

• Long term debt  
• Convertible loan 
• Other liabilities 

 
 

                                            
2534 Companies traded on a regulated market refers here to stock exchange listed companies. 
2535 “Arm´s length principle” means here transaction according to the market price. See more about the transfer 
pricing and “arm´s length principle” OECD (2010). 
2536 This means that thin capitalisation rules or local general interest deduction caps are not applied. 
2537 There are two forms of limited liability companies (LLCs) in Finland: the private limited liability company 
(abbreviation in Finnish: Oy) and the public limited liability company (abbreviation in Finnish: Oyj). 
2538 Chapter 10 of the Limited Liability Companies Act (624/2006).   
2539 The IAS Regulation in EU requires application of IFRS Standards for the consolidated financial statements 
of European companies whose securities trade in a regulated securities market. 
2540 IAS 32.15 and IAS 32.28. See also about the different components Haaramo, V. (2012), pp. 129-130. 
2541 Myllymäki, J. (2013), p. 117 and Government Bill for the Limited Liability Companies Act (HE 109/2005), 
p. 120.  
2542 Chapter 5, Section 5c of the Finnish Accounting Act (1336/1997) and BDO (2012). In case of mezzanine 
financing there may sometimes be a problem to differentiate between liabilities and equity due to mezzanine 
instrument having equity characteristics in substance but debt characteristics from the legal point of view. If 
mezzanine instrument does not meet the definitions of financial asset or financial liability as defined according 
to IFRS rules, then the mezzanine instrument is equity in the IFRS classification. See also above section 3.5.1 
IFRS and mezzanine.    
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Figure 56: Alternative simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance 
sheet of Finnish senior ranked convertible loan borrower in case loan qualifies 
partially as equity according to IFRS  
 

Equity 
• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 
• Convertible loan 

(equity component)  
 

Liabilities 
• Long term debt  
• Convertible loan 
• Other liabilities 

 
 
The interest expense of the senior ranked convertible loan is deductible.2543 The lender´s right 
to convert the instrument into equity does not influence to borrower´s right to deduct the 
interest expenses.  

Sweden 

In Sweden Company Abp2544 can take a senior ranked convertible loan.2545 As an EU member 
state Finland is subject to the IAS Regulation adopted by the EU.2546 This means applying IFRS 
for consolidated financials. Different components of mezzanine instrument must be classified 
as financial assets, financial liabilities or equity instruments separately.2547  Senior ranked 
convertible loan is normally classified as liability in IFRS financials (see Figure 57 below).  
However, the credit terms in some cases may require that a senior ranked convertible loan 
would be classified partially as equity in the IFRS financials (see Figure 58 below).2548  

 
Figure 57: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Swedish senior ranked convertible loan borrower 
 

Equity 
• Share capital 
• Retained earnings 

 
Liabilities 
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• Convertible loan 
• Other liabilities 

                                            
2543 Verohallinto (2014), Section 2.4. According to the Finnish tax authorities´ guidance interest expenses of 
convertible debt are generally considered to be deductible until to the moment of converting the debt to the 
shares. 
2544 In Sweden a public limited company is legally denoted as "AB (publ)”. 
2545 Chapter 15 of the Companies Act (SFS 2005:551).    
2546 The IAS Regulation in EU requires application of IFRS Standards for the consolidated financial statements 
of European companies whose securities trade in a regulated securities market. 
2547 IAS 32.15 and IAS 32.28.  
2548 BDO (2012). In case of mezzanine financing there may sometimes be a problem to differentiate between 
liabilities and equity due to mezzanine instrument having equity characteristics in substance but debt 
characteristics from the legal point of view. If mezzanine instrument does not meet the definitions of financial 
asset or financial liability as defined according to IFRS rules, then the mezzanine instrument is equity in the 
IFRS classification. See also above section 3.5.1 IFRS and mezzanine.    
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Figure 58: Alternative simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance 
sheet of Swedish senior ranked convertible loan borrower in case loan qualifies 
partially as equity according to IFRS  
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Relevant from the interest deduction point of view is whether the instrument shall be classified 
as debt or equity from the taxation perspective.2549 It shall be noted that the taxation 
classification does not necessarily follow the accounting classification. In case of tailormade 
credit instruments like convertible loans the possibility to deduct interest expenses shall be 
concluded on case by case basis.2550 If the instrument can be classified as debt from taxation 
perspective the payment to the investor is interest and interest is deductible expense. 

Estonia 

In Estonia Company AS2551 can take a senior ranked convertible loan.2552 As an EU member 
state Finland is subject to the IAS Regulation adopted by the EU.2553 This means applying IFRS 
for consolidated financials. Different components of mezzanine instrument must be classified 
as financial assets, financial liabilities or equity instruments separately.2554  Senior ranked 
convertible loan is normally classified as liability in IFRS financials (see Figure 59 below).  
However, the credit terms in some cases may require that a senior ranked convertible loan 
would be classified partially as equity in the IFRS financials (see Figure 60 below).2555  

                                            
2549 In Sweden the applicable taxation is based on two step process. First shall be assessed whether the 
instrument is debt or equity and is the payment to the investor interest or dividend. At the second stage shall be 
assessed whether the compensation paid is deductible or not. See for more details Skatteverket (2012), pp. 82-
84. 
2550 The Swedish Tax Board and the Supreme Administrative Court have also had different views related to the 
classification of financial instruments as debt or equity. See Hilling, A. and Vilhelmsson, A. (2015), p. 700 and 
also Bjuvberg, J. (2014), Olsson, S. (2014) and Tivéus, U. (2014). 
2551 In Estonia a public limited company shall use the appendage “aktsiaselts” (public limited company) or 
alternatively the relevant abbreviation “AS”. 
2552 Chapter 19, Section 1672:1 and Chapter 24, Section 241:1 of the Commercial Code (RT I 1995, 26, 355). 
2553 The IAS Regulation in EU requires application of IFRS Standards for the consolidated financial statements 
of European companies whose securities trade in a regulated securities market. 
2554 IAS 32.15 and IAS 32.28.  
2555 BDO (2012). In case of mezzanine financing there may sometimes be a problem to differentiate between 
liabilities and equity due to mezzanine instrument having equity characteristics in substance but debt 
characteristics from the legal point of view. If mezzanine instrument does not meet the definitions of financial 
asset or financial liability as defined according to IFRS rules, then the mezzanine instrument is equity in the 
IFRS classification. See also above section 3.5.1 IFRS and mezzanine.    
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In Estonia interest cost deduction is not applied and thus interest expense is not 
deductible.2556 

 
Figure 59: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
Estonian senior ranked convertible loan borrower 
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Figure 60: Alternative simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance 
sheet of Estonian senior ranked convertible loan borrower in case loan 
qualifies partially as equity according to IFRS  
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USA 

In the USA Company Inc.2557 can take a senior ranked convertible loan.2558 The SEC does not 
permit its domestic issuers to use IFRS in preparing their financial statements but obliges 
them to use US GAAP.2559  In case of mezzanine instruments there are some differences 

                                            
2556 The Estonian corporates are subject to income tax only in respect of all distributed profits including 
dividends distributed, gifts and donations and payments unrelated to business. The consequence of this is that 
retained earnings are not taxed until profit distributions are made. This means that interest cost deduction is not 
applied. See more about the Estonian corporate taxation system in Staehr, K. (2014). 
2557 According to the Chapter 4, Section 4.01. (a) of the Model Business Corporation Act a corporate name 
“must contain the word “corporation,” “incorporated,” “company,” or “limited,” or the abbreviation “corp.,” 
“inc.,” “co.,” or “ltd.,” or words or abbreviations of like import in another language; …”  

According to Subchapter I, Section 101(a) (1) of the Delaware General Corporation Law “The name 
of the corporation …shall contain 1 of the words "association," "company," "corporation," "club," 
"foundation," "fund," "incorporated," "institute," "society," "union," "syndicate," or "limited," (or abbreviations 
thereof, with or without punctuation), or words (or abbreviations thereof, with or without punctuation) of like 
import of foreign countries or jurisdictions (provided they are written in roman characters or letters)…” 
2558 Chapter 6, Subchapter B, Section 6.21.(f) of the Model Business Corporation Act and Subchapter I, Section 
102(b) of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 
2559 IFRS Foundation (2017), p. 2. 
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between the two standards.2560 Under U.S. GAAP the separation of conversion option from the 
debt part is precluded unless certain specific conditions are fulfilled.2561 To determine the 
proper accounting of the equity conversion option, a detailed analysis of the terms and 
conditions on case by case has to be done.2562 According to the US GAAP mezzanine like hybrid 
financial instruments are generally accounted for as a financial liability (see Figure 61 below) 
or equity instrument (see Figure 62) in their entirety.2563 

All interest expenses in relation to debt are generally deductible for the corporations in the 
USA.2564 However in case of convertible debt when the issuer of the debt has an option to 
convert the debt into stock then the tax deduction for interest on the debt will be 
disallowed.2565 If the holder of this debt has an option to convert the debt into stock then the 
interest deduction will be permitted subject to that there is “substantial certainty” that the 
option would not be exercised.2566 

 
Figure 61: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of US 
senior ranked convertible loan borrower 
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Figure 62: Alternative simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance 
sheet of US senior ranked convertible loan borrower in case loan qualifies 
partially as equity according to IFRS  
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2560 See PwC (2017b), p. 10-2 according to which “Unlike IFRS, financial instruments may potentially be 
equity-classified under US GAAP if the issuer’s obligation to deliver cash or another financial asset at 
settlement is conditional. As such, US GAAP will permit more financial instruments to be equity-classified as 
compared to IFRS.” 
2561 PwC (2017b), p. 10-2. 
2562 This is important as loan terms may vary a lot. According to PwC (2017), pp. 164-202 it is possible to agree 
that loan is converted to (i) shares only, (ii) shares and cash or (iii) even only in cash. Different conversion 
options may lead to different accounting treatment.   
2563 PwC (2017b), p. 10-2. See also above section 3.5.3.3 USA. 
2564 26 U.S. Code § 163. The law includes also several exceptions of the main rule. 
2565 26 U.S. Code § 163 (l). 
2566 See also private letter ruling 201517003 issued by IRS on April 24, 2015 according to which the interest of 
convertible debt is tax deductible because it was not “substantially certain” that the holder would exercise the 
option to convert the debt into stock. 
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UK 

In the UK Company Plc2567 can take a senior ranked convertible loan.2568 As an EU member 
state Sweden is subject to the IAS Regulation adopted by the EU.2569 This means applying IFRS 
for consolidated financials. Different components of mezzanine instrument must be classified 
as financial assets, financial liabilities or equity instruments separately.2570  Senior ranked 
convertible loan is normally classified as liability in IFRS financials (see Figure 63 below). 
However, the credit terms in some cases may require that a senior ranked convertible loan 
would be classified partially as equity in the IFRS financials (see Figure 64 below).2571  

 
Figure 63: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of UK 
senior ranked convertible loan borrower 
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Figure 64: Alternative simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance 
sheet of UK senior ranked convertible loan borrower in case loan qualifies 
partially as equity according to IFRS  
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2567 The name of a limited company that is a public company must end with “public limited company” or 
“p.l.c.” In practice Registrar of Companies - the public authority in UK responsible for managing a companies 
register - allows also forms without punctuation and “Plc” and “PLC” are also commonly used abbreviations. 
See IBP (2009), p. 41. 
2568 Part 17, Chapter 1, Sections 550 and 551(1) of the Companies Act 2006. 
2569 The IAS Regulation in EU requires application of IFRS Standards for the consolidated financial statements 
of European companies whose securities trade in a regulated securities market. 
2570 IAS 32.15 and IAS 32.28.  
2571 BDO (2012). In case of mezzanine financing there may sometimes be a problem to differentiate between 
liabilities and equity due to mezzanine instrument having equity characteristics in substance but debt 
characteristics from the legal point of view. If mezzanine instrument does not meet the definitions of financial 
asset or financial liability as defined according to IFRS rules, then the mezzanine instrument is equity in the 
IFRS classification. See also above section 3.5.1 IFRS and mezzanine.    
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The tax treatment of financing instruments in the UK follows generally the accounting 
treatment of the instruments.2572  This means that debt interest is deductible and equity 
interest is not deductible as dividend distribution. In case of convertible loan this means that 
interest payments of convertible loan are generally tax deductible.2573 

 
Germany 

In Germany Company AG2574 can take a senior ranked convertible loan.2575 As an EU member 
state Germany is subject to the IAS Regulation adopted by the EU.2576 This means applying 
IFRS for consolidated financials. Different components of mezzanine instrument must be 
classified as financial assets, financial liabilities or equity instruments separately.2577  Senior 
ranked convertible loan is normally classified as liability in IFRS financials (see Figure 65 
below). However, the credit terms in some cases may require that a senior ranked convertible 
loan would be classified partially as equity in the IFRS financials (see Figure 66 below).2578  

In Germany the debt interest is generally deductible with some restrictions. The taxation of 
financing instruments in Germany follows generally the accounting principles of the 
instruments i.e.  the classification of instruments as debt or equity is decisive for the tax 
treatment.2579 According to this the interest payments of convertible loan are tax deductible 
taking however in the consideration the local restrictions concerning the deductions.2580  

 
Figure 65: Simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance sheet of 
German senior ranked convertible loan borrower 
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2572 James, M. (2009), p. 17. 
2573 Harris, P. (2013), p. 207. 
2574 According to Book 1, Part 1, Section 4 of the Stock Corporation Act (Aktiengesetz) of 6 September, 1965 
the business name of the company shall contain the designation “Aktiengesellschaft” or a generally understood 
abbreviation of this designation. 
2575 Book 1, Part 6, Section 192 of the Stock Corporation Act. 
2576 The IAS Regulation in EU requires application of IFRS Standards for the consolidated financial statements 
of European companies whose securities trade in a regulated securities market. 
2577 IAS 32.15 and IAS 32.28.  
2578 BDO (2012). In case of mezzanine financing there may sometimes be a problem to differentiate between 
liabilities and equity due to mezzanine instrument having equity characteristics in substance but debt 
characteristics from the legal point of view. If mezzanine instrument does not meet the definitions of financial 
asset or financial liability as defined according to IFRS rules, then the mezzanine instrument is equity in the 
IFRS classification. See also above section 3.5.1 IFRS and mezzanine.    
2579 Bärsch, S.-E. (2012), p. 148. 
2580 Weitnauer, W. et al. (2016), p. 183. See also above section 3.6.3.4.2 Germany. 
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Figure 66: Alternative simplified split of equity and liabilities in the balance 
sheet of German senior ranked convertible loan borrower in case loan qualifies 
partially as equity according to IFRS  
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Mezzanine Financing
A Comparison between the Finnish and International Financial Market Regulation

The purpose of the research is to give understanding 
what is the company law background concerning the 
use of mezzanine financing, how mezzanine instruments 
are handled from accounting and taxation perspective 
and how they are used in the market today. On top of 
that is reviewed the size of mezzanine market in relevant 
countries. The main focus is in Finland and comparison is 
done to Sweden, Estonia, USA, UK and Germany. The 
differences of legal frameworks and markets in relation 
to the discussed financing form are analysed. The re-
search objective has been to conclude what are some of 
the main differences of company regulation, accounting 
and taxation rules and local market conditions related to 
the topic in question. Additionally, is reviewed how mez-
zanine could be used in bank lending going forward in 
order to support functioning capital markets.

In the review of legal background, the focus has been 
on company law solely. Reference to other legislation is 
made only if it is necessary to understand better the spe-
cific company law regulation in question. The analysis of 
applicable accounting rules has concentrated on the lo-
cal GAAP and IFRS regulation. In the review of taxation 
rules is focused on thin capitalisation rules and deductibi-
lity of interest from the borroweŕ s view. When reviewing 
the local market conditions, the attention has been given 
to the size of the market in terms of amount of venture ca-

pital actors, volumes of venture capital investments, num-
ber of banks and volumes of bank loans. The research is 
based on academic and professional literature in com-
pany law and finance. 

The outcome of the research is that there are signifi-
cant differences in the company law, accounting rules 
and taxation regulation between the observed countries. 
There are also significant differences in mezzanine mar-
kets between the observed countries due to variation of 
actors and their capacity to provide financing. This influ-
ences on the availability of the mezzanine financing in 
general.

Additionally, it can be concluded that mezzanine is a 
potential bank lending form. Mezzanine financing could 
be used especially in situations where customer does not 
have collateral to offer and bank would be prepared to 
grant financing even with traditional debt instruments. 
Mezzanine instruments give also additional possibilities 
for a bank to price the lending to reflect better the risk of 
the financing transactions. However, mezzanine cannot 
be a tool which would allow banks to step to transactions 
or projects which would be riskier than those transactions 
or projects which are financed by banks today with tra-
ditional senior debt loan instruments. It is rather a tool 
which would provide to banks additional alternatives to 
price more accurately the risks they would take anyhow. 
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